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[Introductory .letter to Vol. 7 of th~ Seri".) 

.To Sir G. W. XEoWICH, K.C.B.~ 

Secretary of the Board of Education. 
Sm, . 

Ii HAVE the honour to present to you the accompanying 
volume of Special Reports descriptive of the work of rural elemen
tary schools in some of the northern and north-western 'partS 
of France, with particular reference to the nature and effects of 
the instruction given in subjects bearing upon agricuJture. 

In many parts of the world the question of country schools 
is one of special interest and difficuJty at the present time. There· 
is a widespread feeling that something ought to be done to bring 
them into closer touch with the practical needs of country life. 
But opinion is greatly divided as to how this could or should be 
done. The question is felt to be in the main a social and economic' 
problem, not simply a school problem. The work 'done' in' the 
schools affectlt the question at issue, but no mere change in school 
programmes could arrest or reverse a great process of economic ' 
or social change. Perhaps I may be permitted to sum up in '. 
the following paragraphs, for the information of readers of this 
report (with a -brevity which will, I trust, not be mistaken for 
dogmatism), what appear to be the conclusions of many of those 
best Cj.ualified to form an opinion on this intricate but urgent . 
qUestlOn. ' 

The country school is in a position to render a great service 
to the nation. The country districts are the recruiting grounds 
for the towns. Urban communities have a direct interest in 
the welfare of the rural schools. The better training that is 

. given to the boys and girls in the country schools, the better 
will it fare with the industries in which those boys and girls may 
be engaged in later life. Moreover, it is hoped that the drift 
into the great cities may some time be reversed, and that a current 
of population will pass out from the great cities into the country 
districts again. Electric traction. electric power. rapid means of 
communication. and the growing congestion of many cit;~"· area!!' 
may 'cause '8 greater decentralisation of industry. In order ',to' . 
encourage Buc.h.s movement. back into purer air 'snd_ mbre open'; 
lIurroundings • .it is desirable :that :I:.he eountry:.schools. should· not· . 
,be allowed to MOp below the intellectual level of .ths.town sehMls<~ 
We have now. and have alwayahad, many verj',eicelletlt C'O'lmt1'J . 
schools which may serve as a modet for imitation. What is" 
wanted is to level up the a.verage to a higher standard. .' ~ ~ 

Education; il a much- greater . and 'more' difficult thing:·tMn' 
~e 'Dl~impartil1g of ·inteHect1ia,l instruotio~." A!Q1>P.l! 'sbhbbl" 
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makes the children think; it makes them interested in wha. 
lies around them; it makes them ask questions; it makes them 
keen. !It does not cram them with undigested knowledge. It 
trains them to think for themselves; it teaches them how to 
learn; it makes them want to learn; it interests them in the 
why and the wherefore of the common details of life; it makes 
them realise that the simplest questions are often the hardest 
questions, and that the simplest things are often the best. But 
a good school does not stop here. It trains the body as well as 
the mind, and.it.cares most of all for character. Its deepest and 
noblest work is a moral.work. It makes the children not simply 
brighter and cleverer, but better, than they were before. It aims 
at producing not only self-reliance but self-control and readinl'ss 
to sacrifice selfish interests to duty. 

It cannot do this, however, unless it is inspired by a strong 
and noble tradition. All good education involves sacrifice. And 
the essential things in a good school are not a well-chosen time- . 
table or skilful organisation (though both are necessary), but 
the personality and example of a good teacher. That is the force 
which makes the school. And, in order to attract the best men 
and women to the work of education, no pains should be spared 
to make the position of schoolmaster and schoolmistress as honour
able and as well-found as possible. We need schools of first-rate 
quality and in good heart. This can only be when the teachers 

. are the best, and when they are happy in the conditions of their 
work. 

It is useless to turn a school into a mere labour-house. Men 
!tnil citizens have to be trained, not only workmen and" hands" 
for employment. But the best education combines what is prac
tical with what is ideal. It does not overlook the economic futme 
of the pupil in attempting to safeguard his spiritual and intel-. 
"lectual future. The best schools teach the children to value and 
reverence what is near at hand and "common," as well as what 
is distant and rare. But no school can flourish which aims at 
keeping the scholars down, or back from the best at which they 
can aspire. [t should always be remembered that in times 
past many of our greatest scholars and leaders were bred as lads 
in country schools. 

A few, at all events, of the children in a country school are 
likely to earn their living in some calling which is not very closely 
connected with country life. It would be inexpedient, there
fore, to omit from the course of study in such schools the elements .. 
of that· education which is necessary as a founda#on for success 
in CDmnlerCe' or industry. Still less reasonable would it be to . 
model the curriculum on the assumption that every boy in a 
country school will he, or ought to be, an agricultural labourer. 
It is partly as a safeguard against any such assumption being· 
made tha.t the literary elements in. the curriculum. have tended 
to .. I')~st. th.e pr&etiea~ elemen~s. Most people ~ll.agree in t~nkin~ 
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it right that the elements of Ii liberal education should ~giv!!n 
in all schools, urban and rural alike, but that, in, all cases, an 
education need be none the less liberal for being given partly 
through the medium of practical studies. At the same time there 

,is Ii no less general conviction that, even in the remotest village 
school, the desire to keep labourers "in their place 'I, should 
never be allowed to encroach on the proper. claims of Ii liberal 
training. 

The elementary school seems not to be the place' for ~the 
technical study of agriculture in any specialised form; but 
the general influence of the school and the drift of its, work 
may do much to fostor, or to discourage, an interest in country 
life. Some generations ago it was the practice to sacrifice ele
mentary education to the claims of industry. There followed Ii 

sharp reaction, and a too violent recoil from practical studies 
in the elementary schools. Happily there is now an increasing 
disposition to regard literary and practical studies as compatible 
elements in education. Perhaps the most effective of all 
kinds' of rural education is that which combines the practical 
with the more literary elements, and which teaches a child 
to love nature and to admire skill in handicraft, while at the 
same time making him share in the great inheritance of 
moral ideals and noble literature. But such a training, 
though it sounds simple, is really the outcome of long 
study on the part of the teachers, coupled with practical skill in 
the selection of subjects and in the choice of methods in teaching 
t·hem. Children learn to love a subject through learning from a 
teachel' who loves it. The best country Rchools have always been 
those which are taught by teachers who love country life, who 
appreciate its beauty and varied interest, who themselves' prefer 

. to live in the country than in the town, and 'who are in every 
way the intellectual equals of their colleagues in the town schools. 
The country is the ideal place for the education of children, and 
the greatest effort.'! should be made to keep the country schools 
up to a high level of educational efficiency, enthusiasm, and equip
ment. Country teachers need special encouragement in their 
work and many special opportunities for keeping up their studies. 
They need books, pictures, opportunities of travel, opportunities 
for cultivated intercourse. Above all, they need to feel that the 

.' nation at large appreciates the immense importance of their task, 
and honours them for their patience in overcor¢,ng the. difficulties 
whioh beset it. No part of the national system' of education 
needs, or will repay, more systematic encouragement or more 
constant care. 

m France there has been during recent years a remarkable 
movement for the improvement of the rural schools. A sort of 
missionary enthusiasm for national education through repub
lican institutions has inspired the leaders of this reform. And it 
is generally acknowledged how. much of the' moral earnestness 
of the 'movement is due to the labours and example of Professor 



F: Euisson; now'ProfesSor at the Sorbonne, bu:tlormtlrlrDirector 
of ,the Primary Branch of the Ministry of Public' ilnstruction. 
·InView of the 'practical 'importance of the subject, it has been 
, felt· that a short account of what has been done in Franll8 will 
:be9f interest to many: English readers; and that, though direct 
~imit&tion' of 'a foreign system of education would be fruitless, 
even1if. it' were-praeticable,· there is much that is' suggestive and 
encouraging in parts of the French experience. The political 

'alld eConomic conditions in the two countries are,'however, so very 
. diffeventthat in very many respects French precedents would be 
,as . unfitting to· English circumstances as English' methods" of 
.adjustment 'and -compromise would be distasteful to the genius 
of French' administration, with its dislike' for 1J.alf lights· and its 

: insistence on logical ,distinctions. . 
The reports which follow are from the pens of two'writers who 

have made a' long and careful study of some of the aspects of 
. rural education, and who are well acquainted with the difference 
between French and' English life. Mr. Medd, as an active member 
of, the Executive of the Agricultural Education Committee, and 
Mr. Brereton, as· Vice-President of the Jury on Primary 
Education at the Paris Exhibition of 1900, have had 
excellent, . opportunities of coming to close quarters with 
th(bpl'acticalproblems connected with the 'welfare· of country 
schools. ,In the coUrse of the inquiries upon which the 
following . reports are based, they met with the most 
courteous welcome on the part of the educational and other 
authorities in France, and received the greatest kindness and 
assistance from all concerned in the welfare' of the schools. On 
behalf of the Special Inquiries Section of the Board of Education, 
I desire to associate myself with the writers of the reports in their 
expression of hearty thanks· for the consideration and friendly 
.inte'rest with which they were received. . 

. To 'each report is appended the name of its author, and 'it 
: shouldbe'understood that the latter alone is responsible for the 
'llpinions therein expressed. 

ill have the honour to be, Sir, 
'Yow. obedient servant,' 

MICHAEL E. SADLER, .. 
Dlrectorof, Special rnqtJiri~s' and. Repo~tS. 

Dece~ber.1901l .' . .. 
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( 1 ) 

THE RURAL SCHOOLS OF NORm-WEST FRANCE, 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGRICULTURAL 
TEACHING. 

INTRODUCTION. 

A course of education, in any grade of school, is rightly re
gardedas a whole, made up of many ingredients, nearly all. of 
which are closely inter-related. But there has been a tendency, 
especially noticeable in England, to igt;lore this ~tial unity of 
any course of education,· and to regard the latter as a more. or 
less fortuitous aggregate Qf subjects·practica.lly· iridepEmdent of 
one another. Happily this way of looking at the matter is much 
less comJnon than it used to be. One of the indirect benefits 
of the Technical Instruction Acts has been to open people's eyes 
to the fact that technical instruction cannot be tied down to mean. 
the !eaching of one or two strictly industrial subjects. The wide 
extension given to the term by responsible Government officials 
is due to the rellBOn that· the experiment has brought to light the· 
vast ramification of knowledge that lies at the root of e"ery truly 
Icientifio . training, and the interrelation between different sub
jects that had hitherto been regarded as more or less distinct. From 
the recognition of the universal kinship among subjects to .their 
formation into well-defined families or groups was an ·easy step. 
The creatiot:l· of Schools of Soience, the Block Grant for Elementary 
Education·aS a whole,·and the latest division of the new :Board 
of Educaiion Uiio sections representing distanct groups of IDstruc
tion, have. brought us a long way· on the road of looking·o~· pro
cesses of education in the various grades 88 entities more or less 
oomplete in themselves, rather than fortuitoUs concurrences of sub
jects . that ciIsto)]]. irrp,n~~ria1. ~ad sanctioned} or. some. '!!Pecialist 
craze ):lad IqueEized into ~~ '.' .indigesta moles" .that fOJ;Il1~rly' pass~d 
in some cases for the school time-table. . . 

This unification of grades and grouPs in Education to' ·whioh 
we seem to be tending has long been an accomplished fact jn France. 
There the province of each type of school has been clearly, and 
maybe in some cases t,oo rigidly, thought out and defined. This 
is due, perhaps, in part to the French habit of tackling admini
strative problems in a more philosophical spirit th~n our practical 
English uiinds ~.e .accustomed to. The f)>>.e starts with a pa;ttern ; 
the other makes its patter'J1 as it goes along. :Be that as it may, the . 
definition of each grade or group inextricably involves the thin,king. 
out of its own partiO'Ula.r aim. And so the practice grew up com~ 
pal-lI-ti!eJy. ~Vl,.~. :French Primary' :Educati~ of (lflltbig what 
type-~n~dividua:l ~fI frirMrr or":ai~her'lTlm'"'1 Seh"oo161liht • 

.. . .... { ~ .. 
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to produce, and then framing or ·adjusting the programme of 
studies to meet the new requirements, so that the numerous addi
tions and niodificatitms that have from time to time been'intro
duced into the school system ha,:e nearly always been proposed, 
not so much with an idea of favouring the teaching of this or 
that particular subject because of its individual merit, as of re
modelling the whole curriculum by the inclusion of a new element 
like la morale in orda; to respond to some freshly discovered want 
that the authorities have felt or admitted in the aims of the school. 
They have not proceeded on the piecework and patchwork prin
ciple of tacking yet another 'ology on to an already overburdened 
curriculum, but even when such an apparently isolated subject 
as l'enseignement ag1'icole has ,been admitted, they have at 
once tried to locate it, and have never rested till they have fitted 
it into the curriculum, altering and adapting the latter wherever it 
was necessary in order to render the integration and assimilation 
eomplete. * Thus the whole course of studies is modified and 
leavened by this new element, which thereby brings it more in 
accord with a fresh and fuller conception of the aims of the school. 

It is therefore imperative for an inquirer into agricultw'al edu
cation in rural schools in France, if he wishes to judge impartially 
of its effects, to do his best to regard the, question from the same 
standpoint as its originators; that is, he must begin by acquiring 
a sufficiently complete knowledge of :I<'rench' Primary Education 
in order to see where the particular part fits in with the working 
of the whole, just as one must acquire itn adequate notion of the 
general strl,lcture of any engine in order to appreciate the true ' 
function and economy of any particular piece of its mechanism. 
But when one: has further to enquire into the "educational in
fluimce" of- the --rural school, it is clear that this subsidiary know
ledge,of t.he system as a '\vhole now becomes one of the main objects 
of investigation, for agricultural instruction, which is only a: part, 
is clearly inadequate .to explain the entire function of the school 
in the country. Himce, therefore, while only a few wordS on the 
central authorities are necessary, it is essential to obtain a. iairly,' 
clear idea oftha work of the school, the teachers, and the loca!, 
authorities. These, in the main, are, fortunately~ fairly easy t<I 
describe, thanks to the uniformity that a strong centralisation., 
always produces-uniformity' which is cUrrently regarded in F..ng- . 
land as an absol.ute rule in French education, and ppssesses, in thiJ 
case, the exceptional advantage of allowing frequent comparisons 
of the schools in the departments' under observation with thos~ 
of France as a whole. ,,' , 

Yet: l~ere'. a" word of warning is necessary. This uniformIty. 
which seems s~ univeJ;sal, appears 'smgularly, llfodified qn a nearer: 
aClluaip.tance. 'we are so. apt to forget that education, is a 
thing, wh?se mechanism is·.·~lOib.uilt up out of life~~~'::,eleme~ts: 

• "Dive"'l en ses applicatioris,l'enseignemerit d& l'ecole esV un en ,son pr:ln; 
eipe. M .. boliveux In the Revqe !,eqagogique for October, 1900, pagel363. 
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but composed of creatures of flesh and blood like ourselves. That 
is to say, the working and efficiency of the Iriachine in such cases 
depends essentially on the abilities, energy, and skill of those who 
make up the administration. In a word, however excellent the 
administrative system may be on paper, the real driving power 
comes from the character of the pe1"sO'TIIMl which compose it
in this instance, the officials, the inspectors, and the teachers. And 
since men differ more or less, and some are prone to lay greater 
stresH on one part of the programme than another; since even the 
same rules and regulations depend for interpretation on the 
spirit of those who administer them; since some regions in France 
seem to be inhabited by more vigorous and industrious races than 
others, there exists underneath the outward and visible appearance 
of rigid uniformity no inconsiderable amount of variety and dif
ference. That it might be greater still would, no doubt, in some 
cases be an advantage. But the actual diversity is so great that 
anyone who had not really visited a sufficient number of typical 
departments among the eighty-six of which France is composed 
would be certainly rash in always drawipg wide and sweeping con 
clusions about the state of things in regions other than he had 
visited, espeoially as each department seems to possess, as far as 
education is concerned, its own physiognomy, a subject to which 
later on reference will be made. . 

Nor must it be forgotten, as many critics of schools forget, that 
the sohool, although one of the chief factors in education, is only 
one of three others almost equally important-the home, the social 
milieu, and the religious influences·, We must therefore, in an 
enquiry into the position and educational influence of the rural 
schools in France, not heedlessly ascribe everything to the school, 
whether good or ill, but try to discriminate to a rough extent the 
effects of other factors at work; and this leads us straightway into 
an inquiry into the social and economic forces which seem to be 
affeoting Frenoh country life to-day. Everywhere in Europe the 
centripetal force of the towns appear to be growing. Does the 
French rural school exert its influence in favour of town or cOllUtry ? 
What is it:., influence, measured in terms of good or evil repute, 
among the peasants? Is there 0. rural exodus, and if so, what are 
the general effects on this exodus, of higher wages in the towns, 
of declining population, of alcoholism, of protection, of taxation, 
of land tenure, of conscription? Is the school a centre and 

• Since writing the above I have come across Mr. Sadler's mono
graph on .. How Far can we Learn Anything of Practical Value 
from the Study of Foreign Systems of Education 7" .. Education is 
not," to quote his own words, .. a matter merely of schools and school
rooms. Surely what we in England really mean in our hearts byeduca
tion is that great aggregate of the influences which come to us in our 
homes, at church and chapel. in daily life. in intercourse with our con
temporaries, in love of home and father and mother-in all the thousand 
streams' of influence and. suggestion which in a free country converge 
upon each individual life and shape ideals of conduct." 
~~ B 
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rallying point of all social reform, or is It mereiy content to 
interpret its duties in the narrower sense of instruction pure and 
simple? 

In fact, it is only when we have formed a certain idea of the relat\ve 
function and importance of each of these different factors that 
we can disentangle from the social and economic life of rural France 
in a rough and approximate fashion the actual infl.~ence and value 
of the school in the country and venture to draw any general 
conclusions about its -work, and hazard·a few suggestions in the 
way of application to English education-suggestions which must 
practically be limited and con£ned to details; for when the two 
educational machines are so unlike as those of English and French 
primary education, it ,is obvious that only what in engineering are 
called "interchangeable" parts can be with success adopted or 
adapted.-

The materials of which the present report is composed are prac
tically derived from two sources. One consists of a large number 
of official documents, bulletins, etc., and more especially of the 
four fine volumes published by the Ministry dealing with' the 
statistics, the organisation, and the reports of Inspectors and 
Academy Inspectors of Primary Education, which every student 
of the subject should read. The other source is derived from a 
large body of notes which represent in its briefest form the summary 
of long conversations with over 100 persons during a tour of some 
600 miles (more than 300 of which were "en bicyclette "), made 
last spring through the five Departments of Calvados, Orne, Sarthe, 
Indre-et-Loire, Loir-et-Cher. The tour ·extended over a period 
of five weeks, during which the writer visited some 60 primary 
schools for boys and girls, as well as nine normal schools. Among 
the persons interviewed were two rectors, the five academy 
inspectors of the departments, three secretaries to the academy 
inspectors, fourteen inspectors, the heads and some of the staff of 
the nine normal schools, four professors of agriculture', some 60 
teachers, and a certain number of peasants; parents and boys, 
and inhabitants of the country in general. On his return to Paris 
he had further long conversations with the members of the offi
cial world, and especially with his French colleagues' on the Jury 
for Primary Hducation, which contained, among others, a 
former Minister of Public Instruction (Y. L. Bourgeois), the past 
and present heads of Primary Instruction (M. Buisson and M. 
Bayet), the Comte de Fontaine de Resbecq, former Under-secretary 
of Primary Instruction and representative of the feoZes lWres ; several 
heads of departments (M. Charlot and M. FougAre), and "inspec
teurs generaux" M. J ost and M. Rene Leblanc. (the "godfather" 
of ag~icultural education ;n France); M. Bedorez, the Director of 
Education in Seine; M. Ba.udrillard, Primary Inspector; Madame 
Chegarey, the head of the higher primary school Sophie 

* Ct. M. Sadler. op. cit., page 18, on this question: 
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Germain; and the late M. Achille Deum - and M. Comte, the 
teachers' representatives. 

Among the schools vislted were several belonging to the religious 
orders. "I.e mieux est toujourS l'ennemi du bien"; and while the 
writer was always courteously received, he experienced in more 
C88eIJ than one coD.iiderable difficulty in obtaining permission to 
visit individual schools, especially those for girls, despite the 
oredentials he carried, which included a general letter of intra
duetion kindly furnished by His Eminence Cardinal Vaughan. 
Even when permission was obtained, there were further delays. 
",n faut prevenir" was a not infrequent expression, and the 
idea that his visit was being carefully prepared .for, despite the 
honour that was perhaps therein intended, contrasted most un
favourably with what was met with in the case of the ecole laIque. 
This was all the more unfortunate as the religious schools of Paris, 
or at all events those of the Freres de la Doctrine Chretienne, 
seem to be easily accessible to foreign visitors. 

As it ~eems rather too formidable a task to draw up the bead
roll of persons to whom thanks are due, since it would contain at 
least some 120 names, perhaps the simpl~ task to adopt is to place 
on record here "he admirable reception th.-~t the writer met with 
everywhere, and to insist especially o~ ~~le frankness and freedom 
with which officials of every grade debated with' him the weak 
and doubtful points in the system with all that tact and nice sense 
of give and take that render a discussion with any cultivated 
Frenchman so attractive and instructive. It is, indeed, highly 
remarkable that a system round which the fiercest light of pole
mical strife has played should not merely permit, but invite and 
even encourage criticism. Surely we have here what can only 
be regarded as a very healthy sign. On the one hand it implies 
that sense of strength which can only come from the conscious
ness that when one has written off all doubtful assets and written 
down everything to its lowest value, there, still figures on the 
balance sheet a solid reserve of merit to draw on. On the other 
hand, it typifies under its best and most living form the spirit of 
progress ever on'the alert to .better iwelf, counting, as it were, the 
present gain but loss in its strenuous effort to improve and keep 
the school abreast of the wants and aspirations of the age. 

• Perhaps it is permissible here to express one's profound regret at the 
sudden death of M. Deum. It came as a painful shock to one who recalled 
his boundless energy and unflagging spirits of a y~r ago. His wi~e s~m
pathies, his unfailing tact, his sound judgment, h18 rare sense of JustiCe, 
his frank independence, and his absolute ~npretenti~usn~ won for him 
the regard of his superiors, and endeared him to all h18 foreign collea~ues. 
France is poorer to-day by the loss of one who was not only the beau Ideal 
of a teacher, but also the exponent of many of the best national traits. 

B:l 
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Reforme du Certificat d'~tudes primaires, par M. R. Pinset. 
Evreux, 1900. Imp. de Charles lIerissey. 

Bulletin du Cercle des Instituteurs de la Sarthe. Octooor, 1897 ; 
January, 1898; April, 1~98 ; July, 1898;. Apr!! and Oc!-Ober, 
1899; February, 1900, Le Mans, Impnmene Sartholse, 
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La Depopulation' des Campagnes. -Par. M. P. Deghiiage. 
In!lpecteur de YEnseignement Primaire. Paris: Libraue 
Classique. F. Nathan. 1900. 

L'Ensei~ement ~ Ant~-alc??lique ~ l'li~cole. Par MM. Legrain et 
Peres. Pans: Llbrame Classlque. F. Nathan. 1899. 

Histoire d'une Bouteille. Livre de Lecture sur l'enseignement 
anti-alcoolique a l'usage des Cours moyen et superieur des 
ecoles primaires. Par M. J. Beaudrillard, Inspecteur de 
l'enseignement primaire a Paris. DeuxiemeEdition. Paris 
Librairie Delagrave. 1899. 

Education in the Country Districts. An Inquir:>: into the Con
dition and Needs of. Rural Elementary Schools. (Re
printed from the Manchester Guardian.) 1899. 

The Neglect of Village Education. By J. T. Macnamara, LL.D., 
M.P. Offices of the National Union of Teachers. [1899]. 

English County Cottages by J. G. Green. "Rural World" 
Publillhing Company. 1899. . 

.Educational Review (American). September,1901. Educational 
Lessons of the Paris Exposition by Anna Tolman Smith. 

The Cry of the Villages," in "Before the Great Pillage," by 
Augustus Jessopp, D.D. Published by T. Fisher Unwin. 

" Journal of the Society of Arts." March 16th, 1900. Con
tinuation School Work in Rural Districts, by H. Macan, 
M.A., F.C.S. 

Agricultural Education by John C. Medd, M.A.,Executivc 
Member of the AgrIcultural Education Committee, in 
" National Education, Essays towards a Constructive 
Policy," edited by Laurie Magnus. (Murray.) 

France by J. E. C. Bodley. Macmillan. 
Educational Foundations of Trade and Industry by Fabian 

Ware. Harper Bros. 
Nineteenth Century and After. July. December, 1901. 

(1) Back to the Land; (2) Back to the Land-a sequel, 
by the Right Hon. Earl Nelson. 

NOTE.-There is an :e:ccellent series of bibliographies appended to 
each of the chapters in the Rapport, E. P., above. 
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HISTORICAL SKETCH. 

Up to 1789· Primary Instruction in France was looked on as a 
religious workf (amvre pie), and was mainly in the hands of the 
Christian Brothers. The notion of considering it as a branch of 
National Education that society was bound to encourage and main
tain existed only in the minds of a few philosophers. The Consti
tution of 1791 declared in favour of the creation and organisation 
of a public system of instruction common to all citizens, and gratui
tous for such parts of instruction as are indispensable to all men. 
It further decreed compulsory attendance and the liberty of teach
ing. All this legislation remained a dead letter owing to the wars 
in which the Convention Lacarne involved. Napoleon centralised 
all existing forms of ~ducation in the university. The right to 
teach was, however, conceded to the Christian Brothers, subject 
to the Jeave of the University. Furthermore, all schools were 
compelled to adopt as base of their instruction the precepts of 
the Catholic religion. Under the Restoration a keen struggle was 
waged between the partisans of the rival systems (If mutual and 
simultaneous instructiop.. The champions of the latter, the Freres 
de la Doctrine Chretienne, who remained faithful to the 'teaching 
of their illustrious founder, de La Salle, re-opened their schools.: 
Their superior Pedagogy told in the long run. The mutual system 
of instruction was ousted, and schools were closed. 

The first great era of reform in French primary education begins 
with the July monarchy. After taking a preliminary census of 
the stock of educational machinery in the country, which thereby 
revealed the nakedness of the land, M. Guizot, laid in 1833, 
the foundation of the present system of elementary and higher 
primary education. There was no compulsory attendance. Each 
commune was, however, obliged to maintain a school and 
pay the teacher, who also received the children's fees. Free 
education was to be provided for the children of the tindigent 
only. The religious element was maintained by the reten
tion of the cure, or pasteur, as a member of the local com
mittee of management. An ord<Ynna1tc8 prescribed in 1836 
the foundation of girls' schools. The inspectorate was or
ganised by the appointment of one inspector to each department. 
Normal schools were founded, and amounted to 84 in 1848. 
The liberty of teaching (i.e., of opening a school) was secured and 
regulated by the law of 1833 (Gobron). The result of these reforms 

• See Rapport E. P. Introduction historique, page 2. 
t For a fuller account of the" origines" of Primary Education in France, 

and particulars of printe initiative before the Revolution, see Report M. A., 
)lages 18-25, and for after that period, L'Enseignernent Prirnaire 
t:atholique Histoire-Legislation, 17S{I·1900, by M. Ie cornte de ~'ont&ine de 
Resbecq .. 

1 Official Statistics, page ccii 
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is best denoted by the fact that in 1827 the number of illiterates 
among the conscripts was 58 per cent., while in 1847 it had fallen to 
36 per cent. The Second Republic, under the influence of the Prince 
President, passed in 1850 the law Falloux. It suppressed 
the higher primary schools by ignoring them in its list of the various 
forms of primary education, and drew up a new programme for 
Primary Education, which consisted of the three R's and religious 
instru<?tion. Among the optional subjects elementary instruction 
in agriculture was mentioned for the first time. [t recog
nised two new sorts of schools-the public schools mamtained 
by the communes, and the private ones founded or maintained 
by private individuals or religious associations. Teachers were 
to be properly housed, and provision was made for starting girls' 
schools in communes of over 800 souls, and for the creation of classes 
for adults, and professional training for apprentices. Conseils aca.. 
demiques departementaux were started ,to supervise all grades of 
education. In 1854 France was divided into 16 academies (univer
sitiesto-day), each administered by a rector with an academy inspec 
tor under him for each of the departments in his circonscription. 
The conseils acade-r1lli.ques disappeared. New bodies, dealing only 
with Primary Education -les conseils departementaux - were 
created. The nomination of the teacher was transferred from the 
rector to the prefect. 

The nlinistry of M. Duruy (1865-1869) is another landmark in 
the hietoryof French Primary Education. In three years he raised 
the classeil for adults from under 4,000 to 32,383, containing 829,555 
pupils. Teachers'salaries were improved; primary schools for girls 
in communes of over 500 souls were rendered obligatory; free school
ing could be. adopted at the option of the commune; hamlet
schools ,vere created, and departments obliged to come to the aid of 
necessitous schools. He further encouraged the creation of caisses 
des ecoles, whose receipts should be utilised for improving the atten
dance by prizes, and by relief allowances to indigent children. The 
fruits of this liberal regime are best seen from the following figures. 
The number of schools which in 1850 stood at 60,579, in 1866 
had reached the total of 70,671. The pupilS who in 1850 were a 
little over three millions and a quarter, amounted to more than 
four millions and a half, and the percentage of illiterate conscriptS 
had fallen to 23. per cent. . 

When the history of the first 30 years of the Third Republic. is 
written some hundred years hence, it will probably be admitted . 
on all sides that its most permanent and enduring work is the 
reorganisation and re-creation of the system of Primary Education 
in France. The first law of importance is that of June 1st, 1878, 
which imposed on the communes the necessity of acquiring their 
school buildings. The State at once set aside the sum of £2,400,000 
as a grant-in-aid for this purpose, with a like sum for loans, which 
was applied for " the construction, reconstitution, and fitting up of 
these schools." Further grants on a still more munificent Bcale 

.' 
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followed. The magnitude of the reform is best seen from actual 
figures. From 1878 to 1897, 35,145 maternal or primary schools 
and 163 normal schools have been built or acquired, and 19,817 have 
been fitted up and furnished. In all, the central and local autho
rities together have spent alone under this heading £34,000,000. 
In 1879 a law was passed compelling every department to maintain 
a training college for male and female teachers respectively. This 
law has now been practically carried out, and France possesses 
to-day, if anything, too many normal colleges. The two superior 
normal schools of Fontenay (1880) and St. Cloud (1881-2) were ruso 
founded in order to supply the normal schools 'with professors. 
During the same period a large number of certificats or professional 
diplomas were established, notably the certificat d'aptitude peda
gogiqu,8 for }>robationers in teaching, the certificat d'aptitude for 
primary inspectors and the heads of normal schools, and a certificat 
d'enseignement agricole. Still more important is the law of the 
16th June, 1881, which rendered obligatory for all teachers. whether 
public or private, the brevet de capaciU. The fruits of this law are 
evident to-day. In 1877 there were 41,712- teachers without the 
brevet. According to the statistics of 1897, they number only 
9,181.t and of these a large number are ~ the kindergarten 
schools, which were not comprised in the census of 1877. 

Having set the school buildings in order, and raised the profession 
of the teacher to that of a skilled profession, the Republic turned 
its attention to the carrying out the triple reform with which the 
name of Jules Ferry is indissolubly associated -abolition of fees, 
c.ompulsory education, and laicisation of the IIchools. The law of 
June 16th. 1881, abolished all payments in kindergarten. 
primary, and normal schools. This law on free education naturally 
paved the way for compulsory education. It furnished, in fact, 
one of its arguments. "It is just," said the Rapporteur on 
the Bill to' the Senate, • to render accessible for all what 
is rendered obligatory for all:" The law on compulsion, which 
dates' from 1882, established compulsory education, not com
pulsory attendance. Parents might send their children where 
they pleased, or even have them instructed at home. The liberty 
of ignorance was alone proscribed. School attendance commissions 
were to be appointed in e,"ery viMage to draw up lists of children 
under the Act; and in case of non-declaration on the part of the 
pru"t'nt in fayour of any school, t.he child was to be inscribed on the 
list of the .,·illage school. To pr,oyide funds for the encouragement 
of attendance, the Caisse des Erolu, which has been already men
tioned, was rendered obligatory for all the communes. The legal 
institution of the certificat d'etudes, or leaving certificate, also 
belonga to this period. 

These two reforms, drastic as they were, were, however, nothing in 
comparison with the third law of October 30th, 1886, which decreed 
the laicisation of the schools, and cut the painter once and for all 

, . . 
• France. t France and Algeria. 
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. between the public and private schools, between the State and the 
different cults. The la.icisation was to be established in two fash
ions. The school programme was to be purged of all denominational 
teaching distinctively Roman Catholic, Protestant, or Jewish, the 
teaching of la morale being put in its place. A ·large number 
of the State schools were under the direction of the congrega'Tbistcs. 
In the boys' schools these persons were to be displaced by a lay 
personnel Within the space of five years, but the religieuses at the 
head of the girls' schools were to be left in possession till their death 
or resignation. On the other hand the new law confirmed the 
principle of the liberty of teaching. Article 35 left to the directors 
and directresses in private schools entire liberty in the choice of 
their methods, programmes and books, reservation only being made 
in favour of the State's right to prohibit the use of such books as 
are contrary to morality, the constitution, or the law. These schools 
are subject to inspection, but only as regards morality, hygiene, 
sanitation, and the carrying out of the duties imposed on teachers 
by the law of March 28th, 1882. Certain formalities were also 
laid down for the opening of any new private school. Higher 
primary schools were once more recognised. The right to appoint 
teachers· was reserved to the prefect as before, but his power is 
limited, by the fact that the right of proposing candidates rests 
with the academy inspector. The same law regulated the juris
prudence to be· employed in the case· of offending teachers, and witI) 
this idea the conseil departemental was remodelled in order to give 
the pedagogical element the majority. 

These reforms necessitated a certain number of financial changes 
that took place in 1889. The financial burdens shared between 
the State, the department, and the commune were simplified and 
defined. Up to this date public teachers had been paid by the pro
ceeds of a surtax on each commune, the law only having fixed a 
minimum. * Henceforth they are paid direct by the State, and only 
receive certain allowances and extra grants from the communes 
in certain cases. Under the present arrangement, therefore, 
the State pays the salary of all functionaries, and bears, in addition, 

. the cost of the eleves-maitres in the normal schools. 
The department has to maintain the normal s,?hools (fabric, 

. furniture, and teaching materials); it has also to meet a few 
minor expenseS, slich as an indemnite to inspectors of 300 "francs. 
The commune must keep in good repair the school buildings, with 
the master's house, pay for heating and lighting the class-rooms, 
fuld the wages of the gens de service (where they exist), support the 
cost of the acquisition, maintenance, and renewal of school furniture, 

* According to the official report (E.P.), the situation was far from 
satisfactory. The poor communes could hardly pay their teachers the 
minimum wage. The rich communes often made a large addition to the 
legal salary. !' These liberalities possessed the disadvantage of creating 
nritably startling inequalities between teachers in the same depart men' 
and the same.canton, and managing schools of equal importance" (page 176). 
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including the registers, etc., allow the teachers -lodging money" 
where no proper house exists, and an indemniU de rlsidence in all 
cases where the village 'population is over 1,000, and pay for the 
sewing mistress in mixed schools under a male teacher. The same 
law which made the payment of teachers a State affair established 
a regular scale of salarie& for teachers and probationers, by dividing 
them up into six classes. Promotion is therefore no longer a ques
tion of locality. 

In 1893 I'I"Obationers' salaries were raised to 900 francs. In 1900, 
the question of teachers' salaries ha"ing come once more to the 
front, the number of stagiaires was reduced, and the percentage 
in the higher classes augmented, in order to accelerate the rate of 
promotion. Meanwhile, the school programme has undergone 
numerous revisions. The need of bringing, the school more into 
practical relation with everyday life has led to several important 
modifications. Yet the ideal aim of the school has never been sacri
ficed. M. Bayet says in an eloquent preface to the latest report on 
Primary Education: • Nous poursuivons la culture generale du 
caractere et de l'esprit, mais nous cherchons en meme temps a. 
orienter l'enfant vers la vie pratique." The most notable of these 
changes are the attention given to manual training in the towns, 
and to the teaching of agriculture in the country. 

The work of the Third Republic may be briefly resumed under the 
heads of free education, compulsory attendance, and laicisation 
of the schools, simplification and adjustment of the cost of education 
between the three contracting parties-the State, department, 
and commune-generalisation of primary education by the con
struction or maintenance of a public school in every village, with a 
marked improvement in school furniture and equipment, thanks 
to the generosity of the central authorities; teachers' salaries raised 
and teachers themselves paid directly by the State, while every
where training colleges have been provided in abundance. At the 
same 'time the instruction given has been rendered at once demo· 
cratic by the teaching of - civics and la morale," and practical by 
the introduction of manual training and agriculture; and lastly 
the higher primary school-which is the natural crown to a primary 
education - has beensuccessfullyre-established. The bitterest enemies 
of the Republic must admit that, however short it may havE' come of 
carrying out the extensive programme of reforms proposed by the 
Convention, it has been singularly successful in realising, for good 
or ill, the educational ideals traced out by Condorcet a hundred 
years ago. In the respect of the progress effected during the L'lSt 
20 or 30 years, the following statistics are given in the official cata
logue to Class I. of the Paris Exhibition. In, 1897, there were 
41,568 teachers more than in' 1877 ;. the children have increased 
to the extent of 1,012,052, and now amount to 6,326,324 pupils 
(of whoD?- one quarter are in the religious schools). In 1877, 15. 

• The number in 1896-7, in all grades:of primary schools, was 158,872. 
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per cent. of the conscripts were illiterates; in 1896 there were 
()nly 5' 3 per cent. * ; and finally the total of pupils who passed the 
eertifioot d'et1llles has risen from 36,841 in 1877, to 186,031 in 
1897. . . 

And lastly, the school, interpreting for itself the idea of 
national leducation not 'merely as a matter of programmes and 
syllabuses, or even the mere training· of the youth during 
the narrow cycle of the school life, but as a work whose sphere 
includes the education of pupils of all ages, and embraces in its 
widest sense the bringing forward and uplifting of the masses, has 
thrown itself with extraordinary ardour into the field of Jlducation 
extension and social regeneration. The offioial world has indeed 
given its consent and even approbation and encouragement; but 
the real living force behind the 'movement has oome from the 
teachers themselves, who have spared neither their own time' nor 
themselves in their efforts to found continuation classes for ex-pupils 
and adults, to provide evening reoreation and amusements, and to 
encourage thrift and mutual assurance among .their pupils, form 
old boys', associations, or combat the growing evils of alcoholism. 
In this work they have been ably seconded by the numerous societies 
which exist for the promotion of popular instruction in France, 
the most notable of which' is . probably the Ligue Fran'taise de 
l'Enseignement. 

CHAPTER I.-THE AUTHORITIES AND FINANCE. 

THE CENTRAL AUTHORITIES. 

It may interest Englishmen to know that,' whereas in their own 
country the post of President of the Board of Education (as distinct 
from the President of the Privy Council) is only a creation of yester
day, the office of Minister of Public Instruction in France dates from 
1828. Of his power over the public schools it is unnecesSjlXY to speak 
here. His rights in relatlonto the private and confessional schools 
are confined to seeing they are properly staffed, kept in a sanitary 
state, and conducted in accordance with the law. As has been 
already pointed out, even teachers in private and religious schools 
are obliged to possess the bret'tlt de oopaciU. There is no "free' 
trade" in teaching. In England a school!may exist without the 
cognisance of the State. In France'schools of every kind must 
come under State supervision. The effect on the general standard 
of. teaching is obvious. 

There are three permanent directors for primary, secondary, 
and superior education respectively. The primary section 
is divided up into five bureaux. ,The' first is concerned 
with the personnel of Primary Education, the second with the 
discipline, examinations and programmes (it was from thiS bureau 
that the celebrated circular on agricultural education was issued) ; 

* 'Accoroing to a Ministerial circular quoted ,by Le Temps, November 
3rdJ 1901, the percentage of male and female illiterates in 1898 was 4'7% 
ana 7'2%, against 25% and 37% respeetively in 1870, • 
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the third superintends the construction of schools, etc.; the fourth 
deals with the pri.ma.J;y teachers, and the fifth with the accounts. 

A sort of consultative committee for all grades of education Tbe Conseil 
assists the Minister. Such a council naturally makes for the one- Superieur. 
ness and harmony of education, and thereby prevents the various 
grades from getting too far apart, as well as insuring against any 
undue overlapping or local redundancy in the school supply. Of 
its 57 delegates six are elected * to represent Primary Education, 
which is fw·ther represented by several official members. An 
account of their proceedings is published in the Bulletin A.dminis-
tratif, but the actual deliberations of its members are secret. 

The Inspecteurs Generaux act as the eyes and ears of Inspectdurs 
the central authority. They also serve as its mouthpiece. Generaux. 
They are not glorified primary inspectors, but pro-consUIs of 
the ~ister. Their chief duty is to inspect the normal schools, 
appraise the value' of the higher officials, whether academy in· 
spectors, primary inspectors, or heads of training colleges, and 
record the progress of instruction in any department. As the 
mouthpiece of the Minister they serve as a channel of communi-
cation for any new idea that the central authorities may wish to 
put into circulation. The utility of their role may be judged by 
the indefatigability of one of their most distinguished members, 
who, a feW' years ago, made a tour of all the normal' colleges for 
men in France, in order to deliver a lecture on the precise 
orient&.tion to be given to agricultural education. They are 
nominated by the President of the Republic on the proposition 
of the Minister of Public Instruction. They are paid 10,000 
francs a year, and divide up among themselves 27,000 francs 
for travelling expenses. Their number to-day is eleven (reckqning 
in two who are .. hors cadre.") Along with the recteurs they 
have a voice in the promotion of primary inspectors. There are 
also four lady General Inspectors for' the ecoles maternelles. 
Their salary is 3,500 to 5,000 francs, with travelling expenses. 

For the purpose of General Inspection France is divided up into 
seven districts. Ordinarily each inspector preserves for two years at 
least the same district. t Among those most ca pa ble of judging, the pre
vailing opinion seemed to be that districts are changed rather too fre
quently, Certainly it is an undoubted advantage for an Inspecteul' 
General to be acquainted with more than one district in France, 
yet the districts themselves are so extensive, it probably takes an 
Inspecteur General the best part of four years to thoroughly master 
its manifold idiosyncrasies. On the question of appointing specialists 
for separate subjects or all round educationists as General Inspectors, 
the opinion of those I consulted was greatly in favour of the latter. 
In fact, the most recent tendency of the central authorities was m 

• The electorate is composed of the general, academy, and primary 
inspectors, the lady inspectors, the heads of normal colleges, and the 
teachers ';vho are members of the conseils dipartementaux. 

t These divisions are by no means rigid. It is left to the Minister every 
ye2:L to divide up the work between the Inspecteurs GeneraUL 
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favour of Inspecteurs Generaux who were really general. For
merly there were, inspectors for la morale and manual instruc
tion. These posts have Ilow.been suppressed, as it was felt they 
sinned against the cardinal rule of regarding the school's curriculum 
as a whole, and not a collection oi separate subjects. As far as 
I could learn, the only special subject still inspected separately 
was the" drawing" in the normal schools, which is looked into by 
an inspector sent by the Ministere des Beaux-Arts. An Inspecteur 

~dsee. General (hoTs cadre) looks after the M-qsee Pedagogique. Apart 
agogtque. from being a museum in which many relics of the past are pre

served, as well as a pedagogical library, it has served of late years 
as a perfect arsenal for lantern slides, which it despatches by the 
thousand during the winter to teaehers who propOse to give 
popular lectures. It further maintains a circulating library of 

'Effect of 
intellig~nt 
centrahsa· 
tion or 
centralised 
inttllligence. 

volumes requisite for the preparation of these lectures. 
If one goes for a moment beneath the surface of this.powerfulhier

archyof officials, one comes at once in contact with a directive and 
controlling intelligence whose traces one had already remarked 
in perhaps some of the most sleepy hollows of rural· France; and 
what is still more precious, one encounters the same spirit of 
devotion to the education cause, of esprit de corps that seemed so 
striking in the humblest of the teachers. Tn fact, anyone who 
attempts to estimate the influence of the .rural schools in France 
must take into account the steady pressure that the central authority 
exerts. It is like a "power station» which, though often unseen 
and at a distance, furnishes no inconsiderable. quota to the sum-
total of the schools' energy and efficiency. * . 

The Budget. It is interesting to note that the money voted for any particular 
yea.r is only available for that year and no other. Nor can the 
money voted undl:'r one chapter be used for another without 
the sanction of the Chamber. Hence the need of supplementary 
credits. Another inter.esting point is that the French Budget 
has t.o be voted by both llouses, and. that credits are .often 
proposed and carried by private members, t instead of there being 
only one Steward of the Commonwealth, as is practically the case 
in England. If the Budget is delayed for some reason or other, 
votes on account for a month's expenses, or douziemes, are taken. 
In one instance as manv as ten douziemes were allotted. The 
Primary Education Budget consists of no fewer than fifteen chapters. 
![n 1899 the Budget amounted to. 153,220,255 francs, against 

* Of course there is another side to the shield, though I venture to think 
it is-the less important. But those who dilate on the dangers of excessive 
centralisation in England will rejoice to hear that I came across one or two 
functionaries ill France who complained of the state of tutelage in which 
they were kept by the "administration." One official was exceedingly 
bitter' on what he called the "caporalisation" of the department, and its 
military regime. It discouraged initiative, and confounded obedience with 
routine. New ideas were ollly acceptable from certain persons-bien vues, 
etc., etc. U nfortullately this "libel'ationist" seemed the least likely to 
profit by Q. sudden extension of liberty. . 

t ,rrhe rights of the French Deputy have, however, in this matte .. been 
reduced (see Sea\e de III. Chambre du 16 Mars, 1900). 
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9,988,300 francs in 1870 and 26,677,813 in 1880. Of ,this sum, 
no less 'than 121,813;G!W francs,went for teachers' salaries'{not 
including those in towns of over 150,000 inJia~itaii.ts). " , 

It is probably worth noting here that the Ministry of Publio Other. 
Instruction is not the only Government office dealing with national e.tu('at~0.nal 
d . . F Th' . ul 1 hId: ~"authOl'ltles. e ucatlOn ill rance. e varIOUS agrlc tura sc 00 s all mstItu- , " " 

tionsal'e under the Ministry of Agriculture. The Miristry 'of " 
COmmerce looks after: the commercial schools' 'of variousgra.des, 
as well as the technical schools, some of which are entirely under 
its control, while it 'exercises' over ot~ers a joint stipervision along 
with the Ministry of Public Instruction., ' ,.', " 

, ,THE LoCAL AUTHO.RITU:S., 

The local authorities are either professibnal or lay, ora mixtUre 
of both. ' . 

France ill educationally, diVided' into, ,seventeen academies (now The rector. 
universities). At the' head of each i..~ placed a rector, who 
is appointed by th~ President of the, Republic. He is the 
head of all three grades of ' eduCation' within his province. The, 
norInaI schools are directlvunder him. Of the members who 
form the conseil d!administra'tion, four are his nominees. The 
higher priInary schools are also under his immediate control. But 
the el~mentary public, schools depend directly on the ~cademy 
iuspector, and the teachers are appointed by the prefect, who, in 
thisC3.so, is regarded as 'the delegate of the Ministry of ,Public In
struction. ,The scbools visited on the present occaSlOn were in the 
three academies of Caen, Poitiers. and Paris: ' 

Every department haS its academy inspector. Apart from The 
his duties in secondary and higher education he is the real head AI cademt Y 
f h d . I h" 'f . d" h nspec or, o tee ucatlona aut orltles or prImary ,e ucatIon ill eac 

department. As 'regards teaching methods and pedagogical 
matters he, is under the rector; in questions concerning 
the personnel and the, administrative' side' of pritnaryeducation 
he is iudepeudelltofhisauthor.ity; 'For, a short period the 
teachers were appointed by , the rector., But in 1854, the right 
passed, to the prefects. "This measure" inspired by political con
I!iderations, was illtende!i to fortify the authority of the administra-
tion represented by the prefects'· (Rapport:E.P.) This right has 
subsequently been modified;. and any movement in thepersimmel 
can only be Inade 011. the proposition of the academy inspector, who 
has ,also the sole'right 01 hppointi.~g prl?batio~ers:-'This':syste:n 
Qf dual control rarely leads, td'_Mnfiiets. , '(Rapport ·'E. P.) .. The 
teachers' are' not,' h'ow~ver;"ahyayll' protected' thereby'-aga'inst the 
workings of political influences. :In'fact; one of the teachers"griev-
ances:is that of diplacerr.wntd'o!fice;' in which' a 'teacher is sent 
from one post to ,another without being consulted. The case seems 
to be comparatively ,rare i ,and in some departments" where the 
'6342' C 
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academy inspector is opposed to it on principle, it is practically 
non-existent. . Considering, however, the strong party feeling 
which . exists in some of the districts I visited, it seems only 
wonderful that instances are not more frequent; and, nfter all, 
absolute immovability would probably not be an unalloyed blessing. 

The academy inspector strikes one as being the real pivot between 
'the central authority and the schools. He is not too far removed 
for the latter·to have a thorough working acquaintance with their 
ways and their wants. His intercourlle with the central authority 
is sufficiently close, and his rank sufficiently elevated, to mnke 
his voice listened to and respected. As quasi-independent, for 
much is necessarily left to his judgment and discretion, he has 
the oppOl·tunity of giving an act!ve and steady support to any 
ide9.s he wishes to encourage. On the other hand, his diplomatic 
duties are scarcely less important in keeping the school in good 
odour with the population, and inducing the department and the 
communes to grant to education subventions m'er and, above the 
strict necessaire. 

The following quotation from the preface of the bulky volume 
just issued by the Ministry on l'Inspection Academique gives an 
exceUent idea of the multifarious duties of these most useful of public 
servants :~ 

Their daties. [Their duty is] " to see to the application of the la,,'s, decrees, and circulars 
which have established compulsory, free, and lay education, reformed the 
programmes, and assigned the place of honour in the schools to moral and 
civic instruction, [Their task it is ] to make the teachers under their direc
tion understand its spirit, to guide them with their counsels, sustain their 
courage, and- strengthen .them against any momenta.ry weakness. [It is 
also their task] to see that the schools are properly installed, to provoke 
the zeal of the governing bodies, enter into relations with the authorities 
of every degree, with elected councils, with local notabilities, in order to create 
around our schools that current of sympathies which is necessary to their 
prosperity and development." 

The volume is practically made up of selected circulars on' all 
sorts of subjects addressed by the academy inspectors to the per-
80 nnet under them, or of general annual reports to the Conseil 
departemental, which are taken in both cases from the 
Bulletin dipartemental de l'elt8cignement primaire. A cursory 
pemsal of its contents gives a. very fair idea of the enor
mous output of pains and thought lavished on primary educa
tion in France since each separate department has its monthly 
Bulletin. The latter is further utilised for launching an 
inqw.ry into any new question which the central authori
ties, or' the academy inspector himseU. consider has come 

. within the range of practical politics. Suppose, for instance, 
the question proposed be that of agrioultural education. A copy 
of the Bulletin containing a long string of inquiries is sent to every 
teacher, who is obliged to return a complete set of replies. No 
one, in fact, escapes. \ EYen the teachers in the towns are obliged 
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to answer, though the subject be a country one like agriculture, 
if they have passed some of their time in a rural school. 

The circulars and general reports are often largely made up of 
the reports of primary inspectors, or of the debates that take 
place at the teachers' conferences. Although the academy inspec
tor occasionally presides at these functions, they are officially 
considered as part of the duties of the primary inspector, and, as 
such, will be noticed under that heading. 

The academy inspectors are taken from the ranks of secondary Hecruitmer,t 
education. I was told that in some departments they showed 
a somewhat scholarly indifference for primary education. I can 
only judge them from' what I saw of them, and my verdict must 
be emphatically the reverse. They seemed to me to be rather one 
of the factors that are bringing about that individualisation of the 
departments to which reference has been made. Their influence, 
already considerable, seems likely to be further increased, as the 
decentralisation of functions that the need of catering for local re
quiremerits is gradually bringing about will leave them with more 
initiative than ever-a decentralisation that M. Bayet, in the preface 
to the Rapport on Primary Education, regards as the direct outcome 
of the legislation of Jules Ferry. 

The prefect not only appoints the teachers, he ~lso is president Prefect al.d 
of the conseil departemental, which bears the same relation Conseil De
to him as the conseit superieur does to the Minister. The partemental. 

latter must not be confounded with the conseit gelleral du 
departemmt, which corresponds fairly to our county council. 
The former, if anything, resembles slightly our technical com-
mittees, inasmuch as it contains delegates chosen by the CO'fl.seit 
ge-niral, and though it has no power of actually levying a 
rate, it can indirectly make the communes spend money on 
education. It is not in any sense a representative body of the rate-
payers, as the pedagogical members are in a large majority. The 
academy inspector acts as vice-president. Other members are the 
heads of the two normal schools, two male teachers and two female 
teachers elected by their colleagues, and two primary inspectors. On 
the discussion of certain questions the private schools have a right 
to be represented by two delegates. Experts also can be summoned. 
The duties of the Council are pedagogical, administrative and judirial. 
They see that the programmes are duly.carried out and discuss 
the educational condition of the schools. In many departments 
in which a. special programme for agricultural teaching has been 
drav;n up, they have been consulted. Their administrative 
functions permit them to determine the number, nature, and situ-
ation of the primary public schools as well as the number of masters. 
They thus decide on the creation of new schools, determine whether 
or no a 8chool is properly built or finished, and have powers to 
allow small communes to unite for school purposes. This, however, 

53-12 c 2 
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does not often happen, as the smaller" thec6mmune _ the more 
jealous is it of its independence. 

The council further allows the detachment of Ii hamlet from 
one commune to another for scholastic purposes, where clistancps 
are great. "It grants permission to teachers to take boarders, 
allows a male teacher to conduct a mixed school on condition that 
the commune appoint a sewing mistress, keeps a regist('r of teachers 
who haye rendered thcmselws capahle of lx>ing fully certified 
(titulaircs), gives its opinion on the numIx>r of pupils required 
in the normal schools, can depute a third of its m('mlx>rs to insp('ct 
any school, and further appoints one or more delegates hy canton 
to supervise public and private schools. Its judicial attributes make 
it an appeal court in the question of the opening of a priyate IIchool. 
It is also a fountain head of rewards and puniHhments. It has 
a voice in the promotion of teachers, and it is on its l"('commendation 
that the Minister awards medals and diplomas for distinguish('d 
service t<l the teachers. Its disciplinary pmwrs are very gI't'at, 
extending to a complete prohibition to teach in any school. 

rhe Primary "The inspect<ll"S of primary education are the delpgates .of the 
fnspectors. State charged with the oversight of the estahlishments devoted to 

that form of instruction." They depend on the 1lC','ldemyinsppctor. 
Roughly speakipg there is about one to each arrondissement. Their 
actual number to-day is about 441 for France. To these must be 
added three female inspectors for the maternal schools and three 
for girls' schools in Seine and Seine-et-Oi8{'. It is worth 
noticing that there are no sub-inspectors. According to the 

;ize of statistics for 1897 there is one inspector for every l4!l primary 
\i~trict~. public schools, with 230· departments and 232 masters, or for IDS 

schools of all kinds for 324 department.'! and 356 masters and 
mistres.'!es. The biggest cirC',()]tscriptiQn is Rouhaix. with 1,0-H 
departments, and the smallest Batna. with 11!l. An in!<pector told 
me he was once in the old days in a very poor and mountainous 
arrondissement where there were only 27 schools. This has flince 
been suppressed. There is a tendency to-day to reduce the 
number of iuspect<lrs and equalise the circ01lscMpficms. 

Most of the cirC'onscriptions in the districts I "iRited seemed to 
be rather aboye the average. One of the biggest I came across 
was that of Argentan, ,,;th 207 public schoolRand 22 private 
dchools. This is some way off M. Paul Bert's ideal of an inspector 
to every 100 schools. Mere figures do not always gh'e a fair"idea 
of the work. The actual dimensions Qf the C'irC'onsrNption mUflt 
be taken into account, and the accessibility by rail of its YariOllS 
parts. Thus one rirconscription through which I passed has a 
school as far distant from the chef-lieu as 73 kilometres [45t miles]. 
of which 65 kilometres are by rail and eight by road, and 
the furthest schools in the opposite direction are nearly as inacces-

* Classes (French). 
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sible. The majority of inspectors use bicycles. In fact, the 
possession of a machine must be practicallY indispensable. As 
one of these hard-working officials remarked, "If the bicycle had 
not existed, it would have been necessary to invent it for the 
primary inspector." With such distances to cover, it is obvious 
that the majority of schools can only be visited once a year, or 
even less; as a high official said to me, this is far too lit~le for the 
few unsatisfactory schools which are to be found in every cirronr 
scriptioll. He preferred, therefore, that the inspectors should 
leave the better schools unvisited for even a longer period and 
concentrate their attention on whipping .up thes~ educational 
laggards. 

In England the primary inspectors are appointed by the Recruitment 
I'resident of the lloard of F .. ducation. In France the inspectors °It the to t 

1 d b f ·· TI d' . f nspec ra e. are se ecte y a system 0 exammahon. Ie con Ihons 0 

eligibility 8.1'6 so draVl'll up as to insUl'6 a high standard of 
knowledge on the part of the candidate. The examination itself, 
which i~ also the same for the heads of normal colleges, 
is usually held twice a year, and is (livided into three parts. The 
first, which is a written composition in pedagogics and school 
administration, is held simultaneously in the chef-lieu of all the 
departments, the subject set being thus the same for all the 
candidates. For thoBe who pass the \\Titten examination, there 
is an oral examination at Paris, each candidate ha\'ing a 'L'it'a t'Qce 
on certain set books, on a question of theoretical and practical 
pedagogy, and finally on questions of school law and administra
tion. Lnstly there is a practical examination, which consists of a 
visit to a school, followed immediately by a verbal criticism of the 
same by the candidates. . 

The following are the list of subjects for the composition, in Pedagogics. Subjec~ set 
for 1898, 1899 and 1900:- a~ examma· , tiona 

1898. Subjects Common to },fale and Female Candidates.-Toleration pedagogics. 
-Howcnn one give to pupils of the primary schools a simple and clear idea 
of it 1 How can one develop in them the sentiment and practice of it 7 

1899. First Session.-. .1Iale Ca.ndidates.-A common cause of com
plaint is that the spirit of initiative has dimini~hed in France. To what 
extent can the teacher in the elemrntarr. primary, or highrr primary 
school manage to awaken and fortify it 1 

Female Candidates.-Education at the matel'llal school. Ita principles. 

1899. Second Session.-The teacher, whether male or female, ought 
tQ teach the children order and economy. How are they to set about it 
in ordl'r t{) do so with mod!'ration 7 What precautions "ill th!'y tak!' to 
prevent the exaggeration of these qualities from leading them into those 
faults from which it is of the highest importance to preserve childhood '/ 

1900. First. Session.-Whnt is the meaning, as regards primary educa
tion, of the phrase pr/parer sa claS8e (prepare the lessons beforehand) 1 
How will YOll bring it home to teachers who ·have had severa1.years' 
experience of teaching that it· is ncct'ssary to prepare the work for one'll 
class all onc'slifc long 1 
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101 Thc following are the list of subjects set for the composition in school 
administration for the same period:- . 

1898, Male Candidates,-Explain the legal regulations relative to the 
representation of primary education on the Conseil Superieur de ['Instruc
tion Publique, What are the functions of this ('ouncil as regards primary 
education ~ Have you any obser,ations to offer on the subject 'I 

Womm Candidates.-What are tIJe regulations relath"e to internal 
supervision in the normal schools for girls 1 How should the directress 
organise it ~ In what spirit ought the teachers to interpret their partici
pation in the supervision 1 

1899. First Session,-Male and Female Candidates. The Certi(icat 
d'etudes. Its organisation and the modifications it has undergone. Your 
opinion of the criticisms to which it has been subjected. 

1899. Second Sessioll.-What are the obligations of the commune in 
respect to primary education 1 

1900. First Session.-The higher primary schools: their general 
organisation and staff. Candidates should ayoid discussing details in 
the programme. 

The list of set books for the last few years is as follows :-
1893 .. ·£17 :-

Fbelon-De l'education des {illes, Chap. I. a· VI. et XI. Ii XII. 
Les p§dagogues de Port-Royal, par. I. Carre (Extraits de .Nicole, de 

Sacy, Guyot, Coustel, reglement de Jacqueline Pascal). 
J. J. Rousseau-Emile, livre III. 
RoUin-1'raiU des etudes (edition F. Cadet). 
Anthoine-A travers nos ecoles; les 42 IJTemieres pages. JS otes d' un 

inspecteur. . 
Herbert Spencer-De Z'education (edition populaire), Chap. II. 

De Z'education inteZlectuelle. 
Greard-L'education des fffiimes par les fe'mmes. 
Blackie-L'education de soi-meme (traduction F. Picaut). 
Channing""7"""""De l'education IJerSonelle (traduction Laboulaye). 

For 1898-i900 the authors set included, among others, Fenelon, J. J. 
Rousseau, Oondorcet, Emile Boutroux, F. Buisson, and Horace Mann. 
For 1901-1903 the extracts are taken from the works of Montaigne, 
Rousseau, Channing, Michelet, Bain, Pecaut, and Jules Ferry. It is 
worth noting the large use made of English and American writers Oil 

education, and the absence of any German books on the subject, 
The so-called .. explanation" of these texts consists in a vit'd-t'OCe com-

ment on one or two pages, which the candidate is given an hour to 11repare. 
retical The question on theoretical and practical pedagogy and the questions 
Lctical on school. law and administration are assigned by lot to the candidates. 
gics, Each candidate is allowed two hours to prepare his replies, during which 

time he is under lock and key. 

The following are a few specimens of the questions in pedagogy:-
1. In a pedagogical conference you set forth the principal reaSOllS 

why the school attendance has been defective, and you indicate 
to the teachers what they can do, without having recourse to 
the school commission, to improve it. 

2, Discipline. How do you understand its application to the pupils 
of all ages in your primary 8ehools 1 

3. How, in your opinion, can a teacher in his commune extend llia 
educational influence outside of and beyond the school 7 

4, How would you regulate the use of monitors in the clemcntary 
8chool1 . 
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Specimcns of questiol1.<J 011 Sc11001 law and adwinistratioll :- In school 
1. The functions nnd r610 of thc inspector of primary educatiou in law. 

tho matter of examination .. 
2. Right of opposition to the opening of private schools. Closrng of 

these schools. 
3. Clnss-books. prizes. anti supply of school materials. 

At the end of the examination an exho.usti\"o report is addressed to the The 
llinister by tho Presidcnt of tho Board of Examiners (consisting of the exan.inel"l' 
Direcoor of Primary Instruction, tho inspecteurs generau:c for primary rerort" 
instruction. four lady inspectors or directresses of normal schools. an 
aco.dcmy inspector, four university professors, and two primary inspectors). 
l'aking that of 1899. the President, M. Jacoulet, after enunciating the 
number of candidates and the classes from which they were drawn, com-
plains of tho low marks in pedagogy obtained by many candidates, and 
enumerates tho qualities most essential in a. good inspector. Returning 
to tho composition, which was concerned with the supposed lack of initia-
tive in France. he criticised some of the most common faults in the treat-
ment of the Bubject, and gives an admirable resume of how the question 
should have been dealt '\lith and discussed. The administrative problem 
treated of another burning question-the certificat d'itudes. Here most 
of the candidates failed to treat the subject "ith sufficient philosophic 
breadth. The lecture expliqule, according to the same authority, is 
ono of the most difficult and more decisive tests. Not only must the 
candidate be master of his subject, he must also give it the tone and style 
of an inspecoor addressing his subordinates, a somewhat difficult feat 
beforo such an august assembly of examiners. The (preuve pratique-
at the end is also one of tho most decisive ordeals. It is essentially a test 
in powers of observation and judgment. Such is the mere gist of M. 
Jacoulet's report, which abounds in the most practical hints for the un
successful quite as much as for the successful candidates; but those who 
desire to obtain a more thorough knowledge of the Bearelling nature of Severity of 
the examination should read pages 47-133 of the Report I.E.P., which examination 
gives an exhaustive reSU1nl of the subject. -

The extreme severity of the examination is further shown by 
the small percentage of candidates who have passed in the lagt fh"e 
years. 

-- Ex.amined. Passed Written I Successful. Examination. 

180;; 159 27 8 
1896 337 1>0 21 
1897 261 42 23 
1898 103 21 10 
1899 229 38 22 

Up to 1887 teachers were eligible for the examination, which 
WIUI, indeed, open to all persons of a certain academic standing, 
In fact, in the years 1880-1888 they formed the majority of the 
successful candidates, numbering 122 against 93 professors from the 
normal and higher primary schools, 29 secretaries and clerks 
from the offices of academy mspectors, and only 12 professors 
of secondary education. The comparati,"e failure of the laUer is 
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significant .. J~ ll.i ~rob~bly .due 1;0 ,th~irigIJ.9ra,n~ 'Qf' ~.'gra'p:e of 
teaching whose methodS and regulatio:nS~are s~' .up.Iik~UheiI' 0"'"11. 
Aftel ),888 thlil. regulati~ll!! were framed tp .further raise tbe, intel
lectual standard of the candidates by demanding the 'poSsession of 
certain degrees as a sine'qud 'lW1i of 'admission to the exa:mlnations. 
This had the effect. of practically' reducing·. the "examination,to a 
,...lose competition between the :professorsin thenorInal &nd': higher 
primary SCh09~. Suwe then the·)·egul.atioIJ-i, .h~ve been again 
i.yidEllled, hut the ;significance of. the, change is best' seen from 
the fact that of the total who p~s~d dUring the perIod from 1889-99 
inl',!usive, only· 30 have come from' the Tanks :01 :eleinentary school 
teachers ; the Secondary 'professorS nave furllisliedfour, the clerks 
and secretaries one, ':while rio fewer than' i61bilong' to the c~te
gory of professors in normal,orhighel' primary.acliools., 

Pros and cons On -the vexed question :whether the elementary school teacher 
~~;~~l:ctUl\l or 'the normal professor: makes the 'best inspector' there: seems 

to be considera,ble difference of opinion.. The ,elelJ?entaryschool 
teacher is often niore at home in the school and knows-what its 
real capacities are imd ~hat it is reasonable: to expect from it; 
in a word, his pedagogical equipment is often superior. On the 
other hand, the normal professor, from having more' frequented 
the world, lias learnt somethlng of its ways and diplomacy,qualities 
.which are by no mealis uniinpol'tant in districts where 'political 
feeling at times runs high, while~ they have also.'a positive value 
m helping their possessor to persuade the communes into taking 
a larger view of their duties to,V:ards 'the schools. .. 

I . 

Emoluments. The inspectors Pore clivided ,into.· five ,classes, receiving, 3,000 
francs in the lowest class, with a rise· of 500 francs for, each, 
class up to the maximum of 5,000.*, These salaries are paid 
by the State. They are also allotted so many travelling' days' 
expenses at' th~ rate' of 1 0 ftancs 'a day, according to the size of 
their circons.cl'iption; and, finally the department allows them a 

,minimum indemnity of-300 francs. 

Duties. The duties of the inspector in the private schools are confined 
to examining the register and the sanitation of the school. They 
cannot inquire into the teaching e..'\:cept to assure themselves that it is 
notlJEtrary t(> the morality of the constitution. Not infrequently 
the e.'tchers ,in the private schools beg the primal'Y inspector 
to ex mine the class. but the latter..nearly invariably refuses. They 
see to have a pretty general notion that the methods in these 
Shh~' ;.are inferior, and have no particular wish to improve them. t 
'l:his th"lf0bably not far from the truth as' regards the religious 
rur )t . ciplls, considering the pecuniary difficulties under whi~h 
the is l~ a. ' ' 
__ <\Cbo 3- ' ' , 

',l~bou.r· !. ~ine the inspectors are paid on a higher scale. 
'. . e 150 (passage from Matthew Arnold) . 

. * In. ' 
. ,See pa\ 
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.. In the public schools the inspectors' duties may be s~ed up . 
under three main heads. They are appointed to·keep·an eye on' 
the hygiene and morality; to see that theprogramine and regulations 
are duly observed ; and, thirdly; to act as ~'masters~ 6f method" to 
the teachei·s. They natUrally have a' voice in the bpenill.g of any 
new school, whether public or private,and also in the appointment 
of teachers. They preside over the examination for the certificoJ 
d'itudes. They can also, as a last resort, set the law in motion 
in case of non-corripliance with,the school attendance ·regulations. 
On the other hand, it must not be assumed that they,rank pari passu 
with our English illBpectors. The .latter have a wider province 
to overlook, and under certain 'restrictions are far more free· than 

, the}'rench illBpector, who in all things reports dii'ectly to and depends 
on the academy inspector. The latter:isj of course, idso the author
ity for higher education, but otherwise,:as far as primary education 
goes, he is in some ways more the Fre~ch· countetpart of our ~lemeil-
tar)' inspectOl;S than ,tIle French primary' inspec~r is~ , 

Oue important branch of the lilspectors'duties is tlie organisation Teachers' 
· and directiOli of the cantonal meetings of teachers, The fine volume conferen< 

just puhlillhed by the Ministry on the" Inspection de l'Enseignement 
Prima ire " is an eloqu~nt monument of the pedagogical value of these 
conferences, specimens of which occupy quite half of the book it8elf. 
T\le puhlic teachers' tra~'ellillg expenses al;e paid, alld even assiStants 

· are obliged to attend .. ,llrivate teachers can he present by perlnis
sio11. In most'departments there are two conferen~sa' yeai', one 
devoted to the theory and the other to the pmctice of teaching. "The 
former ill generally held in the spring, and the latter in: theautulnn. 
l)reparations are made a good .time in advance. for .the .first. con-

· ference. At the last meeting of, the.year a list of subject~ is proposed 
and drawn up; these are sublnitted to the approval of the academy 
inspector, and published as sqon as' possible in the' Bulletin departe
mental, Each teacher is supposed to write a thesis, orcolltribute 

,his impressiolls in the form of notes. These compositions are classed 
Rccording to districts, and the set. fr9m. liny padicular' district are 
given to one or two teachers'to condense mill memoir. ,This ·is 
again sellt to the inspector, '''ho thereupon, prepares . a report or 
address on tht:l fmbject. A discussion follows. and at the end, the 
ilispecto,r, if lleCessary, i!Uln8 up wI.ui.t' se~ln to him to be the conclu
sions arrived at; ltI~d. if neCesSl\1',\', pats them ihthefol'IDOf resolutions 

, to tIle' l'ileetinft. ,. This' : theoretical di~cti8sio~ is . generally followed 
by a short critiClsm by the inspector on any points of teaching, 
methods. discipline, or conduct that have st.ruck his attention 
during the past six months, 

· , At the llutUtll.ll conference· Ii practie.'tl lesson is often given by 
, a teacher, very' generally on. 'a subject which has· been discussed 
, theoretically at the preceding reunion. . At the· ('lose af' the lesson 

theteacl,16rs ~athel'edin council criticise their c~lleague's, methods 
and suggestioDS,anddraw practical conclusions for'themselves;' 
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I hud' the good fortune to be present at one of these spring meet
ings in Loir-et-Oher, ""hich 'Was presided over pro Mc 'L'ice by 
the academy inspector. The subject, which speaks volumes fol' 
the good relations between the authorities and the teachers, was 
the thorny question of overwork and extraneous· tasks, and sug
gestions were invited on how to lighten the already heavy 
bm'den of the teachers; The conference over, the inspector read 
an illuminating essay on the civic education of women, and for 
which we may perhaps find space here for a very rough and incom
plete resumi. 

" The education of the citizen 'Was accepted by all to-day, but not of the 
woman as citizen. There was always the fear of woman being rendered 
unfeminine. The dominant idea still was that of the housewife. La femme 
ne donne 8011. parfum qu'd l'rnnbre. Still there was a place well marked 
out in civics for the wife and the mother. She has a stake in the country, 
if it is through her sons and her husband, who may one day have to fight 
for it. She has a right to know about the laws and politics, for these 
affect her and hers in a most vital fashion. She, too, has a personality to 
develop. She also, in France at least, should know something of business, 
for she takes a considerable part in the commerce of the country. It is 
necessary, then, she should learn to appreciate the full sense of such expres
sions as 'fatherland,' 'law,' , citizeUilhip.' Otherwise they will be but little 
more than mere words to her. Once she leaves the school she i~ lost to it, if 
she cannot be drawn into the cours d'adultes. Without a proper civic training 
she 'Will fall back into the old rut, and' her daughters 'Will go to the ecole 
rel-.'gieuse, and the separation which cuts France in t'Wo, even in the humblest 
homes, 'Will be perpetuated. The sole remedy is l'enseignement de la citoyen7le. 
Reading 'Will prove a fruitful source for moral teaching. Napoleon, from 
the moral point of view, will appear to her, on thinking of the tears and 
bloodshed he caused, as a subject not for pride but execration. Ce bronze 
que jamais ne regardent les meres I Not hatred, but love should be the motto, 
fraternity within the Fatherland, and fraternity without. Sympathy for 
inferior races a necessary subject to be taught. The woman, maybe, 
will never leave her village, but her son will go into foreign lands, and 
practise there what he has learnt at home. Woman must be educated, 
not like a man, nor like a. child either. Hence you can teach her heroism 
by the example of the women during the terrible year of 1870. Such is 
the role of the Icole la"ique. Neglect this form of education and there is 
no essential difference between the teaching of the nuns and that of the 
lay schools. This civic training is the real rai80n d'~re of the education 
of women, an education which does not demand the abjuration of sex, but 
makes the woman still more feminine, because it completes the education 
of the wife and the mother. 

This eloquent address, of which the above quotations are but the 
disjecta membra, was followed by a criticism on school matters 
by the primary inspector, which will help, perhaps, to give a fair 
notion of these meetings. 

In speaking of the cel'tificat d' etudes, he advised the teachers to 
,discom'age the pupils from asking permission to enter when under 
the legal age. The" composition agricole" should be above all 
things simple, containing scientific ideas and notions in modera
tion. He reminded his audience of the Orphan Asylum for the 
children of teachers, which contains 2,000 children up to fifteen. ' 

, A lottery was being got up for it. Female teachers might ""ork 
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SmAn articles for IJrizes. .. C'eat une murre de 8Olidarite." The 
subscription waslight-3 francs for members and (j francs for hono
rary members. All should subscribe, for the asylum was common to 
all France. The Society for the Prot€Ction of Animals rendered 
Ii rlfil sen"ice. Children should be encouraged to join. Instances 
were gin·n of children who had given up birds'-nesting. Keed 
of looking after the school furniture. Care to be taken during 
Hwet'pin~. A word for temperance societies-need of encouraging 
them. The contagious diseases-scarlet fever, measles, chicken
pox. Xecessityof warning the academy inspector, who will send 
down doctor-; child meanwhile to be kept from school. Children 
suffering from ringworm can be taken back at a pinck Impar
tiality to be practised by the teachl.'r, especially in the capacity of 
Secretary of the lIairie. Rl.'memlJ1.'r you are functionary of the 
Uepublic, and nothing more. Kel.'d of husbanding one's voice. 
J,oud spl.'aking deprecated; produces bawling on the part of the 
children, and laryngitis on the part of the teacher. Agricultural 
I.'ducation must be as practical and experimental as possible. A 
few words ·on the date of the holidays. Certain books suggested 
to the teachers by the inspector for reading-books. 

I talked to a good many persons about the utility of these use of the 
conferences. Some of them spoke of the difficulty of getting conference 
the teachl.'rs to speak; othl.'rs complained that the composition 
1\"as "trop peu serieux." In one case the inspector found 
se,'en teachers had simply copied an article out of a pedagogical 
journal; and this seems to be a very common occurrence. On 
the other band, another inspector was strong on the. benefit 
dl.'rh·oo from these conferences, though he admitted the compo-
sition was not ,·ery valuable. The real key to the solution seems 
to me to lie in the remark of an academy inspector, who said" they 
were excellent things with a good inspector, affording a sort of 
neutral ground on which the two parties can meet and discuss. 
The whole thing dl.'pends on whether the inspector regards them 
as a task or an aid to his work» ; and this opinion I found reiterated 
in nrious quarters. In short~ the personality of the inspector is 
eveQ·thing. It is very obvious that an inspector with strong ideas 
on the exact way in which eyerything should be done is less likely 
to elicit the ideas of his subordinates than one who believes in a 
multitude of councillors. But, gi,·en a sympathetic inspector as 
chairman, who is anxious to receive advice as well as to gin it, 
and who belie,'es in the supreme merit of letting teachers as far as 
possible puzzle out questions for themselves, only coming in at 
the end to gi,·e 8 derniere main to their conclusions, such meetings 
no doubt are 0. big pedagogical success. Apart from this, however, 
they possess the ad,·antage of allowing the inspector to see and 
talk to many teachers whom otherwise he only meets once from year's 
end to year's end, and that, too, when they are not under the ordeal 
of ha \"ing their schools inspected. It also gives the teachers the oppor-

• School doctors were created by the law of October 30, 1886. 



tu?ity 'oI~akii1,g' each other's acquaintance, and through thesl! 
's~mi-officiiil :gath~rhigs laying the f6uIida,tion of many pleasant pro 
fessioriaI fl'iendsh~ps, and participating in the various good works of 
solidai'ity, ,,;hether it be Ii society for mutual ,aid or an association 

',for, providing for the widow· and ol;phan. ,These meetings are 
especially useful· to the teachers' in .lonely communes "six miles 
froin anywhere;" who find in. these meetings a healthy stimulus 
:against the lethargy that lurks in sleepy hollows. 

InISS1 Jules Ferry, in a ciI;cular addressed to the rectors, spoke 
of t4e·Prilnary Inspectorate as fo11ows:-

~preciation paring the' halfceniury that 'this institution has exist~d with us it has 
the Inspec-' proved its' value, and the services it has tendered are snch that one can say 
rate. it has no longer any adversaries. Established at first on the weakest of 

',bitses,as. a sort of benevolent and ,temporary committee of the arron
dossementa councils, long condemned to feel its way slowly and to 
'recruit its ranks with volunteers who were more remarkable for their 
goodwill than their competence, the primary inspectorate has won for itself 
by the force of .circumstances, or, rather, by its own merit, the important 
Place it occupies in our school organisation. Other countries ha ve been able 
:tosurpass us in the perfection of their equipment and methods; but none, 
perhaps has so speedily and resolutely linked the destinies of its national 
educ,ation to the homogeneous composition and incessant activity of an 

, offl.cial' body of lay inspectors. To-day, when the primary inspector is 
'lleeessarily. recfuitedamong the flower of the teaching body,alld appointed 

011 the results of :l,lompetitioIi in professional knowledge, the standard 
:of 'IYhich has, recently been once more raised,* he is one of the func
,tiol).aries'of. State ,,,hose authority in its modest limits is the best estab-
1ished and the readiest accepted. 

'. A visitor in the 'rural schoois of North~west France in 1900 
wo-qld, have little hesitation in endorsing this apt 1'esumi of twenty 
years ago; .',' . , 
, The Mayor.-The mayor of each commune hastne right to visit 1),11 
schools; whether public .or private, within the areao! the parish. He 
can ~lso have them inspected by a doctor~ He is· Sllpposed to. preside 
'o;\'el: aI).d QOl,lvene thecomm~ssion scola ire, whose duty it is to look 
,aJtei', C:oinpi$ory !'!,ttendance, and himself to assure' the execution 
of tIlelft,w on thesU:bject. He r€ceives demands for opening new 
schools, ,and has a right to oppose thesepI'oposals. . He also com
'l~ussiOIis, the ·pJansfor '11e'" schools, mid signs all contracts. ltgUBs ~ 

1tonaux. ,' ... The iUlegues ,ca1ito,iw,ua; are apparently meant to represent the 
lay, element, in the educational hierarchy. It is worth noting 
tluit: they are ,often (It!Uyues in yiIlageso"ther than their .avrn. In 
this"C\lse they seem to stand· foi', the· :wider interest of tllecantoll, 
iig\\iust the sOmetilnes· too mirrow ideas· of the comm'Qne. Their 

, Autiesiiri some ways; resemble school managers', l~ut are much more 
limite"d.·'l'heirfunctiollsare confined to looking after the state of the 
. b~lqings, school furniture., sanitatio:Q" and oeha'tiour .of the pupils. 
~-~---.!'.-

'. ,',.; ,The .yre~ch have e\'idelitly taken to heart, the advice of M: VaL den 
'Eridil'toM. Cousin,whenh~visitedJIoUand in 1836 :-uTake care how 
you. choose your inspectors; they are tile men whom you 011ght to look for 
'witlJ, alariternin-Yinii'-hai1d.""':(Repo~tM.A., page 136.) " . 
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rhey IIlaY not Il1eddle with the t~aching: ,They ca~~ h~~:eyer;Jie 
present when lessons are given. not as educational e.xperts,,,hut,4!1 
representing the family and social element, and can ;eve.naddress 
the children if they wish. They are further looked to for helping 
to improve the attendance, for giving prizes, and i!ncouraging ,the 
complementary work of the school-the evening classes, the schor 1 
I ihrarit>R, the s{)cilfis de patronage, ~tc. " 

The idea of thelie school patrons is evidently an excellent :one, 
but it is far from being generally realised. One inspector went so 
far as to' call them the' fifth wheel. in the school coach. ,Another 
declared their chief value was the pecuniary aid they gave to the 
school!!. A third said tl~ey only put in an appearance on 'the day 
of the school illllpection, and one of the teachers I spoke to on the 
subject seemed to regard their presence in his school as a veritabJ~ 
intrusion. Others, however, spoke more favourably. At Mayet 
in Salthe I heard of a deUgui who has done much for the school. 
The academy inspector of l.<>ir-et-Cher(1899) speaks of several 
delegations 'which function regularly, and in C!llvados, accOl;ding 
to the acru:lemy inspector's report, the, system seems to produce. 
good results. It certainly has 8.' good deal to recommend it. 
l'rollalllv the chicf reason it is not 80 succesliful as it should be lies 
ill the ·difficult.y of finding persons of bonne' 1:olQI~ti to unde~'
take the task. The international congrcss 011 primary educatiOli 
pl'O~oi'!ed its suppression. This seems to have had the good effect 
of awakening contliderable interest in the matter, 'wruch cuI" 
IT jnatp(l in 1t'-C{)ll~J'PRS of deUg~ cantollaUJ;. (October, 1900.) " 

All this hierarchy of central and local officials will doubtless How the 
~eem complicated to English minds. . The extra~rdiHary th~g ::t~e 
lS that, as far as I could le'arn, the machine, for all ltS compleXIty, 
works smoothly enough. The truth is the, proyince of each 
particuiar functionary is so clearly thought out and defin,ed that 
there is no debatable ground m'er which ambitious rival autho-
rities can wrangle, and, with a place for everything imd someone 
to see that it is always in its place, any encroachment of more or 
less doubtful legality in the field of national education is absolutely 
impossible. The cadastre oC French FAlucation has, so to say, 
been completed; fresh delimitations may take place. from time 
to time betw~n primary and technical education (aa last yellr), 
or higher: primary and secondary, but there is llQ possibility in 
a country, where the whole educatiollal field has, beeUll1apped 
out and allotted, for BOrne debatable sphere of in:fluen~e to'be fought 
for, by .two 10cal'edIJ.cational authorities. 

This clearness of plan has naturally led to dearnesS 'of. policy. 
For ",hen an indh;dual sees clearly what is to·be done, he only· waits 
his opportunity to do it. Whereas we m England, for reasons 
which historically are easy ,to expl8.in, ,have o~y legislated by, :£ita 
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and starts in education, the Third Republic has, especially in 
Primary Education, carried out a consistent policy, and consistency 
in policy, as Lord Rosebery has shown, is an important factor 
in success . 

. As a corollary to this, it is clear that, all money spent in French 
education; being spent on' a de:6nite plan, has, no doubt, been spent 
with the greatest economy, because unnecessary schools have rarely 
been built except in a few of the smaller conununes, which refused 
to be united to another commune. And lastly, this clearness of 
plan has singularly facilitated an intelligible adjustment of the 
financial burden between the three contracting parties-the State, 
the department, and the commune. No doubt these different 
blessings are directly due to the working' of centralisation, and, as 
Matthew Arnold pointed out as long ago as 1861, we are too sensi
tive as a nation to any idea of State control. Yet if we go still 
further baCk in our history, we find that this distrust of the ce~tral 
authori~y is not a part and parcel of our nati9nal being, and that, 
on the contrary, it was precisely the magnificent State control 
and State regulation of the reign of Elizabeth that welded and con
solidated the nation together, and helped to place us where we are 
to-day. From other sources we have derived that freedom, elasti
city, and variety of which we are so justly proud, and which mani
fests itself in our institutions, and especially our education. Surely 
we can do what our fathers have done. The mere introduction 
of some system of general State oversight and delimitation in educa
tion would help to prevent the unedifying spectacle of one branch 
of' education being starved for want of adequate pecuniary assis
tance while another has had to be pulled up by the law courts for 

. its very natural zeal to give instruction in the higher grades of 
education. 

FINANCE. 

'pa.rtment. The two local authorities concerned ll'ith the raising and spend
~~eil gtnt. ing of money on the schools are the department and the 
.. } commune. 

The ,conseil general du departement corresponds, more or less, to 
our county council. It bears the cost of the maintenance of the 
normal schools, with the exception of the staff's salaries. It 
pays a small indemnity to the primary inspectors (300 francs 
minimum), and supports the expenses of maintaining. the academy 
inspect<>r's office, which for convenience is generally situated in 
the prefecture itself. It likewise furnishes' the travelling expenses 
of the agricultural professor of the department, and pays for 
the masters, foremen, and workmen entrusted by it with the 
teaching of agriculture in the primary schools of all grades. 
It further votes subventions to poor communes for build
ing purposes, founds . scholarships, grants aids and rewards to 
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teachers, presents prizes to SUCCf'.ssful candidates in the certificat 
d'etudes, and pecuniarily assists e,"ening continuation classes, the 
formation of old boys' societiea, etc . 

.up to 1889 teachers were paid by the commune. Inequalities ComD!~nll 
of salary were great. Dy the simple expedient of handing over ~~::.i. 
to the Treasury instead of the communes the proceeds of the four I. 

centimes levied on the four contributions directes, the teacher at once 
became a full-blown functionary of State, the money for salaries was 
pooled, the gross inequalities which hitherto existed were abolished. 
II. minimum living wage was adopted, and the teacher rendered 
once for all independent of the loca.l authorities 88 far as his salary 
WI18 concerned. In order, however, to take into account the 
greater cost of living in the tOwns, an indemnity of residence on 
a sliding bCIlle has been arranged for localities where there are 
agglomerations of over 1,000 souls and for the clwfs-lieuz of 
cantons, the minimum indemniU being 100 francs. (It is 
worth noting the octroi only begins with towns of 4.000 
inhabitantlt.) The schools, however, are built and maintained 
by the communes. Eyery commune not united to another 
for scholastic purpose is obliged to ha'"e a school In . certain 
instances communes are allowed to hire buildings, but the ten-
dency is to make them build schools of their own. In case of 
refusal on the part of a commune to build, the prefect has the right 
to order the construction of a school, and to inscribe the cost on the 
budget of the commune. This only occurs comparath"ely rarely. 
The most obstinate commune finishes by yielding to the gentler means 
of lJersunsion. Under 500 population, the school is a mixed one. 
Oyer JOO, the COOlmune is obliged to have separate schools for the 
two sexes. Ewn in this case only a fe'v communes, and those just 
on the border line of 500, are still unprovided with the two schools. 
Only communes with 2,000 inhabitants, or "ith agglomeratiomJ 
of 1.200 persons, are obliged to hal'e maternal schools. The 
pre8('nce of a religious school in the commune in no way dispenses 
the commune from having to provide 11 school or two, as the case 
mil)' he, (wen if the school is not in the least desired by the inhabi-
tants. It occasionally happ(\ns, more ellpecially with girls' schools, 
that one finds a school ,,;th only one or two in it, and in one authen-
ticated case I heard of, the teacher was left a whole summer through 
without any pupils at all. This was in the Centre where religious 
f('cling at timl's runs high, o.nd the administration has difficulty 
in placing Pr{ltrstnnt teachers. On the other hand, the communes 
cannot subsidise with public money any printe religious schools 
,,;thin its borders. In places where the population has fallen below 
51)0, onr8 the commune hl1.~ built & school, it is bound to 
mn.intain it for thirtv ,,('are if it hilS receh,ed. State aid. The 
!'11mB l'uIe applies to ·th~ maintenance of higher grade schools, 
or rours complimcntaircs (ex-standnrd classes), onee they have 
been created. The commune is expected to maintain a cai..'l86 de 
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l'.eco~. ThEl'right. is :grantJld to. thecomm~:p.e of .subventi~ni.ng, 
the ,:ar~ous aJuyrespost"scolaires, the :canttine scolaire ,(the school 
kitchen pr'rootaw'ant), and the ,school libraries. The commune 
also votes money for pri,zes, . and Si.ippOI~tS· the cost' of . extra 
classes, Buchaa singiIig and"domestic eco:p.omy. The extent of 
these voluntary grants from 1889-1897 .exceeded 176 million 
francs, about £7,040,000,* or roughly, £880,000 a year. ' 

In 1889 the amount spent by the three parties (excludillg the out
lay oll: buildillg and re-fW'nis~g) was ;"':"Commune: 71,956,078 
francs (roughly, £2,878,243*); Department: 17;907,315' francs 
(£716,292); State :86,061;506' francs (£3,442,460). The next 
yeal: the cost· of the: teachers in the prlinary and normal schools 
was transferred to the State by the tI;ansfer of the four cc'ntimes 
additionnels from· the communes and the departments to" the 
State coffers .. The State's contribution bOlmded upto 120,561,862 
francs (£4,822,474); the· COlnIDWle'S share sank to 56,580,247 
francs: (£.2,263,209), and the department's qllota was reduced to 
a very small figure.' . 
: IIi 1897 (Iastyearavailable for statisties) the State spent 

143,768,968 frailcs (£5;750,758). and'the communes 70,246,28:,) 
francs (£2,809,851), 01' a grand total of 214,015,253 fran('~ 
(£8,f)60,610). ' 
.. The outlay. Qn building amOlmts ill the last thirty years to 
688;713,954 francs (£27;548;558). The normal schools alone 
are accountable for 51,901,819 (OWl' two millions sterling!) 
under this, head.. On the other hand, the expenditlU'e. of.' Paris 
and the larger toWns is not· counted in. Were it added, the 
grand. tOtal would. be over 850,000;000 fmilcs; or 34 milliolll! 
sterlmg. . 

The 'perCentage of contributions of: the three parties towards 
the .buildingand fw'nishing. of: the normal schools has been as 
follows ;~State,38per cent. ;:departments, 59 per cent.; com
munes, 3 per cent. '.Ditto for the primary schools':-State, 40 per 
cent,; deP1ll'tments, ·1 per. cent. ; communes, 56. per cent. 

The: approximate ~'al'ue of.the primary schools' was set down 
in 1897 at 1,170;000;000 francs (£46,800,000).' Durmg the period 
1894-97 the 'average cOst of a sehOol was 26,335 francs (£1,053 88.) ; 
of a ,/ departmentt' 14,870 fr!t nes {£594168.) ; ofa school place, 29 9 
francs (or very nearly £12 ilgainst£H 12s, ·8td. for the same object 
in' the Englisp.'Boflwl Schools dtiril1g,the peI:iod from 1870-1900): 
. Ther~ are il~ ~Muiatei:ltatistlCs abi::iut 'the" religious scho'ols; • I,es 
EoolesClll~etiellnesJibi:e~ spefita,bQut t39' 70 franCS (£l11s.~ld.) 
per pupil m 1.88k·8,2; as. ~gain.st· 46trahcs (£1 16.s.9id:) per. head 
to·da,y. 'f.orthe'p¥,bli(nfChoo~s, '91' 56'}rancsif: tp.e smkilig. ~llhtt. on 
huildmg 10a:l1s, PEl teekon:ed' in:. " In ~~96 M.Delpeucp. stated, tha~ ,the 

~ "faking the fr!l1lC ~t..ilie:ratr : of: 25 ~£·l.an<l. on~ittingshillin~ :Cl,m-
hmes are also Qmltted" . 
. t rllcl~~es r4;lri,t, ...... '. '. 
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religious u.achel'8 l"(,(·t'iwd at h'ast 22x franl'8 (£!l 18. rid.) per head. 
Itwi than the lay teac.hers. Xewl-tht'less, the ollic.ial statisticians 
lUIIIume that the private schools spend about the sume per heW. as 
the State 8chools, which makes thenrcalculate the c.oot of primary 
t'dul'ation in these establishmenta ' at about 87,000,000 francs a 
year. The total cost of primary edul'ation in France a year is 
thert'fore about 293 millions of francs (£11,720,000), without 
r~lUnting the outlay on buildings, or 3;;0 millions with 
( £14,000,000). 

CHAPTER II.-THE STATE* TEACHER. 

(i.) IIow ALL-ROl'ND EFFICIFSCY IS S~XTRF.D (INCLCDING RFLIGIOl.'S 
SCHOOI.s). 

The first point that strikes an English obserwr who visits even Effioiency 
the moot ou~f-the-way Frenrh s('hools is the high standard of 
average efficiency 011 the pal-t of the teachers. This is largely 
duo to the ojlerations of the law of the 30th OdobPr, 1886, which, 
Ilmong other things, enacted that no one can be a tt'acher in a 
public or private 8chool who is not French, is not at least in posses-
Ilion of the bret"Ct ilementaire, has not attained 18 yeal'8 of age in 
the l'IJ.'le of a male teac.her. or 17 in the case of a female. It further 
divided the State kachers into probationers t (stagwires) and i'nsti-
t"il'Ura titulaires, who are either direcfeurs (or directrices) d'ecole or 
llBSistanta (adjoints charges de dasse or adjointes). The word classe 
used here is teclmil'al, and implies a separate division or depart-
ment of a school under a regular master. The English word " d~~ " 
ill bPst translated by • rours." A dil"('ctor (01' directrt'ss) is a teacher 
nt the hend of a 8chool with more than two" classes," A stagiaire 
bPcomes a certified teacher (tillilaire) by passing au examination 
in the theory and practice of teaching, and bPing appointed as 
adjoint to a school. These regulations do not concern the religious 
schools exct'pt in so far as the need for tt'arhel'8 to pos.'less at least 
the brellet ellmentaire, 

Although, of cow-se, at the pa..~ing of the law, which in ita first 
form dates from 1881, sewral catt'gories of existing teachers were 
exempted from its action, it has been so thoroughly carried. out 
since that the compilers of the' official stati.'ltirs for 1897 are able 
to make the proud boast that all teachel'8, male and female, in the 
public and prh'ate sehools are in accordance with the law, while 
the numbPr of teachel'8 without a diploma hilS slu'unk toO It wry 
low ti~l)l"tl, Thus in 189i, excluding the maternal sehools, 011· 
yados hnd in its State and priyate schools. out of I,G:m teachers. 
only 3 male and G6 femnle teachers who Wel"tl without the brewt, 

* The tenns teacher, tlChool, etc., always apply to State education unleslO 
the religiolls schools are expressly mentioned. . . , 

t The" sUlfiaires U must not be confounded WIth the Enghsh probatlOllers 
(Ilef'l Art. 330 Code), who are at the hottom of the ladder, they correspond 
rather to t he pro\"i~ionlllly certificated teachers, 
~ D 
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Out of 1,257, Orne had but 4 and 77 respectively; Sarthe, out 
of 1,471, had 6 and 92; Indre-{lt-Loire, out of 1,156, had 6 and 75; 
Loir-{lt-Cher, out of 1,035, had 4 and 43. The greater number of 
female teachers is to be accounted for by the fact that there are 
still over 8,000 religious teachers in the State schools, and, again, 
that in the religious schools themselves the female teachers out
number the male in the proportion of 4 to L The figures for all 
France and Algeria are equally striking. Only 818 male teachers 
out of 74,993 teachers are without the brevet, or a little over 1 
per cent.; of these only 101 belong to the State teachers, who 
number 56,030, which gives the remarkable figure of less than 
t per cent. for all France among the male teachers.' 7,547 out 
ot 84,342 female teachers, or about 8£ per cent., have no diploma; 
of these only 2,272 belong to the State female teachers, who 
number 49,802. Thus only 4t per cent. of .the State female 
teachers have no diploma. In the maternal schools, where the 
rule has been in force for a shorter period, out of 5,392 State 
teachers only 293 are without the brevet, while among the 4,022 
private teachers 759 have no diploma, which once more shows 
the superiority of efficiency among the State personnel, as in 
one case the percentage of those without any certificate of kno,,-
ledge is over 5 per cent., and in the other over 18 per cent. 

Although the brevet superieur is required only in the case of 
masters in higher primary schools, it is nevertheless frequently 
held by teachers in the elementary schools. In fact, there are in 
the State schools (including higher primary) no less than 17,059 
male and 14,429 female teachers possessed of this certificate, while 
in the private schools the corresponding numbers are 674 and 
3,988 respectively. 

In addition to this, between six and seven-tenths of the present 
staff in Government schools have passed through a course of three 
years' st1,ldies at a training college. 

The certificat d'aptitude pedagogique, which, with certain ex
ceptions for existing teachers, is compulsory in State schools for 
all who aspire to become fully certificated, is now held by 45 per 
cent. of the personnel, the number of holders having risen from 
31,073 in 1877 to 44,523 in 1897. 

The teachers in the private lay schools are, of course, subjected 
to exactly the same regime as the others. These schools, however. 
are fast dying out, caught, as someone said to me, between the 
anvil and hammer of State and religious rivalry. In 1892-93 
they numbered 3,356, and only 2,850 in 1896-97. I never came 
across une in the course of my travels, tl?ough I found two State 
sc400ls which had been previously pri,-ate lay schools. Many of 
the lay teachers, who number 6,778 (or 7,049 including maternal 
schools), are employed in religious school!!. 

, .. bO"U8" It is worth noting that no private school in France can call itself 
,0;)18." higher primary unless the director or directress hold the brevet 

swplriRII1'. The abuse of such Jligh-fioWll terms as Academy, College, 
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High School, etc., by schools whose teaching is purely elementary 
itt impossible in France, where there is a State guarantee attached, 
to e\'ery type of school, which implies that the teaching provided 
is in accordance with the title. The caricature of the bad English 
pri\'ate school which is known under the name of the Dotheboys 
Hall has no counterpart in France, It is probable that the worst 
of our pri\'ate schoolmllBters would be able to giye Mr. Squeers 
points in a spelling-bee competition, though some of them, even 
with the pl'eaent relaxation in spelling, might bl'eak down at the 
examination for the brevet eUmelltuire, 

Perhap@ a word may be said here fO!' one or two minor agencies which Minor 
eontribnte towards the efficieney of the State teacher, factors. 

EdlWltiQlwl paper,,-The Edu('ational Press is important enough in Educatiol 
Fran('e to have an entire international ('ongre.~ of its own. It numbers no Press. 
leM than fifty publit"ations, In helping to for('e <:>\1 the questions of the day, 
in keeping the otherwi~e iHolated te&('her~ fully alive to their importance, 
in encouraging them to take a real and sustained interest in current peda-
gogl('R, and thereby f~tering the true edu('ational spirit, they render, no 
doubt, most valuable services. At their head mav be placed the semi-
official Ret'1l~ PidngogiqtU; other well-known papers are Le J01lrnai des 
bUltituteur., fA .Vallll<!1 Glnbal, L'Eroie liou1'elle, La ret'1l~ deL'Enseiqlle-
mellt PM'maire, Le "olun~, L'Ecoie la'iq?U!, L'A 1H1.nt-game Pldagogiqll'(!, 
L'["Rfrw:tiQfl Pratj~, Le Petit Provi1Wial, La lUr'Rwn P1da!logique, Les 
III1l/eriM de. toute. Ie. A.micalell, tte. et~.* 

PtdJlgoflirtll Librariu.-The idea of these educational reference libraries Pedagogi, 
.,~tabli"bed in each department is an excellent one. They do not however Libra.ries. 
render th" service.~ they might. The at"ademy inspector of Indre-et-Loire 
write .. : .. The pedagogICal libraries hardly render any service." And yet, as 
he points out, their u"e is the best specific against the dangers of routine. 
The report of the academy inspector of ~arthe is scarcely more encouraging, 
The number of volumes borrowed in 1898 was only 600. The reports of the 
inspectors of Loir-et-Cher and of Orne indit"ate some of the Cause!> of this 
nll!(lect. Though there are no less than 22 of these libraries in the former 
with 7,351 volumes, the greater number are merely !lchool books presented 
by publishers. In Orne there are 37, or one for each t"anton, but as the 
acAdemy inspector states, the works are old and out of date. What is 
wanted are funds to make new purchases. 

Th, Mu..,le Pldagogique has also a circulating library of 494 works which 
Ilre principally composed of books necessary for the various examinations 
for which teachers enter. In 1899 there were 201 borrowers for 2,17(; 
hooks. 

(ii.) POSITION OF THE TEACm:n. 

Tt'uchers O'f'nerally commence with the position of Il&listant in St tat he 
I "T . 1 I Is 't t eaeers. \. le countn'. he\' nf'xt move mto t le towu se 100 as IL'lSIS an ; 

nft!'r thnt the\' return to the country ns lit-ltd of a school, from 
wlwnee the ~st go bllck to preside ~\'el' the large town schoQls. 
In thid wily the majority of tOWll teaclwl's ha\'e had sOllle expHi-
t'll(~f' in l'ountl'\' districts, At the same time I WIIS assured, by at 
1t'llllt one autl;Ol'ity, the tt'nchers were generally comfortable in 

• For a. eO\l\'l'nient review of the French pedagogi('al prl'SS st'e in tne 
(American) .. f;ducatiollal Review," February, 1900, article by ~1. U. 
l'ompayre. 

~., .. ~ ........ 1>2 
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the coUntry distric~s, and have not the same hankering to get 
into the towns as with us, owing largely, no doubt, to economic 
reasons. This method of passing . from country to town and 
back is by no means ltbsolute. The training college brings the 
teacher from the very start into close connection with the authorities. 
The head of the normal school communicates his opinion of his 
old pupil to the academy inspector when any appointment has 
to be made, with the result that a candidate whose aptitudes, 
manners, and idiosyncrasies seem to render him suitable for a 
town post is not sent to rusticate in the country. These appoint
ments nearly always follow within twelve months of the pupil 
leaving the normal school, though sometimes the supply of pests 
does not come up to. the estimate. In ,one department I found 
there had been some difficulty in placing all the pupils of the year, 
hut the difficulty had been solved by sending the surplus into the 
neighbouring departments. 

The stagiaires thus placed are carefully studied by their in
spectors, so that every man is more or less marked, and when any 
vacancy occurs the inspecteur d'academie in departments in which 
the supply of pupil teachers is adequate is not obliged to propose 
to the prefect to lay violent hands on the premier 't'enu, but has 
always in his mind's eye a teacher whose previous antecedents 
seem to suggest his suitability for the vaC'.ant post. This almost 
paternal oversight may, of course, be overdone; but it must prove 
a rare stimulus for a teacher whose heart is really in his work to 
know that he can always look for approbation, encouragement, and 
even reward, to the powers that be, and that there is at least one 
quarter in which his efforts will not be lost sight of. One feels 
inclined to attribute to the close association between governor 
and governed the esprit de cm'ps, the'devotion to his duties, and 
the acceptance of his school functions in their largest and widest 
sense, with which no impartial observer of French primary teachers 
can fail to be struck, more especially if he be acquainted with 
tJ:aditions which prevail in French secondary education. The 
humblest teacher in the most out-of~the-way hamlet, 'acting as 
it were as the pioneer of new ideas and new traditions, often in the 
midst of open indifference or covert hostility, feels that he has got 
a whole Ministry behind his back, just as the lonely sentinel feels 
that he has in his rear an army of his own friends. And this un
doubtedly in many difficult and 'trying occasions gives him a courage' 

• and a constancy which it would be impossible to expect in an 
isolated teacher living in an lUuriendly or even hostile district not 
only geographically cut off from the main centres of enlighten. 
ment, but with no sure means of communication with or expectation 
of support from the headquarters to which he belongs. 

How bitter and trying these experience:! may sometimes be is 
best seen from a few examples culled at random from the numerous 
monographs b~ teachers E'xhibite(l at the Exhibition. Many of 
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these persons were practically sent to open up to education districts 
that hitherto have been without a school. Others had been 
appointed to lay schools which had just been established in the 
place of the religious ones which still existed alongside.· The 
adversaries of the school in one village put about statements that 
the lay teachers strangled their pupils. In other communes the 
parents, under threat of extreme ecclesiastical penalties, withdrew 
their children elt masse. In others the new teacher (sometimes 
a woman) Willi received with a shower of stones .• Other teachers, 
again, found themselves boycotted. The local grocer and provision 
merchant refused to supply them. They could get neither flour 
nor milk on the spot. Si l.101UI envoyez fIW1I, neveu 01J, ma nieco a 
l'ecole BaM Dieu, n'attendez mit de moi; ma congregation sera mon 
Mritiere, said a rich aunt to her relations, and the parish council 
of the place passed a resolution deploring e"tre oblige par une loi 
BCt!Urate a ell1refeltir U1t6 ecole de perdition. 

These are, of course, extreme cases, and it is pleasant to find 
that in the departments under observation the religious feeling 
has greatly abated. Thus at one place, a Catholic stronghold, 
which I visited, the opening of the school was greeted by violent 
attacks from the pulpit, but these have now ceased. In some 
villages, howe"er, the war goes on in a modified form, the cure using 
his influence to withdraw the children from the school during 
the period of preparation for the first communion. But this is 
by no meall8 universal. Many teachers expressly told me they 
had no trouble. Each party has decided to go his own way, and 
Pilch has found in the end that he has enough to do. In some 
casps I even found the teachers and cures on friendly terms, One 
.toocher mentioned to me with evident pleasure that last year, for 
t.he first tinle in the fifteen yellrs he had been at the school, the CU1'e 

came to the prize-giving~ An academy inspector also assured. 
me the religious difficulty was not very great. In fact, if ,there 
was any trouble, the religious party came to see him, and he 
~enerally managed to find a way out, despite one or two Hotspurs 
on either side. This opinion was further confirmed by a primary 
il18pector, well spoken of by both parties, who said to me that 
perhaps Jules Ferry went too far ; that had he allowed the curt! 
to enter the school in order to teach the catechism to those whose 
parents wished for it, the result would probably have been peace 
in the long run. For if the cures could have given up their schools 
with honour they would' haye done so long ago, as thpy consti
tute a very heavy drain on the clergy, despite the c01nmissi01~ 
diocesaine.f And again, as another inspector, in one of the most 
Catholic departments I yisited, said, any attack on the primary 
Ich001 would be mal vu by the population in general. All of which 
leems to indicate that the teachers' position as regards the l'eligious 
question has greatly improved. 

• 1\Iy authority in this particular iustance was a high official •. 
+ See also note on page 149. 
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)sition in In fOl'mer times the teacher was more or less under the thumb 
e village of the (Ju,re. He was obliged to sing in the choir, and also to put 

his children into it as well. The whole tendency of the Ferry legis
lation was not only to render him independent of the Church, but 
also to establish him as a sort of lay rector of the parish, rowld 
whom not only scholastic but social enterprise should centre. But 
if the fact of being paid by the State renders him to a certain extent 
independent of the locality, he none the less finds himself in actual 
practice generally closely associated with it, through having to 
act as secretary to the mairie of the commune. * 

,cl'etaire de Every commune in France is obliged to possess It maire and a 
mairie. mairie, even if its population be composed of only fourteen persons, 

which is the actual size of the smallest commune in France. Each 
com.m:une is further obliged to haye a secretary to calTY on its 
clerical work, and as in many instances the teacher is the only 
" scholar" in the place, he is appointed by the mayor to the post, 
of course only in those cases in which the post is a stipendiary one. 
In the ar1'ondissen:umt of Vire, in Calvados, there' are many COID

'munes in which there is no salary attached to the secretaryship. 
In tl).ese cases the mayor is obliged to act as secretary'himself or 
pay someone out of his own pocket to do the work. In the small 

'towns where the work of the secretary is too great to be carried 
on by the schoolmaster, a regular official is appointed, and in some 

. of the smaller communes a reactionary majority will sometimes 
appoint a religious teacher, if there is one available, but even when 
8. reactionary mayor is elected he rarely dispo.~sesses a teacher 
already ill office. How widespread the practice is may be 
seen from the fact that in the circons(:'l'iption of Bayeux, 92 out 
of the 95 male teachers are secretaries to the mayor. In many 
communes where there are no male teachers, the female teacher 
is appointed to the post; and I came across more than one of these 
lady secreta,ries who seemed to give quite as much satisfaction as 
their male colleagues. ' 

The pay and duties vary a good deal. Some of the tsachers I came 
across only received 100 francs a year. The ordinary figure seemed 
to be 150, but in some cases the salarv was 350 and even 380 francs. 
The work in some instances' came to only two hours a week: in 
others it was as high as two and even three hours a day. It is 
obvious, that ill some cases the teacher's time is considerably taken 
up with his secretarial duties. The academy ins}Jector of Loir
et-Cher, in his report of 1899, goes so far as to say that t.he teachers 
nre crushed by this work at th~ mairie (accables par la'besogne). 
More than one teacher complained of the work, and looked on the 
money as well earned, as the salary has remained stationary, 
but the work has increased. :There are so many more papers to 
fill up ;nowadays. '.A:nother objection against t~esystem was that 

* The system is not due to the Republic. When Matthew Arnold visited 
}):ance, in 1859, he found it in full swing. (1\1. A" page 82',) 
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it hringd the teacher into too close contact with politics. 
The wife of a teacher in a commune where party feeling runs high 
said to me the position was extremely difficult, but her husband 
80 far had steered clear of being classed with either party. * One 
or two similar comRlaints were also made to me. Against this 
I could set the records of the teachers themselves. In the very 
cirC0718C1iptwn of one of these grumblers I was told by the inspector 
he had scarcely ten complaints a year against the 240 teachers 
under him, and these were nearly always unfounded. n, then, 
the teachers have to exercise some diplomacy, they are evidently 
equal to the task. It might also possibly be a mistake to free the 
te~hers from all local control. Nor was the testimony entirely 
one way. One teacher who was not favourable to the system 
was forced to admit that it helped him to get all he wanted for 
the school out of the commune, and another stated that it certainlv 
enabled the teachers to obtain much more out of the local fundq 
than they otherwise could get. In fact in the hands of a skilful 
teacher it probably serves more 38 a help than a hindrance. Its 
most serious defect is the claims it makes on the teacher's spare 
time. 

The above remarks apply pari passu to the female teachers. Position 01 
That the position is a fairly satisfactQry one is proved by the fact ~komeI 
that not a few teachers told me they intended to put their daughters el'8. 
in the profession. As one mistress said to me, it is by no means 
a bad career for women, if they had not to wait so long before 
earning anything. Despite the girls being boarded free at the 
kale fWrmale, many parents cannot afford to allow their children 
to remain 80 long without work. Another teacher said it W38 

the only calling a girl can follow with the exception-of the postejl. 
et UUgraphes, if she does not wish to be an ouV1"iere. Those' who 
IU'e sent into the villages 38 the head of a girls' or mixed school are 
doubtless subjected to a minute study on the part of the inhabitants. 
Les mauvaises langues (for there are gossips everywhere) do not 
spare them. But once the period of probation is over, the new-
comer settles down and finds herself accepted as a " full member" 
of the village community. Another advantage is that they can 
marry without losing their place. Many marry teachers, but 
others I came acrOBl5 were married to persons unconnected with 
the profession. According to the directress of the normal school 
at Caen about half marry; the directress of the normal school 
at La Mans estimated the number at a third. In any case, there 
are no joint salaries as with us, so that the married woman always 
obtains the full market value of her services. 

The position of the assistant in some of the large schools seems to be a Position CJ 

cause of discontent. The director in some cases appears to p088esB a certain t.he asatsta 

• I m]'Self was able to ~udge, in'a way, of the extent of this'political feel
ing, as I commenced my mquiry in the middle of the general election for 
town and parish councils, in April. In some places, as was natural, there 
had been some feeling, but this was not the case, at least, in one commUnf' 
where 156 votes were cast for 64 candidates. 
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amount of the military spirit, and treat the older assistants as if they were 
still in statu pupillari. Such an autocratic regime breaks all spirit of 
initiative in the teacher, and makes him a sort of scholastic automaton. 
These facts are taken from a report on overwork addressed by 1\1. Achille 
Deum to the teachers of the Seine. The report also recommends that 
the head teacher should regard himself not as a chief among his soldiers, but 
as a collaborator among collaborators. No doubt the most practical system 
for realising this ideal is that of friendly weekly or fortnightlY reunions of 
the staff, such as "are common in Germany, a notable example of which I 
came across at AlenSlon, where the. director of the Ecole d'Application told 
me he found the system of great use. The report in question goes even 
further, and suggests a pedagogical referendum, which, however, seems 
rather unsatisfactory, as the votes would be counted and not weighed. 

(iii.) RECRUITMENT. 

It has already been stated that about seven-tenths of the 
teachers have had a normal education, but the training colleges 
are quite large enough to accommodate sufficient pupils to supply 
all the primary schools, and it only rests with the Minister of 
Public Instruction, or ra~her with the Ministryof Finance, to see 
this number is attained. As it is, the deficiency is made up by 
taking on the holders of the brevet elementaire, such as students who 
have failed to enter the normal schools, or even religious teachers 
who have left their orders. ~uch persons, however, cannot attain 
the maximum salary of the profession. This shortage in the supply 
of trained teachers has caused some alarm in S01).1!) quarters; and 
certainly it seems somewhat of a piece of false economy not to utilise 
to the full the splendid normal sehools that have been construct€d 
at such regardless expense. * In some of the departments-as, for 
instance, Calvados-there was a balance of normal pupils waiting 
to be placed i but in Sarthe I was told that between one-third and 
a quarter of the femalfl teachers have to be taken fl:OIll outside 
the school. On the other hand, the male supply of teachers in 
Sarthe is sufficient. It is only fair to those who frame the esti
mates of the nurilbers required in the )llen's training colleges to 
state that a certain number of their pupils do not after all enter 
the teaching profession, more especially those who remain in the 
Army after completing their year of compulsory service. These 
ex-students are required to pay up the cost of their keep during 
the three years at the normal school; but after attaining the rank 
of sergeant they present themselves for the examination of SOU8-

lieutenant, and, if they gain their .epaulettes, on tIleir retirement· 
probably receive a post of receiver of taxes, which is better pay 

* According to the Rapport E.P., this shortage in supply is due to the 
cutting down of the vote for normal colleges, wllich, in ten years from 
1890-1R99, has been gradually diminished by something like £60,000, 
though the votes for all other branches have shown an almost unin
terrupted increase from yea.r to year. The result is that "almost every
where to the A.cademy Inspectors have been obliged to complete their lists 
of stagiaires by taking persons who have not been at a training college. 
In some departments the number 6f these" out,sidl'fs " rE'achcs and some' 
ti,mes exceeds 50 per cent. 
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than that of a schoolmaster. One person with whom I conversed 
011 this point put down the leakage through this challllel as high 
M 10 per cent. 

During the last few years the number of aspirants Ims fallen Decrease i 
oft' ill a marked fashion in some departments. I questioned a candidates 
good many people in the matter, which is a very serious one, 
and the majority seemed to think that the real reason was 
uot Ilnything to do with a distaste for the work, or owing to 
the pl"Ofel!l!ion becoming less attractive, but rather for economic 
l'ea80118, brought about mainly by the ranks of the teachers being so 
encumbered as to render promotion slower than it was, many 
teachers being obliged to remain in the " probationer" class even 
after passing their certificat d'aptitude pidagogUjue . . This lack 
was most noticeable in Orne, where in 1898-9 the authorities 
had to ask the Ministry to allow the age of candidates for the ecole 
normale to be extended-i.e., to permit them to admit pupils under· 
sixteen or over eighteen. The dearth of male candidates is shown by 
the fact that in 1873 and 1885 they numbered 59 and 53 respec-
tively; while in 1896 and 1899 they had dropped to 21 and 23. 
In Loir-et-Cher the bottom seems to have been reached: in 1899 
there were 23 male candidates against 20 the year before, and 32 
women candidates against 29. In Indre-et-Loire (1897) the number 
of aspirants was sufficient (20 for 11 places), thanks to the highel" 
primary schools of Amboise and Tours, which prepare for the 
normal school. At Le Mans normal school for women there was 
formerly a deficiency of candidates, and recruits had to be beaten 
up out of other departments; now the department alone sends 
up about 33 aspirantes (1898). The male normal college also had 
sufficient candidates (27 for 13 places); in fact, two of its candidates 
were drafted off into other departments. 

This apparent decrease in the number of candidates is confirmeq by 
the official figures given in the official Rapport sur l'Enseignement 
Primaire. The maximullJ number of candidates was 5,969 in 1882 ; 
it fell to 4,564 in·1887, and next year there wa~ a further drop to 
2,790, descending to as low as 2,096 in 1891. In 1897 it had again 
risen to 3,151; but the rise has not been maintained, and it now 
stands at 2,778. Per contra, the number of women candidates 
has cOnstantly increased since 1888, when it stood at 2,680, and is 

. now at 4,438 (1899). It is interesting to note that the Rapport 
elsewhere ascribes the falling off to the block in promotion and 
the superior attractions of a commercial career. 

Another reason often given was the establishment of the one 
year's service for teachers, who were until recently exempt. For
medy the sons of rich peasants entered the normal school in order 
to avoid entering the Army. But as they have now to serve in 
Itny case, they would just as lief serve three years as one. As a rule, 
these worthy persons only stayed in the profession till they had 
illherited their father's estates, when, having served for the legal 
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period, they at once retired. The loss of this contingellt canlJot, 
therefore, be a very serious one. • 

A third reason for the falling off of the candidates is the raising 
of the standard of admittance. Up to 1885 normal pupils went 
in for the brevet eUmentaire after entering the normal school. It 
is now required as a necessary qualification for ·entrance. (See 
Appendix I.) . 

The great majority of teachers are educated in the elementary 
or higher primary schools, which now often make an object ~f 
preparing pupils for the examination. * Few candidates come 
frOlll the s6C9ndary schools, and they are not, I am told, \'CI'Y wel
come. One is afraid of them: they have not tlle same spil'it or 
devotion, alld are too ambitious . 
. As regartls thec1ass from which the teachers are taken, it seems 
to be largely the same as that from which the cures are dmwll. 
The majority are the sons of peasant proprietors, or of the teachers 
themselves. M. Trabuc, the Primary Inspector at Caen, estimated 
the first ·category at 70 per cent. ; and at Loches, M. Marischal, 
the Director of the Normal School, kindly provided me with the 
following statistics of tp.e parentage of his pupils for the three 
years 1898-9, 1899-1900,1900-1. :-

Cultivators 7 10 7 
Teachers 6 8 10 
Railway and State employes - 5 5 2 
Tradesmen - - - - 3 6 

t Artisans (wheelwrights, carpenters, 
tailors, masons, etc.) - -.- 12 9 12 

30 37 37 ....... ..... --The great majority seem to belong to fairly well-to-do families. 
M. Quenardel, the Director of theNormal School at Caen, told me, 
despite his seventy-two pupils, he had some difficulty in distri
buting the money (160 francs) placed at his disposal for aiding 
necessitous students through the lack of suitable candidates. The 
direr-tor of the men's college at Le Mans also informed me that 
nearly all his pupils come from the country, and very few from 
the towns. 
It is very curious to note the region from which the candidates 

of any normal school are drawn. Although the competition is open 
to all France, the. candidates, with a very few exceptions, belong 
exclusively to the department in which the college is situate. Thus 
in Calvados practically the only outsiders who ever present them
selves come from the neighbouring department of Manche; and 
in the other departments under observation the same result was 
confirmed by the directors of the various training schools. 

• This does not, however, please everybody. M. Doliveux, Academy 
Inspector at Beauvais, writmg in the Remte PedagO{fiq1te, says: "We 
oppose, and rightly, the view that our higher primary schools should serve 
'ts the nurserr of our normal schools.". 
't A part 0 the latter category are also proprietors of a plot of land. 
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. On leaving the ecole normale, the teachers are equally anxious ~0f!1iDg 
to Ilettle down in their own department, anel, if possible, near their ~D8tlbc: of 
native place; in fact, they look on being sent into a neighbouring eM e • 
department, or still further afield, unless it be part of their pays, 
us something more or less like exilf, and are always hankering to 
come back. The principle seems to be pretty widespread in 
France, for, according to the Director of the Normal College at 
Alem;on. who had been primm;.'" inspector in Haute-Savoie in his 
time, the teachers in the mountain district did not wish to come 
down into plains, nor were tholle in the plain willing to go up 
into the mountains. 

It had been represented to me by more than one person that The !rowt 
the departments were still little more than geographical expres- of at iparl 

sions, and that the real divisions of the country were the old pays ::'t~ 
t,hat existed before the reformers of the French Revolution carved 
France up into departments. The statement, I think, is scarcely 
accurate to-day, and is likely to be less true in the future. 

Allusion has already been made to the different educational 
physiognOll}y presented by each department, and the credit of it 
attributed to the academy inspector and those under his orders. 
But this grow.ing differentiation is evidently largely aided and 
abetted through the normal school being made the unit of primary 
education, from which the teachers, as they go out into the four 
corners of the department, formed as they are on a common norm, 
must, since they deal with the rising generation, not only pro
foundly modify its manners, customs, and ways of looking at things, 
but likewise impress it with a certain unity of life and thought 
which may be described as departmental. Thus, strangely enough, 
it seems reserved for the primary teachers, whom an impartial 
philosopher might call the real children of the Revolution, to give 
life and personality to the administrative entities into which their 
spiritual forefathers re-divided France one hundred years ago. 

And as a corollary to this homing instinct of the teacher, it is C?~~ra..t 
further interesting to note that whereas in England the inspec- E~glaDd. 
tors remain as a rule in the same place, and the teachers migrate 
with the greatest ease from Cornwall to Cumberland, in France 
the case is exactly the reverse. The inspectors move about, and 
. the teachers, locally speaking, remain on the spot. There is some-
thing to be said for the view that both parties are probably gainers: 
the inspector widens his experjence, and the teacher gets to laiow 
his own folk in a way that no stranger can hope to. On the other 
hand, this constant transplantation is somewhat a hardship on the 
inspector's family; and if the inspectors change" circuits" too fre
quently, the schools and teachers alike suffer. 

(iv:) THE CERTIFICAT n'Al'TITUDE PEnAGOGIQUE: 

The stagiaire is always appointed by the academy inspector. Condi.tion: 
• 'te ." f h" 1 h examlDatl .~ r two years experience 0 teac mg, 1e.or s e can present 
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themselves for the examination for the certificat d'aptitude 
pedagogiqu£. Some present themselves many times. I came 
across one succeSsful candidate who had taken eight years to pass, 
and I even heard of instances of some who had taken ten years. 
The examination is divided into ~hree parts. First there is a written 
composition o,n some pedagogical subject. If the candidate passes , 
this, he or she is admissible, and at ,a later date gives a specimen 
lesson before an examining commission composed of an inspector and 
two teachers, a female teacher being always a inember of the com
mission if the candidate is a woman. Should the commission con
sider the lesson satisfactory, the candidate is recalled and subjected 
to a viva voce on her lesson, with a special interrogation on the uses 
of the school register and the regulations. The candidate on 
passing the final ordeal, is admitted, but not placed on the list 
of regular teachers till a vaCancy occurs; in this way candidates 
are sometimes obliged to wait some time owing to the block in the 
promotion list. The following is a rough resume taken from notes 
of the two examinations at which I had the privilege to be present. 
Although very incomplete, it is to be hoped it may give some slight 
idea of the seriousness and scope of the examination. 

" The commission board consisted of three inspectors and a head 
female teacher. Fine class-room, airy and lighted on three sides. 
The candidate young, pleasant-looking and intelligent. Twenty
seven children, average age about eight. Examination began at 8. 
with reading and explanation of the harder words, followed by the 
correction of a composition. At the interval children file out sing
ing, the teacher starting them. After the interval lesson in la 
'TIWrale. Children well taught, but lesson tending to become too 
much like a catechism lesson, . answers too stereotyped and the 
, front-bench' children too much questioned. The first part of 
the lesson a revision, the second part new. Examine cahiers, * 
writing neat and good. Lesson on duties to animals: killing them 
'ivrong. Weak explanation. A little slang (ord1·ee). 'The history 
of a t:):1:1 ami a donkey.' Impossible story. The modern fable, lilie 
the m):lt'\'Il fait·.'" story, always a 'little wooden.' Too much' make
up , about it. Children are dismissed, and after a short confabula
tion, teacher is surrunoned for the oral e.:l:aInination, which is on the 
lesson she has given. The first question very much to the point. 
'What, mademoiselle, would be the criticism you would pass on 
your own teaching?' The questioning inspector then points out 
the lesson,was ,too full. The teacher enunciated too many 
truisms. Bad trick of correcting the pupils' expressions by repeating 
their answers in a revised form instead of making them polish 
them themselves. Language requires a little cultivating. Down on 
ordrie, which examiner took to be a provincialism, formed from 
ordr8 (tidy). [It is certainly a provincialism, but, as a learned friend 
pointed out to me, it is probably the Norman pronunciation of· . 

* Signifie.~ a combination of copybook and notebook. 
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au droit. In Normandy the' oi ' is still pronounced as in the time 
of Corneille, who constantly rhymes the syllables 'oi' and 'aio' 
It is curious to note in this connection that the French word ~-oie 
is pronounced in Normandy almost exactly like its English deriva
tive 'way.'] Candidate was asked to produce her camet de morale j 
her method of teaching drawing on slates criticised adversely; 
lack of sufficient concreteness in-teaching multiplication; must make 
the children speak louder. The examination then passed to the 
administrative side. The probationer was asked how to arrange 
an elementary school with one teacher, so as to set all the school 
working at once. She would take the upper class in reading, set 
the lower down to a composition on what they had read, and hand 
over the little ones to the monitor. (The interesting question of 
monitors who have no official sanction will be treated later.) The 
lesson8 common to all would be the object lesson, la morale, and 
the singing lesson. The- r~le of questioning was defined as a means 
of ascertaining what the pupil know8, and the use of the cahier de 
rmUemeut (copy-hoDk in which each pupil in the class copies a lessDn 
in turn) was, to excite emulatiDn among the pupils. The teacher 
then retired, and after a shDrt deliberatiDn was 'received with 
,'ery gDod marks, having had 14 out of 20 fDr the eerit, 9 out of 10 
fDr discipline, 8 out of 10 fDr teaching, 6-7 fDr the cahier de roule
meut. The notes of the directress of the school, which are always 
taken into account, were equally favDurable. The inspectDr's 
verdict: ' A good teacher, who knDws how to prDfit by what is said 
to her.''' 

The other examination was -in Sarthe. The following are my 
nDtes and impressiDns :-

"Teacher at the head of a class of infants from 6 to 7 (clasBe en
fantine). Class-room toD small fDr children. CommissiDn com
posed or inspector and a male and female teacher. Probationer 
has 16 at the ecrit (a gODd mark). Arrive only in time fDr oral. 
Candidate "ery cohfidl'ut. Inspector dDes not appear to share her 
feelings. Reading lesson badly chDsen. ShDuld nDt blindly fDllDW 
the book straight thrDugh, but select passages mDst likely tD interest 
the clllSS. QUestiDns .on the pros and cons of simultaneDus reading. 
Inspector shows hDW she should dDvetail the reading in with the 
morale or other subjects. To render lessDn really interesting, teacher 
shDuld first read paragraph through and explain it, then let them 
aU read it .over together. Bad habit of interrupting a child in the 
middle of its reading to ask a questiDn. Explanations only ~alf 
~iven; erl"DrS .of pronunciation: rabour for labour (cDmmon errDr in 
the country). 

. . 

" Geography.-Candi<late began by asking the fDur cardinal points, 
shDuld have connected them with the sun. The need .of illustra
ting by concrate examples. Teacher shDuld make use .of pictures, 
ShDUM draw a simple plan .of the SChODI on the blackboard, and 
from thence gD on tD a simple plan of the town (dD nDt say • bourg,' 
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that will offend the people's susceptibiEties). Language too high 
flown, such as ' the town -council safeguards the interests of the 
town' (veiUe aUJ) intirets). In writing and reading choos(> words 
to put on the blackboard that have some connection with one 
another (all this suggested to 'the candidate in a very kindly 
fashion. Nothing Draconian about the inspector). 

Drawing.-The zigzags drawn on the board too abstract. 
Convey nothing to ·a child's mind. Must try to give drawing 
a concrete meaning: The travaux manuels (cardboard work 
folding) quite mechanical; no attempt made to excite the 
children about what they are going to do. No questions as 
regards colours, and yet 'six children out of ten cannot distinguish 
between blue and green. 

" Need of forming a school museum with the offerings of the class. 
Objects indispen.'!able for object lessons. When treating of the cow, 
should ask for a morsel of leather from the cobbler's daughter. 
The leather would furnish a new point of departure for a lesson on 
leather. Inspector finally asks questions on the documents essen
tial to the conduct of a' school. Candidate preserves her serenity 
to the last. . 

"Deliheration.-Inspector unwilling to admit candidate; op
posed by the two teachers, who urge extenuating circumstances. 
Probationer only four months in present position; the directre.~'s 
notes good; the class rather difficult to manage, owing to the locale 
being inconveniently small. Inspector gives way with good grace, 
and candidate admitted with the bare minimum of marks necessary. 
It appears that candidates are rarely ploughed at the Qral. The 
probationer, owing to the mediocrity of her performance, not called 
in to hear the results of the deliberations, but on going out the 
female commissioner puts her out of her misery by telling her she 
has passed." 

(v.) APPOINTMF.NT AND TENURE OF REGULAR TEACHERS. 

The appointment ·of the teacher is, as we have seen, made by 
the prefect on the proposition of the academy inspector, and any 
other move, whether vol;untary or not, on the part of the teacher 
is consummated by the same authorities. Not a few persons I spoke 
to seemed desirous of taking the appointment out of the prefect's 
hands and vesting it in those of some more purely educational 
authority. * .The proposition, however, to substitute the rector 
in l).i.s place met . with little acceptance. The latter, owing to his 
multifarious dut.ies, is not sufficiently in close touch with the teachers 
themselves. The perSOll almost universally designated was the 

.. The idea,. Qf CQurse, is tQ get rid Qf all PQlitical influence. Such a lilQve: 
Qn the face Qf it, has much tQ recQmmend it; yet if Qne IQQks ahead one 
cannQt fail tQ have mi~givin~s at what IQQks lU the long run like the creation 
of an educatiQnal "caste," wno are sQlely resPQllsible tQ the nation through 
the minister, and might cQnceivably from the lack of 10calcontrQI get as 
much Qut of sympathy with the locality as ecclesiastical systems han'e in 
certain countries. 
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academy irupector, with or without a special-council to aBBist him. 
The suggestion is interesting as showing the high opinion the 
teachers themselves entertain of the academy irupector, and of 
his impartiality, which induces them to desire to see the delicate 
operation of promotion committed to his charge, and confirms 
one in one's conviction that he is the real pivot round which primary 
education turru. 

But even under the present conditions of appointment and tenure 
the French teacher may well be the envy of his English colleagues. 
The eMplacements d' office, or forced moves, are rare, and except 
where the teacher himself is to blame, a subvention towards" moving 
expenses II. is granted. Even when the French teacher was paid 
by the local authorities his position was more secure, for he was 
not appointed either by the municipaliti or the cure, whereas the 
English teacher is absolutely in the hands of the school managers 
or the local board. It will be probably long in England before the 
teacher becomes so entirely a functionary of State as in France 
In fact, in spite of celtain centralising tendencies, we are still more 
likely to tlu·ow more and more control into the hands of really 
big local authorities; but this should prove. no bar to the creation 
of a closer connection between the teacher-and the central authority, 
ill the shape of some central tribunal for defending his rights against 
unjust dismis!,al, to which he may always have recourse. Were 
there such a central tribunal of appeal, the majority of cases of 
unjust dismissal which occur in England ,,;ould certainly not 
occur at all, 88 the mere fact of such an appeal existing would pre
vent the· flimsiest of them from coming to a head. 

(vi.) SALARIES, PROMOTION, AND PEN3IONS. 

In the matter of salaries, teachers are divided into five classes, Salaries. 
the stagiaires being in a claHSby themselves. The latter start on 
900 franc!:" the other classes being paid as follows:-

Male Teachers. . Female Teachers. 

5th Class 1,000 francs 1,000 francs 
4th CIRHS 1,200 

" 
1,200 

" 
3rd Class 1,500 

" 
1,400' 

" 2nd Class 1,800 
" 

1,500 
" 1st CI8.'l8 2,000 " 1,600 
" 

E.lch chS!! is supposed to contain a percentage of the whole body, Recent 
sfJgiaires and tif.ulaires, hence the term" la pmJ:rcentage." Last reform. 
~'t'Il1. a consid~rable reform was effected in the percentage under 
which the number of teachers in each class had been proportioned, 
:lS follows :-

Sfflflia.ire. 15 per cent.; 5th class 25 per cent. ; 4th class 2" per cent. ; 
3rd class 00 per cent. i 2nd class 10 per cent.; 1st class 5 per cent. 
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Under the new regulations the stllgiaires have been reduced to 
10 per cent., and ,the 5th class to 20 per cent., while the 3rd has 
been augmented to 25 per cent., and the 2nd to 15 per cenL 

The reaSOl1 for the new reform was the block in the promotion 
of the lower classes, which was affecting the supply of candidates 
for the normal schools. This congestion in the lower grades was 
really caused by the block in the upper classes, in which a number 
of teachers were unable to be retired owing to the insufficiency 
of funds voted for. that purpose. The matter was complicated 
by the very intelligible reluctance on the paIi of the authorities 
to enforce the retirement of teachers who, after bearing the burden 
and heat of the day, had just arrived at the first class. As an in
stance of the encombrement that prevailed, the case was cited by 
the J O'Ur'nal cks I nstituteu1'S of a teacher of seventy-two who was still 
in active service, under the amusing title, "lIfathusalem maUre 
d'ecole!" Already in March, 1899, the Government had attempted 
to reduce the block in the higher classes by voting 1,200,000 francs, 
which sum was calculated to allow for 1,100 new pensions. This 
raised the number of promotions' for the year to 10,470. The 
reform of the present year (1900) has gone far to satisfy the 
claims of the teachers. In order to effect the revision of the pour
centage, the Chamber voted 3,811,200 francs for the increase in 
salaries, and 1,200,000 for pensions. It is calculated that the 
former will allow of 16,000 promotions, or with the vacancies caused 
by the new pensions, 21,500. 

Perhaps grumbling is rather an Englishman's privilege, but 
what struck me frequently about the teachers was their lack of dis
content with their position. Certainly, some of them found it difficult 
to make ends meet, but it did not seem to embitter their whole 
existence, I took the trouble to inquire into the years of serv~re 
and class of most of the teachers I met. To take only two instances 
among many. At Mauvaisvilliers I came across a teacher who wa~ 
only in the 5th class'with 14 years' service. At Chauffour I came 
across another who was no further advanced, and had 15 wars' 
service to his credit. Yet neither of these men could be s~id to 
have lost interest in his work. 

Great care is exercised in drawing up the list of candidates fot· 
promotion. First, the primary inspector prepaI'es two lists, one 
for promotion by merit and the other by seniority. The 
academy inspector revises these, aI1d presents them to the conseil 
departemental, 'which, with the assistance of its president, the 
prefect, draws up the finlll lists. These are transmitted to the 
Mil1ister, who fixes the number o.f promotions to be accorded to 
each departm~nt according to the pourcentage. 

The present ~'stem is due to a decision of the Conseil d'Etat, 
on a law which, on the face of it, seemed to assign the right of 
promotion to the cpartment. In fact, as one inspector jokingly 
eaid to me, the pliinffo be decided seemed rather a grammatical than 
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s" legll.l one, and in euch a Cll.'le the Academie Fran~aise would 
h:l\"e been the more compt'tent tribunal. The decision waa 
probably dictated by the desire to make a sort of army list out of 
the teachers, and, above all, to preserve a SOit of symmetry in the 
number of promotions from each department. But, judging by 
the amount of di:isatisfaction it h'18 pro,Yoked, the new depalture has 
not altogether been a success. It is probable that a return to the 
departmental method of promotion would be hailed with delight, 
especially if it were accompanied by a method of promotion in 
which there was a 8enioritv limit for admncement. 

One of the main subsidiary sourc~ of income for the heads Other 
of schools in rural districts is the emolument attached to !IDurces of 
the duties of secretary to the maine, which has already moome. 

been discussed. In Sl1rthe, which is one of the richest depart-
ments in France, the teacher has not infrt>quently the chance 
of adding to his income by becoming cMhier to the local branch of 
the Caisse d'};pal-gne. I came across one or two of these fortunate 
indivilluals. In one case the salary wag 300 francs Ii year. The 
duties consLitpd in sitting for two how"S .. at the receipt of custom" 
on Sunday afternool18, with two hours for making up the books 
in the evening, as wt'll as the ordinary balancing at the end of the 
year. Another small source of income is the sub"ention occasion-
all~' voted by the commune to carry 011 the eYening continua-
tion school. This, howe"er. is not always the rule, eYen wh£'re 
schools ha"e bt>f'n started. In lllilny caS£'s teachers give their 
ser"iceg for nothing, nnd eYen pay for the lighting and heating 
out of th£'ir own pocket. There is little doubf, if the present Pll
thusiaslU is to be utili:«>d. the eYening continuation work must 
be put on a sound financial busis, and this is what some of the 
I!.uthoritips are trying to do. lI. lfeslet, one oC the primary in-
spedOl"S in Sal-the, told IllE'l he had Bf>Cured subwntions fl'om the 
communes in his circonscription to the amount of 6,000 francs. 
TIll' hil!gest. I!UIll was 100 francs. the onlinary alllount IlPing 50. 
It it! worth noting' that tIl£' tntal amount "otl'll for this pm'pose 
in Sal·the was 1:?711ti frulll's in 1~~l8-9!l. Still. this source of rp"enue 
cannot he lookl ... l on as "PI"\' ~rious. The total amount raised 
in 18!ltl-!ln in Siuihe f\'Om ;lll ~lUrces Will! Ij,~l8Ii fralll's for 311 
r"urs, which works out nt ahout :-,0 {mncs Pt'l' teacher. assuming in 
this case that £'nch (',mr repl"PsPllts a single teachpr, which is lwder 
the Illark, liS I cmne acr(~ one in which no fewpr than four teachers 
took pmt. Again. iu 18!l7 -!"IS in Indre et l.oire 14:1 teachpl"R £'arned 
12.%1\ franc~ ill the ni~ht RChools bPtwPt'1l thplll, which works 
out at ahout !ltl fmllcs a hpad. This dO£'s not leaw a wry for-
midilhle 1)''ll!lnca when he.ating and lighti"g ha"e been paid for. 
eSIlPcially as the cost of organising the I"('('r£'ati"e evenings al~ 
falll! 011 the tpachpr. 

All teachpl"8 haw i\ right to hlging allowances, where no house 
ill pro\"iJed. 1'hple is Cm11lPr an 1 /1(/t'lIIl1 itt! ,Ie rtsidenOlJ for th08e 
who liy£' ill I'lllel'II owr a eel·tain population. which begins with 
~~ E 
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100 francs and rises to 2,000 francs ill Paris (for directors and 
directrell:los of schools). Ordinary teachers receive half the indent
niU and stagiaires a quarter. 'The heads of schooll! with more 
than two" classes" get an extra 200 francs a year. In one 01' two 
places I came across instances where the teacher was receiving 
an extra indemnity from the commune. This is, howewr, a plU'e 
act of grace on the part of the local authorities. A further receipt 
ill kind is the privilege that teachers possess to have their sons 
educated free in the secondary schools. * They also have the right 
to travel hy r,lil at half the usual fares. 

It is somewhat diffieult to compare the salaries of French and 
English teachers, as only rather more than a quarter of the English 
male teachers and about one-eighth of the female are provided with 
residences free of rent. But wlll'reas the average salary in England 
of a certificated master is now £1~7 2s. 7d., the English master: is 
evidently higher paid than his French confrere, for the latter in the 
top class only receives £80, which, even with allowances for rent and 
the various other small sources of revenue, can never amount, 
except in the large towIlS, to anything like this figure. The same 
is true of the English female teacher. She receives on an average 
£85 9s. let, whereas the French mistress in the top class has only 
£64: fl'om tllf~ State, and in a countrv district, with rent accounted 
fOl', and adding ill the various extl'<~s, she can only hope to reach 
what is the avemge salary of the English teacher. Or, to put it 
l'Ou~hl~', the highest paid teachers in France are only earning (l)ariK 
:tpat·t) the same ~alary aK the awrage ·paid teachers in Englund. 
Yet owing to the great variation in salaries in England, there are 
some rural schools in which the teachers are no better paid than 
in France. There is a pamphlet called" The Neglect of Yillu~e 
Education," kindly giyen me by Dr. Macnamara, M.I)., ('ompil('{l fl'olll 
,.:t'ltistic.'! Kent in by 1,4~1 schools. Out of this number there were ';' 
schools in which the teacheJ'-!' salaries were under £50; in 21 the 
j,eachers only receiYecl £30; in 213 the salary was under £71); 
and in 380 it was under £100. These are probably more or lesR 
exceptional cases, but they none the less illustrate the illequalit.ieK 
which pre\·ail. Any compari~on, a~ain, between :French nnc! 
English salaries must take into necount, not the cheapness of liyin!!, 
which is probably much the same in the two ('ountries, but tIll' 
standard of comfort and style of Jiving, which are certainly highel' 
in England. This difference i~ faithfully reflected by th€' low 
average of remuneration receh'ed by State functionaries in :FI'IUll'P 

in comparison with the slllnries of our own Civil Ser\·ice. 
A few figures on the cost of living may not he out of place hen'. 

The price of beef at Paris is 2 francs 60 the line for the prime pm·ts 
without bone (le 1·&ti). or about 1s. 10td. a pound (English). 
The 'lIWrccfl'l(T. accessoil'es without bone (French meat is cut up 
differently tO\ English) cost about 2 francs the livre, 01' about 
Is. 5td, a pOH~d (English). In the eOllntry, the ll\'erage 1'1 in' 
_________ -........0...------------------- ___ _ 

* T .... : ,1 ... l:................... ,\ ..... ;,.1 ... on 11 o'n{\\. U ,.Pl ..... hn.n.n.+:f. r..f fro" ",111 ... ~ltinn in 
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in Normandy is, bone included, 1 franc 40, or 1s. a pound 
(English), or about lOtd. a pound (English), bone included, 
for habitual customers. Bread in :France is the same 
price everywhere. The Minister fixes the price every month. 
The mean price at Paris is ~Vi centimes the kilo, or 1kd. a 
pound (English). The price is regulated by means of a sliding scale 
on the wheat imported. Protection, therefore, has one use in keeping 
the price of bread steady. As a friend of mine said, cheap 
bread has saved the Republic, since there has never been a scarcity 
since its establishment. The price of bread is for many peasants 
the capital question at market, for the French eat far more bread 
than we, some peasants regularlf getting through their two livres, 
or two pounds and a quarter a day. 

Mention has already beeu made of the tendency of the teachers Salary not 1\ 

to remain in one departmen"t, and even in the same neighbour- ~~!f~.~f 
hood, and the tendency, though due in the first place to the . 
teacher's attachment to his own locality, is largely favoured by 
the system of salaries, which· makes the amount depend on 
himself and not on the locality; and thus there is less of that 
hunting for the prizes of the profession which often provides the 
towns with their best teachers at the expense of the country. 
In France there is nothing to prevent the little struggling (\om
munity of 200 souls from having a teacher who is fully capable 
of taking a town school if needs must be. In fact, I was assured 
by at least two inspectors of the apparent paradox that the best 
teachers are not to be found at Paris; but whether the statement. 
is true or not, it. is a remarkable indication of the high standard 
of the country schools. 

Teachers, being classified as functionaries, acquire the right. Pensions. 
to demand their retirement at 55, if thev have 25 years' service 
to their credit.. The years passed in the normal· college over 
20 years of age count in wit.h the duration of service. The rate of 
pension is based on the average of the last 6 years of the teacher's 
salary. For 25 years' service the pension is reckoned at 50 per 
cent. of the average, with one-fiftieth for every year's extra sen'ice. 
Th" pension cannot be lower than 600 francs for a male teacher and 
500 for a female teacher or directress of a maternal school. One 
of t.he teachers' associations thai I came across in Sarthe has 
expressed the desire for t.heabsolute right of retiring after 25 years' 
service, at 45 years of age, with compulsory ret.irement. of aU members 
at 55. Tbs first figure of 45 will, I am afraid, long remain an 
impossiblu ideal, not only in France, but also in all the civilised 
countries of the world. In the same number of the SocietY'A 
bulletin which contains these propositions (February, 19(0) there 
~pears a study by M. Benard which enumerates the desires fomm· 
lated by theSolidarite of the teachers of the Seine. They likpwise 
desire a pension after 25 yearll, with proportional pension in the case 
of retirement. for ill·health after 10 years of active service,continuatio ll 

of pension to widow \yith allowance for children; and compu1.sory 
retirement at 60. The most interesting feature of these claims is 
the plea for the widow and orphan of the teacher, 

1842. J: 2 
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(vii.) HOUSING, LoDGINGS, WATER, DRAINS, GARDENS. 

The housing question has been made so much of in England 
(see "Education in Country Districts," reprinted from the Man· 
chester Guardian), that I made it my duty to inquire Yery care
fully into the housing of the teachers and learn from their own 
lips their sentiments on the subject. 

The teach~'r;s house, generally speaking, forms part of a block 
along with the school cla.'ls-rooms and the mairie of the commune, 
the latter often consisting merely of a single room. One of 
the most co tlmon forms is that of the maine in the middle, with 
the school 0:1 one flank and the teacher's house on the other, or, 
if there art' ll\'o schools in the placl', they are often to be found at 
either end u:' the building. Sometimes, however, they are at wme 
distance ap.d. The l)6st type of school, according toone inspector, 
although I .. llW but very few specimens of it, \w.s one in which the 
t;"acher's hnse was separated from the school-building by a play
ground. The inspector explained that this arrangement saved the 
female teac\er from the temptation of trying to spend her time 
between the' schoolroom and her kitchen. 

There al'.· .. roughly, three principal epochs in the history of the 
building of the French schools. The first, which dates from 1833, 
was mainly concl'rned with the erection of boys' schools. The 
second, which oogins with 1850, was taken up with the construction 
of girls' schools; and 1880 marks a period at which many schools 
wei'e built or re-constructed. It thus happens that those c~mmunes 
which have longest enjoyed the advantages of education I1aYa the 
oldest and least com-enient premises. This was spI'cially noticl'able 
in the canton of Alen~on, in Orne, where several of the schools are 
onJ~' one store~- high. I was ella hII'd to get a complete idea of all 
the schools in the canton through the kindness of M. Gprier, the 
Ecollorne at the Xormal colll'ge, who showed me a collection of fifty 
photographs he had taken in view of the Rxhibition. Of these 
~choolg about a third \wre " appropriations," or housl's adaptl'd to 
school use. In some cases a second story had bt>l'n added. Mmlt. 
were built of stone, but in the- neighbouring a /'/'ollriissclIICllt of 
Domfl'ont brick houses are more frequ~nt. 

According to the law of 189:l and the decree of 1894, tl'achl'r:,;' 
hotHes in communes under 12,000 should contain foul' rOOllJ:ol. 

The following are my notes on some of the teachers' hOlHles I 
saw. (Of course, on many occasions I did not record Illy imprl's, 
sions, espE'cially after I found the que§tion anything but 11 hurning 
on",.) , 

''It-:Four rOmll.'l, of which two are lJedrooms. New building. 
to l\.-1"nur ro"ms in new house: fine parlour, uig kitchen, two good 

bedrooms with attic for adjoint. Teacher showed me over hou.ee, .. ... .,.. .,... ". . .. . ... 



.. huipectol' Htated teachel's in his cirC01WtC1'iptio-n. were well housed. 
Only in about one-tenth of the houses the teacher was a little 
pressed for room. 

"Houses always water-tight. Whitewashing generally done 
every two years. 

"The painting the matter in which the commune is most 
niggardly. . 

" Teacher has good kitchen, sitting-room, dining-room, with three 
bedrooms. 

":H.-House big, but not well arranged; teacher, however, 
content. 

II Secretary to Academy Inspector said teachers well housed. 
II·St.-An old chateau as school house! Teacher does not live 

there for personal reasons; but plenty of accommodation. 
"Teacher at Y. -School residence generally good. No water 

or drainage troubles. Eight rooms in his house, but not well 
arranged. Size of rOOlilll, 12 ft. by 13 ft. 

"Houses ill the arr011dissement of Montaigne the least sat.is
factory, hell/1USe they are the oldest. 

" House large, but only three 1'00n18 and an attic. 
"Teacher's house, four roon18, including dining-room, alll! 

kitchen. 
" House with only two rooms and a dressing-room. One room his 

thus to serve for living and sleeping in. All right now, but 
difficult when teacher had a family." 

In spite of the non-pal3tial accolllmodation of some of the houses, 
I found little discontent on the part of their occupants. Still, 
against this I am constrained to place on record the pictw'eHque 
complaint of one teacher, who, speaking of the magnificent e:florts 
made after the war to render national education a reality, said, 
" Many fine schools have been built which ha"e plunged some com
munes in debt for years, but on a eM trop occupe de faire la cage 
belle, on n'a pas asscz pense d Z'oiseau" (the teacher). Certainly if the 
accOU1modation is not everything to be desired, the upkeep it! 
generally satisfactorily maintained. The only point on which the 
communes occasionally show obstinacy is in painting and white
washing. It is difficult for persons who only whitewash their own 
premises once in ten years to understand the necessity every other 
year of such a proceeding for the school buildings. 

The housing of the adjoint and stagiairc seems in a less satis- Ho?-sing 01 

I . 11 if th . d 1" tt' d aSl!lStants. actory state, espeCla y ey are marne. .Ile ma er IS 111a e a 
subject of comment in the report of the Academy Inspector of 
Orne for 1899. The law prescribes that they should have three 
rooms at their disposal if married and two if single, but in many 
cases they are only provided with a single room, and that some-
times without !J. fireplace. The married assistants are thus obliged to 
live out at their own expense. The teachers themselves, if married, 
rather object to this living at close quarters in the same buildmg. 
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The authorities desire to combat alcoholism. Th~ teacher is called 
in. They desire to establish evening schools on a large scale. The 
teacher is called, in. In fact, it would be no exaggeration to say 
that the teacher is the handy man of the French nation. It is 
really splendid to see how he has so far responded, without flinching, 
to the successive appeals that have been made to his patriotism and 
public spirit. Ce sont toujoursles memes qui se font tuer ! 

None the less, the question of overwork is becoming a serious 
one, and the authorities are already occupying themselves about 
it. The remarkable conference of the academy inspector of I..oir
et-Cher has already been alluded to. The English teacher who 
complains of extraneous tasks will derive but scanty consolation 
from a comparison between his tale of bricks and that his French 
confrere has to compile. The only point where the comparisGn is 
likely to be in favour of the French teacher is that, perhaps, in 
some cases, he finds the work more congeni~l, because it is to a 
certain extent a" free-will offering." 

(ix.) REWARDS AND PUNISHlI1ENTS. 

There is a regular list of rewards for meritorious teachers, begin
ning with the 1nent·ioR honorable. The other grades are the bronze 
and silver medals. The latter allows the wearing of a regular deco
ration, and carries with it a pension of 100 francs. One silver 
medal is given for every group of 300 teachers, a bronze for every 
120 teachers, and a 'Illention honorable for every 80. So these honours 
are by no means too easy to obtain. As a flU'ther distinction a 
limited number of silver medallists can receive the palmcs 
d'officier d'Academie, and five years lat.er a select few can attain t.o 
the position of officiel' de l'/nstruction Publi.que. Similar rewards 
and decorations are also given t.o the teachers who have dis
tinguished themselves in their eyening continuation or recreative 
work. There are further medals for obtaining vaccinations, and 
rewards for agricultlU'al teaching. 

The law of October 30th, 1886, established a regular scale of 
penalties :-(1) the reprimand, which is administered in private by 
the academy inspector; (2) the censure, which is inflicted in 
public; (3) revocation; (4) suspension of the liberty to teach; (5) 
absolute suspension. }'or all saye the first the intervention of 
the Conseil Departemental is required, and in the case of the 
last three penalties an appeal to the central authorities is pro
vided for. The heavier penalties are however rarely applied, 
and only for the gravest offences. I only heard of two cases 
in the course of my tour. Any teacher who is really UllSatis
factory is given the option of sending in his resignation. 

(x.) PROVIDENT AND PROlfESSIONAL AsSOCIATIONS. 

Mention has already been made of the Teachers' Orphanage, 
whose membership is open to all State teachers in France. 
There are also numerous provident societies to be found' 
e\'erywhere; in fact, all the departmonts I visited possessl'u 
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at least one association of the kind. Thus, in Calvados I 
came across a Societe du Secours Immediat, which contains 
288 ordinary members, paying one franc entrance, and made 
up of 152 male teachers and 106 female (which represents 
about a quarter of the State teachers), with twenty teachers' 
wives and ten teachers' husbands. On the death of any associate 
a. small levy is made of, apparently, 50 centimes, on every member, 
and the proceeds are handed over to the representatives of the 
deceased. The society is only a year old, and has already made 
two le\'ies (1900). The Societe du Secours Mutuel in Orne is 
thirty-four years old. In 1898 it consisted of 729 members, of 
whom 51G were participants, or more than half the teachers in 
the department. It gives allowances to teachers on the sick list, 
and to female teachers on their accouchement, and pays pen
sions. The number of sick persons relieved in 1897 were 120, 
and the number of pensions 94. The reserve fund is over 
£2,000. In Sarthe, in 1898, the Societe du Secours Mutuel had 
322 members, of whom 308 were participants, or about one-third 
of the State teachers. In Indre-et-Loire the Societe du Secours 
Mutuel liad 366 participating members on December 3rd, 1897. 
The Academy Inspector in his report for the year expressed his 
Illltollishmellt at less than half the personnel belonging to the society. 
}'rom it one learns incidentally that the annual subscription is 
12 francs. In Loir-et-Cher the number of members of the provident 
society was 200, of whom 172 were teachers, or only a little over 
a quarter of the State teachers. The reserve fund was nearly £800. 

The majority of teachers I encountered were also members of Ac~id~lIt 
a society against accidents and defamation. The English reader socIetIes 

may well wonder why teaching should be such a dangerous trade 
in France as to necessitate a society against accidents. The acci-
dents in question are not those which happen to the teachers, but 
to the pupils during the time they are under their charge. Until 
about two years ago the law rendered every head teacher in a primary 
or secondary school pecuniarily responsible for any injury a pupil 
might sustain during his presence in class or on the school premises, 
even if it were the result of the purest accident. Thus, if a boy in 
walking across the playground stumbled and broke his leg, or 
sprained his wrist in falling, the head of the school was pecuniarily 
responsible to the parents for the injury to their son. The effect of 
this law 011 outdoor sports in boarding schools is better imagined 
than described.* Happily it was modified by the Act of July 20th, 
1899, and the State now accepts responsibility for accidents' 
occurring during the legal hours of school, while reserving itself 
to fix the blame, if necessary, on an imprudent or negligent teacher. 
The most important of these societies-that of Toulouse-has more 

• Les accidents, hors de France, affectent lea familles,ils ne les arretent pas j 
en France, ils les paralysent; a leur tour les families par leur effroi, par 
leurs plaintes, par leurs menaces, par leurs poursuites, paralysent, surtout 
dans lea internats, lea educateurs.-M. G rard-Varet (L'ecole et l'educatiQn 
morale). It Revue Pedagogique," June, 1901. 
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than 25,000 adhe~ents. In the case of accidents it atltlUIUeS anv 
responsibility the teacher may have incurred,and raises the necessarY 
funds by occasional levies. In the last two years it has only de
manded 2 francs 50 cents. per head from its adherents. Another" riNk" 
society is the" Enseignement " of Paris. Teachers become members 
by the payment of 3 francs, and subscribe according to the scale of 
risks, the directors of boarding schools paying as high as 6 francs. 
In two years the society has attained a membership of nearly 700. 
Since its foundation no less than fifteen accidents ha\'e OCCUlTed 
affecting the society. Of these, two have been fought in the Jaw 
courts and won. 

~gogica! The primary teacher in France, being a puhlic servant in the pay 
. ! or the State, finds himself on a different footing to that of the English 

esslOna. I t h I teah Tl 'It f ... 
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rigidly controlled under the French constitution. For these reasons 
nnything savouring of an association of teachers 011 trade unionist 
lines has hitherto been quite impossible in France, though isolated 
societies have been tolerated, like the Cercle des IllStituteurs in 
Sarthe, which exists mainly for the discussion of pedagogicnl ques
tions, and is sixteen years old. Of these associations the Union of 
the teachers of the Seine is the most important. But until recent:y 
t.he authorities haye rather discouraged even these l1l0de!:lt attemptM 
at federation. A decisive step was taken la.'lt year at T"'lon, whel'{' 
a congress for all the associations of teachers was permitted to 1ll' 

held. It was decided at that meeting that an " _4micale" should 
be fOlmded ill each department. The most interesting article 
of association was that which stated that" the' A-micale' has for its 
object to facilitate between teachers exchanges of views and free 
discussion, the study of questions which interest the professsion 
without 1lxcluding from it those which refer to their personal situa· 
tion." The articles furUler provided for schemes of co-operation 
among the teachers in the way of trading with such shops as 
agreed to give teachers preferential prices. Efforts were to be 
made to help the widow and orphan; a provichmt, society was started; 
It system of assurance was to be founded; every" Al1ticale" was to have 
its bulletin to chronicle its doings. It was decided to hold an annual 
congress, and Paris was appointed for the rendezvous; and, lastly, 
a very interesting movement was started ,,,hich may have far
reaching consequences, called the Cooperation unit'ersitaire pida
gogique, which aims at bringing into line all professors and teachers 
in the three grades of education. 

The Paris congress was held during the Kilibition. One of the 
most interesting debates was on tho certificat d'etudes. The teacherd 
being, so to say, at home, were able to speak ,vith far more freedom 
and precision than in a debate open to all comers,in which a certain 
official reserve would be naturally requisite. But perhaps the 
most pleasant, and at the same time the most significant, ieatw'e 
of the proceedings was the presence and participation in ths debates 
of several of the leading officiaL'!, including no less a personage 
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than the Director of Primary Education himself. What was still 
more piquant was that the latter not only took part in the debates, 
but was actually worsted on at least one occasion.. It is almost 
8uperfluous to add that he took his defeat with the utmost good 
humour, and for once, to paraphrase the well-known French eJf:
pression, it was possible to see a man who was "battu et contellt." 
It seems difficult to estimate tile effect of such departure in France. 
where the Administration possesses a pre.'ltige akin to that attached 
to a military or religious hierarchy. But the participation of the 
Chief Director was an act of rare cow·age, carried out with perfect 
tact, and no doubt will have all the reward it merits. The meeting 
WILS closed by a speech from the Minister, who indicated pretty 
plainly hi~ appreciation of the teachers as the real backbone of the 
Defense ·repuhliroine and the best exponents of all the modern 
ideas bound up with that regime. The French State teachers 
are starting their association under the happiest auspices. With- Its 
out neglecting their material interests, they have put into the pro~p 
forefront of their progranune the cause of national education. 
Considering there are over 105,000 State teachers and probationers 
in 1!'rance and Algel·ia, the enlistment of these in a single 
1It1t\ocint.ion will convert them into a veritable standing army 
capable of enormous and almost irresistible i.".fiuence, provided 
t.hey are willing to devote the major part of their efforts to 
patriotic endeavours to make the school the greatest moral 
infiul'nce in the country, not merely within the four walls 
of the classroom, but outside, through the other work it has 
ali·endy undeItaken. If, however, they are beguiled into 
employing too freely their newly acquired forces to further 
their own clat!s ·ends, they will speedily fall from their high 
Ptltate, and in grasping after too much, lose the very power through 
which they hoped to attain their seifish ends, and instead of being 
looked up to hy the majority of their countrymen will become an 
ohjl'ct of profound Imspicion and mistrust. I ventured to say as 
much as this at the banquet after the congress, and if the kind way 
ill which my somewhat venturesome remarks were received and 
the Illunerous t.hanks I received afterwards from individual teachers 
are IlJlY criterion, there is little doubt the teachers are fully aware 
of the high privileges the new association throws open to them 
and the danger that a misuse of them will entail. It may be very 
presumptuous to prophesy, but somehow one cannot help feeling 
that the recent congres~ has a real chance of heing regarded here-
after as one of the principal points in a movement whose main 
object is to render !<'rance more truly democratic in the best and 
highest sense of the word. 

(xi.) RELATIONS WITH INSPECTORS AND MEMBERS OF OTHER GRADES. 

The relations between inspectors and teachers have already R~lation, 
been touched on in the description of the special conferences which tth t 
are summoned to discuss pedllgogical questions. Another occasion Tlsl'ec OJ 
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for their meeting is the examining board of the certi ficat d' etudes. All 
inspectors are not perfect, and there are some-but they seem to 
be very few in number-who belong to what may be called the 
martinet type. A director· of an ecole normale, in discussing 
the question, cited to me a terrible phrase of one of these" wrong
headed" inspectors who used to say, Il 1I.e {aut pas aVO'ir du CCl?ur; 
il taut sabrer. But this military spirit, so contrary to the best 
ideas of modern education, is certainly not gaining ground in France. 
On the contrary, time after time I came across evidence, both oral 
and material, of the mutual esteem which inspectors and teachers 
entertain for one another, and certainly a large number of the in
spectors whose provinces I visited not only think highly of the 
teachers, but lose no opportunity of consulting them on any knotty 
question. Thus one of the ablest teachers I met vouchsafed the 
remark that the inspectors were regarded as the best friends of the 
teachers, and the only misforttUle was that they were not always 
listened to in higher quarters. In another department I was 
assured by a teacher that the inspectors never do anything without 
taking the teacher's advice. In fact the two grades seem to be 
on excellent terms. 

,lations Primary and secondary education in France are organised 
,th other 011 different lines from the outset, although, it is true, a very 
ades. limited number of primary teachers are attached to some of the 

lycees and colleges. This, together with the fact that the primary 
inspectorate is almost exclusi"ely recruited fl'om tIle ranks of 
primary teachers and of professors at primary training colleges, 
tends to separate t.he teachers in the two grades into two distinct 
classes. It is not until we come to the academy inspector, who is 

,mparative usually taken from the ranks of the secondary professors, that we 
)la.lion find any cOlmecting link with secondary education. The con-
~'l.~~' sequences of this system ot education in water-tight compartments 
et '. have been numerous and far-reaching, and, what is somewhat 

surprising at first sight, the advantages as regards primaryeducatioll 
appear to have outbalanced the disadvantages. At any rate in 
the extensive differentiation that has taken place between the 
aims, methods, and traditions ill the two branches of education, 
prin1ary instruction has not altogether been the loser. Its compara
tive isolation has led to a growth among primary teachers of a fine 
spirit of esprit de C01'PS and a wide interpretation of the teacher's 
sphere of duties which the secondary schoolmaster might well 
copy. It might be expected that the absence of the influence of 
the exquisite culture which distinguishes the French secondary 
schools, and renders them in that regard quite without a riyal in 
the world, woUld make itself painfully felt in the primary and 
normal schools. This, however, has not been the case. The general 
atmosphere of culture which pervades French society-especially 
French literature-hal,! been sufficient to ensure that the primary 
teachers have run little fisk of imperfect equipment in this respect. 
On the other hand, the~bsence of any close connection with the 
traditions of the higher slihools has facilitated the free examination 
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01 time-honoured methods and the rejection of those which have 
been found antiquated. It has also allowed of subjects being 
examined on their merits, and their actual value assessed in the 
light of their relation to the other subjects in the cWTiculum and 
the aim of the school as a whole, instead of being regarded as indis
pensable per Be, and forming, as it were, an irreducible prirt of the 
school work, owing to the prestige they have received from the 
consecration of immemorial time. This especially applies to the 
programme of the higher primary schools, whic.h has been dis
tinctly framed to meet modern requirements_-

In England, on the other hand, the .procedure seems to have 
been different. Although from time to time primary teac.hers 
ba ve been promoted to the inspectorate, the latter has been mainly 
recruited by men taken from the lllliwrsities and inlbued with 
nIl the traditions of secondary education. As regards pedagogicnl 

. knowledge, they have mostly had to pick up their information 
1111 they go along, and piece it together into some sort of system, 
whereas the actlJ,al appointment of the French primary inspector 
depends 0}1 his success in passing a stiff examination in scientific 
pedagogit'lI, largely fortified by several years' experience in teaching 
ill one of the schools connected with primary education. On the 
other 11I1Ild, the English inspectors' intimate acquaintance with 
the traditions of public IIpirit which prevail in our higher secondary 
schools has rendered them valuable intermediaries in handing 
down to the primary schools those notions of espI'it de corps and 
the duty of serving the State which are perhaps the most precious 
feature of our national education. 

The Teachers' Guild in England is an attempt to recognise the A }<'rend 
r,ardinal fact tllat all tear-hers are members of one hody, although TllI!c' el' .. ' 
their functions are often nec(,RSarily different. This lleed is also GlIlld. 

bein~ ft'lt in France, and has led to the formation of a league, 
ah-eady alluded to, called the Coopiration Unirersifuire Peda-

• flit he more delicate que!!tions of manncrs and social education it is 
probable the French teacher has suffered less from the evil effects of elass 
.Iiiltinetions than his English colleague. It is further an undoubted fact, 
as :\Ir. Rodley shows, that what. mar be ealled social education has pene
trated far further down into the }'rench nation than with us. .. Tile 
great need of the (English) training colleges makes itself felt less on the 
intelledllal than on the social side. The greatest hope for their improve
ment lies in 1\ more general class le:wening. Of course, even under present 
('()nditions, pupil-teachers are drawn from many grades, but there are not 
1~lways candidates enough affeetcd by the social traditions which create 
in colleges and schools, as elsewhere, a strong public opinion in favour of 
small bllt important amenitics of bearing, and even of speech, which are 
lit .once the sign and safeguards of good breeding. . . . The chief 
agency for good must be looked for in the healthy interaction of students 
of all classes." Passages from training college reports by Her Majesty's 
Illspl'ctors for the year 1896 (C.-8493; 1897, p. 13), quoted in an article 
on the teacher problem in the" Fortnightly" for May, 1899, by Mr. Harold 
Hodge, editor of the "Saturday Review," which contains a singularly 
f(\l\rleas, if somewhat drastic, criticism of this particular aspect of primary 
education. . 
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gogique, for all grades of professors and teachers. The formal 
ties already exist. Primary teachers are classed as universitaires . 
for although, as a rule, they have not taken a university degree: 
they are under the rector of the local academy (or university), 
and are . regarded as part and parcel of the State education of the 
country, at the head of which is the rector, a post which is always 
held by the Minister of l>ublic Instruction. The object of the 
league is thus defined:-

'1'0 affirm this community of tendencies (towards co-operation), to realise 
a cioser collaboration everywhere, where the necessity is recognised, to 
create ties of good fellowship between men who, while engaged in a 
common taHk, and animated by the spirit and the same passion for science, 
truth, and the l?ublic weal, neither aRsocinte /wr H1·e acqu,n£nted with one 
another. (The Italics are mine.) 

The whole programme is highly interesting. The following 
represent the gist of some of its articles :-(1) The help that 
primary teachers can give towards sending to the secondary 
schools any pupils who appear likely to profi~ by a secondary 
education. (2) Concordance to be established between· the 
curricula of the primary, higher primary, technical, and secon
dary schools. (3) Discussion on whether the distinction between 
primary and secondary is specific or one of degree, necessitated 
by the difference in age and aptitudes of the pupils. (4) To 
decide the value of the distinction between higher primary, 
secondary-modern and secondary~lassical. (5) Should the 
methods in these schools differ, allowance being made for pupils' 
ages? (6) Recruiting of teachers for the primary schools, and 
for the lower elementary forms in the lycees and colleges. 
(7) Need of experimental science in secondary schools? (8) Is 
the purely literary part overdone in the secondary schools? (9) 
Is the entrance examination for the normal schools stiff 
enough? (10) Does the teaching given in the normal schools 
sufficiently take into account the growing need of the post-scola ire 
work of the schoolmaster? (11) Could not normal pupils be ad
mitted to certain university classes? (12) The connection between 
technieal,primary, and secondary sehools. (13) Is there enough 
general education in the technical schools? (14) Utility of training 
for secondary teachers; should such be given in primary as well 
as secondary schools? (15) Need for such persons of a study of 
pedagogics. (16) Free education for teachers' children in seeondary 
schools. (17) Extension of uni,-ersity action (universi.fis popu
Zaires). (18) Need of assuring and generalising the post-scolaire 
education of yotqlg people, seeing that the results of primaryeduca
tion are insufficient from the civic point of view. Need of ehild 
study to assist the simplification of the primary curricuhml. .(19) 
Thl.' holding of university congressfs open to fill grades. 

,Outlook. The mere founding,of sueh a league must appear as a great step 
forward to anyone who is acquainted with the considerable social 
differenees that exist b~~,;een the. two grades. Thp. average 
se(,ollclar~' teaeher in Fran~las a far higher status than the ordinary 
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assistant in a medium-sized grammar school. He ranks at least 
with a barrister, while the latter would probably divide honours 
with the curate. The French primary teacher, being a State 
official, has thereby the advantage of hiN EngliNh colleague. But 
this very fact of being on the Government staff only mnrks more 
clearly his social inferiority to the secondary teacher as n subor
dinate member of the educational hierarchy. It will be interesting 
to watch which grade of education will gain most from the others, 
for they are all in the happy position of having everything to 
gain and nothing to lose by this federation,-

(xii.) TIn: NEW GENERATION. 

A lIomewhat delicate question whil'h I ventw'ed to put oil several 
occasions was whether there was any difference between the older 
teachel'S Ilnd those who were just entering the profession. I had 
found so much esprit de corps among the fh'St-named, who. bred 
under the inti uence of the reforms of Jules :Ferry, possess a kind of 
" Pducation militant" spirit about them which has had, no doubt, 
S brreat effect on the country, a.nd dift'erentiates them from the 
vi.eille garde, who date from before the period of reform, and 
though 1l0shirkel'S, have-because the more recent changes are but 
of yesterday-through the approach of age rather than any natural 
unwillingness, thrown themselws less fervently into the new develop
ments. It lIl'enwd to me that if this steady stream of demoeratic 
effort, under some of its best a..'1pect~, could only mailltuin the strong 
impetus that has hitherto characterised it, it must, if it does not 
actually invade other provinces of education, get up in those 
which are, in comparison, somewhat stagnant, It helilth-gi"ing 
eurrl'nt, lind renew, like some nai.'lsant Gulf Sh'elllll, the whole 
Ill·lt~rilll system of national eliu('.ation; and raising ()ne~elf for Il 

monwnt to Il IItill highl'r rlane. I1nd rl'gnrding 1111 thill outward lind 
\'i.'lihle orgllnisution, so strongly knit and bound together, as a 
lllllni£eI!tation of the Time-spirit in its effort to giye fuller and more 
complete relliisation to new ideas and aspirations, one could not help 
llt'holding such a mighty engine for good or ill without profound 
emotion, and wondering if it would deviate from its original course 
or, WOl'Rt' still. lose some of its pristine momentum. And so, through 
no dl'liire to pry into a neighbour's possible weaknesses, but rather 
in a spirit of hopeful sympathy, I asked not a few persons whether 
the new 1"I\('e of conseripts that the normal schools are now turning 
out were l'qual to those who are at the head of schools to-day. As 
a rule I l't'Cl'i,'Pd sl1tiN£actory IlDSWl'rII. One or two stated that 

• The movement f\eelll~ to be growing. In the Rappel of 7th October, 
1900, ~f. Yalette, writin~ on the .. {l nioll do.'! tr!:!is Ol:dres; professeurs et 
instituteU\"s," MYS: "Les prof~sseurs des Ull\versltes et nombre de 
profC>lseurs de~ lyc~ClI et collt-ges !<out descendull dans Ill. lice: ils ont vu de 
1'1';''' I'l~'ole primaire et st's maitre:!; la ,gllll"t; est hrillee ! . Le premier pas est 
I:l1t! Laissons to\1ll de rote ou 11011 vrctentJons ou nos Idees person nell ell ; 
lI\1puyulllI-nous les uns sur lea autres I " 
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the younger generation seemed 1e.'SS devoted, and showed signs of 
shirking any extraneous work. A high official spoke of the 
great influence for good or evil of the educational press, which 
occasionally flatters the teachers too much, and preaches at times 
a sort of trades union doctrine of earning as much and doing as 
little as possible. The older members were not affected, but some 
of the younger members of the associations du secours mutuel. 
In his own province he took the bull by the horns, and at a teachers' 
meeting directly posed the question of confidence.. "Did the Ad
ministration, or did it not, do all it could for the teacher? Of 
comse it could not do' everything." The assembly, with the excep
tion of the president of the association, voted" aye," and they would 
have done the same, said the speaker, if the vote had been by ballot. 
On the' other hand, I received many assmances that the younger 
generation were quite as ready to put their hand to the plough as 
the older members of the staff. No two generations are ever alike; 
but if,as it seems, the younger generation turn out as energetic 
as its predecessors, there is little fear for the future of primary 
education in France. 

CHAPTEl{. IlL-THE STATE SCHOOLS AND THE PUPILS. 

THI~ STATE SCHOOLS. 

A.-THE ~IAn:RNAL SCHOOLS AND INFANT Cr~ASSES. 

The maternal schools not being obligatory for communes under 
2,000 or for agglomerations of the population under 1,200, I only 
came across a limited number, although, thanks to the work carried 
on by the religious orders, they are by no means uncommon in 
country districts. * 

After several attempts at finding the right methods-attempts 
which will always be associated with the name of Madame Pape
Carpentier-the existing system, whieh prescrihed the study of 
colours and exercise in geometrical eonstructions, as well as the 
elements of reading, writing, and oral ealeulation, was happily modi
fied by M. Greard, who introduced into the schools the method::; of 
Froobel, with his system of Spielgaben (Rapport E.P.).t "Les jeux des 
enfants ne sont pas jeux, et les fault jugeren eulx comme lems plus 
serieuses actions," said Montaigne. Judging the children in thet-le 
schools by their games, the education seems serious enough. The 
only danger seems lest it should be too serious. As Miss Tolman 
Smith, American jmor for primary edueation at the Paris Exhi
bition, writ.ing in the Educational Remew, September, 1901, says: 
" The infant school is friendly in spirit, but in too great haste to 
suit the rhild for prartiral life." Another besetting sin is an 

* For flll'ther details on the suhject see article on the Eeoles Maternl'lles in 
1'lui~ by .Miss Beard. Special Hcport:;, Yol. 8. 

t According to the monograph cited above the 118e of the" gifts" is by no 
means universal. 
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mordinate. desire on the part of some of the mistresses to rend~r . 
their teaching too ambttious. It WIlS in connection with this 
defect that an inspector -related to me a characterllit.iu Iltol'Y, 
told, I believe, by Madame Kergomarrl, who WIl8 informed, to 
her great surprise, one day by & kindergarten teacher that 
they taught history in her school. The lady demanded a 
sample of her art, and the teacher narrated to her clll88 the hiStory 
·of Jeanne d'Arc. When: the story came. to an end, the majority 
of the children seemed discontented, and at 188t one of them said, 
.. And the sheep, what happened to t.hem?" The children, being 
(If the countpr. knew what & sheep was, but had utterly failed to 
take in the rest of the" history" leAson.· 

The schools are open from 7 to 7 in summer, and from 8 to 6 Regulatiol:l 
in winter. A charwoman is obligatory. Children are divided 
by age and not by sex. If the mistress has over fifty infants 
she has a right to an ll88istant. Since 1889 teachers in these 
schools are placed on the same footing 118 those in the elemen· 
tary schools. There seems to be no special compulsory training 
for those who intend taking up the work, as far. as I could make 
out. At Caen, hOW8l'er, there is an ecole maternelle as well as 
an ordinary girls' school attached to the school. The directress of the 
school kindly showed me over the building, including the bath-room, 
where each child is treated to the luxury (as some people seemed 
to think) of a separate towel. A local committee of lady patrons 
had also furnished them with ~old-alls and pocket-handker-
chiefs. The ecole maternelle at :Beaumont (Sarthe) consisted of 
a. large covered court, an excellent harPour of refuge on a rainy 
day. The refectory was furnished with two beds, and there were 
two clll88-rooms. The school is managed by two religious sisters, 
and any children are taken who are over twenty-five months old. A 
pleasing feature in the school is its museum, which is almost entirely 
composed ofofIerings by the children, and contains specimens ot 
weights and measures, minerals, cocoons, stuffed birds, etc. Although 
we arrived at the end of the afternoon school, the children looked 
supremely happy. This, however, may be partially accounted for 
by.the fact that it was the hour of "fourseJJ" or the afternoon go'l1,ter. 
The school is in a somewhat anomalous state, as the building had 
been left to the town on condition that it was staffed with nuns. 
The acceptance of this legacy invo~ves, apparently, a very nice legal 
point. 

There are two kinds of classeJJ enfantines-one which is Class'; 
common in the big towns and serves as a stepping stone eufantine. 
between the ecole maternelle and the regular school: and the 
other which is found in the country, and receives children at four 
and even three years of age and prepares them for the elementary 
school. 1'4e teachers in both cases are on the same footing as the 

• The administl'Rtion are alive to this defect. In the Introduction to the 
Ral?port E. P., M. Bayet sa,s of the teachel'B :-"We must defend them 
ag&lnst the temptation of teaching the children too much or too soon, and 
this last observation especially applies to the maternal school." 

0342 
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ordinary female teachel;'. The programme is a judicious mixture. 
ofkiridergarten practices and the methods pf elementary education. 

ltisfc8. A few statistics for 1897 on the maternal schools and infant classes 
will probably not be without interest. Number of maternal schools, 
5,683; of mistresse9,9,414; pupils, 729,648. Of these teachers 
5,292 (including 1,010 religieuses) were in the State schools, and 
4,022 in the private schools, in which there were only 271 lay 
teachers. It' is therefore easy to see that the religious teachers 
outnumber the lay [4,827 against 4,382]. This also holds good for' 
the departments I visited. If to this number of infants be added 
the number of the' children in the classes enfantVnes and those in 
the schools under six (the legal age),we find that the total number 
of children under six in all the schools was 1,348,443 in 1897. 

B. 'rHE PRIMARY SCHOOl.S. 

(i.) The Supply. 
niverSM 
,a.te !C':oola. It has already been explained that every commune is obliged to 

maintain . a State school, unless united for scholastic purposes to 
another commune, and that, further, communes over 500 souls 
are compelled to have a separate school for girls. A careful inquiry 
into the application of the law shows that the firflt provision has 
been very thoroughly carried out; in fact, some persons think 
too thoroughly. I myself heard of one small commune of only 
80 inhabitants which had built and furnished a school which is 
attended by only four pupils. I was told of another, with a school 
population of five, which spent 20,000 francs on putting up a school. 
This extravagance is not always to be laid at the door of the Govern
ment, but is often due to the obstinacy of the communes, who 
would rather have to bear the cost of building a school than send 
their children to the school of a neighbouring parish. In another 
case I heard of, a commune with a school population of ten decided 
to have a school of its own; though the authorities did everything 
in their power to prevent this piece of reckless expenditure. The 
united district, in which several parishes combine- so much in favour 

. in rural parts of England-is comparatively rare in France. .The 
number of communes affiliated to another only amount to a little 
over 2 per cent. I only came across one or two instances in the 
sixty schools I visited. 

This adequacy in thA school supply is borne out by the official 
statistics. Out of the 36,174 communes, only 47 have no school at 
all. and 86 have no public school; and some of these send their. 
children to the neighbouring schools without being legally united. 
(One had only 14 inhabitants.) But very few of these schoolless 
communes seemed to be in the departments visited. Orne had only 
two communes in 1898 who were unprovided with schools. In 
Calvados, apparently, there were none at all. The six communes 
without schools in Loir-et-Cher are attached to other communes for 
school purposes. In Indre-et-Loire there were apparently none, while 
in the only one of the four circonscriptionsnf Sarthe for which I could 
get fig1lres all the communes 'Were provided ",ith schools. Of the 
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eommunes with a population 01 over 500 and with no school for girls, 
there were 15 in Indre-et-Loire, 15 in Loir-et-Cher, several in Orhe, 
3 in the Le Mans circonscription of Sarthe, and Only 4 in Cal'\"adoa, 
which contains 763 communes!· Several of these are only just 
over the legal limit, and with the apparent rate of decrease in the 
population, will soon be within it. I did not come across any hamlet 
schools, but in one or two communes which wer~ very big I found 
that the children on the outskirts went to the school of the adjacent 
commune. Thus the children of the quaintly-named hamlet, 
-I.e petit bon Dieu," just out~ide Lisieux, go to the town schools, and 
not to that of their commune, which is five 01' six kilometres awav. 

French regUlations are sometimeR sUPI,osed to err on the side·\ hd~~PY • 
f · fl '\"}' ISh hI' I' mo IIiClI.tu o III eXlullty. n art e, owever, came across an lrregu arlty 

which admirably suited the needs of the ease, and had been sane. 
tioned by the Administration. The inhabited portions of a commune 
in the Forest of Perseigne are completely separated from each 
other by an intervening band of forest, 2! miles wide. Instead 
of building two separate schoolR, one for the boys and the other 
for the girls, which would have been out of the way for half the 
population;the authoritieR hit on the happy expedient of erecting 
two mixed schools, one at each end of the parish. The two schools 
are run by a married couple, and the only sufferer is the teacher, 
who has to walle every day to the second school, 2! mile.~ away. 

(ii.) Buildings and Furniture. 
It has been previously stated that the construction of the schools Building~. 

and their upkeep are at the charge of the commune, the State 
only intervening to make, in the ease of the poorer communes, 
grants to the building fund for a new school, or to aid the appro-
priation of a building hitherto rented by the commune. Reference 
has also been made in speaking of the teachers' houses to the three 
stages of building activity in the history of French education" the 
schools of the third or most rp.cent epoch being naturally the most 
satisfactory. It has also been stated that in the case of a large 
number of rural schools, the ecole type is a block of buildings 
formed of the teacher's house, the school, and the mairie. Not 
infrequently the latter is only a single room, to which, at times, the 
sole access is through the teacher's house. The girls' schoC'l is 
sometimes to be found attached to the opposite end of the block 
to the boys' school'; sometimes it forms a distinct building along 
with the female teacher's dwelling . 
. or the numerous variety of school buildings, those which were Stl!-te.of 

originally private houses adapted to . school purposes are natur- bulldmgs, 
ally the 1f>3st commodious, but even these, in general, are wllll 
lighterl. The majority of the modern constructions are lighted on one 
side, usuallv the left, and Home have windows on three sides. I came 
across non~ of the large, barn-like edifices,which Wf>re the favourite 

• The figures for all France and Algeria were 646 communes over 500 
inhabitants with no girls' school at all ; 708 had only a private school 
for girls, out of a total of 18,539 communes affected by the law. 

6342 
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tyP6 in England in the early days. As a rule, the class-rooms are 
• designed to hold a maximum of 50 pupils, with a surface allowance 

of 4 ft. 2 in. square per pupil, and with a minimum height of ceiling 
'of 13 ft. 4 in. They seem to be stlfficiently warmed by stoves in 
winter. The floors are generally of wood. The ventilation * if! 
good, a'nd I was particularly struck by the absence of what may 
~ called the odor scholasticus, due to the f,ree way in which windows 
were kept open. In only one or two class-rooms, where the teachers 
belonged to the old school,was any stuffiness apparent. The ciean
ing of the schools, as far as dusting and brushing is concerned, is 
performed by the scholars. themselves, a certain number being 
deputed 'tt tour de r6le by the teacher to sweep' out the class
room after school hours. 

Apart from 'any structural defects due to their antiquity, the 
"outside" state of the schools seemed satisfactory enough. All 
the teachers I questioned declared that their class-rooms were wmd 
and water tight. The official statistics show that the great majority 
of the schools are either in a sound state of repair or, at least. that 
everywhere progress is being made to render, them so. Thus 
in Calvados, in 1897, out of 924 public schl)ols, only 19 schools 
ow~ed by the commu:hes, and 10 rented by them,fwith 2 lent by 
private individuals, were classed as unsatisfactory. As the rented 
premises are rapidly being appropriated-there were only 22 in 
1897, against 153 in the preceding year-we may probably neglect 

,this category, as it is quite possible that, these remaining build
" ings have already been acquired, while the houses" lent" are natur-
ally to be put in a different category. This reduces the number 
of schools in bad repair in 1897 to something lil.:e two per cent. 
for, the whole department. The Academy Inspector for Orne 
remarks in his report that the state of the schools improves every 
year, and gives a -long li1lt ,of 'repairs effected in various schools. 
In Sarthe, the, academy inspector (1899) ,speaks of the improve
ment of school buildings being continued in 1898. The same 
note of satisfaction characterises the report of, the Academy In
spector of Indre-et-Loire for the same year. The only difficulty 
with the communes was their reluctance to whitewash, which 
has already been mentioned, in the remarks on teachers' houses. 
Qne insp~tor told me he had about 50 schools out of 230 in which 
the regulation had riot been observed. The Academy Inspector 
for Orne also mak-ea the matter a subject for official criticism in 
his report. The same authority complains of the bad installation 
of the privies. In the great majority of schol)ls I, saw, the 

. arrangements, though at times primitive, seemp.d generally in
offensive. A desideratum in some schools is a prea'l.£ couvert, or 
rovered playground. Here is just an instance where the pe~.(\nal 

* Matthew Arnold in..1859 was strllck by the excellent:v~tilation. 
t In 1897 the '\lumber of school buildings belonging to communes were 

62,879 (those containing two or more schools under one roof count as one) ; 
number of' build,inss lent or hired 8,649. -(Official Statistics.) , 
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influence of the teacher may induce the commune to 811.nctiuu the 
necessary expense. I came across two· teachers who h8.d persUaded 
their communes to put up a preau rouvert. One had cost no less 
tha.n 375 francs, which ~ed a good deal for a small place where 
the total income was only 6,972 francs, and the annual amount 
spent on the school was only 75 francs. . .. 

The state of the school furniture seemed lells uniformly Ratis- FUlnitnre. 
factory. It was often decidedly antiquated, ann the sitting accommo- . 
dation in two schools was insufficient, and ill adapted to the smaller 
childl·en. This opinion is confirmed by the various reports of the 
academy inspectors on the subject, although it is clear that in 
some departments much has been dOI~'; of late years. Thus in 
Calvados, in 1897, no less than 99 out of 924 schools had the fur· 
niture replaced or done up. In Sarthe, the academy inspector, 
writes:- . 

The transformation of the old fashioned school furniture into regulation 
furniture takes place slowly. Almost everywhere people cannot make up 
their minds to replace desks and seats till they are absolutely worD out. In 
many schools blackboards are not repainted often enough, and are therefore 
often usele.'IS. '. • . There are not enough maps, natural history charts 
are rare. School mlL~eums do not exist in all schools, and when they do, 
they are generally badly arranged. 

Still, even here there is progress to be reported, for 20 schools 
were refurnished during· the year. The inspector of Indre·et
Loire obsen'es -(I have abridged his words)--that 

The state of the Rchool furniture im{'roves daily. There are still too 
many old-fashioned desks about. CertaIn communes have still to furnish 
their schools with a mllsee lColaire, a metrical cOlllpendium, a counting 
machine, a terrestrial globe, and charts for teaching reading and natural 
history. 

The inspector also recommends that mural decoration should be 
made an important feature. The example is cited of several 
teachers who have adorned their walls with pictures of animals, of 
harmful and USflful insects, of birds, and of venomous plants. 
He likewise advises that they should also procure the coloured 
advertisements of the railways. Furthermore he suggests the 
acquisition. where possible, ot maps of the department, the 
arrondissement, the canton, and the commune. The two latter. 
he remarks, the teacher might draw himself. Among the 
compulsory objects to be exhibited in every class-room is 
"the declaration of the rights of man, II and an extract from 
t.he loi GramfllhTlt "on cruelty to animals." This movement in 
favour of mural decoration has lately received considerable 
impetus by the distribution by the Ministry of .a large num~r 
of views of French scenery procured from the railway comparues, 
~-ith, of course, the railway part suppressed. These sheetS are 
printed in bold bright colo,m, and add a certain amount of pic
tureaquene&S to the hare whitewashed walls.; for pictures to. the. 
countrv lad are 83 fascinating as flowers to the towll· chijd. ~ We; 
.might ~08t: look'Q~" them as the flowers of the- tQ\\-pS;:tit iu~· 
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jects of barter for . our rustic primroses and daffodils. In tlitl 
school at Douvres (Calvados) there were hung up large placards 
inscribed with such inscriptions as "Ie drapeau passe, chapeau 
oos," or "l'alcool, voila l'ennemi!"· Some of the teachers 
exhibit series of illustrations which depict the evils of alcohol
ism. The capital defect of these pictures is that they treat the 
qU6..'Ition from a sensational, rather than a medical point of view. 
Hence I am told that many teachers, after acquiring these pictures, 
are so· c;lisgllHted with them that they relegate them to the school 
vupboard. An excellent idea of a class-room, thoroughly furnished 
and equipped, was given at the Exhibition, where there was a model 
class·room of a llli.:\:ed school, with benches adapted to the size of 
the children. 

The following.is a shortened resume of its contents, taken from 
the Rew.e Pedagogique for July, 1900. 

The library contains books for reading in class or at home. On the desks are 
lying the proper registers, the master's preparation note-book, a collection 
of exercise books, and the regulations at their side. 

The blackboards contain summaries of the day's lesHons. Here a moral 
• maxim taken from Jules Ferry; at the side, the plan of a lesson on duties 

towards oneself, illustrated by a pretty Ilketch of the castle of ehillon. On 
the back of the same blackboard a school song; there a summary of a 
lesson on the Bastille, also illustrated. On a third blackboard the plan of a 
lesson which bears simultaneously on arithmetic, the metric system, drawing, 
and manual work. 

The mural decoration is sober. There are the fine illustrations of Hugo 
d'AIes~ that the Ministry present to the schools; the bustof the Republic, 
the portrait of the President, placed above the Declarationof the Rights of 
Man, and that of Pasteur. 

The cupboard, placed under the clock, merits particular mention. It 
contains the materials necessary for object lessons, and even for lessons in 
civic instruction. Except for a few smaIl pieces of apparatus and the smull 
glass objects which must necessarily be bought, the rest of the materials for 
experiments have been'put together by the master; notablv an apparatus 
for distilling, a magnifying glass, made of a globe filled with water; all 

electroscope, made of paper; a compass, formed of a magnetised file, 
balanced on two forks; a pyrometer, etc. 

The collection made by a teacher for his lessons in civics is interesting. 
It contains documents for all kinds of lessons on the subject: Asoldier's 
pocket-book; a voting paper; a tax notice; a!railway ticket; labels and 
forms for the parcel post; different notices posted up at the mairie; old 
deeds, assignats, etc. Attention should also be given to the metric com
pendium and the materials for teaching geography, and lastly, agricultural 
experiments are represented by a colour~d photograph of three successive 
stages in the cultivation of a wall·llower. The practical experiments in 
cultivation of plants are represent.ed by specimens placed in two flower 
boxes, which in the real school would be placed in the window." 

With·refereD.~e to the objects mentioned above, the teaching of 
the various subjects they illustrate will be discussed in its proper 
place. A word may be said here on the mu.see scolaire. . It is found 
nearlYeVerywhere;\ In Loir~t-Cher, there is one attached to every 
salloo~. In Orne th~ absenoe of one is an exception. Its functio:Q 
w'al a~ly defin~ at a tonference· of teachers in· Marne, :in 
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1898, .. as the indispensable auxiliary of the .reai object lesson." 
It must not. however. resemble a curiosity shop. "For collections 
formed at hazard, and with no definite plan, are of no utility. The 
museum must he appropriate to the teaching, not the teaching 
to the museum." The major part of the collection should come from 
the pupils themselves. The purchase of school museums en bloc 

,should be discow'aged, nor should the museum be a simple object 
of parade. Its chief purpose is that it should be of practical use, 
being not 80 much a receptlwle for the safe storing of curiosities 
as for the display and explanation of the concrete side of the school 
teaching. Some of the school musewns I saw were thickly coatl'd 
with the dust of disuse. Others, again, were arranged on the omnium 
gath.erum principle, everything being looked on as fish that came 
into the teacher's net. One teacher, for instance, showed me a 
museum of his own with over 4,000 objects. This private collec
tion may stimulate the curiosity of the few, especially as it is the 
master'. hobby, but its general educational value cannot be very 
great, and confirms the statement of one inspector who said t]le 
mU8~e BOOla,ire renders little service, as it is not practical enough. 
But a fairly large numher of musewns seemed to be in actual use, 
and lIubaerve a very definite purpose, especially in 'notions applied 
to agriculture. A certain number of schools also possessed a few 
lIimple pieces of scientific apparatus, similar to those in the classe 
1Mdele, which the teachers had managed to get together or manu
facture themselves. In many schools there still hangs a crucifix, 
relic of the days when the schools were under religious authority. 
In a few they have been taken down, and in one school the teacher 
apologisoo to me for its retention. 

THE PuPILS. 

(I.) GENERAL ApPEARANCE.-DISCIPJ,INE. 

I was vlll'y favow'aLly impressed with the general appearance Genera 
of the children. They were for the most part neat and tidy in apptaJliuu. 
their dress, and their hands especially were clean. The copy-books, 
which are usually a fair test in this matter, were singularly froo 
f!'Olll tcll-t.'llo finger marks. It was not till I had visited some 
twentv St.'\te schools that I came across signs of dirt and untidi-
ne.n. • The work of the children was also neat and well arranged. 
There is apparently more written work in the French schools than 
with us, and the majority of it is not merely an exercise in writing, 
but also in general accuracy and neatness. This seems due in no 
small measure to the cahier de roulement into which every pupil 
iIi the cJw copies in turn his work for the day . 

. As r~gards the beha"iour of the pupils, the discipline seemed Behaviour 
genenu}y good. I came across one ~r t",o pro~ationer~ .. wh!>, ap.diseipline. 
peared to ha\"e' 'miataketi thelr \'ocattoa or Else not yet reCEived 
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it, but the average teacher certainly managed to get and main
tain. the" oear -of the -house.~' though ~ome were less argus-eyed 
than others in detecting the bye-play that is oliable to gOOIi"at the 
bottom of the form. The exits and entrances were also effected 
in good order, the children, especially the little ones, often forriling 
up and marching out singing. . 0 

As regards rewards, I came across one school in which the teacher 
does not believe in prizes. He admitted the "Work was harder, 
but the absence of tangible means of encouragement obliged the 
master to study t4e character of the'pupils-a very true remark; 
but 'lWn omnia possumus omnes, and the majority of schools have 
regular prize givings. The money for the books, amounting some-o 
times to 100 fran~, is given by the commune or by privat~ indivi
duals such as the dileguis cantonaux. To encourage the children 
between whiles, the first two who are at the head of the class for 0 

a week or a month are allowed to wear Ii. badge of honour. In 
some schools there is a regular ta1Jle d'non11.eur, on which theon81nlis 
'of those who have passed any publie> examination, such as the 
certificat d'etude, are inscribed. . 

As regards punishments, corporal chastisement is now abolished 
in French schools, and the only penalty seems to be keeping in 
for half an hour or the setting of lines. One teacher, I was told, 
solved the difficulty by offering pupils the alternative of working 
in his garden. The parent who told me the facts evidently con
sidered this metho~ of punishment as the more excellent way. 
The system, however, possesses the disadvantage of being liable 
to abuse; at all events, it is conceivable that a fine crop of imposi
tions might appear just at the moment of the potato ingathering. 

As a believer in the virtues of the cane on rare occasions, I asked 
a good many teachers their views on the subject. One inspector 
I spoke to seemed quite shocked at the idea, and must have regarded 
me, I think, as an inhuman monster. He nevertheless admitted 
that parents often strike their children. One teacher told me 
of °a case where a parent threatened to prosecute an assistant for 
accidentally pushing his boy over. The teacher noticing an open 
wound on the boy's head, inquired how he had got it, and found 
it was the result of a blow inflicted by his father, so he set 
the law in motion against the « humanitarian" instead. Still, it is 
quite right that the school should give an example to parents, if 
necessary. 

One teacher I met was especially bitter against the present 
"killing ,by kindness" system of discipline. She declared the pupils 
were no~ so obedient or diligent as before. She had commenced 
teaching ilnder the religious regime, ane!- when the sanctions of 
the catechiSrn to which sheo ha~t hitherto appealed in correcting 
the children's, faults wereo denied her, she naturally experienced 
I!!ome difficulty in hitting uiJon others. She further complained 
othat parents sided with the children against the teachers, an,d 

o rel&,trd how sheoccasi6rially
O

btoke the laW with _exi::_en~nt~re~tB:. 
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Thia was all very instructive. The ~tress was thoroughly sincere, 
and represented an opinion that prevails among some of the older 
teachers. It ia obviously very difficult to find at a moment's notice 
& new basis for one's authority. To those brought up in the 
Bic wlo, Bic jubeo school, with its implied or expressed assumption 
that children should order themselves lowly and reverently towards 
their betters, the transition must prove a difficult one to those 
more practical methods which command us to try and explain 
to the child the why and wherefore of everything, even of our 
authority. But with the younger teachers I was again and again 
/lBsured they felt no urgent need of corporal punishment, .. having 
learnt to walk without a stick." Yet most admitted there were 
moments when it would be advantageous to make the appeal to brute 
force-which is, after all, only a scientific adaptation of Herbert . 
SPencer'. principle of natural circumstances for bringing the child 
into contact with reality, introducing him to the logic of natural 
forces in as real a way as we explain to him the action of any chemical 
substances by making them the subject of a particular experiment. 
One teacher told me of a case in which one of the children when it 
is naughty; in order that the majesty of the law may not be publicly 
offended, is taken into the back kitchen and .. shaken up." Another 
teacher W/lB against violent punishments, such as kneeling in 
the corner, but not adverse to a gentle box on the ears. The 
situation was very fairly summed up by one who said, • There is 
not a good master alive who has not given a 'sound smack' to 
BOrne child in his life." 

There does not seem to be much real over-pressure among the Overwork. 
pupils, although they are coached in out-of-school hours by certain 
masters for the certificat d'etudes. The work is, of course, 
voluntary on both sideR, but I should imagine the strain falls 
rather on the masters than the boys. The danger of all this extra 
work is not BO much over-pressure as .. cram." In some schools the 
home work tends to become heavy, but over-pressure in any case 
does not exist in primary education to the same extent es it does 
in secondary. • 

(II.) THE ATTENDANCE PROBLEM. 

(a) Methods of taking th..e Educatif:m- Census.-Results. 

France is one of the few countries in the world which appreciates 
the necessity of collecting official statistics in a thorough-going 
illBhion. And yet how many apparent difficulties and problems 
are reduced to their just proportion by the application to them 
of Sir Robert Giffen's favourite diotum of • put atigure on it" ! 
The .stout folio volume on primary school statistics issued by the 
Ministry.of Public Instruction jn 1891, and brought "Up to date 
in BOme C&seII to 1900, is altogether an admirable condensation 
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" of numerical flWts concerning the schools. As regards the figures 
for attendance, their sources are naturally the register kept by 
the teachers. These are of two kinds-a registre matricule 
(obligatory only in State schools), on which are inscribed the names 
of the pupils as they enter, and a II call over" register, for noting 
down the" presence and absences." The registre matricule also 
contains a column for the date and pllWe of the pupil's birth, for 
the name and profession of the parents, for the date of entry and 
leaving of the pupils, with comments on their progress and the pro
fession they embrlWe. The classes are called over twice a day. 
The ordinary register contains at the end a resume for the year. 
In the first column comes the number inscribed during the month 
followed by the total attendances possible, the total absences, and 
the total attendances. To arrive at the total number of children 
at school in any country, one may either take the total of the chil
dren whose names are inscribed during the year, or the number 
of the children during any particular month, or the number 
inscribed on the roll on any set day, or, lastly, the number.present 
on a set day. The first method is probably the best, if certain pre
cautions are exercised, such as entering in a second column the 
children already inscribed in another school dm-ing II,e year. Thill 
double registration affects about 4 per cent. of the children 
in France. Before it was taken into account no less than fiftv-four 
departments were returned with more children in the ~hools 
t.han existed within their area according to the ceIlllUS! The latter, 
however, is sometimes at fault. Those who fill in the papers occa
sionally blunder as tq whether a child is thirteen years old or in ib 
thiJteenth year. The official figw'es, which are very carefully worked 
out, estimate "that the number of children who are entirely 
deprived of primary instruction is very restricted indeed." They 
none the less admit a decrease of 2'7 per cent. between 
1891-2 and 1896-7 in the total number of em·olments. They 
fmother give a table of percentages of pupils present on tw~" 
fi..""{ed days in comparison with the numbers on tIle books for 
the month and the total em'olment for the year. Taking, there
fore, tlie total enrolments in France for 1896-7 as the norm, 
we find in the public schools 87' 6 pupils inscribed for December. 
with 78' 7 present on the 5th of that month, and in the private 
schools a percentage of 91' 1 per cent. for the month, and 85'1 
fOlo the 5th da~' of the month; while the figures for June in the 
pu blic schools were 8-t. (j }X'r cent. and 73' 2 per cent., and in the 
private schools 91 '1 per cent. and 84'1 per cent. A point to note 
is" the higher percentage in the private schools. There seems, 
however, a little doubt whether the registers are always so strictly 
kept in these establishments as "in those belonging to the State. 
In seven departments the June average in the State schools faU! 
below 60 per cent. The lowest average of all is found in Lozere-
48' 9 .. In three deparimlmts the 8yerage is ~ve: 84 l'6r cent. 
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The figures for the departments under review in 1896-7 were 
as follow8 (those for France are repeated for the sake of the com
parison) :-

I December, 1896. June, 1897. 

- \PUbIiC School.1priYate Sch'ls Public Schools Private Sch'ls 

ImoDtL. day. month., day. lUonth. day. month., day. 

--,- ---
:france - - 87'6 78'7 01'1 85'1 84'6 73'2 91'1 84"1 

CalvadOti - - *87'5 7&'9 *90'3 85'4 909 82'5 95'1 90'5 

Ornll- - - 87"7 70'6 *90'8 86"7 00'6 82'7 96'9 92'7 

Barthe - - 88'0 80'4 *90'6 *84'5 *SO'5 *70'7 91"4 85'0 

Indre-et-Loire - 89'6 82'0 93'0 87'6 90'0 70'6 94'7 90'4 

Loir-et-Cher - 89'7 82'4 ; 01'4 KIJ'8 89'8 77'6 93'9 87"7 
I 

• Below average. 

It will be seen that the publio schools in these departments 
are distinctly above the general average of the country, and the 
private schools also stand higher than the national mean for 
aimilar schoola. 

(b) History aM present position.-remedia-pu1U:tuality. 

Compulsory education in France dates from 1882. The law Hilltori,,~ 
of March 28th of that year declared primary education com- sketch. 
pulsory for children of both sexes between six and thirteen years 
of age. Education could be given in a State or private school, or 
in the family itself. A commissWn. SCOlaiTB was to be set up in 
every commune, with the mayor at its head. The duties of the 
latter were to draw up every year a list of the children of school 
age, and notify to the persons in charge of these children the date 
of the opening of the school. Vanous disciplinary powers were 
given to the commission, while to encourage the school attendances 
c:ais8ea des icolea were to be started in every commune to aBSist 
nreessitous children. 

The law at first worked fairly well. For instance. in 1877 there 
.... -ere only 3,878,151 children on the registers out of 4,502,894, 
according to the census. But in 1882, the year of the passing 
of the law, the numbers enrolled rose to 4,425,690, which nearly 
uorreeponded with those of the census, 4,581,369. b. 1887-8 
the culminating point' was reached, when there were 4,752,968 
c~dreD OD the books, 86ainst ",,729,511' ginn by the Clell6Wi. 



This ,surplus of appar~~t over r~al school population is due to the 
fact already mentioned, that in populous centres children are ,often 
inscribed on the books of two or more schools; but even if allowance 
il;I ;Jll.ade forth.i& ph~p.Q;m13n9n.... the, year. 18S8 appears.to be. the high
water mark of enrolments. There were only 4,591,606 pupils 
on the register in 1892 out of a censUs population of 4,663,671 
a~d in 1897 the numbers had fallen to 4,465,166, against a possible 
4,636,331 who should be in school. These figures are taken from 
the report of M. Cazes, inspecteur general at the Congres Inter
national de l'EnseigI).ement' Primaire, which was held in Paris in 
1900. The number of children not on the roll at all are estimated 
by the same authority at 4 per cent. It is clear from this and other 
statements that M. Cazes takes a less rosy view of the situation 
than the compilers of the official statistics. He goes on further to 
state that many of the children on the register attend the classes 
with only a relative regularity, and that only during five or six 
months. He especially blames the facilities"under which the cer· 
tificq,t d'etudes can be taken at eleven. The la.tter has become in 
rural districts for pupils, whether they succeed or fail, a signal 
for departure en masse: The category of pupils from eleven to 
thi:teen is thus reduced to an extremely weak contingent; or even to 
vanishing point. As a mean, a quarter and sometimeS a third of the 
to,tal effective disappears, either to be ma4e ,Use of at home or to 
be let out to look afte:r; the cattle. * ThiS" nightmare of the teachers " 
is evidently wideSpread. I came across it as far afield as in the 
Bulletin des Indigenes of Algiers, in which the writer consoles him
self for the deficiencies in the" roll' call" of the rural schools of that 
country by a comparison with the state of things existing in France, 
which he brings home to his readers by several quotations from 
inspectors and others on the subject. Thus one writes: "In a 
composition of the certificat d' etudes a candidate. said quite inno
cently,"In winter one has nothing to do, so one goes to school.' 
This child did not suspect he was translating the thoughts of all 
his comrades in the country, and even of their families. When 
we happen to meet at the side of the road under a hedge of eglantine 
three chi.l.dren in charge of a goat, we ask ourselves very .seriously 
if there are not at least two too many. It is these two children 
we must get into the school by using all possible expedients." It 
is to these defects that no doubt the Ministerial circular of July 10th, 
1895; alludes when it speaks of children losing on~fifth, one-quarter, 
and even a third of their school time.t 

I did not come' acros.q these documents till some tinl~ after the 

.. " After the very precise reports of the Academy Inspectors it is only 
dUring five, or at most six, months of the year that the pupils attend with 
relative regularity. "-:(Rapport E. P.), _ .. ' '. 

t '''Very often the rural schoolS are reduced during the summer to a fifth 
or a sixth of their winter effective. With the first fine days there only 
remain, in ,claSs the few, candidates for the ceTti{icat d'etudes and the 
very: young children w.ho are unable to be. of service to ·their Darents.· .. 
-;(Ra.P~ort.K P.) 
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termination of my tour. In fact, it waS only gradually I obtained 
a clear view of the attendance problem in its various manifestatioDB. 
Like many others, I had been misled by much which had- been 
written in England about our own shortcomings, and particularly 
by the circumstantial account of the derelict million, * which phrase, 
like the legend of the French minister and his watch, see~ likely 
to make the tour of the world, so that I naturally fancied that we 
were the only nation whose country folk regarded their educational 
duties lightly. The first registers I eXamined threw little light 
on the actual position of affairs. But by dint· of speaking to all. 
I met on the subject, I gradually discovered a: similar state of things 
existing ro what M. Cazes has. described.· I· finally learnt that in 
the country districts, in which the evils -alluded to by M.· Cazes A SOllrCI 

are most patent, the teachers remove from ,the" roll call " the name of leakal 
of any pupil who leaves the school in May and take away his books, 
and only replace his name when he returns inN ovember or December, 
if he returns at all. In this way the total of absences is reduced, 
as far as the register is concerned, and the only figures that give 
a clue to the real situation are the numbers of pupils enrolled per 
mense-m, 'which, at the worst periods, drops a quarter and even a 
third below the record of the highest months. The teacher is 
probably within his rights in removing the child's name; in fact, 
there would otherwise be- no reason for the column of monthly 
enrolments. Desides, the child often leaves the parish and goes 
right away for the time. The only thing is that any calculation 
:>f the average attendance on the monthly basis is quite misleading; 
and, indeed, the statisticians at headquarters adopt this view, as 
they take for their basis the total enrolment of the year. Wishing 
to find out which were the worst months for average attendance, I 
have made a statistical table of some eighteen registers I copied or 
made extracts of. As far 88 my very limited experiences go, September 

~ A good example of how Buch alarmist figures are arrived at is given in 
a. letter signed'" L.S.B. ... which appeared in the" Westminster Gazette," 
June 5th. 1901, analysing the statement that 100,000 children are absent 
every day from the London schools, and that these are nearly always the 
IIame children. Relying on detailed information published by the School 
Board, the writer first deducts 38,000 infants. Occasional absence in 
the C!l.l!.es of such tender babes can scarcely be stigmatised as truancy. 
This leaves·62,000. A fresh deduction of 33,000 scholars over seven or 
eight ycars of age who are ill or excluded because of illness in the home 
brings the total down to 29,000. From this again must be deducted the 
absences of some 14,000 regular attendants at a wedding, funeral. or for 
some other good or fairly reasonable excuse. From the 15,000 thus left 
3,000 may be taken oft' for those who are fairly regular, but were absent 
on this particular. day without good excusc: This reduces the total to 
12,000, and here again another thousand must be deducted for those 
whose names are wisely not removed from the books of one school until 
they are safely inscribed on the books of another. The famous 100,000 
is thus reduced to 11,000. These are certainly not nearly alwlo/s the 
same children, though many of them may be classed as .. regula~ U'regu
lars." They require, in fact, verycarefw sifting out, and "each case has 
to be dealt with on its merits, and neither sweeping general~ations nor 
rhetorical exaggerations meet the case." 
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TakIng the at tendanee ror 'he be.t montha 
School. . at lOll, tbe worse montb. with the pere_ 

teg .. in round number. weno-

Sept. Oct. No ... De •• .lIn. Feb. Karch. April. May • JURe. July. 
(1) · · 18 42 40 44 86 86 40 28 - 42 42 82 Sept., 42%. 

(lA) · · 19 19 82 81 - - - - - - - Sept., 60%-Oct., 60%. 

(2) · 88 86 87 87 87 89 40 44 46 46 4S Sept., ~870. 

(2A) · · ...., 87 87 87 87 89 - - - - keenent. 

(S) · · 86 86 40 41 .. " " 88 48 S1I 87 aept.,82%. 

(4) · 18 40 42 40 88 88 42 45 46 " 4S De •• ,78%. 

(5) · · 9 !4 24 24 25 25 25 25 - - - Bept., 86%, otherwlle ezeenont-96%. 

(oA) · - - - - 14 16 14 U - - - h •• llont. 

(6) · · 80 80 80 80 - - - - - - - 100·'-roligloullehool. 

('/) · · 19 21 22 22 22 22 - - - - - 88% 
}gooc!. 

(8) · · 29 ~ 80 sa 8S sa - - - - - 86% 

(9) · · 40 48 61 60 61 61 61 61 - - - Sept., 71%. othotwlle good onos-92r.. 

(10) · 86 41 " 61 - - - - - - - Sept., 71%-0.t., 80%. 

(11) · · 8S 11 80 SO S8 82 81 29 - - - April, 88%-goOO. 

(12) · · £8 67 68 67 70 70 - - - - - O.t., 81%-8.pt. and Noy., 83%. 

(IS) · - ~ 82 89 40 4. 48 4. 40 - - - Sept, 66%-Oot., 7.%. 

(lIA) - 112 89 82 81 81 11 S2 82 - - - Ezeonent. 

(14) · · 28 In snmmer. 85 10 wluter. 8O,~ In lummEr. 

Tile rO.lOn tor only 10m. monthl being copied wal that the main obj •• t at tbe time was to obtain tbe blghest and lowe.t ~gure ouly. 
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and October seem. to. be. the worst months, and this. conclusion 
was lIubstantiated by bUDlerous conversations with the teachers. 
It should, ho'Wev~r, be bofue in mind that the school year does 
not begin till about the 20th of September, and it takes the sohools 
a .little time to get under way. 

Assuming a difference of about 12 per cent., whioh is roughly 
the difference in the official figures between the monthly average 
and the average on one day in the month, the average attendance 
on one day in the worst months would be at 35 per cent., 38 per 
cent., 53 per cent., 57 per cent., 62 per cent., 64 per cent., etc., of 
the total enrolment. 

The majority of teachers in these schools not only spoke The" Ins, 
to me about these regrettable absences, but also complained and Outs. 
of the difficulties of teaching these .. Ins and Outs." The child 
which left in May had forgotten everything by December. I was 
surprised to find this juvenile exodus extended even to the 
towns. The head of the escellent ecole d'applicatWn (practising 
school) at Alen~on told me on my arrival that several children 
had just quitted the school to go into the country as patours, such 
being the .picturesque local term derived directly from the Latin 
for these youthful keepers of sheep. In the country, of course, 
I came acrOBB a 'fair number of schools which suffer from the periodio 
exodus of these nomads, but the custom did not appear to be uni- The 
versal. It seemed, on the contrary, to be mainly confined to the If patour~. 
forest and grazing distriots; and this conclusion was borne out 
by what the secretary to the Academy Inspector of Loir-et-Cher 
told me. He said the school attendance was bad in the north, 
where in some cantons the school population fell to a third during 
the patour season, while it was good in the south, where the vine 
culture keeps the children at home in their own villages. The 
grazing season al30 affeots the attendance in Iri.dre-et-Loire to the 
extent.of a tenth. according to one of the inspectorsof Tours. A 
minor cause for dissatisfaction among the teachers in the Loire dis-
trict was the absence of the children during the grape gathering. 
Many teachers likewise complained of the irregular attendance of 
the children during the week of the first communion, and sometimes 
even during the month that preceded it.· I myself was witness 
in one school of the gap it makes. Out of a class of twenty-five 
girls only eighteen were present; the rest were attending the cate-
chism classes at church. It is only fair to state that the children 
are allowed a three days' furlough during this important epoch. 
But the teachers' grievance was that not only the attendance but 
also the work suffered. One teacher, who marks the composition 
done by his class, said it affected the candidates' work for severa] 
weeks to the extent of a. third. This may, howeverl be taken as 

• This point seems to have been important enough to form the subject 
of a separate resolution at the International Congress on Primary Educa
tion at Paris, in 1900. "n est necessaire que l'enseignement religienx 
lIOit, hora des sanctions efJ'ectives, maintenu strictement dans lea conditions 
legales, de maniere qu'iJ ne fases pas echec a Ja frequentation scolaire."-
(RelOll.ltion IX.)· .. 
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proof that their' ,energies are really absorbed elsewhere., This 
question of the premiere commu1llinn is also sometimes, peradventUre. 
a little personal ,matter between cure and teacher. Some teachers 
stated it gave them little trouble, and another expressly said that 
the cure in his parish never attempted to withdraw the children 
from school at all. . 

In the grass country I heard complaints of the children being. 
absent during the haysel, and in the cider country during apple 
picking. A few teachers attributed the irregularity in attendance 
to the distance the children had to come, the communes being 
apparently larger,as a rule, than our parishes, and there being no 
legal limit beyond which childreiJ. are not obliged to attend. * I came 
across children who have to trudge to school three miles there 
and back every day, except Thursday, which is a whole holiday. 
In one or two schools Monday is a bad dayfor attendanCe, as the 
parents make it a day off for the children' as well as themselves. 
These are, however, but minor grievances in comparison with 
the infant patours, and their solid six months absence from school. 

Montldy Attendance of those on the Books. 
Appended are a few of the best and worst averages of attendance 

on the actual numbers enrolled for the month. 

- Best Months. Worst Months. 

1. St. Aubin (boys) . - Nov., over 95% A pril, over 80% 

2. Douvres (boys) - - - Nov., over 97% Ma.rch,81% 

2A. Douvras (girls) - - - Jan., over 99% March, over 84% 

3. 'Ouilly (boys)- . - - . Feb., over 95% May, 'over 84% 

4. Coqnainvilliers, (mi:'ed) .. , .- " {~:f;} ~ver 9&% .. Jan., over 70% ' 
. ' (measles) 

5. Vimoutiers (boys)- - - - Nov., over 95%' Feb., over 81% 

6. Vimoutiers (reljgious, boys) - - Sept,-Oc;t., 100% Feb., over 76% 

7. Vimoutiers (girls) - - - - Sept., over 97% . Oct .• o,'er 92"/. 

8. Mauva.isvilliers (mixed) - - Sept., over 93% Feb., over 69% 

9. Beaumont (girls) - - - . Sept., over 99% Dec., over !I!!% 
(on 61 pupils !) 

10. St. Paterne (mixed) - . - Sept., over 93% Feb., over 71% . 

11. NeufcMtel (boys) . - - Sept., over 97% Feb., over 71% 

12. Beaumont (boys) - - Sept., over 99% Dec., over 92% 

13. Loue (boys) - - - - Sept., over 99% March, over 87% 

14. ChausI$ee St. Victor -- - Dec., over 97% Jan., over 90% 

15. St. Denis-Ia-Victoire - - Ma.y, over 96 % March, over 63% 
(sickne~s) 

~ Except in the ea.~e of ~ ha.IIilet three kilometres from the "town" 
part of the commune and ~ntaining at least twenty children of school 
age.-(Gobron, 2 {)23.) \ 
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These figures show that the attendance of those actually on tho 
books is pretty regular. In many casea the register for the year 
W88 not c.opied, but only the months giving the highest and lowest 
figures. 

The principal cause of the persistency of the present some- The rea! 
what unsatisfactory situation is imputed to the fact that the ca.use of the 
• commissions soolaires" entrusted with the putting the law into pre~e.nt sta.t, 

. h 'th 1 . ed lse beco dead 1 of tllmgs. motion ave el er a ways remam or e me a etter, 
except in Paris and /I. few places. The indirect reason which has 
led to this is the lm Goblet of 1884, which granted to the com-
munes the right of electing their own conseiluw8 'municipallx, by 
whom the mayor is chosen. As a political measure of decentralisa-
tion it W88 probably "iso, but it expom the mayor as head of the
commission scolaire to the enmity of those parents against whom he 
may have set the law in motion, and who vented their displeasure 
by casting their votes at the ensuing election for his political oppo-
nents. The consequence W88 that seyeral mayors who had been 
zealous in the cause of education lost their seats. Their successors, 
more wary, showed a natural reluctance to pull the chestnuts 
out of the fire. The consequence was that the commissions scQ-
faires, after a promising beginning, not only ceased to extend, but 
those which were in full activity came to an untimely end. * 

Various remedies have been proposed to improve the existing Propo.etl 
iltate of affairs. Some reformers would suppress the commissiO'1l remedies. 
scolaire, and hand over the whole business to the juge de paix, or 
local magistrate, leaving the teachers to prosecute. This is cer-
tain to work badly, as it would bring the teachers into direct 
collision with the parents. The International Congress decided 
to recommend the suppression of the dlUguis cant01laux, who formed 
part of the commission, and substitute for the commission itself. 
/I. ronseil d' ecole, who will merely act as school patrons. If their 
recommendations are carried out, it will be the duty of the mayor 
to draw up a list of the children of school age and send it to the 
inspectors. The latter, if necessary, will hale the offending parents 
before the ju.ge de paix. The sur"eillance over the religious schools, 
whose registers, it is said, are not kept so strictly as those of the 
State schools, is also. to be rendered more real. The caisst's 
des eroles, which, though compulsory, were in 1895 still wanting 
ill more than half the schools of France, are to be maintained, and 
no candidate for the certificat d'efuMs is to be accepted who is not 
twelve years of age on the 1st of October in the year he presents 
himself. 

A judicious application of the law of 1882, with the power of ~os~ible 
instituting proceeding!! assigned to the inspector, would probably ~lIIll~R to 

,be a valuable help to improving school attendances. But anything r~~~e'lie •• 
·One hypothesis for the unsatisfactory state of affairs is mentioned by 

the Academy Inspector of Sarthe in his report for 1895. .. Can it be true," 
he writes, .. as I have heard former teachers say, that the attendance was 
more regular when the echools had fees t Parents wanted their money's 
worth then; but to-day, as the echooling is free, it seems to have lost its 
value." . 
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like a wholesale setting in motion of legal machinery would seem 
a dangerous proceeding, and likely to do more harm than good in 
the rural districts, where the peasants are generally ultra-conserva
tive and local usages and prejudices are strong. This opinion, such 
as it is, was borne in upon me by various conversations with SOllle 
of the n1.ost experienced inspectors, some of whom even went so 
far as to think that an amendment of the law would do hut little 
good, and favoured other specifics. 

Thus one of the best inspectors I met informed me 
that under the old regulations he had set the law in 
motion against various parents. He had caused several to 
be fined and one actually to be put in prison. Oomplete failure 
attended his efforts. Rien n'a abouti. Feeling he was on the 
wrong tack, he thought the matter over, and came to the con
clusion that evidently there were times and seasons when the 
peasants had really need of their children. He accordingly instructed 
the teachers to inform the parents that the inspector would always 
favourably entertain a request for leave of absence if the "work was 
specified for which the children were required, such as pea-picking, 
etc. After eighteen years' experience he had found the system 
answer extremely well. Another way of keeping children at school 
was to discourage the teachers from presenting their pupils before 
twelve years of age for the certificat. Let them tell the parents 
there was a distinct advantage for the child to remain at school. 
that the age between eleven and thirteen was the most important, 
and so in his circonscription the custom "was to present children 
between twelve and thirteen. This suggestion is also strongly 
supported in the report of M. Oazes, who proposes to raise the legal 
age of the certificat to twelve. 

In the same report M. Oazes equally insists on the personal 
influence of the teacher being brought to bear on t.he recal
citrant parent. It is significant to note that. this influence; 
according to the teacher at Oarpiquet, who is a partisan of the 
idea, is much greater with the parents of those who have received 
some education than wit.h those who are illiterate. M. Petit, the 
primary inspector at Argentan, was also strong on the personal 
influence of the teacher as one of the principal factors in the 
solution of the problem. The head teacher in the girls' school at 
Vimoutiers told me she always made a point of sending round 
an assistant to inquire about any child who was absent, 01' of asking 
the neighbours, and she found the system answer' very ,veIl. At 
the same time, a regular system of official notification to parents 
of the children's absences, with fortnightly reports, would probably 
defeat the very aim for which it is proposed. The whole strength 
of the teache:r's interference in t.he matter is that his action is a 
purely voluntary one. Another objection to the proposal is that 
i~ hys ypt. anoth~r burden on the already hard-worked teacher. * 

* A preferable form of the proposal is that of the Academy Inspector of 
Correze, who proposes in future to take into consideration, in questions of 
promotions

i 
the efforts made by the teachers to improve the attendance at 

their schoo .-(Revue Ped., July, 1900.) (See Appendix II.) 
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It is interesting to note that some of the higher officials are in Half-time. 
favour of introducing some system of half-time. M. Le 
Chevallier, the Academy Inspector at Alenlton, entertains the idea 
of reducing the obligatory age to twelve, with a system of half-time 
up to fifteen, just the period when education is most profitable. 
I trust I am betraying no secrets when I say he proposes shortly 
to lay a scheme to that effect before the Conseil General of the De
partment. It will be worth while watching the fOltunes of this 
unconscious imitation of the Robson Act in France, or rather im
provement on it. The proposed extension to fifteen, if successful, 
will be a most interesting experiment. M. Perie, the Academy 
Inspector in Loir-et-Cher, in his annual charge to the department, 
urges that the school period should be prolonged, and suggests 
one method of doing this would be the adoption of the half-time 
school, whether for half the day or half the year-organised very 
differently to suit local needs and customs. This is actually, I am 
told, done in certain mountainous districts in France, where the 
half-<lay school is already a fact. ~, 

This adaptation of the school to local needs is also urged by Adaptation 
M. Cazes in hiS report, which is really the digest and summary !~Jd~l 
of five mimoires on the subject. He also adds it is already 
<lone in a large number of departments:-

It conciliates thereby the exigencies of education with the real needs of the 
majority of rural families. These people at certain seasons, sometimes in 
lIutumn, more often in Bummcr, can scarcely do without their children's 
n~HiRtance in agricultural work. There is urgent work which cannot ,be 
put off, and which imperiously requires the energies of the entire family. 
Thcse are reRpectable exigencies, which one must always take into COIl
Hicleration. Besides, the majority of rural families, except in certain specially 
favoured districts, live in a state of tight means, which does not go as far as 
nctual want, thanks to the unremitting toil and spirit of thrift which are 
-:-Imracteristic of the French peasant but, which is not the less real for that: 
We have not to examine here economic and scientific causes; bnt it is a 
gcneral fact that the majority of Ollr rural population can ollly, by dint of 
toil and privation supply the principal needs of their existence. It is 
therefore a necessity, at the same time as it is a duty, to conciliate two 
intercRts-the interest of living .and the interest of self-education-with 
a view to being able to live better. 

M. Cuzes further notes that in Germany, in order to conciliate 
the needs of the family with the school interests, the holidays are 
1I0 dispollell that the children can help their parents without inter-
1'I1pting their studies on that account. Thus, at the moment of ' 
the potato harvest in the Rhine provinces. the children receive 
eight dllYs' holiday .Tht'.se are cn,llpd the potato holidays (K artoffel
fericn). M. Cuzes continues:-

The Academy inspectors have taken pains in their respective depart
ments to render the school practieal in summer as well as in winter, in 
modifying, after consulting the teacher, and with the approbation of the 
council of the department, the hours of beginning and ending school, and 
the length of the school hours. In the same way they have advanced or 
deferred, according as it was necessary, the date of the holidays. in order to 
make them coincide u far 1\8 possible with the occupations of t,he country. 
• • • • Perhaps it would be better if the holidays were not given 
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simultaneously everyWhere during the same season, whatever may 
be the agricultural character of the region, but divided into two, and spread 
over the weeks during which the work of the field requires child labour. 
Such a measure would have another advantage, that of attaching the 
child early to the soil, in giving him the opportunity of taking a part and 
interesting himself in eour.try life, of having his share in these labours 
performed in common, and which in our country districts have an elemc!!t 
of joyfulness about. them. (Extract from memoire by III. Devimeux.) 

English observers, and especially members of the Agricultural 
Educational Association, wiIl, no doubt, be interested to learn 
that there is a distinct movement in educational circles among 
the teachers as well as among those higher in the scale to do some
thing for rural education in its widest sense. The ,,,hole pa.'lflage 
is also in other ways full of significance which should not be lost 
on English readers. 

And lastly, there is little doubt if the caisses des ecoles are more 
widely and liberally organised they may, at least as faL' as the indigent 
children go, largely aid in winning back these waifs and strays 
to the school. According to M.l{eslet, the Primary Inspector of Le 
Mans, many of these little patours are miserably paid. They often 
receive no more than their keep, and 25 to 35 francs for their six 
months' service. Were the caisses des ecoles properly organised 
one could give to the parents of those who were really indigent 
an indemnity sufficient to persuade them to lea\"e their children 
at the school, though what the farmers would say who live in the 
districts where there are no hedgerows must be left to the imagina
tion. 

We in England have much the same difficulties, although, as 
I hope to show, the rural problem is more or less different. Om' 
law on compulsory attendance is certainly at times faultily ad
ministered, because it comes into collision "ith the local customs 
and prejudices, which are not always necessarily based either on 
ignorance or greed, and b.~cause, at least in our big cities, the que.'l:" 
tion is bound up with much deeper problems, not merely with 

. the question of the feeding of hungry or starving school children 
but with the whole problem of the attitude of the State towards 
its poor in general, a problem which .is rarely, if ever, directly 
mooted, but which is raised every time the head of some struggling 
family is smmnoned for not sending it:! little bread"inners to school. 

I asked in several schools about the punctuality of the children, 
and· heard but few complaints. . However, in Indre-et-Loire at 
least, the academy inSpector makes the :want of it in the schools 
the subject of a serious 69mplaint in his report (1898) :~ 

There is a lack of punct\lality in a large number of pupils in a great 
number of schools. Teachei'S are specially ordered to take the call·over at 
the right time, and at once mafk the absentees. Owing to the lack of punc
tuality and to non-attendance\ a quarter of the pupils do not derive half 
the profit they ought from theii'\sojourn at school. (Shortened account.) 
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CHAPTER IV.-ORGANISATION AND CUImIC~fu~ 
ORGANISATION OF THE STATE SCHOOLS". 

Primary schools are officially divided into three grades or stan- The COllI'S. 

dards-COU7"s e'Umentaire, rours 'fn()'gen, COUTS supe'rieur-which are 
supposed to correspond with the ages 6-9, 9-11, 11-13. These 
divisions appear to be rather factice in country schools. The rour 
superieur is more or less a blank, as the great bulk of the children 
leave after passing the certificat d'e'tudes, which is regarded as the 
crown of the studies of the roUTS moyen. On the other hand, in 
lllany schools there is a COU7"S pre'paratoire, which precedes the cours 
e'le'mentaire, and these divisions seem to suit the work of the school 
to judge by a paper on the subject recently issued by the new society 
of II Amicales." The teachers are, of course, allowed to split these 
roura up into divisions, which are generally two in number, as a 
pupil stays, as a rule, two years in each cours. Promotion, how-
ever; does not take place by years, as in Germany, but is at the 
teacher's dis£retion. 

Although the legal age of leaving is thirteen, the certificat exami- 'fhe leavinJ 
nation is, as has been already stated, the signal for a general l1ge. 
exodus of the mass of the pupils.M. Petit, the Primary Inspec-
I;or at Argentan, kindly gave me some interesting facts in support 
IIf his assertion that the majority of children in his circonscription 
go to work at twelve. When he enters an ordinary school of thirty 
IIcholars he asks who are over twelve,'and only three or four children 
lift their hands. As for the children over thirteen, they are still 
more rare. In one canton of his circonscription, with 453 children, 
only nine boys out of 243 and two girls out of 210 are over thirteen, 
while for the whole circonscription, with 7,121 children, only 157 
boys out of 3,894 and 69 girls out of 3,227 are over the legal age. 

In schools with a single teacher, my friend, M. Flamand, Primary The work of 
Inspector of Paris, informs me tllat those pupils who have gained t~ose who 
the certificat "double" the last year except in arithmetic, in S op on. 
which they do separate problems-that is, they go over' the 
ground again, probably in a more thorough fashion. In many 
schools, however, one or two of these children are coached either 
gratis or for a small fee by the teacher with a view to entering 
the normal schools. In the large centres of population there are, 
of course, either COUTS rompUmentaires (ex-standard elasses) or 
higher primary schools (see pp. 181 and 182). 

According to the law, classes over fifty have a right to an Size of 
additional teacher. The population in most of the communes I classes. 

visited being on the down grade, the number of schools with an 
adjoi1ll, except in the small country towns, was comparatively 
rare. The classes themselves in Orne, for three of the arrondisse
ments, average from between twenty and thirty for the mixecl 
Bcltools, and in the fourth (Domfront) from_ thirty to forty. 
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It was in Orne that I heard of a master with eighty pupils without 
an assistant, while a neighbouring teacher with seventy was in a 
similar plight. The reason for this large population was the sudden 
influx of a large number of enfants moralement abandonnes, which 
the city of Paris plants out with such good results in the country. 
and which number in all something like 50,000! These large 
classes under a single teacher are not infrequently equalled and 
even surpassed in Brittany, where large families are the rule among 
the villagers. * This information I received from the assistant secre
tary of the Academy Inspector at Alenlton, who further assured me 
that the two schools I heard of were exceptions, and that not a 
tenth of the schools in the department, which were over fifty, were 
without an assistant teacher, and the greater number of these 
were only just over the legal limit. In the neighbourhood of Mosnes 
(Indre-et-Loire) I was informed that the average class was about 
forty. A teacher in the district told me he had been in charge of a 
school across the river of sixty boys. But the record school that 
I heard of was one of ninety-six boys, where the teacher had to 
struggle single-handed with only his wife to help him 'with the needle
work. The reason of this unwonted size was that the commmle 
was poor, and therefore unwilling to build a separate girls' school. 
It was in the same department that the inspector of Vendome, M. 
Fusy, told me the average of the classes under him was between 
forty and fifty. Taking these and other data into consideration, 
it is probable that the average class in the districts I visited is rather 
under forty than over.t 

-* In Cotes-du-Nord eighteen mixed schools have altogether tbirty-senn 
"classes," and 2,143 pupils, or an average of 119 pupils per schoo!. 

tThe number for alI France was 8,422 teachers with classes of over 50. 
'],he percentage of classes. in France is 91'9 for classes of 50 and under, 
5'7 for classes from 51-60 (inclusive), 1'7 for classes between 61-70 
(inclusive), 0'5 from 71"-80 (inclusive), and 0'2 over 80. 



School with a single Master. 
Commune of Mosnes (Indre·et·Loire). 

Time of Lessons· 8.25-8.30 8.30-8.50 

Length of Lessons · 5 minutes. 20 minutes. 

.. Moral 
Higher Class . · til Instruction. 

~ 
" (Mon., Wed., 
Ol Sat.) 
Z .; 

Mid.le Class t Civic 
Instruction. 

" "0-... _-- ::;0 (Tues. and Fri.) 
~::: 
~~ 

"Ilelltary ClMs · ., 
'0 Lesson 
'S common to all 
§ the classes. 
., 
0 

'" 

I 
&f Preparatory Cia •• · '" )Iaster. .... 

~- - ---

TIME TABLE. 

8.50-9.20 

I 
0.20-9.35 9.35-9.55 

I 

30 minutes. 

I 
15 minutes. minutes. 

Dictation corn· Pupils prepare 
mon to the two their French exer· Preparation 

first classes . of exercise and cise, given the 
(Mon., Wed., day before. lesson. 

Sat.) 

COl'rection of 
French Pupils pl·epar. exercise; saying 

composition. of lesson; fresh 
(Tues. and Fri.) their French exer· lesson; fl'e;:.h cise, giveu the 

day before. exercise. :French 
lII. comNositlon ~tI. 

an Fri.). I. 

Correction of 
Reading. exercises j saying Writing the 

lessons; fresh exercise which has 
101. & A. exercise; just been given. 

fresh lessons. 
M. 

3u minutes. 
Reatling. 

)1. & A. 
Exercise in language; dictation 
of the reading lesson on the 

hlackboard. M. and A. 
- ~ 

INTERVAL-DIN)<ER. 

9.55-10.10 

15 minutes. 

.. .. 
" '51: . 
.ES 
"'0 

~~ 
.~ .. 
~~ ... -...<> .." ffi~ 

>t:I ... ;;0 
~.~ 
"''''' I~ ."" 
~~ 
t;> 
" "a ... 

:M = Master. 
A = Assistant (Monitor), Boys' School. 

10.10-10.30 10.30--11.10 11.10-11.30 

20 minntes. ~O minutes. 20 minutes. 

Correction of 
exercise; saying 
of les.on ; new 
exercise; new History Drawing. , 

lesson. French 
composition (Tu. 

and Fri). M. 
(Uon., Wed., 

Sat.) 
(Tues. and ]o'ri.) 

Writing of 
exercise just 

Geography Writing. given . 

(Tiles. aud Fri.) (lIon., Wed., 
Sat.) 

Writing of 
exercise just given 
and study of the Lesaoll Lesson common 

new lesson. common to all to the first three 
the classes. classes. 

Reproduction of 
the reading lesson Reading . 

on slates or Mastel'. 
writing in copy· 

hooks. 
M. and A. 

- .- . -- - -~ 

~ 
~ 

~ .,.. 
f{J 

r -. "-' 

~. 

~ 
f 
~ 

I 
oc. 
(4" 



Time of Lesson. _112.55-1.0 1.0-1.15 

I 
1.15-1.35 

I 
1.3"-2.0 2.0-2.25 2.25-2.40 2.40-2.55 2.55-3.25 3.25-4:0 

Length of Le •• on. _15 minutes. 15 minute •. 20 minute •. 25 minutes. 25 minutes. 15 minute •. 15 minutes. SO'minnte •• S5 minute •. 

.- ~e.P8ra.tion of Preparation of Correction of Reading. M the exercise and the le.son and exercise; saying Preparation 

Higher Cia •• le8l1on given the exercise. of le880n; new 01 the lesson on (Mon., Tues., and day before. exercise; new science and 
Arithmetic ?lOIl., Metric sistem leAson. agriculture. " Gymnastic. Fri.) .. (Tue •. an Fri.) . ~ to Wed., Sa .). )1. every day, 

.~ ~ .Agriculture Recitation. M. 

" " ... .. or ' (Wednesday.) 
Z Preparation of Correction of Preparation 

.. 
i the exercise lind exercise, saying of Working out to Science applied 

les80n given the of the le880n on '" Singing. Middle C1as. lesson; new exer- of new exercise 
:~ a ~ day before. eiae ; new lesson. (in IIrlthmetlc). science aDd or to agriculture 

iii: 
Arithmetic (M.'D., M. agriculture (Sat.) 

Wed., Snt.). ",,0 or ., =:2 _ ... 
.;2 11 0 bygiene. 

~:a 'to.!! ..... = .. Correction of tbe ,,~ Reading. 
" Working out "0 Lessons ill M'and A . .. exercise; Working Dictation. 
7l & new exercise '" (Mon., Wed., sat.) Elementary C1as. explanation of a (In arithmetic). out of new a practicalagricul-
~ new 000 (In arith· exercise. !<1. Lesson common o. metic). M. M. ; ture at the Recitation. 

" M.and A. 

~ .e~.oo of pruning 
to an the (Wed.) .. oj classes . 

i ·t the trees or vines, Singing. 1\1. 
Writing. .. (Sat.) 

Rendlngs. Mental Arithmetic M. ~ or gardening. 
Preparatory Class arithmetic. on the blackboard Tbe Masl er looks Reading of 

M. nnn A. M.and A. and on slates. after the o)us notea and reteren .. 
during dictation. C8S M. (Sat.) 



TIME TAnLE.-SCHOOLS WITH A SIXGLE DEPAItTlIEXT (TEACHER). 

MORNING SCHOOL. 

-1~:=i-_-,-:-~-~-~-~-:-~-,.-c-I~~25~'~m"'~I~~-~-.-. _I 

I I 

Language (1 bour 25 mloutea). 

so mlnutee. so mwutee. 

loter· 
I yaJ. 

_I_
I 
: 15 Olio. 

I - ----------i 
_________ i ___ _ 

Hlgber 
Claao. 

Middle 
CJaaa. 

E)emeD~"" 
CJaaa. 

I 

I I , , 'Ibe pUpnB prepare the 
es 
~~ 

Moral lnotrnctlon. Diotatlon com. day before and study their 
I 

I French exoreile gloen the 

1 

grammar I8I8On. 

Correction of ttle leaaon i 
a1ven tbe day before and 
88ylng of the leason. Ex· 
planation of ne.. eBereiae 
and )ellOn. On Wedneoday 
the e.erciae I. a Freoch 

CIS 
:0" 
3 .. 
MZ (Moo .• W~d. and 

Bat.). 

Civic Inotructloo. 

(Tn ... and Fri.). 

LeelOn. In Common. 

11. 

..... y. mon to the two CI_ 
",0 

!, ;; g 
25 miuutea given. 35 minutes. ~:i 

! Correction of the exer· Preparation of Frencb! ~ ~ 
I ctoe of the day before sod exercise .. hicb .. m be oor. ::-

IIrst claa.... ·1 

M. andA. 

tion of new exercise and new grammar lessoD. I _=0· 
le.lOo. 011 Wedn •• day the 

l
·aYillg of leo.on. ExplaDa· rected Dext day. Btudy of ; 

exercise 1. a French essay. ! -.i r» 
I ____________ : ___________________ ~ ____ ~-----------' f~ 

. I ~.= .. 
25 minute •. 

Readillg. 

K. andA. 

25 mioutes. 

Writing. 

A. 

15 mlnllte •. 
Hiotol'Y Uloo .• 
Wed. and ~at.). 

Geography (Tues. 
and Fri.). 
:U. aOlI A. 

20 mlDute •. 
Recitation (Mon .• I ~~ 

Wed. and Sat.). .! ~ 
Reeding (fu.... - E.~ 

and Fri.). s·" 
101. and A. i 8 ~ 

1\1 ~ :\la.ter or Mistress. 

A = As"iRtant (Monitor). 

Hlatory 
aod Geography. 

------
CO minute •. 

Reoitation of Ies-
100 as explained the 
day bel ore with 
que.tlons on thl. 
1 .. lOn. Elplanatlon 
alld fre.h 18II8On. 
Lesson common to 
two top claue •. 

If. and A. 

25 minut.s. 15 
Exerciae In min. 
language and Aritb· 
ahort }I'rench metic. 

exercise. M. 
ll. and A. i and A. 

I 
Writing' 

....d Bemarka. 
Drawln,. 

1--
2Omlnlltea. 

Drawing 
(Tues. and 

Frld.). 

Writing 
(Mon .• 

Wed. and 
ilat.). 

LellOn 
common 
to all the 
elusee. 

M. 

co .... 



AFTERNOON SCHOOL. 

Entry. Mett-ic System (TueB. and Fri.). Gymnastics 81111 Illt~r· Reading Object Lessons. Observations. C1asa. Arithmetic (Mon., Wed. and Sat.). Singing. val. and Recitation. 

10 min. 1 hour 5 minute •. 15 minutes. 15 min. 45 minutes. 40 minute •. 

-

85 minutes. 
80 minutes. . Reading with ex· Boy.' School. Correction of exercise ... 

-Higher .. Preparation of exercise f,lven the day berore. Say· Gymna.tics (Mon., :;s planations (,lon., Tue •. , Mixed schools un· .. S Object lesson. Cia ... " and lesson given the day ng of les90n and (IUBations. Wed. and 8at.). 
~:;; 

Wed. and Sat.). der the diroction of a ·SO before. Explanation of new exercise (Mon., Wed. and male teacher will fol· C 
\1~ Bat.). ... and new leSion. low tbe time ·table of 

~ ..." boys' schools with a ,,- Agriculture .. 0 Recitation lFri.); single department; <DC (Tue •. and FrI.). but the mistress of 
b' 25 minut .. , E~ Lesson in common. needlework wiU teach 
C ",$ M, the manual work to 
ro1,; Correction of exercise ~:;; the young girls in 40 minutes, C Lesson common to the raven the day before. Reci· .. these 80110018 fl'om 3h. Middle ~ stioD of les80n and quae- slDgin~ efnes. and I> two top cla •• e •. 20m. to 4h. during the Class. .0 Prep8ll'8.tion of exercise 

object lessons in sgri-z:; tion.. Explanation of new and les.on just given. rid.). M. and A. exercise and new lesBon . cbD cUltural teaching. In .so oC the other mixed ;; 
III. ~'6D Girls' School. sohools the boys will .. 

!.~ " make a re.ume of the '0 
~~ Manual work. reading les8on, or will "S 

25 min . Talk. in Domesti. take part In a reRding 

I 
... EeOnOmY~Mon. les80n or CODV819atioD to.!! Writing 51; 15 min. Tues., W . and on agriculture fol· 25 minute •. 20 minutes. 20 minutes. and Draw· 8at.). lowed, but only ill the .. Lessons in eornmon. '3'" ing Exer-Ii' ",a Re.dingoll Object lesson8 and case of thelUsoJ vel, by Lower 

C Arithmetic sg the black- cise. after Horticulture (8at.). another resume. C1""s. ... Reading. lIIental Arlthmotic . (sums). ~1. 8~ board. a model 

M. and A. Ill. and A. A. III. and A. B!:c~~g:, LesBon in common. 
boaru. III. A. 



TillE T AllLE-SCHOOL WITH Two DEPART!lIEXTS. 

Department of the Bigger Children (Middle Class and Higher Class). 
MORNING SCHOOL . 

CJaaa. Entry. Moral and Nvle French LalJglalge, 1 h~,nr 2\1 ulinute., 
Instruction. 

---~I-·- -- . 
10minutee. 20 mlnutee. 20 minute .. ! 30 minutel. 30 minutes.. 

---- -- -i· - ----~-

. , I ". .. "" --... Correction of exef<'ise . 

i~ 
exercise 80d lesson Saying of le8l00 and Blgher Moral Instntctlon. given the day before. 

. CIa&&. c·~ (Monday. Wednesday, (On Wedoesday the question.. ExplaDation 
-OIl of fr .. h lesaon aud ji. and Saturday.) exercise is a French exercutl. 

Cl5~ Dletation 1 ___ es8&Y.) __ 
.. _0 

CIvic Instruction. In 0"_ 
commOD. The pupil. prepare the U'! (Tneeday and .·riday). ('",rraction of the exer· exercise "'kil'h will be clse of the day before. 

Middle i~ I Sayiog of the le.oon 
eorrected the next 

Claao. Lesion in common. and que8tions. day. and .tudy the new 
1es80n of grammar. On i!!" I Explanation of a fre.h .. D 

lesson and exercise. Wedne·day the exercl.e 
is a French 8l!say. 

AFTERNOON SCHOOL. 

C1aaa. Entry. M.tric System (Tne •. and Fri.) } Ih. . . 
Arithmetic, Geometry (Mon., Wed., Sat.) 10m. GymnastICs Bnd BlDg In". IntervBI. 

10 minut ... 35mlnutea. 35l!linutes. 15 minute •. 15 minutes. 

Inten-al. :History and Geography.i Wrltlll, and Drawln •• 
1 

I 15 minut .... CO mlnntee. I 
25 mioutet. 

~---- -- -I 

8 .. 5 
"=8 f-& .. History. Writing. 
i~! (Monday. Wednesday, (Monday. Wedoelday, 

"CI~c:i 
and Saturday.) and Saturday.) 

;~.! 

I ~.~~ 
o..ography. DrawiuR'. 0;;'0 

.. "'= (Tuesday and .'rlday.) (Tuesday and hld&)'.) 

,~~~ I 
",!! 

I 
L88BOll in common. Lesoon In common. ... -

';'G.l~ .... " 1i:'";;' 

Reading and Recitation. Object LeaBOns: Agrkultural 
and 1I1anuIII Work. 

40 minutes. 40 minut.s. 
1----1-------1-----,- -- -1-------1---- ----1---------- ----

Blgher 
Claao. 

Middle 
Cla ••• 

The pupils prepare the 
•• erel.e and .tudy the 
lesson liven tbe day 

before. 

Correction of exercise. 
Questions on the le8lOD 
given the day before. 

Explanation of the 
new le8l0n and tb. 

new exercise. 

Correction of eJerl~il!le. 
Question. on the I.BOon 
given the day hefore. 

Explanation of the 
Dew lel80n and the 

Dew exercise. 

The pupil. prepare 
the exercise and Itudy 
the 1 •• S0l1 given tbe 

day before. 

GymoRBtica. 
(Monday, Wednesday,' 

and ~aturday,) 

singing. 
(Tuesday and ~'riday.) 

Boys. 
Reading with explanation.. Object Lesson •. 

(Monday, Tuesday. Wed. ,Monday. Wedt! •• day, ~aturday.) 
nesday. aud ~'riday.) Agr.culture. 

(Tuesday and .'riday.) 
Lesson in common. 

Recitation, 
(Saturday.) 

Leason in commou. 

GIRLS. 
Needlework, with talk. on 

domes tic economy. 
(Monda1, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

and Friday.) 
Horticulture. (Saturday.) 



l\( = Ma.~ter (0; MiBtres.) 
A = As.~istant (Monitor). 

TIME TABLE.-SCHOOL WITH Two DEPARTMENTS. 

(Elementary Class and Infant Section.) 

~'--+ Entry. 1 
Moral and Civic 

Instruction. French. 

MORNING. 

I Interval I History and Geography I Readhig and Mental I Writing and Singing. I :. . Arlthmetlc. I 
Remarks. 

110 minutes. I 25 minutes. I 30 minutes. Iso minuteS.: 15 minutes.! 30 minutes. 25 minut;8. : 25 miuutes. I 

Elementary 
Cl .... 

Infant 
Section. 

Class. Entry. 

I Moral Instruction. 
! (Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat.) 

Civic Instruction. 
(Tuesday.) 

LeSIon in common. 

French 

(in ~~~~on, '~~i~~ 
Mon., Wed., 

and! Sat.) 
M. 

Writing 
for Infant 

section 
Tues. & Fri. 

A. 

I Arithmetic and Metric System. I 
I 1 hour. Reading. 

1111 minutes·l ~O minutes. : 30 minutes. ! 30 minutes. 

Elementary 
Class. 

Infant 
Seot Ion. 

Arithmetic. Sum. to work 
lI. and A. out. 

Arithmetic, 
Written & Mental. Reading. 

At blackboard. 
Onolat... M. 
M.and A. 

Reading. 
M.andA. 

Writing. 
(Mon. Wed. ~at.) 

Writing and 
Drawing. 

(Tnes. and l<'ri.) 
M.andA. 

History. I Reading. II Writing. In girlB' Bchools 
(lIon., Wed., and Sat.) M. and A. (Mon., Wed., and Sat.) the reading and 

I arithmetic leB-

Geogra:,>hy. I ----, Singing. I son will 'be re-
Mental and Written I placed by a 

(Tuesday and Friday.) Arithmetic. (Tuesday and Fri<lay.) i less~n of gym-

LeBson in common. M. and A. I' Lesson in common. I nastICB. 
I ~ I n 

AFTERNOON. 
, I I Interval. " Object Lessolls. 

Drawing and Writing, Gymnastic., 
Recitation, and Manual Work. Remarks. 

I 115 minutes.! ' SO minutes. 25 minute •. , ·1 20 minutes. 

Boys' SCHOOLS. 

Object L.ssons. 

BOYS' SCHOOl,S. 

(Mon., Wed., and Sat.) (Mon., Wed.,and Sat.) In gl'rIB' Boll00' IB 
Drawing. I Gymnastics. 

Writing. Recitation. 
(Tuesday and l<'r1day.) (Tuesday and Friday,) the reading les
Lesson in common. M. Le8son in common. M. 

1----------1------,----,---'--------__ 1 son on Tuesday 

Manual Work, ~~~~:t~~~~:D., Wed. & Sat., will be reIJlnced 
with conversation on Domestic Economy.· by a recitation 

Lesson in common. 
M. 

GIRLS' SCHOOLS. 
Obj ect Lesoons. 

(Mon., Wed., alld Sat.) 
Writing. 

(Tne.day and l!'rlday.) 
Les80n In common. )'1. 

Drawln'g. (l'u.Bd"y.) Recitation. (Friday.) lesson. 
Gymnastics. (~·l'iday.) Gymnastics. (tuesday.) 

25 minutes, I 20 mlnuteB, 

LeBson in common. M. Lesson in common. A-l. 

r 
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Messrs. Bonaparte Wyse and Hughes-Dowling, in their excel- Monit?r8 
I t M 1 d P t · 1 Itt' . F '~nd IIIlxe, ent repOl on anua an rac lca ns ruc IOn m rance, schools. 
state that "monitors are not employed in French schools." 
I found them, however, in use in certainly three-quarters of 
the sc.hoohi I villited, and more especially in the mixed schools, 
where it would almost surpass the wit of man to do without 
them. Many ohildren arrive, as one "teacher said to me, who 
do not know how to read and write, and were it not for enlisting 
80me of the older childrcn to teach them, the whole work of the 
8chool would come to a 8tandstill. In fact, their existence is not 
only tolerated but even officially recognised. In the 1.:i1)(f, 'VOce of 
one of the candidates for the certificat d'aptitude, the latter, in 
'answer to a question as to how she would put out the work in a 
sllliOnl where she was the only teacher, definitely assumed that 
she would have to employ monitors. These monitors are not, 
indeed, officially appointed. The top members of the highest' class 
m'e generally but not invariably, told off in turn to take the juniors. 
They are, as a rule, only put on for the day, or at most for the week, 
and the gt;eater number regard it 118 80~ewhat of an honour. In 
the specimen time-tables* (pp. 89-94) these monitors figure as aide 
(ussistant). In one 8chool (Mosnes), however, I found a regular 
monitor employed, as well as the emergency ones. I, unfortunately, 
forgot to Il8k whether he was remunerated, and at what rate. The 
school itself was a remarkable one in more ways than one. It 
WIl8 a ooys' 8chool with no less than 58 pupils, and the master was 
evidently an exceptional teacher. Still it seemed a very heavy 
taRk to haUlUe this crowd of scholars of all ages, ranging from 
pupils of thirteen to children who had only been a. day or two in 
the sehool, and were as yet but half acclimatised. There is no doubt 
the work of the single-handed teacher in the mixed sehool is no light 
one. liS in addition to the class divisions there are also divisions of 
Rubjel'ts according to sex. A female teacher at St. Paterne told 
me that owing to this reason 8he has sometimes as many as four 
01' five divisions going at a time. This did not prevent her from 
appPaI'ing thOl'oughly contented with her work. 

hubjoin a short excerpt from my notes, which deserioos a visit ~escripti 
to 'an pXl'ellent mixed school at Coquainvilliers, in the circon- ~cl!'~ll.lXE 
lIel'iption of Pont l'Eveque. I have purposely left in many 
nppal'pntly irrelevant details in the hope they may gi\"e back-
~l'Ound and setting to the whole attitude of the aYel'age teacher 
tOWIll'lls the school and the neighbourhood. 

Coquainvilliers.-School building is situated on the high road from 
Lillicllx to l'ont l'Eveque, facing the rich meadows of the Touque. Behind 
rise~ a ridge whose verdant slopes are dotted with apple trees in full bloom. 
H('hool originally intended for boys, but with the decrease of the populat,loll 
the girl~' school has been closed and the remaining pupils transferred to 
the boys' school. The teacher has thus seen his work doubled at a single 

• I have to thank M. Javary, Primary i:~pec~/:f Tours, for these 
silecimen time-tablea in use in Indre-.. t-LOire. ' 
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stroke, but judging QY the masterly way he has rearranged his teaching, 
it is not the children who l).ave suffered. Present school population 42, 
out of a total population of 423, that is 10 per cent., against 20 per cent., 
the average in England, a terrible comment on the feeble natality. Cause 
of decrease in population not due to a decline among those engaged in 
agriculture, but to the closing of a bleaching factory, whereby eighty-four 
workmen were obliged to leave the commune. The works have never 
been reopened, which augurs ill for the fortune of the small manufacturers 
of the country. Under the old regime there were thirty-seven boys and 
thirty girls, the families of the artisans being larger than those of the 
peasants. 

No congregational school in the neighbourhood. Children generally 
come at five years old. Many live a long way oli', some at a distance of four 
kilometres. These are usually the first to arrive. Teacher held evening 
classes during February and April, but had only three pupils. The dis
bnces are too great. Most of those who attend are children who have 
gained the certificat. The commune is rich. Since the exodus of thc 
artisans there are only the peasants left and they are all well off. Day 
labourers earn 3 francs 50 centimes a day during harvest, and 1 franc 
50 centimes at other times, but they receive their food, and in many houses 
the cellar is left open. Carpenters earn 2.25 franes, and gardeners 2 francs 
a day, food always included. Little real want j only two poor families. 
The district essentially pastoral. 

Most of the children lunch at the school. A good many parents pay a 
sou a day for the cooking of the children's food. The rest get it for nothing. 
There is no proper, caisse de l'lcole, but the bureau de bieniaisance, or 
village charity, gives the teacher 50 francs at Christmas to buy chausettes 
and sabots for the children. Being a grass country most wear clogs, as the 
wet meadows soon wear out the ordinary boots. 

The teacher has no difficulty with the school attendance, except as 
regards the distance some children have to come. If a child is absent 
he makes inquires, either through the postman or directly of the parents. 
His wife teaches sewing. She receives 50 francs from the commune, who 
also abandon to her the 15 francs the State gives as a grant in aid of these 
matters. . 

School well lighted on both sides. There is a school library in full swing, 
and pupils subscribe a trifle a month to buy a new book or two and take 
in a school paper. . 

Secretarial duties at the mairie rather heavy. They run to about one to 
one and a-half hours a day on an average. Pay, 200 francs. Work out of 
school amounts to about three hours. There are four divisions, teacher 
uses monitors a tour de role. 

The'children who have been in the playground form up and march in 
marking time. Children quiet, orderly, and well behaved without being 
cowed or timorous. The top class starts with a sum on the board; a girl and 
a boy severally explain its operations very clearly. It is hardly necessary 
to say that it deals with a concrcte problem. Meanwhile the second group 
form up of their own accord into a reading circle round a monitor and read, 
but not too loud to disturb the others. Under the watchful eye of another 
monitor, whose solemn duties evidently impress him, the little nlites at 
the far Ilnd of the room copy on to the blackboard each in turn 7 + 4 = 11, 
7 + 5 = 12, etc., or write 510, 511, 512, etc. A cursory examination 
of the cahier de roulement shows that the writing is excellent and the books 
beautifully clean. An inspection of the children's cahiers leads to 
similar results:~carCelY Ii bad exercise book among the lot. Evidently 
a good all-round lass. Children set to work without being told-a good 
sign. Master tak s children of five and six and questions them on such 
totals as 6 and 8, 4 and 7. Intelligent answers, and children show a keen 
zest in the work. 'They also take places during the lesson. No' very 
strong local accent. An orphan, recueilli par l'etat, reads words of four 
syllables without hesita\ion and shows hiscahier, which is very good. The 
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girls, according to the teacher, shine in French composition and the bo~'~ 
in arithmetic and science. The monitors for the day arrive before the clas:, 
begins, put up tbe date, and get everything in readiness. Considering 
the vi!lit wall in every sense a surpriRe one, it was a real plclIsure ttl Sl'e the 
children perform 80 well without any reht'arsal whatever. 

At one time men were eligible as directors of all types of Men or 
euueational institutions, not excluding the troles maternelles '* ;,:ni,en 
But women are beginning to take their revenge Way. This is for ~Ili:<l 
noticeable in the case of the mixed schools, which, according to schools. 

the law of October 30th, 1886, should be managed by female 
teachers. One of the reasons is probably the slight shortage in the 
supply of DlHSters, due to economic reasons. Owing to the male 
teachers being ohliged to put in a year at military training, female 
teachers can be procured at an earlier age. They are also paid 
11'tIS in the higher clusses. ,Their employment likewise results in the 
sllving of a hundred francs a year to thp communes, which has to 
be found for the sewing mistress when the teacher is a man. I 
gathered a small sheaf of opinions on the subject, and I am sorry 
to say they were generally unfavourable to the employment of 
women. One critic declared that the children resented being under 
a woman; II.nother &\l8erted that it was bad for the manliness of 
the boys. A male teacher was bad for girls, but a ~emale teacher 
WIIS worse still for boys, lIS the boys' education was far more made 
or marred by the school and its influence than the girls', which 
rather depended on the home life. Another adversary of the 
clulnge enlarged on the difficulties that beset the solitary female 
tencher in the small out-of-the-way communes; it was scarcely 
the plnce to send a lone woman. t On the other hand, there seems 
little doubt that for small children of both sexes a woman is cer-
tnillly n hettel', more patient, and sympathetic teacher than the 
Ilwl'IIge man. But the l?rench primary school tpacher is really 
(·hnq.,red with a. civic mission. Clln a woman, as a rule, dis-
l'Ilal'ge this as efrectively as a man? 

THE CuRRICULUM. 

(I.) COSSTITUTION ASD METHODS. 

The lllw of the 28th March, 1882, sketched the curriculum for Origin nnd 
all ~l'Ildes of primary schools. The organic decree of January 18th, (,ODRtitlltiu' 
188;, fixetl the details of the progranune for the plementury schools. 
It was to include" moral and civic instruction, reading and writing, 
the l?rench language, arithmetic and the metric system, history 
and geogrtlphy:espeeially that of France, object lessolls, and elemen-
t:U'y scientific notions, the elements of drawing, of singing and 
manual training, principally in theil' (!) applic.'ltion to agriculture, 
miliuu'Y and gymnastic exercises." The curriculum, as we have 
SNm, is divided into three stages-the COUl'S eTemC'lItaire, l'OUl'SlIlOYl'1l, 

and caurs superieur. In addition, the programmes of the different 

* In Oennany the head" of the primary l<chools for girls are mcn. 
t Another argument in favour of the male teacher is his greater aptitude 

for giving agricultural teaching, or starting evening classes or lectures. 
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subjects, with the exception of history and geography, are not 
sllccessive, but concentric-that is, the pupils make their acquain
tance at the start with all the subjects in the programme, and simply 
widen the circle of their knowledge of each in the succeeding COUTS. 

The lower cours is that of initiation. The elementary notions of 
each order of study are presented to the pupils under their most 
familiar aspect, as much as possible by concrete examples. Special 
attention is paid at this period to the two indispensable tools of 
learning-reading and writing. The COUTS moye:n, has as objective 
the formation of a scientific basis of knowledge, and in the higher 
course the logical inStincts of the child are to be especially developed. 
During this intellectual development of the pupil, neither his 
physical nGr moral education is to be neglected, and alongside 
of the general education, and in many cases as a sort of logical deduc
tion or outcome of it, appears the practical side, represented by the 
drawing, manual training, and notions of agriculture and horti
culture inserted in the programme for boys, and by exercises in 
sewing and the notions of domestic economy for girls. The pro
grammes annexed to the regulations of 1887 do not contain a mere 
cut and dried list of subjects to be taught. They sketch out 
for each COUTS and each subject the order in which the ideas will 
be presented, the steps the instruction should follow, and the limits.. 
it should not exceed. The three chapters into which the COUTS 

are divided under the heading of physical, intellectual, and moral 
education are precedea by a preface of general instructions, in which 
the object of the instruction given, the spirit by which it should 
be inspired, and the methods for rendering it fruitful are deter
mined with great precision (see Rapport, E. P.). These instructions 
were mainly due to the inspiration of M. Jules Ferry, who further 
t'ecommended to the profession the excellent teaching directions 
of .M. Greard. As the Rapport SUT l'Enseignement Primaire says, 
they have had a great share in forming the mind and character 
of those who have since been trained to the profession. 

Finally a model for school regulations was annexed to the decree 
of January 18th, to serve as a specimen for the composition of depart
mental regulations. This regulation has been adopted almost every
where in its original form, except with a few exceptions made· to suit 
local requirements. It lays down the conditions for the admission of 
the children. for the protection of the school and the class, for the 
order and length of the school studies, the hours of admission and 
dismissal, and' of recreation, the question of the school furniture, 
discipline, leave of absence, etc. 
Cer~n regulations are laid down for drawing up a 

satisfactOrv time-table, such as a proper allowance of intervals 
for rp.creation, the placing of the harder subjects in the 
morning, a aily lesson in la morale, and the division of the 
lessons on t e French language in such a way that every 
day two hours are devoted to it. Scientific teaching is allotted 
1 to 1f hours a day j geography and history, with which 
is coupled civic \ instruction, about one hour; the teaching 
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of writing at least one hour in the elementary classes, with 
gradual reductions in the higher classes; the teaching of drawing 
two or three lessons a week; that of singing one to two hours a 
week; that of gymnastics at least one performance every other 
day in the afternoon; that of manual work, two to three hours 
a week. (For specimens of actual time-tables, see section on the 
organisation of the curriculum, pages 89-94.) . 

I had some difficulty in getting at a clear idea of the ~X~~\Of 
extent to which variety is permissible in the composition ~a~h~l y 
of the school time-fables. Of course, the fable of the time-tablE 
minister and his watch, which still does duty on so many 
English platforms, has long been exploded in France, but it is none 
the le~s difficult to ascertain the precise extent to which a teacher 
has a free hand in drawing up the time-table. Thus at the outset 
of my voyage of discovery I was assured by one inspeckJr that 
the teacher enjoyed considerable latitude in drawing up his time •. 
tahle, subject, of course, to the control of the inspectors; and tI10 

impres.qion I certainly received was that the teacher could not only 
exercise his ingenuity in arranging the time of his lessons, but 
had also a" limited choice in the number of h01lrR he allotted to it. 
Later on I was assured that all the teacher could do was merely 
to arrange the order of the hours given to each sU,bject, which were 
themselves rigidly fixed. The truth, according to another inspector, 
was that variety in themn.in (the Paris school!! apart) does not exist; 
ouly '1uasi-optional subjects were more or lessdl'opped,such as physical 
exercises, manual work, and singing; and this was borne out 
by another speaker, who said the number of regulation hours per 
week was thirty, and if everything were taught, it would take up 
thirty-three to thirty-four hours. Evidently, therefore, some 
subjects had to be sacrificed. From later investigations, I am led 
to believe that this view is probably the correct one. But the whole 
investigation is interesting, as showing how easy it is to get an 
incorrect idea from even intelligent persons; if one has not the 
opportunity of .. taking a second opinion." 

According to the Rapport sur l' Ensefgnement Primaire, the work The PIIIIR 
of the school is di,·ided up into ten months, with the quantum for ~ E~:~: 
each month duly" plot.ted out," the eleventh month, July, being orieR8on:: 
reserved for revision. In some of the departments under observa-
tion a modified edition of the State programme has been published 
with notes and comments, as in Calvados. In Orne a similar 
publication existed, but it was unfortunately out of print. The 
Academy InRpectoI' IISSUI'ed me it differed but little from that. 
of CalmdOR. I nlHO Rt'tmred ill Indre-et-Loire, through the kindness 
of M.' IJpyt.l'ILud, t.he Arl1(lmn~' JIl!~pec.tol', 11 most interesting 
pJ'Ogmll1me that had been put together by the inspectors and 
tr.achel'R in Inrlre-et-I,oire for all subjects, including agricultUral 
tl':l.ehing, ahout which I was told, with a spice of malire, 
the departmental pmfrRROr was not e,'en ('on suIted. The 
notion oC this " tiJll~ schedule II is llOt so much to tie 

5342 H 
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down the master to accomplish so much within each month, 
. as to indicate the .rate of speed, and at the same time emphasise 
the more important points on which stress must be laid. The 
rate of speed thus prescribed allows for revision throughout, as 
every French lesson begins with a recapitulation of the preceding 
one, before new ground is broken, while weekly, or at least fort
nightly "stocktakings" of the pupils' acquisitions in knowledge 
during the period are supposed to be provided for in the time-table. 
In addition teachers are advised to keep, and many of them do so, 
a note-book in which they record rough notes for their daily lessons, 
some of them giving a fairly complete p1'ecis of them, as well as 
having by them another for jotting down "bappy thoughts" and 
"apt illustrations." The consequence is that the reading lesson, 
which formerly, it was generally supposed, could be' "taken at 
sight," is now as much a subject of careful preparation as the others. 

1Ofl~. The methods in vogue have a double object in view: to give 
the child the requisite quantity of intellectual baggage necessary 
for the social, political, and economic situation in which 
he has to live, and at the same time develop all his faculties. The 
motto, therefore, of the administration is not to teach much, but 
to teach well. Non multa sed multum docere. The memory 
is not to be overloaded; the intelligence, as far as possible, 
is to be brought into play. In subjects like French language and 
history, the mnemonic part is to be reduced to a minimum. The 
reading-book is made the centre of the teaching of French; the 
dictations are chosen rather for their liter!!J"y or moral qualities 
than for their orthographical intricacies. Recitations and read
~ngs, in which the structure of the language is studied as it comes 
under the reader's eye, have largely superseded formal graID1Var 
and analysis. By the Ministerial circular of 1891, the examiners 
for the certificat d' etudes were asked to lay less stress on minor mis
takes in spelling, and this year (1900) a Ministerial circular has been 
issued * which brushes aside a number of minute difficulties that 
the unscientific eighteenth century grammarians had discovered 
or invented, to the infinite relief of the French schoolboy, and also, 
be it said, of the luckless candidates in French examinations on 
this side of the Challllel, who have hitherto been examined, as a rule, 
on the extraordinary theory that the proper way to master a lan
guage is to begin by learning all the exceptions. In fact, an immense 
effort has been made to render the schools really modern, and rid 
them of what may be called the medilllval and schol!lstic element, 
with its dogmatic mallller of teaching, its committing to memory 
of abstract formtilre, its catechismal method of set question and 
answer. The keyword of French State education to-day is to de
velop the intelligence rather than the memory, though some of 

* AUhetime that this was written I was assured by the Minister 01 Public 
Instruction, M. G. Leygues, that a practical agreement with the French 
Academy on the moot points in the circular was in sight j since then it ap
pears that the, Academy has only yielded on a few points, which a;re em
bodied in a new circulartl1at appeared in March, 1901. (See Appendix III.) 
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the teaching seems still formed with a ,,;ew of turning out intelli
gence of a general pattern, rather than to develop the individual 
intellect, or let it grow as it will, according to the pedagogy at present 
in vogue in America. This" careful of the type" spirit seems to 
come out in what appears at times to be a rather excessive polishing 
of the answers of the children, especially in the lack of encourage
ment given by the teachers to answers which are only half right, 
though their general orientation is correct. Such a straining after 
"letter perfection" is very noticeable in the revisions, when a 
child will often put things in its own way, which is perfectly in
telligible, but not so "finished" as the teacher's. This hankering 
of the master after his own ipsissima verba comes perilously near, 
at times, the old mnemonic defects of learn,ing by heart, and goes 
far to deprive the child of the pleasure and experience of getting 
at his subject which is one of the best ways of whetting his curiosity, 
as he feels he is getting" warmer," and also of the stimulus that 
al·islls from a sense that he is acquiring something of his own by 
his own efforts. Anot.her point that struck me was that the brunt 
of the dehato between the teacher and the class fell too much on 
the" front bench" children, and especially on the top boy, who 
Reemed at t.imes to champion the learning of the whole form in 
a splendid isolation t.hat. recalled the Homeric use of fPKOt;. This 
tendency to take scant notice of the bottom of the form is due, I was 
told, to the fact that the promotions are yearly, but as the average 
stay in a cours is two years, only half the form go up at. a 
time, so that the back bench of one year becomes the front bench 
the next. The practice, however, is not general. At Ecommoy, 
in a. very large clatlS, the teacher" took on" practically the whole form, 
and allowed no ICwtpn 'lrp6alJl7T'a at all; while at Alen<;on, in the 
excellent practising school attached to the ecole 1wrmale for male 
teachers, the director told me he made a point of putting the worst 
children in the" forefront of the battle," with the principes and 
triarii of the most steady children.to support them. * 

Books.-E.xcept in the case of necessitous children pupils are 
obliged to buy their own books. The choice of any particular text
book rests with the teacher, as it is essential that all the members 
of the class should have the same book. (See Appendix IV.) 

(ii.) THE SUBJECTS. 

(a) La morale. 

A passing visitor cannot pretend to have an exhaustive first 
hand knowledge of the teaching of every subject in the 'curriculum 
in the country schools, for this is a point in which books and reportu 
are perhaps of le88 assistance in the 'Way of supplementing one's 
stock of knowledge, or of giving an exact idea of what is beinl 
done, than in other parts of school organisation. Yet, believing 
it was essential, in order to understand the working of the whole, 

-This practice seems very common in the primary schools of Berlin. 
where the short-sighted or hard of hearing children.are gener8.lly placed 
in the ffont row, with the" duffers" directly behind them. 

1)342 
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. to get as much first hand knowledge as possible on the function of 
every part, I made it my business, when not listening to lessons on 
agriculture, to be present at as many other lessons as possible 
during my all' too brief sta.y in the schools. Such experiences 
are necessarily fragmentary, but, given in their proper place, may 
help towards a. reconstruction of the whole in the reader's mind. 

·a 1I!omle. No subject has perhaps raised so much bitter discussion as 
the morale, which may be regarded as the corner-stone of the 
enseignement la1,qu8 or the ecole sans Dieu, as its opponents 
are pleased to call it, though they apparently overlook that the 
devoirsen,vers Dieu; or l'w.ee de la Di'Vinite, figure at least in some, 
if not in all, programmes. The subject is such a burning one, it 
naturally formed one of the five topics chosen to be discussed at 
the International Congress this year. The report of M. Payot on 
the subject is, to use a homely expression, as full of facts as an egg 
is full of meat, and one would like to quote it in extenso. 

During my visit in the provinces I was present at a certain number 
of morale lessons, and was agreeably surprised by the interest the 
children generally took in them. Whenever the teaching was 
practical, and bore on the daily life and ways of the school, or treated 
of some subject well within the ken of the children, it was easy to 
cree the teacher possessed the ear of his audience. But if an abstruse 
cas de conscience was posed which reqUired some subtlety to dis
entangle, or the teacher was· too anxious to give a phil~sophic or 
dogmatic air to his teaching by entrenching himself behind a barbed 
wire fencing of maxims and formulre, it was evident that even 
th:>se children who attempted to follow him were painfully re
peating by rote what he laid down, but their hearts were far from 
him. Judging by what I saw and heard, it seems clear that the 
clever teacher does not seek to ply his pupils with an,} cut and dry 
system of lay theology, but rather treats all these particular lessons 
as the informal resume and logical exposition of what he is trying to 
teach at all hours of the day, in creating a moral atmosphere in his 
class, and making it a school for the will. To eft'ect this he imparts 
to his teaching as a whole a certain cast and colouring by a judicious 
choice of subjects for reading or dictation, avoiding, however, the 
"goodie goodie" and the" namby pamb)'," and exercising great 
care not to overdo it, for morality is a sauce which requires careful 
dosing; or he utilises in a similar fashion his history lesson, not to 
distort actual facts, but to put in their proper light and setting 
men. and' deeds, that the jingo writers of school histories are too 
often prone to ignore. :aut his supreme desire is always to render 
his moral teaching homely and practical, without being trite, and 
instead of attempting the vain task of turning out diminutive 
philosophers at the age of 12, crammed 'with a few sterile formullP, 
he leads his pupils'from the narrow centre of duties towards self, 
to the "rider circle of altruistic virtues, whic11 rotmd oft' the good man 
mto !\ good citizen, showing them ever by concrete examples that 
if thrIft is good, mutual assurance is bptter, or after explaining to 
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them the merits of temperance, he' enlists them in the civic cam· 
paign against alcoholism; or, going still fwther afield, unfolell' to 
them the raison, d'e"tre of the Loi Gra1n,mo/l,t against cruelty to 
arumals, and reveals to them that even the lower creatw'es have 
certain rights ms-a-ms to man; or, taking again his morality into 
his agricultw'al t('achillg, he points out dw daim to prolE'clioll 
poss8f!Bed by those birds whose services arc useful lo mau. That 
the teaching ill this respect is not always un idle thing, 1 myself 
met with a striking example. I was talking to a smull boy at 
TrUD, whom the matlter of the school kindly told off to show mo 
to an hotel. In the course of our conversation, I discuwred that, 
although only 14, h(l was a keen spoltsman, So, when he spoke 
of the llumerous hirchJ ill his father's garden, I l'emurked to him: 
II I suppose you are always potting at them?" .. Oh, no," he said, 
" I never shoot the useful birds. They do no end of good," And 
when I asked if his ideas were shared by the other boys, he said 
that most of the boys in his. school thought as he dill. 

One criticilun one feels inclined to d.ddress is that, ill sume teachers' Criticism. 
haulls, too much emphasis appeat's to be laid on the individualistic 
viltU6S, to the detriment of the social dutiel:l, which figw'e largely 
ill the actual programme under the helLd of 8olidariU. If the 
t.eaching is to bear the full fruits of which it h~ capable, it must tend 
1110re to become a higher socialism, not in any narrow or doctrinait'e 
NeulW, but a socialil:lm in which the senNe of de"otion to the State and 
to the community occupies a lat'ger place. Such, at least, was my 
impression, and it was apparently well founded, for this very point 
is brought out in the first of the pl'opositions that the late Congress 
placed on its list, " that the new programml'R direct all instruction Conclusic 
towards a social education." I make no' eXCllNtl fur giving the relit °Iftethe t' 
fh .. d d' 1'1 .. nrna.14 n t e proposltlOJlS an recommen ahons, w IIC 1 m'o RO \Iltercllhllg ('ongl'es8. 

UII affording a remarkably clear COlll:lpectllll of the rl'ul uiml:l and 
methods of this so often ill-understood subject. 

1. Every question relative to religious teaching of a cOllf(l8sional 
nature is eliminated from the discussion of the Congress. 2. The 
aim of & • moral education" is to prepare in the child the honest 
man and the good citizen. 3. The teaching of "morals" rests 
on reason, that is 011 an enlightened conscience. It seeks to develop 
in the child the sense of sincerity. justice, goodness, and solidarity. 
It'should be identical for boys and girls. It is independent of any 
religious confession without being hostile to any. 4. Morul iUl:ltruc
tion occupies the first place in the school. It is the object of a 
lesson or a conversation every day~ It enters deeply into the teach
ing of all the other subjects. 5. The Congress considers that the 
one thing necessary in the child is to develop an energetic will, to 
give him the courage of right~oing, that courage which isrendered 
easy by the force of solid habits. To effect this, it is necessary to 
love him, to know him well, and render the teaching of morals 
attractive to him. In addition, it is necessary to seek to render 
childrAIl honMt, CO\1l'ageouR, allll full of initi;lti\"e, for an hOI1Pst 
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man who does nothing is the accomplice of the evil he does not 
prevent. 6. The· Congress, considering that we should bring up 
the child in such a way that he may later on be his own law-giver, 
considering that the child cannot be made better unless he co
operates :voluntarily in his own education, is of opinion that a liberal 
discipline, which respects and loves the personality of the child, is 
the only one which can produce free men. 7. The Congress, con
sidering t4at; the younger the child is, the less enlightened is his 
conscience,ana that there are cases in which the master cannot 
justify in the eyes of the child the order he has given, is of opinion 
that a liberal discipline does not exclu!ie the principle of obedience, 
but that· the authority of the master ought gradually to efface 
itself as the conscience of the child grows-that it is only legitimate 
'lll condition of leading up the child tel live one day under the sole 
authority of his conscience. 

The Congress makes the following propositions:-
(a) That the new programmes direct all instruction towards 

social education. 
(JJ) That. laws be passed against the pornographic press, and 

against the exposure of indecent· prints. . 
(c) That all possible measures be taken to stamp out alco

holism. 
(d) That the publication and the diffusion of works, simple, 

attractive, and of a high moral inspiration should be 
encouraged (such works to include tales, biographies, 
and romances), such works to be placed in libraries for 
schools and for adults. 

It will be seen. from the above that the State does not dogmat.i
cally lay down that its teaching. is all sufficient and all sufficing. 
It leaves the whole question of the extra religious sanctions afforded 
by the different cults open; there is nothing to prevent those 
parents who find the school morality insufficient from providing their 
children \"ith the e~i;ra religious teaching two days a week if they 
think necessary. Some philosophers may cavil at some of the 
propositions, and others regard the portion reserved to the principle 
of authority as Iilomewhat scanty, considering the amount· the 
majority of us are obligeCl to take Oll. trust, whether in municipal 
or gQverlll11ent·matters, involving often expert knowledge to: whicn 
we can in no wise pretend, owing to the alarming complexity of 
modern . life, so that if the school is to be the counterp&·t to real 
life,. it seems necessary· that a. child should learn not only to under
stand but to trust its master. Once agai,n, to touch on a still deeper 
matter; the teaching of la morale intentionally omits any reference 
to a future life, and to .its bearing on daily conduct., There are 
eome who will regard this and similar omissions as fatal to the real 
efficacy of'the instruction given; others, on the contrary, will 
~ympathise with the point of view of the :French authorities, who 
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rl'gard it 88 their duty to establish in the echools a form of moral 
instruction which is neutral in regard to questions of religious 
\JPlief. -t 

CloRel.'" aliiI'd to the, 1/LQrale is the instructwn cit'ique, which aims l!,s!rllction 
at gi"ing the p~pil a few eA.'lentialllotions on" the political, ad minis- rH't.q"e. 

hati'-e, and judicial organisation of France." This side of the 
tt'uching is well illustrated by the collection of every-day docwllents 
and papers, to which allusion has already been made in describing 
the claslMl modele at the Exhibition. It further aims at providing 
the elements of s,-civic education in inspiring in the pupils a love 
of their country and of the Republic. Being a somewhat abstract 
8ubject, it is oftt'n omittt'd from the COUTS eli11lel~taiTe. It might 
pl"obabl~' be advantageous to suppress it as a separate subject, and 
attach it to the morale, which already shows tendencies of assimi-
lating it. . 

• The morale for girls ha.'1 already been treated of in the ,Isuml given of 
the eloquent lecture of the academy inspector for Loir-et-Cher at a 
Teacher!!' Conference. There is certainly nothing to take away from it, as 
it stands, nor would there have been much to add, if space had allowed of 
ita being given full (see page 28).' ' 

f The following quotation, from a remarkable paper on the" Educational 
Lessons of the Paris Exposition," in the Educational Review (New York), 
September, 1901, by Miss A. Tolman Smith, my fellow juror on the Primary 
Jury, will help to illustrate and confirm my impressions of the teaching 
of cola morale" :-" An immense impetus has recently been given to 
moral and civic, instruction. These subjects were indeed placed at tile 
head of the programme in 1882, but for a long time they found only formal 
,·eeognition. Suddenly they have become the central subjects. Every
t,hing else is subordinated to them or permeated by them. They are not 
t.fl he taught in a cold didactic spirit" but 'in a manner to excite the imagina
tion Rnd the heart. J n the official instruction the teacher is urged to inspire 
in the child the same regard for the notion of pod as is excit.ed when it is 
bronght to his mind under the different form of religion. • Teach the 
child,' says the ministerial circular, • that the sincerest form of homage to 
the Divine is obedience to the laws of Ood as they are revealed to his con
science and to his reason.' Thus the ideal self is exalted above the material 
self. Inscnsibly, also, the teacher is drawn to a fuller appreciation of the 
child'" nature; for to children the ethical, the idea in all its aspects, is 
much nearer than the materiu.l and the industrial. The child's mind is 
not, scientific in its action, but philosophic in the nal\"e sense of the word j 

and the school is m(l8t effective when it approaches him throughl his 
innate sympathif'S." 
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APPENDIX. 

In September, 1900, an lrilih Catholic paper attacked the enseigllement 
la"iql!e in France, and declared that "the present generation of children 
are little better than pagan. They sneer at religion. delight in insulting 
priests and nuns, and are steeped in every kind of immoralit.y." This 
6tatement Wa6 challenged by the editor of the" Tablet" (who has kindly 
permitted me to make use of the article, appearing December 8th, 1900, 
from which this resume is taken). Thereupon the editor of the Irish 
Uatholic paper explained, in the most straightforward mall~ler, that he would 
be reluctant,to confirm some of the charges made, especially that of insulting 
priests and nuns, which he believed to be utterly groundless. He added that 
during the six or seven years he had spent in France, almost exclusively 
among French people and French students, he had visited many parts 
of the country, always wearing his clerical dress, yet.he had scarcely a 
recollection of any insult ever offered to himself or to any priest or student 
of his acquaintance, though he had at times come in for a certain amount 
of rough chaff in the way of being. greeted with onOl;natopoetic cries 
of Quoi, quoi !-:-;a mode of salutation to which those in clerical dress 
are at times subjected. Wishing to learn the effect of the ~ecularised 
schools on the morality of young people in France, he wrote to sundry 
friends among ,the French clergy living in different parts of the country, 
and asked the following questions :-

1. Are the schoolmasters l\>nd schoolmistresses appointed by the 
Government of the French Republic hostile to the clergy and to 
the Christian faith of the children of France ~ 

2. Do they encourage the children to show disrespect to priests and 
nuns, and is such disrespect common 1 

3. What is the effect on the morality of youth of the education given 
in the primary schools 1 

The replies, coming as they did from Catholic sources, are, as might 
be expected, naturally somewhat severe on the ecole la'ique, though their 
condemnation of it is by no means universal. Yet when one considers 
they were written by members of a community which has seen 
tself deprived of its ancient suzerainty over the schools, one will 

willingly admit that, whatever may be the truth of their allegations, the 
tone, or even the undertone, of these letters is studiously moderate. To 
English readers, who are apt to ascribe to all French Catholics the un
seemly violence of La CrQix, these documents should corne as a very 
pleasant surprise. 

U ruortunately, lack of space forbids of printing them in full. An 
attempt will therefore be made to give brief summaries and extracts from 
the letters, as far as they bear on the question. The first is from a vicaire 
of St. Augustine. in Paris. After asserting that the laicisation was made 
with' aQ. object hostile to religion. in the sense of excluding all forms of 
religious instruction from the school, the writer makes the remarkable 
statement that, as things are, .. I do not believe that it must be said gene
rally that all the masters and mist.resses of the ecoles la'iques are hostile 
to the clergy or the Christian beliefs of the French people, nor that t.hey 
encourage the children to be wanting in respect towards the priests. It 
would be equally unjust to maintiUn as a general thesis that the 
teaching given in these schools injures the children from the moral point 
of view." A second letter from a cure in the Pas de Calais states: .. Our 
acad"'llY inspectors. as well as all our teachers, male and female, are. above 
all, op}!ortunists j that is to say, they regulate their behaviour according 
to the exigencies of the people among 'whom they find t.h!'mR('IY{,~. Tf 
the pupulation i~ Christian \llId chlll'ch-going (pratiquante)! they show 
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thclll1!elves Christian, and even go to church. If not, not." The write!· 
CUlllIJIaill8 that CHn thQ8e of the teachers" who remain sinccl"Cly Christian 
have ono and all the uprit univenit.aire, which is always hostile to the 
, free schools' (enseignement lilYre), and which they necessarily communi
eale to their pupil~. . . . A very 8111all number of male teachers, 
and only a handful of female teachers, up to· the present at least, 
arp , and show themselves, hostile to the Christian lbeliefs. The bulk of 
tlJf' othe1"8 preserve their faith, and more or less their religious habits. 
III respect to thc clergy, in the eyes of all the male teachers, and of 
lIiue-tenths of thc femalc teachers, they are really the adversary, the 
l·Ul'my. Thc teacher is elllbalTlU!sed at having to reckoll with thelll, 
alld at bottom dislikes thelll." The writer does not believe the 
practice of inciting the pupils to insult the priests is })revalellt. Thcre 
arc CaBes ill which teachers, ill a momentary fit 'of anger 01· froll1 
accountable (motive) discontent, have stirred up (lance) their pupils 
against the parish priests. As a rule the clergy are never insulted by tho 
village children; when it happens at all, which it does rarely, it is by 
street urchins in populous centres. From the moral standpoint, the 
writer thinks there is no doubt about the harm done by the manuels 
civiques. They teach the children 'that it is lawful and advantageous to 
pursue worldly pleasures, such as balls, etc. The conduct of the teacher 
is 110t always a good model for the pupils. It produces at times" deplorable 
effects." 'rhe third letter, which comes from Savoy, states that" the 
official schools cannot be considered as absolutely bad. Whatever may 
be the personal opinions of the masters and mistresses of these schools, we 
have no reproach at all to make of them for a lack of respect which polite
nesH, as much as Christian charity, would reprove. Here and there some 
\'illage teacher may carryon an underhand war against the cure, but 
in front of his pupils he 'avoids any outbreak (ecart) liable to bring him 
into bad odour with oUr people, who have remained profoundly Catholic. 
. • • The hostility of the official teaching to Catholicism is much less 
in the schools for girls. . . . Tht'se observations apply principally to 
primary education. In the lycr!es the minilltrations of the priest have 
free exercise. In the faculties (universities) there exists a regime of perfect 
liberalism." The fourth correspondent, who writes from the 'centre of 
}'rance (Nillvre), speaks of the eomplexit,y of the question. No fixed rule 
CRn be drawn about the teachers' behaviour. There are some communes 
and departments where the lay teachertl have morning and afternoon 
prayel's, teach the Catechism, etc. There are others in which thc lay 
teachers observe the strictest religious neutrality in their teaching and 
conduct towards the children. There are others, again, where'the lay 
teachers are hostile to the clergy and to catholic beliefs. The writer 
attributes this diversity to 'what he calls l'anarchie gouvernmentale, 
due to the varying influences of different parties with the Govern
ment of the day and the instability of the parliamentary majority. A 
fifth correspondent, from the west (La Rochelle), alleges that in his depart
Illent the lay schools arc generally bad, and the teachers, as a rule, are 
hostile to 'the cletgy; yet even this writer adds, .. I do not believe that 
there are many who would venture to encourage the children to ridicule 
the priests or insult them. In an underhand fashion; and by malicious 
insinuations, there are perhaps some who go almost as far as that. I 
believe such cases to be very rare." One correspondent alone, whose name 
the editor, for intelligible reasons, does not publish, gives a practically 
unfavourable verdict. The recruitment of the lay teachers is detestable 
from the Catholic point of view. A professing Catholic finds it hard to 
get on in the profession. The education at the normal school is no less 
regrettable; there is neither chapel, almoner -<chaplain), nor prayers. 
The writer makes the somewhat inC9mplete remark that the tca.cherll are 
appointed by t,he prefects, i~noring tllercby thc r.ile of the academy 
iURpcdor, aud dilates 011 thc political influcnces that al'e thus brought into 
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play.I:jThe morale -taught, is without sanction; the tone in the com
munal schools is lower than in the " free schools," owing to the presence 
of foundlings, pauper children (enfants moralement abandonnis), etc. 
" It is difficult to give figures for morality; for criminality it is far easier, 
and evcn the official publications are obliged to admit that there is a 
formidable difference between the children from the communal schools 
and those from the religious schoois.·' * The writer adds: "The teaching 
of la lTWTale naturelle ou civique is generally nil, according to the admission 
of university inspectors, while the books the teacher is obliged to put in 
the hands of the pupils . . . . contain for the most part the most 
violent attacks on religion." 

There is obviously much that the supporters of the ecole la'ique would 
naturally challenge in'these letters, especially in the last, which forms, in 
fact, :a very convenient resume of the case as it is generally put against the 
ecole la'ique. It will, no doubt, be noticed that not a few of the charges 
made have already been touched on or hinted at in the section dealing 
with the teaching of la morale. One may also, perhaps, point out that 
the word "hostile" implies in these letters several degrees of meaning, 
ranging from the sentiment of " he that is not with us is against us " to 
downright enmity, just as the word "religion " in the above passages is 
sometimes used to denote merely the Roman Catholic religion, while in 
others it seems capable of a wider significance. Things are obviously in 
a . transition state in France. The religious difficulty is admittedly the 
fundamental problem, and Hotspurs are always to be met with on either 
side of any great question. If reference is made to the section on the 
position of the teacher as regards the religious question (page 38). it will 
be seen that in respect of hostility the other side have also something to 
say~ The most satisfactory point in the whole correspondence is that, 
however much the 'teachers may differ fundamentally from the priestl!, 
there is no evidence to show that any general attempt is made by the 
teachers to transform what is at bottom a conflict of principles into a 
conflict of persons. 

* I have not been able to find statistical authority for this stateruent" 
but those who desire further information on this point will find the whole 
question treatea at length in the Rapport E. P., pages 292-3: the variolls 
causes of the increase in crime are discussed; it is pointed out that the 
criminality among children is in inverse proportion to the attendance 
at school, and it is directly stated that .. despite the accusations inspired 
by the sectarian spirit, the ecole l!1':i~ue cannot be rendered responsible 
for the increase in crime and vice." Those who wish to look further 
into the matter may consult an article.' by the well-known philoso~her, 
~L Tarde, in. the Revue Pedae;ogique of March 15th 1897. "Is it,' he 
asks, "among the regular' scholars' or among, the children enrolled but 
not present that the personnel of the houses of correction is recruited 1 
The registers of the latter inform us. We ascertain that on their 
entrance into these establishments the youthful delinquents disclose an 
ignorance much higher in proportion to that of honest children of the 
same age. I find in the penal statistics (1893) that only 2 % of the 
boys have received a good primary education, and that 36 % are com
pletely illiterate. Thus one could say that the criminality of minors is 
In in,verse ratio to their attendance at school, and it is proved that the 
latter, whether :public or private, when they attend regularly, restrains 
them, be it admItted in an insufficient manner, but to a certain extent, 
on the roa.dto crime." 
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(b) The three R'B.-Dra'Wi'ILY. 

To judge by the alarmitlt redames of the professors of caligraphy Writing. 
at the Exhibition, writing in the French State schools is going 
to the dogs. This was not, however, my impressiOli from the 
majority of schools I went into. In the first three of the depart-
menta under observation the writing was uniformly good; the 
weakei!t I saw was in the neighbourhood of Tours. The attitude 
of the children at work was generally good. They did not stoop 
and pore too much over their work. Of the various styles, the 
upright writing seems to be gaining ground, and it certainly has 
the ad vantage of being the most legible. There seems to be more 
paper work in the French schools than with us, and this impression 
WlIB confirmed by the experience of an English student teacher 
I met at Caen who had got leave to pass a year in a French train-
ing school. He seemed thoroughly satisfied with French hospi-
tality. The fact seems worth mentioning here, as with the growing 
need for teachers who po8Sess more than a smattering of foreign 
languages, a .stay in a French normal school seems an excellent 
training. 

Several teachers laid considerable stress. on mental arithmetic, Arithmetic. 
at which some of the children showed themselves very expert. 
The arithmetic itself is not taught on the cookery-book system 
of putting an example on the board by way of recipe and 
getting the children to do a certain number like it, till the par-
ticular process to be acquired has been drummed and drilled into 
the form, but an effort is made from the out.'Iet to give the child 
cert.ain notions about numbers, and build up t.he idea of addition, 
IlUhtraction, etc., from these. The abstractness of the subject 
hUB been further reduced by' the practice of making' the children 
always handle concrete quantities, the majority of the subjects I 
8IlW upon the blackboard being questions connected with agri-
culture or housekeeping. On seeing the children so at home in 
the metric weights and meMures, one regrets to think that our Metric 
little ones have still to struggle with poles and roods and pecks and system. 
bushels. The metric system has, further, the great advantage of 
introducing to the child the scientific notions of superficies and 
volume which are connected with the concrete measures of area 
and capaeity-notions which are hopelessly obscured in our kaleido-
scopic method of measurement, in which gills are metamorphosed 
into pints, pints into quarts, quarts into gallons, at which point a 
new bifurcation comes in for wet. or dry measurements which is 
hopelessly unscientific. Amid these successive transformations 
any idea of there being such a thing as a scientific unit of dinlensions 
must be entirely lost to the child, and he can never rise heyond the 
idea that measures are a mere affair of pots for wet things and pans 
for dry. The rendering the metric. system compulsory in the Code 
htU! been a great step forward. Perhap8 in ten years' time we may 
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entertain reasonable hopE(S of renderin,f,l:. it compulsory generally. 
It is interesting to note that arithmetic, in the opinion of most 
.teachers, is the subject girls take least kindly to, while in essay 
writing they usually beat the boys. 

,tho- " The. dictation-the favow'ite exercise of many masters-is 
~phy. only slowly losing the first place it has so long occupied in the 

teachllig of French." This remark, of the Academy Inspector of 
Indre-et-Loire is addresHed to his own department. It has pro
bably a considerably wider application. Still there has been a 
strong reaction against the standard formerly set by the emilicat 
d'itwies, which might have led a stranger to suppOHe that the candi
dates, as far as spelling went, were going to take up literatme as a 
eareer. The two orthographical reforms already allui:led to haye 
somewhat damaged this illusion. SJ?Ellling has at last been put in 
its place, and the bad custom of giving pupils words to spell that 
they have never seen is fast disappearing. 

la.ding. -Owing to the terminations of French words, reading books 
in French in one syllable are fortunately impossible. On the 
other hand, if syllables are divided in the text, the number of 
syllables matters little, especially in French, where whole phrases 
are coupled together like a single word. French children learn to 
read in six or eight months, as the pronunciation, after one has 
mastered the syllables which are mute, is practically regular. The 
Academy Inspector of Indre-et-Loire makes a great point of teachers 
reading clearly. He is not against collective reading, provided 
that each word is clearly scanned. . In one school I visited the 
children had a quaint fashion of taking up the reading one after 
another at .the exact point their predecessor stopped at. They dis
regarded all such minor danger-signals as commas and semicolons, 
and even full stops failed to pull them up. Perhaps they fancied 
it was poetry, as they breathed for preference at the end of the 
line. But I ventme to think this was a very isolated case. The 
chief fault of the children, as far as I could s~e, was the absence of 
liaison. The pronunciation was also rather molle, especially in 
Sarthe. Recitations are fairly numerous, and generally well 
done As already stated, the reading lesson is made the point 
de depart for grammatical and other questions .. Thus, in a fable 
that a child of twelve years of age recited from La Fontaine; tlie 
inspector questioned }lim on the gist of the story, made him para
phrase or give synonyms for one or two unusual expressions, asked 
him to parse a word or two, and explain a few grammatical diffi
culties. He wound up by demanding of the pupil the names of 
one or two rhetorical figures illustrated by the fable! In anothet' 
school an inspector turned the reading lesson into a general infor
mation lesson. 

)mposition. In the 10'Yer classes there is it growing tendency to keep 
reading and m,:iting together. The principle is undoubtedly a 
sound. one. Fr~Ip a spelling point of view, the hand should 
copy as soon as {lol'lsible what thp" pye has visualispd. Nor is 
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the auditory memory neglected; the reading lesson is largely 
utilised for verbal recitation, for the acquisition of vocabulary, 
and for practice in oral narration, which are the first steps 
towards regular compoaiti~n, Well directed, this practice of 
oral narration proves no inconsiderable aid in promot.ing and 
directing the flow of the pupil's ideas when he arrives at 
regular essay writing. This helps to solve the chief difficulties 
for young children in all countries-" to have ideas and to 
find expression for them." Further aid is, however, necessary 
on the part of the teacher, especially in instructing the children 
bow to "Tite something that has a beginniIlg, a middle, and 
an end. Some teachers place a model essay on the board, which the 
pupils read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest. The model is then 
effaced, and the children start writing, but it is often rather an 
exercise of memory than of intelligence. One of the beat 
systelns I came across was that of the head teacher of Eeaumont
en-Sarthe, who adopted the collective method. Taking a subject 
like" Conscience," for instanr.e, he asks every pupil hiq idea upon it, 
and probably elicit8 by "leadin~" que.'1tions anything not given 
uil·t'ctly by.the class. All theMe ido3B are written as they are received 
on t.he blackboard. ThiH CQI'I'eHponds to the pb3Be of invention. 
Then with the help of the children he claBSt's them in their proper 
order (=diRposition), and finally polishes the expressions (=locu
tion). A truly excellent plan where all the children co-operate 
throughout, both in supplying materials lind labour ! 

I saw but little drawing, which is probably neglected in most Drawing. 
rural schools, 8.8 it is an alternative subject at the certificate 
with agricultural education. The report of the Academy Inspector 
of Indre-et-Loire confirms this impression. On the other hand, 
in the towns it appears to he well taught, according to the same 
document. It is worth noticing that the use of ruled paper for 
beginners in drawing is rapidly going out, even in the rural schools. 

'(c) Geography anttJ, History. 

The teaching of geography commences with elementary Geograph~ 
notions of the world and the globe, and the nature of a map. 
It then comes back to what forms the starting point in 
German and English schools-the school building and its environ-
ment; for we think that geography, like charity, should begin 
at home. Map-drawing does not commence till the COUTS moyen. 
It. is made a fairly strong point of. The terrible ignorance of the 
French in 1870 of the physical features of the country has led to 
a strong insistenq9 on this point. In the few lessons at which I 
was present sufficient stress did not seem to be laid on physical' 
features and their intimate relation with social and economic result8. 
I find this criticism repeated in the report of the Academy Inspector 
or Indre-et-Loire. I saw occasionally maps of the commune, canton, 
and department hanging in the schools; many of them were the 
work of the teachers themselves. But, 8.8 the same authority 
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observes, every school ought to possess them. They make for local 
patriotism, and bring home to the child in the most concrete manner 
the notion of what" earth knowledge" means. In the same report 
the promerUule soolaire is also insisted on. Its value for agricultural 
teaching is obvious. At the same time, teachers are encouraged 
to study the geography of the moment-i.e., of the Transvaal or 
China. It is impossible to teach the geography of the whole world, 
and the French progr,amme frankly recognises the difficulty by 
thrusting the geography of all the countries except France and 
her colonies into a few lessons at the end of each school year. The 
ordinary school maps are usually boldly printed, but rather small 
in proportion to the size of many of the class-rooms. In one school
room I went into the map was so far from the bottom of the class 
that even the boldest lettering was indistinct. Some of the most inte
resting maps are those of the departments which represent the 
particular cultivation and industries of the various districts. 

Geography on the one side gives, its hand to physical 
science; on the other it is regarded by French educationists as the 
complement of history. In some departments the concentric 
method (see above, p. 98) which prevails in other subjects is adopted 
in history, instead of the successive-that is, the Banle ground is 
ploughed over a second and even a third time, but with a deeper 
share. Here, again, the few lessons I was present at seem to some 
extent to fall under the following criticism of M. Javary, inspector at 
Tours :-

Facts accumulate in the memory of the child without order or perspective. 
All remains confused on the same plane, the essential facts as well as those 
of secondary importance, the nomenclature of which is a hurden to the 
COUl·se. 

French history, as it is. generally written, with its glorious 
fa~ade of military exploits~too often, alas I leading nowhere-seems 
to be a particularly difficult subject to teach. For inculcating 
patriotism there is enough and to spare. No country is richer in 
this respect, with its long bead-roll of heroes from Vercingetorix 
downwards, but to an English reader at least these wars and rumours 
of wars appear to take up a disproportionate place on the canvas, 
and the history of the social and economic greatness and grandeur 
of France, which to the student of human progress seems to be the 
most indestructible portion of her fame, does not always receive 
the attention it deserves, except in a few books like the "Petite 
Histoire du Peuple 'Fran~aise," of M. Lacombe. For if history 
touches geography on the one hand, it is intimately bound up 
with civic education on the other, being the archives of the 
divine tribunal, in which may be read not only the decision of the 
God of battles, but also the record of the issues of the social and 
economic efforts that a Iiation lives by, while its political lessons 
are too obvious to be insisted on. These purely personal impressions 
have lately been confirmed, and, indeed, surpassed, in a special 
report I have lately come across, prepared for the recent teachers' 
conference at Paris. The repOrt begins by insisting that in a country 

\-
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where universal suffrage prevails, and where the destinies of the 
nation are confided to those elected by the choice of the citizens, 
the future elector needs to be thoroughly enlightened in his rights 
and duties. The rdle of history is not" the dry enumeration of 
brilliant feats of arms, of sanguinary defeats, permanent cult of 
war and hatred, it is not the history. of wars or of the court, but 
the history of all and of every day, the history of daily life and its 
trials, the history of work, of social progress, of mankind." The 
teaching of purely national history is insufficient for the educa
tion of the citizen of the modern republic. "It ought to be com
pleted by succinct and precise general notions on the events of the 
political, social, moral, religious, and material history of humanity." 
This seems rather a. large order. But if it goes too far in demand
ing impoBBibilities of the primary school. it is a fault on the right 
side. And a.fter all, it is only an amplification of the general in
structions laid down by the Conseil Superieur on the teaching of 
history, which recommend the imparting of some knowledge of 
antiquity and the progress of civilisation, and in addition to the 
national history, that of other peoples', in as far as it throws light 
on and cqmpletes the history of France. The report goes on to 
quote M. Seignobos on the incompleteness of a history dealing only 
with wars and political revolutions, and the need of some sort of 
continuous social history. M. J,aviBBe is also cited on the utility 
of showing the workings of the indestructible energy of a people 
which has recreated its forces and founded in a few years a colonial 
empire, and lastly, quotations are given from M. Aulard, who urges 
that the effects of the Revolution, not merely. in Paris, but in the 
provinces, nay, in the commune itself, should be brought home 
to the children by various means, including the research of con-, 
temporary documents by the teacllers themselves. This suggestion 
has been very largely adopted by the thousand or so writers of 
village monographs at the Paris Exhibition. To give history a 
more prominent place in the curriculum, the rapport suggests its 
inclusion among the compulsory subjects of the certificat. The 
object of history teaching is to be" civic education." With the 
aim in view, it is proposed to make jettison of the lists of dynasties 
and recitals of war, in order to set in their place essential facts and 
landmarks, to retain only such typical anecdotes as are true; to 
add to them a running commentary on civilisation, and to encourage 
the cult and worship of heroes so necessary to a democracy. 

(d) Manual Trailli1lg, Gymnast-ies, Military Exercises, Singing. 

Manual training has been largely described by Messrs. Bonaparte 
Wyse and Hughes-Dowling in their report, but, as they assert, it 
is practically a dead letter in the provinces, or at least in the rural 
schools. The academy inspector of Indre-et-Loire categorically 
stutes that it only exi.'!ts in that depnrtnlPut. in the lligl1Pr primary 
schools for boys, and asks if some of the sinlple and practical exer-
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cises of the official programme are not 'within the means of all schools 
to undertake. In one or, two cases teachers told me they did a little 
paper-folding and cardboard work, as at St. Aubin's (Calvados). 
I encountered one teacher at St. Aventin (Indre-et-Loire) who had a 
small bench for practical work, at which he makes models of barrels 
and such things as are required by vine growers or agriculturists. 
The children watch him while at work and try to copy what he 
makes at home. Above all, he teaches them how to mend tools 
and implements, a very useful thing for the French peasant, who, 
being of an economical turn, always tries to do his repairs himself. 
I fancy it was from this teacher, though I am not quite sure, I 
heard the story of some trava'llZ manuels in carpentry being given 
out to the children of a certain commune to finish' at home. The 
school authorities were delighted with the progress of the children 
until they discovered the' village carpenter was making a hand
some thing out of doing the children's work for thein. But, as 
a rule, I found the travaux manuels is one of those subjects that 
has not caught on in the country. To begin with, many COmmlIDl'S 
are poor and decline to make the necessary outlay. Then the 
programme is already .full enough, and what manual .work tllPre 
is, is rather done in the teacher's garden or in the c/(amps d'e:l.'
pirience. Moreover, as one teacher told me, a little learning is a 
dangerou.~ thing, and a little manual training, unless on the right 
·lines only gets the pupils illto bad habits, which, a ,,'ooU-{'utter 
friend of his told him, only makes them worse apprentices than 
children who 1..11.0W nothing. 

ymna.stics I came across gymnastics and military drill in one or two 
~l~ilitary schools. But their neceRsity is not so apparent in the country as 

in the towns. As oue teacher's wife remarked, her husband 
teaches these things, but they are really unnecessary, the children 
get sufficient exercise in tree climbing (it was a «forest" com
mune). Other teachers said, they found the children had enough 
exercise in trudging to school and back without putting them 
through a lot of military drilli!., Most of the younger teachers 
hold gymnastic certificates. The term itself seems somewhat 
elastic: IJ;l some departmental programmes the promenade 
sco aire is"ranked under the heading of gymnastics. The number 
of gymnasiums in France and Algeria actually decreased between 
1892 and 1897 from 6,234 to 5,140, OwIDg, no doubt, to the 
law which rendered teachers liable for all accidents on the spot.. 
"La crainte des responsabilites en cas d'accident paralyse Ie zele 
de certains instituteurs pour ce genre d'exercice." (Official 
Statistics, page xlv.) 

nging. Singing in nearly all the schools is learnt by ear. According to 
several witnesses, it is rather neglected (ldehi) in the departments 
UluICt· observation. The musical parts of France are rather the 
east and the south, ' 
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(III.) SUBJECT GROUPS. 

(a) TILe Enseignernent JUnager. 

The most important subjects of all, from the rural point of view, 
are the teaching of domestic economy in all its branches to girls, 
and instruction jn scientific' notions, especially those relating- to 
agriculture, for boys: 

Domestic economy in its large sense implies the education Domestic 
of the young girl in the manifold duties of the house- economy. 
hold. As Mdlle. TIres points out in her report to the International 
Congress. on l'rimary Education which discussed this subject, 
it. really embraces, over and above the looking after the home, the 
practical work of no less than five callings-the dressmaker, the 
Mcmpstress, the washerwoman, the ironer, and the cook-not to 
mention the outdoor duties of the housewife in the garden 
and on the farm. Some even would add the hygiene and bringing 
up of children, no unimportant matter for a class in.which every 
elder sister has more or less to play the nurse. 

As a matter of fact, sewing is still classed in Sewing. 
French schools, as in English, ali a separate subject, 
and as such may therefore be taken apart. One of the 
teachers I spoke to on the subject told me she devoted six hours 
a week to it, the ordinary programme allowing for about three. She 
managed to have this amount done by getting the girls to work out 
of hours, beginning directly after dinner. Her idea was to make 
the girls bOOMS 'l'ninageres. At the girls' school at Mosnes I 
saw some interesting albums containing work done by each 
child and taken home by her to show her parents, with descrip

. tions of the work on the opposite page. The use of these" huzzif " 
note·books, though not unknown in other schools, might be still 
more widely introduced into needlework classes. The time 
devoted to sewing in this school amounted to half an hour a 
week, but the pupils also worked at home. 

In writing on the subject of domestic economy proper, Domestic 
Messrs. Bonaparte Wyse and Hughes-Dowling state that "it ;::~~y 
cannot be said that the training of girls in household occupa- . 
tions is yet very widespread in France. In the province", very 
little beyond a book lesson once a week in domestic economy 
is' given; in the town schools practical work hardly exists." At one 
school I visited I found the children receiving a lesson on the needs 
of keeping furniture clean, which was followed by a quasi-moral' 
one on the duties of an elder sister. Both seemed practical enough. 
The worst lesson I ever heard was in a State school which was not 
yet laicised, the teacher gave a lecture on cooking a fowl, which 
it was painfully evident was taken from a book. This was followed 
by a set of questions, from which it was clear most of the children 
had only retained half the directions. It is' to be hoped, for the 
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peace of mind of the future households they may have to preside 
over, they will quickly forget the other half. It is only fair to add 
that the inspector who was present was furious at this exposition 
of learning recipes by heart. Another mistress told me she con
centrated ,her teaching on personal and household . cleanliness. 
But nowhere did I come across anything like practical work either 
in laundry or cooking. . 

It is true that the standard of cooking in France is relatively high, 
and, as far as my experience goes, it is certainly above the average 
among the peasants. I have taken II pot-luck" at the simplest 
of wayside inns arid even eaten at the board of some of the small 
cultivators. This appears after all only in keeping with their 
well-known thrift and economy which causes them to make 
llI'!e of everything. In fact, it did seem to me that the actual need 
of teaching cookery in country districts, where there exists no 
artisan population, is as yet non proven. Th~ whole questicn, 
none the less; was considered of sufficient importance to be selected 
aaone of the main topics at the International Congress. Thirty. 
three memoirs Were sent into the organising committee, which were 
boiled down into a report of some twenty pages. A described 
analysis of the latter would, unfortunately, take up too much room, 
but space may be found for the conclusions of the Congress which 
have in this case, as in the others, been kindly communicated 
to me by M. Doliveux, Academy Inspector at Beauvais. 

~:h~'i~~::.. (1) The domestic education of girls is essentially the work of the 
~tional mother. of the family. . It . belongs none the less to the school in 
ongreSB. the same fashion as the needlework. . • 

(2) Domestic teaching consists in the sum total of theoreti
cal and practical knowledge indispensable to every mistress of' a 
household. It comprises the purchase and preservation of food, 
the preparation, of dishes, the' art. of setting a table, sewing, 
cutting out, laundry work, ironing, the keeping in good' order 
of clothes and household'·flirniture, the hygiene of the house 
and the art of making it' beautiful, the hygiene of children, the 
nursing of the sick, and the education of early 'infancy. 

The teaching of domestic economy and of the duties of a house
hold ought to be obligatory' for all grades of primary education, 
from the national school to the higher primary and professional 
schools, from the elementary primary school to the normal school 
for female teachers. 

(3) At all ,the degrees of primary instruction, domestic instruc
tion based on the general knowledge acquired will include essen
tially practical work. 

(4) This eduCIltibn,will be given by 'preference by femal~ teachers. 
prepared for that purpose. It is desirable thatnorrnal classes for 
domestic teaching be created in important centres. ' 

(5) Questions in domestic economy should be set in the exami
nation for the certificat d'etudes, the brevet elimentaire, the brevet 
ItUpirieur, and t1,1e professorat for the ecole normale. . 
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. (6) The municipalities ought to be encouraged to establish com
plementary domestic classes, professional domestic schools, and 
cookerv clasaea. 

(7) it is desirable that post-scholastic classes and committees 
of patronage should find a place for classes, conferences, and the 
exercise of hOW!ehold duties and cooking in the continuation of 
the school work. 

(8) Domestic education being necessary to the father of a family 
88 it is to the mother, it ought to a limited extent figure in the 
programme of the primary schools for boys. 

(9) The hygiene and education of early childhood ought to be 
one of the principal aims of an education in domestic economy 
in aU grades, and the chief of the earliest objects of teaching at the 
school in its divers grades. 

These resolutions seem to improve the town child's chance of'Conolw.ion. 
getting practical instruction in the really important parts of 
the art of hOW!ekeeping, but it leaves the country child. in the 
rural districts in very much a state of • 88 you were." Of 
course the word municipality is not limited to the sense of town 
council, and 'With us it mesna the ruling body in every commune. 
The present proposal makes no mention of asking for a definite sub-
sidy from the state or the department. In this case it seems un-
likely that the majority of parish councils will undertake the new 
charge of starting cookery or other classes. Perhaps the depart-
ments might see their way to create peripatetic teachers in domestic 
economy for each arrondissement as they have already done for 
agricultural teaching. These itinerant professors could start 
evening classes in various centres and help to organi:!e classes in 
villages where outside help was forthcoming. They could also 
visit the schools and advise the teachers how to improve their ex-
isting methods for teaching this important subject, without, however, 
taking a direct part in the teachiitg. M. Strauss, one of the re-
porters of the Congress.expressed the French dislike for the peripatetic 
te8.ch.ers in the schools by saying that the domestic economy should 
not come into the schools by the back staircase (escalier de aeroice) • 

. CHAPTER V.-THE CURRICULUM (CllIIIintud). 

(m.) SUBJECT GROUP' (CORtitlued). 

(b) Sciencs and Agriculture. 

The Englishman who comes to France to study agricultural Radical 
education will probably discover after a week or two that not only difference iu 
the agricultural education he meets with is very different from ~;!=~em 
what he expected to find. but that the rural problem itself is equally France and 
unlike that which exercises the minds of his countrymen. 'l'he Englalld. 
three main" points of difference ~ that France having more ~r: 
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less a rural pop~tion, while England has rather an urban, country 
interests have had far greater ease in making their claims not only 
heard but attended to. The French problem, therefore, has been' 
tackled quite ten years earlier than the English. It is probably, 
on that account, less acute and less complicated. Secondly, England 
is rather the country of large farms; France is a land of small hold
ings. In the English village community the great bulk of the in
habitants are landless men, save the squire, parson; and farmer, 
whose children do not frequent the village school. In France, in some 
communes one person in every four is a proprietor, and therefore 
the pick of the village school are the sons of peasants who, from' 
helping their fathers on their holdings from their earliest youth, are 
all more or less au, fait with farm work. The sons of the landless 
men in England will most of them become in time labourers. The 
problem, then, in England is to give a hand and eye training;
to raise' the present low state of efficiency among the labourers, 
and render the present generation of children as skilful and handy: 
as possible. Most of the sons of the French peasants will one day; 
owing to the law of divided inheritance, each have at least a strip 
of land· of their own, if they do not purchase out of their savings a 
small plot on their own account. These peasant children, then, 
have no need to come to school to learn practical agriculture, and, 
as one authority says, would probably laugh at the master if he 
atteII)pted to teach them, unless he sheltered himself behind some 
manual or other. This does not, however, imply ignorance of 
agriculture on the part of the majority of French teachers 
in rural districts. They· are recruited (as we have seen) in 
great numbers from the peasant class, or from those who live 
in country districts, so that when they come into the rural schools 
they arrive already more or less equipped with a good working 
knowledge of the subject they are going to teach, and do not lose 
caste with a class of youngsters because" they cannot tell the differ
ence between a swede and a turnip." 

The first serious effort made in France to create popular agri
cultural education goes back to the times of the Minister Duruy. 
In 18G6 a special commission was named to prepare the necessary 
measures" for developing agricultural and horticultural knowledge 
in the normal schools, the communal schools, and the adult 
classes." The work of the commission met with but a coolrecep. 
tion, and then came the war. The question was taken up once 
more by the law of the 16th June, 1879, called the" law relating 
to departmental and communal teaching of agriculture." The 
tenth article declared:-

Three years after the complete organisation of the teaching of agri
.culture in the primary normal schools, elementary notions of agriculture 
shall be comprised among the obligatory subjects in primary education. 
Notwithstanding, in the departments in which the teaching of agriculture. 
shall have been organised at the normal school for more than three years, 

. ·j.he departm.ent:ll council of public instruction can decree that the same 
;ns.truction.shall be obligatory in all the primary schools of the department. 
The programmes of this instruction in each department shall be drawn up 
Ilccording to the opinion of the departmental council of publi~ instruction. J 
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The effect of this local optioif:in programmes, which had its goo4 
side in making allowance for accommodating the programme to 
local needs, had unfortunately also the result of producing pro
grammes of every sort and kind. Some, as M. Rene Leblanc has 
pointed out, were all for developing the professional side; others 
laid undue stress on the educative value. To judge by some of 
the older manuals, the fayourite method was that of the stereotyped 
question and answer, in which the obyious was carefully de~ed 
in such statements as "the horse is a quadruped," with other de,tails 
equally otiose. Nothing giyes one a better idea of how long it 
takes for any new subject to settle down and assume its proper 
place and form than an interesting account on the state of agri
cultural education, written some ten years after the reform by a 
Russian ~lleague of mine on the Primary Jury, M. Koyalesky, 
who was sent by his Goyernment to France to investigate the ques
tion. He travelled everywhere, visited the normal schools, to 
which reference will be made later, and looked over a good m:lny 
primary schools. His first complaint was the lack of unifonnity 
among the inspectors, due to a want of general inspection. ThtD 
in the yarious schools he visited he found no less than six different 
conceptions of agricultural education !Two were merely theo
retical. The first consisted of general scientific notions applied 
to agriculture, while an appropriate agricultural tinge was giyen 
to the curriculum by selecting passages for dictation out of the 
agricUltural journals. 'The second was more ambitious. A definite 
course of agriculture was established, in which the work of the 
pupils consisted in learning by heart little agricultural catechisms. 
According to the third type, children were taken into the teacher's 
garden, and plants and methods were pointed out to them. The 
fourth type consisted in children having gardens of their own 
at home, in which, if they chose, they copied the teacher's experi
ments. According to the fifth method, children took part in the 
garden work under the direction' of the teacher. And lastly there 
was the" allotment" system, according to which each child received 
:II. plot of his own and cultiyated another in common with the teacher. 

How little progress had been made in the matter at that date 
is shown by the fact there were in 1891 only twenty champs d' ex
perience for 80,000 schools. Examinations to encourage agricul
tural studies had already been started, but the questions were far 
too technical, and the cultivation of the school garden was generally 
neglected till near the adyent of the prize season. 

This groping in the dark and searching after right methods 
still went on for some years after M. Koyalesky's visit. As recently 
as 1897, in describing the actual state of affairs in Manche, the 
department contiguous to Calyados and Orne, the academy inspector 
touched on some of the weak spots of the then existing organisation: 

In giving others instruction in a.nything, the first condition is to be master 
of the subject OlleI'Jelf. It is not enough to possess it in appearance, under the 
form of a book, the chapters of which the children are made to recite without 
eXpltl.nation or comment. It is necessarytopossessitintheformofassimi-



iated kriowledge. ~ Now, in aWnum~rof schools iea.chersare still content to 
make the children read in common such or such small ma.nual, which it 
only an. agricultural catechism, as wearisome as it is useless, to resume ita 
formUla! ,already enigmatic in themselves, and to learn them off by heart. 
The childhas in his head the names of grasses he has never seen, of manure. 
'of whose composition and pcoperties he is alike ignorant. :He draws on 
the blackboard or. in his copy-book all the parts of the plough, and he 
doeanot knoW' why one ploughs or why' one ploughs deep in one place 
and shallow in another. He distinguishes between ,the different 
sorts' of grafts, and he is incapable of explaining to himself the 
mechanism ,of the operations. He who lives in the midst of animals 
and plants, who will have to breed animals' and make 'plants' to 
grow, does not catch hold of any connection between what he is made ,to 
lea,rn at the school and what he sees and handles every day~There is. a 
necessary link between the object and the lessons he learns by heart, but 
this link escapes him, because there is nothing given in the teaching of a 
nature to permit him to lay hold of it. He thereby arrives at the point of 
making' fun of this agriculture by which one pretends to give him ideas. 
Th~ report concludeS by advising the teacher totakeuJ> school 

walks, to e,nco~rage iIi the child his collecting hobbies, to form a 
school museum from the contributions of the pupils. and not to 
invest in a ready-made collection from Paris,' and, above all, it 
'reminds him he has not to teach the peasants cultivation-the 
,p~ants understand that tar better than he-but the reason of the 
method of cultivation that the peasants follow, instinctively, lUI 

"oxen'that follow without thought the furrow." The whole gist 
~f the matter is, that what is wanted is not agriculture, strictly 
speaking, but botany and zoology (and chemistry?) applied to 
agriculture with a,view of explaining and improving its' current 
practices. 

'J'lle reCords of unsuccessful attempts, cheInists are fond of telling 
wi, are almost as valuable as those of successful experiments, as they 
,save us from uselessly going over the same ground again and again. 
'~ therefore make no hesitation in giving copious extracts from 
instrul,ltiolli\ giveliby M. Pouillot, Academy Inspector of Cher, in 1896, 
to, his teachers, as an admira,ble warning against wrong-headed 
methods, with clear hints of the proper manner of dealing with the 
question. , He begins with discussing the necessity of rendering 
the teaching of science less abstract, less' theoretical, arid to direct 

, .its, applicatiOli towards agricUltural teaching, which, as another 
inspeCtor says, is a sort of logical outcome of the programme. He 
next discUsses the faihlrf;l of science teaching in the rural 'schools, 
and criticises the apparent ,and real causes. Among the causes 
of the first ~ategory he cites the complaint of some masters on the 
overgro~ Size of theprograIIlIl\e and its lack of unity. the absence 
of teachirJ.g directions" th~ manysidedness of the subject, which 
.~mbrac~8grjculture:horticUlture, hygiene,and dom~tic econ?my, 
whence some educational· papers call for the suppresSIOn of SCIence 

, knd the teSk!hing of agriculture pure and simple. The true re8Bons 
• are ~hat tbfl\eachers hl!-ve riot yet got a real grip ot the programmes, 
'they'poSlleP.,s,ne,itherthe letter nor the spirit, they do not s~ciently 
take intO' aCcoU,ilt the purpose of the teaching, and therefore its 
character, nor the age of the children, nor the ~tlS~ ofmanua1~ 
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often unsuitable. Yet science is one, and scientific teaching has its 
unity. U the programme of scienCe is compared with that· of 
hygiene, domestic economy, agriculture or horticulture, we can 
easily see that these forms of instruction, apparently isolated, 
gravitate,80 to say, around the programme of science itself, which 
serves as their centre, and of which they are onlydevelopmim1;s or 
divers manifestations. In order to realise this unity, it is necessary 
to condense in a single series of regulated lessons the teaching of 
science, hygiene, domestic economy, agriculture, and horticulture, 
and specially adapt the official programmes to that effect. As 
guiding principles we shall (1) look on the programme of science as 
that which gives direction to the others. It is, in fact, the frame 
work. ("]) We shall therefore only retain such scientific notions 
that apply directly to the usages of ordinary and country life. 
Application of each notion will go hand~in-hand with its teaching. 
('J) The reasons of methods of cultivation ~orm another important 
principle. (4) The whole course will be directed mainly towards 
the teaching of elementary notions of agriculture or· horticulture, 
but the agriculture will be such as the pupil will come across in 
his dailY'life, and therefore will not be high-flown, and, above all, 
it. 'will be Iocal~ the lessons .being given under the form of object 
lessons. The rapport winds up -with specimen programmes ilhis
trating these principles. 

The programme in Cher was not· the only programme that Reforml 

was drafted about this time. The Ministry had long had the ~1~:( 
matter under consideration, and in October and November, cular of 

1895, had already iBBued a couple of circulars foreshadowing t:bur~~ 
the preparation of a scheme of school courses. This was fol- ' 
lowed on January 4th, 1897, by the- celebrated scheme "on 
the teaching of elementary notions of agriculture in. the rural 
schools," which is so widely and, justly known. It is not 
reproduced here, as it has already been . translated in extenso 
in the appendix to the Report of the Commission on Manual 
and Practical I11Btruction in Primary Schools under the Board 
of National Education in Ireland (C.-8925), 1898. It lais! down 
that the method to be followed should be that of notions of science 
applied to agriculture, and rendered above all things practical. Its 
further aim is "to i11Bpire" children" with a love of country life, 
that they may prefer it to that of toW11B and factories, and to con-
vince them that agriculture, besides being the most independent 
of all mea11B of livelihood, is also more remunerative than many· 
other occupations to those who practise it with industry, intelligence 
and enlightenment." Then follow directions as to the time to be 
given to the subject, and the teachers are advised to give an agri
cultural tinge to the whole curriculum, and to arrange that the 
.subjects in the curriculum correspond as much as pOBBible to the 
,~easons. ,- Many' departmental programmes havebeerr marred, by 
exaggeration. Suggestions for a revised prograuune fo~o'w. Only 
Aimp1e;r()bjeet.lessons shoulilbe given in the elementary. co~rsE'. 
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For the middle course there should be II10re object-lessons, together 
with reading lessons and school walks. The pupils may beintro
duced to the three states of matter, with simple experiments,with 
talks on animals and man; during the first half year. During the 
second half,. or summer !'leason, t.he main subject is plants and their 
germination, with the division between useful and noxious plants. 
During the second year of the middle course will come the study 
of combustion and the composition of soils, the latter to be studied 
during the school walks, followed by lessons on plant life by means 
of horticulture, demonstrating the use of manures. In the higher 
course, which is rarely organised in rural schools, the teaching 
will treat of the hygiene of animals and man with a little vege
table physiology and the chemistry which deals -with manures, to 
be succeeded by the famous fivefold experiment in which 
the actions of chemical and natural manures are studied and 
compared, * not forgettmg the well - known experiment with 
liquid manure, which is very much to the point, as it is computed 
that no less than £20,000,000 a year is lost in France through the 
peasants neglecting to utilise their rurin. The cours concludes 
with directions for the clw,mps d' experience and the school walks, 
with hints to help the children to observe the principal agricul
t~al operations. This is, of course, only the barest of resumes 
of a document which should be perused from end to end. A 
further amplification of the scheme is to be found in the hand. 
book on Agricultural Education, by M. Rene Leblanc, Inspector 
General, who is really the parent of the new movement for rational 
agricultural teaching. 

Among the programmes readapted in the last three years, one 
of the most interesting is that of Indre-et-Loire. Allusion has 
already been made to the fact that it had been entirely put together 
by the united efforts of the academy inspector, the primary inspector, 
and the teachers. Nor is this the only instance of the value 
of teachers' conferences in the putting together of new programmes. 
In 1895 the school authorities in Loire made use of the same 
macJ¥nery to revise the programmes for that department. In 
connection with this it is worth noticing that the syllabus in 
any subject is supposed to be in keeping with the regulations that 
govern all France, so that it is apparently necessary in such a 
subject as agriculture to draw up a maximum programme, 
that is to say, one that includes all form! of cultivation, no matter 
whether the department be a wine or cider country, pastoral or 
arable, it being left to the individual teacher to pass lightly over 
or ignore those facts which do not apply to the husbandry of his 
district. Apropos of this, one teacher made to me the curious 
remark that il. minimum programme would seem to cast a slur 
on the teacher, as implying a wish to limit his teaching. On looking 

·.The five pots contain: (1) the standard without manure; (2) a. com
plete dose of manures; the third received nitrate and potash; the fourth 
sUperphosphate and potash ~ and the fifth nitrate a.nd superphoSphate .. 
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at the Indre-et-Loire programme, the first thing that catches 
the eye is that it is varied according to whether it is intended for 
u.wnlor country children; that for the town bears as heading 
• Physic:! and Natural Science as applied to Industry and Hygiene," 
while that for the country is~entitled "Physics and Natural Science, 
applied to Agriculture, Horticulture, and Hygiene." The same sub
ject for girls jn the towns is described" as applied to industry, hygiene 
and domestic economy," while that for the country girls applies 
to agriculture, horticulture, hygiene, and domestic economy. H~e 
then are two points that it is worth bearing in mind, to which later 
on reference will be made, differentiation between town and country 
schools as regards programme, and tha recognition of the need 
for training girls in agriculture and horticulture. , 

For the present, confining ourselves to boys in the country 
we find that while the old programme began with the fall of bodies, 
the balance and all the aridities of mechanics, the new is practical 
throughout, . and follows the seasons. It is also the same for the 
three cour8. It began with such common things as the air, its com
position, oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, mist, miasma, dust, 
movements· of the air, winds, weathercocks, effects of the wind, 
windmills, molian harps. 'I'he headings of the lessons for the' year 
are as follows, some of the agricultural applications being given in 
brackets:-

The Air. Oxygen (nitrogen, r"le of nitrogen in agriculture); 
fresh and foul air· (ventilation of stables, cowsheds, etc.); action 
of air on plants (ventilation of the soil). Water (use of 
rain 01' snow). Drinking water. R"le of water in agriculture 
(action of water on .the roots, stalk, and seeds). Drainage (conse
quence of drainage). R"Ze of water in agriculture (irrigation). 
Farm work (various forms of). Ploughing instruments: Har
rows, rolls, carts, tumbrels, Coal: heating, lighting. Carbonic 
acid (carbon of chalk, its r"le in vegetable life). Fermented drinks 
(vintage, maladies of the vine, dangers of alcohol, etc.). Fermented 
drinks (continued) (apple harvest, cider, perry, beer, vinegar, alcohol). 
Alcohol (distillation). Sulphur. Chlorine. Potassium, soda,salt 
(application in agriculture). Metals. Rocks. (chalk, improve
ments of the soil). Gypsum (use in agriculture). Clay. The soil 
and subsoil. Improvement of arable land. Manures. The farm. 
Weight. Weight of air. Weight of liquids. Heat: Electricity. 
Atmospheric electricity-magnets. Sound, light (necessary to vegeta
tion, influence of light on the crops). Man. Food. Man (con
tinued). Animals. Mammals. The farm animals (six lessona). 
Birds (three lessons). Poultry. Reptiles. Fishes. Invertebrates. 
Insects (noxious, noxious to the vine). Useful InsectR, 
MollUSC8 and zoophites. Plants (two lessons). Tree culture. 
Fruit treeB, pruning. The vine (two lessons). Charcoal. Plants 
(five lessons) Plants (beetroot, carrots, turnips, etc.). . Textile 

. plants (hemp). Other textiles (cotton, wahl). Paper. 'Oleaginous 
,plants (colza. ete:). -Dye plant's. ThefloW'er, the fruit, 'and the 
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seed .. The.Fruits.C~reals (two lessons): The Harvest. Bread. 
Germination, sowing, rotation of crops. The Garden, (six lessOns). 
Medicinal Plants (two ltla'lons). Noxious Plants. Poisonous Plants. 
Classification of Vegetables (two lessons). Plants without fluwer. 
Diseases of l:p.e VinE;!. The Agricultural Wealth of Indre-et-Loirp. 
Three lessons on agricultural book-keeping. . .. 

Of Sartb&. Through the kindness of M. Cassarini, the agricultural profeBBOr 
in Sarthe, I have been able to procure a copy of the new programme 
fur the new primary schools of the department, which has been 
drawn up by M. Cassarini after the indications of a special com
Inittee formed of" the inspectors and heads of the normal schools 
Under the presidency of the inspector of the academy, assisted by the 
two agricultural professors of arrondissements, and the president 
and secretary of the Agricultural Society of Sarthe-an almost 
ideal combination, made up of seven educationists on the one hand 
and five persons skilled in agriculture on the other. This pro
gramme is not concentric like the last, but is arranged Jor two 

. years; Each year allows for seventy-five lessons, and includeA 
a:tevision lesson at the end of each month, and seven at the end 
ot'the school year. The programme is more frankly agricultural 
; ~Iiari. the last. The following are the test lessons for the two ye.ai;s, 
, which are'diVided up roughly into two parts, the first year being 
devoted to the farm and the crop, and the second to the live stock. 

· The first year only is given (a translation for one year, with the ana
lysis 'of each lesson would be about 15 to 20 tUlles the length of the 
, followingresumll. 

'Defi1llition and Aim of Agriculture.-Agriology, or the study 
· of the soil. Physical study of soils. Chemical study of soils. Atmo
sphere, its composition. Meteorological phenomena, water" light. 
Revision. Improvement of soils. Manures, definition, classifica. 

· tion. Farm manure. Manure of aniInal origin. Manure of 
vegetable origin. Mineral- and, chemical manures. Phosphates. 
Potash; Revision. Sulphate of iron, sea salt, sulphate of copper. 
ClW,mpsd' experience et de dimo'llstration. Fraud in the sale of mtifi-

. cial manure. Irrigation, drainage. Farming operations. Ploughing, 
etc.: Plant study,. germination, nutrition of the plant. Review 
of: vegetable products. Choice and improvement of cultivated 
plarits~Revision. Special crops, cereals, wheat, barley, etc., 
Winnowing·.rnachines. Artificial grass (Lucerne, etc.). Vetches, 
etc." 'Green crops. Ensilage. Natural pastures, permanent 01' 

temporary .. Revision. Root crops .. (beetroot, etc). Potatoes. 
Hemp. Agricultural industries of the region. Rotation of crops. 
Culture of the vine or apple trees, or both, if they both exist in village. 
Pear tree, perry. Fermentation of wine, cider, and brandy. Prin
cipal forest trees in the coUntry. Revision. ~e kitchen garden, 
the work in it, making beds. Study of several kinds of vegetables. 
;vegetables cultivated for their leaves, for their bulbs, for thei] 
·t'ootif, for their seeds. O~~_productions of the garden. Artilfhokes 

,,"!'wd'f-l!Iparagtis. -The strawberry' plant. Revlsion. Fruit nlttire 
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by BOwing and budding, by grafting. Forms given to trees, 
espaliers, etc. The classification of trees. The vine for table grapes. 
The peach tree. The plum tree. The cherry tree. The pear 
for the table. The apple tree. Ornamental plants. Medicinal 
plants. Revision. Seven final revision lessons. . . 

The above « programme" appears to eIT on the side of· attempt
ing to be too thorough, and the agricultural professor hiinself .told 
me it would probably have to be cut down. In fact, it waino:be 
looked on as "under revision." The chief difference between this 
and the preceding programme is that it goeo in directly for'teaching 
agriculture, while the other only teaches it incidentally. Not 
that it neglects the scientific side, as it bears at the tOptheJol
lowing direction: «The teacher arranges for the' agricultural' 
lessons to be preceded by science lessons bearing on them. He 
accompanies them with experiments and object lessons." The 
Sarthe programme is the more systematic as far as agricUlture 
is concerned, but a child brought up on the other programme woUld 
probably possess more general knowledge. . 

In Calvados the programme is again different. Agriculture Cah'adOf 
is taught in conjunction with hygiene and domestic ecbriotiiy, 
and the programme is, in fact, "general," as in Indre-et-Loir~. "~f 
differs again from the latter by being divided into two parts, one 
for the cours eUmentaire and the COUTS preparatoire, and the 9tMr 
common to the cours 'lTWyen and cours superieur, whereas, it"will 
be remembered, the Indre-et-Loire programme was C01lcentriC. 
The latter, again,was divided into town and country;while the former 
is for the whole department. All this is only another a<4nirable 
instance of the decentralising influence of the departmental form 
of government. The first part of the programme is resumed under 
the following heads. , 

To build one's house (materials and workmen employed~ etc.) . 
. To give one light (candles, lamps, etc.). To give one warmtk (snow, 
eold, wood, coal, etc.). To clothe oneself. To feed oneself . . The 
human body. The domestic animals. Birds in general:' A countT1J 
walk (the plants, etc.). A walk round the farm. Water, tlit . sea. 
Work on the farm, Stray notions (storms, paper~ books, etc.) •. 
This is evidently nothing but a compact little programme of object
lessons for the little ones, on common things. (The actl,utl 
programme is about ten times as long.) 

The scheme of work for the first three months will give a : very 
fair notion of the " cast" of the second part of the programme. '. 

September-October.-The three kingdoms in nature. The three 
atates of bodies. The air, its composition. Oxygen. Pure and 
foul air. The atmosphere. Atmospheric pressure. Simple experi
ments which illustrate it. The barometer. Pumps. The ~iphon. 
Ballons. Water and hydrogen. Uses of water. Drinking· and 
contaminated water. Changes in the state of water. Applit!atioIiB 

-'of these principles. , .. i' • ,. • ' .• '... < . 
~VotlEimher.-Heat: Its"' effeCtS; EvaPoration. Bolling.,' '&pan-. 

lion. the thermometer. Conductivity. Utilisation of heat. 
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nldiation. Bell glasses. Glass frames. Light, its effects~ Light· 
inti and health. Carbon. Natural carbons: diamonds, coal, 
anthracite, turf. Artificial carbon. Charcoal, etc. Carbonic acid. 
Quick combustion. Slow Comhustion. Heating: diverse methods 
and apparatus for heating. Their advantages and their incon
veniences. Burns. Asphyxia. 

Here the programme is more frankly scientific, and the agri
culture which is duly introduced in the succeeding months is not 
so closely connected with the scientific portion as in the others, 
· the science being roughly given in the first half of the course, and 
the agriculture in the second, instead of the teaching being pari 
pasS1£ as in the Sarthe programme. . 

rticu~t.nre In all three departments there is either a programme for agri
I f~C!l\' cultural education for girls, or one is being prepared. The notion 
e or glr 9 •. of agriculture for girls may make some critics smile, despite Lady 

Warwick's interesting experiments, but the point of the teaching 
· is to instruct girls in certain notions connected with milk, butter
making, poultry, and gardening. (A whole month is devoted to 
the latter in Indre-et-Loire.) In Calvados the girls follow the same 
course as the boys in the cours preparatoire and elementaire. In 
the higher portion of the programme a certain amount of science 
is left out, and replaced by notions on hygiene and domestic economy. 
In a mixed school, when the lesson is not common to both sexes, 
a science composition is given to those" who are sitting out." By 
the mere force of circumstances the wife of the French peasant 
naturally requires to be au fait with farm work when the entire· 
holding is only an acre or two. Besides, the garden itself is specially 
regarded as her province. The celebrated Mathieu de Dombasle 
used to say: "J e ne connais qu'un moyen pour la culture econo
mique d'unjardin dans une ferme, c'est que la fermi ere entreprenne 
elle-memela direction?" Many peasants, apparently, hold this 

· view, for they look down on horticulture as women's work, and only 
labour in their gardens when they have nothing else to do. The 
r6le of women in farm life is well described by M. Mondiet, academy 
inspector of Landes, in· a· circular issued in 1889. " Are not," 
he asks, " agricultural notions indispensable to all who live in the 
country? Have not women a large share in the work 011 

the farm? and does not everyone know how the domestic economy 
of the woman plays a large part in the success of farming 
operations? " Girls, then, he adds, "'will concentrate their 
studies on these points: keeping up and cultivation of the school 
garden, flower cultivation, preservation and sale of fruit, feeding 
of animals, the attention they require, and kindness towards them, 
products of domestic animals, dairies, poultry, etc.; the function 
of artificial manures and preparation of manure; noxious plants, 
useful and harmful insects, services rendered to agriculture ~ by 

: . thehirds." \ ~ ; 
)lCI"llIS on To- sum up so far. Themam object of these programmes BeemB 
I~~~F. tC!l -be_threefold: (1) To giv'ethe children an insight int, the reasons 
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underlying agricultural operations, in order to induce them later 
on to follow less blindly the routinewhich is still too much, the rule. 
with the French peasant. (2) To cultivate at the same time the 
knack of outward observation by means of experiments and object 
lessons. (3) To form housewives having the spirit of order and 
econoIl\Y (programme of Calvados). (4) Tq increase in children 
the love for the country, and for a country life. M. Deries" 
academy inspector of Manche, has well said in his report of 1897, 
already alluded to: "The agricultural spirit is at :first the love of 
the rustic life, in its labours at once rude and soothing. It is next 
the science of the soil, of the plant, the animal." While the primary 
iDllPector of Clermont Ferrand says: "The best way to make a 
workman love, his work is to make him to understand it." Thus 
we have cultivation of the judgment, intelligence and ob:!ervation, 
with training of the eye, but with one exception we shall see there 
18 no manual training, and anyone who knows the problem in 
France will see that, though necessary, it is not so essential as in 
England. 7 -:, " 

Should manuals be used at all, at least by the pupils? With The \lile'~ 
the note-book system, so in vogue in Germany, the teacher plays manuals. 
the part of the parent stork by carefully digesting the lesson in s. 
dictation which is as carefully got up by heart by the pupil, but 
if the latter has any of that appetite that comes with eating, he 
can get no more, for he has nowhere to .go to. Another grave ' 
disadvantage in the abolition of text-books is that the pupil, when 
he leaves school, does not know how to find his way about a book; 
having been fed exclusively on the peptonised food prepared by 
the teacher, he is unable to digest a subject served up in book form. ' 
Again, a. manual acts as a kind of grammar, or book of reference, 
in which everything that has been learnt in a haphazard and isolated 
fashion finds itself reduced to a certain logical order, which tends 
to reproduce itself on the minds of those who use the book, and: 
helps them thus to store their knowledge in an orderly fashion. 
Even if the knowledge acquired is not sufficiently comprehellsive' 
to be made into a. regular system, the manual will still be very useful' 
as a book of reference, if not of preparation, as two teachers of Die, 
in 0. rapport published in 1897, assert. The contrary evils to which 
the employment of regular text-books sometimes leads, have already 
been sufficiently indicated by the frequent allusions to the abuse 
of manuals. There is, however, a golden mean between the 
two, and the exact reSle of books in the matter is very happily defined 
in the Calvados programme. 

Books will be. ,useless in the cours eUm.entaire preparatoire; optional 
though advantageous, in the cour. mrYJ/en; indispensable in the cour. 
,upbieur. Thework placed in the hands of the pupils will only serve for 
reference (nufrnento). In no case will it take the place of oral teaching. 

Coming, then, to the text-books themselves, we find two :rhe manu 
specially popular, one by M. Rene Leblanc and the other m U8e. 

by M., Barillot. Some teachers asserted that the first- ' 
named was too scientific for the lower classes, but they all agreed· 
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it·was an indispensable book of reference for the teachers. Barillot 
wo& a:-general favourite, though sundry critics thought the book 
did not go far enough, and others complained it was too exclusively 
agricultural. ~t any rate, it is appreciated by the parents, as I 
heard in two instances at least of parents having read the book with 
pleasure when brought home by their children. A local publica
tien I'oome across was described as too scientific and possessing the 
fatal drawback of separating the theoretical part from its application. 
A:Veryiinteresting volume was a manual by M. Lagrue, primary 
inspector at, Bayeux, called "Summary -of Science, Hygiene, and 
Agrioulture of the Bassin," as the Bayeux district is called. Here, 
instead of writing a book which takes in all France, the authQr' 
co1'i.fi..D.es his agricultural applications of science to the particular 
hUBbandryof his own district, and draws all· his illustrations from 
th~ oondition of things in his own arrondissement-one of the best 
ways'l.have seen of bringing home to children the practical nature 
of- the subject. ' 

,urea ami Pictures of the diseases 'of the vine, and diagrams illustrating the 
rrams

, adv.antage of using engrais, were to be seen in some schools, 
an~ the use of these might with advantage be multiplied. In one 
school I also saw an agronomic map of the commune, dra,wn by 
the ,:teacher, and mention has already been made Of the maps of 
the' department giving the principal cultures according to the 
lo.calities. The musee scolaire (see page 72) is useful for keeping 
specimens, of ,the various chemicals which enter into agricultural 
science. It is still more useful when it contains, as at Chaumont 
(Ipir.-et-Cher). extracts of starch .or salt made by the pupils 
thmnselves. 

The Experimental Side • 

. l' 'callie: acroSs it certain number of teachers who practised 
th~';~xperiJ;nen:ts in pots. Some were satisfied with the results. 

f'ot 
llI'e. 

Others 'had 'not been so successful. Sometimes the earth 
of:"t4e,;it!~~,imn~d out to possess latent agricultural virtues, 
1iJid, the 'plants'without manure d,idas well as those with, an ex~ 
~l).ent p,roof that in manures, as in most things, enough is as good 
as' a feast, but scarcely the result desired. At other ,times the 
effe<;t of tb,e. weather ruined the experiments. Some teachers, I 
'Ya~:told, neutralise these untoward effects by changing the tickets, 
bpt, t'Jla~' ia not playing fair. 

reach eN' ',In, 'this mat~r the procedure of the teachers, varies con
IIIDS. sideraoly .. "Some keep their gardens to themselves. OtherS, 

like ,the teacher at Carpiquet (Calvados), take the children 
illtO' . the' garden and allow them to watch the digging and 
p\ariting. Another teacher informed me he did not make his pupils 
work .jp..his garden because of the mau'l.Ylises langues. Mention 
~ ,:alI:eady been madeof the teacher who instead of setting his 
p~pilsj lines made them set cabbages. The master at Chauffour 
a~o~ thll !Jhildren to plant but not to dig. They take great interest 
iIJ.J!.i~~t ;:4e does.4Lnd help him to hunt out and keep do~; the : . . ~ .... 
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n6xious ulsects. The teacher at IA Chaussoo-Saint-Victor doeslitill' 
better. He organises & campaign against cookchafers,whioh;'aFe-'&' 
terrible pest in his village, and the children are paid two SOlis a kilo 
for those they collect. The teacher at St. A ventin told me he: took 
the children into the garden to give them practical lessons. When 
in, the garden he pointed out to me a dying pear tree,:which.was 
withering because it had reached the rock in the subsoil, belowi 
and said it would come on as a lesson in a week or two. A very 
good idea! Some teachers also perform in their gardens instead ' 
of in pots the" fivefold experiment" with or without manures. It 
is, not always successful. Sometimes the earth in the Mmoin plot; 
as in the pots, is not sufficiently sterile. The weather, too, is, an 
uncertain factor, and, finally, the sparrows not infrequently eat 
up the seeds. Most school gardens are next to the school, but in 
one case the teacher's garden was at some distance away, a fact 
which. he said, prevented him from making experiments. 

The two most necessary improvements in French rural economy (e) Gr&ftin~ 
to-day are a more extensive use of natural and artificial manure and 
the reconstitution of the vine. After the 'advent of the phylloxera; 
and the various attempts more or less ineffectual made to combat it, 
the ruined peasants gave up the struggle in great numbers. Then 
followed the introduction of the American vines, the great majority 
ot which are not immune, as some people think, but hardy 
enough to thrive all the same though attacked by the disease. Still, 
this did not solve the p~oblem. It was soon noticed that by the 
sabstitution of American for French vines, the choice vintages 
which had been the produce of vineS cultivated for centuries on 
the same spot were entirely lost. Happily, the phylloxera:only 
attacks the roots of the plants. A systematic grafting was therefore 
the obvious remedy .. Unluckily, the French method of grafting 
is comparatively uncertain in its effects. But with the introduction: 
of the English method excellent results have been obtained, and 
the vines of France, at least. in the districts I visited, are everywhere' 
being successfully reconstituted. This, of course, 'is largely due' 
t<) the efforts of the departmental professor of agriculture. lie 
has, however. been ably seconded by the teachers. In Sarthe, 
those who have taken up grafting are, comparatively numerouS, 
as well as in Indre-et-Loire and Loir-et-Cher. Many, in fact, have 
made themselves duly qualified grafters, although the examination 
is-no easy one. The headmaster at Mayet told me when he p8Esed 
he- was one of only seventeen out of.a total list of seventy candi-
dates. He also showed me a bed of grafts he had made with the 
aid of the pupils. The children, being mostly the sons of pell,BiUlts; 
take very rea~y to' this form of instruction, al}.d berlome' very 
eX-pert. They practiS('intheir'own garqens, and. illftlieir sight 
is- sharper~ they are Pflmetimes even more succeBSful than their 
parents. Nor is this grafting confined to the vine alone. The 
teacher at Trun, in Orne, told me he taught the children grafting 
on apple-trees. ,and at IA Chaussee Saint-Victor the teacher~showed 
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me some flourishing pear-trees grafted by the pupils. I also came. 
across a teacher -who taught his children pruning, and doubtless 
there are many more. 

Of the cMmp .d' experience, technically speaking, there are rio 
examples in rUral schools. It is really a field for scientific 
r6!learch. The so-called ordinary champ .d' experience ought 
in strict parlance to be called a cMmp de demonstration,. as it 
is really a method of showing results already ascertained. Still, 
the term . is so commonly misapplied that it has practically 
become a synonym for the other. The number of these cMmps 
de demonstration varied greatly in the departments I visited, and 
were by no means all under the control or even supervi&ion of tlle 
primary teacher. They are sometimes lent by a peasant, some
times hired by the commune, sometimes they take place in the 
teacher's garden. In Calvados out of 763 communes there are be:' 
tween twenty and thirty, of which probably not more than ten 
are supervised by the teachers. A. teacher who looks after one 
of these. cMmps d' experience told me it was cultivated by the . 
proprietor. He himself merely supervised it, and took his boys 
there occasionally to study and note the effects. In 
the case of .another "trial field," about 10 kilometres away,. 
the commune had provided the engrais and the proprietor 
lent the field. In Orne, with 512 communes, the Professor. 
of Agriculture told me there are about sixty champs d' experience, 
about· twenty of which are looked after by the teachers. I visited .. 
one of these at Lonray with the schoolmaster. The peasant who . 
owned the field went with us; As in other cMmps d'expirience, 
the effect of the artificial manure was clearly visible. What seemed 
to me still more important was to find the teacher on such good 
terms with the farmer. The director in the practising school at 
Alen~on told me he had a cMmp d'experience last year. The 
ordinary crop of the district is about fourteen hectolitres the hectare. 
or about sixteen bushels an acre; his plot produced twenty-six 
hectolitre!l, or nearly twenty-nine bushels an acre. His pupils not 
only sowed but cultivated the plot, and gave it a dressing of arti
ficial manure. At Truri, again, there was a cMmp d'experience of 
21 acres, in which experiments were being made with three sorts of 
manures. The field itself was lent by a private individual, the 
artificial and the seed being given by the department, the crop 
going to the proprietor. The parents, I was told, take much in
terest in the experiment. Sarthe is one of the most advanced 
departments in agriculturaJ. education in. some ways. It 
has 386 communes, and possessed over 150 champs de de11W1lr 
stration. These included experiments in crops of all sorts and kinds, 
including meteil (a mixture of rye and wheat, of which the farmer 
makes his bread), and melarde (a mixture of barley and oats, with 
which they feed their cattle). At Mayet I visited two champs .. 
d' experience looked after by the teacher. The first was a patch 
of oats, which dhowed very visibly the effect of the various engrais, 
arid 'compared most flatteringly with other patches of oats in the 



vicinity. This particular champ was hired by the teacher and 
sown by labourers he employed, the money being found by the 
departmental professor· of agriculture. The second field belonged 
to a cultivator, and was also a piece of oats. The effects of manure 
were very marked, especially where the purin, or liquid manure, 
had been put on. We met the cultivator himself, who seemed 
highly satisfied with the experiment. The teacher also showed 
me some experiments he was making on a vineyard near with 
a view oi combatting the phylloxera. In Indre-et-Loire the 
champs d'experWTI£e are not 80 numerous. But one of the 
inspectors informed me a strong effort was going to be made to 
inerease them. In Loir-et-Cher the departmental professor of 
agriculture was away at Paris, but judging by the fine laboratory 
at his disposition the department ought to be one of the most 
active as far as agricultural education is concerned. I visited a 
small champ d'experie-nce of 21 ares at St. Denis-Ia-Victoire, which 
was hired by the commune, and the "artificial" was given by 
a Paris firm to introduce their wares to the neighbourhood. 
The oats and barley both showed the effects of the treatment, but 
it was impoBBible to pronounce on the beetroot and haricot beans, 
as they were only just coming up. 

The following extracts are from a MS. copy of the account 
of champs d'experimu:e and de cUmonstratio-n. in Sarthe during the 
season 1898-9, compiled by the departmental professor, M. 
Cassarini, and kindly copied for me through his pen;nission. 
They will give some notion of the magnitude of the work, and 
also the extent to which the teachers share in it. 167 ckamps were 
created, thanks to the efforts of no less than 26 agricultural 
associations, and a certain number of teachers who were responsible 
for 50 of them, each being about quarter of an acre in size. (The 
other parcels of ground measured on the average three-quarters of 

. an acre apiece. The total area amounted to about 111 acres, not 
counting in the standard plotsl which came to nearly the same 
superficies; the temoins represented in this case the ordinary 
methods of cultivation of the loca~y in which the trial plot was 
situa.ted, Most of the trial fields were established to demonstrate 
the value of certain manures, or the choice of seeds. The experi
mental fields were devoted to & trial of a few new varieties of 
wheat, oats, and potatoes; experiments in the effect of manures 

· were ma.de in the schools. The demonstrations were made for the 
· most part ~ong the more progressive farmers .. The results were 

very satisfaCtOry, despite the bad season. Economio statistics are 
given to show that the . use of well chosen manures is really 

'&8a.vingof'money, being more than compensated for by the 
·imllro\·ementin.the crops. while the unexhausted improvement 
· iO ··the land· must also be taken into account. This economic 
· asPect is the· giSt of the whole matter. The comparative 
I 14 yield ,,: is· no· guide unless the comparative Cost is considered. 
• Iktailq 'onsllccessful . experiments in-comparative manures 

L:U:l Jf. 



follow. Mention is made of th~ economies realised by 
cultivators who have bought the raw materials for artificial 
IDallures, and mixed them under the direction of the depart
mental professor. Finally, the latter regrets that only a quarter of the 
farmers profit by these experiments and take the professor's advice. 
Time, more of these object-lessons, the spread of education, 
the disappearance of the older generation, with the new 
generation, who are less "untoward," to take its place, are all 
factors in the ultimate success of the new agriculture. 

I came across several teachers who, apart from taking 
their pupils to ~t the champs d' e:xpi7"ience, also made excur
sions with them, according to the instruction of 4th JanlUJry, 
1897. The children are often armed with not&books, the 
rough notes of which are furnished either by the teacher'. 
explanations or their own reflections, and serve afterwards for 
an essay or an oral narration of the walk. Another good way of 
utilising these outings is that of the headmaster of St. Aubin's 
(Calvados), who encourages his pupils to form a botanical garden 
by collecting new plants during these excursions. The garden is 
divided into plots reserved for the principal families, and each new 
acquisition is planted in the bed reserved for the genus. This 
helps to impress the family on the pupil's mind. 

neraJ Some of the older teachers are somewhat indifferent. They 
pression,· look on the subject rather as a new fad, though there are 

exceptions. I came across one veteran at La. Chaussee - Saint
Victor, who had been an enthusiamic pioneer in the movell\ent 
from the 'start. A certain number of teachers, I was told by 
one ,eminent authority, are rather lukewarm. .They have gone 
into education because they detested agriculture. Such recruits 
are not very likely, therefore, to make the best of teachers in the 
matter. Again, there are districts where the movement has barely 
caught on at all. An inspector with a very big district told me he 
had about five teachers who seriously took up the matter, the rest 
confined themselves to class teaching. Some of the teaching, 
therefore, is too bookish, and it can scarcely, be otherwise where the 
teacher makes no effort to render it real, either by experiments 
in his garden or in pots, or by .forming at least a proper school 
museum. And here again I find my opinion supported by that of 
an inspector, who said he had no high opinion of the theoretical 
teaching as given in most of the schools. Per contra, the best 
teachers not only seem to be trying to make their teaching practical, 
but also to attach it to the local agriculture, of whatever nature it 
may be, insisting in the grass countries rather on questions of cattle 
and cattle-feeding; in the arable districts on cereals; in the vine 
regions, on the treatment of the vine. At the same time, they 
encourage the children' to form botanical collections, help them to 
discriminate between the birds and insects useful to agriculture, 
and its enemies; 'take them for interesting excursions, and make 
them record their impressions, and kindle in them thereby not 

b.. ' 
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only an ~terest in but 8 love of the country-mde. The outlines of 
this teaching, if it is to be successful, have been very clearly laid 
down. It should be scientific, for it deals with • the science of the 
soil, of the plant, of the animal- (academy inspector of Manche 
1897), and it must be practical, and to ensure this every school 
should have its own C!uJ,mp d' experience. The head of one of the ~ed of 
higher primary schools told me he had no very great belief in the ~"~ 
enseignenum.t agricole unless the teacher had a C!uJ,mp d' experience. everywl 
A very bright teacher at Chaumont confessed he felt he really 
could not do much without 8 CluJ,mp d'e:cpirience, and meant to 
ask-the village council for one next year. And, again, the primary 
inspOOtor of Vendome looked on the multiplication of C!uJ,mps 
d' expirience as the one thing nlledful. This view is also strongly 
held by the administratWn at the present time, and M. Rene Leblanc, 
who is already ready to practise what he preaches, established in 
a tunall corner of the Exhibition a model school garden, which only 
covered about 74 square yards, or a little- ovpr two rods, an area 
which it should not be beyond the means of the smallest 
commune to provide. ~ The garden itself (see plan below) 
represents exactly the mise en scene of the principal demonstra-
tions suggested in the celebrated circular of January 4th, 1898.· 
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1. Maize. 2. Tomatoes. 3. Potatoes. 4. Leeks, spinach, sti"awberrie~ 
all without manure. 21. Some strips with manure without phosphori~ 
acid. 31• Id., without nitrate. 41• Same culture, with complete manure 
r. Fountain. K. Meteorological kiosk. • 

• So runs the official aeoount in the" Retue Pedagogique," from which ' 
the f!rtraet"which follows is taken. . 

6342 K2 
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"Many of, the, plants were sent direct from school gardenS. 
The ,botanical. bed in the middle is composed of field fiowerB. 
It (suffices for the study of the characteristics of the, prin
cipal families,' and is none the WOrBe for being ornamental. In 
the foreground of the garden is a narrow bed containing the 
principal leguminous and gramineous plants that every cultivator 
o:qgl;a,t ,to kp.ow. To the left five little squares of a metre each have 
,been ,sown with a suitable mixture of these leguminous and gra
mineous plants, in order to form specimen meadow plots. In a quad
rangular plot of four metres square, whose soil is practically sterile, 
four distinct strips have been prepared for demonstrative culture. 

"The first is the standard with no manure; the last has reGeived 
a complete dreBBing' of manure. In the two otherB one fertilizing 
element is wanting: nitrate is lacking in one and phosphoric acid 
inthe other. The plants in each are identical, and include maize, 
tomatoes, potatoes, and in the last square, leeks, spinach, and straw
berries. Against the wall at the side are climbing plants, vines, 
and fruit-trees." In spite of the torrid heat and the persistent 
attentions of the Paris sparroWB~ the garden looked remarkably 
well, and the experiments were most satisfactory. 

Finally, if the teaching is to have the full importance attached 
to it that it deserves, it must be placed on the same footing as 
the other compulsory subjects for the written part of the certificat 
d'etwles. Introduced at first among the oral subjects, it is now 
included in the written: part of the examination, with the proviso, 
however, of only counting at the oral. 'As the latter part of the 
examination is often more or less a formality (only one or two per 
cent. of the candidates being plucked at it), it is evident that agri
cultural education should be placed 011 the same level as the other 
main subjects, with which it is certainly of equal importance. 

It possesses, nevertheless, one advantage'" which is not 
shared by the other subjects. In most departments examinations 
are organised, at which prizes are awarded to the best 
pupils, and also to the masters who have taught them. * My 
Russian colleague on the jury, tov,'hose able report reference has 
already been made, reported unfavourably 8S to the practical value 
of those examinations. They led to mere cramming, and' neither 
tile examining staff was big enough to make the examination 
serious, nor was the time given to the examination sufficient. Since 
then it is plain much progress has been made. The improvement 
that has undoubtedly taken place in the schools must necessarily 
assert a beneficial effect on the qualities of pupils presented at the 
examinations, though I happened upon one or two persons who 
were still sceptical of their efficacy. 

* These are awarded partly 011 the performance of the pupils and 
tJartly on essays sent in by the teaehers on some agricultural subject. 
To give the smaller schools a chance of eompeting, the schools in 8arthe 
are divided into three c1asses-(I} higher primary, (2) schools with three 
departments, and (3) schools with one 01' two departments. 
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Ule examination is in two parts. First there is a composition 
on BOme written subject (with perhaps other questions appended) 
common to all the schools examined, and then a sort of roving 
commission go round the schools and examine'the children. For 
the following specimen' papers I have to thank M • .;Tn·vary. 
inspector at Tourll The method employed in the first part of 
these papers is familiar to the British public from the uliasing 
word competitions. 
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SCHOOL AGRICULTURAL COMPETITION. 

(GmLs.) 

KNOWLEDGE OF CoMMON THINGS. 

Name~ 
School 

, .... _ .... 
Name, 

(Read attentively eaCh, question and i1ulert in the dotted space the Schoial 

proper word.) 

1. The air of the atmosphere is principally composed of two gases, 
which are :-lst, ...... ; 2nd, . ",' .. . 

2. The one of these two gases which supports combustion and 
respiration is oalled . . . . . . ' 

3. Water appears in three different states according to its tem
perature; these three states are : the . . . . . . state; the . . . . . 
state; the . . . . . . state. 

4. Water is not always, drinkable; in order that it may be 80 it 
is necessary to. . . . . . it or to . . . . . . it. 

5. Defective heating apparatus can cause asphyxia in allowing 
to escape into the room two dangerous gases, one called ...... . 
and the other . . . . . . , 

6. The four principal fermented drinks are . . • • . . .• . • .'. 

7. All fermented drinks contain a dangerous element called 

8. Phosphorus enters into the composition of . . . . . . and 
into the composition of chemical manures called . . . . . . 

9. The best clothes in summer'and in winter are made of ....• 
stuff. 

10. To get rid of insects and molluscs, injurious to cultivation, 
it is necessary to introduce into gardens . . . . . . and . . . . . . • 

11. The complete flower is composed of four principal parts, 
which are: 1st, the (masculine), composed of ...... ; 2nd, the 
(feminine), composed of ...... ; 3rd, the (plural) .... , ; 
4th, the (masculine), composed of .....• 

12. Bees are housed in . . . . . which' contain a -number of 
insects, which amount from . . . . to . . . . and contain each 
a ...... and .... ' .. and .•.... 

13. The finest wools are derived from ••..•.•• sheep; 
the sum total of the wool covering these sheep is called. •••••• 

Questions of Domestic Economy. 

(Answer each question in the space left in blamJc-space given, from 
two to three lines.) 

1. Why must one air rooms? 2. Why should one not allow 
plants to be left in the room? 3. What precautions are to be 
taken in cleaning and preparing petroleum and spirit lamps? 4. 
What is the use of ashes in washing? 5. What precautions are to 
be taken during a thunderstorm in th~ house or in the fields? 
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6. What is the first aid to be given to a person who has been bitten 
by a viper 1 7. In a case of poisoning what is the first aid to be 
given to the patient while awaiting the doctor's arrival? 8. Bread
.making, the use of yeast. 

Drawing (space giren, 1w1f a page). 
Design an apron. You will lightly indicate with a dotted line 

the hem, the belt, and the pockets. 

BooUeeping. 
A farmer's wife goes to the market. She sells 5 chickens at 3 fro 

75 cent. a piece, 6 kilos of butter at 2 fro 10 cent. the half kilo, 
3 dozen eggs at 90 cent. a dozen. She buys 3 metres of calico at 
55 cent. a metre, 1 kilo 250 gr. of coffee at 5 fro 50 CIlnt. the kilo, 
and spends 2 fro 40 cent. on small purchases. Make out her account 
for receipts and expenditure, and indicate the sum brought forward. 

Short Essay (about half a page). 
1. Buttet: its making and preservation-salt butter, melted 

butter. 2. The Silkworm: its metamorphoses; productA 
obtains from it. 

scnOOL AGRICULTURAL COMPETITION. 

(Boys.) 

KNOWLEDGE OJ' CoMMON THINGS. 

(Rl'M attentil'ely each question, and insert in the dotted spO,ce the 
proper word.) 

. 1. Plants derive from the air a gas, •..... acid, which they 
decompose by means of their . . . . . . ,thanks to the light of 
the ...... 

2. Fermented liquors (name four: . . . . .• •.•...• 
• • • • •• .....) are (useful or injurious) .••.•••. 
when taken in moderation; distilled liquors, such as . . . • • • • 
• • • • •• ••.••• •....• are always injurious. 

3. Sulphur, whose colour is . . . . . . , is employed in manu
facture for .•.••• "and in agriculture to combat a disease of the 
vine called • • . • • • • 

4. Limestone'is distinguishable from flint by the fact -that lime-
stone makes. • . • • • with .......; the effervescence 
is caused by the liberation of a gas called . . • • • • acid. 

5. Limpstone is a carbonate of . • ; . • • while plaster is a •••• 
of lime. 

6. Lime is derived from a mineral called . • • • • . which is 
burnt during several days in • • • apparatus called • • • • • • • 

Year 1900 

Schools of 
Touf9.~ 
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7. To increase ~he yield of artificial pastW'es one scatters on them 
.... '. dust. 
8. Atmospheric pressW'e is measW'ed by the aid of instruments . 

called ...... '. and temperatW'e by the aid of instruments 
called .•..... 

9. In oW' districts when the barometerfalls, it is a sign of ..... 
10. Name two insectivorous mammals, the ...... and the 

11. The mammals most useful tb man are: the . . . . . . and' 
the . . . . . .; they belong to the order ofthe . . . . . • . 

12. Name an insect injW'ious to the vine? ...... and one 
injW'ious to the corn? . . . . . . . ' 

13. Gives the names of the male, the female, and the young' of the 
following races of animals :-

Horses: 1st. . . .; 2nd . . . .; 3rd . . • . 
Cattle: 1st . . . .; 2nd . . . .; 3rd . . . . 
Sheep: 1st . . . .; 2nd . . . .; 3rd . . . . 
Goats: 1st .. ., 2nd . ., 3rd . . . . 
Pigs: 1st....; 2nd . . . .; 3rd . . . • 

Short Agricultural Questions. 

• • J ~ 

,'~ 
.. Jl 

Reply b1-iefiy to each question in the space left blank (t1L'O or three 
lines generally left for each answer). 

1. How can one put out a chimney on fire? 2. What precautions 
should be taken in a thunderstorm? 3. What do you call a bird of 
prey? How do you class them? Are they useful or injW'ious? 
.4. Among the batrachians one must respect the ugliest; the .. • • 
. .. Why? 5. What are the functions of the roots of plants? 
6. What is a pastW'e? How many sorts of pastW'es are there? 
7. Name two plants which enter into the composition of natW'al 
pastures, and two others which enter into the composition of artificial 
pastW'es. 8. How do you manufactW'e spirits of wine, eau de vie, 
and cider brandy. 

Drawing. 
Design a simple leaf, indicating the name of the different parts or 

the leaf (lilac, or lime, or pear tree, for instance) ; next a composite 
(acacia, chestnut, for instance). (Space given, half a page.) 

Arithmetic. 
A vine owner buys 350 kilos of sulphW' at 28 fro the 100 kilos. 

AB he pays ready money he profits by a certain discount, and only 
gives 93 fro 10 cent. What is the rate of the discount? (Space given, 
half a page.) 

Short .Essays. 

(Expand each of the following subjects.) 

1. The batrachians: characteristics and metamorphoses. (Half 
a page.) 

2. Description of a storm: effects of a,tmospheric electricit.y; 
how to protect. oneself against tbe lightning. 
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In Calvad08 five out of six of the agricultural societies for the 
arrondissements hold similar examinations. The examiners 
are members of the aB80ciations and the professors of' 
agriculture. The primary inspectors report to the academy 
inspector th08e teachers whose pupils have done particularly 
well, and the former receive medals and diplomas. Some 
even obtain the agricultural decoratiori. The Societe d' E'1I£O'Urage. 
ment at Paris and other national agricultural societies also furnish 
subventions. I spoke to one of the inspectors about the practical 
nature of the examjnations. He assured me the question had 
seriously occupied the attention of the agricultural associatiollB, 
and that it now was really a thorough test, though he admitted 
that elsewhere teachers have sometimes taken it up as a speculation. 
(He spoke of one teacher as a malin. qui avait dem'oC!Li une decQ1'a-
tion.) The system of agricultural education is probably more 
developed in Sarthe than in any other part of France. Last year 
(1899) for the prizes given by the agricultural society there were 
over 400 candidates in the arrorulissement of Mamers. The 
children were all orally examined, and the qUeBtions bore parti-
cularly on' the exact cultivation of their own particular district. 
Sarthe is particularly well equipped in agricultural education, as 
it possesseB a professor for each arrondissement, as well as a depart-
mental professor. For the whole of Sarthe there were last year 
(1898) over 800 candidates. The examination was held at thirty-
three centres, mainly chefs.lieu:I; of cantons, and it took a peripatetic 
board of examiners eight days to do the oral work. Again, in the 
regional examination, held by the Ministry of Agriculture every Sch~ol 
four years, in each of the four divisions of France, Sarthe, which :~ilii~t~; 
is in the WeBtern Division, obtained far the most prizes in the 
competition for that region. In Indre-ct-Loire, in addition to 
the CO'1I£O'Urs a.grWoles, I found there are expositions agricoles, at 
which the teachers exhibit the reBults of their experiments. The 
day is further utilised for the distribution of the rewards to the 

, successful pupils in the agricultural competition, who are invited 
up to receive their prizes. Their expenses are paid, and the day 
is looked on as a very pleasant outing. TheBe annual exhibitions 
are arranged by arrondissements, and are held in turn in the 
various chefsliew: of the cantons. 

The moral of the whole curriculum of French primary The. 
education will be lost on Ez?glish readers if they have not :~~~:l~ 
seen, from the brief notes on the ordinary subjects and the 
detailed examination of, agricultUral education, the way in which 
the subjects not only dovetail into one another but also overlap, 
with the result of producing, not indeed confusion, .but 
cohesion.· Thus the reading lesson is drawn on for la 
morale, the morale in its turn draws upon the history book, 
the history book is worked in with the geography,· the 
geography, through its physical features, finds itsoosis in 

• The!exact limits of the co-ordination of studies are well indicated in 
the "General Repor~ of the Board Inspectors II to the London School 
Uoard (1901). 
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science, the science· again is the point de depart for the agricul
tural teaching, which coalesces with arithmetic in the comp
tabilite agricole, the arithmetic is utilised for the practical geometry, 
tha. practical geometry figures in the drawing syllabus, the drawing 
is closely linked to the writing·, and the writing is worked through 
the spelling with the reading book, out of which springs again the 
recitation, which forms with it a happy hunting ground for the 
grammar questions. Thus the whole gamut of subjects are not only 
related, but inter-related, and finally correlated. And now, perhaps, 
is plain how impossible it is to completely isolate such a subject 
as la morale or agricultural education that cannot be severed frop:! 
the whole curriculum without mutilating it, by cutting into at 
the time certain integral portions of other subjects, for the parts 
of the curriculum are not.really detachable as the parts of a watch, 
they are members. of a corpus of studies that make up the programme 
of elementary education. 

!ible. But when we come to the further question of how far it 
lrentl8r. ·b' t lis th II h between IS pOSSl 'Ie 0 rea e e programme, to put a t ese care-
nand fully-thought-out principles into execution, and follow out 
~try. fully the indications of the different syllabuses, we at once 

COIne across the time problem, and the old difficulty which 
confronts all educators, of trying to get a. quart of learning into 
a pint pot, presents itself. The French authorities try to get 
round the problem by telling the teachers to insist in their 
teachiug on what seems to be the essential part, and in this way, no 
don bt, a country teacher will give his teaching a country cast, and 
a town teacher will give his a town cast. Yet, qui s'embra.sse trop 
etreint mal, and many people think it would be better to regularise 
in theory what is already done in practice, and deliberately create 
a separate programme for town and country schools, as in fact 
has alre8.d.y been done in some departments for agriculture. A 
commencement of this has also been made in the certificat d'etudes, 
where agriculture and drawing figure as alternate subjects, with the 
result that country children generally take the former, and town 
children the latter. Such a division would have the immense 
benefit of preventing the teachers from attempting to cover too 
much ground. The teachers themselves appear to favour the 
idea.. At the Congress of the" Amicales," at Paris, the following 
mot,ion was carried. "Considering that it is unsuitable to impose 
on the sons of peasants'the same studies as on the sons of work
men in the big towns, and that such a subject excellent at· Paris 
is not at all so excellent in a sequestered village, and that each 
region, each big centre has different industrial and commercial 
aspirations; . . . . the Union makes the following proposi
tions: there shall be a different programme for town and country 
schools. For certain subjects a. regional programme can be 
adopted." One inspector I spoke to on the subject told me he 

* Le dessin est une ecriture particuliere, l'ecriture· de la forme.-M. 
Pouillot, Academy Inspector of Cher, 1897. 
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had already proposed the idea at the conference at Havre, nor 
had he shrunk from carrying out the proposal to its logical con
clusion of having different types of teachers for the different 
types of I!Chools. 

M. La Chevallier, the Academy Inspector of Orne, is not only 
favourable to the change, but wrote about it in the pedagogical 
press, 88 far back 88 1893-94. The director of a normal school declared 
himself to be a partisan of the idea, and added that it was accept
able to many inspectors, but that the administration was not yet 
converted. Government officials have necessarily to adopt 8. con
lJe"ative attitude. Yet the problem in France is far simpler than 
With us. There is an absence of many complicating factors. 
The great inequalities in Englifili salaries tend to rob the country 
of its best teachers, especially as the most valuable posts are 
in the towns. In France the towns possess but little economic 
attraction, for salaries are independent of localities. Hence 
rural teachers are less tempted to desert the country. A further 
tie is their official position as a government servant, which gives 
them a certain status in the village, to which they are often attached 
by birth'or connexion. For, as has been already pointed out, the 
ordinary teacher often exhibits a strong tendency to gravitate 
back to his village or at least to its neighbourhood. There is 
already, therefore,.a sort of unconscious selection at work among 
the teachers in France of a town or country post, the latter not 
being such a Hobson's choice as with us. This, combined with 
a genera.l feeling in favour of some sort of decentralisation wit.h a. 
view to adapting the I!Chool more closely to local needs, renders an 
attempt at some sort of differentiation not altogether improbable. 

CHAP'l'ER VI.-THE CERTIFICAT D'ETUDES. 

The pedagogical and educational side of Fre.nch education Inspecti 
is supervised, as we have seen, by the inspectors. They look into 
the teaching given in the schools, and to them is entrusted the 
task of seeing that only fit and proper persons are admitted to the 
full exercise of the profession through the certificat d'aptitude. 
But their circonscriptions are often large and the distances very 
great. One inspector told me there were schools in his district 
he could oilly visit e"t"ery other year. True, there are the annual 
or half-yearly teachers' meetings, which must be of considerable 
usa in helping to keep the teachers and teaching methods 
together, even if the inspector does not always get the full value 
out of them. 

The question therefore naturally arises, Is this yearly The ne! 
audit of the I!Chools, with the teachers' meetings to talk over of fu~ 
its results, sufficient 7 Dare the State, which. is the largest rb~~! 
shareholder in the national schools, content itself with these i rgume 

,safeguards? Is notlsome sort of general examination teet :r=vi; 
exama: 
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necessary for the. masters themselves, to keep them mOl" or 
less in line, and up to the mark, and to prevent them straggling? 
Otherwise, with no general standard before them, with no 
really binding syllabus on which to mouel their teaching, 
are not standard and perspective in teaching likely to suffer? Is 
not such a test an excellent thing for the pupils in presenting them 
with a definite goal to aim at, at least the most enterprising and 
promising of them? Such a test must not be an obligatory but a 
voluntary one, for the examination which acts as a sort of Caudine 
forks, under which aU must pass, is not likely to be popular in any 
country, and its evils have been sufficiently patent in England 
to need of no recapitulation. But does not a voluntary test tend 
to create a sort of intellectual elite in primary schools? Why, 
then, should not what is a good thing for secondary and higher 
education be good for primary? Surely it is desirable to give 
to the best of the boys who leave the school some sort of hall-mark 
which shows that in the4- school career they have satisfied their 
natural judges. Are not employers likely to recognise this and 
give such boy the preference when a post is going? And in this 
case, is not it of the highest value to promote good relations between 
business men~and the school, and draw them closer together, instead 
of the present 'happy-go-lucky fashion in which each party 
in this country goes its own way and puts all the blame On 
the other? Does not, at least in a country like France, 
such an examination escape from one of the great ents 'of 
an over-production of diplomas, which, as they imply more 
or less a Government guarantee of employment, suffer from a 
similar depreciation as other paper values, when the State has 
issued more bank notes than it can meet, whereas a certificate 
for passing the leaving examination .in the primary school could 
never be construed into anything like a claim on the credit of the 
State for the humblest post? In setting up such a standard of 
attainment, which all have a chance ofreaching if they have moderate 
abilities, without let o~ hindrance to their fellows, are not the most 
dangerous features of indiscriminate, II all against all," cut-throat, 
competition eliminated, and along with it many of the evils of over
pressure and over-work? And,lastly,when such a test is not written 
only, but oral, does it not act, not merely as an assay of knowledge, 
but also as a test for the application of knowledge, by putting a 
premium on qualities which are of real worth in daily life-presence 
of mind, power to utilise one's knowledge and intelligence, and to put 
them forth in a skilful' and shapely fashion? Surely the knack 
of grasping a situation at once, or thinking out a problem 
quickly, when time is all important, of seeing a point two minutes 
before one's competitors, is, after soundness of judgment, one of 
the most valuable factors in business, and oral examinations are 
assuredly one of the best ways of bringing out such qualities. 

ertifi. It is probable that arguments somewhat of this sort have led to 
the founding and maintenance of the certificat d'itudes in fr~llc~, 
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But though it may be said to have entered into the habits 
and customs of the people, it has lately been made the subject 
of a very violent series of attacks, which shows how necessary 
it is to inquire carefully into all the workings of any 
system before pronouncing on its ultimate value. So much has 
this been the case that at the teachers' conference of Amicalesno 
less than four reports out of nineteen presented on the subject 
demanded its suppression pure a:qd simple, and all the others pro
posed modifications more or less profound. 

One of the most thorough reports on the subject wa~ that pre- Its tlele 
sented by the Paris teachers. It states that to-day the certificat is a 
~kneyed title which no longer signifies anything. This is due 
in the f1rst case, according to the report, to the excessive easiness 
of the examination, and still more so to the abuse of the system 
of replchage, which consists in going over the papers of t.hose who 
are ,. ploughed" and attempting to find extenuating circumstances 
for such as are just the wrong sid~ of the line, in order to. bring 
their marks up to the necessary minimum. These" humane" 
proceedings -have been pushed to such excess that candidates have 
been let through because they were at the end of their school time! 
A'.gain, by the law of 1882 candidates can present themselves as 
soori as they are over eleven. This provision, which was framed 

. with the idea of encouraging the children to present themselves 
for the examination, by offering the premium of a year's exemp
tion to those who passed it, has led instead to the growing depopUla
tion of the school and the premature departure of the more 
promising scholars. Other evils attributed to it are that it distorts 
the curriculum and creates unhealthy rivalrY'between the masters 
of different schools. 

The criticisms of the numerous teachers I spoke to on the sub- T~~ t!l8 
ject were not so sweeping in character, though on the whole they cntlclSl 

were rather unfavourable than favourable. The following is a 
rough table of their opinions. The certificate is a good subject for 
emulation, affording both teachers and taught a useful objective, 
aecording to one inspector, though several teachers said they could dis-
pense with this stimulus. It leads to cramming; this cramlning leads 
to over-pressure for the pupils and over-work for the masters, as 
one teacher bluntly put it, c' est la mort aU(!; maUres. But some of 
this oyer-pressure must be put down to the irregular attendance, 
according .to an inspector. It is true that teachers are told not 
to press the children, but, on the other hand, they declare that 
much is required of them. Then another result of the examination 
is that the non-obligatory subjects suffer. In French schools 
the last month of the school year is given to revision, and 
the non-obligatory subjects are more or less dropped in view of 
the examination. Children are more inclined to leave after the 

. eertificat than formerly. The examination is good lor maintaining 
the level of studies, but leads to exaggerated notions in the parents 
as to its value. It is regarded hy Rome fiR I!. petit bacll,Ot (s~all 
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B.A.!), confounde4 by others with the brevet, while in Brittany 
admiring parents look . on a child who has been successful 
as a petit notaire (what a P!tthetic side there is to all this 
simplicity I), and- many openly speak of him as 'Un' petit savant, 
who has learnt all that his master can teach him. The certificat 
is good for commercial circles, but its use is less obvious 
in the country. Again, ,the oral enmination, which might be 
made most valuable, is too ,much of a formality. For whereas 
23 per cent. are generally plucked at the icrit, only 1 or 2 per 
cent. are ploughed in the mvct-voce portion. 

This catalogue of defects is certainly a formidable one, but, alter 
all, these criticisms are for the most part criticisms of detail. Ks 
the teachers of Paris say very truly in their report on the subject, 
th~re is much truth in the harsh criticism that the certificat has 
received, but if it were necessary to abolish all the institutions and 
laws which have engendered abuses, there would be none left to 
keep. Now the certificat is lJlreadyan institution. It has become 
-acclimatised, it is regarded as necessary- by many parents and 
useful by business men, and the drawbacks cited above seem for 
the most part . to be incidental to, rather than inherent in, 
the examination. ' 

Most of the evils enumerated above come from the single fact 
that the candidates are presented too young. Being more or less 
immature they have'to be forced by the teacher. This leads to 
over-pressure on both sides. Were the age raised to 12, or even 
13, this would undoubtedly ease the pres&ure, though the number 
of those who take their examination before 12 years of age is ex
aggerated. Of the children who passed in 1896, 73 per cent. were 
over 12; 15 per cent. were 11 on the 1st January, 1896; ,10 per 
cent. were eleven the day of the examination; and. only 2 per 

. cent. were under 11. One teacher, indeed, said to me that to raise 
the age would lessen the attractiveness of the examjnation. But, 
as he added, it was at present a great disgrace to fail at it, it could . 
evid,ently afford to shed some of its specious attractiveness iD. order to 
gain in real value. With the prestige already attached to it, it should 
rather induce children to stay on .and obtain it. By putting up the 
age first a year, and then at intervals another six months at a ,time, 
it might, perhaps, in the long run be raised to 13, a :figure that some 
of the Amicalespropose. Muchcan be done by the teachers them 
selves in discouraging the children from entering so young. Thanks 
to this system in the circonscription of Blois, practically no children 
are presented now under 12, and some are nearer 13 than 12. This 
was ,lar~ely the doing of M. Charton, the primary inspector. The 

*How thoroughly the certificat and diplomas generally have become 
a popular institution may b@ seen from the following passage from 
Mgr. the Bishop of Le Mans, who, in a pastoral letter, says: .. Le dipl6me 
est entre dans nos mreurs. n jouit d'un grand credit aupres des enfanta 
et de leurs p!J.rents. On garde, on encadre, on expose avec complaisance 
cette attestation authentique du merite reconnu. C'est une gloire de 
famille. Aussi bien, l'emploie-t-on sans cesse dans Ie monde scolaire. II 



neglect of the non~bligatary subjects could be met by including 
them either in the krit or the oral, and by rendering the latter part 
of the examination more difficult. One obvious reform is the 
inclusion of the agricultural examination amongst . the subjects 
which count in the written examination. As for the evils of the 
system of repeChage, it is evidently a matter of stiffening the hands 
of those who preside over the examinations. A circular from head
quarters to the inspectors who act as chairmen of the examination 
board defining. the limits beyond which the prerogative of mercy 
might not be strained should go far towards checking the abuse. 

It is interesting to note that the teachers at their conference 
v~ the necessity and retention of the certificat by a la,rge majority. 
which showed that, despite its current defects, they appreciated 
'its pedagogical and utilitarian value. 

But there is one argument which all the attacks on the certificat Claimll of 
have left untouched, and that is the argument of the interests the State. 
of the State, which was put forward at the beginning of the chapter. 
The examination is, in fact, for the State one of the means of veri-
fying the work of the school, and teachers, however honourable 
and disinterested they may be, cannot, from the mere force of things, 
be the best 'judges of how they should be supervised, any more than 
a body of workmen can prescribe the duties of their foreman, or 
civil servants lay down the exact manner in which they shall be 
controlled by the head of the office. Their criticism in this, as in 
other matters, is highly valuable, but they do not constitute the 
final court of appeal. 

The certificat is, happily, by no means regarded as a sort of Previous 
ark of covenant, on which anyone who lays his hand is deemed ~form~·t, 
sacrilegious in official circles. On the contrary, it has already under- e cer 1 c 
gone several useful reforms. The introduction of agriculture, 
first at the oral, and then at the eerit, only requires its being placed 
on the same footing as the other written subjects to prove a most 
useful innovation. A circular, called the circular Bourgeois, which 
laid down that spelling mistakes should be weighed rather than 
counted, has led to an advantageous relaxation in the somewhat 
Draconian rules that governed the orthographical section of the 
examination. This side of the examination will be further lightened 
by the leygues circular on spelling, which cleared away a certain 
number of grammatical cobwebs spun by the a ;Yriori gram-
marians of the eighteenth century. Though the circular has 
been in part abrogated by a second circular, it has largely pro-
duced the effect desired of inducing teachers to no longer insist 
on an accurate knowledge of these minutim from their pupils. 

Of the general nature of the examination, and its rules and regu- Conduct 
lations, there is nothing to add to an exhaustive paper on the of the 
8ubject by Sir Joshua Fitch, published by the Board of Educa- examinati 
tion, which contains a most valuable discussion on its possible 
adoption in England, that all should read. The following short 
description by an inspector of how the examination is carried out 
in the country ~y not be without interest:-
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The examination lasts the whole day. It begins with the dictation, then 
follows the Frencn composition and the arithmetic. While one subject is 
being done by the children the preceding one is corrected by the examine .... 
Then comes the dijeuner, which is taken au galop, followed by the drawing 
or the composition in agriculture. This is finished at three o'clock-By 
four o'clock all correcting is finished, and the classification of sucr.essful 
candidau-s is made. Those who have qualified for the ~ral examination' 
are called in. The oral then begins, and lasts till seven. It includes reading, 
recitation, history, and geography. Only one or two children are plucked 
at the oral. It is not serious enough! 

I was unable to be present at any examinationin the provinces, 
as the best season for seeing the crops did not coincide with the . 
examination or harVest," whieh comes off at the end of July'. I 
was, however, through the kindness of a colleague of mine on"the 
jury, M. Baudrillard, Primary Inspector of the Fifteenth arron
dissement, present at the correction of a huge examination in Paris, 
which took several days to carry ·out. I was particularly interested 
in what I saw, as I came in for the repeihage, but did not think the 
judges were unduly lenient. 

There was one point I was particularly anxious to clear up, and that 
was the somewhat delicate question as to whether political and 
social influences made themselves felt at the examination, as had 
been suggested to me in one quarter. With that charming frank
ness which is so charaCteristic of the administration, and, it mav 
be added, is such a mark of its strength, the various officials i 
approached freely conversed with me on the subject, and, as far 
as I could make out by very careful inquiry, the examination IR 

well safeguarded in this respect. To begin with the pedagogical 
element are always in a majority on the examination board. The 
children's names are concealed, and each is denoted bv a number. 
The inspector is president, and, as such, arranges th~ method of 
correction. If he eyen suspects any partiality, 01' undue tenderness 
for any candidate on the part. of one of the lay members, he can 
easily checkmate this by getting the paper in question looked over 
by four or five persons~ so that any startling discrepancy in the 
mar1.-ing is easily noticed. Again, in the repechage the copy is 
read out to the whole assembly, and the particular mark is 
made a point of general discussion. Of course, if these precautions 

. are violated abuses can creep in, but quis custodiet ipsos custodes 'I 
One cannot protect those who are remiss against themselves. 

In each department the setting of the ",.itt~n work is divided up 
among the primary ll.'lpectors, one ll."'}leCtor selecting the questions 
in' one subject, and another in another. In this way uniformity 
is secured for the ,,:hole department. Between the departments, 
however, there is no rigid uniformity, and I was told that the stan
dard varied accordingly, being higher in the east of France than 
elsewhere, as education in that region is the most advanced. 

To sum up. The cerlifioo.t seems to be a .aluable tool 
for sharpening the nation's intelligence. It has, however, need 
of further improvements to bring it 1.1p to its real pitch of 
efficiency. Previous reforms show that it is not an unprogressive 
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institution. With the raising of the age, the restriction of reptdulge, 
and a few other minor changes, the chief of its present defects should 
disappear. There will remain the great advantage it possesses in 
intm"eRting parents in the school, and in assisting employers to select 
their subordinates. For it is not a labour certificate, which is the sign 
of a bare minimum of efficiency, but it bears the hall mark of a 
merit diploma. And, finally, it forms a useful part of the State's 
audit, and t>nables the latter to maintain a certain evenness and level 
of attainment. At the same time it is elastic, inasmuch as the 
examination papers are not set for the whole country, which would 
lead to some of the worst species of uniformity, but by departments, 
whi~ allows of the questions in special subjects like agriculture 
being framed to meet the needs of the teaching in the district. Yet 
another proof, if one were needed. of the departmental differentia.
tion which is silently going on ! 

The bodily transfer of the certificat to England would probably Possibility 
be no easy matter. It would be an obvious mistake to make the ~&nifed to 
examination a uniform one for the whole country. H it were ng an • 

m1.de a local matter, perhaps, with the difficulties about areas ill 
country diitrictB, it would be as well to take the county as the 
unit of area, on the understanding that the examination itBeIf 
would be held in at least one Bchool in each administrative district. 
The examiners might incl!lde the inspector and his aSsistants, 
together with representatives of the Bchool board and managers 
of voluntary schools. It would likewise ·be advantageous to 
invite the Technical Education Committee to participate in the 
examin~tion. 'os a certain number of the brighter children in the 
elementary Bchools pass on to other classes and institutions in 
which they are interested. Under the same title the repre
sentatives of secondary education might be asked to sit on the 
Examination Board, for they too receive recruits through the 
County Council Scholarships from the Primary Schools. The chief 
opposition to Buch an examination would probably come from the 
teachers. They might, however, be conciliated by the adoption 
of the procedure of the German leaving certificat, in which the 
teacher of the school assists in the examination of his own boys. 
The French object to this plan on the ground that the teacher 
cannot be both judge and party. But the trial is not BO much n 
hostile action of the State against an individual, as a friendly one of 
arbitration, in which the examiners have rather the r&le of 
asse3Sors than judges. 

CHAPTER VII.-THE RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS (MAINLY 
PRIVATE). 

France is under no inconsiderable obligations to. the religiouK Senim in 
orders, and especially to the schools of the Christian Brotherhood the tl8~t. 
(Lea Freres Ck la Doctrine Ohritien1l.e). for what they have done for 
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popular education in -the past. According to the Pedagogical 
Dictionary of M. :J3uisson, the fprmer Director of Primary Educa
tion, the name of their founder, *J ean Baptiste de la Salle, "ought 
to be placed at the head of the organisers of primary instruction in 
France and Europe." Theil' teaching in certain of its developments 
is, accurding to the same authority, admittedly" the starting point 
of higJier primary instnlction," as well as forming" the first outline 
of lower secondary education."- To them, apparently, also falls the 
honour of having been first in the field in commercial and industrial 
education. They also, as has been already noticed, upheld the 
methods of simultaneous teaching against the partisans of the 
mutual (or monitorial) method, and thereby conferred an important 
service, to natioIU!l pedagogy. Of their other useful, innovations 
and improvements in the sphere of secondary education it is 
unnecessary to speak here. 

n is all the more regrettable that one has to state that the private 
religious schools in rural districts, in .so far as one can judge by the 
few specimens one visited, by no means produce_such a favourable 
e.ffect as the State schools. As regards buildings and equipment, 
there seemed little to choose between the two. It is rather in 
respect to staffing and teaching methods that the religious schools 
appear to be inferior. This inferiority is not of yesterday. In 1850 
Matthew _Arnold wrote :-" Hardly anywhere in France (in this 
the repo:r:ts of all the inspectors concur.) can the private boyfl~ 
schools, whether they be lay orcongreganist, hola their own in. the 
competition with the public schools." And !lgain h~ states that 
the instruction "of the best -lay schools, however, is unquestionably, 
on the wbole, more advanced," and -shows in an interesting note
that this superiority goes -back as far as 1818,'" when the rector 
of the Academy of Strasbourg gives as a reason why there were 
no schools of the brethren in Alsace, then, as now, one of the 
best educated districts in France, that,'" dans les eudl'oitsplus 
populeux, et plus riches, on exige un enseignement superieur It 
celui des Fr ~res." 

In any CIiticism on thesliscltools, however, it must not be for
gotten that they are entirely self-supporting, receiving neither 
grants nor dol'f' which makes them a very heavy drain on theil' 
supporters. A~ Mr. Morant, in his able report on "the Higher 
Primary School1of France," well puts it, they "have to compete, 
by means of vol)Jlltary subscriptions .alone, without a farthing of 
State aid or puqlic funds, with the now universally free public 
secular schools. ~th excellent buildings, admirable equipment. 

* For an admirable account of the life of this saintly personage see 
the Tablet, May 26th and June 2nd, 1900, which gives a most touching 
picture of the utter self· effacement of this great man, and his sublime 
devotion to the cause of the education of the poor. The only _part of the 
articles which seems open to criticism is the insufficient notice taken of 
brevious workers in the same field. This ,may be supplemented by 
\1atthew Arnold's accouQ-t in his report. (M.A., pp. 21-24.) ._ 
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and well-trained, State-paid; high-ealaried staff of directDrs and 
teachers," whereas (apart altogether from the cost of new school 
buildings, which is wholly defrayed from voluntary contributions) 
the voluntary schools in England and Wales received from the 
State in 1898-9 a sum amounting to 77·7 per cent. of the to.tal 
expenditure on their" maintenance." 

Of ilie schools I visited there were, roughly, two types. Some· OrgaDisa' 
times the school had been founded by a wealthy local magnate, tiOD. 
who also paid the teacher, who was a layman, with perhaps a 
religious sister to help him. Sometimes the teaching staff was 
entirely religious, and the building also belonged to them. The 
two-lay teachers I came across were not badly paid (one received 
1,200 franca, and was secretary to the Maim). Both naturally 
enjoyed great freedom in the matter of arranging their lessons, 
subjects, and time-tables as they pleased, being responsible only to 
the patron of the school. The religious teachers were not always 
in so favourable a position. They depend to a large extent on the 
offerings of the faithful. This is supplemented by the commissions 
dioclsaines, and the cure has also to put his hand in his pocket. 
Considering the slender stipends of the latter. who are passing 
rich on £.10 a year, and who generally receive far less-the official 
income at St. Jean de Livet was only £16 a year-the strain on 
them must be very heavy. - The fTeres, of COUl'Se, give their services 
for nothing, but they certainly cannot be accused of living on the 
fat of the land.. In one school the director told me there were just 
six franca a day (five shillings) to keep the three of them, himself, 
an adjoint, and a (rere who did the cooking. 

It has been already pointed out that all teachers since 1881 are The ~b 
obliged to possess at least the brevet ilimentaire, but there are 
still in the religious schools a considerable number of teachers 
who were in office prior to the law. As regards training, I could 
not discover whether the lay teachers in religious schools are 
trained at all. Those !reres belonging to the "Christian Brother. 
hood • are prepared in the sclwlasticat attached to its novitiate, 
but the period of training (a year or six months) is far shorter 
than that in the normal schools. The reason for this is that the 
religious schools have been very severely handicapped by the compul-
sory military service. To begin with, their teachers have to serve three 
years instead of one, like the State teachers. This ordeal proves 
too severe a strain for some of the weaker brethren, and a certain 
number throw up their vO"'S before their term of service is over. 
This causes a shortage in the supply of teachers, and thereby obliges 
the young novices to largely act as monitors, instead of devoting 
their entire time to working for the brevet. So serious is this lack 

• .. T<Hlay the cost of the • free schools t becomes heavier and heavier, 
and the curl. are wondering if they will be able to continue. One ",.ill 
perhaps be obliged to largely abandon lhem."-Extract from letter appear
ing in the TalUt, DecembP.p sU.h. 191)(), signed Henri Polack, 2em• Vicaire 
de St. Augustin, Paris. • 

63U L2 
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of siIpiJ1y in country districts, that in one arrondissement I was told 
on reliable authority, of all the seven religious schools for boys it 
contains, only one was not actually in contravention with the law 
in the matter of an adequate supply 'of teachers. 

ethorls. The teaching methods again, according to the inspectors, 81'e 
inferior to those in the State schools. This is probably due to the 

. fact· that the teachers, to begin with, are less efficiently trained, 
.. and what is more, they have no such thorough system of 

oversight to keep them up to the mark as prevails in the State 
schools. The public inspectors have only the right to ex8llline 
the registers and the sanitary state of the school, but not the methods· 
of teaching. They are very often asked to 'do so, but the greater 
number of them steadily refuse, and the. few who do confirm 
the general opinion given above. 

The following passage from Matthew Arnold, in 1859, shows that 
the practice is a long-standing 'one:- ' 

So strongly do these establishments (private) feel the advantage eon
ferred by the publicity and stimulant of thorough inspection that they 
constantly request the inspector to' extend his examination from their 
school premises to their school instruction. Generally he refuses, and for 
reasons which his English brethren would do well to remember. "If I find 
the instruction ever so bad or injudicious," he says, "I have no power to 
get it changed, and I am bound to give public service where I know it can 
have'results." Many an English squire in like manner wishes for the 
stimulant.()f inspection, while he is determined to keep his school.indepen
dent. [The instance is no longer true, though it would be were inspectors 
dependent on petty local authorities, but it may stand as an illustration 
explaining the attitude of the French inspectorate.] In other words, he 
wishes to have a landscape-gardener or an architect to talk to him about 
his school, to have his advice, and to be free to dismiss him, as he might 
dismiss the landscape-gardener or the architect the moment his advice 
becomes unpalatable. He wishes to have a public functionary to act as 

. showman to his sehoul once a year. But it IS not for this that the State 
pays its servants. t;tate supervision is useless if it can be rejec~d the 
moment it becomes a reality, the moment it tends to enforce general 
reasons against individual caprice. The counsel of inspection to be of 
any' real worth mnst be in some way or other authoritative. 

The teaching, as far as I could learn and see, is sti.lllargely based 
on the old scholastic method of developing the memory, though 
the system is probably less mnemonic than it was. One teacher 
seemed to me to put the whole system ill a nutshell when he openly 
regretted he had no longel' any children who could stand up 81Id 
recite off two or three pag(\<j by heart. Tlus general impression 
was confirmed by what I aftm'wards saw in the otherwise remark
able exhibition of the Christian TIl'Otherhood at the Exhibition, 
and it was endorsed by the opinion and vote of the great majority 
of my cO~eagues. !tmay not be the latest pedagogy, but it showed, 
at least at he Exhibition, what surprising results can still be obtained 
by this m ~s. I was glad to have the good fortune to visit the 
latter, as it he~ed to lessen the indifferent impression I had received 
of the religious ~chools in the country districts. 

,ligiolls Religious instrtction takes up about four and a-half hours a 
.tl'uction. week~ hut' much 0\ this is given at the end of the class. In one 

\ . 
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schoolit only amounted to about three hours. Much pains is taken 
with the spelling, but the writing, for which the freres are renowned, 
was generally poor. And such copy-books as I saw were neither 
so clean nor so tidy as those in the lay schools. J was told the 
ca,h,tip, are generally very neat, being mostly used to make fair 
copies of the revised lesson after it has been put on the black- . 
board. ..; 

In most of the boys' schools I visited there was no agricultural f\gricult 
instruction, but in one school I saw a very fine school museum. with 
Ilpecimell8 of different kinds of grain and chemicals. In none, 
however, was there any champ d'expirience. 

Some teachers present their pupils for the certificat d' etudes, Certifica 
with good results. Others, who fancy that the examiners ar9 
down on children from the religious schools, present their scholars 
£01' a sort of kindred examination called the certificat d' etudes lihres. 
At La Mans there is a regular Catholic Committee, who have 
founded a certificat d'instruction primaire et d' education ckretienne. 
The Abbe Laude, in speaking of these examinations in his report 
of March, 1897, said :...:" Our parchments are held in high esteem. 
. • . qur jury PrulSes for severe. . . . The adminifltration 
has never spoken ill of our examinations. One has rather spoken 
of them with deference in simply attempting to make the Sisters 
believe that the official diplomas are equal to ours." The numher 
of candidates in 1891 was Hi8, and in 1892 it. rose to 391. In 
1895, 1,500 children had ah'eady taken the examination. 

The books in the Christian Brotherhood schools are composed Books. 
by a special commission. Anonvmity is not, however, always _ 
preserved; some of the best geographical maps are the work of 
the Frere Alexis. 

The syst~m of prizes and rewards is pushed to a far greater extent Uewal'llR. 
in these schools than In those of the State. The" decoration" 
craze is probably overdone. An inspector told me of one school 
in which there were ten deeare8 out of sixty boys. In another 
')Chool I saw an elaborate series of good conduct tickets of thrf'e 
colours (trts bien, assez bien, and bien) for the month. The top chil-
dren get a savings bank book. I also came across a sort of associa-
tion for the more thoughtful children, called, if I mistake not, the 
congrlgation de la V ierge, which no doubt has its religious uses. 

The discipline seems to be easy. One teacher told me he solved Discil'lilli 
aU difficulties by threatening to send away any boy who was trouble-
some or unruiy. At another school I was present during ~ecrea-
tion time, and it was very pleasant to see the freres entering heart 
and soul into the children's games. 

The frequentation is apparently better than in the State schools. Attenda~ 
But there seems to be some doubt at headquarters whether the 
registers are always sufficiently carefully kept. One register I saw 
possessed the unique distinction of scoring 100 per cent. for its ~ 
monthly compared with its yearly average. But it was not always 
~o easy. to get a. lQf'\: at the r~sterll. lu one school I found there 
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was a. bureau de Menfaisance, which did much to help the {req'Ue1lt
tation, especially in winter. _ 

Ie ~irls' Of the one or two girls' schools I visited, the teachers 
100 8. seemed, with one exception, superior to the {reres. The 

children looked generally contented and happy. I particularly 
recall the two lower classes at Beaumont (Sarthe), where the 

Ie future 
these 

10\lls. 

II.tistics. 

_ school is a State one but not yet laicised. .The inspector put the 
children through their paceS, and I was allowed to ask them a que.~
tion or two, with the result that all parties seemed satisfied with 
the class, not excepting themselves. Both here and in other 
schools. the tradition of. good needlework was everywhere in ~vi
dence. A large sewing class at the convent school at Ecommoy 
showed me some very satisfactory work. 

The boys' schools appear to be slowly on the decrease, which is 
not wonderful, considering the heavy strain on their supporters. * 
In most country districts they are only to be found in a few of the 
small towns. Contrary to expectation, their chief strength lies in 
the big cities and in Paris, where the Christian Brotherhood have 
some fine schools. This is partly due to the fact that in these 
towns they can start' paying classes. In rural districts, they are 
most numerous in the cMteau country on the bankS of the Loire. 
The religious schools for girls and infants are much more common,
and probably hold their own better than the boys' schools, especially 
where they can levy fees, a point which gives them a certain air 
of respectability in the eyes of the small bourgeoisie. 

The figures of French educational statistics require rather 
careful scanning, ill order to understand their exact significance. 
The laicisation voted in 1887 has now (1900) been completed 
for boys' schools, but a large number of the State mixed and girls' 
schools are still under religieuses, who hold the place for life. As 
these die off they are replaced by lay mistresses, and not infl'eqlH~lltl.r 
the Catholics open a rival school in the neighbourhood for those 
girls whose parents wish them ,to continue under religious instJ:uc
tion. Thus if a State. school of 100 pupils is laicised and a religious 
school is opened alongside and attracts 50 of the old pupils, accord
ingto Oll~ set of statistics the religious schools will apparently have 
gained 50 pupils during the year. whereas the real truth is that 
the number. of pupils under religious teaching has diminished by 
50, This is~ perhaps, best shown by the statistics for the schools. . 
For whereas tUnce 1882 the lay public and private have grown 
fJ.'om·56,210 to 64,042 iu 1897. thel'E:1ligious schools, public and 
private, have dimillished- froin 19,425 to 18,451. In the period 
between 1891-1897 the number of pupils under religious 
teachers has fallen 35,881 (includes Algeria). 

Imparison • The total number of pupils in primary and higher primaryeduea
~il!e:nder tion' in 1897 for all :F:rance under religious teachers in the State 
~ II;Dd schopls was 405,825, and ill. the private schools 1,197,626, or a 
IWOUS ~~._.~~ ____________________ ~ __________ ___ 

tcihers. 
, See page 39 and note on page 149~ 
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grand total of. 1,603,451, against 3,823,760 in the lay schools. 
This does not, however, include the maternal schools. If th~ pupils 
in these be added to the above, we.find there are 1,955,199 children 
under religious teachers, against 4,175,656 under lay instructors. 
Excluding the materbal schools, there are only 436,726 boys in 
the Congreganistes schools, against 2,282,948 in the lay schools. 
According to their own ·statistics, the Christian Brotherhood 
have in France 1,063 schools, with 10,042 teachers and 215,326 
pupils. It!s worth noting that their schools are managed by 
regions. . 

The competition between the State and religious schools, which Th~ ~om. 
canhot be altogether an evil, is very keen. I was present ata ~etlt\On 
friendly discussion on the ilubject between a religious teacher and S~!~e:.~d 
an official representative of lay education. The {rere complained of religious 
the violent· recruitment carried on by the mayor, his adjoints, and schools 

all who bore office under him, in favour of the lay school. His 
opponent retorted that the childr~n were veritably begged by the 
sisters and other good souls even before they came into the world. 
Such ali example of the benefits of free competition, where there 
is no fear·of the two interests combining, should gladden the heart 
of an old-fashioned economist. The other side of the shield is not 
quite 80 satisfactory, as some parents use the riva}. schools to play· 
off one against the other, and send their children at ,one time to 
the lay school and at another to the religious, to the general distrac-
tion of the teachers in -each. 

CHAPTER VIII.-THE TRAINING COLLEGES. 

(a) BUILDINGS, FINANCE, STAFF. 

Each department, with a very few exceptions, is provided with 
a. separate training college for men and women teachers, who, as 
has Loon already stated, nearly all are natives of the department, 
and return to its schools when they have finished their training. 
I visited no less than fow· of these institutions for men and three 
for girls, and took particular pains to get a general notion of their 
working, as well· as of the agricultural educ,ation they provided, 
becaUse they are the nursery of the rural teacher and help to 
explain many points in his culture and character.· . 

We have already seen that according to the law of 1879 the depart- Co~t ?f 
menta were obliged to build and maintain in repair the buildings and bUlldlDg. 

furniture of the normal schools, the State paying for th~teaching 
and the keep of the pupils.· I inquired into the cost of some of the 
buildings I visited. That at eaen, which is an exceedingly fine 
edifice, standing in its own grounds of about ten acres, cost the 
mwrmous sum ot two million francs (£80,000). This, however, 
was built at the height oltha educational room, and the lean years· 

* The cost to the State anlOuntcd in 1897 to 8,222,683 francs, or about 
£3:.!8,UOO. The fate in woo was wightly leHll--7,618,320 francs, or about 
£304,732. ,..".... . . 
, , . 
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that have since followed have made it impossible to shift the women's 
eollege at Caen 'from its present locale, which being part ·of the 
ancient palace of William the Conqueror, as an architectural monu
ment leaves no;thing to be desired, but is ill adapted to school uses. 
The ecole 'lWrmale poU?' les jeunes filles at Alenc;on is a very fine 
new building, two st.ories high, standing in a delightful garden, 
and was built at a cost of 600,000 francs (£24,000). The men's 
p,ollege at Alenc;on was built in 1832 and rebuilt in 1840 ; it is there
fore one of the oldest in France [the oldest of all the French eroles 
'lWTmales was that of Strassburg, which was founded in 1810]. 
Its cost was only 152,000 francs, and this included two and 
a-half acres of ground. I forgot to ask the cost of. the 
men's college at Le Mans; the women's was erected for about 
200,000 francs. At Loches the men's college, built in 1885, 
cost £16,000, apart from the site, which was given by the town. 
These sums seem well worth placing on record in order to indicate 
iille liberal, not to say lavish, manner the local authorities have in 
times past subsidised education~ 

:ost of The annual cost of up-keep and repairs to the departments, ap311. 
epaird. from the a1'1Wrtissement of the building debt, does not seem to be 

very formidable. Thus at Alenc;on the average outlay for the 
men's college is 800 francs a year for the building, 400 francs for 
the furniture. . Of course, special credits are necessary from time to 
time. At Loches, for instance, no less than 3,200 francs was spent 
one year on extraordinary repairs, and in 1898 the departlllent 
of Loir-et-Cher spent 12,388 francs on a house for the bursar, the 
State giving a subvention of 8,000 francs as well. These are, how
ever, extraordinary outlays. 

:ost to the The cost to the State naturally varies. The average is rather 
tate. higher in the smaller colleges than elsewhere, owing to the teaching 

.expenses working out at more per head than in the larger schools. 
Caen- (men's), about 540 francs (of which about 320 for food, 16 for 
washing, 31 for books, etc.). Le Mans (women), 486 francs in 1898, 
474 in 1899 (293 for food,30 for washing, 16 for books andpaper. 
La Mans (men) about 500 francs (of which 307 for food). Loches 
(men), 580 francs. All the above totals are for maintenance only. 
Another 500 a year may be reckoned for teaching. This bringll 
Le Mans up to 1,000 francs, and Loches up to 1,080 francs.t The 
actual figures for Alenc;on (men) for certain years since 1882 are 
as follows: - . 

1882-951. 1890-1,272. 1897-1,251. 
1888-1,198. 1893-1,247. 1898-1,246. 
1889-1,115. 1895-1,314. 1899-1,291. 

* I ~ave to th~nk M. Vieillot, the secretary to the Academy I~'l.pector, for 
supplYl~g me WIth a complete MS. copy of the Ecole Nermale budget and 
expendIture. 

t These figures are taken f~om an interesting mono<Yraph on the school 
prepared b~ M. Ennral, the dIrector of the school. (oJ: the Paris Exhibition 
WhICh he kIndly pernlltted me to copy. 
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Salaries are the chief reason for the increaeed.cost in the last instance. 
as the director is now receiving the maximum treatment of 5.500 
francs; on the other hand. one professor has been suppressed. 

The State has hitherto paid for the pupils' books, but at the 
women's college at I.e Mans it has been decided that the pupils shall 
hereafter buy their own, as they have suffered a certain amount 
of inconvenience in having no books of their own to take away. 

The buildings for both sexes were in nearly all cases large and Conditio: 
spacious. Even those of an older type, with the except.ion of the and arral 
historic monument at Caen, were in no wise incommodious. In b:il;~~ 
fact, with the exception 'If one school there was always plenty of .. 
ro@m for all, and sometimes a good deal over. Thus, at Caen (men's), 
where 1 found the largest number, there were 72 pupils and room 
for 120. The other colleges had less pupils, but still plenty of room. 
Alen<;on with 32 pupils had room for 60, etc. The favourite form 
of building was round a shallow qua.<lrangle with one side open. 
Time after time I find in my noteS," Class-room big, airy, 
and well lighted." There are· also special rooms for physics 
and chemistry. In the latter, at least, the pupils not only receive 
lectures hut perform experiments, and adequate ateliers are pr9-
vided for the travau:c mantwls, whether in wood and iron work 
or in clay modelling and casting. The refectories are generally 
well lighted and large, though needing at times a new coat of 
paint or whitewash. Some of the modern kitchens 'are provided 
with noble ranges, which, being placed in the middle of the room, 
allow access on every side. The sanitation is satisfactory. In one 
or two schools the bath arrangements are insufficient. One director 
complained that he had only two baths at his disposal. At Alen<;on 
(women's) there was a room full of bains ci pied for all, which £11 
or empty simultaneously through a simple mechanical contrivance. 
The dormitories were either divided up into cubicles or open. In 
the latter case there were generally two rows of beds down the 
room, though in a couple of schools they were placed three abreast. 
However, the windows were open everywhere. The dormitories 
were nearly always well lighted, in fact there was only one which 
suffered from the want of light. The lavatories were usually in 
a row at the side of the dormitories. The new school at Alen<;on 
(women's) was specially well provided in this respect. The venti-
lation everywhere was good. As a rule there was always an 
infirmary, but it generally formed part of the building; in one 
case the two sick-rooms were next the linen rooms, and in another 
asljoined a pail..'18.ge where the pupils' rifles were kept. 

The ordinary staff of a normal college consists of a principal. with The stal 
two professors of letters and two of science. When, however,: 
the number of pupils falls below a certain level one of the pro
fessorships is suppressed and the work divided up between. the 
principal and the remaining professors. This makes the work of 
the principal rather heavy, as he always takes the 'lMrale and 
pedagogics. In one school r found the director had eighteen 
hOUrs' school work besides his dut.ies as director. 
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lCruitinent The directors are recruited' by the . same methods of exami-
,d salaries h ' . 
the staff. nation .,as t. e inspectors, and in fact. are generally taken ,from 

their" ranks.' The directresses are also selected. by . the same 
examination. The former are divided into five classes. and' re
ceN'e from 3,500 to 5,500 francs a year. (The direct~'esses l'e
caive from 3,000 to 5,000 francs a year.) They are also lodged, 
arid have other allowances. One of the professors acts also as 
eeqnome, or bUrSar,' for which the pay is about 300 francs a year. 
A' separate' burSar' is only appointed in schools with more 'than 60 
pupifs .. Thedtities of the bursar are to keep the books"buy the 
fOod'! o*,'look .after it when bought by contract, and see mat 
fllrnitureis kept in proper repair. A special book is' alac 
o1>1iga:~rYI . in, Which is kept 'an account of all t.he . garden 
p~oduca sold or consumed on the premises. The duties seem 
rather lengthy. A married econometold me she eamesometimes 
at' 6:15 i'n- the morning. and left at 7 p.nI., , her teaching dut.ies 
taking up most of the forenoons and afternoons. :The .blirsai·is 
eyidently an import.ant person, as he is regularly .. swonl 'iii," 
and' has· to deposit. caution money. 'rhe travau • ., inanuels . are 
nearly ilJways taught by One of the professors of seience, but 
agi-iculture . is taught by the . department~ professor .. Singing 
and gymnastics are often taken by outside pl'Ofessors,' and 
drawing' and English (or German) sometimes. The nmnb"l' of 
teaching hours varies from 16 to 18 (Rapport KP.). l)rof~ol:sin tlle 
norl'rial schools are divided into five classes ami paid from 2,500 to 
3;~(JOfrancs a: year. Lodging and board are included. In :the 
women's colleges the salaries vary from 2,200 to 3,000 francs. 
These ,'OOachers . are neady all' trained in the ecoT.es'IWrwlli)es 
pri1l'ltLiles 8uperieures, where' they are not only taught anrl 
trained to teach, but also to teach teachers. 
I' (b)RECRUIT~iJFNT' DrSCIPLINE, EXAMINATION!3. 

gime. ~he normal schools depend directly on the rector, who either super-
vllies . them hunself, or' makes the academy inspector his deputy. 
Ali annual inspection is also carried out by theinspectcml'S genira!-,x, 
and by special inspectcmrs for drawing and for auditing the accmmts. 
:Eadh I'chool has a" cO!l>seil d' administration,"composed of theaca,demy 
i~~ectorlfoU:r members named by the rector,' and two repre~enta
tlveso(the departmental council. Their principal duty is to look 
at1).er·,thebudget, which is drafted by the head of the college upon 
the .useful pririciple. of always asking for more money' ,than ~~ 
likely'tobsilpent: ' .' . . .:. 

'Bner ot : Asr regards' the- methpd of recruitment, the departmeI).tal 'rpm
ruitment. ,illitteepropooeS every.year to the Ministry a certain number. of 

free scholarships at the ecoles lIormales, sufficient to secure the ser\~i<.'e 
of the d.epartment., ~his. however, is nol; infrequently cut down. 
The. sOClalclass, dlstrl~ts, and schools from WhICh ~he Ilucces~ful 
candidates 'come have ~eri already discussed. The possession. 'of 
the, brevet. eZ~menta.:ir6 is si1l6 qud 1I0n for admission t() the exall1ina
tioli, which~ botJ,l. ~Ti~te and oral. ~Ylllliastie8 al'e included.l:ll t~e. 
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examination for men, and sewing in that for girls. Candidates a1'9 
put up at the normal schools, and during the week their examina-
tion lasts they are subjected in addition to a sort of searching moral 
and intellectual inquiry by their future masters. Several principals 
complained that t.he pupils come t.o them badly prepared. Two Calibre oj 
of the directresaes thought they were unduly preased and taken over recmit& 
too much ground. The IllUDe defect was emphasi..qed by a director, 
who further poirited out that when the pupils enter the collt'ge 
they are obliged to go o"er it again in a more thorough fashion. This 
rather spoils the freshness of the subject. His remedy was to make 
the normaJe section in the higher primary school lead up to the 
ir.,fe norowle more than it dOOl, and even shorten its curriculunl. 
80 that the pupils might enter the normal college earlier. and 
l'emain th'e years. D~il.liD' 

Up to 1880 the discipline was more or less monastic. Mastel'S 
and pupils were subjected tq a regime that assimilated the IK'hools 
to lay seminaries. Since then great progress has been made. At 
CftPn I ('ame across a director whose methods would gladden the 
hMrt of any Anglo-Saxon pedagogue. He had done away with sur 
willants. IDld made the head pupils responsible. This only left tht' 
dil'tlC.tor and the bursar as the solo l'epresentativeB of law and order. 
The pupils wer6, further, allowed to go unattended to outside 
)l'<'tures, and were also fl'e8 on Sundays, after they had been received 
by the director from nine to eleven. Ulrtainly to an English mind 
the gradual relaxation of discipline in favour of persons who are 
within & year or two to occupy responsible positions seems to Ix> 
the true apprenticeship of liberty. lam glad to be able to add, from 
what I heard incidentally from, another quarter, that the pupils do 
not abuse their freedom. In another school there was a surveillant, 
but as he was also a master tbere was not that unfortunate sepanl
tion of the raes of the edu('ator and the teacher which 80 often 
pre,-ails in Frenr.h schools. I found a similar systt'm at work else
where the director of which wrote in 189888 folloW8:-

What is needed is not a 81lspicious oversight, hostile to the pupil, seeking 
to mtch him in the wrong, but, on the contrary, an oversight that 8upporu 
him. comes to his aid, warn8 him, and preserves him from mistakes-in a 
word, which is preventive rather tban repressive. 

These ideas are not always, however, held in honour. I came 
across another director who had originally been in a secondary 
8chool. lIe, too, had no surveillants, but it W88 much against 
his wish. The professors were all married, and therefore had to 
li"e out. He made the strong remark that the want of surveillan(,8 
deterred parents from sending their sons to the school, and he 
regarded with dislike the idea of ha l'ing a practising school in the 
town, because the pupils would hal'e to go through the streets 
to it. Still, such is. my natural obstinacy, I venture to think the 
future is rather with those who hold the opposite ideas, but it 
is none the leas n~ to register and respect the opinions of the 
otherside.* . 

.. Though the ~ers IU It. rule hav!! no 8upervision duty, they are.all 
~xpected to take an actin ~, in the life of the school.. .. ., 
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The discipline, in the girls' schools is shared by the teachers. 
· A mistress or two sleep either near or in the girls' dormitories, 
and that is all. One directress told me she had never 
yet caught a .single girl talking ill dormitory, and it was Dot 

'from lack of trying. So strong was the force of tradition. The 
" preparation" is often taken by a third-year student, the girls 
thUs forming their oWn police. The directress at Le Mans was 
strongly iu favour of a gradual relaxation of discipline with a view 
to encouraging self-responsibility. 

This question of discipline is. only one of the many points that 
ma.rk off the ecole,normale from the secondary school system. The 
tendency in England to-day to pass intending primary teaehers 
· through a course of l:l6Condary education has no counterpart in 
France. It is interesting to note that in Al~nC;on the ecole normale 
was started as an annexe of the secondarv school.· This was not. a 
success, as the school neglected the· normal section, and especially 
pedagogiC\!. The normal school was then refounded, and since that 
t.ime has been completely independent. This does not condemn in 
anyway the system we are now trying in England. It only shows 
there may be several solutions for apparently the same problem. 

OI.te thing that renders the discipline easy in most of the..qe schools 
was the natural docility of the pupils. In fact, the professors often 
· complained that they were too docile, and though not lacking in 
'intelligence and willing to absorb all that was communicated to 
them, they showed a certain" piz,resse d' esprit» and want of energy 
and initiative that make them compare unfavourably with the 

'more go-ahead and enterprising races of the eastern departments. 
Still, this defect does not weigh too deeply on their consciences. 
They struck me generally as a bright and happy lot, and one or 
t",o of my compatriots whom I had the good fortune to encounter 
in these schools fully endorsed my impressions. It was not till I 
got to Touraine, tlie county of Balzac and Rabelais, that I noticed 
I had left behind me the land of easy-going phlegmatic people, 
and come among quite a different race, which one teacher well 
described as " frarw, spirituel, narquois et un peu sensuel," s11ch, in 
fact, as that" merry-go-round» Rabelais painted. In such a 
country the discipline is naturally not so easy. 

Early rising is the rule. Pupils get up at six o'clock at 
women's college,Caen, and go to bed at 8.45. At Alen<;on (men's) 

\ 
morning school begins at 8.45, and lasts t.ill 11.45, with work 
again in the afternoon. The pupils retire at nine. Meals are 
~ken in a refectory. When at Alen<;on I saw the pupils at 
1 nch, and the director kindly gave me a. specimen copy of tIle 
me u for the week:-

* 'The 108th article of Napoleon's decree in 1808, founding the univer
sities, laid down that there should be formed in the lycees and gramma.r 
I~hools 'normal classes, destined to train masters for the prim~ schools. 
·In the.~e, classes were to be taught "the best methods for brmging to 
Jlerfection the art of teaching children to read, write, and ciIilier." 
(Recueil de Lois et Reglemena COncernant l'Instl'uction Publique. Paris, 

'1814. Vol. iy., p. 23.) . . . 
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ECOLE NORMALE D'lNsTITUTEURS D'ALEN!:oN, 

Annee 1899. Mois de Juin. 58 Seinaine, 

MENU DE LA SEMAlNE. 

D,MANCHE: Po~ maigre, froiJu!.ge. J EUDI: Ca.fe au lait. .~. PO 
J~UNDI : ld. nOlX. VENDREDI: Potage malgre, los. 
!IlARDI: !d. confit';1,·el!. SAMEDI: id. prun x. 
~IERCREDI: ld. sardmes. 

{

Diner: Potage gras Tripes, Charcu-
DI" 'NCBE terie, Cafe. 

"',. Sou per : Breuf mironton, Salade, 
Cerises. 

• {Diner: Potage maigre Pore rati, 
LUNDI Pommes puree. 

Souper: Breuf mode, Haricots. 

{
Diner: Potage Gras, Breuf bouilIi, 

MARDI Radis roses, Petits pois. 
Souper: Mouton rati, Salade. 

{

Diner: Potage maigre, Saucisses aux 
choux, Asperges vinaigrette. 

llERcnDI Souper : Breuf au jus, Macaroni 
Gratine. 

J Diner: Potage gras, Breuf, Cresson, 
JEUDI t Carottes aujus. 

Sou per: V cau roti, Salade, Fraises. 

{

Diner: Potage maigre, POlllson, Pois, 

V Mange-tout, 
ENDREDI Soulier: <Eufa a l'oseilIe, Ri.z au 

lalt. 

{

Diner: Potage Maigre, Breuf rati, 
SAMEDI Pommes frites. 

Souper: Ragout de veau, Lentill08. 

MAITRES. 
<Euf sur Ie plat. 

Pommea frites. 

Radii! et beurre. 

Salade. 
Artichauts. 

<Euf 1l. l'oseilIe, 
Haricots verts. 

Salade. 

<Euf sur Ie plat. 

Petits pois. : 
COtelettede mouton. 

Grillade de breuf. 

Radis et beurre. 

Salade. 

Alen~on, Ie 17 J uin, 1899. Le Directeur, 
ENNRAY. 

The food was good, and there was no stint, and this is borne out 
by what the pupils themselves told me in another school. The 
pupils generally wear blouses, even in class, which produces 
rather a curious effect on an English eye. 

Pupils remain three years at the school. At the end of each Inter~&l . 
year there is an examination called U de passage," which pupils exannnatJI 
must pass or else leave the school. From such statistics lIB I saw 
it seems probable that pupils are hardly ever refused their pro-
motion from one year to another, the figures for all the colleges 
that I saw being cent per cent. in passes. The progress of the 
pupils is communicated to the parents by means of reports, which 
no doubt help to keep them up to the mark. Places were deter-
mined, at least in one school, by the results of weekly examinations 
in French, arithmetic, and science, etc., covering the work of the 
last six weaks. It is in accordance with these places that pupils 
are appointed to vacancies on leaving the college. All students 
prepare for the bre!V!t 8uperieur, but two directresses said to me 
it might be an advantage for 80me girls not to be obliged to prepare 
for the higher exami.nl'.tion, but to 90ncentrate on certain subjects. 
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(c.) CuRRICULUM. 

(1.) For Men. 
The main lIDes . of the present programmes were laid down in 

1881. I was assured that the programme is absolutely the same 
for all France. * In defence of this uniformity it was urged that 
one cannot foresee the future of the teacher, and that, after all, a 
'knowledge of agriculture is not a disadvantage even to a town 
teacher. The only difference therefore between the various colleges 
is the arrangement of the time tables~ The first part of the day 
is assigned to the harder studies; singing, manual work, and agri
culture are generally taken in the afternoon. I heard no com
plaints.aB to the curriculum being too extensive or difficult irf the 
men's colleges; in the women's the two directresses, alluded to 
above, thought the programme was rather too heavy a burden 
forihe more backward pupils. 

The programme in the men's college is as follows :-
Total of hoUrs a week. 

First Second Third 
SUBJEC1'S. year. 

Literary Teaching. 
year. year. 

Psychology, morale, pedagogics - 2 2 2 
French language and literature - 5 4 4 
History and civic instruction - 3 3 3 
Geography - 1 1 1 
Writing 2 1 
Modern languages 2 2 2 
tFor conversation- +1 +1 +1 

Total for literary subjects 15 (16) 13 (14) 13(14) 

Science -Teaching. 
Mathematics - 3 4 4 

,Physics and chemistry, - , - 2 2 3 
. Natural science and hygiene (includ-

ing geology in last year) - 1 1 1 
Drawing and modelling 4 4 4 
Theory of agriculture 1 1 

10 12 13 

Manual kd agricultural work - 5 5 5 
Gymnast B and military drill 3 3 3 
Singing and music 2 2 2 

*On writing my report it struck me that I had not seen any agricul
tural operatioAs at the Auteuil training college. I therefore wrote to my 
friend, the prillcipal, M. Devinat, to inquire whether the pupils,were pre
pared for agriculture, and, if so, in that case, whether the point aimed at 
~as the cultivatipn ,of the Pa~isian pavements. He replied: "The pro
j!ramnie of the normal schools IS the same for all France, and we have at 
Patisa course of cultivation. But reassure yourself. The programme is 
an elastic thing. Use is made of it in a reasonable fashion, and account is 
taken of environment and circumstances; and that is why we do not teach 
0111' ,pupils to cultivate the Parisian pavements." 

t The hour for conversation is taken either out of the school hours or the 
pup]s' free time: . 
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J ",88 pre<!8nt at one or two lessons other than those on agricul1;~el' Impre~io 
One on French literature was devoted to Chateaubriand. I do not 11:8 or tw. 
know whether my sudden apparition startled the pupil "'ho,YI~qs, I!S ons. 
criticising bis me-muires d'outre-tombe, anyway it had the effect of 
checking the flow of his eloquence. The professor, however, sllveq 
the situation, and the lesson as 8 whole was a good one;as might btl 
expected of any lesson on literature in a French school. A lei:lS0ll 
OIl mathematics in another school impressed me very favourably. 
The sixth (not the first) pupil in the third year tackled at sight 
a stiffish problem in geometry set at the last examination for 
the brevet superieur, and solved it in a most satisfactory fashi(jn 
almost without the teacher's aid. A preliminary lesson on. the 
ge8graphy of Algeria was remarkable for the clearness flf its 
introduction. A revision in arithmetic in another school' was 
less successful. A sort of "rot" set in, which' all who ha"e 
been teachers have some time or other experienced, ·and Olle pupil 
after another came up to the blackboard only to be ignominiollsly 
diHmissed. A history lesson was chiefly noticeable for the dear 
resume gh'en by one of the eLeve-maUre of the iJrevious lesson, 
explaining the state of affairs that led up to the War of Indi"p'endence 
ill America. Apparently the pupils do not prepare the It'SI'on, 
but the professor lectures, and then gives a re811me which they get 
up by heart; the professor, however, recommending certain hooks 
and authors to be used in connection. I came acroSs one or two 
teachers' o(English who seemed to be thoroughly masters of their 
subject, and spoke with a remarkably good accent. TIus is due to the 
fact that most of , these teachers have spent a year, or sometimes two, 
abroad, thanks to the excellent system of travelling scholarships 
~iablished by tlle French Government. The conversational side 
oC the teaching is further cultivated, at least in the women's coI1eges~ 
by the tlngagement of English repetitriceil. I came across two of 
these girls, who were botll going into teaching afterwards. They 
each spoke well of their sojomn in the schools. My opinion of 
the satisfactory fashion in which English is taught, cOllsidering 
the limited time allotted to it, was further confirmed by the perusal 
Ilt the exhibition of OIle of the best monographs on the subject by 
the professor at the Douai Normal School, which I am pleased 
t.o think received the reward it merited. . 

The programme in manual work was fixed by the decree or" the 3rd Manual 
January, 1S!H, by which three hours a week during the thi'ee ,YOlk. 

years are given up to this Imbject. The pupils begin at theYery 
begilUling. At Caen, I saw the first year at ,vork making cardboard 
boxes. The teaching of geometry and geometrical drawing runs 
parallel with the manual work. I afterwards visited the show, 
rooms of iron and wood work, togeth!'lr with the modelage and 
moula.ge, for a selection of wlJieh the school received a silver medal 
at. Rouen. I was lucky enough to catcl:. the second year at work 
in the normal school at Le Mans. The pupils were engaged on 
wQod~wQrk and turning. The system seemed well throughout, 
and graduated in difficulties, the first object to be made being. 
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a little model ladder in wood. Pupils were allowed to keep their 
" work. They were also instructed in the making and mending 

of tools-a very practical object. There was some forge work (though 
the teacher said it took too much time to do much with it), as well as 
a lot of useful wire-work. The class appeared very keen, and the 
teacher very enthusiastic on' the subject. In the same school, the 
third year were busily engaged in modelling in clay, and seemed also 
to take great interest in their work. Considering the thorough
way the pupils are trained, it is almost a pity they have not a chance 
of utilising their skill in the rural schools. 

pllnastics In the men's training colleges a good deal is made of gymnastics, 
for which a certificate can be obtained. In the school at Alen~on 
over 150 have obtained the certificate, and in 1898, in Sarthe, the 
whole third year rassed this examination. The third year at' 
Blois accomplished a similar feat. . 

Iditional In addition to the regular programme, I came across in one school 
bject3.' a class in "hippology" given by a veterinary surgeon, by the Jeaye 

of the rector, and paid for by the department. This seems very 
,sensible, considering the frequent intercourse of the teachers with 
the farmers, provided it is made practical enough. Another sub
ject studied in the same school was dialectologie, or a study of the 
dialect of the district. Certainly the services of the teachers might 
be enlisted in taking down and collecting the fast vanishing forms 
of patois in COUl try districts; but, other,,;se, the utility is less 
appar,ent. At Loches, bookbinding is taught to first year pupils. 

(2) Science applied to Hygiene and Agricultural Teaching. 
nil!" and Physics and chemistry figure in the programme of the icoles 
jetts ~. normales with practical work, at least in chemistry, for the pupils. 
B eac mg. The teaching throughout is as, concrete as possible, and hygiene and 

agriculture are treated as the logical outccme of the science thus 
taught. The object of the whole course is to render the future 
teacher capable of t~ching agricultural notions in the day school, and 
of collaborating in the evening school by his action on adults in the 
work of the departmental professor or agriculture. By the circular of 
20th March; 1897, a further development of hygiene is recommended 
in the direction of instructions on the dangers of alcoholism. 

" The teaching in agriculture is given by the departmental pro
fessor of agriculture. The course, spread over forty lessons (in the 
second and third years), includes the study of vegetable and animal 
production, with practical notions in fruit and vegetable gardening. 
notions of zootechnology special to the animals of the district, of 
~"Ticulture, and silkworm culture, the hygiene of live stock, the 
ele'rnents of rural economy. Great stre.:s is rightly laid on agricul
ture:' excursions, on practical experiments in gardens, and on farms. 
Each normal school is naturally provided with a cabinet of physical 
apparatus and a chemical laboratory. In addition it possesses 
natural hiStory collections, a botanical garden, intended for ex
periments and for work in fruit growing and market gardening, 
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in which the pupils execute themselves the principal operatIons 
of gardeni':lg, breaking up the soil, hoeing, spreading manure, 
sowing, weeding beds, grafting, training, pruning, trimming, 
etc., fruit trees and the vine." . 

Such is the description given by the RepOrt on Primary Educa- Not.yet fu! 
tion which I have already had so often occasion to quote. As far as rllahsed. 
my' experience goes, and it is limited ttl fOllr or at mORt fiyp depart-
ments, I cannot M.y that the.'le ide.'1s have been altoget.her fully 
re.llised in France. Great progress, however, has Leen made since 
lL Kovalesky made his inspection in 1890. Believing that some of 
his criticisms on the then existing state of afrairs may not be with-
out \\alue or interest for us in England to-day, I give a very brief 
ri8um~ of agricultural education as he found it in the normal schoolg 
at the time of his visit. 

IIe divided up the teaching then in vogue into four types. The first How it was 
consisted of a theoretical course in school, with sQllie digging in the in 1890. 

school garden, which was more of a recreation than a serious method 
of giving agricultural instruction. The second type he describes 
as being mainly of the horticultural or kit.chAn garden order. The 
third type consisted of a theoretir.al course with chal1bps d' experience 
cultivated by the pupils, cultivation being somet.imc9 bv groups. 
The defects of this system were that the champs d' IlXperierwe were 
often badly kept and too small, and the crops came to maturity 
during the holidays. He further insisted on the danger of experi-
ments on too small a scale, and the hasty generalisations they en-
gender. The fourth type was represented by the system of 
sending teachers after their normal course to an agricultural school 
(lcole pratique d'agriclIZture) where the teacher received a theoretical 
educatlon and took part in the practical work. 

It is worth noting that this fourth system, preferred lIy M. 
Kovalesky. has been abandoned. One objection to it was that 
the teachers from the towns did not like it, especially as they had 
to pay 1:10 to GOO francs out of their own pockets and forgot their 
other studies during the year on the farm. M. Kovalesky further 
considered the number of visits to farms insufficient, and regretted 
the bad state of the college gardens. He also remarked that the 
departmental professors of agriculture were so overworked that, 
despite themselves, they were obliged to neglect the practical side 
of their teaching in the 'normal schools. He noted the despatch of 
'3eeds by the Museum at Paris, and referred to the Russian method 
of supplying seeds and seedlings free to normal schools up to a 
cost of 50 francs. In his opinion, the ideal garden should contain 
a nursery, a kitchen garden, trees in the open, or vines, according 
to the district, a small botanical garden with specimens of 
food, medicinal and poisonous plants, and an ornamental garden. 
The two objects of the garden should be: (1) to supply the pro
fessor with illustrations for his lecture; (2) to provide work in 
gardening for the pupils. He further proposed to have special 
agricultural teachers in the norInal schools, and deprecated mere 

5~2 M 
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weeding i.by t4e :pupus as ulllldcessary, suggested the worK~llg of 
pupils in groups, and insisted on the need of a skilled gardener 
being 1 attached to the school. He wound up by advocating an 
" agricultural ,test" at the final examination, more practical ex~ 

'periments, higher cultivation in the gardens, a sharper sUr~ 
veillance of the pupils when at work, and mOl'e fr~uent "isits 
to farms. . 

The agricultural education as given to-day is certainly fit! beyond 
these experimental stages. The theoretical instruction is probably 
well Qrgallised, the departmental professor of agriculture taking 
care to adapt his course to subjects particularly applicable to 
the department. Thus, in one of the schools, I had,. the 
pleasure of listening to an instructive lesson on cider making, 
which, with butter and cheese making, wa~ the staple 
industry of the district. The professor gave an admirable 
expose of the various methods of making cider, and alluded ,ro, 
certain, practical experiments in' fermentation which had been 
made in conjunction with the pupils. While stating what were 
the, chief reasons in favour of this or that process, he was ,careful 
tQ bring home to the pupils the numerous points on which we are 
still ignorant of the real action of fermentation, and to impres~ 
on them not to be .led away by the often erroneous explanations 
of the peasants. , , ' 

The real test,however,' of all this teaching is the practical work. 
to which more than twice as much time is devoted as is· given to 
the theoretical part, and this certainly seemed to be the less satifl
factory side of the teachinll, though the outdoor work and 
teaching are certainly much improved since M. Kovalesky's time. 

In one department I, was informed by a, high official, that the 
agricultural teaching was not up to much at the ecole '1W1"11UJ,le. The 
departmental profeSsor, was keener on holding' conferences dnd 
beating up the peasants to attend them. On the other hand, I 
learnt on good authority that the work was serious, the pupils 
took delight in it,and went in for pruning, grafting, and gardening 
generally with much zest. The garden itself was not large" but 
fairly well kept. It contained a small champd'exptfrie;nce and a 
bJtanical garde~. The champ d' expe1'ience seemed scarcely big 
enough to merit its name. In addition, there were some experi
ments in pot cultivation, preparations of subsoils by pupils,and some' 
small pear trees planted by the pupils. They had also done a certain 
amount of grafting on rose trees, ~nd there wei'e a few fruit trees 
for them to try their 'prentice haiids on.- The director seemed 
fairly, content with these results. Another school had a very bill, 
r,ltrden amounting to nearly ten acres, of which about six or seven 
were under cultivation The garden was rather foul. Dandelion was 
much in evidence, and an attempt was being made to bury Ii' large 
quantity of this. There were several experimental plots ,'with 
potatoes, cabbages, etc., which were not very successful owing to the 
season. Certain 11atches had been handoo over to groups of st~dents 
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to cultivate. The fruit trees were rather cut by the wind. 'They 
afforded a fine instance of the damage possible froni noxioUs insects, 
for caterpillars and snails abounded. Grafting is taught by the 
gardener. Altogether, I was not very favourably impressed by 
the practical work. It did not seem to be thorough or systematic 
pnough. As regards the interest taken -by the pupils in the work, 
J had the good fortune to speak about it with some of the eleves
'7Mitres whom I met. They told me they were allowed to dig but 
not to plant. The work that interested them most was the pruning. 
or their comrades, there were some who were indifferent, others 
were very keen, and often spent their half-holiday working in the 
garden. 

In a third school the garden was large and well kept. The 
potatoes were well advanced, and there was a very fine row of 
standard roses, and a Rplendid show of apples, but that was nearly 
everywhere the caRe: the apricots, however, were" shy." Then 
wall alllo a "ery fine hed of aRparagus. The garden supplied the school 
with 600 francs worth of vegetables, and sold for another 250 francs. 
The garden was about 21 acres. As for the agricultural teaching, 
I was told -the theoretical instruction was good, but the depart
mental prof~sor did little practical work. Now and then he teaches 
a ·Iittle pruning, and sometimes takes the pupils into the garden 
to illustrate some point in his lectures, but more of tell he is away; 
in fact, he only comes about once a week, and the pupils dig and 
garden under the guidance of the gardener and the director. They do 
a good deal of hard digging. There are no real experimental plots. 

About the fourth garden I also heard rather contradictOry 
aC<'~)Unts. One official told me the work was satisfactory, and I was 
informed in another quarter that the teaching was serious, and thE! 
pupils took delight in it. Against this I must set the opinion of 
another authority, who assured me the teaching was superficial and 
somewhat neglected by the departmental professor. The latter wall 
often absent during the hours of practical work. The director 
had himself been obliged to set'the pupils to work. In the garden 
I' was shown a part which had been reserved for practical experi
ments, but the professor took no trouble a,bout it, so it, is now 
cultiyated in the ordinary way. Therp. is, however, a botanical 
garden. The garden itself is neatly kept, ana though not over 
large furnishes the college with all sorts of vegetables except 
potatoes. The cost of the upkeep of a garden was in one case £60, 
but about.«O of this was co~ered by the ,"alue of vegetables sold or 
(',onsumed on the premises. 

I ~as further told by a competent authority that in the normal 
cOlleges of several departments the agricultural instruction is POOl', 
although it counts for the final examination. There is not enough 
surveillance, and the pupils take it easy in consequence. 

It" Beems from these notes that, though considerable progress Conclusionl 
baS been made, and the aim and object of the education . 
thus given has been clearly thought out and defined, the 
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. programme, so, far, has . not been thoroughly realised. Before 
any blame is as.'ligried, however, t" the departmental professors of 
agriculture, it must be admitted that if they -tried to do all-the 
work that rea:llywants doing, they would not be able to. do it 
even if they worked twice as hard as at present~ Apart from their 
. duties in theecoles rwrmales (for they also sometim~ give courses 
in the women's colleges), they have their conferences, their champs 
d' experience, their laboratory investigations, which range from 
original research to the \ analy~is of soils and manures, and their 
'consultations with the peasants. Perhaps under the 'present con
.ditions the best way of lightening their task would be to place, when 
possible, the special professors for arrondissements directly lUlder 
them. This would enable them. to delegate some of their duties, 
and prevent a certain amount of overlapping and waste of co-opera
tion which comes from the present independent state of the special 
professors. In theory, indeed, the eeoles normales have joint claims 
on their services, but as the professors depend on the Minister of 
Agriculture and not of Public Instruction, these claims are nl)t 
always easy to enforce. Yet it is not enough to free the over worked 
departmental professor from some of his numerous duties. If ,t.he 
agricultural teaching is to be the real outcome and practical issue 
of the science instruction in the.school, there must .be close (,D

operation between the professor of -science and the agricultural 
professor. They must play into each other's hands, and arrang<.l 
their several courses in such a fashion that one may be the natural 
sequence of the other. As for the practical part, it should be ren
dered as. systematic as it can be, and the experiments should be 
adapted as far as possible to the agriculture of the locality, and 
finally, these experiments should he as largely as possible 'per
formed by the pupils themselves. By all means let them do their fair 
share of digging and hoeing, but they must also be allowed to sow, 
to plant, to graft, and to prune. If all these things, which are now 
done intermittently and in part, are done thoroughly and systematic. 
ally, in fact, if the interlocking between theory and practice be com
plete, there seems no reason to doubt of the ultimate -success of 
agricultural education in the French normal schools. 

Allusion has already been made in the section on agricul
tural education is the schools to the prominent part. played 
by some teachers in the reconstitution of the vine in certain depart
ments. This movement has now. gained some of. the training 
colleges, with the result that the pupils have taken up the subject 
with great ardour. Thus at Blois in 1898 twelve out of thirteen 
of the third year gained certificates for grafting. 

Over and above the training in the normal schools there is no 
agricultural instruction for teachers in France. Holiday courses 
for those already in the profession have been tried in some of the 
training colleges and abandoned. It is true. a few teachers, after 
finishing their normal course, have gone for a year to the agricul
tural colleges, but then they have after~ards taken up agricultural 
teaching as a profession. . 
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(3) For Women. 

The programme for the women's training colleges is the same as 
regards the literary part; but the scientific part is reduced. On 
the other hand, they are instructed ill domestic economy. The 
practical side of the curriculum includes, in addition to garden
ing, first aid to the wounded, sewing, and, in some cases, laundry 
work amI cooking. 

As regards horticulture and agriculture, the first is a necessary Horticul
accomplishment fo:." an tflet:e-maitresse, as many of her pupils will !~i"~l~n 
be expected at home to look after the gardens. Hence, . In the few 
schools I visited, ·thel·e seemed to be a certain amount of gardening 
going' on WhereH'I' it was practicable. At Alen~on, for instancp, 
IJParly all the pupils go in for it, the fa,·ourit.e method being tho 
j"rdintl!lc {i dPl/J,. AA. how£,\"er, many female teachers become 
in time tilt! hend oC mixell Rehools, it is clem' they likewise require 
a certain amount of training in agricultural teaching. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that a course of agriculture, relating especially 
to the poultry-yard, butter and cheese making, etc., has been 
established at the normal school at Caen, and I heard of another 
to be started at Le Mans. 

At the Caen school four pupils p"epare the food for the mistresses' Cooking. 
table twice a week for a week. .The lesson lasts from three to four 
hours, and the cooking was only once a failure. The mistresses' table 
is taken because there are less to cater for and more variety. The 
building used for the purpose was originally meant for an infirmary, 
but the lower part proved too damp. So permission was obtained 
to use the rooms on the ground floor as a kitchen. The table, 
dressers, etc., were all put together on the spot, so there was practi-
cally no initial outlay. The directress kindly showed me over the 
place herself. We found the pupils hard at work preparing some 
mutton cutlets, and certainly they seemed to take great interest in 
their mitier. At Alen~on cookery is taught by the econome, who 
pel'sonally conducted me o\'er the building. Pupils make little 
dishes. The leason lasts about an hour, and is confined to the third 
yoar students. At La Mans I found a course of cookery for the third 
~·oar. Once a week (Saturday) the girls prepare their own 
dinner. 

At Caen no washing.is do~e in the school. !:mt every week the ~~~kdry 
washerwoman leaves a certam number of tlungs that ha,·e not . 
!lea:l "a!'cIlCd or il'OBed, and a graduated course has been formed 
ill laundry wOl"k consillting of groups of six pupils at. a time. It 
Lakes the lJlac3 for these of their Thursday afternoon walk. This 
practice, the directress told me, was not general in all normal 
schools. At Alen~on, however, all the ironing is done in the schools. 
Pupils work at it in groups of eight. At Le Mans the washing is 
done in the town, but pupils iron their OW11 linen. . 

At Caen there waJ formerly a good deal more than at present, as Sewing •. 
an hour a week bas boon taken out. The reason probnbly is that 
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it ill! not obligatory£or the brevet superieur, for which all have to 
work;: ,though demanded at the brevet eUmentaire. At Le Mans 
the sewing tak8$ two hoUl"o a week. It is not ornamental but· prac
tical. Formerly the girls made their oWn dresses, hut the practice 
has ,been abandoned. as it took too much time. ' 

At Alen<;on the exercices physiques take place in recreation time. 
r saw the gymnasium, which is a very fair one. The directress 
of another school told me that Swedish exercises were almost un
known. A lady who had been in Switzerland had introduced 

··them at Dijon' and Versailles. She herself would not object to 
these things i£ they took place out of school hours. 

(d) THE TRAINING. 

. --_ . 

. ~. ~.1fO_. ,._:-_O! 
" 

The pUiJils in the French normal schools an-ive 'altogether un
trained. At most they have acted occasionally as monitors at 
school, 

~o ~~pes of There are two. types d practising schools. The training is given 
hc:~i:~g either in an ecole a,nneu, or school inside the building, or in an ecole 

d'application" which is an outside school attached to the college. 
I visited several of these schools, including one· maternal one. The 
,system of traiuing . varies from place to place. In some colleges 
the pupil te,achers teach for a whole week on end ; in others they 
divide their time between the college and the training school, passing 
the morning in one and the afternoon in the other. But the time· 
allotted in both cases (60 half days) is the same in lJoth, which is 
roughly equivalent to a month a year for two out of the three years 

~e~~~~e8 of the pupils' stay at the schooL- In addition, eYery Thursday 01' 
Sunday morning a model lesson is given by the third year pupils 
b:3forethe prin:!ipal and the head of the ecole anncxe. Thepractiee at, 
the girls' school at Caen is for each pupil in turn to give public lessons, 
specially prepared, of half an hour each while she is in the training 
school. Later on.she gives a lesson once a week in college before the· 
last two years, the class being brought into the college to be taught. 
Wheil the leSson is over, pupils and mistresses criticise it. At another 
college I came across two pupil teachers hard at work correcting the 
scholars' woi-k. The cahiel's struck me as· not being so good as 
elsewhere, ·and the writiilg was iudifferent. In another tcol/! 
'lnne;,ce the principal feature of the school was the drawing, which 
was very good. The writjng Reclll£,.d poor throughout.. The teach
ing by the elet1f3S-1IUttf1;cs revealed not.bing remarkable. The samB. 
criticism applies to the reading. Altogether the. school produced 
on my mind a somewhat mediocre iinpressioll. In another annexo.. 
school which I was shoVl-'D. over, there were three classes but only 
one master. The rest of the work was done by the elhes·maftres, 
who spend the usual month a year in the classes, which in this 
case were rather larger than usual. I .saw nothing Vf'ry n9tp-

* They do. not s!art .teaching till the East.eX' Qf their firs~ year, and leaH 
cAl' a~ East~r m their thml year. . . ... 

. . \' 
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WOI·thy either way in the exercise books. The writing was rather 
below the average. In one of the lower classes a pupil teacher' was 
trying to give an object lesson ou a cylinder. He did not seem 
to bo very expert, The director helped the class out with 
(IUestions. They replied with pleuty of vene and go, which 
IIhowed they only wanted a good clas.~ leader to be a smart lot. 
I WaR taken o\'er another ecole an nexe in which there were only 
tw!'nty-eight pupils for four di,,;sions. Tho reason for this w~s 
the existenro of a religious school in t.he commune, which gets the 
hulk of the children, and the town itself was tOd far away to 
have an ecols d'application in it. 

I 

I only saw one ecole d'application, but that was such a good Ecole. 
one that, if the others are only something like it, they should cer- t~~~\lII('t. 
tainly be superior to the ordinary run of ecoles annexes. The school . 
itself was at • .\)en~on, where there had previously existed an icole 
anne.re, which only contained fourteen to sixteen pupils. This 
had been suppr688ed, and one of the four schools Md been taken 
ou in its place, containing about 300 pupils with a director and 
four adjoinJs, I visited this school. The classes were rather big, 
30, 42, 35, etc, But the director was evidently a first-rate teacher. 
One thing that struck my eye at once was that he put his worst 
children in front, The class room unfortunately was lighted 
from the wrong end, The reading was very good both separately 
.and in chorus, and the class took great interest in the subject, which 
was about carrier pigeons, In the third class the teacher showed 
his cakier for preparing lessons, which was a model of clearness 
and neatness. An e'let'Vl-maitre in his second year was taking the 
fourth class when we arrived. He was giving an object lesson, 
hut I am afraid our posse of four frightened what little met.hod 
he had away. After attempting to reassure him we left. On our 
retw'n to the first class we found an e!eve-maltre of the first year 
teaching drawing .. He went about his work in such a quiet and 
husiness-like way I was obliged to ask how he had so rapidly acquired 
, his pl'Ofe&!ional manner. It turned out that he had been monitor 
in his father's school. The director further infornled me he had 
mado 1\ point of holding reunions once 1\ wrek with his subon.linates 
in ul'llm' to IJI'U\'uko eritieil:!l1l and discus.'!ion. This accounts for 
the fculing of unity that seemed to pervade the school, and is due 
no tll/uLt in part to each teacher heing content to work at his proper 
Il\\"lll. Seveml authorities I spoke to were in favour of adopting 
au fcu[e d'upplicatio", for the trole anne:re where it was practical. 
COl'taiuly the few irole$ annexes I saw struck me as being generally 
inferior to the ordinary run of schools, and this, I am told, is due 
to the fact that tae' ecole anneu is often used as a sort of" dumping 
ground" for unsatisfactory children, The chief defect, howe'-e!', 
in my humble judgment. is that the majority of the classes are 
too small, The pupil teacher who has learnt to handle 'one of t!::ese 
skeleton brigades with eight or ten pupils feels hopelessly lost 
"'hen he finds himself pitchforked into a class of forty. (I speak, 
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alas! from per.sonal experience!) The difference between the 
experience gained in a small ecole annexe or a big ecole d'application 
is similar to that gained in a sham fight or in a real battle.· 

On the question' of whether teachers are sufficiently trained in 
the ecole normale 1 encountered some somewhat severe cnticism.t 
One inspector bluntly described the training as mille. He 
was also dissatisfied with the theoretical' knowledge of peda· 
gogics the eleOOS·maU1·CS received, and ascribed it to the fact 
that the majority of directors are recruited from the higher 
normal schools, and so have never taught in a primary school, 
and are, therefore, often unaware of what is suitable in the 
way of methods, etc. If this is true, surely a stage of five ),ears 
ill the inspectorate as a necessary preliminary to becoming director 
would meet the objections of such criticism. 

Tn answer to these objections, it was pointed out to me that the 
main idea of the ecolc lIol'TlUlle was to educate the pupil teachers, 
and give them rather an orientation in teaching than a complete 
training. This was frankly recognised by the State refusing to 
allow anyone to present himself for the examination of fully cer
tificated teacher still he has spent two years at least in a school as 
"probationer." I have already spoken of the searching nature 
of these examinations, not forget~ing the case of the teacher who 
had taken eight years to pass the test, and so, whatever may b£' 
the exact value of the pedagogical training in the normal schools, 
there is no doubt it is very hard for a "real duffer" to qualify as 
a full teacher. 

(e) RF..GREA'l'ION-ASSOCIA.TIONS OF FORMER PUPILS. 

ibraries a.nd All the schools I visited wIlre supplied with excellent libraril'f', 
lIlseum.. placed in rooms 'that, were generally th(l best, in the building. In 

two cases, at least., t.hege rooms \\'(lre used as common rooms by 
t.he profl'lSsors. These libraries ar(l not, as in some countri~. 
guarded witll all the precautions suitabl(l to the sUlTeillance of 
a powder magazine; on the contrary, the pupils are in many 
instances constrained to take out at least one book a week. At 
Loches I found the pupils read in the library every Saturday from 
4.30 till 8. Their reading is superintended by the French pro· 
fe3301', for whom they compose summaries of useful books or make 
extracts. It was at Loches, too, that I was shown a remarkable 
collection of fossils and antiquities found. in the neighbourhood. 
The soil, being a sable calcaire, contains many curiosities, and 
especially chipped flints, some of which are more than a foot long. 

* In the debate on the Budget, 1900, M. Gautret, in the Chambt'r or 
Deputies, demanded the tota.! suppression of the ecoles annexes, of which 
he pointed out " the uselessness and grave disadvantages from the point 
of view of ths teaching of our tfleves-maitres." The Minister, in reply, 
observed, and B1~er him M. Baret, that· the administration has sup
pre.'!Sed these sehools wherever it was praeticable. 

t lIt is worth I\I.oting that M. Bayet in the Rapport E.P. says (page_ 
xiv.), "Nous devons . • . . . fortifier encore l'apprentissage pro· 
fessiollnel. " 
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The same school possesses a good cabinet of naturalliistory, with a 
collection of artificial manures and some curious models of the 
different varieties of pears which grow freely in that part of the 
country, but otherwise there were no agricultural specimens. • 

Apart from libraries. a good deal is done· for the recreation of Other . 
the pupils out of school hours. At Caen I came across a football recreahUl 
team who had just carried off the" Association" championship of Football. 
all Normandy. The pupils at Le Mans have also a team and a 
ground of their own to play on. At Loche..'1 the pupils have like-
wise started to play. The director was very favourable to the idea. 
He did not think the pupils took enough physical exercise. In 
this he l:esembled another }<'rench teacher who told me his colleagues 
had not yet learned to appreciate the full value of fresh air, a point ~ Fhenrl 
in which. as far as my experience goes, I can in no way be~r him o:tdo~~ (l 
out. I found the schools exceptionalIy well ventilated as a rule. sports. 
[Jut perhaps he was thinking of the winter. Anyhow, h~ added 
t,hat a large number die of consumption, and to show the insuffi-
eiency of gymnastics without indoor sports, he stated that the 
teacher of gymnastics at the ecole '1Wl"1rULle had just died of con
sumption.· Certainly a bad advertisement for gymnastics! 

One school I visited had a stand of muskets, which it uses for Shooting 
military drill and for shooting. The precision of these weapons olubs. 
was somewhat defective, and hopes were entertained that next 
year the Minister of 'War would serve out a better weapon. 

One school was just starting a band or fanfare. In another Band. 
I fOWld one in full blast. At Loches the director told me the pupils 
weI'e very keen on their band. It seems a pity that the girls' schools 
dll not yllt appeal' to have gone in for forming orehootras like tho 
1I1"Il'S ('ollt~gt'li. 

TIIA nll'Il'H rHIlt'~o at AIIHI!;on \1l1t*!Pl'IRPli a bas8ill tiMwiation, which Swimmi 
t~OIlRists of It hOI"t!eshoo dlannpl who~e two ends communicate with 
t.l1(' rin'r. Tho dt:plh \'ariel! frolll :3 ft. 8 in. to 10 ft., and photo- ' 
graphs that were given me show that this open-air bath is well 
patl"Onised ill sUlluuer·. 

I was also shown at Loches a dark room for lovers of photography, Photo. 
whether masters or pupils. Sl'aphy. 

At the same college the pupils of the first year are formed into F;re Br', 
il fir'c br·i~ade. I saw them at practice, and they certainly worked 
with a will. They had already received their "baptism of fire" 
ut a conflagration in the neighbourhood. 

Several of the schools have associations of former pupils, That As~oci8( 
of the men's collpge at I.e Man:! ha.'1 already 2:10 members, although of f1Tlm 
tlllly Cowlded in 1893. There is a general meeting and banquet pUl'l s. 

(\'ery year. The women's college in the same place has no regular 
association, but the library is open to former students, and meet-
ings are held onoo a month. At Blois, the old boys' association 
numbers 336 members (academy inspectors' report for 1899), 
and gives a prize of forty francs for the best pupil in the third 
year. The women's college has also its association, with· an 
annual ,fe'te, which takes place on the day of its general meetinl? 
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(f) THE U BREVF:l'S." 
The examination for the brevet eUmentaire, the poBSeS8ion of 

wJllch is obligatory for all candidat~ who aspire to enter the 
normal schools, is held by a commission appointro by the rector, 
and presided over by the academy inspector, who a180 superintends 
the examination for the brevet supirieur. The cOll1ll1iggjon must, 
contain two inspectQrs, two members of primary education, three 
heads of and two professors in the normal collf'goo and higher 
primary schools, and at- least one member of the private schools; 
other representatives from public or private primary, secondary, 
01' higher education are often added. Special examiners in ag.ri-

"culture, modern languages, gymnastics, singing, etc., art) some
times appointed. They have only a consultative voice in their 
particular subj~t. Candidates must be at least sixteen years of 
age. The suhjects for the examinatioils are divided into three series. 

(n)' (1) A dictation of about a page. (2) French composition. 
(3) An arithmetic quootion, and a problem, to be 
worked out and explained. 

(JJ) (1) A writing examination. (2) A piece of freehand 
drawing. . (3) Elementary gymnastic exercisoo of the 
type COllllUon to the primary schools; for girls, gym
nastics are replaced by sewing. 

(c) O/"al. (1) Reading and explanation of points in the text. 
(~) QUe8tions in arithmetic. (3) Questions on natural 
history, and civic instruction with geography of France. 
(4) Elementary quootions and exercises in sol-fa. (5) 
Elementary notions of physics and natural science, 
and agricultural ~ucation. 

The brevet supirieur is now practically_ the leaving examination 
of the ecole norm.ale. Candidates. must be 18 years of age. 
The examination is reputed difficult. The pupils, howel-er, show 
up well in it. In Smhe, in 1898, out of 12 male candidates III 
passed. In June, 1898, in Orne, 9 out of 11 male pupils and K 
out of 11 female p\lpils satisfied the examiners, and two women 
redeemed their failure next session. The men's college at Caen 
sent in 22 in 1897, who all got through! and the women's college 
hac118 out of 20 successful candidates. In"ImIJ'e-et-Loire for 18~17, 
12 out of 13 "aspir.mtRs" passed. In Loir-et-Cber, in 1898, 13 m('u 
presented themselns and 12 pass('{l, and all the women candidates 
Wl'l"e "I"e<'('ived." The 3vel'age perc('ntage of paS8t:'l! for all calldi 
t1at{'s is. far lower. Thus while ill Indre-('t~I.oi.\'e 12 out of 13 
women frol11 the ecole 1Iormale passed, t,be slIcce.os£ul candidah'~ 
for the whole department totalled only 32 out of 58, and as 10 pf 
these were from the men's college, assuming that 8, a low per
centage, passed, only 12 out of 35 of the outside examinees passed, 
or something like 34 per cent., against over 90 per cent. for the 
normal colleges. _ 

The examination consists of two serioo:-
A. (1) A paper which contains a problem in arithmetic (with 
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8 geometrical queation applied to practical operations for men only), 
and 8 composition on physics and natural science, with, their appli
cation to hygiene, industry, agriculture, and horticulture (time 
given, 4 hours). (2) A French composition (literary or moral), 
(3 hours). (3) A composition in drawing, with model in relief 
(3 hours). (4) A paper in modern languagea, consisting of an 
exercise and a piece of translation (dictionary allowed) (3 hours). 

B. This incJudea 'Viva 'IJOOO in la 1Mrale, education, French, 
geography and history of :France, with notions of geography 
in general, arithmetic, book-keeping (with elementary notions 
i'l algebra, geometry, and land surveying, for men only), notiolls 
cf 'physics and chemistry (with notions on agriculture and horti
culture, for men only). Translation at sight from a modern language. 
It ill notewOl·thy that agricultural science is obligatory as a '\\Titten 
lIubject in both these examinations, and counts in' them. It is 
probabre it will not be long before it is placed on the same footing 

. in t.he examination for the certificat d'etudes. 

(~) Two QUK'iTIONS. 

Olin of (1l(J poillts UHriN' discuBBion to-day is iho quest.ion of sup- RegiDoal 
I'rf1s~ing some of the departmental coIIe~e8 and substituting in ::8~~~~( 
their place regional schools.· Apart f!'Olll economic reasons 
the chief arguments in favour of such 8 change seems to be the small 
number of pupils in someol the smaller departmental schools, whie h 
deprives the pupils of the many advantages that are attached to 
8ehools ",hoge numb£'rs al'e higger, The difficulties, however, of 
d1"ecting an alt.erat.ion are undoubtedly great, The depart.l1'lents 
who ha\'f~ made 1-11Ich sacrific('s in the way oC building are little 
likely to consent to seeing the school given up, and the local trades-
men in the smaller towns will probably also oppose the change. 
As far as one can judge, the departmental college has come to stay, 
and, as has already been pointed out, it falls in well with the local 
sympathies of the teachers themselves. Centralised: chools might 
give them wider ilieas,butperhaps at the cost of much local patriotil'llJ, 
which is after aU a very desirable thing, I spoke to several 
officials about the proposed fusion. One directreBB expressed her-
self in favolll' of fnsion when the normal schools were very small, 
but did not think it was realisable 011 a large scale, Others looket! 
on the thing as impracticable. One point which 'yas not brought 
out, but which seems to me to tell in favour Qf tIle prE'sE'nt syst.em, is 
that the academy inspectm' would b!1 far I('&~ dil'('rU~' intE'l'E'st('d in 
the' normal school than he is. At present he naturally takeR, the 
liveliest interest in what is virtually the nursery of his teaching stalr. 
He would not have so great an inducement to exercise the same 

• Alpes Maritimes sends its female pupils to the normal school of 
anothE'r department, the territory of Belfort does the same. Gers and 
Vaucluse have also merged their schools with those of two other depart.
ments, Basses-Alpes and Hautes Pyrenees have been authorised to join 
Gers and Vallclu~e. 
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close and paternal oversight over pupils who are " here to-dayand 
gone to-moITOw." And what the pupils might gain in superiority 
of training at the regional college they would lose in the continuity 
of influence to which they are at present subjected. The best 
remedy for the paucity of. numbers in some of the normal schools 
is to adopt the suggestion of M.J08t that all teachers should be 

e SOhltioD. trained. At present only Beven-tenths of the male teachers and 
six-tenths of the female have been through the schools. If normal 
training were made compulsory, it would thus raise the -average 
of those on .the books by thirty per cent., although it is only fair 
to point out that in the departments I "risited the number of pupilp. 
in the normal schools was, as a rule, sufficient for the demands' of 
the departments. That some such measure is desirable is clearly 
the opinion of the writers of the Report on Primary Education in 
dealing with the normal schools. where it is stated that the in
sufficiency of money voted for education has prevented theAdminis
tration from keeping up the effective in the normal schools, and com
pelled it to its great regret to maintain the service in the great" 
majority of departments by enlisting masters who, not coming 
from the icoles normales are evidently less well prepared. 
This constituted a serious danger, for on the value of the masters 
depends the value of the schools, and,i f care were not taken, the 
whole of primary education might suffer under this heading a 
grievous loss. The Report goes on to say that, in consequence, 
the Administration has asked Parliament for more money, in 
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order to keep the normal schools up to their proper pitch. 
But behind the question of regional or departmental colleges 

lurks a question quite as difficult, that of a different form of 
training for town and country teachers. In the discussion 
on different curricula for urban and. rural schools, it has been 
already pointed out that the differentiation of the teachers would La 
its necessary corollary. Such a differentiation if intrcduced into 
departmental colleges, would necessitate a bifurcation into two 
sides, with an increase in the staff and an augmentation of 
the teaching expenses which already amount to £20 a head .. One 
pl'oposition that was suggested to me by3 high official was that there 
should be two types of colleges, one departmental, for country 
teachers, and the other regional, for the higher teachers who wouM 
go to the towns. This, however, would fW'ther depopulate the 
departmental colleges. To obviate this drawback, it might be 
suggested as ,an improvement that the dep:lrtments in the same 
university area should combine, in order to adopt. the (cole nor-male 
in the university -town for a town teachers' training college, and 
divide up the balance of country pupils of this particular depart
ment among the normal schools of the other departments, which 
WOQld thus become strictly rural. Some of the advantages of the 
paternal supervision alluded to above would be lost, but a cousider
able gain might be effected by bringing about a rapprochement 
between the departmental university and the normal school for 
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teachers, which would he highly beneficial to both. The best pupils 
in the normal ilchools would thus have the chance to earn a uni
versity degree, and the university in adapting itB programme to 
include th~ new comers would only be fulfilling itB ideal of being 
truly universal. Nor would the education of the country teachers 
be neglected either. On the contrary, they would benefit by a 
programme more suited to their needs, interpreted by professors 
I horoughly equipped for country teachmg, for such a change would 
ultimately prolong the cle.wage into the eCf)le~~ 1IormaleBprimaircs 
Bupirieures, and oblige them to prepare professors for the rural 
normal schools. Such a method of re-arrangement would lead to 
a.minimum of dislocatioJ1., and prevent the disfranchisement of 

. any 'town that has hitherto possessed a departmental college. 
Differentiation on such lines would naturally tend to sundet· Divi.iOl 

the teachers into two classes. Probably the teachers would oppose teacher~ 
it on this account. But it may be pointed out that in secondary, and 
still more in higher education, differentiation is the law, lind not 
the exception. Only governesses, or other educational bonnes 
d. totd-faire, can now profess to explain the universe to the mind 
of the sm1l.11 child. Anyone who aspires to teach in a good secondary 
school, at any rate in France, has to make up his mind at the latest 
at the beginning of his university career whether he will be a 
classical, science, or modern language teacher. It is only in England, 
in a certain number of unfortunate subjects which anybody is sup-
posed to be able to teach at a pinch, there is still any latitude of choice. 
Why then should it be any greater hardship to primary teachers to 
split them, not into three or four classes, as in secondary education, 
but only into two, and make them decide at the outset whether they 
will qualify for a town or country curriculum? Norwould the 
bar in this case be so formidable an obstacle to get over, as in the 
higher grades of the profession. There might well be extra examina-
tions in the parts of the whole curriculum peculiar to each, such as 
Rcience applied to agriculture for the country, or industrial training 

·for the town, with a certificate for either section, which would 
enable a teacher who had already adopter!. one type of teaching 
to qualify, ·if he wished, for both sorts of schools on the register. 

If the French teachers have sufficient energy and industry to 
prepare for the exceedingly severe examination for the inspectorate, 
t h~y will find the passing of such examinations not very arduous. 
TIle only real danger of such a scheme is the fear that people might 
lend to regard the position of the country teacher as inferior to 
that of the urban. But as long as the practical equality of salaries 
were preserved between the two teachers, the equality in teaching 
capacity between the two would be likewise maintained. But in 
England, where salaries are all "at sixes and sevens," this feeling about The prol 
the inferiority of the country teacher, which already exists to a large ill Engl! 
extent in a confused state, would be focussed as soon as the differentia-
tion became an accomplished fact. The" ear· marking » of the grants 
for salaries seems to be the only remedy, were the differentiation 
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adopted. Thi·g m~uld involve t.he fixing for teachers, who are on 
"the stren~th," that is, the certificated teachers 'a certain" living" 
wage below which it would be impossible to deseend. Enterprising 
school boards or liberal school managers might, "of their very 
great bounty," go higher if they pleased. But if we had some 
equaJity in .salaries between town and country (not merely apparent, 
but proportional to the cost of living) we should probably have 
something like uniformity of capacity between the two categories 
of teachers, and there would be no chance ill the future of the country 
being regarded as a sort of dumping ground for the duller type of 
teachers. The country teacher might, and would, be probably 
different from the town teacher, but, in his own line he wOllld 
he the latter's equal. But we in England are not so far advanced' 
as the French for trying the problem. Apart from the question 
of uniformity of salaries come the long string of grievances con
nected with housing, water supply, drainage, etc., which are all 

. bound.up with the question of the teacher's comfort, and go far 
towards influencing him in favour of a town rather;than a 
countl,y.life, not to mention the delicate question of the social statl1s 
of the English priinary teacher in the village, which is not so good 
as that of his French colleague, not because there·may be anything 
to choose between them, but because the social organisation in 
the two countries is not the same, and the. French teacher fits the 
more easily of the two into the milieu he finds Iiimself in. And 
lastly there is the crying need of'" more- training college.~:The 
average French. department is about the size of the mean between 
Devon and Norfolk; Indre-et-Loire, the 43rd department, in point 
of size, contains about 1,520,677 acres, against Devon, 1,650,705 j 

and Norfolk, 1,291,170. The departments vary, however, com· 
paratively little. Calvados, which comes 60th, has 569,200 hectares, 
and Loir-et-Cher,which comes 31st, has 642,000 hectares, which 
makes a difference of only about 180,000 acres, an area less than 
the size of Huntingdonshire. It comes, therefore, to this, that if 
England were as well supplied as France in training colleges, we 
i:!hould have about two at least in areas a little bigger than Norfolk, 
but as the population is much denser in England than in France, 
the unit, if decided by population, would be much smaller. In France 
(excluding Algeria) there are 168 training colleges (85 for men and 
tl3 for women). The population of France (1896) was 38,517,975. 
TillS works out at one training college for every 229,273 
inhabitants. On the average, even such a comparatively rural 

. part of England as Norfolk would be well entitled to two colleges 
(population over 460,000 in 1891). In England and Wales there 
were, in 1899, 58 training colleges (44 residential and 14 day 
training colleges). This works out on the 1891 census figures 
(29,002,525) atone residential college to something over· every 
650,000 'inhabitants, or, reckoning in the day training colleges, one 
training college to/a little over every 500,000. Were England and 
Wales provided With traiIfing colleges on the same scale as France, 
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we should ha\'e about 127, instead of 58. But the a,"erage of students 
in a Frellch training college is 41 (1892); in England and Wales. 
it is just under 82 (1899). So the actual figures of colleges are not 
so bad as they look. Perhaps, however, one of the best points of 
I·.lmpal·ison iR thfl number of students in training. In England 
anel Wall~ they amounted t~) 4,750 (1899), and in Franre to 7,73(i 
(1897). But of these English and Welsh students only 3,700 were 
rl'Sidential, while all the French ones were" in college." Another 
index of the lack of training in England and Wales is the percentage 
I)f candidates who passed the Queen's Scholarship Examination 
ill 1899 and were admitted to training colleges. In all 26'9 per c~nt. 
w.fre admitted to training colleges-day and residential-of which 
total only 19'8 entered the residential colleges, and most of these 
will go into town schools; whereas the number of teachers in 
trdining in FI·ance to-day is probably nearer 60 than 50 per 
cent. of the wbole number who enter tbe profession, and 
most of these will .go into town schools. If people wish to have 
really s:ltisractory rural education they must insist on having 
normal schools for teachers to attend. When the day comes 
for their building, if it ever does, they must further look out that 
if some of them are not reserved for preparing rural teachers, they 
should pave at least sides attached to them for training the latter. 
Were education a county matter instead of being locally a sort 
of Thuringia of isolated petty authorities, the day for such reforms 
might riot be so far distant. ' 

The }'rench, on the other hand, mighi well make some sort of If Frll.Dl 
experiment in differentiation. As has been already pointed out, tried it. 
tbe ground is comparatively clear, and with their faculty for tackling 
administrative problems they would easily schedule the' areas 
which should give a rural or a town education, and draw up two 
maxinia programme3 for each section. They could leave it to their 
excellent academy inspectors to decide not only what would best 
lIuit some school on the dividing line, but also allow them to modify 
either of the main programmes in accordance with local needs. 
It would not be necessary to subject all the schools 0' France to 
the experiment. The authorities could take as a unit one of the 
university areas, and carry out at a comparatively little trouble 
and expense an experiment of capital importance not only to 
France, but to nil civiljsed countries. . 

ApPF.NDlX ON PROFESSORS OF AGRYCULTURE. 

The departmental chairs bf agriculture were created by the law of the Depart. 
16th June, 1879. Candidates for the post of professor of agriculture in any mental p 
department must present themselves before an examining board consisting fe.sors. 
of agricultural and educational experts. The examination takes place at 
the cmf-lieu of the department, and the Bubjects embrace agriculture 
viticulture, forestry and horticulture in their application to the depar~ 
ment.. The examination is threefold. There is· written composition, and 
an oral and practical examination. 
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The professor is paid partly by the Ministry of Agriculture and partly 
by the Ministry of Public Instruction. His travelling expenses are defrayed 

-by the department. There are four classes; the top class receive 4,500 
francs a year, and the lowest 3,000. Their official duties, which resemble 
in some respects those of an organising secretary to a county council techni
cal committee, comprise,. among other things, agric;ultural teaching in the 
normal colleges for -three hours a week, and the organisation of popular 
conferences on agriculture. The number of the latter is fixed at twenty
six a year. They are also required hy the ant,horitil's to fnrniRh an\
statistical informat,ion that may be required. . 

~ special _ Thc special professors of agriculture, also known as agricultural pro
fessJrs. fessors for arrondissements, are likewise chosen by a competitive exami a

tion. They, too, are .divided into four classes; the top class, which can 
never contain more than 10 per cent. of the effective number, receive 3,400 
francs, and the lowest only 2,400. Their duties, with the exception < 01 
teaching in the normal colleges, arc 'practically the same as those of the 
departmental professors. They depend on the prefects or sub-prefects, 
to whom they are bound to furnish every year certain statistics and reports. 
They are further placed under the control and illSpection of the departmental 
professors, as far as the organisation, surveillance, and conduct of champs 
d'experience or de demonstration are concerned. It seems, however, it would 
be better if they were placed directly under the departmental professor. 
The latter has often need of adjoint or secretary, which the Ministry 
cannot see their way to supply. As it is, in a busy department the chief 
professor has almost too much to do, yet he has no claims over his sub
ordinates, who generally go their own way, with the result of a certain loss 
in co-ordination in effort and direction as far as the department is 
concerned. 

ails of The teachers are of great assistance in helping them to organise confer
ir duties. ences, and bringing their own pupils to listen. In fact~ one teacher seeml'd 
~ teachers to think that he and his class formed the business part of the meeting. 
,r The aid the teachers also render in the creation and superintendence of 
chmen. champs de demonstration has already been" noticed. The funds for these 

experiments are found by the department, which provides a certain credit 
for the purchase of engrais. The large artificial manure companies also 
place a certain amount of their products at the disposal of the departmental 
professor, in order to popularise their use among the peasants. In fact, 
one of the professors I met is energetic enough to run a store merely to pro
mote the employment of engrais, which he buys in bulk •. The utility of 
this increased use of engrais is to be seen in the improvement in the cor/l 
crops. Round Beaumont, in Sarthe, a local corn merchant told me thl' 
yield had been almost doubled. The teachers have also lent a helping hand 
in the great crusade in favour of the re-plantation of the vine which i~ 
going on everywhere, and their services in promoting the best methods 
of grafting have been already recognised. It seems a pity that the pro
fessors should appear a little jealous of the teachers in some departments, 
considering the latter are in many ways the best intermediaries they havr. 

Another point in which the professors of agriculture do no little good is 
to break down certain bad habits which have grown up, as, for instance, 
faulty rotation of crops, such as raising two successive corn crops, a very 
common practice, or inferior modes of cultivation. Apropos of the latter, 
the departmental professor told me in Sarthe he had all the pains in the world 
to get the peasants to give up the system of planting their potatoes in rows, 
too wide apart, their system being to plant them more than 3ft. 4in. apart, 
and at a foot or 16 in. from each other. Again, th,e professors have proved 
especially useful in times of drought or difficult seasons, in advising farmers 
what to pla,nt. In fact, one of their most important duties is to give con
sultations gratis on market days to the peasants on any knotty point, or even 
to attend markets for that purpose. In connection with this should be 
mentioned the services they render in analysing soils or suspicious· arti
ficial manures that do not appear to be up to sample, and some, as in Loir-
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et-Cher, have very fine Iaboratoriea at their disposal. Their duties in the 
agricultural examination for schools have been already touched on. They 
also take a leading part in the conduct of agricultural shows, the forma
tion of syndicates for the purchase of manures, bulls, etc., or the creation 
of mutual assurance societies against loss of cattle or hail. What spare 
time they have left they devote to agricultural research, generally in con
nection with some question that interests the department. M. Cassarin~ 
the professor in Sarthe, gave me quite a bundle of scientific investigations 
he has published. In spite of this, there still exists in some departments a 
,Iu.tinct opposition to the departmental professors, which' is made up of 
rather conservative farmers and proprietors of the old school. They con- A refraetol" 
sider practical agriculture sufficient, and think it adequately encouraged element. . 
by agricultural shows, and look on experiments in manures and popular 
conferencea as little better than a fad. Happily, as the departmental pro-
fessor in Sarthe hints in his summary of field experiments, these' opinions 
are not widely shared by the rising generation. 

As we have seen, the departmental professors are under the condo- Pros and 
minium ofthe Ministryof Agriculture and the Ministry of Public Instruction conR on .t~e 
I asked several persona interested in agricultural ed~cation whether the condommlUl 
present system was the best o~ not. The following are roughly the chief 
pros and cons. 

From the strictly educational standpoint it seemed rather a disadvantage, 
especially for the leole, normale8. The departmental professor is a very 
busy man, and having so many irons in the fire, he is not always able to 
do justice to 'his educational duties at the training colleges. Sometimes, 
too. he is a man more interested in experiments and research, and looks 
on teaching callow youths as rather drudgery. 

On the other hand, it was pointed out that the most important part 
of his work lay with the farmers, and the education of adults. Were he 
placed under the Ministry of Public Instruction, this side of his duties would 
auffer, and were his present duties divided in two and given to a professor 
under each Ministry, there would not only be a danger of the work at the 
normal school becoming too theoretical, through the teacher losing his 
present close contact with agriculture (it was a teacher who urged this !) 
but also ail the eleves-maltrell at. the normal schools are destined one' day 
to become his .. right hlAnd .. men in the villages, it is only proper he 
ahould have a hand in t.heir bringing up. What does want doing, is to Bee 
that the first call the director of the ecole normale has on his services is 
rendered possible by affording him outside o.ssistanc~ from the special 
professors of agriculture, where it is practicable, and in seeing that in all 
cases the scienco tallght in the normal schools bears directly on agri
culture. 

CHAPTER IX.-CONTINUATION OF RURAL EDUCATION 
(DAY). 

(1) SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

What is the future of the clever boy in the elementary schools Th: IYnte 

. in rural districts? One chance for him is to enter the college or an co ge. 
lyrio in the country town by means of a scholarship. AtCaenlwas 
told the Ministry had given the head of the lycee a thousand francs 
to disburse in this fashion, and that ten or twelve boys, mainly 
out of the primary schools, had been thus attracted to the secondary 
school. Whether this is altogether an advantage for the SODS of 

. poorer parents may be rather doubtful. The disadvantage under 
. which French grammar 8chools, or at least those in the smaller 
\ ,towns, labour is th~t they are compelled to adopt the ambitious 

6ua ~ 



programme, with its course of studies arranged for ,boys who will 
stay on till eighteen or nineteen, which does very well for the big 
Paris schools, but is ill adapted for country schools, where the leav
ing agets probably nearer sixteen. What is wanted in these schools, 
as M. Ribot's Commission has already pointed out. is the establish
ment of a shorter secondary programme to finish at sixteen. 
Again, .the whole tendency of such schools is to give an education 

~that prepare.'! for. thEi liberal professions. or the civil service. The 
. child of poorparems is unable to study £or the forIller owing to 

his'lack of means; his chief hope, therefore, is to enter the ranlul 
of an already over-'Crowded administration. It is .only fair, . how
ever, to state that several of these schools are making effarts to 
bring themselves more into relation with rural needs. .An hour 

Attempt to. a week in the theory of agriculture is given at the secondary school 
:~d:~orlocal at Caen by the ~partmental professor. I heard of a similar practice 

at' the college v at Argentan. A professor of agriculture told me, 
also, lof & theoretical course he started in a lyde. Atfirst 
he had only five or six pupils; but the class gradually rosll 
to thirty. Unfortunately, they were not a very brilliant .lot. 
All the ",ne'er-do-wells" of the school had been shunted into the 
class; a practice not unknown in English schools. Mter a three 
years' ,trial the professor gave up the class, which was not sur
prising, as there was no remuneration. This gratuitous instruction 
is not the rule in all the Departments; in some such teaching ,is 
paid either by the State or the Constdl General. . , 

The following passage from a paper read by M. Rene Leblanc, 
the well-known authority on agricultural education, at the Sixth 
International Congress, held at Paris during 1900, confirms and 
cOJilpletes'in a curious manner the above remarks :-

The pupils admitted to the agricultural coirrse belong most often 'to tbe 
classes of tbe Il10dern side. Their ages' vary as their aptitudes. Their 
knowledge of pbysics and natural science is also as little homogeneous as 
~he .Cl!lss i~~lf, an~' is rarely in .acc~rd with .the agric~ltural .notions ~hich 
are the subject of the course. The latter IS the object of no pubhc test 
(sanction), and its r('~ults are in general but little appreciable. This sum
mary orgallisat,ion is only therefore .. aR appeal for a rural clientele; in 
order to be really alive, it ought to be completely and profoundly modified 
in the direction indicated by the' enseignement 'JYT'imaire 8upbieur..- , 

other eHi rts. A more promising departure I in the light of rural needs is the 
creation of a school with aJ;l. industrial or agricultural crown or 
side, a type of which I was told exists at FIers, a country town in 
OJ;"ne, of coilSiderable industrial activity. The course must be a 
serious one, for boys remain in some cases till eighteen.. I hope 
[, am betraying no secr~t instating that the academy inspector for 
Orne is already thinking of· trying to establish an agricultm:al 
sectitm at Domfront; in' the . college there. In order to make it 
siifficient~ypractiCaI' he proposes to link it on to the ferme ecole 
of Saint-Gautiel' in the neighbourhood. It is true the section would 
be rather forthe:sons of the better to do peasant proprietors,'but 
thab is just theelass whorequiPe' such a: training. Good count'ry 
sooondano'education'is'aa "rie~Arv in. France as elsewhere;'" Tt -- ..... 
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was in Orne, again, thltt I heard of a wealthy Frenchman domiciled 
ill. Moscow who had offered to found an agricultural chair in the 
college of his native town of Sees.' . 

r" . (2) THE COURS COMPLEMENTAIUE. 

But the most natural outlet for the clever boy who wishes to True.<,onti. 
continue his studies is the cours compUrrumtaire, the ecole primai1'e DI~atlon of 

superieUre, or the ecole profesmonnelle. The. admirable mono- Ed::~rr. 
graph of Mr. Morant on the French system of higher primary 
schools renders superfluous any detailed explanation of these schools. 
An attempt will only be made to describe the agricultural educa-
tion qgiven in these establishments, togetker with certain points 
which it will be necessary to repeat or complete in order to render 
the aim of the schools intelligible. Such, for instance, is the dis-
tinction which has gradually been growing up between these various 
types, dictated by the desire to render the aim of each as clear as 
possible, in order to establish the schools, each on its own particular 
basis, with the result that to-day the function of each of these typefl 
is carefully qefined,. and the differentiation between the cours com
pUmentaire and the ecole primaire superieure is quite as clear 
cu~ as that between the ecole primaire supericure and the ecole 
profesmonnelle. 

To take the first dilitinction. The cours compltfmentaire is only Difference 

t th I 1 I th .( l .. .( . between an annexe 0 e e ementary sc 100; e: "co e pMma'/,re sup"ncure cours com. 
ia & separate establishment, although in one school I came across pIem .. ntfLirc 
a sort of COUTS preparatoire was attached to it. In this way the all;d e,:oltl 

l .( . all' .. hi he ad h I prllllaire cours comp "mentatre rec SIn orgarusatlOn our g r gr esc 00 s. Buperieure. 
which have always had elementary classes attached to them, and 
are rather an outgFOwth of the primary system than a distinct 
offshoot. There is, again, a difference in the curriculum between 
the cours compUmentaire and the ecole primaire supericure. In 
the cours compUmentaire it dS only a year, according to the official 
report, though at Caen it is spread over two, according to the 
academy inspector's rpport for 1897. The duration, again, must 
be at least two in the highpr primary school. . The staffs in the 
two. estahlishments are not on the same footing. ,In the cours 
coinpltfme7J,taire the .ll1a'ltel· is an institvJeur, with the brC'/:et supe-
riew,r appointed by tIle PI·pfect; in the ecolep1-i1TW,ire $11perieure 
he is a professor and nominated by the Ministry. 

A cours compUmentaire cannot be created in. a school that has RuJes for its 
not a cours superieur, so careful are the French of preserving the creation. 
idea of standard in education. In addition, the commune in which 
the school ill situated must engage to pay for the usual cost of keep. 
ing up the class-room, etc., for a minimum period of five years. 

If the cour8 falls below twelve pupils for three consecutive yt'ars Above all.n~ 
the State can close it. A very interesting point is that there. is (fixed) pro· 
nq general. programme. It. is laid down that the head of the gramme. 

school, with 1he master of the class, should draw up the curricu· 
him-(l) ace'ording to'the intellectual level of the pupils; (2) ,in 

AUI)' • '! ".. , Jr' 2 ' 
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. accordance with the local needs of the district. The programme 
must be approved by the primary inspector and endorsed by the 
academy inspector. There is the inevitable examination at the end. 

To prevent any tampering with the standard, no pupil can enter 
the CO'1J/rS compUmentaire who has not passed the certificat d'et1li1es 
and spent at least a year in the CQUrs superieur. There are now no 
scholarships attached to these classes. Those which were pre
viously given have now been transfen·ed to the ecoles primaires 
superiewres, as the Ministry has decided these classes are local and 
not regional, as was held at the time Mr. Morant "Tote. 

The CQUrs compl6mentaire are naturally confined to the towns. 
In Qalvados, in 1897-Q. they amounted to four, with lOG pflpils. 
I did not visit those in Caen, because there was no agriculture taught, 
and the whole of the teaching was commercial and industI·ial. In 
Orne I came across one at Trun, * which was also a boarding school 
with accommodation for thirty boarders, the actual numbers being 
twenty-three. The pupils paid 400 francs a year, and their ages 
varied from twelve to sixteen. Most of them came out of the com
munes round, and were the sons of the better class peasants. The 
teacher was keen on agricultural education, and had a champ 
d'ezperience, which has already been mentioned. The pupils were 
certainly well looked after. There were military exercises and 

. gymnastics in school, and football was played on the fine open green 
in front. Then there was a tir scolaire, and a small orchestra as 
well. Altogether the school seemed flourishing, and from what 
I heard outside, the agricultural teaching is very sound. I also 
came across a CQUrs compUmentaire at Mayet, in Sarthe. Here 
there were thirty-four boys in the top class, twelve of whom 
possessed the certificat. The teacher had one boarder. The fees 
were only 350 francs a year, but the teacher was public-spirited 
enough to wish to take penswn/naires in order to raise the status 
of his school, as day boys rarely remain after passing the certificat. 
I have already described the highly successful agricultural experi
ments of this teacher in another place. 

(3) HIGHER Pffi:MA.RY SCHOOLS. 
Higher primary education in France is not an .. unhappy 

counterfeit of secondary education; the higher primary school 
is not a degenerate college but a perfected school."f "Higher 
primary instruction is recognisable at once from its character, 
which is frankly utilitarian andpI."actical; in this general sense 
it is professional." Nevertheless it is "a veritable instruction; 
it is not to be confounded with apprenticeship. It is a school, 
not a workshop." t It is destined "to continue the work 
of education commenced in the primary school, and to favour 
that culture of mind which fonna the judgment, the heart, the 

* The headmaster assured me he had a cours complimentairtl and was 
preparing three boys for the brevet. His school does not seem, however, to 
ha.ve been ·so far QfficiaUy recognised as containing a regular COUTS com, 
ptementaire. (ScI!" .<\nnuaire de l'Enseig"nement, 1900."). 

t See Rapport E~P., pp. 350, 351, 355. 
\ 
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will, the characwr."* Yet in the second or third year these 
schools can specialise in agriculture, industry, or' commerce to a 
certain extent, the general parts of the programme being reduced 
to allow of these alwrnatives. In the other primary schools 
and even in the cours compUmentaires, cours cu:cessoires can be 
created by the Ministry for preparation in the same special subjects. 

The programmes, which in their present form date from 1893, The pro
include La morale and civics, French literature and language, history ~mme. d 

nd h · 1_ d d 1 I Sciencean a geograp y, common mW, an one mo ern anguage. nits applica-
mathematics the professors are particularly enjoined to tion to agri· 
take their problems from industry, commerce, and agri- culture. 
culture; book-keeping is also taughto Physics and chemistry 
are specially directed towards agriculture, and science in general 
is always rendered as practical as possible. Thus in chemistry, 
should the subject be phosphorus, the professor passes rapidly 
over the history of its disr.overy and the methods of its prepara-
tion; he takes only passing note of the three phosphoric acids and 
their reactions from the analytical point of view. On the con-
trary, he insists on the natural phosphates, deposits of which 
are indicated. in geology or geography, on the super phos-
phates, etc. The botanical garden has always a part to 
play in the teaching of science. Some schools CQntent them-
selves with a dried and d'usty herbarium, which, merely contain-
ing mummified specimens of plants, can never give an adequate 
idea of their life and surroundings. AB the Report on Primary Educa-
tion says, what is wanted is a garden, or rather section in a garden, 
in which are grouped not the rarities of the region, but the plants 
the pupils ought to know, whether with a view to cultivation or 
extirpation. Not one plant alone, but several specimens ought to 
be cultivated of the most characteristic plar.ts, in order that the pro-
fessor can distribute samples of them to the pupils during the lesson. 
The promenades scolaires are everywhere utilised for making 
collections of plants and minerals. In order to bring home to 
the pupils the importance of studying and understanding the nature 
of the soil, the General Inspection has proposed the display in a 
prominent place in the schools of a geological map of the depart-
ment, with indications of its characteristic fossils . 

..\. theoretical course of agriculture is given in all three years of ATgricul~urE 
1 I to h f h k hil h h heoretu'al t 1e genera sec ion at t ~ rate 0 an ° our a w~ -, wet ree ~)Urs teaching. 

are allotted for the agrIcultural section. It 18 confided sometImes 
to a special professor who depends on the Ministry of Agriculture, 
and sometimes to the nmswr who teaches science and posseses a 
certificaw for teaching agriculture. I came across wachers of the 
two types. At Mamers Higher I'rimary School the one hour a week 
is given by the agricultural professor of the arrondissement, while 
at Amboise, in Indre-et-I.oire, a member of the staff teaches agri~ 
culture. As regards the value of the hour a week of theoretical train-
ing, the majority of persons I met did not rate it very high. They all 

• See Rapport E.,.P., pp. 350, 351, 355. 
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recOgnised that' it is difficult to make progress ina subject which 
is only taught for one hour 8; week, and above all they regretted 
the absence of, any practical work to illustrate and bring home· to 
the pupils the real meaning of this theoretical instruction. 

The need of a close connection between the science and 
agricultural teaching, when in different hands, wa.s strongly insisted 
on by the Ministry iIJ. a circular and set of official instructions issued 
in 1898. It is here obviollilly a case of seeing that one waters 
where another has planted. Of course in a school like Ambroise, 
where the two subjects are taught by a single person, the danger 
does not exist. 

In the agricultural section six hours a week are given to pralJtical 
work according to the official programme. This is divided into two 
groups, outdoor work during the fine sea.son, and indoor work duril1g 
the winter,or on rainy days. A portion of the latter time is pasSed 
in the workshops, where the pupils learn a certain amount of men:ding 
and repairing. The rp,st of the indoor work consists of chemical 
experiments relating to the constitution of soils, of manures, and 
the analysis of milk, etc.; putting together and taking to pieces 
agricult'ural implements, observations on cattle; as regards the 
feeding and fattening, etc. "All these practiCal demonstrations 
are an indispensable cOmplement to the theoretical lessons if one 
wishes the outdoor work to be performed with intelligence." 

The outdoor work comprises all operations in the garden and 
the champ de demonstration. However, if the surface to be cultivated 
is considerable, the tillage is executed by a neighbouring farmer, 
the school only possessing the usual tools for manual labour. The 
practical work of the pupils COllsists in dividing up and measuring 
the land, the preparation, weighing, and spreading of manure 
and sowing of seeds, hoeing and light work, and la.stly harvesting, 
threshing, weighing, or other operations for calculating the· yield, 
for establishing the prime cost, and the balance between the crop 
gathered and the manure to be returned to the soil. 

The garden work consists principally of market gardening and 
fruit culture, and comprises pruning and grafting, in ~inter indoor 
grafting for the vine, the training of fruit trees, and finally the 
keeping ill order of clumps of trees, and the preparation of flower 
beds. Some schools have a poultry yard, a rabbit hutch, and even a 
cowstall; often also a well kept set of hives, and sometimes a small 
silkworm nursery. 

The programme of practical work is completed . by visits to nur
series, gardens, 'farms, fairs and markets.· Every pupil is obliged 
to write a descriptive account of each visit, which is afterwards 
carefully corrected by the professor. * 

The ecole pl'imavl'e supe1'ieure ha.sits terminal examination; as 
most other grades of French education. The general part of the 

* The above paragraphs on agricultural teaching are a reproduction 
in a shortened form of th~ account given in the Report on Primary Educa
tion. 
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eu.riUnation includes a. "moral &' arid a •• Frehcli" essa)+; liB 'well'as a 
qllestiOll' in science ,and drawing. tIt'is perhaps'worthjnoticiD.g 
that' for' pupils who ha. ve specialised 'in agriculture' the, special 
examination' is divided into ,three parts""-Wri~ten, 'oral, ,lirid 
practicat The written· lastS· two' hotlrs,'andis·de\Toted 
to two questions, one taken from the theory of 'agricUlture 
B8 taught ill the school, and the other treating of some 
practiC811 question. In the oral examination" the' length of 
which must not exceed more than an hour for 'each, candidate, 
there is an interrogation in general history and geography, 
agriculture, and questions on the physics and natural science that 
Lear on the subject. an interrogation on arithmetic and geometry 
applied to land measurement and the work of farming; an interro
gation on the notions of book keeping, common, law, and political 
economy. The practical examination is limited to one or more 
of the exercises specified in the programme of practical indoor and 
'outdoor work. Candidates have also to pass, in singing and 
gymnastics. At present certain lydes and colleges prepare pupils 
for the examination. The International Congress proposed' to 
change the' title from certificat to dipl&me de fi1b d'et'l1f1es.M. 
Doliveux, who comments on this in his report of the International 
Primary Congress, is unable to explain the proposition.. It cannot 
mean to confine the l£'.aving examination to the higher primary 
schools, for this would be to shut out the colleges and lydes. 
C1'1.Wlle In,igme i . 

Of the three ecoles Bupirieures that I visited, that of IJOue in Sarthe T.h!, Bchoob 
is probably well known for the splendid display it made at the VlBlted. 

Exhibition of the experiments which had been executed to 'illustrate 
the different effects of ,varying manure combinations on 'wheat. 
The school itself lies about,twenty miles from Le Mans, as the 

, crow flies, and is linked to the departmental metropolis. by one of 
the numerous light railways which have done so much for the 
prosperity of the department and its shareholders. ' 

I was present at one lesson in the clas86 preparatoire on agri
culture, which was rather disappointing. The subject was the 
feeding of cows, and the .answers struck me as rather, bookish and 
stereotyped. Therewas some hesitation when I asked what was the 
principal breed of cattle in the, neighbourhood; and this' WM 
repeated when I enquired after the principal crops. The same 
uncertainty was manifested when I asked if it was a good or 'bad 
season for farmers. These questions were not, of course, strictly 
science applied to agriculture, but I deliberately put them in order 
to soo to what extent the subject was real to the children, and if 
the scientifio training of the school added a zest towards keeping 
up in the actualities of the subject~ By a question on the com
position of the soil I learnt that it was calcareous, as the teacher 
pointed out the full ;name of the towtl.' was Loue en Champagne. 
Henoe the cattle have large bones; and a certain amountofbarley 
is, gro1\,"ll~ a large portion of which finds its way to England. ' There 
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were· thirty-three children in the class, the copies were neat and . 
·the writing was good. In the classe des petits there were t.wo 
divisions, and the top boy was six. I omitted to ask if these lower 
dasses were regarded as a separate school, or only a sort of pre-' 
paratory section, such as is allowed according to the official report. 
The bigger boys were having a gymnastic lesson, so the upper 
school was empty. The agricultural teaching in these classes is 
evidently very thoroUgh. The teacher has made a selection from 
.the agricultural programme of the Ministry, and illustrated it by 
a series of agricultural and geological tables, which are remark
able for their clearness and continuity. One shows the experi
ments proper to the introduction of agricultural teaching~ the 
second experiments· in agriculture performed in the school garden, 

jluL'np and the third the results of the experiments in the champ d'e:;v 
l"exl'cr"en 1~. pel'il!1wc in '94-95 and '95-96. The latter, which contains 41 

acres, had not been such a success.this year owing to the drought. 
To attract passers-by and give them a clear notion of what is being 
attempted, there are large notice boards stating results and the 
rotation adopted. The latter seems particularly useful~ as the 
peasants have a bad habit of sowing barley after wheat, which 
exhausts the land. 

School The teacher has a large garden, but, unhappily, as in many cal-
~a1"clen. . careous districts, the water supply is deficient. He told me he 

was quite comfortable, and had no desire to move. The only 
eomplaint he had was that the children came to him some
times illsufficiently prepared. From the reputation the school 
has in the country there is no doubt it is doing good work. The 
fees were vCl'y low: £1 G a year for boarders and £8 for day boarders. 

Amboise There seemed to be no agricultural section in the higher primitry 
school at Tours, so I did not visit it. On the other hand, at Amboise 
I was fortunate enough to hunt down the professor of agriculture 
at the higher primary school, and spent a very pleasant and pro
fitable Sunday with him at the house of his father-in-law-a small 
proprietor, whose hospitality and conversation I much enjoyed, 
especially as he had all the strong common-sense and shrewdness 
of his class. Amboise is one of the comparatively rare schools in 
which there is an agt'icultural section. It is, however, small, and 
contains only ten pupils out of a total of seventy-five, the indUB-

. trial section being the largest. The professor gives five hours a 
week in agricultural ,teaching, and of these three are common to 
.all sections. The pupils lend a hand in the cultivation of the champ 
d' explrie1U'.e, which is provided by the town. They sow, hoe, and 
learn to sharpen tools. They practice pruning and grafting-the 
vine is the chief cultivation of the department. The professor 
holds the diploma of maUre greffeur, and is proud of it. 
The professor follows the official programme, and laYs special 
stress on the species of cultivation in vogue in the department. 
The school has taken part in the School Exhibitions already 
alluded to, and on one occasion exhibited some wheat in the straw, 
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the yield of which, on a plot of four ares, or a tenth of an acre, 
was at the raoo of sixty hectolitres an hectare, or about sixty-seven 
bushels an acre. The plot, it will be seen, was rather a small one. 
ThA professor, however, admitted this, and very sensibly remarked 
that the real question was how to use the engrais. First, there 
was the difficulty of seasons, and a good deal depended on the exact 
nature of the soil. The latter could be decided by analysis, but 
there was no control over the seasons, although they are probably 
leM trying in that part of France than with us. 

The third higher primary school I visited was the well-known Onzain. 
establishment of Onzain. The school was started by the ccmseil 
ge.niral of the department of Loir-et-Cher in 1881, in a former 
proivaoo boarding school, and as one of the' firs~ ecole primaire 
suplrieure of tha new type to be created, it has served, to a certain 
exoont, as a model for others. There are boarders and day boys. 
The boarders pay 510 francs a year for everything, and the teaching 
costs the Staoo another 500 francs more, so that the net cost is 
almost exactly the same as that of a pupil at the normal schools. 
The school had once forty-five Staoo scholars, but since then, with 
the creation of other schools, the number has been reduced to five. 
The numbers in the school went down for a short period in con
sequence, but the school has already recovered its former prQs.. 
perity. The discipline dispenses with detention, and fJw 
impositions are set. There are two surveillants, but each pro. 
fessor is supposed to spend three to four hours a day out of the 
school 'with the boys during recreation. .As regards religious 
instruction, the director leaves it to the parents to decide whether 
they wish their children to be prepared for their first communion 
or not. 'rhe average age of the pupils is fifteen to sixOOen. There 
is a preliminary cl8B8 for those who have not obtained the Certificat. 
This is useful. as it prevents the children from being snapt up by 
the etablissements religieuz. The director, M. Crocheton, informed 
me he was not troubled by boys leaving early, as the programme 
is concentrique. The full school course is, however, three years. 

The director also kindly showed me over the school and grounds. 
He took me into the garden where experiments were being con
ducted with wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes. The results were 
very oonclusive. The temoin. and the patch without nitrate were 
a long way behind the others. The rye, unfortunately, had been 
ruined by a storm Another excellent experiment was a nursery 
of all kinds of vines, in order to show which did best in the district. 
This is one of the few sf-ots which the phylloxera has not yet invaded, 
though I was witness of some of its ravages at no very great dis
tance. There were no sections in the school. The director does 
not believe in sections. .. It is like having a foot in one Ministry 
and the other in another, and one has no fum foothold." He 
atoompts to diversify the instruction according to the taBOOs of the 
pupils. Great stress is laid on the practical side of agriculturaJ. 
t.eaching. Pupils are frequently taken into the garden to watCh 
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the results of the experim~nts they -are conductIDg: They ai~ 
also initiated into grafting and pruning_ Travau:i: manuets 'and 
:gynmastics are ~ikewise a feature in the school work. 

~i::l'etBeof ,'~_(?i~ not vi~t_ any highe: primary schools in -C~vados, for -there 
gbelPl were none to VISIt. The eXIStence of a number of little local colleges 
uysctools_ !has prevented their creatio~. The advantages of the two branches 

(>£, education, primary and secondary, being under a single head 
are thus strikingly illustrated, though perhaps this desire to 'pre
vent. overlapping and fear of injuring the little local grammar 
~chool haS been pushed too far, to the profit of the religious secondary 
lIchools, which, with a perfectly elastic programme, are open 
to cater for all and sundry, and to fall in with the every 
deSire the parent.'! may expreSs_ It must not be thought, 
~owever, .that tIle opening of higher primary schools every
Where' would prove a universal attraction. There are two 

1'henoot's-factoI'S in the question. The first point is the necessity of 
~l;!;;~;~e 'bri?-ging the curriculum still more into~ympathy with local ne_eds. 
tit local Tlus should not, however, prove very difficult. As the resolutions 
ed.. of .th£! Int.ernational Congress on primary educat.ion, which deal 

With this subject, point out, all. that is wanted is, while preserving 
~he official programmes of _1893, to look on these rather as guides 
.~han -regulations, leaving each school free to reduce .01' enlarge 
them, varying them on the professional side according .to the 
~ds of the district, and further giving the director in council with 
his staff power to draw up the programme and the time table, the 
whole to .be approved by the academy inspector~an excellent piece 
~f 'decentralisation according to the .reporter of the Congress, M. 
Doliveu..x; in fact, it is only an illustration of the rule that syllabuses 
are" good servants but bad masters." In the case of schools con

. t4Iining an agricultural section, special stress was also laid by the 
Congress on the need of providing champs d'experience and work-

Il.88 di.
lctiori~_ 
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recog .. . 
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shops for learning ,about agricultural implements, their manu
facture, and repair. The second point is the necessity of taking 
into account class and social ·distinctions. Even our higher grade 
schools, while professing to be absolutely and entirely democratic, 

. bind in some places to become class schools, of a class at any rate 
one degree removed from the lower orders, and in our other schools 

• the class factor is still more pronounced. Into the rightness and 
wrongness of such ideas this is not the place to enter. But in 
France, and even in rural France, the same distinctions exist. 
perhaps in some districts even more than with us. The higher 
primary schoolS are entirely gratuitous, and parents who fear the 
proinireuite prefer to send their children to the paying classes of 

-the. religious schoolil. This point was clearly brought home to me 
by one or two academy iD'!pectors; one at least, who could not be 
described as anything else ,;han $ keen reformer, and was in fay our 
or: making the cWTIcula for primary and secondary identical up 
't6eight years of age, recognised the impoSsibility of II. single schoQl 
't~'allclasses, and told me if fees could only be taken in thebigher 
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primary' sChools the attendance at them would behalf as large 
again. He was actually engaged in trying to persuade the MinIstry 
to create anextra paying class, and begged them to find SOllle loop
hole whereby the lower middle class might be able' to 
be educated at the higher primary school. To anyone who looks 
beyond the letter of the law, it seems difficult to understapd why 
the State, wllich hM both secondary and primary education under 
it..~ control, should exact payment for one type of education and 
reCulle to take it Cor another. If paying classes will pay, why should 
not the State Htatt them? It may be urged that teaching i~ a 
State affair, and so the State has no right to show preferential 
trWltment to any class in the same grade of education. But the 
true point lleen1/! to 00 that the State is bo~nd to afl'onl an adequllrte 
minimum of accommodation, hut after that may grant additional 
ra:cilitips to those who are willing to pay Cor them. Otherwise, 
what right has a State which owns a railway srstem like the 
Clteminde Fer d'Etat to take money Crom first-class passengers for t~e 
additional Cacilities they desire? If parents on the State railway 
are allowed to pay for superior accommodation, why should not 
the same' privilege be reCused them when the State schools are 
concerned 1 ·The idea, too, of a school with free and paying "ections 
is COlllmon in France, where it has largely been adopted by the 
c.on-ureO(1 n istes. 

But this innovation, as M. Doliveux points out in an excellent ~veffi'~il 
article on the subject in the "Revue Pedagogique" of 18th May, IDSU Cle] 

1900, will not always render the higher primary school a, success. 
" La: petite bourgeoisie n'est pas ambitieuse, mais elle est tres vani-
tause. Elle'u'ir3 jamais Ii. l'ecoleprimaire superieure. Jamais quoi 
que VOU!! fassiez."* For such people the higher primary I;1chool is 
llOt good enough. As one inspector said to me, for many a 
mother, thecasquette (we should say college-cap) that her son wears 
possesses an irre.'!istible attraction, as being a kind of outward and 
visible badge of gentility. The same inspector was not· over 
sanguine of the introduction of an enseignement special moderne 
ending at sixteen into the lycee of his owu town. The peasant 
is proud, and it would be easy to put it about that the lycee was 
giving an inferior education, though surely this could be met by 
having a SOit of cours contpUmentaire, in which those who wished 
to IItop 011 could specialise until nineteen. On the other hand, the 
religious IIchool was willing to fall in with the parents' wishes, eV6ll 
ir· the pupils only came for six months, and would probably 
rru1.tlageto "avoid 'Submitting' its pupils to the test of' a !~~.ving 
examination' for the en!!eignenwnt spicia.l moderne, on the pretext 

. ~., .. 

. "M. Doliveux (Revue Pedagogique, May, 1900) deals with the objectio~, 
that the educational unity, and above all the moral unity, of the no;tion, 
are thereby imperilled in creating schools .of different categories. Facts 
are agaillJ!t the ico~ unique, and, after all, the moral unity of the 
nation depends much leSJ! on the oneness of the school than on onenes8of 
doctrine. 
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that it was only.a, second class affair. The mere fact of the l~wer 
middle class bearing a certain resemblance to the common people 
only makes them more desirous of emphasizing the distinction. 
It is obvious, where differences are represented by millimetres, it 
requires great attention to prevent their obliteration. Differences 
in metres can take care of themselves. M. Doliveux expr~es this 
distinction under another figure. "It is always on the frontiers 
that the opposition is most keen." 

1e flltllre of Still, the remedy for the present decay of the local colleges seems 
h~amll\a.r to lie, as M. Doliveux points out, not in the excessive multiplication of 
. higher primary schools, to which the small bourgeoisie will refuse 

to go, but in a modification "of the too ambitious programm~ of 
the local secondary schools, in order to bring them more into keeping 
with local requirements by the creation of an enscignement special 
moderne to finish at sixteen, which has already been started in 
some colleges under the title of Enscignement moderne B, to distin
guish it from the ordinary Enscigneme:nt moderne that finishes 
at, nineteen. But will not this enscignement tend little by little 
to become the same thing as the higher primary programme? Already 
the lJlries and colleges who prepare pupils for the Arts et mitiers 
schoc 1s are obliged to send in their pupils for the higher primary 
certificate. "Higher primary education will, in a few years, be 
given in the colleges (and even in certain lycies) and in the high 
primary schools. This enscignement special will not-cannot be
"anything else .than higher primary education." Such is M. 
Doliveux's opinion in his summary of the International Congress in 
the" Revue Pedagogique" for November.- But here, perhaps" two 
objections might be urged. The leaving age in the higher primary 
school will probably, to' judge by England, be still below that in 
the college, and secondly, the parents of the boys in the secondary 
school, being in easier circumstances, will be more inclined to give 
their sons a rath.er more liberal educationt and slightly less utili
tarian preparation than the ordinary higher primary boy would 
receive. The latter, having no resources of his own, requires to " 
be certain of finding a place in business on the morrow of the day 
he leaves the school. But, even if the programmes of the two 
types of school become more or less identical, "will there he a cut
throat competition between the two? No, says M. Doliveux, if 
care is taken not t:> plant one alongside the other. Their clientele 

* Thh opinion is not shared by MM. "Lacabe and Petit, preliminary 
reporters to the International Congress on Primary Edu('.ation. They 
write: .. Although presenting certain analogies, these three forms of 
education-modern, secondary, technical, and higher primary-differ in 
their means as well as their objects." 

t This might be done by adoption of the suggestion of MM. Laca be and 
Petit, who suggest that if, in order to live, such and such small grammar 
school (college) experiences the" need to add to these two forms of education 
(classical and modern) technical courses of study, it would be better then 
to transform it into a highl'r primary school, to which one could annex "a 
Latin class. " 
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will never be the same; one will find its recruits among th" small 
bourge<Yisie, the other among the smart boys of the lower orders.· 

Allusion has been already made to the division into sections of More agri 
the higher primary schools. These sections, however, seem to !i!:':! sec-
be the exception and not the ru1e. Of 207 boys' higher primary . 
schools in France, only fifty-three contain industrial sections, 
twenty-five commercial, and only twenty agricu1tural (M. Doliveux), 
the Official Report on Primary Education only enumerates fifteen! 
M. Rene Leblanc, in the International Congress on Agricu1ture, 
explained the cause of this backwardness. "We are here in a vicious 
cir'cle; on the one side the teachers assert there are not enough 
pupils to form a section, and on the other the agriculturists 
do not send their children because the section is not organised.'~ 
As the enseignement in the urban higher primary schools becomes 
more distinctly technical, industrial, or commercial, that in the 
rlU'al districts shou1d become very clearly agricultural, and M. 
Leblanc suggested the Congress should propose a resolution to 
that effect. M. Compayre, the Rector of Lyon, in a speech made 
a year ago at Belley, spoke of the services the rural higher 
primary schools with agricultural sections could render. Yet 
M. Doliveux is not sanguine of their increuse.The country 
is a bad .. gathering ground." Distances are great; there 
is the question of finding the pupils places when they 
leave; and besides. as has been pointed out, the small bourgeoisie 
would rather send their sons to the college. This statement is 
entirely borne out by a friend of mine, who regretted to me that 
the wife of one of his tenants had persuaded her husband to send 
their son to the local college, where he would certainly not receive 
the education that wou1d best suit him for his after career. Still, 
thE! official report urges the creation of an agroicultural section 
in rural higher primary schools. and points out that the agricul
tural education given in the ecoZe pratique under the Ministry of 
Agriculture does not take its place. The small proprietor does 
not always want anyone to teach his son his work; he does want 
him to have a good scientifio preparation for it, with a good 
general education to boot. 

There are BOme eighty higher primary schools for girls, G~ls' big 
but I did not visit any of t?em, and in fact there were :cl::.i 
not more thnn three or four m all the departments under 
observation. The programme, however, is much the same as 
it is for boys, with the exception of the theoretical part in 
agricu1ture, which has been suppressed, a course that perhaps 
might be followed in the boys' schools. The chief point which 
interested me, the enseignement '1TIinager, is only represented by a 
theoretical course of instruction, though in a few schools it also 

• Here M. Doliveux is in agreement with MM. Zacabe and .Petit 
These three forms (see previous note) each "appeal to a distinct 
fo¥o~ng. There where ~hey pose as antagoni,sts, ,they fail in their 
QllSS10n: one or other glv'es itself up to encroacllments that their 
clearly defined programmes ill nowise sanction." 
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in~ludes a certain amount of laundry work and cooking. The 
drawback to any wide extension of this teaching is the cost of 
'Proper apparatus. A certain effort· is being made to render, the 
teaching of household economics scientific by giving the girls an 
insight into the component chemical parts of the various simple 
dishes. The Ministry is also anxious that they should take up 
gardening, both theoretical and practical. 

(4) THE EcoLES NATJONALES PaOFESSIONNELLES(H:rGHEH '. 
, ; , . PRIMARY TECHNICAL). __ 

l:}ir nature, The icol-es primairl!$ superieurl!$ are, as has been sel)n, partially 
professioIllLl. They' never, however, lose their predominant c~ar
acter of giving at the same time a general training. The ec.()Zes 
natwnall!$ yrofl!$sWnnelll!$, of which there were unfortunately 
no examples in the Departments I visited, were originally progres
sive schools of apprenticeship, more or less primary schools with 
~ technical top. A clear idea of their aim is given by the following 

If"rcnce 
1m higher 
lmary, 

aching 
th-;ory. 
wtlOal 
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definition from M. Buisson:- . 
,They ~re .by no means special technical schools, or 8chools of arts and 

crafts, more or less complete; thflY are school groups comprising the 
national 8chool, the elementary primary school, and the higher. primary 
school, anll embracing at au its degrees the professional education which 
rises progressively from the first year, in which it is hardly anything, 
to the last term, in which it is everything. , . 
'Tile 'best way of distinguishing between the two types,' higher 
primary and professional (technical), is a comparison of the time 
tables of the two:-

TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS IN SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSFS IS 

(1) Ecole Prim. Super. (2) Ecol-e prato d'indmtrie. 
General Section, Industrial. Second Year. Third year. 

20 14 12 7! 

14 

1:1 

36 

1:3 

39 

1:5 

TheSe professional schools seem to have enjoyed a good' deal·-of 
pt-oiperity. and the numhers of their pupils have steadily inrl'e:l~ed. 
TJw schooling.is free, and pupils enter the higher clasRe!! 1)~' 
means of scholal'shilis. The programme is mostly illd\l~Jl'ial, ~'llj; 

11i't"'Voiron thei'e is ari ·agricultural pavilion, which contains liot 
only' classrooms, but a perfect arsenal of agricultural tools and 
machinery. There is also attached to this school a large agrirul
timi.l laborato,ry amI a wheelwright'S shop. ' 

eir future :Up to'1900 the four most important of these schools w{'J'e 
under "the condominium of the Ministry of Public Instruction. 
a~d t~t of Commerce. A vote in the Budget has since 
tr~nsferred 'them to the Ministry of Commerce-, Hitherto 
th;;y have inade a point of insisting on.a quantum of general 
education. Thus the programme of Vierzon states, that.no 
specialisation is all'dwed there . except in the' workshop, " alId 
tliaionly 'aIter" the' ~ty~. "Ther&le, of. these ,sch9qls, M~ 
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the Director of ArmentierM is to develop the general instructio,n 
of the pupils. The Director of Vierzon observes: "Our young 
people are not in general instruction inferior to the higher primax:y 
people." It will be interMting to watch whether these schools 
will still retain this characteristic or become assimilated .to the 
iooles pratiqUe8 d'industrie, whose object is the ap'[Yl'enti.'~~age 
immidw.t. The latter schools suffer from a further disadvan,tage 
o~ having interpreted industry in the narrow sense of carpentry 
and .. fitting." '1'hey do not give satisfaction" to the sons of bakers, 
confectioners, jam-makers, bootmakers, tailors, hatters, potters, and 
80 many others, the enumeration of whom would be endless.".~ 
111 fact the training they give is of little or rio use to the. rural 
inhabitants living round a country town: 'So great has l)een the 
over-production of mechanics through this narrow interpretatiQP 
of technical education, that already the workmen in. metallurgy 
are beginning to suffer from the competition they cause among 
themselves. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that 
the International Primary Congress on its own initiative proposed 
that the. condominium should. remain for thMe schools which had 
not been transferre~, not with a. view of extending it, for, as M. 
Doliveux says, II It· has not given in general satisfactory results,:' 
but in order to prevent the technicalisation of any more higher 
primary schools through this channel. ,:' . 

It is curious to note that while in England to-day there is a. grQw- 4dlllini~ 
ing tendency to place all forms of education-technical, agricul- !i::. tend 

tural, and professional-under the new Board of Education, in 
France the opposite tendency is at work, not only in technQlog'" 
but agriculture, where the ecoZes pratiques d'agriculture, and, ~ 
fact, all the agricultural educational establishments are under .the 
Mini~try of Agriculture, and even the teachers of that sUQ-
joet in the ecoles normales are mainly dependenLon it. . ..... . . 

There is one very interesting point connected with the transfe.r!-n ill~e 
of these natiorial professional schools, which was indicated.to lIle mg pom 
by an official. The discipline in tbe professional schools, under 
the Ministry of Commerce, has becn at times rather difficult. .It 
will be very iUlltructive to see whether·the four professionalschool.s 
which, under the pedagogical influence of the Ministry of Pul:!~ic 
Instruction, have met with no such difficulties, will find them-
seh'es later on exposed to similar experiences. My informant 
attl'ibuted these difficulties to the difference of regime; the di.f!-
eiplille in the purely technical schools being rather of a inilital:~' 
nature . 

. (5) AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS-CoNCLUSION OF THE MAnER . 

. More directly bearing than the preceding category on the educii- Tbef"'"" 
tion of the country children are the farm schools and, practical teole. 

agricultural schools, which are well described in Mr. Au..qtin Lee~s 

•.. 't Armentieres, Vierzon, Voir on, Nantea.For list ,of the others see 
official .6~ti8tics, pag!l xli. . 
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comprehensive little report on Agricultural Education. * Unfortu
nately they are rather few and far between; in the five deparlments 
I visited there was only one-a ;e:rme ecole at Saint Gautier, 
near Domfront. The farm was founded in 1850. The soil wa..~ 
rather poor, having only recently come under cultivation. It 
was also let down by the late proprietor. The present director 
has, however, worked. it up again; as much as £80 a year was 
spent atone timeonarlificial manure, though the sum is now less. 
A cerlain amount of draining has also been carried out, but the 
high ground requires planting, as it would help to protect the 
crops. ·The farm comprises about 321 acres, of which about 74 
are arable, 125 pasture, 7-8 garden, 80 wood, 30 common and 
furze, and 5 are covered with buildings, etc. The rotation of crops 
observed is: first year, one-third roots, two-thirds buckwheat; 
second year, four-fifths wheat, one-fifth rye; third year, oats and 
barley; fourth, clover and temporary grass. The chief danger 
to the wheat are the drenching showers that sometimes occur. 
The average yield, 24!-25! pushels per acre. The buch.-wheat 
yields 28 to 33 bushels an acre, and the oats about 45 bushels. 
There are six mares kept, and the colts are sold. The dairy con
sists of 18 Normandy cows. The styes contain one boar, two sows 
for breeding, and 5 or 6 pigs, which are kept to fatten. There are 
23 pupils, but they are . rather young. The average age is only 
14 years 10 months. The course is two years in duration. The 
Government pay the staff, which at Saint Gautier consists of a 
director, a teacher superintendent, who keeps the books,· an over
seer of practical work, a gardener, a drainer, a veterinary surgeon, 
and a drill instructor, and it also contributes 270 francs a year 
for each pupil. The ferme ecole is generally run by the director 
at his own risk. The defect of the ferme ecole is, therefore, 
thi!!, that the director, being obliged, above all things, to make 
ends meet, is apt to neglect the more moderate pupils, as it pays 
him best to give the work to the most capable hands he finds among 
the pupils. Two of my informants who had actually been at such 
schools described the work as extremely hard. One who went 
at twenty-one only stayed two years, but the full course for 
pupils of fourteen to sixteen is three. Another, who to-day is an 
agricultural professor, spoke in favour of the farm school, though 
he admitted it was often used as a stepping stone to the higher 
schools. As he truly said, everything depended on whether the 
director was good or not. In confirmation of what he said, a 
peasant proprietor\in Sarlhe told me how a neighbour of his had 
been at a farm school, and that he was a farmer 1wrs ligne. Though, 
as Mr. Lee says, the present importance of these schools is com
paratively small-th~ have fallen from seventy-five ~ fourteen 
-they still render so~e service in turning out improved culti
vators of the small farmer type. _. . \ 

"Diplomatic and co~ular~eports, No. 505, MiScellaneous SerieS. 

'. 
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The icolea pratique. d'agrkult'lJR'6 are fully described by Mr. Lee. Ecol~ , 
The only addition I can make to his description is the criticism ~r~c~i. 
of several competent persons, who 88Berted that the sons of culti- ture: 
vators for whom these schools were intended do not sufficiently 
frequent them. Too often the wrong sort go there, attracted 
by the scholarships, in the hope to get a place somewhere, or to 
move on to something higher, like Grignon. Hence the education 
which would benefi,t a farmer's son is insufficient for these pupils, 
because they lack the necessary practical grounding. 

For Ii description of the other agricultural establishmenb! of a O~het: in· 
more advanced type, whether secondary or higher, Mr. Lee's pam- stltUtiOns 
phlfl~ will be found useful. One should also add, honoris causa, 
the name of the Christian Brothers' Institute at Beauvais. The 
horticultural -school at Versailles, which is described -by Mr. Lee, 
was visited by my colleague and myself. .<\s an establishment 
for turning out high-class gardeners who can turn their hand to 
anything it should be quite unequalled. The garden itself is quite 
a picture of neatness and productiveness. 

Of the a.gripultural institutions for girls, besides those men- For girls. 
tioned by Mr. Austin Lee, there are two dairy schools in Brittany, 
one at Kerliver and the other at Coetlogon. The course lasts a. 
year. Girls are received at fourteen. There are scholarships 
for the necessitous. Mme. Bodin, who read a paper on them at 
the sixth International Congress on Agriculture, would like to 
see the COurse increased to two years, and the multiplication of 
such schools in suitable rural districts. 

Higher Educatio1l. i1t, R'IJR'al Fra'1l.C8 antd Englantd. 

Summing up briefly one's impressions on what the French have 
done recently in the way of education above elementary in the 
country and for the country, it is probable they have accomplished 
more than we. But our country educational authorities have been 
greatly hampered by the limited character of their statutory powers. 
The French have set up in the country districts a certain number 
of higher primary schools and COUTS oompl6mentaires, with occa
sionally agricultural sides, as well as founding some forty-one eeoles 
pTatiques d'agrkult'UT8. Yet, as we have already seen, they, too, 
have to face similar difficulties to our own-tho question of dis
tances, of lack of locomotion, and the framing of cWTicula, and 
the starting of schools for social classes a little above those whose 
children frequent the elementary schools~ This latter is, perhaps, 
for us in England the most serious problem. Only in our case 
it is a somewhat higher el88B that finds itself left out in the cold. 
In many parts of England the country shopkeeper, the struggling 
district doctor, the impoverished parson, and the small-tenant 
farmer have literally no day school within hail to which they can 
send their children over and above the elementary school. Nor 
have we, as in France, a religious party who make it their business 

0342 0 
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to take an actIve share in intermediate education in the country, 
and even reduce the price of board and tuition to something below 
its prime cost· in their efforts to compete with the State schools. 
We shall probably have to copy the French in creating schools in 
waste places, which, as they will cater for a still higher class than 
those who refuse to enter the French higher primary schools, will 
have, of necessity, to be christened secondary. We must, further, 
recognise, as they, that country secondary education ends at sixteen 
or, at the latest, at seventeen, and largely modernise the curri
cula of most of our country grammar schools, and if we may not 
subsidise private enterprise, yet at least we might allow, like the 
French have done, public scholarships to be held at such private 
schools as fulfil the tests of efficiency in districts where the 
educational supply is· inadequate. * 

. CHAPTER X.-THE EXTEJ.~SION OF THE SCHOOL'S -WORK, 

(EUVRES COMPLEMENTAIRES. 

(a) INSIDE THE SCHOOL. 
The The vigorous life of the French primary schools is indicated bv 
Vl
F
' s viv\ ida of the broad view taken by the teachers of their sphere of action. U nde"r 
rene lId f all . . lli d primary t Ie stea y encouragement 0 an -seemg, mte gent, an sym-

education. pathetic Executive, they have been able to utilise their superfluous 
energies in a regular cycle of good works, in which public bodies 
and private individuals have alike co-operated.t These might, 
in a way, be likened to flying buttresses, which go far to shore 
up and strengthen the already strong' position the school has 
acquired in the country. This work may be roughly divided up 
into educatiomil effort inside and outside the school. Under the 
first head lIlay be classed the caisse des ecoles, the school savings 
hank, the '11IIUtualiM scolaire, the school libraries, the temperance 
societies, thE) associations for the protection of birds, the school 
shooting clubs, etc. The school libraries, which are in the first 
category, extend into the second in the cases in which they are open 
to parents as well as to pupils. Under the second head come 
the school patronage . societies, the associations of former pupils, 
and last, but not least, the great wOI:k of evening teaching and 
recreative work. consisting of popular readings. lectures, and even
ing dasses for 110th sexes, leading up to and embracing the new
founded populal\ universities, which are practically a form of our 
University Extel\sion movement. In addition, we find in the 
towns a strong f~ling in favour of school colonies, a number of 
school children being every year planted out during the summer 

* See Rapport E. P., p. 370. 
t The part of the teachers in ·these .. works of supererogation" is very 

fairly measured by the proportion of memoirs contributed by them to the 
International Congress on the subject of evening continuation schools 
(twenty out of twenty-three). 
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holidays in the country, not being billeted among the villagers, 
but quartered in the country boarding schools, which are kindly 
lent for the purpose. Some, of course, of the above undertakings, 
are more or less obligatory, but the success which has attended 
them has in nearly all cases been due to the teachers and 
inspectors, for the finest scheme in theory will not work without 
the expenditure of human energy. 

The caisse des icoles has ah'eady been treated of as a means for pro- The caisslI 
moting regularity of attendance by providing the children of the des ecolea • 

. indigent with books and clothes. I did not, however, come across 
the school restaurant (cantine scolaire), which is an established thing 
in Paris, and provides both gratuitous and paying meals, though 
I was informed in one or two schools that the children receive 
bread in winter. Some of the teachers, however, kindly look after 
the children who come from a distance, and cook and warm their 
dinners for them. At Coquainvilliers the children who stop during 
the mid-day interval pay a sou a day for cooking, etc., and the 
poorer children pay nothing. At the girls' school at Ouilly (Oal
vados) I sa\v a table neatly set out with the victuals the children 
had brought. Each child had its bottle..of cider, wit~ meat, or saus
ages, or eggs. The teacher only charges for the use of the crockery, 
cooking, etc., 1 franc 50 cents a month. At Neufchatel, in Sarthe, 
the children who come from a long way off are allowed to warm 
their food on the school stove, which smacks strangely of one's 

. schoolboy efforts at the culinary art on the hot-water pipes. A 
few figures will show the extent of the work of the caisse de~ ecoles 
in the districts .1 visited. In Oalvados, 1897-98, 3,832 children 
received clothes, 2,613 food, and, 12,837 school books. There 
were 720 schools with caisses, and their total budget amounted 
to 124,607 francs 65 centimes. In Loir-et-Cher in "1898 there 
were 244 ca,isses, and the communes contributed 70,044 francs. 
In Sarthe, which is a rich department, a bureau de bienfa,isance 
is to be found in nearly every commune. The subsidy of the com
mune seems to vary; it was 50 francs at Neufcbatel, 15 at, St. 
Paterne, and at Charge (Indre-et-Loire) it was only 10 francs. . 

The caisse d'epargnc scolaire seems to be on the down grade ~~s cal8'S 
in France. In 1886 there were 23,375 caisses for the same ,"::!/:[!e~e 
number of schools (out of some 100,000), with 484,162 depositors 
and 12,338,253 francs on deposit; in 1887 there. were only 
16,87B caisses, with 327,999 depositors and 9,880,031 francs 
R8 deposits. There are two reasons for the present decline--
one the adoption of the caisse (i'epargne postale, and fue 
other the diversion of the' scholars' money to the wutual1U 
scolaire. Looking through the statistics of the departments 
visited, it appears that in CalvadOs the number of· children 
depositors was 4,266, and the sum amounted to 171,356 francs. 
The depositors showed an increase of 69 on the preceding year, 
but the deposits fe1110,076 francs. In Orne in 1898 there were 66 
cais.~ea working, with 1,204 depositors and 27,346 francs 011 deposit. 
The Aca:ltjmy Inspector remarks: "This institution is slowly dis-

n9. 
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appearing; it is being replaced. by the post office savings bank. 
In Loir-et-Cher, on the other hand, the caisse d'epargne is in the 
ascendant. In 1894 there were only 142 caisses, with 2,646 de
positors and 42,351 francs to their credit; whereas in 1897 there 
were 262 caisses, with 5,001 depositors, with 89,414 francs to their 
nam~. In this department I came across one or two remarkable 
cases of saving. At St .. Denis-la-Victoire each of the nineteen 
children had a savings bank book." 

A similar system to our device of sticking postage stamps on 
a sheet was shoWn me by a teachir at Chauffour. The stamps in 
this case are those of 5 centimes. When they reach 20 they are 
accepted by the caisse, and credited to the child. At the !lame 
school I was told twenty-two out of thirty-one children had opened 
an account. This seems a high percentage, but Sarthe is one of 
the most thrifty and saving Departments. 

Other methods for encouraging saving are the giving of cen
times as good marks to children either for work or attendance, 
and the presentation of a bank book with a small sum in it in the pla,ce 
of a book at prize-givings. This practice is also common in re
ligious schools. Thus at the boys' school at Alen~on the top children 
receive banking books as rewards. In the various sums given or 
bequeathed to the primary schools in Loir-et-Cher in 1899 one 
comes across such entries as-" M. Le Baron Blanquet, un livret 
de caisse d'epargne de 10 francs pour recompenser l'eU~ve, etc.; M. 
de Bernard, 50 francs poor livrets de caisse d'epargne, etc.; Mme. 
Veuve Sudrot, 20 francs pour prix el livrets de caisse d'epargne, 
etc. Legs Munier, 200 francs repartis en 4 livrets de caisse 
d'6pargne," etc. This method of acknowledging the gifts of 
private donors in the official report for the year is not without 
its value pO'll-r e:ncourager les autres. 

The caisse d' epargrw scolaire has been the stepping-stone 
to the mutualiti scolaire. This system of mutual insurance 
was founded by M .. J. C. Cave in the XIX. arrondissement of 
Paris (la Villette). He was president of the Mutual Aid Society, 
and was struck by the. sinallness of the pensions to which 
an adult could look forward. He therefore bethought him 
Of the child. The system is very simple. The child pays in 10 cen
times ~ week; half of this is put by to provide the child with an 
old age pension, the other 5 centimes are employed to serve as 
"sick pay," at the rate of 25 to 50 centimes a day for the family 
of the contributor. (At Caen the pay is 50 centimes a day for 
the first month and 25 centimes afterwards.) Thus, as M. Edouard 
Petit has pointed t, the society is at once a society of thrift and of 
solidarity. The c odary schools .are also being interested in 
it. Already ten lycees and colleges for girls and fifteen for boys 
have taken it up. The lycees contribute the same as the others, 
but abandon their rights to sick pay. Funds are also derived' 
from honorary members 'in Calvados; these pay a minimum of 
5 francs. It is calculated that at fifty-five a contributor of a penny 
a week will be entitled to ~10 a year I The movement has had 
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8 great success. In 1895-96 there were seventy societies. To-day 
there are 871 in full working order and 250 under consideration. -
More than 300,000 children are mutualists. 

As regards the extra. work for the teachers, it is stated that in 
the six cla.aaes of the Ecole Boileau at Paris, which counts over 150 
members, each teacher does not spend ten minutes once a week 
to register tlie receipts, and the whole busineSs does not involve 
an' hour's work for the head teacher. The particular form that 
the mutuality takes is varied. Thus, in Calyad08 it embraces 
the whole department; in Sarthe it goes by arrondil>sements (Saint 
(',alllis, 1.0, F1eche)., In other departments it is by cantons, as 
IlpPip'ently at Tours. Some persons hold that the department 
ill tdO big 8 unit, but, as one in.'1pector said to me, there could not 
be any great difficulty to split the society up in sections to corre
spond to the arrondissements. I did not happen upon the system 
in the course of my rounds through other departments .. but M. 
Petit, primary inspector at Argentan (Orne), told me they were 
thinking of starting a. society there. 

In some .schools there is a shooting range. I came across Tit'seolail'e, 
one or two, but they are not very numerous. This year for 
the tir Bcolaire at Rouen, which was for all thQ region, 
only fifteen schools competed. At St. Aubin-sur-Mer' I found 
a .. tir." The distance was twelve metres, and the teacher 
had invented an ingenious system of pulleys for removing or 
replacing the" cartons" or cardboard discs, which obviated the 
need of going near the target at all. A.t Chauffour the teacher 
told me he allowed the elder pupils to "faireuncarton"(fire a set 
of rounds), once a week, as a sort of reward for good work (an 
excellent idea! ) 

Of the various temperance societies which have branches TemperancE 
in the schools or among the old boys I did not come across lIOCietie& 
any examples. To judge by their exhibition at the Paris 
Show, they seem to be becoming increasingly active. It 
should be noted, however, that they are not teetotal societies, 
which in such a country as France, where wine and cider are the 
national beverages, would never gain a foothold. They allow, 
in fact, of a moderate use of fermented liquors, whether wine, 
cider, or beer, and merely pledge their adherents against the 
use of the various distilled liquors, many of them violent poisons, 
110 unfortunately popular in France to-day, owing to the partial 
failure of the wine crop through the phylloxera. 

School libraries were established by the decree of the 1st S 1 1 
of June, 1862, in every primary school. Their contents should lib::es. 
include (1) the needful boOks for cla.~~ use; (2) those books 
presented by the Ministry to the school; t (3) tho.c;e given by the 
prefect, which have been bought with the money voted by the 
Con.'leils-generaux; (4) books given by priyate individuals, in
cluding authors. successful or otherwise: and (5) works acquired 

• According to the .. Petit PariSien" of October 6th, 1900, the number 
is n'lW 1600. ' 

t rn 1899 tM Government vote was 93,000 francs of which 10,000 
was to be soeciallv anent on 8I!Ticultural work. 
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by the library's' own funds. A yearly report has to be made each 
yearby every head teacher on his library. The following figures 
for all France. and Algeria give the following figures :--

1892. 1897. 
Number of libraries 39,645 41,498 
Number of volumes - 4,858,120 6,190,973 
Number of "issues ,. - 6,862,350 . 7,219,438 

It must be remembered that in some cases these books are taken 
out by adults. 

Intll,e department under observation I came across the following 
figures for Calvados (1897). Number of libraries, 686; volumes, 
64,595; readers, 15,804; books taken out, 35,143, which showed 
an inCl'ease of si.x libraries on the year and 304 volumes. 'The 
number of readers was 1,139 less, the number of books taken out 
650 more. The reason of this decrease is clearly indicated b~' the 
academy inspector. Many of the libraries consist of old-fashioned 
hooks, and the presentations made by the State and the town and 
parish councils are quite insufficient to restock them. In Indre
et-Loire (1897-98) there were 387 libraries, 54,560 volumes, and 
66,997 borrowers. The academy inspector in his report speaks 
of the happy idea of certain teachers to open subscriptions for t.heir 
libraries. In 'Orne, in 1898, there were 475 libraries, or two more 
than the preceding year. The volumes amounted to 49,996, and 
the books issued to 27,931, against 26,532 the year before. This 
increase is put down by the academy inspector to the. expenditure 
on new books, of money voted by the department and communes, 
or subscribed by private individuals. The need of interesting 
books, of whi9h he complains, is easily seen from a comparison 
between the books and the volumes issued, which amount to little 
more than half. In Loir-et-Cher the figures were rather better. 
There were two libraries more in 1899 than in 1898; the number 
of books and readers showed an increase of 198, and 443; and, 
what is more important, there were 46;319 books taken out against 
41,912 volumes. In Loir-et-Cher 4,884 francs were spent on the 
libraries, and nearly as much was contributed in Sarthe by 
the joint efforts of the department and the communes, who voted 
2,000 and 2,552 francs respectively. 

The criticisms of the academy.inspectors confirm my own ex
periences. Where the bo(,ks were either too few or too old
fashioned the library was but little used. At Neufchatel the 
school library contained such unsuitable books as "Boileau" and 
" I~a Vie de Jesus Christ et son nouveau traducteur," a work of deep 
erudition, hy a member of the Institute. Happily, however, the 
teacher has started -a "popular" library, open to parents and 
scholars alike. Although the authorities were not at first very 
favourable, the library has turned out to be a most precious link 
between the parents and the school. The commune gave a nest
~gg of 50 francs, and last y~ alone fifty borrowers contributed 
no less than 30 francs by tak gout 300 volumes, for which they 
paid 1d. a time. The money thus earned will be spent in new 
purchases. .It is interestinlZ to note that the most p~pular books 
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are "Monte Cristo," "The Last of the Mohicans," "The Three 
Musketeers," and" Jane Eyre"; the last is bea'UCQ'Up Zu. At Beau
mont, in Sruthe, I was told there was a bihliotkeque populaire, 
much patronised by everyone and largely supported by the munifi
cence of the deUgui cantonal, who was a good friend to the school 
in general. I forgot to ask whether there was a regular chil
dren's section, such has been created in some of our large free 
librarieS. At Montlivaut there is a library of the Societe Repub
licame, palt of which is reserved to members and the other part 
open to the commune and the school. In fact the libraries seem 
to be generally well patronised wherever they contain suitable 
bool}s.· At Chauft'our (Salthe) the teachers obtained leave to 
Jlw'ge the library of reactionary books an!! add others. The volumes 
i!lt!ued, which amounted to sixty-two and sixty-seven for the pre
ceding years, at once mounted in half a year to over 100 for thirty
five children. Some of the books were given by the department. 
The commune contributed 15 francs, and there was a surplus of 
:~u francs over and above from the tvmbola, which had been raieed 
to Imy a mugic lantern, which itself had cost 70 francs.t The teacher 
informed me the children frequently came and told him they had 
not In'ought back the book, at! their mother had kept it to read. 
Uther children oCten read aloud to their parents in winter, 
eRpecially if the latter are illiterate. This was also the case at 
Chaumont (Loir-et-Cher), where no less than 360 books were taken 
out by sixty-eight children (an average of practically SL't per head 
against a little over one for all France). Another good figure] 
copied down was at Lonray (Orne), where twelve children took 
out sixty books. 

(b) OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL. 

(i.) SclwoZ Patrcnw,ge and Former Pupils' Societies. 
The school patronage societies, which are more numerous in Schtool 

I h · h II . f f' d pa ronage t le towns t an m t e country, are rea y a corporatIOn 0 rIen S societies. 
of the school, who help to provide the school with evening enter
tainments and assist in placing the pupils when they leave. I came 

-This opinion on the need of suitable book's was the subject of a remark
able confert'nce by M. Phie, the present academy inspector of Loir-et
Cht'r, when academy in~pector in Savoie in 1888, in which he gives some 
interesting figures on the number of readers in a single circonscriptioil. 
Out of 76,444, 30,000 could read, 6,000 were ()('casional readers, and 500 
habitual readers. Starting from these figures, which show that the appe
tite of most of those who read is very slight, hI' insistR, in order that it may 
grow with eating, on the supreme necessity of readable books. We oft~~ 
blame our public libraries in England for not creating a demand for more 
serious literature. We, too, forget that the majority of readers have n01. 
yet cut their milk teeth, and we expect them, all the same, to masticate th~ 
toughest of standard authors. 

t One of the m08t'original methods of procuring the funds for a Jihrary 
is that invented by ie. Society called .. Les Amis des Livres" in Jura. 
They hired a field of about an acre, and the seed potatoes were furnished 
by the members, who also gave their labour for nothing. It is reckonad 
that the able-bodied members, who numhp.rf'd ~3, would not have 
to devote more than seven hours apiece during the year to the work. The 
proceeds of the-crop went to augment the funds of the library, 
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across one of these societies at Ecommoy, in Sarthe. It seemed 
to"" be in a very flourishing state, possessing 115 associates, and 
having already disbursed some £80 in prizes. According to M. 
Edouard Petit, these societies are tending to become AA<Drnjlated 
to those of associations of former pupils, in which the out.<!ide 
element figure on the list of adherent.<! as honorary members. The 
latter, which are often called les petites A, are extremely numerous 
in some department.<!. Thus in the elite d'Or there are 293 rural 
amities, which specially occupy themselves with questions of agri
culture and viticulture. The total for all France in 1898-9 was 
3,761 associations for boys and 1,500 for girls, the patronage 
societies being g86. These petites A seem to be less common m.the 
district.<! under observation, though I came across several instances. 
In Sarthe they amount to twenty-eight. The reasons of this back
wardness are naturally manifold. But in two schools, at least, 
it was not due to a want of energy On the part of the teachers. At 
Vimoutiers the director of theschool told me he had tried to hunt 
up the old boys, and could not find more than twenty, and those 
were too poor to form an association. In another school the 
teacher had made a similar investigation, but discovered there 
were not enough in his village to form a nucleus. In many villages" 
the young men who were at the school have left, and only the old 
folks and children remain. 

One of the most complete societies I came across was that of 
the Societe Amicale des Eleves et anciens Eleves de l'Ecole des 
Gar~ons at Saint Aubin-sur-Mer (Calvados), which numbers 175 
members (of whom fifty are old boys), out of a total population 
of only 700. According to the statutes the triple object of the 
school is to keep up school acquaintanCes, encourage the senti
ment of solidarity, and react against the cabaret by the substitution 
of harmless and patriotic recreation. The annual subscription 
is 1 franc; honorary members pay 2", and life governors 20 francs. 
Religious and political discussions are f?rbidden. The society 
has already given several musical and then.trical evenings. The 
teacher and his class have constructed a temporary stage, and even 
painted some scenery. The fetes and soirees are 'very popular. 
They have attracted audiences of over 500 people, and have even 
given rise to the producti<,)ll of a local comedy:-

I.E VOYAGE A SAINT-AUBlN-SUR-MEIl· 
" Come die en 2 actes. 

DISTRIBUTION DES RoLES. 

Lancelot, commer~nt retire MM. A. DELAUNAY 
Maxime, etudiant aux beaux-arts, 

neveu de Lancelot 
Alfred, lieutenant de vaisseau, neveu de 

Lancelot 
Laurent, et\1diant en medecine, ami de 

Maxime 
Saladin, domestique de Maxime 
Alcibiade, concierge puis marin 
C6rusard, marchand de cOllleurs 

Marins, Huissiefl!. 

G. LACROIX 

A. SEVESTRE 

L. MERIEL 
P. FL.uuwm 
en. CAILLOT 
P, AMBROISB 
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The finances, too, are in a very satisfactory state, the receipts being 
201 francs and the expenses 146 francs. As a specimen of how 
to render village life more attractive in a cheap and satisfactory 
fashion the above seems an excellent object lesson; the outlay 
of 10d. a year ought not to be beyond the means of the humblest 
subscriber. The inspector, M. Trabuc, was loud in his praises 
of such institutions. They make for local homogeneity, inculcate 
co-operation, and counteract alcoholism. The young folks at the 
most critical age come to the school, which is turned into a club 
room on Sunday, instead of going to the cabaret. In. fine weather 
they play tennis and le chapeau on the beach .. One Sunday, the 
tel:\Cher told me, there were no games; the result was he met two 
of his old pupils tipsy. The llaiiociation take in four newspapers, 
and lately out of their supl'rfluous funds have bought a phono. 
~raph. rrhl'y wl're also thinking at the time of my visit of 
gl't.t.ing up n. tamJlola for taking the school to the exhibit.ion. 

(ii.) Evening Continuation Classes. 

The evdning continuation classes have had a rather chequered Historica 
• existence. In 1867, under Victor Duruy, the number of 'classes sketch 

amounted to 28,586; in 1889 it had fallen to 7,322. The idea had 
got abroad that the laicisation of the schools, compulsory attend-
ance and the abolition of fel's would render the evening school 
supufluous. The State subscription, which had been as high as 
1,300,000 francs, sank to a meagre 20,000 francs. But it was 
soon remarked that the reforms of Jules Ferry, despite their 
thoroughne.~s and comprehensiveness, were not a universal panacea. 
The school attendance was not altogether satisfactory, and, further, 
it was seen that the most fruitful years of the pupil's life for the 
acquisition of knowledge and the formation of character are passed 
outside the school itself. About 1894 a new movement in favour 
of evening classes declared itself. The numerous societies· for 
improving popular education, of which the "Ugue Franltaise de 
l'Enseignement" is perhaps the most important, took up the new 
crusade in favour of evening schools, which in the big towns was 
already being carried on by such societies as the Polytechnic and 
Pbilotechnic Associations. Among their most ardent backers were 
M. Ikon Bourgeois and M. Ferdinand Buisson. In 1895, M. Poin
caire, then Minister of Public Instruction, issued a circular on 
the subject, which has been described as the charter of popular 
education. . 

The line taken by M. Poincaire has been followed by M. Rambaud, 
his successor, and M. Leygues, the present minister, who has found 
a worthy second in the present head of Primary Instruction, M. 
Bayet. But the life and soul of the present renaissance in evening Evening 
schools has been M. Edouard Petit, who has gone through the scl:ools 
length and breadth of the country in order to start new centres 

-14. Edouard Petit puts these at 1,200. 
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or revive old oneS. Still, the movement could, not have been so 
widespread if 'it had not fallen on good ground, in the shape of the 

Lp.hers.' primary teachers, who have nobly risen to the occasion. It was in 
reference to this work that a teacher of Clermont Ferrand proudly 
wrote :-" One can count on the absolute devotion of the teachers 
whenever it is a matter of working for social regeneration and 
strengthening the Republic." A few eloquent figures on the pro
gress of the work will show that these are no idle words. In 
1894-6 there were 7,322 coors for men, in 1899 there were 26,R81 ; 
nor are the girls neglected. These classes, which are generally 
taken on Sundays, owing to the objection to their being held at 
night, have felt the influence of this vigorous movement in favopr 
of adding a "morrow to the school life." In 1894-95 there were 
966. In 1899-190.0 they had risen to 16,610. 

ance. The increasing interest of the State is best shown by the follow-
ing figures. In 1894-95, its contribution was only £800. In 
1890-97, it was over £5,000. To-day it stands at £8,000. This 
sum is split up into small subsidies. that vary according to the 
deTJartments. In 1898, 650 francs, or £26, of this monev went into 
th~ pockets of the teachers of Loir-et-Cher, and a Bimil~l'sum was 
distributed among the ~achers of Sarthe. 

The bulk of the money is fOlUld by the local authorities, wh(J 
have raised their grants in aid from £46,000 in 18~)5-96 to £64,000. 
'fhis is doled out in sums of 150 francs on rare occasions, mOI'l) 
often of 100 and even 50 francs; sometimes it is only 25 francs, 
and in not a few cases the teachers get nothing. The rest of tIll' 
contributions come from private sources, which in 1895-96 were 
responsible for £1,800, and last year for £10,000. The, mon':
ment is further encouraged by a'distribution of decorations, medalfl, 
diplomas, books, and letters of congratulation to the teachers. 

I fh'e The five rural departments under observation, though far from 
II:rt~ents. the "madding" crowd of Paris, have not remained unaffected by 
t~~~~ the movement. In Calvados, in 1897-98, the statistics were as 
isons. follows :-Evening schools under male teachers, 131; under female 

teachers, 23: total, 154. Number of enrolments: men, 2,152; 
women, 245: total, 2,3Q7, or an increase of 61 in the classes 
and of 980 in the enrolments. ,The number of State teachers 
in the department is 1,228. Orne did still better in 1888-89. With 
1,014 State teachers, the number of cours rose from 137 to 167, 
and the hearers from 4,968 to 5,903. Sarthe, with 999 teachers, 
had 214 men's classes and 97 female, or 'a total of 311 classes. The 
enrolments amounted to 5,248, or a little inferior to Orne, but 
the increase on the year was 623. In 1897-98, Indre-et-Loire, 
with 820 teachers, had only 131 cours instead of 139 the year 
before. Th.6'number of pupils, however, shows a small increase-
2,995 instead 'of 2,947. A very satisfactory item was the regular 
attendance, whlch stood at the exceedingly high figure of 2,445 
against.,2,379 of t~e year before; or something li~e 84 per ce~t. 
(against about 57 p\ cent., for all France) .. In wU'-et-Cher, wIth 
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769 teachers, the rour. show in 1888-89 a rise from 311 to 328. 
The attendance also worked out from 5,182 to 5,30S. 

or course the number of teachers is not altogether a correct 
guide to the number of rours. In Indre-et-Loire, 143 teachers 
participated in 131 COUTS, and at Mayet I was told the cours d'adultes 
was shared by the director and his three subordinates. At another 
achool the teacher's wife told me that owing to the illness of her 
husband she took the major palt of the work, for which her hwr 
band received later on an official reward. Deductions should 
also be made for those teaching in the maternal schools. But as 
a rough and ready approXimation of the actiVity of the various 
de~ments it is highly interesting. Thus in 1897-98, in Calvados, 
at least one teacher in eight was interested in the work; in 1899. 
in Orne, one ill si.'t; in 1899, in Sarthe, nearly one in three; in 
IndrtHlt-Loire. 1897-98, less than one in six, and ill Loir-et-Cher, 
nearly one in two. A comparison with some of our English 
counties would be interesting. According to the official statistics 
for 1897-98, Cah·:ulos. Orne. and IndrtHlt-Loire were among the 
most buck~'ard departments. Orne being last but two in the number 
of cours, and Calvados. again being among the last ten for fewness 
uf students. 

The sizffi of clll&'1M were in Calvados (1898) about 15; in Orne Size of ell 
(1899) over 35; in Sarthe (1899) near'ly 17; in IndrtHlt-Loire 
(1898) over 22; ill Loir-et-Cher (1899) about 16. The average 
for all France ill 1897-98 was about 28. 

I was anxious to find out if these Ilumbers were mainly swollen 
by the town classes, and the country schools contributed mainly 
.. skeleton JJ departments. In one or two instances I certainly found 
very small numbers. In ope place there were three, in another four 
pupill!. in another eight, and in a fourth ten, but then there were 
only twenty-one children in the whole school. Against this I must 
set such numbers as 23 at Chauffour (school population 35); 29 
at Trull (school population 115); 20 at Loue; 22 at St. Aventin, 
with an average attendance of 20; Mayet, 26 (school population 
178). The same teacher in another village of 579 inhabitants col~ 
lected all the conscripts. N"eufchatel, 25 to 30 (school population 70); 
Montlivaut, 21 (school population 21); La Chaussee Saint Yictor 
18 (school population 37), once as many as 40, but numbers cut 
into by the establishment of a musical society; Chaumont, 31 
(school population 68); Mosnes, 40 (school population 58) ; 
Ecommoy, 50 (school population 184). 

The duration of the SeBSiOIl, length of lessons, and number per Duration 
week vary. Being essentially a winter school, its extreme limits stuclies. 
are October and April. In IndrtHlt-Loire the lessons averaged 
five and a half hours a week and lasted 31 months. In Loir-
et-Cher the average duration was three months. In several schools 
the number of hours was three and a half a week. In Calvados, 
according to M. Vieillot, the secretary to the academy inspector, 
the classes are held tWl) or th~ or fQ\l~' tirol'S l\ week. In fact 
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every teacher is' more or less a law unto himself, as there is no 
evening schools code. 

For the same, reason, the choice and variety of subjects taught 
are very great. Some, as M. Edouard Petit says, hold classes 
to help the backward to make up leeway, others prefer con
tinuation classes, while others indulge in teaching which is rather 
technical. Most of the instruction in the rural districts falls 
under the first two heads. At Vimoutiers the class composed of 
workmen is taken in arithmetic and composition. At Ecommoy 
the subjects are the ordinary ones, interspersed with readings by 
the teachers, a system that M. Edouard Petit says is very popular 
and gives good results. The teacher at Mayet told me he did. a 
little of everything, and attempted to make the teaching, above 
all, interesting and practical. He especially pschewed dictations. 
At St. Aventin the teacher tries to make his class a continuation 
of the day school, with applications to industry, agriculture, and 
practical drawing, drainage,' and some simple notions of the law 
of ownership, such as the laws about mortgages, fences, servitudes, 
maintenance of roads, and other practical matters. At Chaumont 
the evening school is more or less a continuation of the school . 
studie.~. At Lonray, the mistress gives Sunday lessons to the girls 
in household matters. Such agricultural education as is given 

. in the evening schools seems rather to be given in the form of 
conferences. 

Nor is the moral side of education neglected. The social ~(Jo~ 
and atmosphere of the primary schoo18 are continued in the 
classes for adults. This is especially true of the crusade against 
alcoholism. On this point the Academy Inspector for Orne writes:-

In the majority of the adult classes the le~sons, work, and passages for 
reading have likewise frequently borne on alcoholism, and have had for 
objective the treatment of the question from the double point of view of 
morality and the physiological.consequences on the individual and the race, 
and it must be admitted this last point makes more impression than the first. 
When the teachers make known the ravages of alcohol on the ilifferent 
organs of the body, relate precise facts verified by the doctors, show and 
hand round pictures relating to their subjects, adults and children are 
obliged to reflect. There is ground foc believing that these reflections will 
bring about good resolutions, that efforts will be made, and that the scourge 
of alcoholism will graduall~ disappear. 

Some of us may, from a different conception of human nature, 
consider the academy inspector unduly sanguine. More than 
one teacher admitted to me that they thought there was little to 
be done witb'the older people, and that is, it is to be feared, much 
the same case~ll the world over. We ali know Harvey's remark 
as to the impossIbility of finding any doctor' over forty who believed 
in his discovery of the circulation of the blood. But there is one 
bright spot. in many places the teachers have got hold of the 
children, and, as an\English bishop is reported to have said, when 
speaking of East LOndon the other day, those who have got the 
children have got the (uture. 
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I spoke to & good many people about these classes. One Seriousn 
inspector told me he did not loo.k on them as serious, and of the WI 

another said there were too many playing at "make-belief" 
among the teachers' (farreurs). Two teachers told me they had 
given up their classea, and one said in excuse he had too much to do. 
lt was the only case I came across of a teacher who kicked at these 
extraneous tasks. Several were rather lukewarm. It is evident 
that local difficulties and habits must be considered. A teacher 
who had only a small class.told me he found the young men preferred 
to CO'Urir la rue. At Carpiquet the teacher, who certainly cannot 
be accused of want of energy, informed me he could only get to-
gl/ther twelve pupils (school population, thirty), as the bulk of the 
population are masons who work in Caen, about' four or five kilo-
metres away, and were, therefore, too tired to come in the evening. 
Distance, again, is another obstacle; people cannot be expected to 
turn out for a three kilometres' trudge to the school on a dark winter's 
night. At St. Paterne the teacher could not hold Sunday classes for 
girls, and the reason seemed an adequate one. Theinhabitants of 
the village start work in Alenc;on, about two kilometres off, at 5.30, 
even in the winter, which means rising at 4.30, and only get home 
at seven. Sunday is therefore the only free day for them and 
their children to be together. These various difficulties are frankly 
recognised by the academy inspector of Orne, who sums up very 
well thedifl'erentobstacles. "Unhappily it is not possible to open 
adult cffiBses everywhere. The causes are the sparseness of the 
population, fatigue, emigration of the young to the towns, the 
insufficiency of the resources of the communes to assure what is 
certainly a minimum, the heating and lighting of the schoolroom." 

But the greater number of those with whom I conversed were: 
favourable, and, in some cases, even enthusiastic, about the evening 
schools. These sentiments have even gained the villagers in some 
instances. One teacher in Indre~t-Loire assured me that if he did 
not give evening classes the commune would agitate for his removal, 
and that many communes in the neighbourhood held similar views. 
There seems little doubt that in numerous districts the French 
teachers have thrown themselves with great heartiness into the 

·fray. Allusion has already been made to the teachers in Seine 
Inftirieure, whose ardour the authorities have had to curb by 
reminding them that, after all, the first of their duties is towards • 
the day school. 

But if this fine and far-reaching movement is to take deep and Nee~ of 
abiding root, it is obvious it must be rendered economically sound. ~~~l:!~ 
The subsidy of the State, excellent as it is as a sign of encouragement, eco~omic 
is onlv a fleabite in the matter. The 650 francs for Loir~t-Cher work baslS. 
out a"t under two francs' per teacher engaged, and that for Sarthe 
at about the same figure. The system of diplomas and rewards is 
also useful, but this again can only be an accessory. Oue teacher 
seemed to me to put the matter very plainly when he stated he had 
recei ved more complimentary letters than he knew what to do with. 
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Private initiative, too, though helpful, is insufficient. The best system 
seems to be that of persuading the mu"icipalites to aSflist the work 
by giving small grants, which will at least cover the out-Of-pocket 
expenses of the teachers, who often spend some twenty-five to thirty 
franCs out of their slender stipends. This, as has already been 
alluded to, has been largely done in Sarthe, where one inspector 
alone has managed to secure 6,000 francs from the various com
munes in the district, and, in fact, yearly grants for no less than 
12,706 francs have been obtained in: the whole department. Loir
et-Cher did even better, obtaining 23,207 in 1899 from the com
munes. This view is also shared by the academy inspector of Indre
et~Loire, who strongly insists on the need of proper and regular 
subsidies from the town and parish councils. It is also supported 
by the paper of a teacher on the reorganisation 6f the cours d'ad'llltes 
at Clermont Ferrand, who says :-" One will not found a durable 
work if the zeal of the masters is not sustained by a reasonable re
muneration." A possible alternative is, of course, paying classes. 
In Sarthe in 1898-99 no less than 2,630 francs was contributed 
by the pupils to the evening schools. A te~er who had adopted 
the system in his previous school told me it answered well, and those 
who paid always turned up punctually. ' Still, in most neighbour
hoods the classes have been " free gratis and for notlling;" so that a 
complete return to a fee system would be well-nigh -impossible. 
Under such circumstances the best 'course to follow seems to be 
the adoption of the proposal of the International Congress, to 
make the indemniti, hitherto facultative, obligatory for the depart
ments OJ' the communes, failing the State. * 

.~ possi. Such a proposition, if adopted, would probably do more than 
~y of com- render the COU-1'S more efficient and more widespread. It would also 

lon. hring tp.e question of obligatory attendance at the evening school 
within sight. One or two teachers I met, notably the teacher at 
Montlivaut, broached the subject. And the point was also raised in 
several papers contributed to the section on the reuvres post-scolaires 
at the International Congress on Prilnary Education. The advo
'cates of such a reform made a good point by drawing attention to the 
compulsory attendance which already exists in Switzerland, Hun
gary, and Germany. 

Another point raised at the same congress was the establishment 
rtificate. of certificates .for evening classes stating that the pupils had regu

larly followed such and such classes. Their utility to employers of 
labour, or to the heads of Government or municipal authorities, 
was asserted by the Congress. The establishment of such certificates 
would probably lead ~o the establishment of some sort of examination, 
for it would doubtleSs be argued that a simple "testamur" of school 
attendance was not so valuable and precise as the officially recorded 
result of a regular examination. The ultimate effect would be the 
production of a code for evening schools with many alternative 
syllabuses, but some fear a stereotyped code. _ 

* This view has the sympathies of the admistration. 
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(ill.) Lectures: Recreative or Educational. 

Lectures.-The recreative side is by no means neglected in the Lectures. 
extension of the school work. The instance has been cited of t~e 
practice of some teachers to give readings in class, which, apart 
from interest to the pupils, often makes them desirous of finishing the 
book for themselves. From this reading aloud in class to the public 
conference is but a step, and from thence it is likewise an easy transi-
tion to the regular lectw'e with magic lantern slides. Here again a 
careful choice of subject is requisite. Just as with the library for 
scholars and adults it is necessary to select books that are really 
within the intelligence of the school clientele, so in the country it is 
ad,visable to consult country tastes and ideas. A literary causerie, 
a discourse on La 'lIWTale, a lecture on political economy, are con
demned in advance. These are more suitable for the more serious 
class work of the school. But a lecture on agriculture, or grafting, 
or manures, or vine culture, if practical, is sure of success. The 
same is true of any conference on one of the subjects of the day, China 
or the Transvaal, or some social subject, such as alcoholism. 

Mention has already been made of the facilities for obtaining Statistics 
slides from the Musee Pedagogiqlu3. In 1896-97 the Musee loaned 
out 8,363 collections; in 1899-1900 the total rose to 26,963. The 
conferences have increased with the same rapidity. In 1894-95 
there were 10,379; in 1895-f1fi, 61,476, of which about 47,000 were 
without lantern slides; in 18n\J-1900 the total came to i23,911, of 
which some 58,000 were with views. The attendance has risen 
from one thousand to three millions and a half. . 

The NOith-Western departments could not fail to be influenced In the fh 
by this prodigious outburst of energy. Even in Calvados in 18\J7-98 departme 
the number of cours r08e nearly a quarter-from 674 to 850. Of Orne 
I could gather no statistics. but .the academy inspector in his report 
gave an admirable expose of the scope and value of these lectures, 
which will be quoted further on. In Sarthe (1899) there were no le.'1s 
than 1,643 conferences, and the average attendance was over one 
hwulred for each; the year before they only totalled 947. In 
Indre-et-Loire (1897-99) the conferences rose from 640 to 688, 
but there was a. decrease in the average attendance, from 
eighty-olle to sixty-two. In Loir-et-Cher (Hl~HI) a much higher 
level was reached. There were altogether 1,281 conferences, 
followeU by 17,371 persons. 

A few of these lectures have heen given by persons unconnected Encore tl 
with the school-the local doctor, or a. farmer, oraretiredmilitarv teachers. 
man. But these .. extra specials" have been comparatively rar~. 
It is the teachers, and the teachers only, who have borne the brunt 
of it. Ce sont toujours les memes qui se font tuer. This matter of 
getting outside help is not so easy as. it looks, and some ill-disposed 
persons are quite capable, as an academy inspector told me, of 
utilising the opportunity of giving a lecture. on some· a.pparently 
innocent subject to turn their discourse more or less covertly to 
political account. 
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In many .cases'the ,teachers have raised money for magic lanterns 
,by means of small lotteries in the, village itself, as at Chauffour. In 

- other cases, as, at Loue, a tr:rmhola was started in the district 
round to buy a lantern. The suc.cess of lectures in this region is 
very great. The teachers have bumper audiences, amounting at 
times to 250 people. In Indre-et-Loire there is a departmental 
lantern, which the administration place at the teachers' disposal. 
In addition to the views lent by the Musee Pedagogique, slides may 
be borrowed off the numerous societies for encouraging popular 
education, such ~ the National Society for popular lectures, the 
Havre Society for Education by Illustration, and the French 
Education League. A very effective method of supplying cheap 
views is followed by one of the numerous pedagogic journals, "Apres 
1'Ecole," which distributes with everyone of its issues transparent 
views, which only require to be cut out and mounted to serve as slides. 

The scope and value of these illustrated lectures are well described 
by the academy inspector of Orne:-

A pretty large number of teachers have given lectures, most of whicL 
were accompanied with lantern slides. As was the case last year, these 
lectures have been very well attended. They render a very real serviCl). 
The agricultural lectures in particular are always highly appreciated. The 
teachers who are in charge of them show the greatest pains in the accom
plishment of their task. The end we propose is to enlighten the facts of 

, daily life with elementary scientific notions, to destroy certain prejudices, 
to make known new methods of cultivation and their relation to old ones, 
to show the utility of association. In a word, to seek to improve the Jot 
of the agriculturist. The results obtained are already appreciable. 

There is, however, room for improvement in these lectures. At 
present the subjects chosen have often little or no connection. The 
lecturer passes from "China" to "Peru," or after a lecture on 
literature he takes up such a subject as foot-and-mouth disease. 
As M. Doliveux says, the result on his listeners is rather to make 

. them regard these lectures as a 'source of distraction than of instruc· 
tion. A methodic programme is wanted, in which several teachers 
lnight co-operate, each taking a part and lecturing in turn in each 
other's villages. 

mmary. 
lucational 
lue. 

This recreative work, so cheap and so attractive, is even in its 
present unorganised state a valuable educational agency. By his 
mere choice of subject, by his manner and style of putting his 
lecture, the teacher finds himself oc.cupying a sort of lay pulpit, 
from which he can give expression and currency to those ideas 
he thinks most worthy of circulation. Yet while there is a place, 
and a large place, for methodic courses of lectures, it would not 
probably be wise to abandon entirely the isolated recreative lecture. 
To the educat~(mist it should represent a valuabl~ means for attract
ing to the scllool itself those for whom at the outset the more 
serious evenin\g. classes do not offer of themselves sufficient 
inducements. _ ~ese "lay sermons." stand for .the e~oteri~ t~ach
ing. of the school, and one of thel,l' most preClous SIdes IS, In a 
pedagogical sense,'the number of converts they may draw, through 
being given in operi meetings, to the educational fold. ".' 
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Their direct recreative value is still more patent. Every village Recreath"e 
cannot realise Lord Salisbury's imposSible wish of possessing a circus, value. 
but it can at least have a magic lantern, and with a teauher who 
understands his audience the list of interesting and topical subjects 
is practically inexhaustible. -These weekly or fortnightly lectures 
on winter nights must go far to redeem the dull monotony of the 
country in winter. They cannot fail to draw the villagers more 
together. Local patri<.>tism is never wanting in the French village, 
but there is still a celtnin amount of mifiance among the ordinary 
pe8AAnts which such reunions would help to disperse. Again, Socia.l yah~1 
there is the counter action of these lectures on the good name and 
infhlence of the school in making it popular with and respected by 
the parents in permitting them to become better acquainted with 
the teacher, and come, to a certain extent, under his influence. 
J\lllong the three and a half millions odd who, through these 
.lectures, have learnt to. know the teacher better, there must be 
many thousands who have also learnt to rate him higher, not only 
118 a teacher but 11 citizen. And so in some cases the village 
schoolmaster bids fair to become the" lay rector" of the parish:. 

CHAPTER XI.-THE RURAL PROBLEM. 

(1) Is THE SCHOOL' TO BLAME ? 

'n1e :French rural problem 'is no easy one, but, as far as my expe- Is the schofj 
rience goes, and I talked to some 140 persons, many of them uncon- in ad~erse 
nected with the school, there seemed to be no general tendency to actor. 
impute to primary education the ills the countryside is heir to. 
r was particularly anxious to find out if the teaching was considered Programme 
too literary. Undoubtedly the old programmes were exposed to too literary 
this criticism, but most persons seemed to think that if the promise 
of the new agricultural syllabuses were fulfilled, there would be 
little cause for complaint. In fact, the only criticism I, heard under 
this heading was at the two agricultural congresses I attended 
later on at Paris. One or two speakers at these criticised the work 
and teaching of the rural school, but most of their objections seemed 
ratller 00 refer 00 the rural school as it was ten years ago, and where 
their demands on the school and what it should do were not exag-
gerated, they were met, as M. Rene Leblanc pointed out, by the 
new re<l'ulations for agricultural teaching. Nor did I hear the school 
accusJ' of being the cause of the rural exodus ill the shape of making Discontents 
the children discontented with their lot, or of stuffing their heads the pupils! 
with 0. dool of ruhhish they would do better without. Some 
teachers, no doubt, are apt to magnify the illlpOltance of the 
certificat and brevet. On the other hand, I came across a 
relll8rkilhle~ passage in an address by M. Deries, the Academy 
Inspectol' of Manche, ill which he lays to the credit of certain 
~ p 
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teacher!! their eft'oi·tI! to retain in the country those children 
whose parents advise and ahnost command them to go out 
into the world and seek their fortune. The inspector goes 
on to state that intelligence is just as badly wanted in 
the country as elsewhere, and teachers should strictly avoid 
making themselves accomplices of the parents' often foolish vanity 
to see their children enter the alreadv overcrowded liberal 
professions. * I did, however, encounter s~veral persons who fell 
foul of the teaching and tone of the school. Most of these, it must 

Subversive be confessed, showed their bias by describing it as the ecole sans Dieu.t 
~endeneies? To such persons the State school represents one of the principal 

engines for undermining the respect for authority. But this,phe
ilOmenon is not confined to anyone country, it is universal, and is 
sometimes at bottom only a symptom that the"old order changeth." 
As M. Greard has said, "L' autoriM n' est plus Ie principe souverajn 
qui regIe aujourd'hui les rapports sociaux." Often the cause is 
directly traceable to the sad decrease in parental authority, of which 
:M. Martin, Academy Inspector of the Ardennes, complains. . But 
social and home influences were alike ignored by the.'l6 adversaries 
of the ecole la~que. Judicious cross-examination only made them, like 
Moliere's Marquis in the Remle de l' Ecole des Femmes, reiterate 
the charg~. The school was detestable because it was detestable, 
and that was the long and short of the .matter. Yet they might 
have bettered their case by' pointing to sundry" false notions of 
liberty and .equality" which exist to a certain extent in the country, 
and against which" it is the duty of the school to warn" its 'pupils, 
according to the inspector of Bethune, 1895. But even then to saddle 
the teachers. with the direct propagation of these doctrines of 
anarchical fr~edom and dead level equality would be quite a different 
matter. 

\. fa.vourable So much for the adverse evidence I collected, and now for the other 
enlict. side of the shield. Of course, in places where la'icisation has 

recently taken place, the school may not be very popular. But 
as has already been pointed out, the religious difficulty is on the 
decline, and even in the more catholic districts an attack on the 
ecole la~que would be generally 'mal vu. In fact, to use a phrase 
of one of the primary inspectors I met, the school to-day is well 
acclimatised. This applies equally to the teachers who represent 

'''rhis is not a ~heap mattcr. M. P. Dcghilag(', ill his book 011 the depopu
lation of country districts, puts the following speech to a parent into the 
mouth of a teacher: -" It is two thousand pounds you must spend, if l'eur 
jackanapes is twelve years old, should you wish to make a doctor or a 
la wyer of him." , 

t This charge has already been discussed. A quotation from M. Payot, 
Academy Inspector of Ardeche (1896), ill also to the point: -:-" Tous le5 
reproches que ron adresse Ii. nos ecoles au point de vue de l'enseignement 
moral ne s'adressent]en realite qu'au caractere laique de nos ecoles. On 
essaie de fair6 croire que laiciser c'est 'dechristiani~er.' C'est une erreur 
absolue. II ya mille ana que la France se secularisc. Saint Louis, comme 
on l'a fait remarquer, en ·lalcisant la justice jusqu'alors confice a l'eglise 
fut Ie premier des lalcisateurs. . \ 
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the school in France more fully than their English colleagues, who 
are ,too often regarded as the hired· servants of the Board or the 
school managers. Of course there are cases in which the teacher 
has become involved with the villagers in personal and political 
differences, of which the latter are generally a cloak for the former. 
But the few teachers I came across who had been in this predicament 
did not seem to have imperilled their position or that of the school, 
while the great majority have certainly done much to make thetp
selves and the school looked on as part and parcel of the village 
life. The general evidence in favour of the school was so overwhelm
ing I very often did not make a special note of it, but tha following 
are 1I0me of my impressions (verbatim or shortened). " Peasants 
not against the programme " (inspector). "School as a rule popUlar 
'with the peasants" (secretary to Academy inspector) ... School well 
regarded by the pelUlants "(normal school director) ... Rural schools 
,in sympathy with the district, and teachers respected" (head of 
cheese factory). .. Parents who have been at the school send their 
children more regularly than the illiterate" (teacher at Carpiquet). , 
.. The peasants, and above all the small farmers, approve of the 
teaching; industrial population, less so" (teacher Saint-Martin 
ue·la-Lieue). .. There are many good teachers, but there are some 
who only teach a few of the children" (peasant farmer). " Teacher 
tmys he is on good terms with the pelUlants" (C.). I travelled with 
an iuspector and noted he was on excellent terms with the numerom 
peasants we met; the conversation was almost exclusively agri
cultural. A peasant farmer, a peasant proprietor and a corn mer
chant spoke equally well of the schools. I had also, an interesting 
conversation at Montlivaut with a peasant, who seems thoroughly 
satisfied with the schools. To these instances may be added the 
several occasions on which I visited the champs d' experience 'with 
the teacher, and talked with the pelUlants we met. The good feeling 
that exists between school and commune is further exemplified by 
the ready way in which the latter have, when properly approached, 
come forward to subsidise the evening classes. These, again, 
should prove a most valuable agent in 'consolidating the already. 
wt1U-{'i!tablished relations between the school and the villagers. 

It seems therefore that one may very fairly put the school on one 
side in ,any examination in~ the harmful fa~tors in the econo~y 
of ruraJFrance. Whether It has any appreCIable effect as an ro
Ilueuco for good may best be considered n~tlir the problt'm it'lelf 
has boon diagnOtloo. 

(ii.) STATEl:U<:NT OF THE PnOBLElf. 

The five departments which fell to my lot to visit would be looked The proble," 
on lIB distinctly rural if they were in England. Each contains stated. 

• Of course, their 8tatUS is happily much improved since the days 'when 
:'Ilatthew Arnold likened their relationship to the rector as equivalent to 
that of the latter'8 g"ardener. But for the petty tyranny that sometimes 
gOfjl on under small boards and voluntary managers, see Report AI. G. 

5342 p 2 
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at most a single toWn that can be regarded as anything above that 
of a market town of fair dimensions, although scattered up and 
down several' of these departments, especially along some of the 
valleys, are a certain number of small factories, which are not, 
however, sufficiently numerous to give the country an industrial 
aspect. The main industry of all these departments is agricul
ture, whether it be butter or cheese making, corn raising, grazing 
cattle rearing, horse breeding, cider making, or vine culture. On 
the line of hills that form the watershed between the afHuents of 
the Seine, or the' Seine estuary, and the Loire, lie large patches of 
forests, in-which the inhabitants are often engaged in clog making. 
Agriculture being therefore the chief occupation of by far the larger 
number of. inhabitants, it is clear that any inquiry into the present 
state of the population would take the form of questions as to the 
general condition of agriculture, as affected by land tenure, taxation, 
wages, existing modes of cUltivation, and the supply of labour, 
with a few stray investigations of the actual condition of industrial 
work and workers wherever they were encountered. These questions 
would naturally involve further ones, e.g., whether there is a rural 
exodus, and, if so, to what extent? Are Paris and the apparently 
higher wages of Paris the reasons for this ? Or is the present unrest in 
part due to conscription? Does this ruual exodus produce a diminu
tion in population? And if the diminution exists, is it accelerated 
by other factors, such as a decrease in the birth rate? Is this decrease 
merely due to natural causes, or may it be set down to the higher 
standard of comfort in vogue,.or the ravages of alcoholism? And, 
lastly, granted that certain evil~ abound, a wauing prosperity in 

. agriculture, a desertion of the country, a dulness and dreariness 
'-. in country life, a decrease in the natality, an excessive love of comfort, 
~udden growth in alcoholism, the final question presents itself, 
W~ the school done to lessen these evils, and what can the 
school in the future? 

To tak the less important factor first. One of the biggest linen 
Industl'Y· manufactol'es of France is situated at Lisieux. It employs 1,200 

wor~men. ~other large one exists at Mezidon, with 300 workmen. 
Thete are also '!\..everal woollen and cretonne manufacturers in and 
abo'\t Lisieux. '. Along the course of the rivers one meets small 
('.ott~ mills, which employ a certain number of hands. The 
f(}rtor'es near Lisieux suffered a good deal five' or six 
years ago, but have been doing better lately, owing to the 
adopti n of improved machinery. In a few villages where I 
came a oss an artisan alongside of an agricultural population, the 
contrast lias most marked. I was uniformly told that destitution 
was wides read among the mill hands, while the peasants were 
nearly always in well-to-do circumstances. The hours of the wQrk
men seem *0 extremely long. At St. Paterne (Sarthe) the work
people, men ~d women, are obliged to rise at 4.30 winter and 
summer, as th~mills at Alen90n open at 5.30. They do not return 
till six or seven,\ and have only half an hour at nine for breakfast. 
and an hour at tWio for dinner. As for the owners, I heard of seyera] 
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mills. that had been closed, 38 at Ouilly, or were in a parlous state, 
as in the npighbuurhood of Alen)on. At Vimoutiers I was shown 
a fine hall (now only used for corn); that recalled in its size and 
801itude one of those deserted marts in the Low Countries 
which were once busy centres of trade. The building 
in qU~l\tion had served 38 a mart for toiles for all the hand 
weavers round, ,but now there are only two weavers left. The same 
tale was told me by a friend of mine at Lisieux. Formerly on a 
small estate, now occupied by a single farmer, there lived six house
holdR, who each cultivated a small patch of ground, and worked, 
especially in the winter, at a hand loom, and when the cloth was 
finiHhed, the peasant took it himself to market. These have now 
all disappeared, and a similar fate has overtaken the village industries 
in the neighbourhood of Argentan. The small factoI:Y is languishing 
in its turn. The windmills are abandoned except for grinding 
barley for the cattle. The water-mills are going the same way. 
Only the saw-mills hold their own. Another small industry, 
bootmaking in Ouilly is not what it was twenty years ago. On 
the other band, where industries are grouped round an industrial 
centre like FIers, they appear to be prosperous. The workmen 
earn 3 francs 25 centimes to 3 francs 50 centimes a day, the women 
1 franc 50 centimes to 2 francs. Living, 38 many of them do, 
in the villages outside the town, they spend their spare time in gar
dening and a little agriculture. It is sad to find that the celebrated 
point-lace of Alen)on is also dying out. The cause is said to be, 
not a falling off in the workmanship, but the 'prohibitive cost of 
production, which renders it difficult to find a market. A square 
yard of it costs several taousand francs, and passes through thirty
two different hands. The unly thing really prosperous in the place 
was a carriage builder's establishment. I W38 unable from lack of 
time to inquire into the industries and manufactures of the other 
departments under observation, nor do these scanty notes repr£'
sent in any way the total number of industries in Calvados and 
Orne; but if, 38 far as they go, they afford any criterion, they c£'r
tainly heal' out the Vi(lWR of anyone WllO lX'liewR in the concen
tmtitlll of indulltril'1l all a ne(:es.'!ary, though by no meanM a final, 
step in it.'! evolution, that the severe competition of foreign tJ"W'1ts 
and amalgamations mUllt ultimately crush out th£' little manufac
hirers, even when the latter are sheltered by a protective tariff. The 
future, thererore, of those small industrip.8 in rural :Fl'ance, not. 
enjoying exceptional local advantag£'s or manufact.uring ~p~cial 
articles whil'h do not figure among the principal items of the wor1<;1's 
production, such as cotton or woollen goods, seems eithei' gradual 
extinction or concentration around ,local centres which possesS the 
best means ofcomnnmication and transit. As for the pi'ospects 
of village industries, they seem even darker. 'l'here are no teehnical 
funds available in France for attempting to improve. 'the artsanrl: 
crafts in rural districts. The· tramux man.uels in the schools ·are 
practically of little importance; it is only in the higher primary 
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schools that good work is being done, and here again the pupils 
are prepared for the big workshop and not for rural employment. 
The only aid in the long run will be through the evening continua
tion schools. and by -the time these are thoroughly equipped for 
manual work, it will be rather a question in most districts of reviving 
than improving these bye products of rural economy. . 

'.(hepeasants who remember the palmy days of agriculture under 
the Empire will tell you that agriculture is quite a decaying industry, 
or, at least, a shadow of it.'! former,self. This, of course, is true to a 
limited extent. -With the standard of comfort everywhere rising. 
were the pecuniary yield from the land but equal in amount to what 
it was thirty years ago, it is plain that the inhabitants of the CO\Pltry 
would to-day be comparatively poorer off than at that epoch. But 
the break in prices in agricultural produce which took place after 
1876 has further intensified the contrast. In every department 
into which I went there seemed to have been a heavy fall in the 
value of land, which perhaps reached its 10Wel'lt point iu somfl of 
the districts devastated by the phylloxera. This fall does not 
seem to have been everywhere the same. The professor of agricul
ture at Alenc;on estimated it at a third, but on a small estate of 
thirty-five hectares near Lisieux, 1 was told the rent, which was 
formerly 3,500 francs, is now reduced to 2,000. Out of t.his 400 
francs are spent on repairs, and 800 go to satisfy the tax collector. 
Thpse figures are certainly heavy, and I was informed of a worse 
ctlse in the neigl}.bourhood in which a peasant who paid 120 francs 
in taxes for a house and about an acre of orchard, allowed the 
State to seize his property for arrears of taxes. He now holds 
the same_ property at a yearly tenancy of. 60 francs. Against t.his 
must be set the .assertion of a departmental profes.'lor of agri
cultlU'e that the imputs are not excessive. An inspector also 
informed me that the land tax has been relieved at t.he expense 
of the house tax. In fact, it rarely exceeds one-fifth of the rent, 
aecording to another witness. 

The radasil'r. In aome cases the -cada.stre on which the tax is ba.~ed seenis to 
want revision. Thus, in certain parts of BurglUldy the grand crus 
which were once produced on the hill slde.'1 are grown to-day in 
the -valleys. The hill sides are now denuded of vineyards, and are 
mel ely laid down in grass, yet they have none the less to pay on 
thE- original assessment, which is naturally very heavy. Not a few 
pr',prietors have been ruined. In Orne I likewise heard of pro
prietors whose assessment is not to-day in accord with the com
parative \'alue of their holdings. It is possible to get the assess-

Tenure. 

Transfer. 

ment altered, put the process is long and costly. 
On the other hand, the system of tenure seems to be far simpler 

than with us. Mr. Bodley hus already "Titten largely on the 
ingerence of lawyers in all forms of business in England, and the 
complicated machinery they have created more or less for their own' 
benefit. In France, t.he country of small holdings, where owners 
are therefore numerous, the transfer of land is, I am told, neither 
tediolls nor expensive, and registration is a very simple matt{1r. 
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, It is interesting to note that de.'lpite the long period during which Land 
'the metric Bystem has been compulsory in France, the comniOIi measures, 

means of measurement in the country are fltill according to the 
ancient manner of computation. Thus around Lisieux the land',: 
which is mainly in plUlture, is reckoned at so much a vache. On 
el!tate mentioned above, which is estimated to support ten cows. 

,the 1Xwhe, which was formerly taken at 350 francs, now only'pro
duces 200, In Orne the farmers sometimes count by jours (equals 
40 aI'es, or about an acre), sometimes by acres of 84 ares, or a 
trilie oYer two, English acres. In 8arthe there is a melUlure called 
a hOlnmeh lIre (which equals 33 ares), or rather more than a man 
can dig in a day. It looks lUI if we in England shall reacl\ the 
end of the twentieth century before the mystic 30t square yards 
which forms the square rod, pole, or perch, will have fallen into 
rlPRup-tude. 

AM l'p~ILI'(lH t.he lIir.e oC holdings, they still belong overwhelmingly Siliie of 
to the daHM which we rogard n.'l small.- Calvados is not it countr-y holdiRgl, 
of Ili:.t farmR, and in the U1TondiRscmcnt of Vire the holdings Ilre 
"CI'Y small.' In 01'l1e the majority of farms run from 25 to 
:17 neres. l~'arlllil under 25 acres are called "bordages," 01" 

" r..\oReries," whi('.h remimlH one of the Norfolk" closes." Out ·of 
1 til) fanuM, there are on all average three froni 100 to 200 acres, 
t,wenty-!ive between 25 and 75 acres, and seventy-two under 
2;; a(lrPR. In Harthe the number of proprietors rups into tens of 
thOllMltlldll, and many of the day labourers have their little patch. 
J..arge e~tates seem to be more numerous along the banks of the 
J.oil'e, and especially in the chateaux country, which may be looked 
on Il8 the "Dukeries" of France. But at present there is little 
Hign of the ,small holders being crushed out by the agriculturb. 
depr6SRion, Il8 were the Norfolk statesmen in the eighteenth century, 
011 tile eontrary, at least in 8arthe, the earth hunger is as keen as 
e,·er. When any big estate comes on the market it is bought up 
hy a speculator or syndicate, and cut up into small lots, that are 
at once snapped up by the peasants. The movement towards the 
formation of large farms seems to have no r.ounterpart in the 
regions of }'rance under observation. It was ill 8arthe, again, 
that I WI18 told t.hat many farmers, especially in the neighboW'hood 
of Marolles, had bought their farm8, which shows that agriculture 
is not yet played out. , 

In Calvados, the principal district devoted to the raising of crops C'hrnand 

is the plain of Cuen, every inch of which is carefully cultivated. ot er cropf 
l'Qrn, of COUl'l\e, is the chief item, though its production is below 
the requirements of the department. Here at one time one of the . 
most important crops was co17.a, but the industry ha!J been pra~ 
tically ruined by the competition of American cotton oils: The 
cultivation of the beetroot is, however, largely increasing. In 
the pnysd'Ailge a mrge part of the land which was once arable has 

• According to M. Tisserand, there were in France, ill 1894, 6,913,500 
cultivators and 3,460,~ proprietors. 
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been laid down in grass, the peasant only oultivating sufficient 
for his ovm needs. The same alteration in oultivation has taken' 
place in the district of Argentan, in Orne, owing to foreign com
petition. Still, in the last five years the actual production of cereals 
h(ll~ increased owing to the use of engrais. Around AlenS'on I wus 
told, the same st,ory of wheat going. out of cultivation. Le bU qle 

rappOI:te plus was a common complaint. The cultivation of the 
beetroot for fodder has, however, given good results.' In this 
neighbourhood most of the orops are now out with the soy the, the 

_sickle is little used, and here and there peasants have purchased 
reapers. The most advanoed agrioulture that I came across was 
in the Beauce distriot, a huge plain oovered with cornfields, "that 
extends into the north of Loir-et-Cher, and which is often called 
the granary of France; The corn crop in Sarthe, although the 
area has been reduoed, supplies more than is necessary for its imme
diate wants; some of it even finds its way to England. In many 
parts of the department the· yield of wheat has doubled owing 
to a judioious use of engrais (being now in the Beaumont district 
from about twenty-eight to twenty-two bushels an acre*). I have 
already spoken of the barley of Loue, as wel~ as of the bad habit 
of the peasants in the district of sowing t,v.o successive corn crops. 
The metai'l, a mixed crop of wheat and barley, of which the 
peasants: make their bread, has also been mentioned, as well as 
the melarde with which they feed their oattle. About 155,000 
quarters of the 'former were raised in Sarthe in 1895. The potato 
is largely grown in the same department. A peasant proprietor 
informed me he had been the :first to introduce on a large 
scale its oultivation into his neighbourhood, with the result 
that he now supplies the casem6 at Mamers. The depart· 
Illental professor of agriculture stated that Sarthe may be 
regarded as the potato. garden of France. In 1895 the crop , 
amounted to 3,141,078quintaux' (about 309,466' tons). In 
Sarthe also a great amotmt of luoerne and clover 'are grown for 
hay. These artificial grasses prove a serious rival to the natural 
pastures, which are ofte:Q. mown and made into hay that is sold to 
the oavah-y garrisons or sent to Paris. The same practice largely 
obtains in the marshes and meadows along the banks of the Loire. 
This production of dry fodder shows signs of being overdone. In 
the present year (1900) prices no doubt were.high, as there seems to 
be little or no grass anywhere. But the departmental professor in 
Sal"the thinks that in the near future a: certain amount of the 
preslint land under pasture will go back again into regular cultiya-· 
tiQri. Indre-et-l.Alire possesses an excellent model in high farming 
in ,the agricultural colony of Mettray, a reformatory largely btlilt 

, •• • I .' .' 

*'Compared: with this, in 1900 Great Britain· had a yield of thir~y.· 
hushels ·per acre, Russia of nine. The shrinkage of the wheat. 1tl"E'a·· 111: . 
England is .severe, being only little more th~n half wh~t it wa~ 
twenty-five years ago -'-Mr. Clare-Sewell. Rpad, Enstrrn Datly Prt'ss, 
Decem ber 21st. 1900. 
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and maintained by private charity, which employs 'a sit-ong con
tingent of its nwnerous inmates, who amount to oyer 400, in work
ing on an eRtate of about 1,300 acres, half of. which is hired 
land. The eRtllte, thanks to the abundance of hands and a liberal 
lIl18 of mllnure, hM far the best crops in the neighbourhood. The 
farm superintendent who drove me round the place told me last 
year he obtained over forty-four bushels an acre in wheat and over 
sixty-one bushels an acre in oats; which compares very favourably 

. wit~ the yield elsewhere. A good deal of maize is grOWll in the 
colony and kept in silos for the cows, who are always tied up. The'y 
also go in largely for lucerne, some of which is kept as long as five 
years. The colony's pastures are always. mown, as they are too 
damp to put cattle on. As far as one can judge in a general way, a 
good deal of corn land has gone out of cultivation; especially in the 
districts where dairy work and cattle breeding are profitable .. But 
even in these districts the limit appears to have been reached, while. 
in others, where the peasants do not conswne their own hay, it has 
probably):leen overdone. One great drawback to better farming is 
the lack, as the head superintendent said to me at Mettray, of keeping 
a sufficient head of stock. This, however, may be obviated by the Uf!e 
of artificial manures, which is increasing. People are beginning 
to see that the ground is like a bank-you must put something in to . 
get something out. Under these circumstances it is possible that 
in some districts the area under corn will increase, if other untoward 
factors such as the lack of labour do not become too prominent. 

On those grass lands which are not mown and sold for hay, the pairy fa 
farmers go in for dairying, cattle breeding, grazing and horse-breed- ~~Ifti:~r 
ing. In many of these pastoral districts, especially in Calvados and in~. 
Orne, the meadows are covered with apple trees. This allows the, 
peasant to have two strings to his bow. In a wet year there is plenty 
of grass and probably a" shy" apple crop; in a dry year, like the 
present, the herbage is poor, but the apple trees are literally bowed 
under with blossoms. Many of these valleys are covered with hedge-
rows to prevent the cattle straying, which give.'! them quite an 
English look. These enclosure,'!, at least in the pays d'Auge,have 
the name cour, which is derived directly from the low latin cortcm, 
88 mlly be seen in such local names as Avricowt. The fault of the 
farmers seems to be that they cannot make up their minds whether 
to definitely take up the breeding of cattle or dairy work. Hence 
they sometimes lall between two stools. This is also the distt:ict. in 
which Qunembert. is made. The cheese takes its name from· a 
sIllIilh'illage two and a hatr miles from Vimoutiers,' in Orne: 'The 
CaJ.lton of .... Vi~outiers exPorts: a milli9D.. cheeses;.·bu.t.Li\'ai'Q(and 
Pont.·:rEv-eque.;- -in CaI"vaclos,: are' also .equal)y impqffiiA~ ._Cep.tr~:; 
the~ va1i.16: of -the ·liigh-class·cheeS('s produced jnCilh'lidoa' alQ~ 
amounts to about £320,000 a year. Some vears_ ago tneQlleeri's 
dairy people Came- over- to. study 'the' making; but· the real Secret, .' 
88 a lnrg~'che(>se merchant said to me, lie~ in the richness oftha 
pastures. 
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The chi~f grazing grounds of France are in Orne, which is.one of 
the mainstays of the Paris meat market. Prices,. however, have 
decli*ed Ii. good deal of late years. They were once as high as fifteen 
to eighteen sous a pound, and are now at ·eleven to thirteen at the 
abattoir. Many of the cattle are not bred in this department, but 
are sent there to be grazed, whence they are dispatched to Paris, and 
eveh to England. The English race of Durhams is much used as a 
cross for breeding purposes. . The foot-and-mouth disease (La fie'lYre 
aphteuse) seems unfortimately to be pretty widespread. I came across 

. it in the vallee d' Atige, and again in Orne and Sarthe. The measures 
taken for its prevention do not seem to be so severe as with us. The 
farmer who discovers it on his. place is at once obliged to inform the 
mayor, who proclaims the commune as infected and calls in the 
veterinary. Theprefect can, if he likes, prohibit fairs and fat cattle 
sales. This is not infrequently done in self defence by t.he neighbour
ing depmtments, hut thp Rplect.ion of t.he commune as the quarantiup 
area, in t.he fu'st plllce, Room.'!· somewhat small .. The disPIlRP Ilpppareu 
also to be prevalent. in Indre-et.-l.oire; as t.he superintendent of the 
farm at :lIfettray told me, he disinfected the road every time the 
cattle had to pass from one side ·of it to the other. The cows on the 
latter place were either Holland or . Brittany. The latter, howenI', 
always ran,to fat on the rich fodder of the colony. The best sheep 

. I saw were also at the colony, where there is a race of Berli sheep 
croosedwith English Southdowns. There were likewise Ii goodly 
nuniber of pigs kept. To judge from what I saw and heard, those 
who seem to be engaged in butter and cheese making, or in breeding 
and grazing, seem to be fairly prosperous everywhere, except where 
the fiewe aphteuse is prevalent. 

One of the chief centres of horse breeding in France is 
Orne, in which there are three principal races-the per
chero-n, or draught horse; the cheval, breton, a horse of a bigger 
type; and the cheval de M erlerault, a cross between the Norman and 
English breeds. Every year there are two horse fairs in the depart
ment, 'one at Alenc;on and the other at Le Mele. There is also a fair 
at Saint Anclre de Mortagne, which is the largest in France for brood 
mares. The stud farm of I.e Pin, with its celebrated cavalry school, 
is also situated in the department, which is one of the most important 
for raising horses for the remount. The Government gives 
premiums for ikmi-sangs but not for percherons, which apparently 
is considered an omission. The peasants do not break in these 
"half-breds "themselves, but bring them to an kale de dressage at 
Alenc;on. I had a conversation with a farmer who breeds horses of 
the· percheron type, and carried off last year all the first prizes at 
Mamers. He seemed to think breeding a profitable pursuit, and this 
opiriion was borne out by that of the departmental professor for 
Orne, M. Lnngla~s. 

lor indus· Calvados, . of 00111'86, ts noted for its lnrge trade in fowls and eggs. 
:: Fowls, No less than 20,OOO,00o.~rarics worth of the latter pass every year 

th~'oligh the port Of Bll(nfleur, their destinat.ion being England .. 
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I.e lfaruI, in Barthe, is all!O a great centre for th~ poultry trade, as'well 
lIB La. Fleche; 250,000 head of poultry and 100,000 geese' are Bent 
annually from this' region to Paris, which 'also produces' some 
10,000,000 eggs. A large consignment of fowls from the same 
didtrict fulds its way at Christmas ,into Leadenhall Market. At 
the "colonie Mettray" I came acro88 two large poultry farms 
which ha'·e an enormous output of fowls and eggs. In many cases 
the poultry farm is looked on as the woman's work, and the vaSt 
majority of peasant families do not neg~ect this useful means of 
supplementing their income. 

J came acr088 market gardening in one or two villages, M~'ket I 
nytably at Montlivaut, in Loir-et.Cher, which, with a population demng. 
of only 680, exports wines, asparagus, French beans, and 
potatoes to the tune of £8,000 a year. Bee' culture exists in Apicultu 
certain parts, notably in the Sologne, which occupip-s thp south' of 
T.oir-et-Cher, and abounds in martlhps and pond~. It corresponds 
.·uughl.v 1.0 uur llroadland, and once contained OYfll' a thousand 
",hepll! of water, though many of these have now been drained; 
it po88~d, in 1895, 6,608 hives, producing 46,953 kilos of honey 
and 12,698 of wax. Sarthe is also a great country for bees, con-
taiDlng no less than 13,000 hives, which in 1895 furnished 
7n,052 kilos of honey and 16,925 of wax. 

Calvados and Orne are two of the great cider-making depart- Cider. 
ments. In fact, Calvados is the second cider-producing departr 
ment in France, producing about 2,000,000 hectolitres-equal to 
44,000,000 gallons. Much of the grass land in these departments 
ig planted with apple trees, and some of the arable land as well. In 
Omp, where the trees number about 3,000,000, they are often 
planted along the roadside or in the hedgerows. The cultivation 
of the apple seems to be extending, and in many places I saw quite 
recent plantations. The present year, 1900, was an exceptional 
one for apples; the late frosts, which generally do much damage, 
did not put in an appearance. A tree which had not a fine show 
of blOMOm WII.Ii a rarity, and many orchards, notably those neai 
Trun, were a marwl to spe. The cidpr val"ips naturally a good 
dpul uccording to the localities. That of the pays d'Auge is 
pt>I'lUlPS the strongest, but the Parisians prefer the lighter kinds, 
which are produced in Orne. It is from the pays d' Auge cider 
that the eau de vie rk marc is generally distilled, often by the 
peasants themselves. The orchards continue into Sarthe, where 
the "ine culture begins, and even further into Indre-et-Loire., 
The Germans appear to be directing their attention to cider, as in -
1899 they came into the market and bought up 200,000 hecto
litres of apples to take away to make into cider. The promise of . 
the spring hIlS resulted in a bumper crop of apples, which are also of 
e:t~ent qUality. Agriculture may be in a distressful condition, 
but the apple growers and cider makers will not have cause' to 
complain this year'(1900). 

The first vines I came across were in Sarthe. Its production in wine Wine. 
amounted to 61,473 hectolitres in 1895. Although the phylloxera. 
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at one time caused immense damag~ in this department, destroying 
in one year over 2,000 hpctares out of 9,000, the peasants were 

. not ruiued, as in some districts, because they had several strings 
to their bow in, the shape of other kinds of eultivation. Now that 
replimting with American vines and regrafting of the former 
crus on the llew stock is a thorough success, the country has 
.everywhere largely regai~ed its former prosperity. In Indre
et-Loire, where the vine is one of the staple products of the depart
ment (721,000 hectolitres in 1895), the case was far more desperate. 
Here again, however, the corner has been turned and the wine
growers are everywhere retrieving their position. The valley of 
the Loire itself is too exposed to frosts, owing to its dampness, <to 
aUow of successful culture, but the hills that line either bank are 
everywhere being replanted. At Mettray there were no less than 
60 hectares under cultivatioll, which produced a very handsome 
return last year. A cultivator at Noizay seemed well satisfied 
with his vines, and said it was the only thing that paid. In Loir
et-Cher, which is also largely a vine-growing department (624,250 
hectolitres in 1895) the country was at one time devastated by 
the phylloxera. A regular emigration set in, and the peasants 
forsook the rural districts en masse. Thus, at Saint-Denis la Vic
toire during the phylloxera scare many of the young able-bodied 
men left the village, with the result that the population has fallen 
from above 500 to 458, and of this population there are only 
nineteen boys of school age in the place. Now, however, the 

. worst is over, and in many villages I stopped at I heard of nothing 
but progress. Replantation is going .on in all directions, and the 
present year, which has provided such a bumper year for cider, 
should also turn out a record one for the vine (1900). 

The majority of the inhabitants, who are not engaged in agri
cultural or industry proper, .are employed in such various employ
ments as brickmaking, coal"rinning, quarrying, etc.; • a 
certain proportion likewise find occupation in the numerous 
forests which lie more or less on the watershed between the Seine 
and the Loire. Several of these forests are very considerable in 
extent. In Calvados they occupy one-twelfth of the department, 
in Orne one-seventh, in Sarthe one-seventh, and in Indre-et-Loire 
one-sixth, and in Loir-et-Cher one-fifth. In the forest of Perseigne, 
between Alen~on and Mamers, the bacherons work by the piece, 
and gain about 4 {ranes a day. The makers of sabots gain from 

. ":AIo~g th~ coast of Calvados there is a good deal of fishing. It is worth 
noting in connection with. tIlls that technical education in. the shape of 
anenseignement maritime has been startedJor children in some :seaside 
piaces;Theyare taught the meaning of the different flags, arid their use. 
iri.sigl1alling,·thecompass,the phases of the llloon, the rose de ven~8, or the 
different . points the 'wind blows from, ·thevarious rigs, Ilnd the names 01· 
the principalsa.ils, ropes, etc., .with lessons on reading .~harts, assistimce 
to the· drowned, and practical work in reefing and ·knot-making (for 
further details see an exhaustive article on the subject by M. Coutant 
(lnspecteur General) in ~he Revue Pedagogiql1e, June, 190n, 
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2 francs 50 centimes to 4 francs a day. Through the kindness of 
Mr:qe. Leffroy, the wife of the teacher at N eufchatel, which lies on the 
edge of the forest, I came into possession of a sketch by her husband 
and herself, which had been prepared in view of the Exhibition. 
It gives an interesting account of this minor industry and furnishes 
Bome very useful data about the budget of a family of sabotiers. 
The father and mother and two sons earn together 2,270 francs a 
year, or over £90. Apparently these people are not badly off, yet 
it is from their ranks that the emigration to the towns seems to be 
most pl·onounced. . 

Much has been done of late in France to encourage and assist Wbat ha 
nrr,ri.culture. The role of the departmental professors of agricul. fbeen d?I 

b . . or agt'lC 
ture and of the special professors has already been explained. ture. 
Allusion has also been made to the agricultural laboratories which Agricult 
enable the agricultural professors to do so much in the way of special"! 

- _1' '1 d t' th 11 fessors. aluuysmg SOl s, an sugges mg e proper manures, as we as L b tI 
analysing those which the peasants suspect to be not up to sample, a ora 
not to mention the research work which also goes on in them. 
Each uepnrtmental professor, to be fully equipped, should have 
one of these arsenals of science at his disposal. Th.e small pro-
prietor iIJ .further favoured by the system of protection, which 
keeps the price of wheat up· to a certain level, while in many 
departments, notably in Orne and Sarthe, a large number of light 
railways and tramways have been constructed, which have not Light ra 
only proved invaluable for bringing isolated country districts ways, 
into touch with the big markets such as Paris, but have also, at 
least in the Sarille, proved a profitable source of investment to 
local capitalists. '1'hat, for instance, from I.e Mans to Loue and 
Saint-Denis-d'Orques, brings in 7 or 8 per cent., and the shares 
are practically 'Ilnprocurable. In the same department, only last 
year, two new steam tramways were built, which, after a certain 
number of years, may become the department's property. It 
is only fair, however, to add that these undertakings are not 
always so remunerative. In Indre-et-Loire I was told the depart-
ment had to make up a consi,derable difference to complete the 
dividend it had guaranteed. But in these days, when cheap means of 
transit are even more important than tariffs, a country cannot 
do too much to improve its internal means of communication, 
and this system of putting down light railways or tramways under 
the guarantee of the county council, if exercised ~th caution, 
might do much for Qut of the way districts in England. Only 
a light railway must mean really a light railway, and not, as has 
sometimes been the case with us, a line that a Great Northern 
express can safely run over at a pinch. * The Loue line, for instance, 

• I have to thank M. Cassarini, the departmental professor of agricul
ture of Sarthe, for the following particulars. The cost of a narrow-gauge 
railway comes to about 40,000 francs a. kilometre-about £2,560 per 
milo; this includes the rolling stock. The preliminary expenses for a 
line of about 50 kilometres, including the cost of survey, getting leave 
to cOllstruct, etc., may come to about £2,400. Thc land can be com-
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often runs along the main road. There is no pretence at fencing. 
Its stations are of the simplest order, and a single woman is station
:i:riastei',booking:Clerk, poder, arid sigI'lIilman rolled in .one, 

rnice~ agri- The third. main encouragement that agriculturists find 
lB. in France are the comices agricoles and the syndicats. * Some of 

these, I was told, were formed for. political purposes,t but if politics 
serve the cause of agriculture, there Reems to be little cause for 
complaint. All the good that such societies do is a positive gain. The 
comices agrieoles devote their atteI).tion tq. agricultural shows or 
competitions for the best-kept farIj18 or the finest crops among 
the cultivators. The syndicats are principallY formed for making 
purchases on· the co~perative principle. Every department p&a
sesses at least one comice; many of the arrondissements have also 
their own, .and sometimes the cantons have separate societies as 
well.t In Sarthe alone there are no less than twenty-eight, which 
gave away last year over 30,000 francs in prizes. Mention has 
already been made of the encouragement given by these associa
tions to the primary schools by the institution. of competitions 
for teachers and pupils, as well as of school exhibitions. 

Idicats. As for the syrUlica.ts agrieoles, they may be di"ided j.nto three 
:ee sorts. categories \I: Those for the purchase of engrais and implements 

on co-operative lines; those for the purchase and mutual use of 
pedigree bulls and rams, to improve the breed of their live stock; 
and, thirdly, the mutual societies for inslU'ance against the cattle 
plague or loss by hail. The syndicats, according to the agricultural 
professor of the aiTondissement of Mamers, are growing at a great 
rate, more especially those for the purchase of engmis. There is 
keen rivalry among the various SyndiclLts, each trying to supply 
its members at the cheapest price. This opinion was also confirmed 

pulsorily acquired by arbitration before au expropriation jury. If thc 
line is called "line of local interest," the sanction of the two chambers 
is needed; if it is called a tramway, as most of these railroads are called, it 
merely requires a decree. The speed is limited, when the side of the road 
is appropriated by the line, to 15i miles an hour j across the fields it is 
not limited, but the companies in Sarthe limit it to 22 miles an hour. In 
England, as far as I can ascertain, the cost of construction is higher. 

*The number of these syndicates for all France is about 2,50<;>, con
taining over 800,000 members. 

t See· also Elie Coulet, "Le mouvement syndicat et co-operatif dans 
l'agriculture fran~aise." This, however, is denied by M. Ie Comte de 
Rocquigny in "Les syndicats agricoles et leur <2uvrc." 

t These small local shows are not unknown in England. ·The Norfolk 
Agricultural Competitions are subsidised by the County Council, organised 
in Union or County Council districts, and run by voluntary secretaries. 
One of the best known, in the Freebridge Union, haa rendered" yeoman" 
service to agriculture. 

II According: to M."le. Comte de'~ocquigny, they are also formed in 
other departments for the reconstruction and defence of vineyards, for 
the co-operation of cOllsumption and production, for agricultural banking, 
.lor other cases o(assurances than those enumerated above, for old-age 
pensions of various kinds, and for labour bureaux. 

. \ 
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elsewhere. Some of the syndicats are of immense size,· that o,f 
the Syndicat d' AgricuJ,teurs de 1a Sarthe has 10,000 members. 
The teachers in Orne have greatly aided the movement by 
founding small "illage 81Jndicats, called "Cercles Agricoles 
IAJCuux" for practillillg co-operation on a minor scale.f Accord
ing to M. Lallglai~, Departmental Professor at A1en~on, 
the modus operandi of the second type of syndicat is as 
follows :-The associatet4 club together to buy a pedigree bull, as 
often as not procuring it in Manche, which is a great grazing depart
ment.. The animal costs from 350 to 600 francs. The expense 
ill defrayed by the associates paying a levy, which. varies between 
2 ind 5 francs, in some parts rising as high as 7 francs, this sub
sCl'iptioll giving them the right to the use of the bull. 

Of the third type, the most common variety is that of the mutual Mutual 
HOcieties which insure againRt the loss of cattle by disease. The assuranCE 
full owing are the chief rules, t.aken from a regulation form 
m Hch in use in Orne, and recommended by the Syndicat des Agri-
rulteur8 of the department. As soon as the Society is cOIistituted, 
a comlUillliion visits the farm of each memher and estimates the 
amount of stock his farm can contain in its bullock-sheds and cow-
houSt'~. If an animal is ill, the owner must at Ol1ce inform three 
of his nearest associates. In case of loss the society pays 70 per 

'cent., deduction being made for what the carcase may fetch. The 
lIociety is affiliated to the syndieALt of the department. Losses are 
paid by a proportional levy on the assessment of each adherent. 

Another form of the same type are the societies which insure 
against damage by hail. which are not so widely patronised as they 
ought to be. I came across two severe instances in which the 
damage thus done was exceedingly great, and in both cases the 
Imfferers were wholly uninsured. At Chauft"our (Sarthe) last year 
(1899) the growing crops of the commune were' completely destroyed 
by hail. One proprietor alone lost 7,000 francs; others were nearly 
ruined. The State had to intervene and gave a subsidy Of 1,320 
francs; the department did the same, the proprietors forewent 
their rent, and so all managE)d to pull through. The other instance 
was at the Colonie Mett-ray. Here I could judge for myself of the 
damage done. The standing corn was cut and beaten down by 
the hail. Those of the vines which were thatched over with straw 
covers naturally escaped, but the others were literally stripped 
of every leaf they possessed, and many of the young 'shoots wel'C 
snapped right off. The owners rOUlld, who, for lack of labour, 
could not adopt the straw fencings, may expect nothing from their 
\;ne8 for the next two years at least. . 

• The" Bulletin du Syndicat des Agriculteurs de rOrne " han monthly 
circulation of 8,000. 

t There are, roughly, four sorts of syndicats, represenied in the first 
degree by the Cerck. A(lTicok. Locauz, in the second by the departmental 
.yndicatB, in the third by the regional ayndicats, and in the fourth by 
general .yndicatB, whose headquarters are in Paris. 
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~iderat!l- What is specially wanted in the districts I visited (an.d quite as 
,.operation·much so. in England) is co-operative selling among the farmers. 

. These" syndicates," which render such'services in the purchase 
of manures and implements, should also extend their operations 
to the merchandising of the produce of their members. . The 
smaller the landholder, the greater the need of defence against 
the extortions of the middleman. The peasant with only 10 combs 
of wheat to sell.has a smaller market than the farmer who offers 
a big sample. For lack of co-operation the cultivation of colza 
haS been ruined in Calvados; for lack of co-operation some of the 
most famous butters in Normandy have lost the position they 
once held in the market, owing to the difficulty to the public of 
being sure of securing a butter of a certain quality. On the other 
hand, in Indre-et-Loire there exist co-operative societies for making 
and selling butter, with the result that the Touraine butter has 
ah'eadywonfor itself a name in the market. These people are only 
copying what has already been done in Finland, Denmark, and 
Holland, and what has just been started in Ireland. But the peasant 
proprietor in France, as far as' I came across him, like the farmer 
in England, is generally independent. Economic ideas, like those 
on fashion, manners, or politics, usually filtrate down in a more 
or less general fashion through a whole nation before they are 
finally eliminated or absorbed, and the particular stage of economic. 
development at which the French or English farmer seems to have 
arrived is that of ultra-individualism, which is' one of the bless
ings that the school of laissez faire have bequeathed us, together 
with its legacy of so-called free competition. The strong man in 
such a business looks on his calling as a game of all against all, 
and therefore is firmly convinced that he will do best on his own 
bottom. An alliance with the weaker, in his eyes, is a source of 
weakness. He does not believe in the strength of numbers. He 
does not see that he' would do better if he went in for co-operation 
because such a position would enable him to dictate terms to rail
way companies, effect many economies through handling the 
associates' merchandise in large parcels, and, above all, better con
trol market prices, and at the same time see that the wares of the 
association are properly, in these days of advertisement, placed 
before the public eye, and the public attention drawn to thelll. 
But as long as co-operation appears to such people, not as the best 
way of making the best price of their produce, but as a means of 
getting rid of 'what is more .01' less unsaleable, the movement in 
its favour is' likely to hang fire whenever it is proposed. I' was, 
indeed, so surprised to 'find so comparatively little co·operative 
selling in the parts I visited, that it seems not unlikely it lllay be 
more developed in other parts of France. * 

he labour But what appeared, after all, the most ,serious impediment to 
Ilestion. rural prosperity is the growing deficiency in labour, which is, as 

with us, becoming every day more intense. One of the reasons 

* See Chapters VI. and XI. in ~. Les Syndicats A,gricoles," already cited,' 
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t}u.t aC" mWlh land b.u been laid down in;,grij.,Ss in.certain pays.ilJ 
the difficulty of finding su,fficiE!.nt ha,n,ds· f9~' tillllge, . T:Q.i~ ·l1as 
specially Loon thlt casaround Lisieux,whl'U'e the· ruin of the hand 
weaver led to a general exodulJ. I met with the same co.mplaint 
in Orne, where 11 farm~ told me he had to gh's up sowi.ng roottl 
for lack of obtaining labour. The· deficiency varies naturally 
according to localities, but it must be serious enough in 1I0me dis
tricts for a special professor of .agriculture to say to me, "1.0 
manque des bras, c'estla plaie du pays!" I was also told by ~oth('r 
departmental professor that certain parts of Aisne have gone out of 
cultivation for the same reasons. In conm'Ction with this an Eng
lishman may wonder by what means the farmers secure a sufficiency 
oft extra hands at harvest. The difficulty.is partially solved by 
the influx of foreign labourf, and partially by the action of the 
Minister of War, who allows· all conscripts who are sons of 
pooaallts to obtain leave of absence from their military duties in 
order to work in the harvest fieldg~ for which they receive pay. Those. 
soldiers who are not the sons Df peasants can get permission from 
5.30 till the hour the barracks shut to go Bud help tlle peasants 
in the neighbourhood. To see that they arrive at theirdestina
tion, they are generally sent with a sous-officier in charge. The 
men look on the matter 1\8 a flort of outing, and the peMa.nts are 
highly content 

As I'egal'dd the women, I woa told in some districts the female flkorrollg'.6 
sorvant difficulty is beginni.ng to make itself felt. The fol1o~'ing 'Vomen 
wages (which are ruthPI' high and include board) of servants at lJerran\~. 
one of the fcoles -normales may be of intere.clt. The cook gets £20 
a year, the lingerc £14 and a little OYer, the scullery maid a. 
little under £10. "Generals" in the towns get a pound a month. 

This question of the lack of labour brings us, in fact, totheca.pitall?epopUhl 
question of the e<luntl')', namely, the question of depopUlation. 'Ion. 
According to the oflieial figures issued for the year in November 
the number of births for the ~:hole country was only 847,627, or 
10,000 under the awrage, and the deaths amounted to 816,233, 
or an excess of 31.3!l8 above the a\'erag€l. The increase for. the 
year is only about 30,000. Again, according to the last census, 
the thirty-one departments in which an increll8e is noted contain 
either the big t{)\\'llS, or are to be found in Brittany. IIi pearly all 
the rUl'al departments there is a serious decline. This seems at 
any rate the case in the departments I ,·isited. Thus Calvados, 
whil'h in 1801 had 4i)2,000 inhabitants, had only 428,945 in 1891, 
Il;nd 417,176 in 1896. Orne in 1891 had lost 41,351 since 1801, 
and 38,139 since 1876. In 1896 there 'vas a further diminution 
of 15,225. Sarthe in 1896 had gained 44,256 since 1801, but 

t M. P. Deghilage states that this immigration of harvest labourets is 
practised on a large scale. In the east it is the Swiss and the labOurers 
from Luxemburg; in the Beauce, the Bretobs; in the north, and .vcn 
down to Champagne and the lie de. Fra.nce, the BelgiaIll. (La·Depopu-
latioD des Campagnes.) . . 

~ Q-
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· 'iI).coniparisonWith 1860 it had .diminish6!i 4'0,536, and the rate 
· of !fe~rea~ see.ms.altnost as rapid as in Orne. Indre-et-Loire has 
· gained 20,042" but other statistics show that the population is on 
the decline (births, 1894, 5,862; deaths, 6,(47). Loir-et~Cher 

:has gained 61,240 since 18!)1, but even, here there are appearances 
· that the population is stationary if not declining. Still it is evident, 
that the rate of decrease varies greatly; if considerable in Cal
vlj,dos and Orne (where, I am told, the lOBS is from 15,000 to 17,000 
every census,one arrondissement alone losing 3,000), it is probably 
less in Indre-et-Loire and Loir-et-Cher. I took note of the popula
tion of a good many of the villages I visited. In one or two it was 
on the increase, in several it was practicillly stationary, but in the 
majority of cases there was a decrelU!e, the proportions of which 
were at times alarming. At one village near Lisieux the number 
of inhabitants has fallen from 150 to 84. The cure, who had only 
400 francs, with 200 francs indemnite, with practically no feps 
for births, deaths, or marriages, had been unable to make ends meet, 
and so had left. The church was closed, and the inhabitants linked 
f~r ecclesiastical purposes to another parish. 'But local prejudices
are strong, and as they cannot have a church of their own they 
will not go elsewhere, Men's sentimental attachment to their 
parish and to its geniU3loci is rooted in the associations of a very 
,ancient PlU!t. 

r~'8 caus~s of What are the causes of this depopulation? 'rheyseem to be 
rEmigrao two.-emigration and .th~ l~w b~th-rate: The emigration itself 
,IOn. vanes. In Calvados, which IS mainly a l'lch department, the Sec-

A point 
whe,re the 
tide is 
slacke~ng. 

retary to the Academy Inspector assured me that there WlU! no 
r~al exodUs; the people geIl:erally were too comfortable to move. 
~is opinion WlU! confirmed by a cheese manufacturer of the Pays 
d'Auge, who denied there WlU!an exodus; if anything, there was 
an influx . from the poorer neighbourhoods in his district. All 
the people were well oft'; everi the labourers could indulge in little 
luxuries. Sometimes the emigration is only temporary, as that 
of the masons who inhabit Carpiquet (C'.alvado.'l), who had gone 
to work at the exhibition, and. would return after its demolition . 
. Still, . there must be some who go and never come back, for' the 
director of the religious school at Alenc;on told me it was estimated 
there were 200,000 Normans at Paris. The effect of the phylloxerR 

. outbreak on the rural exodus in Indre-et-Loire and Loir-et-Cher 
. h.~s ~lready been mentioned. . 

But the general opinion seemed to be in many places that the 
exodlls is slackening, that at least the sons of the peasant proprietors 
no longer leave the countryside' in such large numbers. This was 
brD!lghth(J~e to me in numerOlIS instances. No doubt the want 
of hands, the difficulty of letting one's land, may cause a certam 
number of par nts to keep their sons on' the land: But the peasants 
themselves told\me the same story; one whose hospitality I enjoyed 
declared to me that Paris had not the same attraction as formerly. 
Apeasant's son Could become a lawyer·s clerk (the glamour of the 
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black coat I), hut what did that .oring in?' If one's so~ was in 
such a po,'!ition at ParisI it was always' necessary to keep senr;ling 
him money. The cultivators round him (and he cited several 
llames) now keep their !!OM at home. " 

It I!I'Pm.i pl'etty c(\J'tain, tlll'refore, ill districts where the land 
i~ fairly pJ'Oclucti\'e, tlult those who pORResS a Rtnke in the' c,Ollntry 
in thA Hhapll of a holding .. {'main, and it is principally the landless 
Illen who ll'a\'e the villages. What is the reason of this emigmtion ? 

In the first line comes perhaps the question of higher wages Causes o~ 
whieh attl'act men in all countries to labour Centres. I took the emigration 
trouble to ascertain, in the various districts I visited, the wages ~l~~hl"r 
of thlj ordinary labourer in the country districts. In the Dessin, 
as the Bayeux district is called, they range from 1 franc 50 centimes 
II. day (probably with food and drink). In the plain of Caen the 
harvest wage is six: franc.~ a day or d forfait. ~n the arrondisse-
ment of Pont l'Eveque the ordinary pay is 1 franc 50 centimes, 
with food and drink; the harvester is paid 5 francs a 
day. In the Pays d' Auge the rate per diem is at 3 francs, 
or 2 francs' with food and drink, round Vimoutiers 3 francs 
without lood; in the neighbourhood of Alen~on 2 francs 50 in 
winter and a little higher in summer; at Mamers 1 franc 50 cen-
times with food and drink, or 2 francs without. One point on which 
I am doubtful is whe'ther employment in the country can be obtained 
all the year round; but then is the unskilled labourer in Paris always 
sure of regular work? His pay according to· a friend of mine, 
M. J, Manchon, who made careful inquiries, is· 5 francs a day. This 
corre&ponds with the average of M. I'. Deghilage, who says 4, 5, or 
G francs a day. A workman's lodging at Belleville, under the eaves, 
costs about 100 francs; but it is almost unendurable in summer, 
and deadly cold in winter. M. 1). Deghilage says in the Cite Jeanne 
d'Arc the 01' six people are crowded into a single room, which costs 
:1 fmncs uO centimes a week; this works out at 182 francs a year. 
A eottage in the country with a garden costs 60 to 80 francs; at 
leaHt I RIlW several at that figure. Food again is· dearer in Paris, 
owing to the octroi; firing is likewise more expensive. Besides, 
e\'l'l')' kind of vegetable food has to be purchased, whereas the 
cottager haa nearly always a small ga,rden and perhaps one or:two 
fruit trees. It is indeed a moot point whether the Parisian· work-
man i.~ bPtter oft' than his fellow in the country. A great authority 
on the subjeet, M. Deschanel, asserts that" a workman who in the-
count.ry I'Ju'ns two fmncs a day and hi.~ food has relatively more 
than one who earns u francs in the town." But the mere difference 
in apparent wages is probably quite,' sufficient to ,account for the 
pl·clllliary attractions of Paris, especially if one takes into account 
the tall'.~ of fortunes made in Paris whieh are current in the villages. 
,One never t.alks of the failures. Among these lower-class, emigrantft 
it is only fnir to st~te that a large percentage go to Paris with 11 

view to adopting a dl'finite, if humble, calling among the h~we!'s of 
wooel and drawers of water of the great metropolis. Thus the new-. -
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comers from Orne, who belong mainly to the country districts, 
beeo,me either servants Dr l'iStisseUTs, Dr hawkers, o.r sell butter 
and vegetabies. lfany, when they h~we made their little pile, 
come back t.D thvLr native village, but their children, as a rule, 
rem,ain at Paris. Ro tbe 10.811 t.o the cDuntry it! the Same ... 

OthAl' eentl'el! lIut PaJ'is is not. the only Ctmtre of attractio.n. In some districts 
of uttr(wCion, Paris has ceased to .draw, and the emigration is rjlther to the urban 

centres in the department. Again, in the chateau districts, many . 
Df the yOung men desert the village to. take service under the Dwners 
Df the chateaux. To. combat this drain on the rural populatiDn, 
the Dnly sOlmd pDlicy is to. do as one peasant proprietor said to me, 
to pay the labDur well. The best paid men are wDrth mDre in the 
long run than the badly paid. But how many farmers in' either 
country are ready to take this hint ? 

(b) Other UnfDrtunately, hDwever, the prDblem is nDt merely eCDnDmic. 
caus6ll of There is also. the questiDn Df the greater attractiDn Df tDwn life. 
attraetil)n. Lord Salisbury's humDrDus remedy Df a circus in every village 

might equally gravely be prDposed fDr enlivening the country 
life in France. Again, there is the attractiDn Df greater indepen
dence and freedDm frDm DbservatiDn. In the French or English 
village everYDne is under the eye of his neighbour and the police, 
and the mDrals Df the village very Dften largely depend Dn the viru
lence Df language with which the village gossips are dDwered. ThDse 
who find these inquisitDrial methods too. unpleasant are prDmpted 
to seek the comparative freedDm frDm DbservatiDn which prevails 
in the tDwnS. 

(e) Conscl'ip' But Dne Df the chief factors in accelerating the emigration to' the 
tioll. tDwns is the prevailing system Df conscriptiDn. "Half the con

sCl'ipts never CDme back to cultivate the sDil, Dnce their time is up." 
-(M. P. Deghilage.) The caserne, Dr rather its surroundings, has 
undDubtedly the effect Df initiating the peasant into the coarser 
attractiDns Df the town. On his return to the cDuntry, he misR6s 
the factitious excitement he enjDyed when with the regiment, and nnds CDuntrv life too' dull to be endured. It is clear then that 
the recreativ~ side Df the SChDDI continuatiDn work is most impDrtant. 
This is not the place to discuss the pros and CDns Df conscription, 
but one fact may be cited to show the immense burden it is, nDt only 
to. the cDuntry, but also. to indivi<;luals, and especially to those who 
live in the CDuntry. During the three years' service of his SDn, 
a peasant prDprietor is obliged to work hard, and take a labDurer 
into. ,his pay, at a CDst Df 1,000 francs, to take the plac£' 
Df his SDn, while he is further Dbliged to send the latter 
500 francs to keep him. This means that the three years' 
service CDSts him sDmething like £60 a year, and explains 
a terrible remark I heard Df, made by the . father Df a son 
who. had been rejected frDm the service for some physical defect. 
"Mter 'all, he will nDt be a soldier, but he will always be able to. 
drink and work!" An inspectDr suggested that the evil influence 

. ,!lIia- deJlOVlliatioll. de» Cllmvagnes. Paris; E. Nathan, 1900. 
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of the conscription in tempting the people into the tOwns would be 
largely obviated if, instead of being mainly regioual, with the excep
tion of Paris and Lyons, whose recruits are seut all over the country, 
the eonsoripts were sent to those parts of France which are furtb.est 
removed from their own department. They ""ould then be 
completely depaysis, and their one desire would be to get back to 
their native village as soon as their term. of service WIiS over, 
whereas at present they are merely sent to thE' rltef4ieu of their 
own or a neighbouring. department, in which they n~turally find 
themselves at home. 

The second chief factor of the rural depopulation is the low per- (2) Low birth 
"t'nta~e of births in Fram"e, which for the whole country.is only rate. 
twenty-two per 1,000, against about thirty-five for England and 
Germany· (P. Deghilage). In many departments it is actually below 
the death rate. Thus in Calvados (1893) the births were 8,924 and 
the deaths 9,951; in Orne (1893) 6,140 and 8,476; in Sarthe (1897) 
8,:)00 and 8,983; Indre-et-Loire (1894) 5,8G2 and 6,647; and in 
JAlire-et-Cher (1895), in which alone there was a slight increase, 
5,541 and 5",404. Here again conscription exercises a certain 
inBuence. In unsettling the young it renders them leas 
inclined to marry. The code of morals which obtains in the regi-
ment is not exactly pl'opitious to matrimony. Again, the young 
I4Uldier after his three years' service baa still his month's training 
every year. During this period, if he is married and has a family. 
they have to he somehow clothed and fed, although the father iii! 
pmctically out of work during the period. Such a prospect is not 
calculated-to induce early marriages. 

Dut a more important reason is the love of comfort (JJien-e"tre). Causes: 
Except in Brittany and some of the poorer departments in the South (1) The bien
(Herault), families of three children are an exception in rural districts, i\tre. 

and the only child is almost the rule. A large family spells for 
the parents a return towards la misere, while for the children it 
means the splitting up of the family substance into equal parts. 
A witty Frenchman, in speaking of our system of primogeniture, 12k System 01 
has said that it restricts the creation of fools to one per family. In entance. 
The automatic partition of property, which was dictated by certain 
ideas of abstract justice, has certainly done an infinitude of harm 
to France. It deprives many children ef the stimulus to self-exer-
tion, it has holped to set up lhe false ideal of the petit rentier, it has 
encouraged the unhealthy preference that has declared itself 
among the younger generation in favour of acquiring some 
,wetchedly paid but certain post under State employ, to the 
f0110wing of more lucrative careers in trade or industry at the 
personal risk-of- those who adopt them, and above all it has 
proved a formidable check on the increase of the population, 'Which 
is perhaps the greatest ill it has occasioned. 

• This refers to 1881-}891. The birth rate for England and WaleE, 
1891-1001, shon a reduction Of 2'67, • 
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Another serious cause of depopulation, which was most manifest 
in the districts I visited, was the gro",-th of alcoholism. As M. 
Baudrillai-d says in his "Histoire d'une Bouteille," "the depopu
latj(;m of the country districts is one of the aspect.'!, and that not the 
least sad, of the question of alcoholism." 

Fifty years ago France was one of, if not the most temperate of. 
the countries of the world. To-day it stands at the head of aU 
the countries in the world as the greatest consumer of alcohol under 
its various forms. According to the statistics given by M. Baud
rillard, * France consumes annually 14 lib'es of pure alcohol 
at 1000 per head, against 11 for Switzerland, 10' 50 for Belgium, 
10' 22 for Denmark and Italy, 9' 33 for Germany, and 9' 23· for 
England, the three lowest on the list being Sweden, 4' 39, Norway 
3' 31, and Canada 2' 03; that is, the consumption in France is half 
as much again as in England or Germany, and nearly seven times 
as much as.in Canada. 

The reasons for this alarming change are several. One, which 
sounds paradoxical, is the failme of the wine crop during the several 
years that followed on the invasion of the phylloxera. In 1873 
the consumption of wine was 199 litres per head, in 1885 it only 
all!-0unted to 75 litres. t This proved the opportunity for the distillers 
of alcohol from beetroot, molasses, and potatoes, as well as later 
on for the manufacturers of absinthe and other so-called aperitifs, 
to flood the empty market with their productions, many of which 
are little better than active poisons. Between 1875 and 1897 the con
sumption of spirits in France has practically doubled (2'82litres pure 
alcohol per head to 4'54), * while the consumption of absinthe, which' 
stood at 85,000 hectolitres in 1885, was double seven years later, 
in 1892, and quadruple four.ye.ars later, in 1896. * A second reason 
is the growing practice of every wine or cider grower to have his 
own private distillery, where he can manufacture at. his ease all 
the ea'U de me he desires, eithl'r from wine or cider. These bouilleUl'S 
de cru total at least 700,000,: and their number is growing. Un
fortunately no Government seems strong enough to dare to put 
it down. It has none the less encouraged the habit of constant 
drinking, which may be' regarded as another cause. In some 
parts of France the peasants take coffee four or five times a day 
And always put a strong dose of brandy into the coffee, so strong 
that at times it is rather brandv with coffee than coffee with brandy. 
Through the kindness of the

J 

teacher's wife, Madame Leffroy, at 
Neufchatel (Orne) I am able to give the following typical budget 
of a sabot·ier and his family of three persons, who earn in all over 
£90 a year. 

' .. M. Baudl'illard's .. Histoire d'une Bouteille." Paris: Legrain, 1900. 
t Legrain and Peres, .. l'Enseignement anti-alcoolique a. l'Ecole. 

F. Nathan, Paris, 1899. . 
t The Parliamentary return on alcoholic Leverages furnished by the 

Board of Trade (l2th August, 1901) puts their number at 925,910, of 
,,;hom 552,537 carried 011 operations in 1900. 
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Clothes, Rent, etc. 
Frcs. 

Clothes - - - 350 
Rent - - - - 80 
Taxes, assurances, 

repairs - - - 25 
Liglit - - - - 50. 
Benefit society - 12 
Debt paid off - 100 
Pocket money to 

his boys - - 50 
lliscellaneollil - 30 
Savings bank - 123 

Food. 

Bread - -
Milk 
Butter -
Grocery 

Frcs. 
- 430 

50 
60 

- -' 30 
Fruit -
Fish\(salt her-

nng)- - -
Poultry - -
lleat - - -
Other articles 

100 

10 
80 
90 

of food - - 100 

Drink. 
Frcs. 

Fruit to makecider- - 100 

Cabaret,iete days, etc. 100. 

200 

Coffee and eau de vie • 300 

. -;.---

820 950 Total - - - - - 500 

It will be noticed in the budget of this otherwise frugal f~niily 
about one-fifth (deductiun made fUl' the cuffee) is spent in drink 

The constant habit of " nipping" is 80 prevalent at Rouen that 
in a. wurkshop of 150 men the lllllilter declared he only knew of 
ti ve he dare sellli into the town to efl'ect repairs.· The others . 
were certrull to go on the 8pl·ee. Constant drinking naturally leads 
to heavy drinking. " In CalvaUo.'i, at Flers and Falaise, the work
lUen drink aa much aa IL litre of cider brandy a day, and they drink 
it in big glllSSeS, aa we do water."· It actually takes the place of 
food. At Rouen, the dock labuw'ers earn 3 francs a day. .. They 
spend 4 to 8 SOllS on food; the rest goes in infernalliquol's."· Even 
among the workmen the morning breakfWlt consists of slices of 
bread served in a soup tureen containing a litre or half a litre of 
spirit; the coffee even is left out. • The same soup is not infrequently 
served as well for the evening meal. And this is the fare on which 
the children are often brought up.· 

Fourthly. the canti716 at the regiment has no doubt been the 
cause of encouraging the drinking habit in the young conscripts. 
especially as the favourite beverages were until recently a~inthe 
and other deleterious liquors. The evil haa been fully recog
nisad by those in authority, and lately an order waa issued by 
General Ga.llift't forbidding the sale of all kinds of spirits in 
the regimental ca lit illes, which is certainly a most Ulleful reform. 
And, fifthly, anotlwr reason of excessive drinking is the inordinate 
number of robards which abounu, there being no licensing com
mittee to limit their nwnbers. In 1875 there was 1 to every 109 
inhabitants in l'rance, in 1885 there waa 1 to eyery 94 (omitting 
Paris). In the Seine Inferieure there is, however. 1 for eYery 
G6, while at Alen<;on the pel'Ct'ntage is still higher, there being 
290 debitanls, or 1 d&itall.t tG e\"ery 51 inhabitants, or to every 
17 men. These figures are only surpa&'led by the department 
of the Nord. which has one dibitant to eYery 46 inhabitants. The 
other figures connected ·with Alen<;on were equally disquieting. 

• All the above fliCta are taken from an article in the II Tempa," quoted 
by Legrain and PereiL • 
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In 1889 the number of litres, ctlnsumed of alcohol at 50 per cent. 
was 16'74, anq in 1889 21'4 per head yearly. The contribution 
of each inhabitant of Alen~on to the regie passed from 16 francs 

• 52 rents. to 18 francs 32 cents., or, if adult males only are 
reckoned, from 49 francs 56 cents. to 54 francs 96 cents. per 
head per annum. The profits of the trade are best seen from the 
following figures:-

Absinthe f.er litre -
Workman.s braD;dy 

(The exact title.) 

Cost price. 
3'75 (including exch!e) -
1'30 (including excise) -

Sale price 
(in petits verres). 

- 7'50 
- 2'00 

, 
Happily the evil ,seems to decrease as the wine districts are aP"' 

proached. On the alcoholic· map of France, Calvados figures among 
the most affected, 'with 9 to 14litres (pure alcohol) per head. Orne 
is ill' the second class ",ith 6 to 9 litres, 8arthe, Indre-et-Loire, Loir
et-Cher, the fourth, with 2 to 4, while the departments to the 
south-east consume actually less than 2 litres per head. 

The consequences of tIlls excessive drinking on the vitality of the 
nation are already showing themselves in the low birth-rate and 

, the increaSing defects in the physique of the new generation. The 
drinking, is unhappily, not confined to the male sex. Thirty years 
ago the proportion of habitual drunkards in Lille was 25 per cent. 
ma1e and 12 per cent. among the women. * "Little by little," 
says Jules 8hnon, "they become fond of it, more fond than the 
men." In certain cantons, it is by hundreds that one can -cite 
the female driilkers who absorb one-fifth to one-third of a litre daily."· 
Absinthe intoxication among women, according ,to 'Laneereaux, 
is, without exaggeration, 'as frequent aS~l11Ilong men. 'The result 
is, according to one of my informants in Orne, that the women 
rarely have,children after thirty. Of those who are born many 
,am~ rickety.and have feeble constitutions. In the Northern depart
ments the number of recruits unfit for military service has beeome 
six-fold between 1874 and 1888. The same statement has been 
niade of Normandy. * Aceording to M. Rotureau,t "the 
arrondissement of Domfront, whieh is that of the department 
of Orne in which the abuse of alcohol is the most habitual, is 
also that in which the height is the most reduced, to -sueh an 
extent that ill some cantons the reeruitment of young cOllseripts 
i~ becoming almost impossible." Alcoholism is also, according to 
Lanc!)reaux,t the cause of half the deaths from consumption in 
the country .. But perhaps the saddest comment of all is the 
departmental asylum in Orne, in which out of 573 illlUates 60 

* Baudrillard. II Histoire d'une Bouteillc." 
tM?o{;,Legrain at p.eres, l'Eneeignement anti-aIcoolique al'Ecole. 

" t Alcobcilism is the chief source from which asylums are. supplied; 
from eo per~nt. to 80 per cent. of epileptics are dti.e to alcoholism. (?t!. 
Duclaux, Directettl' de l'Institut Pasteur.) 
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per oont. of the males anu 70 per cent. of the women are' 
" alcoholics."· , 

There is no doubt that thE! older peasants are afar more The 
temperate eet than the young or middle aged of to-day. Among pea.sants. 
the seniors of the past generation it is still not Wlcommon to 
find a. peaMnt who drinks only water, while those of the seniors 
who smoke are the exception rather thari the rule. Slill, one can-
not lay down a hard and fast rule about the younger generation. 
There were at least three or four different races in the five depart-
ments under observation, and each, when looked at more closely, 
showed considerable difi"erence from the others. Calvados is, of 
CO\lrse, Norman, so is Orne for the most part. The people, 
t'Bpecially in Orne, are rat.her less enterprising, and the teachers in 
the schools complain that the children, though far from stupiu, 
are quite content bo remain receptive and originate nothing. I 
heard the same judgment p88Bed on the inhabitants in the neigh
bourhood of Yimoutiel's. They were fond of good cheer, thought 
much of this world's goods, but were wanting in initiative. I fal1cy 
the riclUle$8 of the country and the bi9n-etre may exercise on many 
a somewhat deadening effect. Certainly, according to more than 
olle witness the p(ituraae teuds to eucow'age laziness. It is only 
Ite who tills the soil who earns his bread with the sweat of his brow. 
In Sarthe one comes across quite another race, who belong to the 
ancient county of Maine. Here, again, officials who had been in 

. the East and South of France, where the means of existence are 
110t 80 easy to obtain and the people more active, complained of a 
certain 1TWllc$se about the children. A very notable point' about 
Sarthe is its extraordinary thrift, to which allusion has already 
been made. The following figures of the principal banking centres 
seem worthy of citation. La Mans (forty-three branches), 
:,11,900,000 francs deposits; Malllers (eighteen hranches), 
23,900,000 francs; La. Fleche (twelve branches), 11,700,000 francs; 
St. Calais (six branches), 6,600,000 francs; Chateau du L;>ir, 
2,800,000 francs; SabIe-sur-Sarthe, 1,900,000 francs; La Grand Luce, 
1,000,000 francs. In some districts there is a depositor to every 
two and a-half inhabitants. This extreme economy has sometimes 
its illconvenient side, as the peasants are more inclined to put 
their money into the bank than into the land in the shape of arti
ficial manur~. Another minor fault with them is their mania 
for attending markets, of which there are far too many. He would 

• Since the above was written & g..eat step has been made to tackle the 
problem. by the raising of the octroi in Paris on alcohol and distilled drinks 
to & much higher figure, and, the admission, at a nominal rate, into the capital 
of the so-called fermented drinks, sueh as wine, cider, and beer. This happy 
change is likely to be aided by the magnificent wil'le and cider crop, the former 
of wh!ch has tU~llcd out the ~5t for many years. Teetotalism is not li!'ely 
to ~ln any 8~rlOu.s foo.thold 1U F~ance, whe.re propably ha!f the 8.p':ICW
tura.! populatioll are mterested tn prod.u8ulg Wl,Ile or cIder., • Nous 
demandons 1& temperance at non l'abstinence, nous voulo}lB 1& sobriet6 et 
non Ie renoncement. "-M. P. Be11rdeley, article on "I'enseignement 
anti-a.!coolique," Re'fue Pedagoiique, Septcmbir, 1901. 
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be a pUblic benefactor who suppressed half the markets at present 
existing .. In Inch:e-et-Loire one comes across again quite a different 
race. The countries where wine is the staple drink seem to possess 
inhalJitants of a more lively and sanguine temperament than those 
who drink .cider or beer. In build and stature the Tourangeau 
appears very different from the inhabitants of the other two de
partments- bluff, witty, narquois, un peu fo-ndeur, not to mention 
other qualities he is in many ways much the same as Rabelais painted 
him, at the Renaissance. He has, also, some of the solidity of Balzac 
about him, and in comparison with the phleginatic Norman is 
rather a p£issionne. Such are a few fjtray notes on the inhabitants 
of the country I gleaned from those most competent to speak .on 
the matter. The peasant may somewhat lack energy. It is a 
fault one can always reproach the country with, but for me who 
conversed with no inconsiderable number of thel!1, it was a per~ 
petual pleasure to admire their simple yet striking common sense. 
Always a trifle mefiants at the beginning of the conversation, they 
purposely hold their hand ·and pretend to know nothing till they 
see you are not intent on making fun of them, and then they 
surprise you with their shrewdness. They seem the least likelv 
persons in France to be taken in. • 

(3.) THE PROBLEM AND THE SCHOOL. 

nal state. The above very imperfect sketch: of the difficulties of the country 
mt of the and the peasants who inhabit it will not have been attempted in 
ohlem. " vain if it is regarded as a sort of background to the school itself to set 

off the latter in its proper relief, and so allow us to deduce what are, 
and should be, the precise relations between the country and the 
school, and what is the schoofs true place in the rural economy. 
For it should be evident, now that the coUntry problems have been 
stated, albeit in a bald and superficial fashion, that many of these 
economic and social difficulties are quite beyond the competence 
of the school alone to solve, and all that the school can do is to aid in 
the solution of some of them. 

hat the Taking them in the order in which we have treated the problem, 
1001 can do. if the local small industries are to be helped, something must be done 
tt!ocal in the shape of practical work either in the schools or in the evening 
. les. continuation schools. In agricultural neighbourhoods, where the 

majority of peasants are also proprietors, instruction in scientific 
notions applied to agriculture is clearly the solution of the problem, 
dealing largely with the popularisation of artificial manures, and the 
teaching of· such practical work as grafting. The role of the normal 
schools ms-a-vis the country will be to turn out ileves-maitres capable 
of serving as valuable lieutenants to the departmental or special 
professors of agriculture. The spirit of saving so widespread among 
the people shoulcl be transferred from an individualistic to a social 
basis by substitu~ing everywhere the mutual insurance societies 
among the scholai\;J, and these societiBll, together with the associa
tions of former pUp1~S, should further develop the spirit of co-opera· 
tiori.; ~hich. as we ha\e seen, must be extended fro~ co-operation in 
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pW'chase to co-operation in the sale of produce. To combat the 
emigration to the towns the teacher can cultivate that love of the 
eountrYllide· and of the native village which is nowhere stronger 
than in France. The recreative evening lectW'es will do something 
to redeem the long winter evenings in the country from the charge 

, of dulness. If one cannot have a circus in every village, one can 
have at least a magic lantern, while to cOIllbat alcoholism, apart from 
the teaching in school and the conferepces, there is the work of 
forming temperance societies among the children, which has 
indeed been begun in France, though it has not attained the magni
tude of the movement in England. Such is what one can rightly 
demand from the school in its duty towards its neighbours. 
• But this description of the school work will have been thrown away Its ?th' 
if it has not been seen that the school is something more than a mere ohes. 

microcosm of the locality. Apart from its local obligations stand its 
higher duties towards the nation and toward humanity. It strives, 
as much as it CIUl, within the brief season of the school life, to give 
the child in a shortened and intelligible manner the experience of 
the rllce. because he will OIle day be, a. man" and the experience of 
the nation because he will one day be a citizen (See Appendix V.). 
These, we must never forget, are, after all. the main objects of the 
school, and because time presses and we wish to give the child not 
merely hearsay knowledge, or charge his memory with a mass of loose 
and uncorrelated facts, next to forming his character and awakening 
his intelligence we aim, above all, at equipping him with the tools of 
learning-reading and writing and cyphering-that afterwards, as 
Dr. Harris well points out in his monograph on Primary Educa.-
tion in the United States, he may laboW' for himself in the field of 
knowledge, and even if he neglects to continue his education in a. 
formal way in the evening schools, he may at least keep it up and 
adrl to it by reading the papers and possibly an occasional book, for 
the uewspaper has become nothing more or less than the popular 
euoyclopredia of the day on topics that all the world wants to talk 
about. So singing is a good thing, manual work is highly desirable, 
agricultural education is well-nigh indispensable, but we must not 
neglect the general education of the child, even in the rural school, 
by handing him over to the tender mercy of the specialist,· which 
is often only the word " faddist" writ large. 

This general education the French primary schools seem so far to Genera' 
have provided and safeguarded with no small meed of success. Where conelos 

Guizot planh.xl, DW'uy watered, while its present floW'ishing con-
dition is largely due to Jules Ferry and his able henchman, M. Ferdi-
~and Duisson. One may perhaps regret that the 1:'hird Republic 

• .. The specialist is necessary-necessary up to a certain point-in 
education. I1S in everything else. But in nothing is it so dangerous as it 
is in education to be guided by the judgment of the specialist alone. The 
judgment of the specialist needs to be criticised, corrected, and supple-
mented by the experience of all who have direct knowledge of the problems 
of life for which education professes to prepare us; and the methods of 
the spl'ciali.st nced to be frankly discussed by those who have watched 
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has believed it nec~sary to break so thoroughly with the system as 
it reeeived it. One may still more deeply regret that the historical 
development of France has resulted in so sharp a division between 
rival groups of principles. Certainly it seems unfortunate that 
the republic has found itself unable to combine the old with 
the new, for such a sweeping measure as the laicisation of 
the schools must have meant the deprivation to the' State of 
a vast amount 6f trained knowledge and solid worth, which are 
not always the easiest things to replace. Yet, if success is any 
criterion, one cannot weJl withhold one's admiration for these 
root and branch reformers who, in less than twenty years, have re
modelled the curricula from top to bottom, profoundly modified thQ 
ancient methods of teaching, bodily raised, lifted, and shifted the 
whole structure of popular education on to an entirely new set of 
foundations, covered the country with a complete network of free 
schools, and reconstituted the cadres of their educational army with a 
set of teachers possessed with traditions of devotion and esprit de corps 
that many an older institution might envy. For the teaching has 
been refounded on the better side of the principles of the French 
Revolution, and embodies some of its noblest'ltSpirations. The open, 
door has been made a reality in: education for the masses, without 
money and without price, and only improved measures are nee9ilsary 
to compel them all to come in, and a race of teachers has been raised 
up, not 'hirelings eager only for their daily bread, but true " shep
herds of the people," who labour not alone for the welfare of the 
school but of the district it serves. It is the very strength and 
solidity of the system as a whole that permits one to speak so Uli

reservedly of any s!llall defect in its component parts. There is 
always an abundance of make-weight in the shape of its merits to 
counterbalance any criticism one may feel it incumbent to indulge 
in. Nor is it indeed certain that the criticisms which a passing 
stranger may make have always so wide an application as he 
imagines. At. any rate, his strictures, apart from the reference 
they may have to his own country, if they have any utility, are 
meant to be those of a friendly observer, whose admiration of the, 
system as a whole makes him ambitious to be if possible a co
operator, after a humble fashion, ill a work which shotud be not only 
the pride of France, but of· humanity. 

CHAPTER m. 
THE PROBLE.\f OF RURAL EDUCATION IN ENGL.Uffi. 

:cllool The analysis of the rural pl'oblerll iIi. France should go far to 
em only show that ihe rural school in England cannot be expected any 
)f 1 inore than the :French rural 'School to provide a panacea for all 
~::. the ills of the country-side. And so, though it does not directly 

. . I" .. ' .".. .., 

the practical results of those metMds as illustrated by the skill, the charac
ter, and the ~oad sense of the pC'ople ill ",hose training those ~ethods hav.e 
been 'af,plied.'-M. Sadler in .. How far can we Learn Anything of Practl· 
cal Va ue from the Study of ~'oreign Systems of Education 1" w 
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concern our educational authorities to diagnose, much less to 
pr~ribe. for the present unsatisfaetory condition of things. in 
many of the rural parts of England, it seems none the less clear 
that it is higblyad\;sn.ble to try nnd obtain a ~neral view of the 
p~nt position (If affairs before "Imturing t~ state whlll'a and 
how t~ school can lend a helping lumd in the matter. 

Attention has already bl'Cn drawn to the fact that the rill'a! prob- fhe ru 
lem in England is radically different from what it is in France. proble~ 
Owing to the preponderance of large farms in England the vlUlt 
majority of the children who attend the village schools are the 
children of the labourers, whose future career, as 8 rule. is quite 
distinct from that of the sons of the French peas8.nta. Economically 
\he problem IIt'('ms likewise different in the two countries, III 
France the major part of the soil is farmed directly by its owners, 
except in the districts where the metayer system of cultivation 
prevails. In England a large proportion of the land has. apart from 
the tithe. to support three categ0l1es of persons-the landlord, 
the tenant. and the labourer. IlIld that with no margin against 
bad yeats such as Protection in 8 measure affords. If the present 
cri..us in agriculture continues, it may end. as some people think. 
in the squel."zing out of the landlords, as the least essential econo- ThelaJI 
nucally of the three. Such an eventuality would be scarcely.8 
gain if the only tie between the remaining parties were that of a 
cash nexus. Of course, there is the alternative of the landlord 
turning round and farming his own land, and this does not seem 
to be alto~ther improbable, except in the case of very large estates. 
Under present conditions large farms, unfortunately, seem more 
likely to pay than small holdings, except where the latter are ex
c('ptionally situated. The improvements in French farming, as 
far as education is concerned, must largely come, for the present at 
least, through the primary or higher primary school. In England N?t mE 

the sons of the farming class go to secondary schools. The rural:: 
problem is, therefore, quite as much a secondary as a primary edul'at.i 
education problem. - We must not only educate Hodge but his problefi 
master. 

It seems generally agreed that the chief defect of the modern Tbe fill 

Er.glish farmer is that he has yet to realise the \'alue of CO-OJlf']'ativ~ 
association, not only for the purchase of cake and "artificial" 
(a matter in 11'hich he might take 8 leaf out of the French culti
\'ator's book), but also for the marketing of his produce, and for 
obtaining in relation to this more favourable rates from the railway 
companies. 

O,. .. ing to the agricultural labour market having been in many The 1~1 
districts for years overstocked, the farmer W88 formerly placed, que.~hO 
as regards the [labour market, in a singularly independent 

• One who is living and working in the midst of the problem writes: 
.. The rarmer \\--ants to be humanized u the squire. He wants to add to 
his BOil apprenticeship enough book-learning to hep 8crounts, to supen'ise 
mn('hinery, to I'bl'Ck imposition in manure and seed, to work, if a small 
man, l'O'Operation, to put out piece-work, to inspire confidence ill his nltn." . 
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position, 1J nti! a few years back it was more or less a favour 
on his part to take on a man. Now, unluckily for him, the 
whirligig. of time has brought its re\-enge, and labour is often 
woefully scarce. It is difficult for the farmer to change at once 
his somewhat imperious manners in dealing with the men. It 
is only nat.ural for the laboUI:er, on finding t.he tide sptting in in 
hi~ fa,-our, to prove somewhat rest.Iess, not to say rpstive. nut 
the fact remains that some farmers must learn that the men of 
to-day must be led rather than driven. Rightly or wrongly,the 
feeling that some of them have engendered in their subordinates 
is not far removed from downright hatred. 

M for the men, the best of them have too often migrated to the 
towns. Higher wages and greater freedom have been the maiit 
incentives. Those who are left are frequently the least enter
prising, the least strong, and the least desirable; skilled labour 
is getting scarcer and scarcer, as the old generation die out. What 
is wanted in the present race is more skill of harid and eye, a greater 
keenness to get on, and less of the spirit of'shirk. 

How can the school help? By making the education given 
in it.'! class-rooms a better preparation for the life the majority of 
rural children have before them; not by cutting down its so-called 
literary and intellectual side, but by bringing it more. into sym
pathy and accord with rural life. The recent circular on the 
drawing-up of time-tables gives all the local option that is desirable 
in the matter. In this way the curriculum can be given, as in France; 
an agricultural tinge without injuring its main features. The 
pictures on the walls, the books the pupils use, the subject matter 
of the teacher's lessons, can be chiefly concerned with th~ country 
and with agriculture. In connection with this a great point 
shpuld be made of Nature study, and the" school journey" should 
figure prominently on the programme. 

Manual training for boys, with cooking and laundry work for 
girls, should be promoted everywhere. School gardens, more of 
the Boscombe- than the French type, should be started, and this 
side of the school work might be encouraged by prizes giYen 
by the agricultural societies. Love Of the country should 

. be inculcated, the noble side of honest toil, and the advan
tages of self-help should be the dominant notes of the instruction 
given. Evening continuation schools should be .more widely 
established, and rende,red as practical as possible. 

But tIlls involves further desirable changes. Practical agri
culture should be taught in the training colleges, or at. least 
an abundant supply of holiday courses on th~ subject arranged, 

* See Vol. II. of Special Reports (Cd. 8943), .. The School Gardens 
at Boscombe British School," by T. G. Rooper, H.M.I.; and for fuller 
details on curricllio. for country schools see Leaflet No.7 of the Agri· 
cultural Education Committee, by Rus; Leaflet 15, by Mr. J. C_ Medd ; 
Leaflet 20, by Mr. H. Lee Warner; Leaflet 18, by T. G. R.; I,eaflet 19 (on 
evening schools), by Mr. H. l\Iacan. There is also an instructive paper 
on the t!'aehiug of gard!'ning by pl'I'ipatE'tir profl'ssors hr the same writer 
ill the I' Jot\rnal of the SO('irty of Arts," March 16th, 1900. 
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such as the Cambridge County Council and·othereoUlitY·Councils 
. have established, with a diploma for successful candidates.- -The 
position of the country teachers should be· improved, especially 
in regard to fixity of tenure, and it might be advisable to earmark 
grants for salaries. Perhaps, in place of the millions that the 
State baR ,'oted to the relief of local taxation it would have been 
better for it to have assumed the chief cost of education, or at least 
have definitely devoted the money granted in relief of the rates 
to education. Again, if practicable, it would be a good thing 
to differentiate town and country schools. Why should the 
teachers eomplain 'I In secondary education a man has gen
erally to definitely decide whether he will teach classics, mathe
matics, science, or modern languages, and direct his studies 
accordingly. The secondary schools are without doubt the better· 
for this differentiation. If salaries in country schools were higher, 
there would be no economic cause for complaint. . 

Seeing that often four-fifths and even more of the maintenance 
in some of the rural denominational schools comes out of the public . 
purse, in the shape of a Government grant, it seems rather false ~~:v~mi 
economy to refuse to make up out of the public funds whatever 
may be the narrow margin between the present grant and 
. the requirements of efficiency on the ground of principle, 
and thereby hinder the children in the voluntary schools from 
attaining their full development. This extra grant would be 
one of the best investments for the State to make, especially 
if it carried. with it the right of the locality to be 
represented on the board of management of these schools. Pro-
vided that the religious instruction is duly safeguarded, the 
clergy have already given many indications that they will not 
object to but rather welcome local control. Of course, the 
great obstacles to instituting one single comprehensive local autho-
rity in the country are the small isolated, independent areas of the 
school boards, which.have prevented them from doing the good 
work that the large boards in the towns have done.t Were the 
county area, with the county council as the paramount educa-
tional authority, made to absorb t\lese isolated areas, we ·should 
obtain the same homogeneity of not only primary but primary 
and secondary education as in France, without however separating 
the t\\"o grades so completely as in that country. This would 
enormously help to "focus" the educational wants of each 
locality, and make thE" locality itself more ready to supply them. The depen( 

It has throughout, of course, been assumed that the rural school, ·encll of the 
as the outcome of rural life, should do its utmost to prepare for BChj.l on t 
and promote the future welfare of the children. It is only neces- loea lty. 

sary to mention, in order to dismiss, as wicked and impossible, 
the theory that the school, in the selfish interests of the few, should 
be so transformed and deformed as to turn out in this the twen-

• See also llr. C. S. RoundeU's speech in .. Nature Study in Elementary 
Sl"hools .. (Th~ Rugby Ad!!fTtuer OffiC1.", 1901). 

t See Sir John Gonlt's speech at the Fishmong('rs' Hall, January, 1901. 
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tieth C6ytturya race of ~erIs and helots of the a8.cripti glebce type, 
. whose Nn.ction is to provide a mQre abunda.nt supply of cheap 
labour. Bl,lt all these Bugge3tions for improving the rural school 
depend for their ultimate success and justification on the con
ditions of lifEl which await its alumni. The school, however 
perfect, can only give at the most the aptitudes and aspirations 
for a .country life. If the pupils on leaving the school do not· 

. find a fair field at home for these· aptitudes and aspirations the 
best of them will leave the villages, just as the best of the present 
generation have done, and the agricultural bias given to the school 
will be simply thrown away. Ofle may therefore, perhaps, be once 
more permitted to go outside the school, though not beyond its 
lawful sphere of influence; to ask what are the present conrlitionlt and 

- })rospects of the country-bred lad,and how they may be bett.ered. 
The status At the present time, and it is no good blinking at what is a 
of the farm 
labourer. . patent fact, the agricultural labourer's status has somehow or 

another become to be regarded as one of the most menial in .the 
social scale. This is not the place to inquire whether, as some 
people assert, the board school has helped to spread the cult of 
the black coat and top hat of the small derk or draper's as!Ustant, 
in holding them up before the pupils' eyes as the emblems and 
insignia of gentility, to the detriment and depreciation of other 
equally worthy callings. It is much to be suspected that the 
social atmosphere in which we live has been in'these matters by 
far the potent factor. . But when a father with a family of 'eight 
children, living in the slums of Londen; and earning wages below 
those of many a "teamerman," who is far better housed and fed, 
refuses tli let his two eldest sons come into the countrv to have a 
year's trial at agricultural work, * on the ground that" such work 
is " only fit for children 8,ut of reformatories," it is evident we have 
got something deeper than a mere school problem to solve, 
Q,lthough, if our country teachers' position were improved, we 
might, have the teachers as strongly in favour of the country-
side as in France. . 

Need of l?cal Asspming that this is a fair sample of the present state of affairs, 
~?-t°li~hation it seems clear that, if the seed sown in the school is to bear fruit, 
:~~ool. e .something must be done by everyone concerned in the welfare 

'of the country to help the labourer to better himself and his position 
in every possible way. The truth is that village life wants quicken
ing and reorganising. The old feudal ties are passing away, 

, but, fortunately, there are other possible bases for loyalty and 
rile landlord. mutual good feeling. First, there is the T~le of the landlord. He 

can do much to render country life attractive by keeping his 

* I\\is worth considering whether it would not be possible for enter
prising 'farmers to take one or two lads of fourteen and fifteen out of the 
·town on a'fear's trial. There is much to be done on a farm which is really 
II- boy's work, and even if the lad wished to ret.urn at the end of th{' year the 
benefitto.h:is physique and so to his wage-earning capacity would be very 
great. I have· tothapk my brother, Mr. J. Neville Brereton, for this and 
pbnel' SU~.gl'8t>ions a1\ criticisms on tIle agrie111tl1ral side. of my report. 
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cottage property, as indeed many do, in-at least thoroug~hirbit" 
able repair. The value of cottage property' is not to be- estimated 
by the rent it pays, but by·the accommodation;tgives;' Good
cottages are as necessary to a well-managed' estate' as good· 
bullock boxes. If the landlord wishes to bind the ltthourer anew 
to the soil, he must give him at least a stake in it. He mustafl'ord: 
him a chance, if possible, of getting on and making money; In' 
fact, what is wanted is the mending of several rungs in the agri.· 
cultural ladder, so that a man may be able to rise from the plough; 
J?ar from refusing to cut up a field or two in allotments; a' wise 
Lmdlllrd will go out of his way to encourage the 'People-in the 
pla.ce to take them up. 

Is it not desirable that many -of the farmers' should study to The farmer 
improve their relations with' the men; and endeavour' to pay 
higher wages- in order to ratain the labour? 'l'hinlifficulties are . 
great, but· one is impelled to think not insuperable;" Perhapil,by' 
encouraging his men to do as much pieeework· as' possible; he' 
may assist them to become'as efficient as their forefathers 'were. 
His wage biU will be higher, but he will probably find the sweat of 
the labourer's brow the best manure his farm can have. On the 
other hand, he may help .to promote cordial relations by reviving 
the old farm festivities of harvest and Christmas frolics, andpr&' 
senting prizes for the best ploughing and hoeing done on his place;' 

Aga.in, in spite of diffi<iultie3, s:>cial and financial, might not many ThJ clergy. 
of the ,-j))age clergy. do somewhat more to imitate the methods 
and resourceful activity of their brother clergy in the great towns? 
The clergy, as someone has justly 'Said, and this naturally includes 
the Nonconformists, form the greatest agency for 'social work in 
England. Let each village clergyman then help to establish a 
I'eading-room, in which lectures can be given, as in France, or 
utilise the school building for the same purpose. Even if he does 
not take part in games he can lend an intel'estedsupport to the 
\"illage sports. A field can· nearly _ always be ,found for· cricket~ '. 
A pretty custom, which we have well-nigh Iost·jn;England,but 
which still obtains in France; is that of each village-having its' 
fHe day. This might well be revived., . 

The village schoolmaster would nodouht admirablv second, .the.Thc school
social efforts of the clergyman. It is not 10 be gainsayed thAt mas~er. 
his burden of· so-called extraneous tasks. is ·sometimes unfair 

• The. two sides- of the question are very wellsummarisecl in the follow-
ing extract.:-

.. One of the most unfair features in the occupancy of the post of teacher . 
in the village school is the fact that it is frequently m~'a condition -of: 
appointment to and tenancy in the mastership of the school· that certain" 
extraneous tasks" shall' be performed. These tasks, are- -mainly th0!6 ' .. 
connected with the church choir and the Sunday-school. And not oniy' 
is the present position often unjust to the occupant of the mastership of . 
the school,. but. it is most fruitful in provoking troubles in connection 
with the tenure'of his office. Now. we do not say that the-village 'SChool 
master. should not play the village' organ or train the 'village choir. But 
'We du lay that hI! should be permitted to pie;lSe -himself about the matter. 

63~2 H 
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and excessive, but when one sees the fervour with which the 
French teacher accepts these outside duties, one simply refuses 
to believe that the English teacher is likely to prove for one moment 
any whit less patriotic and public minded, if the call is made to 
him in a proper fashion. 

Then again, something may be done by reviving and promoting 
village industries, which, if they are Rkilled tradeR, ran not only 
exist but flow"ish in s-pite of the stress of outside competition, 
and it is difficult to see why the co-operative system of trading 
should not be possible in some cases among the villagers, why 
it should not lead them to found their own shops, as the operatives 
have done in the factory districts. In connection with this i~ 
would be useful to start village hanks, whenever it is practicable. 
When all is. said and done, the country problem, in so far as it 
~oncerns the status and economic position. of the working-classes. 
is not so acute as the problem in the town. There is n.o doubt. 
a good deal of stagnation, but this is. a pool which it should not 
be beyond the power of the angel of mutual goodwill w stir UI) 

and elildue with healing vu,tues. There is at least no submerged 
tenth, which seems. in the towns. to. bailie- all th" efforts of private. 
initiative to deal with and elevate it. 

These few paragraphs are not meant to be in any way exhaustive. 
They are only the rough headings oj chapters whieh might easily 
be expanded to double- and treble the size of the report itself. Yet. 
in giving setting and proportion to. the question of rural education 
it is to be hoped they willllo.t be found out of place. The rural 
problem, in fact, has· a threefold aspect--economic. social, and 
educational-and, peradventure, though higlrly important, the
educational facto.r is the least important of the thre~. 

CLOUDESLEY BRERE'ION. 

Decel\bel'~ 1900; revised December. 1001. 
\ 

Further, we~hink it highly impropel" tOo mRke ability an(l willingness 
'\0 perform til se duties one of the conditions of appointment io the head! 
teachership of., a public elemen.tary village schnoL"-" The Neglect of 
Village Edueation," by T. J. Macnamara, L.L.D_ M.P •• 

" The rural ej~' entary school teacher seems to me at thls moment the
spoilt Child .. of eel tion. His interests are watchfully guarded in Parlia
ment and outside by the Na.tional Union of Teachers, and its organs in' 
the Press. He is arassed by fewer exa.minations, his holidays are more
numerQus. and . working hours,. so far as his prescribed hours are con
eerned, are mOI:e rijstricted than in any other department of the professioll 
of te:1ching. It is~ot surprising, therefore, to find him in request for 
other useful oceu tions, with advantage to himself as well as to others, 
in country paris But even here there are ill-advisers. who woultt 
bin, debar him, u~er the plea of resisting so-called' extraneous' duties. 
from enhr.gillg his sphere of usefulness. When one compares his work, 
and emol)lments, nd mental outfit with those of the governess, tIle' 
master, or mistr s of any boarding school, or the country curate, Oil> 

which side, from a purely mercenary point of view, does the balance lie
·of adequate remuneration, of leisure, and of independence 1 "-Rev. J. 
I.ce Warner, formerly fellow and tutor of Fnin'l'sity Collrg!',. Oxford, iI. 
the" School Gmmli~." March 11th, 18DO. 

\ 
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APPENDIX I. 

SHORTAGE OF ~lALE RECRUITS FOR THE TEACHING 

PROFESSION. 

. The question of the falling-off in the number of male recruits for the 
teaching profession is discussed in a masterly way by M. Forfer, the 
Academy Inspector at Laon, in an article quoted in extenso in the ReV'lIc 
Pt/(Wgoyique of October 15th, 1901. The cliief points in the article may 
be summarised as follows :- . 

lIore male teachers are wanted. Why not then increase the number of 
places in the normal school for intending teachers 1 Because there are 
barely enough candidates for the present places. What are the reasons for 
this falling-off of candidates for a profession which down to 1887 was so 
popular 1 (1) The imposition of a year's m~itary service in 1889. (2) The 
requirement that all lDtending candidates should have the "bt·evet." (31 
The difficulty which country children find in getting the necessary 
greparation; the country schoolmaster is hard enough worked already. 
The brightest country children now go to the higher primary school, but 
the best of them on leavin~ it take up some more lucrative calling than 
that of the schoolmaster. (4) As a rule only the weaker pupils in these 
schools take up teaching. (5) The poor pay that the 8t4giawe starts on ; 
though the capable Btagiail"e gets speedy promotion. Yet the stagiait'e8 
who deserv", such promotion are not very numerous. (6) The teachers, by 
their complaints, turn many away from the profession. Yet they freely 
put their own s()ns into it. Out of 58 pupil· teachers in the Laon Training 
College, 20 are the Bons or brothers of teachers. 

The remedy therefore, he argues is to give the teachers a direct intere st 
in the qup.stion of recruiting for the profession, and he proposes that the 
County Councils should be asked for a grant with which to remunerate 
schoolmasters who prepare candidates for the examination. Another 
proposal is to found a eort of preparatory normal school alongside of 
the Training College-a kind of edu(',ational seminary or nursery for future 
teachers. 

APPENDIX n. 
THE PERSONAL INFLUENCE OF THE TEACHER IN SECURING 

A GOOD ATTENDANCE. 

The part which may be played by the teacher in improving the 
attendance at school is touched upon by the Minister in a circular to the 
Prefects (Nov., 1901). After calling on the latter to report on cases in 
which the present law is not enforced, and stating that the" Government 
l'onsiders it a duty to put an end to a state of things which is likely to 
l'ompromise the results of the educational work of the Republic," the 
:\'[i1uster proceeds to enlarge upon the immense importll.nce of the personal 
influence and action of the teachers in the matter. Htl adds that "in his 
proposals for promotion or reward in favour of mall' and female teachers 
the Academy Inspector should especially take into JCCOllllt tbe efforts they 
have made in this direction." f 

5342 
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APPENDIX III. 

l\IrNISTERIAL CIR9ULAR ON THE SDIPLIFICATION OF FRENCH 

SYNTAX. 

On the actual situation of the question a friend writing on the 7th of 
October, 1901, says :-" The spelling reform is still pending between the 
Academy and the Ministry. My opinion is that the regulations will be of 
no avail against current usage. In the schools of the city of Paris, with 
a few exceptions, one does not believe one is bound by the circular of 
March. The spirit of the reform is adopted evel'l/lOhel'e. The famous 
curiosities in spelling (' chinoiseries orthographiques I) have had their day. 
Nevertheless there is no authority as yet for establishing this refornl. 
What is most clear and definite is that at present in the schools of 
Paris the teacher passes very rapidly over the old rules that are in the way 
of being abolished. One no longer sjlends time over them. The question C 

will certainly come up again at the end of the year. Till then one 
hesitates, and waits for a definite 'yes or no.' But the out-and-out 
opposition are beaten." 

APPENDIX IV. 

SELECTION OF SCHOOL BOOKS. 

This selection is limited to a list drawn up every year by a committee 
largely composed of members of the conseil departemental and presided 
over by the academy inspector, which in itself is a resume of the different 
lists of suggested books which have been sent in by the cantonal assemblies 
of teachers who thus have the first and last word in the matter. 

APPENDIX V. 

MINISTERIAL CIRCULAR AS TO THE AnI OF REPUBLICA:S 

SCHOOLS. 

"The Republican school is not an institution apart, living a life of its 
own, and confining itself to the conscientious apprenticeship of reading and 
writing, of spelling and arithmetic. It is the first, I mean at once the 
most humble and most important, of social institutions, the one which 
prepares, in order to take our place, the younger generations animated ,vith 
the patriotic and republican spirit. It is a sort of national workshop, in 
which is being forged the France of to-morrow,and from which will issue 
the great mass of citizensl workers, and soldiers, who thirty years hence 
will hold in their hands tne,destinies of the country. Thus nothing which 
goes on in the school is indifferent to the country. And this is what gives 
you the right as well as the duty to take a direct interest in it." (Circular 
addressed by M. Poincare to the cantonal del"gates, July loth, lR9il.) 
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RURAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 

The following Report is based upon an inquiry undertaken 
at the request of the Board of Education into the condition 
of primary education in the rural districts of the departments 
of the Seine Inferieure, Eure, Eure et Loir, Loiret and Cher, 
with special reference to the character and effects of the
agricultural instruction in· the villa.s-e schools, and the training 
of teachers to qualify them to glVe such instruction. These 
subjects have been previously dealt with at length in the 1 

Report on .. ~gricultural Education in France" (1) prepared C.3981-1. 
by Mr. H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S., for the Royal ComIllission 
on Technical Instruction (1884), and. in the Report on "French 
Agricultural Schools" (2) by Major Craigie, Assistant Secretary I C. 6609. 
to the Board of Agriculture, m 1888.· The recent Report 
on "Agricultural Education in France" (8) by Mr. H. Austin I C. 9045--3:: 
Lee, C.B., Commercial Attache to the British Embassy at Paris 
deals mainly with Secondary and Higher Schools, with only 
incidental references to the prlmaI1 schools.· When the Reports 
by Mr. Jenkins and Major Craigte were issue4, jt wash.a.rdly 
possible to estimate the results of the reforms in rural education 
maugurated in 1879, and considerable ehanges in the laws affecting 
education have been introduced within the last few years.· The 
process of reconstruction, moreover, which has commenced in 
our own system of rural education, adds a special interest to 
the examination of French methods at the present moment. 
Fr!).nce differs so widely from England in its social, economic, 
and agricultural conditions, that it by no means follows that a 
system which may have succeeded in the one country will 
equally meet the needs of the other. Still the experience 
gaine4 in France during the past twenty years cannot fail to be 
of service. The problems to be solved there wer~ very similar 
to those with whlch we are confronted to-day. The instruction 
in, ~he .villag~ ~chools was wholly unsuitable to the requirements 
of rural life, the attendance was very unsatisfactory, there was 

* Reference may be made here ~ the joint Report on Manual and 
Practical Instruction in Primary Schools in }'rance, of Mr. A. N. Bonaparte 
Wyse and Mr. E. J. Hughes-Dowling, to the Commission on Manual and 
Practical Instruction in Primary Schools under the Board of National 
Education in Ireland (ApIJCndices to the Reports of the Commissioners, 
1898lC.1l9l!o) i to Mr •.. T. P. Gill's Report on Agricultural Organisation 
and l::ltate Aid to Agriculture ill }'rance, in the Report of t!i.e Recess 
Committee on the Establishment of a Department of Agriculture and 
Industries -for Ireland, with Appendices, 1896 (Dublin. Browne &: 
Nolan; London, T. Fisher-Unwin) (out of print); and to thf' Re~rt to the 
Foreign Office on :Amcultural Education in France. by Mr. H. Austin 
Lee (Miscellaneous Seri6l\ No. 505, DiplOma.tic and ,Consular .Reports, 
Foreign Office, June,1899 LO. 9045-33]). . ' , 
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an almost entire absence of instruction for those who had left 
school, and the migration to urban districts was everywhere 
increasing.' . 

The departmen.ts na.med aflord a convenient field for inquiry. 
Their general agricultural character is not dissimilar from that 
of Eng1and, except in the valley of the Loire, where the vine is 
largely cultivated. At the same time, the different methods of 
cultivation, the variety' of the crops grown, and the various 
forms of land tenure make it possible to study the effect of the 
instruction given in the rural schools under very varying con
ditions. The area to be covered, however, is so vast, comprising 
some 31,8S7 square kilometres, and including some 4,000 schools, 
that many years' patient study would be necessary before any 
finlJ,1 opinion could be formed. The particular quality of <each 
school depends, as in England, mainly upon the capaCity of the 
individual teacher, and the enterprise of the local authority. 
This Report, therefo:e, doe~ not ~rofess. to . be more ~ha!l a 
summary of personal ImpressIOns. GeneralisatIOns from limited 
eXJ.lerience are always apt to be erroneous, and possibly another 
viSItor ~o the same departments might an.ive at very different 
conclusIOns. . 

ORGANIZATION OF PRIMARY INSTRUCTION. 

By the law of October 30, 1886, primary schools comprise:-
(1.) Infant schools and classes. . 
(2.) Primary elementary schools. 

- (3.) Higher primary schools, or higher standards attached 
to primary elementary schools, and ca.lled "co u.rs c'Ympli
'IItentaires." 

(4.) Technical or professional schcaIs. 
Primary instruction of every grade is free, and is compulsory 

for all children from six to thirteen years of age, unless they 
have obtained the "certijicat d'et'lMles primaires," for which 
they are eligible at the age of eleven. 

The chief .local authority in each department is the Depart
mental Cotmcil, consisting of the .Prefet (President), the 
Inspecteur d'Academie (Vice-President), four members of the 
Conseil Gemiral (or County Council) elected by their colleagues, the 
director of the male and directress of the femBle Training Colleges, 
two male and two female teachers elected respectively by their 
fellow-teachers, and two Inspectors of Primary Education nomi
nated by the Minister of Public Instruction. The J.lresence of 
elementary teachers upon the Departmental Council is note
worthy. The members receive no pay for their services, but an 
allowance for travelling expenses is made to those Inspectors of 
Primary Education and Teachers who do not reside at the 
capital of a department. The Council,subject to the approval of 
th~ Minister of Public Instruction, determines the, number, 
character and position of public primary schools of every grade, 

, as w'~ll as the number of teachers to be engaged in them. Its 
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other duties are to see to the application of the programmes,' 
methods, and rules promulgated by the Central Council at Paris, 
to organise the medical inspection of the schools, to issue rules 
as to their internal management, to determine what schools 
require an assistant teacher, and to suspend or dismiss teachers, 
who have the right, however, of appearing before the Council 
and of ap~lin~ to the Minister. Members of the Departmental 
Council hold office for three years. Other people interested in 
education are co-opted as advisory members of the Council, but 
have no voting power. In each Canton one or more delegates 
are appointed by the Council to visit and supervise the public 
and private schools of the Canton, and each delegate has 
particular schools definitely placed under his care. Each 
ae:egate holds office for three years and is expected to furnish . 
the Departmental Council with full reports on the condition and 
needs of primary education within his district. 

Every Commune should be provided with at least one public 
primary school, but the Departmental Council may, subject to 
the approval of the Minister of Public Instruction, allow two or 
more Communes to be united for the establishment and main
tenance of one school When a single Commune, or the Com
munes which have been united, have 500 or more inhabitants, 
there ought to be at least one public primary school for girls. 
This rule, however, is only gradually tieing ·enforced. In the 
Seine Inferieure, for instance, there are 10 Communes with & 

population exceeding 500, where there is no public primary 
scnool for girls, in Eure et 10ir 15, in Loiret 8, ana in Cher 13. 

The expenses of primary education arc distributed in the 
fol1owin~ manner :--

The State pays the salaries of the teachers and inspectol'&, 
and the cost of maintaining students at the Training Colfeges. 

The Departments pay the rent and cost of repairing their 
Training Colleges, the expenses connected with the Academy 
Inspector's offices, and an allowance of not less than 300 francs 
per annum to each of the Primary Inspectors, independently 
of their regular salary. 

The Communes pay the rent, if any, of the school buildings, 
the cost of repairing them, & lodging allowance to teachers, 
where there is no school-house, the expense of lighting and 
heating the schools, of supplying and renewing school furniture, 
registers, and books, and the wages of caretakers, &c. 

In every Commune there is a School Committee (00'l11'111t8-

.ion. Scola ire), composed of the Mayor, or his nominee, as Pre
sident j of one or more Cantonal aelegates, according to the 
number of Cantons included in the Commune, nominated 
by the Inspector of the Academy j and of members elected bJ 
the MuniCIpal Councils in the proportion of one-third of theIr 
total number. The Inspector of Primary Instruction Jor the 
district is an ex-officio member. The Committee should meet 
at least once every three months, and any member who fails to 
attend three consecutive meetings without reasonable excuse 
lo!;es his s('at. The duties of the Committee are to draw up 

_ 1'2 
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annually before the commencement of the school year a list ot 
all children from 6 to 13 years of age, to_ enforce the attendance 
laws and inflict penalties for disobedience to them, and to establish 
a School Furid (caisse d'ecole). This fund is intended to assist 
poor children to attend school, bYjroviding-themwith warm 
food in winter, clothes and boots, an for the purchase of school 
material. _ The members of the Committee have no right of entry 

-into the schools, they may not interfere with the character or 
methods of instruction, nor have they any control over the 
schools or the teachers. 

1 C. 11925, Without a knowledge of these particulars, some of which may 
1,Pp. !/II. be read in greater detail in the" Joint Report on Manual and 
~ffJ:,eRe~ Practical Instruction in Primary Schools ill France," 1 by Mr. 
of.t~e Com· A.-N. Bonaparte Wyse, M.A.,- and Mr. E. J. Hughes Dowling, 
~l!lslonl ond M.A., -it is imnossible- to -understand how largely tlie condition of 
... aIluaan ld;cd ds h" fh ·'1 Practical In. rura e ucatIOn epen upon t e actIVIty 0 t e mumclpa 
Ilt~ction in authorities, or to see how far the elaborate machinery devised in 
~cl.~;;mder Paris attains its object. 
the Board of 
National 
Education in 
Ireland, 
1898.] 

Ecoles M aternelles. 

These infant schools, which receive children from the age of 
twoto six, are found-mostly in towns, where they afford a con
venient asylum to which mothers who are at work may send 
their children. The school hours are from 7 a.m. to 7 p.rn. from 
March 1 to November 1, and for the rest of the year from 8 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Children may remain at them all day, and most of 
them are provided with a kitchen (cantine), where the mid-day 
meal_ can be cooked. A large proportion of them are maintained 
by various Religious Orders, and where this is the case, the 
app9intments are invariably excellent. Unfortunately, when 
they are the property of the municipal authorities, they are 
often in a state of considerable neglect. Writing upon this 
point in hiS last Report, M. Pouillot, Inspecteur d'Academie for 
Cher, remarks :-" Tlie condition of the teaching material in the 
majority of infant schools in this])ep~rtDlent is poor, and it-;will 
only: be possible 'to improve 'it gradually, relying chiefly on the 
goodwill, initiative, and ability of the teachers; for the municipal 
councils; instead of 'regarding their schools as establishments of 
'primary education, where infants of both sexes may receive in 
comnion _ thl'l care which their physical, intellectual, and moral 
d.evelopment cal~s for, are too much inclined .to look. upon th~m 
SImply as nursel'les." -The two schools of this descnptIOn WhICh 
I visited left nothing to be desired. One was at the village of 
Chalimont on the- Loire, kept by the Ursuline Sisters, and the 
other (for boys only) was attached to the National Professional 
School for Practical Engineering at Vierzon (Cher). In both 
instanees the rooms were large, -bright and airy, the. children 
clean -and healthy, and the arrangements for feedinO' them 
admirll.ble. Each child had_ a diminutive table, chair, tablecloth, 
and sen"iette. Some children brinO' their own food and have it 
wit.nned ILt the school; others pay about- 1 !d. for' their meal, while 
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food is given to the poor ones. At Brou and Nogent-Ie-Rotrou 
(Eure et Loir) the kItchens at the ecoles matemelles are said to 

• ~ve been of the greatest assistance to poor families during. the 
WInter. 

Ecoles Prima,Vres. 

All primary schools have three divisions :-

1. Cours ~Iementaire (7-9 years of age). 
2. Cours moyen (9-11 years of age). 
3. Cours sup~rieur (11-13 years of age). 

The upper division is rarely to be met with in village schools; 
the exammation for the certificat d' etudes primn,ires is upon 
the work. of the middle division, and, as M. Ferrand, Inspecteur 
d' Academie for Loiret, said to me; "the rural school does not 
look beyonll that." If any rural children remain at school after 
obta~ning the certificate, for the most part . they repeat their 
preVlOUS lessons in a rather more advanced stage. The three 
divisions may be sJ>lit up into classes, according to the number 
of pupils, but in M. Ferrand's opinion the less this is done in 
rural schools the better. Very many of them have only ~ single 
teacher, and the multiplication of classes entails the employment. 
of the older boys as monitors, which invariably causes the 
school t.o suffer. It is, however, a difficult matter for the teacher 
to arrange his work satisfactorily, especially when the children 
are in the habit of teturning to school at dIfferent times of the 
year. Schools are 0llen for five days in the week, the usual 
holiday being Thursday, and the hours are from 8 a.m. to 
11 a.m., and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. It rests with the Prefect 
and Departmental Council to fix the date of the long vacation; ., 
which lasts for six weeks, and they ~re recommended by a 
Circular of June 13, 1894, to fix it when agricultural. or in-· 
dustrial operations are most likely to keep the children away 
from school Practically the currIculum is the same for all 
schools (boys and girls), subject to slight modification by the 
Departmental Council, and It comprises: moral and cinc in
struction, reading and writing, the French langUage, arithmetic 
and the metric' system, history and geography. especially of 
France, object lessons, elementary science and its apJ!lication to 
agriculture, drawing, singing, manual occupations, mIlitary drill· 
for boys, and neoolework for girls. There. are no optional 
subjects, the whole scheme is obhgatory, and the nll.tural result 
of 80 elaborate a programme is that much is necessarily omitted 
in the rural schools or very imperfectly taught. . : 

Subjoined is the Time-table (emploi, du, temps) for schools 
of one class with a head. and an assistant teacher, adopted by 
the Departmental Cowicil of Eure et Loir, and courteously 
8upplied to m~ by' M:, Dauzat, Inspecte~ c! ~cademie. . .. ; 
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Every child on first entering th,:l school should receive what is 
called a cahier de devoirs mensuels. This is a copy-book, in 
which the child in class; and without assistance, must write the 
first lesson of' every mon~h or fortnight throughout its school 
life. Its object was thus defined in the Official Circular of 
JailUary 13, 1895 :-" Une chose importe, et c'est la seule: qu'il 
existe dans tout ecole et {lour tout enfant sans exception un 
cp,hier garde avec soin, qUI, d'une maniilre, ou d'une autre, et 

. par un nombre suffisant de specimens empruntes aux diverse.c; 
epoques de sa scolarite, puisse fournir au bout de quelques 
annees une pre~ve irrecusable de la regularite de ses etuaes, 
la trace de sa pr6pre assiduite ou de ses absences, et, par con
sequent, la meilleure des reponses de l'instituteur aux families 
qUI peuv~nt demander compte it Tecole de ce que leurs enfatits 
y ont fait, et en ont emporte." Many teachers are in the habit 
of appending a note to the exercise with o1Jservations on' the 
child's conduct., &c., lj,nd sending the book ,every month to the 

J parents, who sign and return it. , When this is done it 8.ft"ords 
an excellent wa)~ of stimulating the interest -Of the .J;larents in 
the school, but one teacher honestly infornled me that It was not 
his custom to do so, for he did not know what the par~nts might 
take, it into their heads to write inthe book..' '. 

The cahim' de ronlement is a copy-book which passes from 
hand to hand, and in which a different scholar each day write" 
the lessons of the day. It enables the Inspectors to tell at a 
glance whether the programmes are followed, and also indicates 
to some extent the degree of equality in the attainments of 
childJ'eu 'in 'the saine class. ' 

Mixed schools (ecoles mixtes) arei almost always under a male 
teacher-;-out of 345 mixed schools in the Seine Inferieure only 
four are under a n'listress--and the sewing lessons are given by 
an outside teacher., In these schools the children are separatea 
according to their sexes,but there is no partition between them. 
Occas~onally they have separate pla.ygrounds. . 

In general the school buildings are good, and' the class rooms 
light and.. _well ventilat.ed. Here Bud there one comes across 
buildings that need repair or enlargement., but· the subventions 
rrom the State have been more liberal of late years, and "on va 
Mtir" is the usual reply to any criticism. In some of the more 
isolated' villages there is" considerable room for improvement. 
and, in the expressive language of one of the inspectors, "le bien 
ne va qu'un pas boiteux." StiWit must be adinitted that as a 
whole the school buildings are superior to those in the rural 
districts of England, and the teachers' houses are distinctly 
better. In no mstance did I hear the slightest complaint from 
liny teacher as to the quality of his house; in' fact one teacher 
enth~sia8tically declared that· they were really "p!l'~ces." They 
certamly are well built, roomy. and attractlve ill appearance. 
Attached to almost all of them is a fair-sized garden. which is 
the exclusive property of the teacher. In the de~rtment of 
Cher, for example, all but 46 of'the 589 public schools have 
gardeIlS: Generally they ate weU cl!lt!va.ted; and are frequently 
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used for instruction in practical. horticulture, or bee-keeEing, or 
for 'simple experiments and demonstrations in the science lessons 
bearing upon agriculture. Internally the condition of the schools is 
not so favourable. The expense of repairing them and providing 
sohool material must be borne by the MunicIpal CounciI. Strictly 
speaking the walls should be whitewashed every year, but it is not 
uncommon to find that they have been untouched for years. 
On the whole the school furniture, though simple, is adequate. 
Throughout the department of Eure-et-Loir it appears to· be 
in' 8. satisfactory condition. EIscwhere the muniCIpalities rely 
too much upon State aid, which is of rare occurrence, for 'the 
repair or imp'rovement of the furniture. The great defect is 
often the uniformity in the size of the desks for all scholars. The heads of little children just reach the top of the desk, and, as 
one 'of the 'inspectors pathetically remarked, "bien inspires. ceux 
qui dorment I". Gcographical maps and history tables are 
particul~rly good, but di~gran;s for agricult~ral or horticultural. 
instructIon are generally 1nferIOr to those whIch may be procured 
in England. In fact one of the most successful rural' teachers, 
whom I m~t, wrote, after my retum to England, asking if I 
could obtain for him some of the English diagrams, of which he 
bad seen specimens and heard so much. The text-bookS, though 
well compiled, are rather too voluminous and range over too: wide 
It field. With a curriculum so crowded as that' of the French 
primary sqhools, it is. essential that the teacher' devote his 
attention solely to the most important points. Again and again 
the Inspectors protest against the endless multiplication of text
books, and the mechanical teaching which fonows from using 
a I~sson prepare4 in Paris for s?me .. abstract b<?y." . !' ~ais 
vrument crolt-on de bonne fOl que ces· devoIts~om:Dlbus 
destines a toutes les classes sans discernement. . . puissent 
se substituer aux maitres? Font·ils autre chose que les 
'tailleurs a confection'? Sous pretexte. de faire des habits qui 
aillent a tout Ie monde, ils prentlent, comme on dit, mesuresur 
'une ~erite" II y a pour I'instituteur un noble emploi a. fajre . 
de' son temps et de son intelligence: il semble que ce soit de 
pen.o;er par lui-meme; d'enseigner non pas pour C l'eleve abstrait,~ 
mais pour les eleves qu'n It devant lui, qu'il cOllnatL, at qu'il 
aime, ae dire ce qui convient-a. eux et non pas a. d'autres, de faire 
enfin ce que font nos' bons maitres qUl savent rester C eux
memes'!" In schools with a single teacher there is a tendency 
sometimes to concentrate all the effort upon the clder pupils to 
the neglect of the young ones, and occasionally one sees the 
.. cours eIementaire" occupied in making interminable copies of 
verbs or un~ntelligible texts, simply with the object of keeping 
the children quiet. 

'Of the discipline and behaviour of the pupils in every gl'ade 
and tfPC of school it would be difficult to speak too higliJ.y. 
Alike 10 the towns and in the villages, in the play~ound ana 10 
the class room.· courtesy is the invariable nile. The children 
answer ~rightly an~ intelligently. they like. to sh~w their wor~, 
and t~6!~ ~teres~ 1Il the expenmental and practicallessODS IS 
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very marked. Students in the higher schools and colleges are 
just as courteollS. There is the same disposition everywIiere to 
assist a stranger, to answer all his guestions and to tell him what 
he wants to know. Even in the class-rooms for older girls, as at 
the ecole menagere at Rouen, there is no trace of .• mauvaise 
honte" or giggling, and all the girls; except the one addressed, 
proceed quiet1y with their work. Of course the same features 
might be observed in English schools, but it is to be feared that 
in many of our village schools the appearance of a foreigner 
speaking indifferent English, and askirig innumerable questIOns 
might attract unpleasant attention. My inquiry led me over a 
wide area, and ill no instance did I experience the slightest 
rudeness or foolish shyness. Boys or girls at play would run oW 
at once to fetch anyone whom one wanted, whilst the rest went 
on with their games. These characteristics of French childhood 
I attribute largely to the personal influence of the teachers. 
Their relations with their pupils are invariably of the happiest 
description, and a spirit of1ightheartedness and good fellowship 
seems to pervade every school. Much has been written of late 
about' the supposed ill-feeling towards this country. I can only 
say that, whetIier visiting such an establishment as the National 
Agricultural College at Grignon or the humblest village school, 1 
dia not detect the shadow of a shade of it either amongst 
teachers or pupils. 

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE. 

A glance at the official reports discloses a very unsatisfactory 
state of things at the majority of rural schools. In some parts 
of the country the communes are so large, and the hamlet 
schools so few, that attendance in the winter 18 almost impossible. 
Bad weatller,dirty roads, and colds keep the children at home 
tp.en. In summer they are wa~ted to work in the fields, to 
gather apples or beet, and to look after the cattle. The general 
desertion begins about the middle of June, and lasts for four 
months, three-quarters of those. upon the register being absent 
.. The attendance does not seem to get any better," writes 1\1. 
Ferrand. .. It is hopeless to contend against the necessity 
which compels poor people to utilise their children during the 
four months in which they can hire them out. One might as 
well every year omit this paragraph of the report as 'already 
read.' " He goes on to say that ill some communes of Berry 
a very unexpected reason for non-attendance is given: .. The . 
older brothers and sisters are jealous of the young ones, and 
insist on their parents keeping them from school." M. Marie 
Cardine, Inspector of the Academy for the Seine Inferieure, 
asks in des{lair ... whether it is true that people do not value 
that for which they pay nothing, which is aosolutely free, and 
ought we to acknowledge that the old masters are right, whc 
tell us that if fees to some extent were charged the attendance 
would be far better? " In his department the Primary Inspector 
for r;>ieppe recently inquired into the causes wh!ch kept some 
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830 children in the rural districts near Dieppe out of school, 
with the following result:- , 

Boys. Girls. 
Taking care of younger children 20 68 
Work at home or in service - - 186 108 
Want of clothes, dirtiness, scurf 51 30 
Wandering about - - 25 6 
Habitual and daily begging 25 15 
Disinclination, neglect ~ - 116 116 
Miscellaneous - 30 34 

453 377 ........ :----

No attempt is made to enforce the law of March 28, 1882. It 
remains a dead letter. The school committees, whose duty it is to 
put the law in motion, shrink from summoning those, upon who~e 
suffrages they depend for their office, to appear before the magis
trate. In the opmion of some, no improvement is to be looked 
for until the constitution of these committees has been altered. 
It is questionable, however, whether any change in their com
position would effect the desired result in view of the widespread 
sYJ!lpathy with the struggling 'poor. In many districts wages are 
so low tliat the labourers find It hard to live, and few are willing 
to deprive them of their children's earnings. As one of the 
Inspectors has said, II it is all ve;rr. well to talk of the, parents 
sacrificing t~e futures of their chIldren to needs that are often 
trifling. The needs may A.p,Pear trifling, but they are often in
exorable. Primo vivere, de~nde philosophari: food is the first 

,necessity, without it the very power of receiving instruction is 
gone." Oribrinally the school fund (caisse d'ecole) was intended 
to meet the case of the indigent. ' 

The Ministerial Circular of May 12, 1867, expressly states that 
II it is not enough, in some cases, to open the doors of the school 
without charge: experience shows that manv children, who 
may be admitted free, do not attend, or, if they attend at all, 
attend so irregularly that they derive no real benefit. That is 
due to many causes which the school fund may remove. The 
need which parents have for the services of their children
cannot the school fund give them some assistance, on condition 
that they send the children regularly to school? The children 
have no proper clothes-cannot the school fund distribute some? 
Can it not give some reward to those who attend most regularly? 
award prizes beyond those for which the Municipal Council allows 
& certam sum, or double th~ir value? .. Unfortunately the school 
fund exists only in name in most of the rural districts. It was 
originated with: the idea of stimulating private initiative and of 
interesting all classes in the welfare of tlie schools, but the private 
initiative bas been found wanting. . In the whole department of 
Loir~t there are only about twelve School Funds doing ,effective 
work, and one at least is supposed to, exist in each of .the .;349 
communes. On the other hAnd, in Eure-et-Loir their condition 
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is mGlre satisfa,ctory-, and last winter in a certain. number of 
districts soups and hot food were· given to all .or s.ome of the 
children, and in some cases clothes were distributed as well. To 
meet the difficulty of ge.tting the children to IIchool during' the 
harvest seasons, M. Pouillot, Inspector of, the Academy for Cher, 
has suggested a rearrangement of the time-table. He proposes 
to shorten the mid-day interval, and that the elder children 
should attend from 10 a.m. to 3 r.m:, thus leaving them at liberty 
to work before and after schoo, especially those engaged with 
the cattle. T~e younger ones are to. ~e taught before 10 and 
after 3. ThIS would throw an addItional Durden upon the 
teachers, and it is not proposed apparently that they should 
receive any additional salary. . I 

The school committees may, subject to the apJ;>roval of the 
Departmental Council, permit children, engaged in mdustry and 
old enough to be apprenticed, to be absent from school either in 
the morning or the afternoon; the same permission may also 
be accorded to children engaged in agriculture, outside their 

La.b 2~ own families.1 The Departmental Council also may, after con
;~~ Art: 15. sultation with the MUnIcipal Council and upon t,he proposal of 

the Inspector of the Academy, establish half.time schools (ecoles 
Model de demi-temps) in any commune or part of a commune.2 . In 
'h~18 ~~:7 such a case the director of the school is to divide the children 
~~: 7. ' , into two groups, one for the morning from 8 to ll,and the other 

for the afternoon from 1 to 4. Parents, however, may. if they 
like, send their children to both classes. So far as I coUld 
gather, no advantage appears to have been taken of this provision 
m the ,districts which I visited. M. Ferrand informed me that, 
althou!!h the suggestion had been embodied in the Departmental 
rules for Loiret, and although he had tried to organise half-time 
schools in La Sologne, nothing had really been done. His 
g'eneral account of what usually happens was as follows :-In 
agricultural communes; where the population is poor and there 
is much pasture land (especially in La Sologne and Berry), the 
children are hired out for four months, either in their own 
communes or elsewhere. From the age of 10 they are employed 

. to look after the geese or the cattle. In this way a ~uarter and 
sometimes a third of the children in the two upper divisions are 
absent from school from the beginning of May., This desertion 
causes other children to play truant, and finally in some schools 
hMf the children cease to attend, unless there is a strong master. 
Th'e C[ildren, however, that remain are enough to occupy the 
teache , and s~ Ithe school is J?-ot closed. The. teac~er con~e
quent does not ask for a half-tIme school,and IS satIsfied With 
a dimi ished a:udience .. Sometimes to oblige the parents he 
opens tIie school for new pupils in the summer; receIving' little 
children "below ~ChOOl age, and thus enabling the parents to . 
work all day in the fields. This disor~anises the classes, but 
M. Ferrand ~nn t see at present how i~ IS to be avoided. . . 
Irre~ty of attendance to some extent seems to be 

inevit&blo in ~ "".J, distri.... It """ with tho teach .. 
himself, more with anyone' else, to overcome it.' ,. As is the 
\. : 



teach~r 80 is the school" is a maxim of universal application. 
.. Ce n'est pas seulement avec sa tete, c'est avec son camr que ron 
enseigne." A good teacher has a remarkable power of attracting 
children. This is clearly shown by the wide difference in the 
average attendance in adjoining communes, where the economic 
conditions are identical. A striking instance ,of a teacher's 
personal influence was brought to my notice. In a certain 
village boys and girls alike used to desert the school before' the 
summer j more than two-thirds of them were absent from the 
beginning of May. The teacher was changed. The new master 
knew how to attract children. In July, after the First Com
munion (which is th~ usual signal for leaving school), after the 
examination fo1" the certijicat d' etudes :eri:,maires, in the very 
middle of the harvest, the boys' school IS full j the girls' school 
is as much deselted as formerly. There can be no doubt, too, 
that where the instruction is of a useful practical character the 
attendance is always better. At the village of Bois-Ie-Roy 
(Eure), for instance, where there is a small school with thirty-five 
Eupils, and where excellent horticultural instruction is given in 
the school' garden, it is rare for any child to be absent except 
through illness. The same results are to be observed'throughout 
the neighbourhood of Pithiviers (Loiret), where special attention 

, has been paid to a~cultural education. 
~t is not eal'1y to determine the average age of the children in 

primary schools. The statistics only give the numbers of those 
under 6, bctween 6 and 13, and above 13 years of age. 'The 
figures present some rather startling features. 'Iii. Loiret, for 
example, the number of children under 6 years 'of age suddenly 
fell from 8,585 in 1896 to 6,504 in 1897, showing the rapid rate 
at which the population was diminishing. The Department in 
fact lost some 6,214 inhabitants within five years. Since 1897 the 
number of children under six years of age has increased to 7,151. 
The following table gives the last statistics published for three 
departments :-

CHEll: 1898. 1897; 
Under 6 6,094 • • 5~829 + 265 
From 6-13 • . 42,152 • J. 42263 ':':" lOt: 
Above 13·· 2,517 • '.. 2;349':..: 32" 

EURE-E1'-LOIR : 
Under 6 
:From 6-13 • 
Above 13 • 

LoIllET: 

9,495 -
32,637 

1,572 • 

- 9,387,.+. 108 
32,801 164-

- 1,496 + 76, 

Under 6 7,151 • - 6,735 + 416 
From 6-13 - - 44,051 • • 44,083 -:- 32 
Above 13 • 2,054 • 2,030 + 24 

,But without having any definite statistics upon the point, 
it may safely be said that the n~bcr of children fro~.11 to 13 
in the rural elementary schools IS very small, a~d It IS excep
tional to find any above 12 years of age. Some, people have 
attributed this to t~e fact, that chil~ren .are eligible ,at the age of 
eleven' for t~e ceo'l'tificat d etudes prtmatres and so ha~e be~ome 
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exempt from attendance. If, however, one asks a child of 12 01' sO 
in the fields why he is not at school, he'never replies that it is 
because he has the certificate. He knows perfectly well that if 
he does not choose to go to school, there is no authorIty which will 
compel him to. The general situation has been thus graphically 
described by one of the Inspectors: "J etez les yeuK sur nos 
eleves. TIs nous quittent ~ 12 ans, a 11 ans parfois. Panni 
ceux qui vont partir si tot, beaucoup sont venus deux ans 
seulement (les deux annees du catechisme) a l'ecole du bourg 
qui est trop loin de leurs hameaux. J'ai vu, a Beaulieu, des 
enfants de 12 an~ dans 1a division enfantine: ils allaient quitter 
l'ecole au lendemain de leur premiere communion et ne savaient 
{'as lire: Qu'ils viennent deux ans, ou 4 ou 6, beaucoup ne 
frequentent guere. TI, n'est a.ucun enfant peut-etre qui nla.it 
perdu l'une ou l'autre de ses annees d'etudes pour maladie, 
rougeole, scarlatine, ~os rhume, &c.: ils viennent a cinq ans, 
quand ils viennent: ils ne travaillent gnare avant 6 ou 7, et 
iIs partent a III La rentree dans les campagnes n'est jamais 
complete avant novembre. En decembre et janvier, la ngueur 
de l8. saison multiplie les absences, en mai, on deserte ~our 
aller aux champs. Dans .notre Berry on peut admettre <Iu une 
bonne moitie des enfants ne viennent pas a. l' ecole plus de 
6 mois, les bonnes annees. Sur un cou~s moyen de 20 eleves, 

, l'instituteur aura peine it en presenter 6 au certificat d'etudes. 
'Et que savent les autres quand ils nous quittent ? " In Cher out 
of 104,800 electors upon the register, about 28,900, or more than 
a quarter, are illiterate, and in the communal assemblies there 
are still 450 municipal councillors who cannot sign their names. 
There is one council in which nine members have never received 
any education at all. 

CERTIFICAT D'ETUDES PRIMAIRES. ' 

The examination, which is held at the end of each school 
year is conducted by a Cantonal ComIpission, appointed by the 
Rectors, on the nomination of the Inspector of the Academy. 
Of ,this commission the Primary Inspector for the district 18 

ex-officio president. In the examination of girls some ladies 
must always be upon the commission. The examination is 
partly written and partly viva-voce: in the latter portion it is 
public. Candidates must be at least 11 )'ears of age, as 
previously stated, and the examination is based upon the work 
of the middle division. To gain a certificate not less than half 
of the total marks must be obtained, and' a cypher in any 
subject is fatal. The written examination comErises: (a) 
Dictation; (b) two questions in Arithmetic and the Metric 
System; (c) a short Composition on either Moral. or, Civic 
Instruction, History and Geography, or Elementary SCIence and 
its applications; (d) Drawing for boys in urban schools, and 
one or two questions on Agnculture for those in rural schools. 
The oral examination comprises: (a) Reading, and Recitation 
of Poetry ; (b) questions on History amI Geography. Girls are 
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also examined in Needlework, and since this subject became 
obligatory, the sewing lessons have improved considerably. 
Uroon and rural schools are distinguished according to the 
professions generally followed by a majority of the parents of 
the children attending the schools.1 Children, however, in the 1 !tlini8ter 
urban schools may be examined in agriculture, and those in the ~~~u~2:"'u 
rural schools in drawing, if their parents desire it, both of these . 
subjects being compulSory in an schools. The proportion of 
successful candidates ranges from 77 per cent. in Cher. to 84 per 
cent. in Loiret. This in itself is satisfactory. The idea, more
over, of the certificate is excellent, as evidence of the completion 
of an adequate elementary education, and parents like their 
children to have it, but the standard of the examination is too 
l.;w, and it affords a poor test of a child's knowledge. Teachers 
too are tempted to "cram" their 'pupils for it, notwithstandiI).g 
all the remonstrances of the Inspectors. At the same time the 
character of the examination until 1897, when agriculture was 
added to the list of obligatory subjects, naturally operated 
against agricultural instructIon in the rural schools. 

SCHOOL MUSEUMS, LIBRARIES, SAVINGS BANKS, SOCIE1'IES, ETC. 

In some of the rural schools excellent museums may be found, 
and this ·was especially the case at the village of Olivet (Loiret), 
to which reference Will subsequently be made. The following 
very valuable suggestions as to what should be included in the 
museum of a rural school are taken from the Report of the 
Conference on .. L'Outillage Scolaire" held at Chartres in 1896. 
II The school museum will include an agricultural section, 
containing :-The constituent elements of the soil-sand, chalk, 
clay and humus. The secondary elements, such as magnesium 
and oxide of iron. 'The substances used to improve the soil, 
f.g. chemical manures. Specimens of the principal plants cul
tivated, or capable of being introduced into tlie district. 
Each plant, or portion of a plant, should be accompanied by its 
seeds; dried frUits or other products. A collection of plants 
useful and injurious to agricufture. A collection of insects. An 
album with pictures of agricult.ural implements, different kinds 
of trees, the best varieties of fruits, and the chief tribes of 
domestic animals. An agronomical chart, showing the nature of 
the different soils in the Commune, their properties, and the 
results of the analyses of the soils in the neighbourhood." An 
intelligent teacher would find such a museum of the utmost 
assistance iIi the agricultural or horticultural instruction, but too 
many teachers are apt to regard museums simply as ornaments 
to the school 

About a third of the rural schools have libraries, which are 
open to the adults as well as the children. They are popular, 
and the books are extensively read. A steady increase in the 
number of libraries is to be noted but progress is slow and will 
remain so until private initiative hel'ps the schools more and the 
School Fund becomes more of a reality. 



0:elnionsdifFer as tothi:! ~alue of School Savings Banks. They 
flOlll'lSh in' the neighbourhood of Chateaudun (Eure-et-Loir), 
",here s;eat pains liave been taken to promote thrift amongst 
the chIldren.' In Cher they have ahnost disappeared, and 
M~ Pouillot thinks that, since there is now a. savings bank in 
almost ~very ~illage, tea.che~s need not be troubled with the duty 
of keepmg delicate and mtrlCate accounts. , . 

¥any schools have useful little societies for the protection of 
birds and animals. These serve to ·familiarise the children with 
their habits, ,and to. teach kindness to' dumb creatures. Small 
prizes are usually given to the most active members of each 
society. . ' . 

Old student's clubs (associations d'anciens cleves) are f~e
quently formed. Interest in the school is thus maintained 
amongst those wh?, have left it, and the Clubs provide many 
opportunities for pleasant gatherings, In, the summer fetes are 
Ol:ganised, where the funds admit of it, and in the winter concerts 
and reading parties are h~ld., The inen have shooting conI
petitions, or' topographical' walks, &c.' The women sometimes 
arrange a course of domestic economy or cooking. As a rule 
the, clubs are initia~~.by,the teachers"and they seem, to be 
a valuable adjuilCt to the schools. . . 

SCHOO~ STAFF • 

. All teachers are'.'divideil into proba~ioners (sta,iirJ,ires) 'and 
certificated teachers (titulaires) .. No one can be admitted as a 
certificated. teacher without having served for at least two years 
as. '~ pr9ba~ioner in a ('ublic ,or :private, schoo~, a~~ with?ut 
h!lovmg obtamed the "certificat d (J,pt~tw1e p~dagog~q'ue, for whicp. 
theyare~ot. eligible until 21 years of age. The time passed. at 
the .training colleges cOJlnts,. in the, case of male students,from' 
thIJir .18th year, and in the case. of ·female students from their 
19th, as part oftheirs!}r~ce a& J;lr,obationers. The Inspector of 
the ~ca<femYltppoints the probatlOners, and the Prefect appoints 
the certW.cat.ed teachers, under the authority, of the MinIster. of 
PubliQ Izv;truction an4, upon the nomination of .the Inspector of 
the., A,.cad.emy. " Head.te!!oGhers of a, school with more th!lon two 
classes. ar~ ,entit~ed Directors. . .. . .. 

After appointment, teachers are liable to five degrees of 
punishment for misconduct :- , 

1. Reprimand, pronounced by the Inspector of the Academy. 
2., Censure, also pronounced by. the Inspector' of the 

Academy, atter consultation with the Departmental Council. 
This censure may be inserted in the Official Bulletin. 

3:," Dis~issal, pronounced by the 'Pr~fect,~ op..~he ~~otion·.,of 
,the ,1nspector oT th~ ACademy, after ~OD.sultatlOn with' .tire 
Departmental' CounCIl. In thlS case the teacher .ha,s tl.l.e rtgh,t 
of appearing', bEiforethe Council, of procuring copie~of. . the 
evidence 'against him, and of, appealing -within'. 20 days to ~.th!l 
Minister. " ' . . . 
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4. Suspension for a period not cxeeeding five years. 
5. Total mspension. 
III both thc~e ("!Ises jud~JlIent is pronounced by the Depart,

montal CouncIl, be foro whom tho teacher has t.o H,Ppear. He 
lIlayemploy eounsd to defenll him, is entitlell to llu;pect. tllC 
e\'idenee, and may within 20.days lodge an npprnl hefore the 
SII]lcrior ('olllwil of Public J nstl'llction. 

"oar·hers, t'"r-lllsiv(1 of prohationers, arc dividecl into fiYe 
dass('s, IlIl(l thl're is a fixed percentacye of teal;hors in each dass, 
to ('1I(;h of whi(·h there is It fixed sala~y. 

('laSH. :->ahu'yof Ralaryof Pereentage in 
~IaHtt'..,;. ~IiMre~"e". each Class. 

ProlJlttiol1C1'H - ! £aG £:J6 15 
'-,tlt ('Ia"" - £-10 £40 25 
It It ('Ia,," i £-lil £-lH :2;; 
ani ()Iall~ £(;0 £.;6 20 
:!IICI ('J.~'H £72 £(j0 10 
I "t ClasH £KO £6-1 Ii 

------~- ------

Teachers in charge of a school with more than two classes 
have an additional salary of £8, and those in charge of schools 
with more than fom classes of £16. Teachers of eomplementary 
dasses (I'O/U'S ('ulIIplhnf'lIt1lil'(,H) have £8 in additIOn to the 
salary of the class to which they belong. Sewing mistresses 
in mixed sdlO018 undOl' a master have a maximum salary of 
(:1 (jH. 411. All teachers have houses rent free, or, if there is no 
1I0IISI·. an 1l1l0Wlln('e instead, ("Wtermined by the Prefect. Fixed 
("llring allowances, ranging from £4 to £32, and in Paris to £80, 
HnCr proportionate to the population, are also paill to the directors 
of schools with two or more classes, and to the teachers of 
(~omplemental'.r elassl.'s. All other cl'rtificated tt>ltehers receive 
lin allowance at half, and probationers at 1\ quartC'r of the above 
rates. r n eneh department there is It definite number of 
teachers belonging to each class, and 'pl"omotion from one class to 
nnothel' gooes by spniority a;n(l tel~cl~mg. capacity. O.n the 14th 
of .Jllly III ('\'l'l'y vear varIOIlS (listmctlons are ('onferred upon 
mllstel'S and ll1istl~l'sses hy the Minister of Public Instruction 
npon the rocomlH('IHlatioll of the Dl'partmental Council, or in 
t he ease of the hig-l11'st reward upon that of a special committee 
('(lmposed of the Inspector of the Aeltdemy, the Primary In 
s,,('dors, the j)iref"tor and Dire('trl.'ss of the Training Colleges, 
lind two nominees of the Departmental Council. Certificated 
tl'lleht'rs of five yC'Urs' stHlIIling arc eligible -for "honourable 
mention": thOSH who have been honourably mentioned within 
tIl<' PI'eyiOHS two years mllY rel:eive a bronze medal, and a silver 
1llt'(11l1 lHay be h';\"('n to tilORe who have had a bronze medal 
within the pl'l'vions two years. Those who have obtained It 

silw'r IlIcdalllllVl' a good serviee pl'nsion of £4 per annum, and 
IIrt' entitled to wpar a violpt ribbon with yellow strings on their 

,")342, v 
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left breasts. Teacher£ of 25 years' standing, and in possession 
at least of the bronze medal, may become "honorary teachers," 
which entitles them to attend and take part in the Pedagogic 
Conferences of the canton in which they reside. This system of 
promotion and reward unquestionably acts as a stimulus to the 
teachers; good work is sure of official recognition. 

At the age of 55 and after 25 years of actiYe service the 
teacher may claim a pension. The tIme spent at the Training 
College after the age of 20 counts as active service. . Inability to 
continue teaching from ill-health dispenses with the condition 
as to age. The pension, which cannot be less than £251e1' 
annum for masters, and £20 per annum for mistresses, is hal of 
the highest salary earned during any'period of six years,)lot 
necessarily the last six years. The retired teacher also receives 
one-twentieth of any additional salary which he may have had 
for local and incidental services, but the total pension must not 
exceed the amount of salary which he would have received 

I D directly from the State had he continued in active service. To 
eCl'ee 0 • • 1 h i!.. h f May27 11 prevent lllconvemence to t 1e teac er U'om tenon-payment 0 

, the pension immediately after he has become entitled to and has 
.applied for it, he is to be retained in office at his full salary until 

f the pension is paid. l If a teacher :prefer to continue teaching 
!97, after 55 years of age, his pension is lllcreased by one-fiftieth of 

the amount of his salary for each year of additional service. 
The widows of retired teachers receive a third of the pension to 
which their husbands would have been entitled, and this third 
must never be less than £4. The children of teachers, when 
both parents are dead, annually receive an a.mount equal to the 
pension which the mother would have had until the youngest of 
them attains the age of 21. • 

Salaries being attached to the person of the teacher and not 
to any particular school, rural teachers are paid upon the samo 
scale as those in the to'\'i"1lS. A teacher may, in fact, be the head 
of a large school and be in the fifth class, with a salary of £40, 
while another may be head of a small rural school, and be in the 
first class, with a salary of £80. It is the habit of officials all 
over the world to eomplain of their pay, as 1\1. Ferrand truly 
observed. Undoubtedly the salaries to commence with are too 
low. On the average a teacher does not receive one 'of £60 until 
he is about 32 years of age, or of £72 lmtil he is about 45. In 
M. Marie Cardine's opinion, the rural teacher could not live, were 
it not that he also acted as secretary to the Mairie, for which 
he gets from £8 to £16 a year. Most teachers in charge of a 
school have a supplementary salary of some kind. Besides the 

. above secretar),shIp, a rural teacher can act as secretary for the 
local Savings Bank, and as secretary to the Relief Association 
(BUl'ecnL de Bienfaisance), for which services t.here is of course 
some remuneration. Occasionally he organises a society for 
insurance a,[ainst the loss of stock, and this will bring him in 
£2 or so. lie maY' also add to his income bY' doing a httle land 
surveying and b~ drawing up agrecments. During the last few 
years salaries hay been gradually raised, and there is likely to 

- \ . 
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be further illlprovement. Although I closely questioned many 
teachers, I failed to discover any great sense of grievance. The 
IItatus of the rural teacher in France is in many respects superiol' 
to what it is in England. He is certainly bett.er housed as a 
I ule. The fact that he has an assured and official position gives 
him a feeling of inde'pendence. He realises that his future 
depends mainly upon hlmRelf. He is free from the irrit.ation of 
lru:al interference In the management of his SdlOOl, and he can 
IlppC'al Ilgainst any judgment which he believes to be unjust. 
I II/we heard that ·political ronsiderations now and tl!en causo 
tlJ(' S"b'PI'pfeds to trl'at a tC'lldler with unfairness, hut this is 
It IJIllttt)}' of I'Ilre OCC11l'l'l'nce. RuC'h being the gl'neral situation, 
tmelu.'rs hnve not felt the IWPII of any pmn'rflll organisation for 
the protection Ilnd Ildvaneement of their interests. 80 far as my 
('xl'l'riellcl' got'S, thc~ m'p devoted to their profession, eager to 
disC'lIss IIIl that hClm; upon the theory of f'ducation, and anxious 
to intl'mluce improw.cl methods of instmction. Since they are 

IlIli(lm! tpllclwrs 8oll'ly by t.he Stlltl'. one possible Cltuse of frIction 
Il'l.\\'('l'1l their neighbours unll tlll'msclvC's is removed. Theil' 

rl'\'ltiollS with. the tal'mers and the parcnts are most friendly. 
The agrirultnru.lnncl hortieulturl1,} instmction which thev have 
received at the Training Colleges contributes to this and pnts 
them in touch with theIr rural surroundings. With taot, and 
caro not to pose as a savant or a professor, the teacher may 
casily. thanks to his training. obtain considerable influenoe over 
the wholo population of his communo, • 

THE AGRICULTtTRAL INSTRUCTION. 

Under the old law of 1850 agricuiture miO'ht form part of the Ie 3981 1 
(,ll1'liculmu of primary schools, and Mr. Jen~ns in his Report (1) £lP: i:il.i56 
gives some examples of the extent to which agricultural instruc-
tion WIlS given in the Seine Inferieuro, tho EIU'E\-et-Loir, and the 
Hllute-Mame. These efforts depended solely upon local initia-
tive, and upon the enconragement of local agricultmal societies 
and agricultmnl committeE\s. As showing the character of what 
was done Mr. .Tenkins quotes the followinO' passage from 
l[r. Gibson-Richardson's .. The ('orn and Cattle-producing 
Districts of France" (pp. 55-58):-

.. In the horticultural portion of the show at Chartres, in June, 
1877, were exhibited the copy-books of childrE\n from some of 
tIl(' schools in the department of Eure-et-Loir. They contained 
descriptions of the various methods of budding and grafting 
fruit trees, of the various kinds of wheat grown in the district, 
the insects; noxiolls and otherwise, the different grasses, &c., the 
whole illustrated by the drawings of the pupils, very clearly written 
nnel drawn. The pupils varied in age between ten and thirteen, 
find if these books arc anything like a fair representation ot the 
state of nIral education in France, it must De far above that of 
England, find it was not a few books tlL'tt were exhibited, but a 
large tnble wns ('o,·ere<1 with them. At the agrfcultural meeting 
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in Paris, in February, 1877, the plan of a parish in Burgundy 
was exhibited, drawn up by the schoolmaster, in which the 
nature of the soil on the little plot round the household of each 
pupil was explained, and the pupils were taught the most suitable 
methods of cultivating that particular plot of grotmd, 

" The most complete account we have of this kind of education 
is given by the Vicomte Charles de Hedonville, who describes 
the system pursued in the canton of St, Dizier, in the department 
of the Haute-Manle, and which has been at work since 1873 . 

. The Conseil General de la Haute-l\Iarne!ublished in 1872 an 
elementary book on agriculture, calle "An Agricultural 
Catechism suitable for the schools in the Haute-Marne." After 
the holidays, in the month of October, the Educatianal 
Committee informs the schoolmasters what lessonS in the 
catechism are to be prepared during tho winter for examination 
in the spr~ng; generally ten are selected, forming about fifty 
pagcs of prmted matter. These lessons are to be prepared by the 
pupils of the two upper forms: writing the lessons from dictation, 
and working out the arithmetical problems connected with the 
lessons, are done durinro the ordinary school hours; the special 
study of the agricultura portion of the work is taken out of the 
ordinary school hours, or on the half holidays. It is not found 
that this.extra work interferes with the ordinary school tasks, as 
the pupils of the schools in St. Dizier satisfy the inspectors fully, 
as well as do those of the schools where the agricultural education 
is not attended to so much, 01' not at all. 

"The degree of success attending this teaching varies, of course, 
with the skill and knowledge of the masters. Some teach the 
boys to distinguish between the useful and the useless plants in 
the neighbourhood; they form collections of those cUltivated; 
the gTasses most serviceable, the weeds, the medicinal herbs, and 
those that are poisonous; these al'e collected in bunches, duly 
labelled, and keet in a case, and are renewed yearly as a succes
sion of new pupIls follow those who leave. Some have specimens 
of the various soils and subsoils; seeds of the crops; hemp and 
flax in their different. stages of growth and preparation; sugar· 
beet preserved in spiJ.'it, wit.h its different stages of pl'OgI'ess, from 
the raw beet to its outcome in sugar, &c. Few villages hayo 
elaboratcd a system so perfect as that of St. Dizier, but Illost 
through France are workmg in thc same direction, and as two 01' 

three years make all the difference in the 'education of children, 
that very short period may wholly change the educational 
condition pf the French peasantry. 

" \Vhen \~h\l examinations are completed rewards are given, 
both to the roasters who have been most successful and to the 
pupils who ha\ve passed best. In the latter case, there is a savings 
bank book, wit1;J. 10 francs to the credit of the boy. They began 
at St. Dizicr wif.Jl promising two prizes to the masters and ten 
to the boys, but t~e zeal of the masters and the success of the 
boys have been so\great that this spring (1877) they have given 
five prizes to mastCl.~~ and sixteen to boys." 
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~flljor Craigie also in his Report (I) refers to the local success 1 C. 11600 
achieved in the department of Calvados. quoted by the Marquis p. u. 
de Dampierre in h18 Report to the National Assembly in 18'75, 
on the formation of an "Institut Agronomique." It appears 
that, even before 1875, in four years the number of primary 
schools competing for rewards offered at Caen alone for agn
cultural knowledge had been raised from 16 to 77, and the 
number of pupils from 76 to 477. 

From the above it is evident that voluntary action on the part 
of agriculturists themselves largely contributed to the legislation 
of 1879. That legislation embodied the recommendations of the 
special commission ou agricultural instruction in 1866, and as 
these recommendations cover some of the questions now under 
consideration in England, it may be well to quote them at 
length:- • 

1. To introduce at once a course of agriculture and horticul
ture suited to the department in those normal (i.c. training) 
I'fJl1f'g'f'S whf're it has hitherto IJeen impracticable. and to 
iutroduce reg-Hlady "Hch teaching in all places, where circum
"lances will permit of the same. 

2. To create in each depllflmenL a post of professor of agri
culture. who will be charged with agncultural teaching in the 
normal scbool. the lyceum or the college. with lectures which 
may be given to schoolmasters and cultivators; to bestow on 
the holder of this ap,Pointment a suitable salary chargeable to 
the vote for the Ministry of Agriculture and the Mmistry of 
Public Instruction; to select the professors of agriculture from 
amon~ the candidates who may from henceforth be considered 
~ualitied j and in order to secure them in the future, to choose 
from amongst the best third year's pupils of the normal school 
those who have a special aptitude for teaching, and to send them 
for two or three years to a school of agriculture. 

3. To stir up and encourage the addition of a garden to such 
normal schools and to rural primary schools as do not at present 

J
)ossess one, in order to exerCIse the children in the practiec of 
JOrticulture; to undertake agricultural excursions once ~very 

week. with a special object of study corresponding with the 
school work of the session. 

4. To modify the regulations of the cOlUlUullltl primary schools 
ill such a way that in .each commune it may be possihle, by the 
fixtlll'e of the hours of lessons in the classes, and by the qate of the 
holidays to tit in the class studies with the work in the fields. 

5. To adyise the prefects to select, as far as possible, teachers 
possessing a special knowh~dge of ngriculture for those dist,l'ictlil 
where such knowledge may be more particularly applicable. 

6. To recommend to the teachers in rural communes to give, 
hy the choice 6f their dictations, their reading lessons, and their 
StllIlS, an agricultural direction to the teaching, and from time 
to time in the classes for adults to give lectures on agriculture 
accompanil'(l by explanations and advice after the lessons in 
writing. arithmetie, and spelling. 
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7. To draw up a general programme of agricultural imtruction 
in each department adapted to its agricultural conditions. 

8. To cause the normal schools to be inspected annually bv 
inspectors-general of agriculture, as well as some of the nmil 
schools in each department. . 

9. To institute and to encourage annual competitions among 
the pupils both of the primary schools and of the adult classes, 
and, independently of the ordinary questions of class teaching, 
to give them at the same time questIOns on agriculture; to try 
and assure to the teachers for this latter object, in addition to 
the usual honorary rewards, a remuneration depcndent upon the 
number of pupils admitted to the competition, and upon the 
number of'prizes obtained by them." .-

The law of June 15,1879, under which ehairs of agriculture 
had to be established in every department, provided that agri
cultural instruction should be obligatory in all primary schools 
three years after its complete organisation in the training 
colleges. . 

In its Report for 1881 the Soeiete des Agriculteurs de }'rance, 
which ~las spared no effort to p~omote and encourage agricultural 
educatIOn of every grade, puohshed some valuable remarks on 
the means of instruction at the command of primary teachcrs:
" Teachel;s in general have a garden attached to the school, some 
of them have an experimental plot as well; that is good, but 
it is not sufficient. If the teacher is really to give the children 
who are entrusted to him an (tgl·icHltnral ed/walio'll, and, as he 
teaches, explain the application of the elementary idcas of 
ngricultl1re to local circumstances, he must be familiar with 
those circumstances, he must understand the difterent properties 
of the soil, the physical peculiarities of the land, &c.; further, 
to make the ex.elanations intelligible and clear, a plan of the 
diffel'ent propertles of the soil and its conformation must be 
before the eyes of the teacher and his pupils in the class. It 
will be useful, then, for the teacher always to have at his disposal 
in class, besides the pictures of weights and measures, trees, 
birds, useful and harmful insects, the specimens in the school 
museum, the collection of the dried plants of the C01111111111e, an 
a,gl'ollmnic.ag'l'Ologic chart of the commune. "'Tith such charts 
the teacher who cannot often armnge agricultural walks might 

I t' at all seasons and at any hour give 'his lesson as it. were upon 
nm~I'::!'~~: the land ,itself." 1 

Tmmux de Most of the departmental commils drew tip programmes for 
J.~ ~odCte d()~ a"rieultuml instruction in accordance with the directions ill 
II~g}:!~~~~~~ur8 lfI-tiqle 10 of the Law of .June 15, 11:17U, but they were all too 
Tome xii.: ambitioils, El'aeticnlly coyering the whole field of agriculture. 
Annuaire tle As M. R.en6 Le Blaric justly remarks in his admirable book on 
1881, p. 98, agricultural education: 2 "As one reads these vast proO'rammes 
2 Eusei"lle· one naturally asks what is one to teach in the' highe~ schools 
Ultlut Agrl. if the whole of the theory and practice of agriculture is to be 
cole, e(1. iii., 1 1 '. 1 I 1 I" I tl ' p. \,:;. taug It, as t le~'\ suggest, III tIe e ementary sc 100 , 11 leIr 

anxiety to onut (Bothing which it would be profitable for the 
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futUre ~ultivator of the soil to know, the framers of these pro
grammes committed a fatal mistake. Teachers were bewildered. 
They were at that time rarely qualified to give any agricultural 
instruction at all, and the natural result was that but little 
progress was made. The exclusion of agriculture, except as an 
optIOnal subject after December 21, 1891, from the examination 
for the certificat d'itu.des primai1'es, left the teachers without any 
special reason for teaching it. M. Rene Le Blanc always rightly 
maintained that if teachers are to be induced to qualify them
sclve~ for, and to take up ne~ subjects, there must be so~e 
liunctlOn for them: a fact whICh should llot be overlooked 1ll 

Er~gland . 
.The whole question was next eonsidered at an International 

Congress in Paris in 1889, when the following resolution was 
passed :-" Agricultural education at the primary elementary 
school, by means of frequent lessons, exerciFes, readings, and 
above all, by means of the school museWll, the s-arden, and 
school walks, will rest essentially upon the cultivatIOn of ves-e-
taLles." In 1896 the well-known CIrcular upon "The teachmg 
of elementary ideas of agriculture in rural schools" was issued. 
It is too lon~ for insertion here, and may be read in full in the 
Report of the Irish Commission on Manual and Practical 
Instntction in Primary Schools.l It emphasises the necessity 1 C. 8925, 
of basing such instntction in agriculture as can be given in the 1898, p. 2SQ 
elementary school upon "observation of the everyday facts of 
1'l\I"allife, and upon It system of simple experiments appropriate 
to the resources of the school." "The work of the elemcntary 
~ehool should be confined to preparing the child for an intelh-
~cnt apprenticeship to the trade by which he is to live, to giving 
him a talite fOl' his future occupation; with this end in view, the 
teacher should never forget that the best way to make a work-
lIlan like his work is to make him understand it." In short, the 
underlying principle of the whole scheme is that" le t'l'avail n'est 
oUl'aywnt et jl'!tctneltx qtte si l'intelligence y p'I'eHcl '!/,)W pw,t 
(Ol88i gl'ctnde a!~ moi-ns que la fU1'ce uu l'(tdl'e8Se mal/nelle," 
The following indicates the nature of the lessolls admissible in 
carrying out the ollicial programme during eaeh half year in 
rural schools:-

Elemellial'Y Conl'se. 

(Seven to nine years of age.) 

OLject leSSOllt'. As far as agriculture is cOllt:erned, the only 
thing necessary is that the objects of the garden should be 
called into requisition in the same way as thl)~e of the claf:~ 
room. 

Jliddle Course, 

(Xine to eleven years of age.:; 

The dnration of the middle course is at least two years for 
('1I1·1t pupil. In the first V{'ftl', that is, at nine· years old, the 
child is iuenrable of acquiriug more than very rudimentary 
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ideas of science, or of their application to tlb)Ticulturalm!ttters-. 
It is only after the introductory instruetion, or, in other wonh, 
only in the second year and with children of at least ten years 
of age, that the teacher can begin to deal with ideas of agri
culture properly so called; and even' then, in accordance with 
o~cial directions, hc should proceed by way of reading lessons, 
object lessons, and snhool walks. 

The division of the instruction iuto two years presents no 
difficulties in the case of schools which have several classes, bnt 
in rural districts, where in most schools there is only one tc'acher, 
the lessons in science and in agriculture will necessarily be 
common to the whole class. The lesson3 must, therefore>, illcllllle> 
whatevel' is appropriate to each group of pupils, and must be.in 

. the forUl of a concentrated whole, ii'om which each group will 
take that portion whieh is best suited to its mental cilp1lcity and 
development. 

First Year of the Middle Course. 

First Half-Year. 

It wottld he difficult to gi \'e "an idert of the principal functions 
of life "-to giye any Hutisiilctory llescription of respiration, for 
instance, to children ignorant of the IH"operties of air, lIot cyell 
knowing whether a gas is a materia thing or not: as a pre
liminary, therefore, "the three states of matter" should he 
examin'ed into. 

The elementary principles of natural and physical seienee can 
be made to form the baSIS of parallel lessons that will mutually 
eomr,lete each other. 

"ith regard to natural history, animals arc to be treatell of 
first: the consideration of man will follow when the itlelts 
relating to air and to combustion have been well fixed in the 
children's minds by experiments. 

I. The Th!'ee States 4 lIfattl'l'.-Sorne simple demonstrations 
arc indispensable to induce observation and comparison of these 
three states. Plunge; a wine-glass, or a funnel WIth the opening 
downwards, into some water; then let the air escape, when the 
bubbles will be seen or'ilw pressure felt; or secure toe air blown 
or breathed into a YC'ssel of water; transfer it to another YC'ssel 
and measure it approximately. These are neecssary experiments 
Ilnd can be performed anywhere without expense, ~imilarly 
with the following: - Procluce steam, condense' it-in otill'r 
worus, diS~'1 water, and obsl'rve the change that takes plllee: or 
prepare /-I. little oxygen llIHl produce combnstioIl, inl"re'llse the 
yigour of t Ii:,; hy:t dmu.ght, i,lcntitYing tl~e. prOlI~w~s; or del1\~l1J
~lrnte atm. sphene preHSllJ'e tIl' t.he elasl1elty l)f 1\11". Allythmg 
beyond t.his ~an be done later on. 

II. ,A Iti Int {so-The teacher should stimulate the euriosity 0.1 
the ehiiclrm by rO!1VrrRiHg, familiarly with them, and telling 
tlwlU about tle alUmals whwh they sec every doy. He should 
select the 1Il0~ striking features in the history of e;wh. Thl' 
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dog IIn(1 the horse will fumish matter for several explanatory 
hnll .dcseriptivc readin.g 1('SSOIlS, uud for some little writtcn 
('xl'r('is('s, (lone, if lH'('l'Si>aJ'V, with t.he help of pictures. The 
variolls spe..:ies of the dOB" sl~ould be compared; the horse should 
bl' compared with the Gonk('y, the cat with the lion and tiger, 
&c.; the habits of farmyard fowl, the periodic flight of the 
swullows and other migratory birds; the history f)f the meta
morphoses of the fro~; those of the coekchafl'r, as well as the 
(lilllIHg'l' it dOl's: tlw silkworm. and the bee, and their products, 
&c.-nll tlll'sl' shoul(1 form a basis for most interesting reading 
I .. ssons IlIHI conYl'rsations. . 

II r. M" II.-A I;hort (les(·ription of till' human hody should 
f,.,lIow till'se il'ssolls 011 animals. This might be bl'g"ull before 
the ex]wrilllf'lltal l('ssons dl'scrib('d aboye are finished, but it i~ 
olll" WIWll these kssons are eompll'te(l that the functions of 
]\(l1il:ishmen~ and J"l'spirntion r-;hollhl be dealt \\:ith. Beyond this 
the l11r-;trlldwn shoull llot go, hilt some advICc on matters of 
]If'altl. might Ill' acld('d. 

f'eroml Half-Year. 

Tllis being the SUll!mer seasun, the putJils can be brought into 
(~ontact with the aetHal ol~l'l"ts rl'(\l1il"(~( for the experiments or 
(\oonwnstrations. S01l1din1l's the ('hi dren or the t('aeher can bring 
t 11('111 into the dass-room : wJmctimes both tcaeh('r Ilnd ehilUren 
("lin go out to observe the olJ.it·etr-;. III I'nl"lIl di.sfl·icf8 ((II u1vccf
It'xx,m ,,/wahl ill 110 ,',/fI" b,· git·ell tt'it/tlJllt /HH'illg tlte oZ,jecfit",,,Zj 
'''fuI'e tI,1' du·ltl"I'II'x "ye.'l. 

I. Pltlllt,~.-It will naturally hl' wdl at first to draw the pupils' 
attcntion to un Ilctin' phenolllcnon-that of g('rmination, which 
is ellsy to prodllf·e nllli ensv to follow in its difterent phases, 
('spcci;lllv in Rpring-time. A- bean, or It grain of corn, an acorn, 
or a IHJl:sa-clH>~tnut. put into damp moss or sand, will produce 
(~oll"o'enient specimens; or by making the experiment, as is usually 
dOlle, in growing plants in water-the :owed b('ing supported by 
1\ cork floatin~ on the water-it will be quito easy to see the 
tlcnlopm('Jlt of the little roots and of their essential organs, 
the rootenp and the absorbing" hairs. 

It is from nature also that tlw brnneh, tho leuf, and above all 
tho flower, are to bo studi('(1. In the btt!'r cns(', for ins tan co, 
tho first thing to do is to put a slloeinwn of the flower ch08('n 
into the hands of onch of the diildrN}; then und('r th(' general 
~l1i(lanec of' the t.(,lwher, (';1eh (·hihl should, cithl'r with a pen
knife or £'lse nn onliuary pill, separate the flower into its parts
"uiyx, (·orolla, r-;tillUl'JI, aud pistil. 

.A few well-chosen examples will !;uftiec to gi\'c un idca of the 
families of plants which arc morc particularly interesting on 
acconnt of their good or bad qnalitl('s,i.e., useful and noxious 
plants. • 

II. Pi/'st Itlf(/8 (If .A!I/,icltlt,Il'I'.--Sueh ideas, to he useful to 
l"hildn'n who han~ not yet rl'lleh('d ten YCllrs of age, mllst be v('ry 



limited; they should aim at attracting the child and serving hiin 
for a starting-point, with a view to prepare him to use his 
faculties of observation and to familiarise him with the 
phraseology that will be used in the more systematic lessons of 
the following years. 

Second Year of the Middle Course. 

The instruction should be given on the same lines as in the 
first year; the programme to be completed as follows :-

I. Elem.entCl'rll Ideas of Science.-The study of combustion 
should be extended to that of carbonic acid gas, the Eresence of 

• which in limestone should be demonstrated. Some chalk and a 
few drops of a mineral acid are all that is necessary for making 
the following experiments or demonstrations :-The changing of 
chalk into quicKlime (the school stove will provide sufficient 
heat), showing- ~he loss of. weight by comp,aring it wit?a pi~ce 
of chalk of SImIlar propOrtIOns to the one first used; the actIOn 
of water on quicklIme; the properties of slaked lime, white
wash, lime-water; the production of carbonic acid gas; the 
re-formation of chalk; the separation of a given quantity of soil 
into clay, on the one hand, and silica and limestone on the other. 
By means of a little hydrochloric acid, which will dissolve the 
limestone, the silica can be isolated; the lime can then be repre
cipitated by means of a solution of carbonate of soda. This 
easily explained experiment requires only a little care to be well 
carried out. 

II. Elemellt!ll·Y Ide<l8 of AYl'icultnt·I'.-Investigatioll, pitrticlI
larly during school walks, of the principal kinds of soil. 

The teacher should devote himself to making the children 
observe that plants, as well as animals, require nourishment in 
order to live; and to prove this, some plants should be grown in 
pots and in some corner of the school garden. The following 
experiment will serve as a starting-point :-Sow some seeds of 
rapid growth, early beans for instance, some in good soil with a 
sufficient quantity of suitable manure added, some in sterile 
material, such as eXhalllSted soil, sand, or gravel, or even glass 
broken into pieces about tlw size of gravel. The need for 
manure will tlius be demonstrated; its composition will be dealt 
with later on. 

The first ideas relating to ordinary l1g-ricultural implements 
and operations should be acquired, to begm with, during country 
walks; they are to be deYC'loped in the more systemattc lessons 
indicated in the programme for the Higher Course. 

The Higher Course, proEerly so called, is seldom organised in 
rural schools. As It rule the more advanced or older children 
constitute a sort ~f uEper division of the Middle Course; but, 
hmv.ever'that ma be, tlie following rule will serve for guidance :
Children of 1201' 3 should receive more advanced agricultural 
instruction tha-tl is comprised in the pro"ramme for the Middle 
Course. Teachers :;hollid therl'fore adJ to the foreguing. for 

\ \ 
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tlu·i.. olul'r pupils. as much as tht·v l"Iln of the following 
pl"o~'1."amlll(,. It "ill present no great diflieulties, provided the 
pupils have been well grounded in fundamental sCientific ideas 
bv means of simple experiments carried out in the elass-room, 
and pl"Ovided they have been trained tQ observe from Nature. 

H igllel' Coul'se. 

(11 to 13 ye.,\I'S of age.) 

The ideas of the physical and natural sciences . given in 
this eoursc arc to LC a recapitulation and extension of the 
)fiddle COUl'Se. As l'l'gards JUan and animals the extension will. 
of. course. he towards knowledge rdating to hygiene; and as 
re~ards plunts. tQwarlls some ideas of wgetable physiology and 
some elpments of Cht'lUistl·V. The following is an indication of 
the tmhj('('t matter of the fessons f()r ellch half-yea.r, t.he ideas of 
naturai "t:it'llee lind of physical scielll'(' being given in the winter 
months, !llld cOllcurrelltly, so as to ul'lord mutual support and 
explanatIOn. 

:First Half-Year. 

I. A /I illlttl..,.-The print:ipal distinctions by which animals are 
dassi.tied should be sllown by examples taken as far as possible 
fl"Om the animals known in the COUll try, preference being given 
to those whieh al'e either nseful or the revel'Se. 'l1le domestic 
L\uimnls will natumllv havc the first place, and the teachers 
IIhould s('ek tQ impress upon the children's minds the principles 
upon which arc based the nIles for the health ana feeding 
of stock. 

The stuuy of the principal organs may be facilitated by the 
direct observation of a dean unimal. Some teachers are able to 
preserve the uigestive organs of small animals, 01' even a skeleton, 
and thereby to enrich the school museum. 

II . ..1/(/11.-The instruction in anatomy given to children 
should be such as to convince them of the necessity of observing 
the rules of hygiene. It should deal with digestion, circulation, 
respil'lltioll, Illld with the relation of the scnses to' the nervous 
system. Exago'cratioll is to be avoided, as also all empiric 

I)l'cscriptions, "~ich should not be confounded with hygiellc, fill' 

ess with the science of meuicine. 
111. ~'It'lIlellt(II'!I Idl!ClIl (if PII!Jxil'lIl Scicllt'('.-TIll'se Ilrc to Ill' 

impr('ssed upon tIl(' children's miJIUs by means of sil1l,Ple and 
ill('xpcnr;ive experiments. This part of the programme IS to be 
can'ied out cliiefly in towns and industri8.J. centres. In the 
country, snch instruction may be limited to demonstrations. 
which bring ont dl'arly the principal efleets of heat, of light, of 
electricity, and of gt'lll'ltation. The all-important matter here is 
tQ stimulate the children'8 curiosity, and to select the subjects 
of experiment and illustration from those phenomena wbi~ll arc 
most easy to produ~e or to observl'. 
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IV. Elementary Ideus of Chemi8f1'y.-The experiments that 
can be made with extremely limited apparatus are very numerous. 
In selecting e~periments those should be chosen which have a 
direct bearing on agriculture, the substances which nourish 
plants beins- considered as the most important. From wood 
ashes, potash can be extracted; a calcined bone can be chanO"ed 
into soluble phosphate by being treated with dilute hyd'ro
chloric acid; it can then be re-converted into soluble phosphate 
either by nClltralising the acid used, by a base, or simply with 
earbonate of soda. Lime will detect the presence of ammonia in 
the compounds of ammonia, which are used as manures. The 
pllpils WIll learn to distinguish the principal artificial manmes of 
commerce, the nitrates from the compounds of ammonia and 

_potash, the superphosphates from slag,&c. The really 
Importaut thing IS that the 8cienf~fic tel'IM, whidt have become 
J'w·f (~f' the CIOTent lUII!Ju((ge of' ugricnliwre, should c01we.iJ a 
deal' alld definite meanillg to the children who (Ire abont to 
lew:e the I'nNti school. 

Knowledge of the principal manures will be much facilitated 
by the use made of them in the summcr half-year, in the 
various experimental cultivations. . 

V . .lIfine'l'al.~.-Ideas regarding the soil, rocks, and kinds 
of land should be given pal'tly by means of object lessons, the 
objects being taken ii'om the school museum, and in connection 
with some of the chemic-al experiments, and partly by means of 
school-walks, the latter being the most important part of the 
instruction. 

VI. Agl'icnltnl'e IIl1d HoJ'ficIIUal'c.-The actual school-room 
lessons should be begun before the spring time. They should 
bear upon matters essentially connected with local cultivation. 
Each lesson should deal as far as possible with the things which 
the children have already seen and examined. The teacher 
must therefore bq~iB with the su~iects that have been entered 
upon in. the Midctle Course, and which haye been explained 
dming reading lessoB';, walks, &c. 

He shoultl thcn continuc throughout the summer months, 
co-onlinnting- the lessons with practical exercises, school-walks, 
&c. The suLject-matter' of the lesson on aO"riculture or horti
culture, properlY-so called, should be identicaY with the object of 
the last walk, 01' of the next one, and with that of the praeticnl 
exercise assigned for the same period. 

I Sccond lIalf-Year. ' 

I. E",'lJeI'imeJid Cultimtioll.-Arrangements for this purpose 
should be plann and carried out in such a manner as to bring 
out clearly the fo lowing fundamental truths :-

(1.) Air should penetrate easily into the soil, because roots 
cannot dispense" 'th oxvgen; they breathe as leaycs do, they 
should always find 'uitabfe nourishment, that is to say-manure 
should be thorough . mixed with the soil wl,lI.'rever roots develop. 
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(2.) In all arable soil, four substances, II it,'ogell, phosphoric 
acid, potash and lillle are sufficient to provide for the entire 
nourishment and full development of cultivated plants. 

(3.) The cultivator need not try to furnish the soil with any 
substances other than those indicated above: these will prevent 
arable land from becoming exhausted, even if they are put into it 
in a purely mineral form; nevertheless, ill a purely mineral form 
they may"injurionsly modify the pln'sical properties of the soil. 
Organic matter, fill' from hcing useless, Keeps land in a statc 
lilVo1ll'able to the Iteration IlIHI (lcvel0lllllent of roots; moreover 
it operates advantageously on the nutritive properties which the 
soil contains. Accordingly in order to supply a soil most 
ctlicaciously with the four substances in due 'Proportion, the first 
manure to be used is dung; it is to be supplemented by suitable 
chemical manures. 

(4.) A manuro is sllital,le to It soil if it pllts into it that which 
t.he particular soil lneks for the llolll'ishmcl.lt of the plants to be 
gl·o\\"n. ThllR tho composition of a good nlimure depends not 
only upon the kind of cultivation that iR required, but also on 
the nlttllre' of the land; it is not possible to make up a manure 
that will suit all soils even for the same species of plants. 
FormulllR or precepts Raid to be infallible and universally 
Ilpplicllble are no morc to he trusted than remedies to cnre all 
(ItRcasps. 

(5.) To produce fruitful harvests, the soil, after being manured, 
must contain the four nutritive substances in a proportion that 
depends upon the species of plant, to be grown. Modem 
ngriculturists should know that p;rcp.qJol of one of the four 
snbstanceR ,is always 1I.R('lpII8 and rosfly, and, moreover, that it 
'nUt Y becomei IIj 1t1'io/U~, if anyone of the other three is lacking 
in quantity. In other words: the eX('('R8 of (joe (~f tlte snb ... tfallces 
is .a8 i IIjuriou8 aR its i 118 IIffic ie II cy, the development of the 
plant depending upon that. elemcnt of which the smallest 
proportion is to be found in the soil. 

The first experiments in these demonstrative cultivations, 
which are very elementary but fundamental, are to be made in 

Il01s. fir, hetter still. in woollen boxes, the children themselves 
wIping. 

II. TIle E.rpel·;mellflll Plot.-It is impossible to attilch too 
mnch importance to the necessity for prudence in the organisl1.
tion of ex,Periments which are designed chiefly in order to show 
ngricultul'lsts how to set about obtaining from It given soil a 
more remunerative yield than that which iR got by the ordinary 
methods. 

Knowledge of the soil, therefore, is necessary before deciding 
upon the fertilising substances to be employed in experimental 
plots. Accordingly, teachers in carrying out these operations, 
would do wisely to follow the advice of a special professor, or of 
1\ practical expcrt. They should carefully avoid using excessive 
quantities of manure, and should take the ordinary custom of the 
district as the standard of comparison. Thus even the simplest 
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of experimental plots should always include the three following 
divisions :-

(1.) Without 'manure. 
(2.) Only farmyard manure in the quantity usually applied in 

the district. 
(3.) The same quantity of farmyard manure, with the addition 

of artificial manures in a proportion determined by the nat-nre of 
the soil, and that of the plant undC'r cultivation. 

In other plots, for the sake of supplementary inforn~ation, the 
lIatnre of the manures applied to the third section might be 
varied by leaving out one or more of the constituent elements. 

It is as an assistant in the work of the Departmenti\l 
profession of agriculture that the teacher works at the experi
mental plot; but it is in his own garden that he should can'" out 
the most convincing experiments, by devoting himself to' the 
propagation of the best Kinds of vegetables and fruit. 

The pupils should p"itrticipate in the operations to an extent 
regulated by their age and their ~anual capabilities, as well as 
by their scientific kriowled~e. No hal'd and i1.St rule can be laid 
down. Sometimes most ot the pupils will merely look on at the 
pruning, grafting, &c., of a fruit tree; sometimes the older pupils 
will themselves use the pruning knife. The w01'k m nst be 
mtional, 1'equiri11g the exe1'cise of the illfellednol f(lc1l1fie.~ (18 

'well a8 the labour of the hands. 
Ill. Sclwol-wnll.:s.-These should be both preparatory and 

complementary to the class-room lessons on minerals, on rocks, 
on the princi'pal kinds of soil in the neighbourhood, on useful 
or injm'lous msects and plants, on the essential operations of 
cultivation and the manipulation of agricultural implements, on 
the distribution of manures, on sowing, on crops, &c, 

The important thing in observing or investigating agricultural 
operations is to bring o.ut the application of the scientific ideas 
tliat have been acquired, or are about to be acquired, by means 
of the ordinary lessons. For instance, it is not enough to show 
how ploughing makes .the land lighter; it should be carefully 
explamed that the breaking up of the soil assists the development 
of the roots, enables the ,tnamlres to reach them, and that the 
aeration that it causes ensures to the roots a sufficient supply 
of the oxygen, which they need. The same course should be 
followed in explaining most of the othcr agricultural operations. 

No doubt the child, on lcaving the elementary school, even 
after completing the normal period of school life, and having 
attended regularly, will have acquired no more than what, from 
the point of view of the science of agriculture, are merely 
elementary ideas; but if the study of it has been made attractive 
and interesting to him, he will continue it as far as he finds 
means to do so. 

The introduction into popular libraries of well-chMen works 
on agriculture, and of publications specially suited to the cultiva
tion of the districts, _ 90nstitutes one of those means, but that will 
not be enollgh, It iSl.necessary that the youth should not only 
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retain, but t;hould complete /lnd extend the knowledge he has 
g'lined as a child; and this he will do with a facility increasing 
with his years, if the intervals in his subsequent education are 
not unduly long. . Too much, therefore, cannot be done to 
SUppOlt and encourage the zeal of those teachers who re-open 
scnools for their former pupils on some of the long winter 
evenings. Familiar chats, readings, well-selected practical 
exercises, an occasional meeting with experiments Clone or 
pl:mned-all this sen'cs to stimulate among young people an 
IDtellectual activity of real sen'ice to rrogress. 

As with all other instnIction, so with that ill agriculture, the 
work of schools must remain incomplete unless provision be 
Dl{lde for its continuation and development. 

It cannot be Slti(l that the circular was well received bv tho 
majority of' teachers. Some of them welcomed the suggestions 
with enthusiasm, but the greater part remained cold and 
suspicious. Not a few of the inspectors even misapprehended 
the whole purpose of'the agricultural instruction. One of them. 
a most enlightened and advanced educationist, wrote :-" Je 
veux parler.du rajeunissement. de I'enseignement agricole. C'est 
la grande preoccupation du moment. Elle nous a envahis deja 
hien des fois, mais elle renait plus vivace. Aujourd'hui plus que 
jamais It I'ecole elementaire, 110/11'1 fe'l'Ol18 des o!Jric!~lteU'1'8. Si 
seulement ils savaient taus lire!" The teachers complained that 
their time-tables were already crowded, and asked If they were 
to abandon momls, or the Freneh language, or arithmetic. Tho 
sdlOol-walks would disorganise the classes, and they were afraid 
of failing with the experiments. The geneml attitude was one of 
which we hnve had experience. Undcr theso circumstances 
pl'ogress was only slow, and M. TIene Le DInnc admitted that 
"l'enscignement n~ri('ole, dUllS Ie plus graml nombre des ecoles 
ell:mentllires, ou il exi!Jte, n'a ete jusqu'ici qu'un cnseignement de 
mots: il est temps qu'il devienne un enseignement de faits et de 
faits scientitiques," (I) 1 L'el'seig!l' 
~he Departmental CO';1n,cils .wer~ aO'ain requested to revise :i~t :"f.1i 

the11' progl'll,mmes by a MmIsterIal c11'cu1ar of May 12, 1898, and p, 30. 
\\'ere warned against exaggeration. They were advised to seek 
the assistance of members of the teaching profession, and of others 
with practical knowledge of the subject. 

Wliat, then, is the present position? 
Before visiting the nIral distlicts I had the advantage of a long 

interview with M, Grosjean, Inspector-General of Agricultural 
Education. In his opinion the schemes nre too ambitious as a 
rule, and the instnIction too theoretical. Any attempt to teach 
agriculture, as such, in an elementary school is doomed to failure, 
but horticulture' to some extent may be taught. The aim of the 
instruction should be educational rather than technical. The 
less the children use text-books the better, a view now generally 
held. and forcibb: expressed by M. Leon Yassiliere, successor to 
~I. Tisserand, as Director of' Agriculture: .. c'est au maitre qu'un 
hon livre d'agrieulture est imlispensablc et non it I'en£'\nt, auguel 
il est ph\!~ nuisiblc qn'utile." At the same time 1.1, GrosJean 
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considl:rc<l that' cxcellent work is being donc in many of the 
schools-some of which I had the opportunity of seeing-=--and he 
was convinced that the value of such instruction would be more 
and more appreciated in the rural districts. It was gmtifring to 
find that he corrlially approycd of thc views pllt fonmrclupoll 
the suqject by the AgrIcultnral Eclllcation C'ommittf'c. Frolll 
the Marquis de Yogl1l\ Presidcnt of the S()('iif; de'! Agl'i"/flf"/f I',oj 

de FI'Il llee, from the Comtc de Ln<;ay, and otlll'l' leading agri
(-nltmists, I IClll:ll'd that, of agri('III~lll"al ('ch~(·ation .in its pr~',\'~l' 
Sl'IlSe r should nn(l hilt f('\\' twel'S III the nllagc sc·hools. 1 liS 

turned out to he pcrfectly (;OlTl'C't, "ntl thl' llse cf the term 
" agricultural" in connection with the instruction is to be 
der>rccatcd. It has led to much misapprehension (If what is 
really intended, and has caused people to attempt what th~ 
elementary school can never do. Disappointment lias been the 
inevitable result. A more rational view, however, is now taken 
of the possibilities of the elementarv school, and no one is doing 
more than the Marquis de Y ogue in" his o,m department of Chel' 
to Cl!Courage teachers to provide the kind of instruction that is 
l·eqmred. 

It must be admitted that in the majority of rural schools the 
experirnentttl and practical work has not yet assumed very lar<Je 
·proportions. This is seldom due to any disinclination on the 
part of the teaeher--I met. none who wel;e not anxious to do nIl 
that lay in their power-but many of them had left the training 
colleges before the agricultural ilnd horticultural instruction was 
provided at them, and they arc not qualified for these modern 
requirements. In some of the training eolleges the training 
continnes to be too thcoretic-al to be of mneh service. "lIOn thl' 
tcacher is qnalified, the pnrsimoIlY of the ~Iuni('ipal l'ouncill1lay 
block the way. A dl'lIlonstration plot is not, a neeessity, IJl1t 
certain apparatus, the total cost of whidl 'does not 1111l0unt to 
more thnn about twenty franes, is required for the simple experi
ments in science. EYel1 this slllall sum is freqnenth" refused. 
The secularisation, moreover, of the public schools h,lS alienated 
many of those in the rural districts who are in It position t.o assist 
them by aifts of money and otherwise. These, howeYer, are all 
accidental or loral ditlicnlties, ,nul do not affect the value of thc 
systcm in itself. 

It may be well to give a few examples of the methods plll'sued 
at schools of different sizes under varymg conditions. At the little 
village of Arnieres (Cher) 1. found a mixer! school of 98 pupils 
with a middle-aged teaeher and one assistant. The teacher was 
evidently a good pmc-tieal gardcner, but with no particular 
scientific knowledge. His garden was well kept, nnd the boys 
work in it from time to time, receiving some instruction in budding· 
and grafting, and also in bce-keeping. No attempt was made 
to carry out any of M. Le Blane's experiments, the teacher giving 
the somewhat odd reason that he was afmid of an accident, in 
which case he might hnve to compensate the pnrcnts .. Judging 
from the specimeils of the boys' essays which I read, the in-
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8truction seemed to be based upon sound principles, and the 
tone of the 8chool was excellent. There was a very flourishing 
association for the protection of birds, &c., and all satisfactory 
pupils on leaving jom the Societe des A nC'iens 1:leves. 

At Bois-Leroy (Eure) there is a small boys' school of 35 }!upils 
under one teacher. There is no upper division, as it is forbIdden 
to have one unless there are at least five boys who have obtained 
the eertificat d'itudtNJ primairtNJ, and, as already explained, few 
children remain at school in the rural districts after getting the 
certificate. The lesson in agriculture only lasts from 4 to 
40.30 p.m. on Fridays, but a good deal of practical work is done 
in die teacher's garden. A portion of it is reserved for the 
cl:ildren where they grow varIOUS vegetables. Every year the 
elder ones make several grafts and nave lessons in budding. 
Country walks are frequent to observe the agricultural operations 
of the season, and eacn child writes afterwards an account of 
what. he has seen and been told. The result of all this is that 
hardly any child is ever absent, except through illness, and the 
8chool is Immensely popular with the parents. During the last 
two years it'has won four silver and three bronze medals. M. Le 
Blanc's experiments in pot-culture are said to have been of great 
assistance in stimulating the children to take an intelligent 
interest in the work, As is usual, the practical instruction is 
given after school hours, or on the holidays. The teachers do 
not seem to feel this any hardship, and say it is the pleasantest 
and most profitable time which they spend with their pupils. 
There is never any difficulty in getting the boys to be present j 
in fact, they complain bitterly if anything keeps them away. 

One of the best schools which came Imder my notice was that 
at Olivet, about four miles from Orleans, to which M. Ferrand 
courteously accompanied me. The school staff consists of M. 
Lasseray, the Director, and two assistant masters. There are 
140 scholars on the register, and here again the attendance is 
extremely regular. Frequently a whole week passes without 
there bemg any absence, There is no upper diVISion, but some 
few boys remain for a year after getting the certificate. Theo
retical instruction in agriculture is given twice a week to all the 
pupils, followed, in the case of the 40 boys in the first-class, by 
practical work in the school garden after school or on Thursday 
morning. This work consists in planting, pruning, and grafting. 
All the trees and vines grnfted by the boys are their own pro
perty j they either take them to plant in their parents' gardens 
or give them to friends. Each boy of the first class makes a 
collection of the principal plants of the district, which are studied 
from various points of view. The school has a collection of some 
'100 varieties. In the museum there are 150 varieties of the 
chief inse~ts of the country. These are not classified scientifically, 
but according to their usefulness, or the injury they do to vines, 
cereals, vegetables, fruit trees, forest trees, for~e plants, &c 
In March, April, May, June, July, and August visIts are paid to 
horticultural establishments, farms, or to the departmental vine 

x 
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~ursery. These excursions are made the occasion for collecting 
plants and insects, or for a lesson in land surveying. Such a 
teacher as M. Lasseray is no doubt exceptional, and lie has won 
innumerable prizes for his agricultural Instruction, including a 
silver medal and £12 from the Ministry of Public Instruction, a 
collection of books, and the order of "ehe'valier de merite 
ugricole" from the Ministry of Agriculture, and a silver-gilt 
medal, together with £2 from the Societe des AgriculteWr8 de 
France. He admits that the practical instruction in the ma
jority of rural sc;hools leaves much to be desired, but he is 
c;onvinced that it can be made of the greatest value;not merely 
in initiating lads into their future calling and teaching them to 
understand and love the country, but also in inspiring tnose Who 
will not cultivate the soil with a love for gardens, trees, and 
flowers, which will afford them a J?leasanter and healthier attrac
tion than the public-house. In his opinion, the training colleges, 
although they give admirable theoretlCal instruction, are still too 
weak on the practical side. The time of the students is -too 
much occupied with other studies, and the practical work neces
sarily suffers. 

Instruction of quite a different type is provided at Massay 
(Cher). This village is one of those whicn has suffered most 
severely from the phylloxera, a vineyard covering some 500 
acres being entirely destroyed a few years ago. The school, with 
122 pupils, has upper, middle, and elementary divisions. M. 
Aupet.it, the head teacher, takes the upper division, in which 
there are usually about a dozen boys, and the second year of the 
middle division. Owing to the poverty of the district, the attend
ance falls off from early in' May until the end of October, for 
children must earn what they can' during the harvests. Th8:t 
the school itself is not unpopular is shown by the fact of its 
having an upper division. Attached to it is more land than 
usual. On one side there is a small field about two-fifths of an 
acre in area; on the other side the school garden of about 
20 perches, a meadow of about 48, and a vineyard of about 28. 
This year the field' is divided into four equal portions, and 
cultivated as follows :~" , 

I'OTA.;TOBS. SPRING BARLEY. SPRING BARLBY. I'O!'A.TOES 

Without Stable 
Without manure. Superphosphate. Fully mannred. 

manure. manure. 

'1'JJ.is affords ample opportunity for demonstrations on the 
difre~t 1.-hases of cultivation and the growth of plants, conse
quentl~,~ . Le Blanc's experiments are felt to be unnecessary, 
except ina little pot culture, for use in the science lessons on 
germinatiol\leaves and flowers. 
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The other part 'of the land is divided as follows:-

" I lIa&oow. 

" 
VINBYARD • 

• 'A and B are kitchen gardens. This year A had a gOQd 
dressing of farmyard manure, and B, which was similarly treated 
in 1899, has .a dressing of chemical manure (sup3rphosphate, 
nitrate of soda, and chloride of potash). The vineyard is pranted 
half with vines on their own roots, and half with rafts. Last 
year it had a plentiful' supply of stable manure, an this year a 
chemical manure composed of 50 per cent. nitrate of soda, 25 per 
cent. superphosphate, 121 per cent. chloride of potltsh, and 12! 
per cent. sulphate of ammonia. The children thus see theory 
verified by practice, and the elementary ideas which they acquire 
in this way should lay a solid foundation for future knowledge. 
Those experiments have been of assistance in re-establishing the 
vine, and in showing that the American variety is not unsuited 
to the soil. Although M. Aupetit is enthusiastic about agri
culture and horticulture, he very truly and modestly says that 
.. if we humble primary teachers, exaggerate our role as 
agricultural instructors, we shall make a great mistake. We 
cannot make agricultural experts of children from ten to twelve 
years of age. We can only try to inspire them with the wish to 
know more, stimulate their curiosity, and impress upon them 
the tnlth that routine kills progress, while science assures it." 

, The International Congress of 1889 unanimously rejected the 
idea of technical agricultural instruction at the elementary 
school. Demonstration or experimental plots in their proper 
sense are not needed. 'The school garden is usually large enough 
to fultil every purpose, and the teacher, who knows how to make 
his influence felt, rarely fails to get a little extra land where his 
instruction is seen to be a success. 

(Jours CompUrnentaires. 
Higher standanIs, the course in which lasts for a year, and of 

which the director must possess the brevet sl~perieur, are rarely 
to be found in the rural districts. There are a. few at small 
country towns. Loiret, for instance, has three, at Beaugency, 
Chateauneuf, and Meung, in which special attention is paid to 
agriculture. The programme is the same as that for the ecoles 
prima ire8 superieures. . , 

First yea'r: General agriculture-soils, manures, etc. Generlll 
cultivation-vine-culture. Forestry and bee-keeping; useful and 
noxious insects. 

5M2. x 2 
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Second year: Animallife-poultry-keeping, etc. Book-keep
ing. Practical botany. 

At Meung 'the higher standard has ten pupils, and the upper 
division of the elementary school fourteen; these two classes are 
held in the same room, and have certain lessons in common, 
particularly in a~culture. Instruction in this subject is given 
for an hour and a half twice a week by a special professor of 
agriculture from Orleans. The ordinary school staff consists of 
M. Bergeron, the headmaster, and three assistants. Annexed ,to 
the school is an experimental plot of 5,400 square metres, of 
which the agricultural professor has charge. 

When visiting Nogent-le-Rotrou (Eure-et-Loir) I had a very 
striking instance of the influence which a competent primary 
teacher may exercise upon the whole agriculture of his neigh-

. bourhood. M. Nalot is the director of the elementary school 
which has a higher standard. As I was talking to him in the 
class-room, and asking tihe children various questions, a farmer 
appeared and begged him at the earliest moment to go and 
advise him about some of his crops. This:M:. Nalot informed 
me was a frequent occurrence, and, as we were walking in the 
afternoon to one of his experimental plots about 2! miles off, 
I could tell by the manner in which the farmers and labourers 
addressed him that he was a reco~ised authority and extremely 
popular. So impressed was I WIth the character of his work, 
that I wrote subsequently asking for a detailed account of 
his methods. The following extracts are taken from the very 
long letter, which he kindly wrote me upon the subject:
"There are 228 scholal's on the register, 12 of whom are in 
the higher standard, all of course provided with the certificat 
d'etudes pri-rnai1'es, and having spent at least a year in the upper 
division of the elementary school. Theoretical instruction in 

. a~riculture is given to all pupils from my own book "-(a copy of 
Which M. N alot courteously gave me, and which is well 
planned)-" and practical instruction to the first division of the 
middle course, the upper division, and especially to the higher 
standard. It includes pruning, layering, and grafting- vines as 
well as all other trees' capable of bemg grafted. This IS done in 
the school garden, whet'e the Jlupils also help in the cultivation 
of all the vagetables grown. Just now my bovs of the higher 
standard and I have potted 80 val'ieties of chrysanthemums, 
for which we have composed an excellent manure in the 
following fl'opol'tions :-24 grammes of nitrate of soda, 36 of 
chlo~'ide 0 potassium, and 61 of superphosphate. The quantity 
to be applied is from 80 to 100 grammes the square metre. But 
as all the W~king people cannot procure this chemical manure, 
I have m e another which we use as well as the first. 
Everyhody c n get it. It is made thus: put about a pint and 
a half of soo into a small bag, and some fresh cow dung into 
another bag f the, same size, and place them bot4 in a tub 
containing ab ut 4! gallons of water. Use this' twice a day for 
watering the ~hrysanthemums, and they grow splendidly. All 

,the boys take \this recipe home and are proud of it. Those \ . .-
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in the higher standard, and the best workers of the upper 
division, accompany me every Friday to one of my experimental 
plots. This is a resume of the work which they do under my 
ilirection: first survey the field and mark it out into six equal 
portions, as follows :-

Standard 
J,lot 

Without 
manure. 

• 

Total area about 48 perches. 

Completely 
manured. 
Nitrate of 

soda, 
Super· 

phosphate, 
Chloride of 
potassium . 

No 
Nitrate. 

I 
No Super- i N.o 
pho8phate. ' Chlorl~e of I I potassIUm. ,I 

i 

Farmyard 
manure. 

Then prepare the land and keep it clean. For instance, in the 
experimental plot which you visited, you remarked that there 
was a lot of charlock. The following Friday we prepared a 
solution of about 6! Ibs. of sulphate of coppel to about 30 gallons 
of water aqd did some spraying. Two days after, on the Sunday, 
the cultivator of the plot came to tell me that there was not a 
trace of the charlock to be seen and thaT, th~ oats had not 
suffered any injury. The lads were very curious and begged me 
to take them to see the results with their own eyes. A suc
cessful operation like that must have a good effect upon both 
children and cultivators in encouraging them to repeat it when
ever the need arises. In the same field we had some experiments 
in barle), growing with different manures. The results are 
calculated by the Impils as a lesson. and are then copied into 
their note-books. TIley will be published later in the Bulletin 
of the Syndicat Agricole of the department. In our walks to 
the experimental plots, the boys always make notes once a month 
of the state of the vegetation, and thmv we form a complete 
diagram of its variations each year. Advantage too is taken of 
the walks for lessons, which are previously prepared by the 
master, on Botany or Insectology. This year we have experi
mental plots for oats at l\Iaison~Neuve. which you saw, and for 
wheat at Benissier: a field of oats at Souane, to test the eflects 
of nitrate of soda, for the competition organized by the Cornice 
Agricole. There is also another field of half-an-acre for a com
petition in barley growing. Besides these fields, which have 
been entrusted to me by friends amongst the farmers, other 
farmers, on my initiative, who have followed my instructions 
and witnessed the results, have' started experimental plots, 01) 

their properties, which enables them to get a practical analysis of 
their soils. I am glad to say their number increases every year. 
There are now seven altogether. I don't include horticulturists 
and amateur gardeners. There arc so many of them who come 
to me, that just now, even before breakfast, I had to put my pen 
down and So to sulphate the vines of two neighbours who are 
interested lD ~"'Ticu1tural I:li~ttCl~;. A8 to the part 'which the 
teacher can play in agricultural education, and the efl~ct upon 
~he neighbourhoo~ o,f what is taught at tho primary school-in 
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my opinion, and ~ am quite sure of .it-:::th~. primary teac~er 
ought to be the chlef person to populanse agncultural educatIOn 
in the" rural districts. On an sides there is prejudice and 
routine to overcome. ,If the schoolmaster is to. have the· 
authority and prestige, which he ought to have, amon~t .all 
the cultIvators, the amateurs, and the' workmen with theIr tiny 
scraps of garden, he must concern himself with their common 
labours. He must not be ignorant of th~ needs and life of 
the reople. It must. not be possible to say of him, as it 
is 0 the Parisian or the Londoner, 'he. eats bread, but he 
doesn't know how one gets it!' If the French, or English, or 
any other teacher, who is brought into such close relations with 
the majority of peo~le, can give advice upo~ the various methods 
of cultIvation, he will soon come to be consulted by everyone oil 
other matters. Thus he may inspire a love for his country, which 
people will be loth to leave for the town, which promises so 
much but does not keep its promises.. . . In· every school the 
master ought to have a few experiments, in pot culture every 
year, and the pupils should take notes every' month of the growth, 
&c., com'paring the results with t.he treatment which eacli plant 
has receIved. If some special prizes are offered by the authorities 
or by some agricultura~ society, ~s an e~couragement., there is 
no doubt of the populanty of the mstruct1<m, and the commune, 
which is willing to promote this kind of education, will afterwards 
be certain to reap the benefit of the expense which it has incurred. 
In such a matter as this you are sure to succeed, for you are 
far more practical in England than we are. .AB to the training 
colleges~ the agricultural. instruction given at present in the 
majority of them does not satisfy the requirements. To-day all 
the training colles-es have, as agricultural professors, learned 
experts, and very distinguished men, like the one for this depart
ment, who was my master and in whom I have absolute 
confidence. But most of these professors, under the impression 
that they are addressing young people who have been studying 
science for a considerable time, thiD.k that they ought to give 
them a higher course of instruction correspondiilg to that which 
follows on the three divisions of the primary school. As theory 
this would be perfect,"but unfortunately the practical work is 
not co-ordinated with it'. In' spite of the kilowledge of the 
scientific laws, upon which all cultivation depends, there is a 
lack of practical experiments. An example will· make you 
understand better how in my opinion this instruction ought to 
e!lter into the programme for future teachers. Up to the present 
tIme I have found the students who come here as assistants from 
the training colleges altogether ignorant of the principal elements 
of chemical manures. If they know them at all, they know 
nothing~f the. ir composition, or J?ractical value in agriculture. 
My prop sal is this. Take a train.:.:\;' e,.ilcgo with 15' students 
in each the three years of th~ ~nll course. The garden should 
be, and ge erally is Iargeeu;:,ugh to be divided into .15 plots of 
20 perches\ each. The plots should be assigned to groups of 
three studeo\s, and each group shoqJ4 cultivate its plot undeI:' 
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the direction of the professor of agriculture. But as there would 
not be work enough for all the students, some of them should be 
told off to destroy weeds, like charlock, with sulphata of iron or 
sulphate of cOEper, and compare the results. Others should be 
charged with tlie duty of destroying cryptogamic diseases which 
do 80 much harm every year to our vines and apple trees. If the 
college garden is too small, one could easily find cultivators in 
the country near, who would be only too glad to allow these 
ex~riments to be made on their land. In this way the young 
teachers when they go to & village school will be already familiar 
with the most important agricultural operations, and be able even 
to assist the cultivators. But let them beware of offering advictl 
in the first instance! Little by little, if they do not pose as tlxperts 
or. professors but act with tact, their influence will grow; they will 
be beloved by their pupils; the cultivators of their own accord 
will seek theIr assistance and they may do much to improve the 
agriculture about them." 

Rewards to Teachers and Pupils. 
By a decree of January 30,1891, the whole country is divided 

into four districts, in each of which in turn the competitions for 
the prizes offered by the Ministries of Public Instruction and 
Agriculture to the masters and mistresses of primary schools for 
instruction in agriculture and horticulture are held. The prizes 
are as follows:-

From the Ministry of Public Instruction:
First prize-Medal and £12. 
Other prizes-Medals and sums varying from £4 to £8. 

From the Ministry of Agriculture:-
·(To teachers recommended by the Ministry of Public 

Instruction and the examining body)-Silver gilt, silver 
and bronze medals. 

No teacher can receive a medal and money prize from the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, who has not already received a 
medal from the Ministry of Agriculture. The first prize can only 
be won by the same teacher twice. The masters and mistresses, 
in all primary and higher primary schools, whether directors or 
assistants, are eligible to com'pete. This year the competition is 
bein" held in the southern diStrict; next year the distnct will be 
that 

0 
in which the departments of Cher, Eure, and Seine 

Inferieure are situated. According to the Ministerial Circular of 
January 18,1900, all intending candidates for 1901 must send in 
their names before August I, 1900. As soon as the names have 
been handed in, the Departmental Professors of Agriculture visit 
the schools to !nspect the gardens and demonstration pl?ts. ~e 
number of 'prIZes awarded depends solely upon ment, and 10 

not proportIOnate to the number of candidates. All particulars 
have to be sent to the Ministry of Public In&truction, by 
September I, 1901. 

Subjoined is a copy of a. form of application as filled in by the 
teacher at the village school of Vigean (Cantal) for the' com
petition of 1896, together with a plan of his sardc" IUld demoll-
IStration plot:- ' 
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MlniBtl'J'of 
Public 

Instruction 
and 

Fine Arts. FRENCH REPUBLIC. 
Primary 

Instruction. 

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION 

IN AGRICULTURE IN PUBLIC I'RIMARY SCHOOLS. 

Competition for 1896. .Department of Cantal. 

Name of teacher -

Name of commune 

Age of teacher and 
length of sel,"vice. 

Since when has theo
~etical ~nd practi~ 
mstructlOn In agrI
culture been given. 

Rewards obtained by 
the teacher for: 

(a.) General instruc
tion. 

Etienne Manoux. 

Le Vigean, a village of 1,197 inhabitants. 

51 years. 33 years. 

Theoretical instruction since 1866; practical einQO 
1878. 

Honourable mention (1874), bronze medal (1881) 
silver medal (1885), officer of the Academy 
(1889), officer of Public Instruction (1895). 

(b.) Agricultural in- One silver gilt medal, four silver medals, one 
struction. bronze medal, various prizes of books and 

money. 

(c.) The competition 
organised by the 
Society for the Pro
tection of AnimalR. 

(d.) Personal services 

Number of pupils: 
(a.) In the school 

(b.) Rewarded in the 
competitions. 

(c.) Rewarded by the 
Society for the Pro
tection of Animals. 

(d.) Who have ob
I tained the Certifi

cate of Primary 
Instruction within 
the last six years. 

(e.) With special men
tion of agriculture. 

Tim~,ee~e~~~d ~~ 
(a.) The~retical ·n

struction. 
(b.) Practical inatru -

tion. 

Two silver Irilt medals, two silver m~s, one 
bronze maaal, prize 01 £4. 

Thirty-five rewards. 

UpJ?6r division 6, middle division 13, eleJllentarr 
dIvision 8 ; total 27. 

Nine. 

Nine. 

One in 1890, four in 1895. 

Four in 1895. 

Three hours a week. 

Five hours a week out of school t~I!' 
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Summary of the In
Itruction for each 
month:-

I. (a.) Elementary no
tionsof the ph,sical 
and natural sciences 
as applied to agri
culture. 

(6.) Elementaryideas 
of a~culture and 
horticulture. 

II. De~onstrations, 
experIments and 
practical work per
formed by the pUl?ils 
or with their assiSt
ance. 

III. Walks and excur
lions. 

I. October: (a.) Formation of the earth. 6.) 
Properties of the soil. 

November: (a.) Manure, its composition, use, 
and management. (6.) Agricultural imple
ments and machines. 

December: (a.) The effect of water, frost, 
snow, hail and ice on agriculture. (6.) The 
housing and care of animals, particularl; 
farm stock. 1 

January: (a.) Classification of animals. (6.)
Care of sheep, goats and pigs. 

February: (a.) Solipedes. (6.) Care of horses 
asses and mules. 

March: (a.) AtmOspheric pressure; the ba
rometer and its uses. (6.) Worll: of the 
spring: the best seeds and how to sow 
them. 

April: (a.) Germination. . Beneficial and 
noxious Insects, how to destroy them. (6.) 
Natural and artificial pasture!. Irrigation. 
Drainage. 

May: (a.) Chemical manures and their con
stituents. Beneficial and harmful birds. 
(6.) The qualities of different manures and 
how to apclY them. 

June: (a.) Effect of temperature on cro~. 
The thermometer and how to use it. 6.) 
The choice and breeding of animals. M' . 
Butter. Cheese. 

July: (a.) The structure of plants. How to 
classify tbem. Useful and harmful plants. 
(6.) The harvesting of crops. Ensilage. 

August: (a.) Oxygen and hydrogen. (6.) 
Cleaning the-land. Agricultural accounts. 

They have taken part in all the work and 
experiments in the demonstration plot and in 
the school garden. Specimens to illustrate 
the diagrams prepared by the master have 
been collected. In school they have assisted 
at simple experiments with gas, acids, lime, 
chalk, etc. The anatomy of the heart, stomach, 
and digestive organs have been practically 
illustrated. Instruction haR. been given in 
pruning, grafting, budding, and layering. 

The following visits have been made. October, 
to a dairy; November, to a farm; December, 
to an estate for a lesson on drainage; January, 
to a silo; February, to a. chalk Pit; March, 
study of the different properties in the commune, 
with plans and charts; April, (1) to see the 
effect of chemical manures on certain crops; 
(2) to watch potato planting; May, (1) to a 
neighbouring property to catch insects j (2) to 
destroy May-bugs with the" Muscardine rose," 
from the Pasteur Institute; June, (1) to hunt 
for the holes of small field ailimals and test the 
effect of Dr. Danys' "viruR I.; (2) to see sorne 
buckwheat sown; July, (1) mewing ud hy 
making; (2) ~a!yes~ 'Work. 
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IV. Whai-parthali the 
master taken in the 
formation and ;work
ing of societies fQr 

. th~ protection' of 
ammals. 

,.,., .;" 

The ScllOOfiiaS been a:ffilmted to the Paris -Society 
for the protection of animals since February 
3rd, 1878. At different schools the master has 
founded three societies for the protection [of 
birds and the destruction of insects. Such a. 
society was formed in connection with this 
school in March, 1879. -

i 

Character of the al¢.- ,In 1894 three lectures were given on the choice of 
cultUl'al instructl()il, animals, improved seeds, and the most produc-
given to adults. tive :plants. In 1895 there were nine lectUl'es 

on SCIence in its application to agriculture, and 
three on methods of cultivation; these lectures 
were illustrated with a magic lantern. In 1896 
there have been three lectures on science and 
nine on -agriculture. In addition

l 
an eveniIfg 

class has been held from the oeginning of 
November till the end of March; agricultural 
subjects were selected: for the instruction in 
reading, dictation, mathematics, and so on. 

Results - A large number of cultivators have asked for 
improved seeds, which have been procured by 
. the master or through the departmental pro
fessor of agriculture. Manure is more carefully 
kept. Liquid. manure has not been wasted. 
A more general and extended use of chemical 
manures. Trials have been made of more pro
ductive plants .. One silo has been constructed 
and others are being made. Ashes and potassic 
manures have been used for potatoes. Steps 
have been taken to, prevent the escape of 
fertilising gases from farmyard manure by 
covering it. The younger people take more 
interest in agricultural pursuits. Modern 
ways in butter and. cheese-making and iI~ 
dairy management have been adopted. Some
thing has been done towards draining the 
marshes. Liming, which was previously un
known or not practised in the commune, has 
been introduced. Marling has also been 
attempted in some instances. 

\, 

In 1892 the Societ~ des 4gric1dteurs ,de France J.>assed a 
resolution pointing out the advantage of such competitions as 
a stimulus to agricultural instruction, and since then they have 
been organised by agricultural societies of every degree through
out the country. Prominent among these is_the ComiU Cent'ral 
.Agricole de la Sologne. This society neglects nothing which can 
-either directly or indirectly promote agricultural interests. Its 
secretary, M. Denizet, most courteously supplied me with a large 
number of reports, from which the' variety and extent of the 
.work undertaKen is apparent. . In his own words, " vous y verrez 
que depuis le voyage que jaisait en. Fra'fi,ce en 1787 et 1788, 
'lJotre compatriote le 1IoyagetLr,.A rthur Yoy-ng, La Sologne wmt 
il a parle a1.'ec une compassion' trop justijiie, a subi la trans
formatiOn la plus cxtraordinaire. et estdevenue une contree 
8uffisamment jertile-et"t'l'es:recher.chie p,?ur sa chasse qui y 

, ~ ' ......... : ••. f 
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ut tru belu." As examples of the kind of competitions usually 
arranged the following may be taken. The Oomice Agricole de 
l'Arr()'1Ull.ssement d'OrUans, aided by grants of £40 from the 
Government, and of £28 from the Department, in addition 
to large prizes to agriculturists, farm servants, and workmen, 
offers me<Ials and books as J?rizes to all teachers, male and 
femalo students at the traimng colleges, and to pUJ?ils in 
primary: schools for agricultural instruction. The exammation 
for the latter is partly written and partly oral The character of 
the examinations may be gathered from the su~ioined specimen 
of It paper written by a boy of 11 for a similar competition 
at Montargis (Loiret) m 1898. . 

Ooncours OantO'nal: Monta·rgis. 

Devoir d'agricu,Uure.-Des prairies. Definition et division. 
Leur utilite. Plantes qui les comJ?osent. Creation d'une 
prairie. Soins lI. lui donner. Engrrus qui leur conviennent. 
Fenaison et recolte. L'ensilage. Des prairies artificielles. 
Comment on les cree. Plantes q,ui les composent et sol gui 
convienne lI. chacune d'elles. S01ns a. donner a. ces -praines. 
Leurs recoltes. . 

Developpement.-Une prairie est un terrain sur lequel on a 
seme les plantes herbacees fourrageres. II y a deux sortes de 
prairies; les prairies artificielles et les praines naturelles. Les 
prairies ont une grande importance dans 10, ferme, c'est pourquoi 
Ie cultivateur ne doit pas negliger d'en creer de nouvelles s'il 
n'cn a pas assez, car avec du fourrage on a du betail, avec du 
betail du fumier et avec du fumier on a de bonnes et abondandes 
(sic) recoltes; il y a un proverbe . qui dit: .. Qui a foin a pain." 
Les plantes qui composent les' prairies artificielles sont: 10, 
luzerne que l'on seme au J?rintemps dans un sol profond 'et de 
bonne qualite, Ie sainfoin, amsi appete a. cause qu'il est tres bon et 
qui signifie foin sain, reussit bien dans les sols calcaires et sableux. 
La trefie se seme dans les terres fraiches et profondes, on cultive 
trois especes de trefies: Ie trefie incarnat lI. fieurs rouges, Ie trefie 
violet qu'on seme dans une cereale de printemps, Ie trefie blanc 
qui se plait a. peu pres dans tous les terrains se seme aussi au 
printemps. La minette se seme en mars, on 10, fait ordinairement 
pAturer, elle reussit bien dans les sols calcaires. On cultive aussi 
pour etre consommes 'en vert; les grands choux, les grands mais 
et souvent l'orge et Ie seigle. . Lesprairies naturelles sont 
formees de plantes de 10, famille des graminees, tels sont; Ie 
fromental eleve, Ie paturin des pres, Ie dactyle pelotonne, Ie 
ray-grass, la fetuque, la fieuve odorante, les trois trMes. Pour 
creer une prairie naturelle, on choisit un terrain dans une vallee 
Ie plus 'pres possible d'une riviere, car cette sorte de prairie aime 
l'humidite, on fume avec de bon fumier trois ou quatre fois la 
dose ordinaire. Ensuite on seme les divers (sic) graines. Les 
prairies artificielles sont sujettes lI. une maladie; 10, cuscute que 
ron combat en repandant de la cendre, de la suie. Les prairies 
naturelles pour donner une recolte de bonne qualite exigent 



PLAN OF THE GARDEN AND DEMONSTRATION PLOT. 

AT THE BOYS' SCHOOL, VIGEAN (CANTAL). 
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DE.~CRIPTION. 

1. Without manure. 
2. Complete mauure. 
3. Stronlr manure. 
4. Complete manure wit·hou! 

nitrate. 
5. The Bame without p"t8lllt 
II. The ~ame without pbOl!phoric 

acid. 
7. The same without lime. 
8. Farmyard manure. 
g. Farmyard manure. 

1. 

A. Forage crop. 
B. Barley. 
C. Oat. (Joannette). 
D. Black Califomiall OatAo. 
E. Roots. 
F. Pota~. 
G. Prickly Comfrey. 

II. 

CROP: LUZERNE. 

1. }'armyard manure. 
2. Manure and lime. 
3. Manure and cbalky marl. 
4. Cblorine of potaeb. 

III 
1. Without manure. A. reu .. nd bmn8. 
2. Cinders and pota/lllic manure. B. Onionll. 
3. Farmyard manure. 
4. Manure. 
5. Horse manure. 
6. HOl'I'e manure. 
7 •• 'owl dung. 
8. Horse manure. 

1. BlI8ic slag. 
2. Farmyard m\nure. 
3. Manure and lime. 

C. Shortcarrott<from the Ardenn8 
D. MulhouIOe onions. 
E. Large "I'inach from Virollay. 
F. Long thiek carrots. 
G. Early Oat tumipe. 
I. Long turnips. 

IV. 

I 
A. Cabbage. 
B. Beans. 
C. Kohl Rabi. 

v. 
CROP: IMPROVED OATS. 

1. Without manure. 
2. Superphosphate. 
3. Basic IIlag. 
4. Farmyard manure. 
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. qu'on y repande du terreau ou du fumier d~compose, du purin 
etendu, un litre de purin J?our trois ou quatre litre (sic) d'eau, 
pour detruire les mouese (s~c), les joncs, les roseaux on met de 180 
cendre de 180 suie. Par fenaison,j'entende l'epoque OU l'on fait 180 
recolte du foin et du fourrage et les travaux qu'ils exigent pour 
les recolter. Quand Ie foin est fauche, on les retoure (sic) avec 
une fourche en bois ou en fer afin qu'il seche, quand il est sec on 
Ie pousse de chaque cote de maniere a former un ou plusieurs 
gros tas de 180 longueur du champ, puis en (sic) Ie met en melons 
(sic), petites meules qui contiennent environ de dix a onze bottes, 
et on Ie charge dans des voitures pour Ie rentrer ou pour Ie 
mettre en meules si on n'a pas assez de place pour Ie mettre. 
Quelquefois on met Ie fourrage en moyettes ou peti~es 
bottes liees a une extremite ce qui fait un cone, s'il pleut, l'eau 
gli!isera sur ce cone sans en mOUlller l'interieur. Dans certains 
pays, quand il y a de grandes pluies au moment de 180 fenaison, on 
rentre Ie foin ou Ie fourrage tout vert, on en met tous les jours 
une couche d'environ quatre vingt centimetres que l'on toule 
bien. Quand il n'y a plus rien a mettre, on recouvre Ie tout d'une 
couche de terres de vingt a vingt cinq centimetres, Ie tout 
fermente bien et on Ie donne l'hiver au (sic) bestiaux, ce mode 
se nomme ensilage. 

This paper, which was written by Paul Castallot, aged eleven, 
of the boys' school at Dammarie-sur-Loing, was marked" assez 
bon" by the examiner. To ena.ble a school to compete, at least 
one-tenth of the pupils upon the register must be entered for the 
examination. 

Throughout Loiret competitions for school gardens have been 
arranged by the Sociltl d'Horticulture d'OrUans et du Loiret. 
The conditions of the competition are that the school garden 
shall be. a special piece of ground, divided into as many plots as 
there are children from 10 to 13 years of age at the school j the 
plots are to be cultivated by the pupils under the direction of 
the teacher j seeds are supplied free to all masters and mistresses 
who enter their schools for competition j the practical work is to 
be done out of school 'hours j eIther flowers or vegetables may 
be grown j all the produce is "the property of .the pupils. One 
of the most useful comretitions was organised by the Socilte 
d'Agriculture de Oher,o which the Marquis de Vogue.is Presi
dent, in 1895. Various medals and valuable money prizes were 
given\ to those teachers who sent in the best detailed account 
of the\ agricultural, social, and. economic conditions of their 
respecti communes. The Marquis informed me that similar 
competiti ns are now held in many parts of the country; and, 
as he said, besides inducing the teacIiers to acquire information 
of the high st service to them as teachers, ~nd ill their relations 
with the pa ents, they furnish the Government and the agricul
cultural soc eties with invaluable statistics. In this way he 
hopes eventually to cover the whole country. The S,!!nd'icats 
Agricoles, which somewhat resemble the Irish AgrIcultural 
Organisation \~ociety, and of which' ~ .very interesting account 
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hIlS recently been publi<;hed,l hold annual examinations and 1 Lee 8yn
give certificates in agriculture and horticulture to boys and girls di1ats Ati 

at the primary schools. This work,'which was specl8.11y'recom~ :u:s~t;: 
mcnded by the SocieU des Agriculteurs de France in 1893, was Comte de 
first started iIi Brittany by the Syndicat Agricole. et Hart'icole Roequigny, 
of IlIe-et-Vilaine with the assistance of the Christi~n Brothers at h~ :c~ 
Ploermel. It has now spread all over France. Excellent,schemes 
of general instruction, the object of which is "faire serfjir la 
lecture, Ncr it u,re, l'ortlwgraplte, l'aritlmultique, voire mlme la 
redaction, pour instrui1'e et former le futu'r agriculteur et 
dluelopper cltez llti des 'idees en mpport avec la profession de 
tJes pal'ents,"1 have been issued from Rennes, the headquarters I. Rapport ( 
ol the Superior Council of Agricultural Education in Brittany. r.t:::x;~~l 
Last year the Unum des Syndicats Ag'l-icoles dlt Sud-Est Bretoo:!, ~o 
examined 1,636 boys and 219 girls, frt>m 218 free denominational edit. ii. p.' 8 
schools and 29 State schools. As a rule the teachers of the 
State schools are forbidden to allow their children to enter for 
the examination. This is partly due to a belief that the Syndi-
rats Au'ricINt's are political in their objects. There does not 
appear to be the slightest fOlmdation for this, the work of the 
syndicates being almost identical with that of the Irish Society, 
ruld M. Bourgne, Departmental Professor" of Agriculture for Eure, 
told me that in his opinion the Syndicats Agricoles during the 
past 15 years had done more than any other body of men for 
the improvement of agrieult,ural education. At the same time 
it must be admitted that, since agriculture has been made a 
compul<;ory subject for rural schools in the examination for the 
rrl"il/icat d'etudes primaires,the necessity for another examina-
tion and certificate is not so apparent.' : Any detailed account of 
the ever-increasing amount of agricultural instruction given in 
tho various denominational schools. throughout France, all of 
which is voluntary and due to private initiative, would be beyond 
tho scope of the present report. ,It cJeserves to be carefully 
stUllied, and I much regret that I'cannot here avail myself of 
tho extensive information upon the subject courteously,placed 
at '!Iy disposal by th.e Frere PauliI!, director of the magnIficent 
Ag-nculturiU InstItutIOn at BeauvaIS.', ' . ':': ' -

Enough has been said to show that the Government a~d the 
lcadin~ agriculturists of France are fully alive to the importance of 
agriCUltural instruction in the rural schools, and realise how 
valuable it may be made. ' Progress. however, must be slow. 
Time and expenence are required to determine the best methods 
of instnlCting little children. Farmers and labourers, fettered to 
routine, have still in many parts to be convinced that the 'Village 
schoolmaster can help in the cultivation of the soil, and science 
is mistrusted. Parents, too, despise the teaching which does not 
specially prepare their <:hildren to ?e.come ':J01Ictil?'Il1!~ir~8" of 
some kmd, and to enter mto '14 pol1.ttque ahme'lltatre, ,as It has 
been aptly termed. M. Franc, Departmental Professor of Agri
culture for Cher, with whom I had a long interview at Bourges, 
goes so far as to say that this prejudice will never be deStroyed, 
antI that agricultural education will never be esteemed as it 
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ought to be in a country like France, whose pros.{>erity depends 
so largely upon agriculture, until such educatlOn 18 compulsory 
in every scnool of every grade. Few things are more important 
than to eradicate the foolish idea that manual labour is socially 
inferior to clerical occupations. The habit, too, of depending 
upon the State, and of looking to it for gujdance and direction in 
an the minutia! of public life-the result of the centralised 
system of government so well described by Mr. Bodlev in his 
volumes upon France-paralyses local initiative and local en.ter
prise. The communal authorities do not feel that the duty of 
ena,bling . t~eir schools to meet the needs of rural life IS a 
responsIbIlIty that rests on them. ' 

Whether' improved agricultural education will effectually 
check the tendency to desert the rural for the urban districts 
may be open to question. 1'he migration is mainly due to social 
and economic causes, or perhaps, as M. Levasseur has put it, 
" la force d'attr,action des groupcsltumains est correspondante a 
leu1' masse." During the last 100 years the rural pOllulation in 
France has sunk from 78'24 per cent. of the whole In 1789 to 
60 per cent. in 1896. In an interesting article upon the subject, 
whICh has just appeared in the Revue des fleu.'C Mcmdcs, M. R. 
Waurin gives a very true summary of the reasons why life in 
the towns is preferred. "Il y en a de1U1J smes: les unes de 
tous les temps, les autres propres a not1'e ipoque. 

fl' abord, la ville fascine le campagnard; on y p1'end le tmm
'Way, la voitwre du peuple. Puis, quelle& splendewrs dans les 
cites modernes ! Qu' est, apres cela, la feT1M 'modeste, noircie 
par l'age, ornee seulement d'une fosse a purin ? 

Ensuite, dans les villes, 'Voila,' dit le paysan,' on s'amuse.' 
'Le tmvail de ville, ajoute-t-il, est bien moins dur que celui 

des champs.' 
L' agriculteur mad1'e 'refleckit que, quand on a l' wil oU1:ert, on 

doit, dans des centres semb'loJJles, pouvoir tirer son epingle du jeu 
Mais ce qui le siduit le plus, c'est la certitude du s(tlaire 

regulier. Il a assez d'e"tre frustre du fruit de son trava-il par 
la gre'Ze, la 1}wumise saison, les\~naladies du betail. 

Enjin, il perdra la-bas la gaucherie native qui le gene: il y 
grandira socialement., " 

Il y awra de bonnes ecoles powr ses enfants qui pourront, un 
iowr, faire honneur a leur pere. 

Quelques-uns, cependant, apewres devant le bruit de la cite, 
preftrent 'rester attaches au terroir: ceux-la sont l'exc;ption, 
les sages, que les jeunes gens ne manquent ;pas de bldlrner.' 

The compulsory military service also, which takes a man away 
from;'country life for three years, disinclines him afterwards to 
go b~ck to its dull monotony. To remedy this it has been 
suggest~d that, following the practice in Algeria and the colonies, 
one year's military service should be remitted to those who have 
served foi\ two years with credit, and who will undertake to 
return to tp.eir villages and follow a~cultural pursuits for a 
definite periqd. But, after all, the dIscussion of the probable 
effect of educ\ion upon the depopulation of the rural districts 
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is somewhat acadcmic. Of one, thing, however, we may be sure. 
If the instmction in the villaS,'e school is such as'to direct the 
mind of the child towards the life about him rather than'to that 
of the town, and to put him in the way of qualifying himself in 
nfter life to make tbe cultivation of the soil a source of profit, 
ho will not be more inclined to seek bis fortune elsewhere . 
.\.\rcru:ly in those districtR in which agricultural instruction has 
llcen successfully given for some years, there is a marked revival 
of iuterest in all that relateR to agriculture, and a greater dis
position to look to it as a calling. The Marquis de St. Paul told 
me of two young men in his own village orCMcy (Loiret) who 
had remained at home and become excellent farmers, solely 
because their ambition had been stirred through what they were 
tAnght in the village school and the continuation classes. One 
swallow does not make a summer, but there is no reason why 
8\1ch inslanccR should not be indefinitely m\lltiplied. 

CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

IC the instruction in the elementary school is to be, of 
pCl'manent value opportunities for its extension are imperative, 
IlncI nothing in the l'ecent history of French education is more 
striking than the growth in the number of the COWl'S d'adultes. 
In Loiret, for instance, out of 343 communes, 305 have one or 
moro con tin nation classes. The latest statistics are as follows :-

The average attendance at each class in Cher is about twenty, 
and in Loiret about sixteen. I have not been able to rrocure the 
ti~ll'es for Seine-Inferieure and Eure-et-Loir, nor do know the 

. exact number of classes in Eure. M. Perot, however, the 
Inspecteur d'AcaMmie for that department, who also gave me a. 
circular letter authorising and requesting all erimary teachers 
throughout the department to give their pupils a holiday, if 
by so doinrf7 they' could place themselves more entirely at 
my disposa, procured me specially ~repared re{lorts from the 
prlmary insp,ectors of each of the dlStrlCts into wnlch the depart
ment is divlded, upon the condition of education generally WIthin 
~~ y 
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their respective areas. From these it appears that the increase 
in their evenil;tg schools is equally marked, and that they are 
very well attended. 

The classes, which are only open to students above thirteen 
years of age, and to which students of both sexes are not 
. admitted, are establis4ed by the Prefect, after consultation with 
the Inspector of the Academy, on the application of the Municipal 
Council They are subject to the same mspection as all primary 
schools. They are usually taught by the elementary teachers, 
but any person, nominated by the Mayor, if approved by the 
Prefect and the Inspector of the Academy, may conduct the class. 
A s:y'llabus of the instruction to be given must be submitted to 

. the Inspector when the request for a class is made. The usutJ 
subjects are, for males, arithmetic, writing, land surveying, cubic 
measurements, practical agriculture, forms of lease and other 
agreements, discussions on matters of genet:al interest; and, for 
females, French, arithmetic, and domestic economy. In every 
case the instruction is as practical as possible. The classes are 
held in the winter, and generally last from three to three and 
a-half months, with six hours' instruction· a week. In many 
parts of Cher, where the population is extremely scattered, atten
aance in bad weather is often a matter of considerable difficulty. 
On condition that the communes pay the cost of lighting and 
heating the rooms, the State makes a grant towards the pay
ment of the teachers, and the~e grants are increasing. The 
salaries are also made up of contributions from the communes. 
the County Boards or C-ouncils, in a few exceptional cases from 
the students, and by bequests. The following were the sums 
contributed towards the expenses of the classes held in Loiret 
1898 to 1899: - Lighting and heating 6,381.60 frs. Contribu
tions from the communes towards the payment of teachers 
27,463 frs., from students 219 frs., from the department 1,500 frs., 
from the State 920 frs., bequests 280·frs. Total 36,763.60 frs. 
Of this sum 30,372 francs were available for salaries, and as there 
are 364 classes, each teacher would get on the average 
about 831 francs, or £3 98. 7 d. ,This is poor pay, and in several 
departments the communes contribute a good deal less. 
Frequently the teacAers receive no salary at all, and M. Perot 
has urgea that the communes, or at any rate the more 
important of them,. should be compelled to raise adequate 
funds. Teachers are under no obligation to take COWl'S d'adultes, 
but at present they are very enthusiastic about the work, and 
presumably trust that, 8$ its success increases, their claims will 
be more fully recognised. The amount of salary is arranged 
between the communes and the teachers. Since January, 1899, 
certain honorary distinctions have been conferred by the Ministry 
of Public Instruction upon those masters and mistres~ who have 
displayed most zeal and achieved most success in continuation 

. classes. . 
Public lectures (confirences populo;Vres) provide a somewhat 

inore advanced· form of instruction, and invariably attract large 
audiences; Last year no less than 2,131 lmch meetings were 
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held in Loiret, ",nd 1,491 in Eure-et-Loir. The subjects generally 
treated are geography, history, and science. lIIost of the depart
ments are well supplIed with magic lanterns, photographic VIews, 
and other apparatus. This is also work to which many of the 
teachers devote themselves with so much energy that the In
spectors are beginning to fear that the ordinary duties of the 
day school may be neglected. One of them in his last Report 
remarks :-" Il y a cm'tainement des maitres qui peuvent 
1ne'M'l' toutcs choses de front: ecole, mairie, couips d' adultes ; mais, 
n'est-iZ pas peMnu de s'inquiete1' et de se demande1' 8i POU1' 
beaucoup d'aut1'eB l'acccssoi1'e ne devient pasle principal. Nou. 
connauBonB deB instituteurB qui Bont reputes comme confer
tncier8, et qui ont, Mlas! wne bien mauvaiBe clas8e." 

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

The establishment and maintenance of both a Male and a 
Female Training College became incumbent upon every depart
ment within four years after August, 1879. In certain circum
stances two departments might combine for the purpose 9f 
establishing a smglo college. Towards the initial expenses the 
State issued loans, repayable within 31 years, and pays the 
salaries of all members of the college staffs. Attached to every 
college is a practice primary school, Ilnd female training coll~es 
should have an infant school (ecole maternelle) as well. 'l'he 
Ministry of Public Instruction, upon the advice of the Rector and 
the Departmental Council, determines every year how many 
students are to be admitted. These are selectei:l according to theU' 
order of merit after examination. All board and tuition are free. 
Every candidate for admission must (1) be not less than 16 years 
of age, and not more than 18, on the first of Octo1?er in the year 
when he. presents himself; (2) must have obtained the brevet 
eU1Mntaire; (3)must undertake to serve for ten years as a teacher; 
and (4) must be free from any disease that would incapacitate him 
from teaching. The regulation as to age may be remitted occasion
ally. If any student leave the colIege or is' expelled, or if a 
teacher break his engagement to serve for ten years, he is bound 
to refund all the expenses incurred on his behalf for food, wash
ing, and books. He may, however, be relieved from this. The 
course lasts three years, and students are promoted .from the 
first to the second, or from the second to the third year, accord
ing to their success in the examination held at the end of each 
year. At the end of the course every student must present 
himself to be examined for the brevet llUperieur. On passing 
this the students become entitled in the order of their seniority 
and according to their degrees to the first vacancies in the 
department. When first appointed to a school the teacher 
receives a present of books, which he selects for himsel£ The 
character of the instruction may be gathered from the sub
joined copy of the time-table in use at the training college at 
Chartres :~ . . 

y!! 



• TRAINING COLLE(~E }'OR lL-\LES AT CHARTRES. 

Time-tAble 1899-1900. --I I years' I I ~~_1: 112
-1.j I - of the 8-9 a m. 9-10 a.lll. 11-12. 1-2 p.m. 2-3. 
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I. I History_ Geometry. I Prepar. Psychology. 

I; 
Work in the gar· J lIll8lc. 

~ 
ation. lien. 

'0 French composition to 10.30. 10.30-12. 
I ~ 

II. Arithmetic. Work with the 
Professor of Ag· 

if 
Work in the garden. Ill. History. Agriculture. Dept. Prof. riculture and the 

! of Agriculture to 10.80. Professor of 
Science. 

t3 .; 
Geography. I Geometrical drawing. ;:: ~ I. Reading. Arithmetic. 0 

I 11 ~ II. History. -".,. I }Iorals. 
f}DraWiug from models. t: III. N atuml Science. French Composi- f PhySics. 

tlon. 
Z I 

..: ~ I. I Grammar. Chemistry. ~ I Writing. $I Work in the garden. 
~ H 

"'" -< :J I Geometry. ~ .,; II. Geography. ! G''Ilmm&·. ~ 
.} lIanual Instruction. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ I ;::J ,~ 
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Z l Walks,ttc. 
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tefore attempting to uw.kt: a"ti.;ultural instruction obligatory 
in the primary schools, the Gov~mment realised that steps must 
be taken to qualify the teachers. The law of June 16, 1879, was 
therefore paSsed, ,,·hich enacts that within six years of its date 
c"ery department not already possessing a professor of agriculture 
!Shall elect one by competitive examinatIon, and that the pro
fessors, besides their other duties, are to give instruction in 
ngriculture to all students in the tr-.lining eolleges. to which their 
residences must be as near as possible. Artiele 10 of the sam~ 
Aet provides that within three years after the complete organisa
tion of agricultural instruction at the training coll~s, such 
instnlCtion shall be obligatory in all primary schools. Long 
before 1879 agricultural instruction had been a common feature 
at some o( the colles-es. Special attention had been paid to the 
subject at Orleans SlDce the founrultion of its Training College in 
1829. ~ow the instruction is given to all students alike in all 
training colleges. There has never been any thought of 
difterentiating between the training of the urban and that of the 
rur-dl teaeher. Quite apart from its professional value to the 
tear·her, instruetion of tbe kind provided is useful to everybody, 
RIIlI any distinction between the qualifications of the urban and 
those of the rurlll te.wher is O}lCll to many objeetions. It need 
hllnlly be said, therefore, thnt the idea of a speeial college for. the 
trainmg of rural teachers has never been suggested. Instruetion 
in the phYlSical and nllturllllSCiences is giwn by the Professor of 
Science. As might hllve been eXJlected, some difficulty wus 
experienced in cO-OrWnating his lessons with those of the 
Professor of Agriculture. To remedy this want of harmonv a 
circular was issued on ~pril 25, 1898, emphasising the nece~ity 
of co-onlination and amending the prenous re!!'ulatioI!s under 
whieh the subjects w('re taught. Second and thi;d y('ar students, 
who alone come under the Professor of Agriculture, may no 
longer be taught in the snme el.lSS. Eaeh year is to h.'lVe its 
sepnmte course of twenty-one lessons of an hour and a half 
(luring the winter. The Professor of Agriculture is also respon
sible for the practicnl work done in the Colle<tie ganlens. His 
work is subject to illsJ>CCtion b," the Inspeetors General of 
.\:,rricult~, and every scheme of Illstnu."tion must be submitted 
(or approval to a joint committee of members of the Ministries of 
.A~clllture and Public Instmctioll. 

The following is the revised Syllilblls at Orleans :-Secolld year: 
(i.) Agriculture. Agrol-ogiA!.· Etude du sol et du sous-sol. 
~Ioditications des proprietes physiques des sols. Amendements. 
Engr-.lis. H!Jd,.u/uyie: Irrig-.ltion, drainnge. P1-epal'«(tiQU du, 
Svl: Labours, hersages, rouillges, quasi-labours. cereales: 
Froment, epeautre. seigle, meteil. Orge, avoine, mais, sorgho, 
millet, sarrazin. Ellscmenccments. Elltretien. Recoltes a Iii. 
main et avec les moissonlleuses. Tr-.lJlsport des reeoltes. Con
servation. Battol!,...... Tar-.lrage. Criblage. Triage. (Qllservation 
des {,rrains (greniers, silos). PLmtes kl, .... ll11ineuses alimentaires. 
Plantes fOllrr-.1Qeres artiticielles. Prairies naturelles ct tem
poraires. Racmes fourrageres et comestibles. Plantes indus
trielles: Oleagineuses, tinctoriales, textiles, sacchariferes. 
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economiq,ues. Viticulture. Pommier, poirier et cormier il. cidr~. 
Sylviculture. Notions sur les forets. Assolements. Maladies 
des vegetaux cultives. (ii) Horticulture. Notions generales 
de culture. Cultures arborescentes: Vigne, pecher, prunier 
cerisier, abricotier, amandier, coignassier, groseillier, neHier 
noisetier, plantes d'ornement. J~rdin potager. Installation 
Principales cultures potag-eres. 

Third year. Zootechn'l-e, econ01nie 1'umle, legislation rtlh'ale, 
Btatistique. Revision et complement du cours de l'annee 
precedente. Alimentation rationelle des bestiaux. Production 
au lait. Pl'oduction de la viande, de la force, du fumier. Habitat. 
Lois de l'heredite. Equides: Cheval, ane, mulet. Bovides : 
Breuf, zebus, et bufHe. Ovide8: arietins et caprins. Suide8 : 
porcins, chien, lapin, volailles. Maladies contagieuses des bestiau1:. 
Pisciculture. Apiculture. Animaux nuisibles il. l'agriculture. 
Hygiene des ammaux. Notions d'economie rurale ImtitUr
tions aua;iliaire8 de l' agriculture. Legislation rurale (Lois 
principales). Statistique de la France et du Lwet. Resume du 

. cours. 
This practically covers every aspect of rural life, and it is not 

easy to understand how the stuaents can digest it all in 40 
lessons of an hour and a half each spread over two winters. 

The applications of the instruction for third 'year students in 
1899-1900 were as follows :-

1. Visit to the Departmental vine nursery at Olivet. 
2. Visit to a tree nursery. 
3. Lesson in the use of gardening tools. 
4. Lesson on. clearing trees of dea,d wood, &c. 
5. Analysis of a piece of chalk in the laboratory. 
6. PhyslCo-chemlcal analysis of a soil. 
'1. Microscopic study of food. . 
8. Microscopic study of the diseases of plants. 
9. Pruning. 

10. Grafting, layering, cuttings. 
11, l2 and 13. Vine grafting. 
14. Visit to an agricultural factory. 
15. Visit to an agricultural builder. 
16. Visit to a farm. 
1'1. Examination conducted by the Oomice ~gricole. 

In addition to this second year students have three lessons 
in grafting vines. This scheme is eminently practical and well 
planned. 

The work in the garden is thus arranged :-
First year students assist the gardener in his various duties. 
Second year students perform some agricultural experiments 

and cultivate some ,Plants in pots under the direction of the 
Professor of ChemIstry, and have some lessons in kitchen 
gardening and the cultivation of fruit trees from the gardener. 

'l'hird year students each have a small portion of ground to 
cultivate. 

I visited the training colleges at Bourges, Orleans, Chartres and 
Evreux. As it happened to be the vacation when I was at 
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Bourges, any criticism of the garden would be unfair. It,is 
very small, and the general appearance of the college was not 
pleMing. Repairs are sadly needed, a matter to which M. 
Pouillot has frequently drawn the attention of the departmental 
authority. 

At Orleans the students were just coming out for their morn
ing recreation when I entered the garden. The eagerness with 
wliich the elder ones went off to water their plots and to 
compare notes upon their crops sufficiently testified to the popu
larity of the instruction and to the healthy rivalry whicli it 
p~omotes. These plots are about 7! yards long by 21 yards 
wlde, and each haa rows of potatoes, strawbernes, scorzonera, 
and flowers. This affords a fair example ofvaried cultivation upon 
a~small scale, and experiments are made with chemical manures. 
The whole garden, which is thoroughly well kept by M. Soleil, 
the gardener, comprises rather more than an acre and a half. 
Part of it is reserved as a nursery for fruit trees, some of which 
are distributed every year to the village schools throughout the 
department. Each student in his first year makes a graft, which 
he cultivates until the end of his course, and then removes to his 
now schoo1 garden. In addition to the applications of the 
theoretical instruction mentioned above K Duplessis, the 
Professor of Agriculture, takes the students for botanical walks 
almost every Thursday, and there is a well-arranged "jardin 
botanique" at the college. 

Chartres is provided with a garden of nearly five acres in 
extent. This affords ample opportunity for instruction in every 
form of horticulture, but the amount of land is more toan can 
be properly managed by a single gardener. Portions of 
the garden are admirably cultivated, and all that is possible 
tmder existing circumstances is done. This year sbme 
interestin,g an<l valuable experiments in potato growing 
with var10US manures are being made. Each third year a 
student has a plot of his own, about 22 yards by a yard and 
a halL The general course of instruction is similar to that at 
Orleans, and, as will have been seen from M. N alot's letter, 
M. Garola, the Professor of Agticulture, makes it of great 
practical value. M. Dauzat, the Inspector of the Academy, also 
spoke to me in the highest terms of the training which the 
students received for the11' rural duties. 

At 'Evreux I was fortunate enough to find M. Bourgne 
engaged with the students. Some were planting potatoes,otliers 
sowing seeds under his direction: all appeared to enjoy it. and 
the lesson Was full of sound advice. M. Bourgne told me of the 
great assistance which he had received in h1s capacity as Pro
fessor of Agriculture from at least fifteen teachers in the country 
districts. boe of the duties of the Professors is to encourage 
and assist the farmers to form experimental plots. In this work 
the teachers had helped him very materially by surveying and 
marking out the land, weighing and mixing the m&Jlures for the 
different plots, and calculating their respective crops. As at 
Nogent-le-Rotrou they take their pupils to see what is being 
do!)!.'. M. Bourgne is convinced that the rural teacher Utay 
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thus play' a considerable part in the diffusion of scientific know
ledge and the conseguent improvement of the agriculture of the 
country. I also visIted the French Training College at Evreux, 
where the Directress is an enthusiastic horticulturist. The 
students go for botanical walks, and have flowers of their own in 
the college garden to cultivate. On the whole the instruction 
seems to me sufficient to satisfy the requirements of an ele
mentary teacher. It will not make him an agricultural expert. 
but such a man wpuld be out of place in a village school, amI 
would do more harm than good. Children have to learn much 
besides the principles of agriculture and horticulture, and to 
train a teaclier as though the latter were the most important of 
his professional duties would be fatal. The sense of proIJortion 
often suffers from enthusiasm for reform. In principle the 
system of training now pursued is sound: in practice It must 
vary in its results according to the skill of the different pro
fessoI's and the resources of each particular college. It is in
evitable that the theoretical instructIOn should be more than the 
practical, having regard to the demands made uyon the time of 
the students by theIr other lessons, but, if the SCIence be applied 
as it is at Orleans and Chartres, the student will have laid a 
foundation of practical knowledge upon which in the future he 
may build on his own account. The agriculturist pure aud 
simple may not be satisfied, but the claims of general education 
cannot be ignored. On the other hand, no training can be satis
tiwtory which omits to prepare the students in any way for the 
conditions of rural life, and which is limited solelv to the 
requirements of the town. The reasonable course to· follow is 
well put by 1\1. Rene Le Blanc: "Le profe8SeUl' d'agriwlttwe et 
cellt'/, de science8 phyl:Jiques et 'IlatureUes cloivent se COil.ceriel· 
p'oIO' CLSI:JU·I'C1' in C01lwl//J/naute de lelws vucs et de leu1's e.ffO'l'ts; 
iil:J l:Ie souviend'l'Ont que l'ecole 1wrmale n'est pas un instit'ltt 
(/[j1'OlWJIlliqtte, qu'eUe 11/l pe'ut pretendl'e pew cOlIl:leqltent (i 
f01'IIWl' (lcs P1,ltct'icieil8, 1nais qu'on ne sUllwait t'I'OP y oricnter 

,'Ensei){nc. lcslerons et les e,cel'cices de sciellccl:J verl:l les clwscs tl'ag'l'icultltrc."l 
,nt Agrl . 
.".ed, iii. 
b4. 
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HIGHER PRl}lARY SCHOOLI:!. 

A full account of these schools may be read in a pllper2 by 
Mr. R. L. Morant, which deserves to be cllrefully studIed not 
only for the details of their organisation, but for the valuable 
remarks· and quotations upon the character of the agriculturlll 
instruction that may be given in them. Few of them, however, 
have an' agricultural side, and they are rarely to be found in the 
country dIstricts. Complaint has frequently been made of the 
small assistance given by the State towards their establishment. 
Outside the towns the opportunities for education beyond the 
elementary school are lamentably few, and these schools with their 
commercial, industrial, and agricultural sections su~gest just the 
type of institution which should be within reach ot every child. 
At the ecole primai'l'e sllpe1'ie'lwe at Bourges, where I was much 
pleased ,\;th the tone and behaviour of the boys, though less so 
with the condition of the buildings, the following is the 
.. :.- ........... l..1 ...... 
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Of the 683 boys who have passed through the school froDl 
1899.to 1900, 25 have gone into agriculture, 289 into ind~~ry, 
128 mto commerce, 52 to technical schools, 74. to trammg 
CO~~\e:' 103 mto the public service, and of 12 the destination 
is own. The school career of those who comp'lete the full 
course of three years should be crowned by the oortificat cl'ettu1.e& 
primai1'es superUures, but very few seek to obtain it. Only 
68 have been obtained by the above 683 boys. In many placeS, 
notably at Orleans, the Chambers of Commerce are endeavour
ing to make the certificate more in request by emphasising the 
imjJortance which they attach to its possession. 

Unfortunately I was unable to visit any of the higher primary 
schools with an agricultural side except at Onzain (Loir-et-Cher), 
which is described by Mr. Brereton. • 

FARM ScHOOLS • . 
Ai!, the condition of agriculture and agricultural education has 

improved, the number of these schools (jermes koles) has steadily 
decreased. In 1852 there were 75 such establishments, now 
there are only 14. North of Rourges, which may be taken as 
the centre of France, they have ceased to exist. They formed a 
useful part of the provision for elementary agricultural educa
tion, but the system under which they were worked laid them 
open to the objection that their directors (who were either the 
owners or lessees of the farm) looked upon the pupils as labourers 
placed at their disposal by the State. There was plenty of rough 
work uEon the land but very little instmction. From conversa
tion with farmers in different parts of the country, I found that 
they regretted the disappearance of these schools in view of the 
essentially practical character of what was done in them. There 
can be no doubt, however, that, from an educational }JOint of 
view, it has been wise to convert them into or replace them by 
Practical Agricultural Schools. 

PRACTIOAL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS. 

These also come under the category of elementary agricultural 
education. I visited an excellent school of this type at Chesnoy, 
about three miles from Montargis (Cher), where I was most 
hospitably entertained by the .Director, M. Jolivet. Any detailed 
description would be foreign to the purpose of this Report. It 
must suffice, therefore, to say_ that the whole estate comprises 
some 400 acres, and that the high quality of the crops testifies to 
the value of the instruction, having rega.rd to the p<Jor nature of 
the chalky soil. In the garden considerable attention is natur· 
ally paid to the cultivation of the vine. I was also much struck 
with the fine appearance of the sheep-a cross between South
down rams and Berichonne ewes. 

Nor can any account be given here of the methods pursued 
at the National School of Horticulture (Jardin, Potager) at 
Versailles, or the National Agricultural School at Grignon 
(Seine-et-Oise), to both of which I had the advantage of long 
visits. 
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CoNCLUSION. 

Although the character and extent of the instruction in the 
primary schools may not be such as might have b~en inferred 
from the official circulars and programmes, still an examination 
of the French system indicates many points worthy of serious 
consideration. 

In regard to the primary school itself, I did not see any 
work out of doors of a more practical character than what has 
now been done for some vears at several of our rural schools, 
especially_in the Isle of W'ight, where the influence of Mr. T. G. 
ROoper, KM.I., has led to several interesting experiments being 
made in this branch of rural education. Nor did I hear any 
class lessons superior to those of the Alderney Grammar School, 
near Tarporley, or to those given during the past summer at the 
village school at Wye (Surrey) by Mr. A. D. Hall, Principal of 
the South-Eastern Agricultural' College, whose paper upon the 
subject in the JowrnaZ of Edu,caticm, is full or valuable hints. IJ01lmttl G 

These instances afford adinirable models for the rest of England. Education; 
Such instruction, however, should be sUPlllemented by visIts to September 
eXI!eriment8.1 or demonstration plots, and by country walks in 
wliich the children should be encouraged to collect plants, 
insects, and geological specimens. Descriptions of these visits 
and excursions sliould mvariably be written by the children 
afterwards. Each school should be-furnished WIth a Museum, 
similar to the one at Olivet, and with a Library of attractive and 
reliable books upon every phase of rural life. * 

A leaving certificate which children could only obtain by 
regular attendance and after examination in the subjects 
prescribed for ODe of the higher standards would tend to raise 
the whole level of elementary education. It would provide a 
definite terminU8 ad q1IAm~, and would insensibly promote the 
extension of elementary school life. This matter has been 
dealt with on several occasions by Sir Joshua Fitch. In France 
the certificate has partly failed of its object, because the standard 
of the examination is too low, but, if it were made a real test of 
8. child's knowledge at the age of 12 or 13, it would soon be
come a passport to good employment. Parents would learn to 
recognise its value, and be anxious for their children to secure it. 
Nature study, instruction in which should be practical as well 
as theoretical (as is now imperative in the case of agriculture 
and horticulture under the new code for evening continuation 
schools), micrht well be made an obligatory subject of examina
tion at rur;J' schools. Mere ability to answer questions out of a. 
text-book is in itself worthless. 
. The interest of parents in the school would be stimulated if 
t.hey were to'receive 8. monthly report of 8. child's progress and 

• A W!6fullist of books on natural hiBtol'f pursuits and outdoor intel'e8ts, 
lIuitable for the W!6 of teachers or pupils m country schools, was prepared 
by Mr. Rooper for an educational conference held at Bilton Grange, near 
Rugby, in the summer, 1900. It will be found, with a full re~rt of the 
conference, in the report entitled "How to Improve Rural Education." 
(Rugby Adverti!l8r COmpany, Rugby.) . 
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conduct, as generally supplied to parents by teachers in French 
schools. 

As an inducement to teitehers to introduce instruction suitable 
to rural schools, and to qualify themselves to give it,. prizes, 
similar to those in France should be offered by the val'ious 
Agricultural Societies. The prestige of these pl:izes would be 
greatlv increased if, as in France, the Board of Agriculture also 
.oltered similar distinctions. \\llCn a teacher has devoted his whole 
time to instruction of a pnrticular type, and is suddenly called upon 
to take an entirely new departure, It is not mirea.sonable that he 
should cxpect smile recognition in return for the additional 
demands that are m<1~de upon him. The example set by the 
Agricultural Societies in Fmnce is one whioh those in England 
may properly be asked to follow, since the object in view IS th{} 
provision of instruction which shall be more suited to, and It 

bctter preparation for, the industry of agriculture. But such 
prizes should not be given to the teachers onlv; as Mr. Jenkins 
pointed out in his Report, "the true principle of granting 
rcwards for efficiency is to give them directly to the pupils, not 
only immediately by means of prizes, but n~so pro~pectively 
through the agency of scholarslups or bursarIes certItieates of 
efficiency, and any means that may be devised to improve the 

.-3981-1. future of the successful pupils." 1 Both teachers and pupils are 
15~. now rcwarded in France. • At the same time, it must not be 

forgotten that it was owing to pressure from the agriculturists 
themselves that the Government undertook the reform of rural 
education there. The greater elasticity of the Englmh Code has 
rcndered the task of reform easier here, but progress will depend 
upon th~ co-operation of all whose interests lie in the prosperity 
of the VIllages. 

:Facilities must be afforded to all students at the Tmining 
Colleges to acquire at least an elementary knowledge of the 
prillclpl\-,s ot: agriculture and horticulture, and their applications. 
It OUgIlt not to be difficult to organise such instruction upon the 
lines of that given at Chartres and Orleans, nt those colleges 
which nre already provided with gardens, IIml it might. well be 
given by the lecturcrs of the County Councils. The ft\ct that 
most of the students come from the towns lind return to 
the towns is no objcction. No one can be the worse for 
sllch instnlCtion. Some of those who hud' received. it, .having' 
their interests aroused in the pursuits of the country, ana 
feeling themselves qualified to tnke part in them, might be 
led to prefer a rurnl to an urban life. The present system tends 
wholly in the opposite direction. In the words of Mr. \V. Scott 
Uowni'd's lll,st. Report: .. To prepare the teachers of n nation with 
It life so rich in diversity, so varied, so complex .... we have 
hut one syllabus of n lughly academic character. The colleges 
whose nction it influences nrc moulded by it into Hll illevit.able 
uniformity. and, liS thl'Y can turn out annually not nea.rly as 
ll1Hny students liS nrc needed, who nrc Ilt once nbsorbed by the 
large town schools, it follows, by a natural reaction, that. their 
methods are shaped to prepare teachers for the more complex 
nnd nrtiticiallife of towns." 
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So long, however, as there is such an inequality between the 
salaries of the urban and the nlral tene-her, It is but natural for 
men to go where they will be better paid. Here again we may 
possibly learn from ,France, where teachers 'are paid not 
accordmg to their particular schools but according to their 
ljulliitications as ascertained by examination. The rural teacher's 
position is often a more trying and responsible one than that of 
tho town teacher, and he is entitled to equal treatment. The 
J·l·acljustment of salaries (It change which might im'olve their 
payment by the State) would do more than anything else to end 
the difficulty of providing for the rur.al schools. Contented 
teachers are ('ssential to the success of any system of education; 

, their legitimate srievances ought to ~e removed, and th.ey should 
, Illsa have some nght of appeal agamst what they beheve to be 

unjust decisions. 
Opportunities for instnICtion beyond the elementary day 

s(:hool should be within reach of every child: evening continua
I ion Rchoolli alone are not sufficient, and the ecole.'! prima.ires 
H"lJPriI'1I1'es, with their commercial, industrial,..and agricultural 
si( es, su~..{est the type of school required. Some of the smaU' 
endowed gmmmar schools in country towns might be remodelled 
after their rattern with special reference to the agricultural 
(·hamcter 0 the locality. Where there is an entire absence of 
such schools, 11. suitably situated .elementary school might be 
dcvelop(,d KO lUI to meet the needs of a considerable area, a.<il is 
.lone under the Dick Bequest in Scotland, or, more simply, urper 

.• livisions (euIl,.>I rmnpilmentai1'(8) might be added to some 0 the 
K(:hools. 

Finally, the whole agricultural education of the country from 
its lowest to its hi~hest stages should be under the supervision 
of Inspectors appomted for the purpose in each county by the 
Board of Agriculture, until such time as the educational work 
of the Board of Agriculture is taken over by the Board of 
Education, if the transfer appear desirable, which IS ()pen to doubt. 

In addition to those whose names are mentioned in the 
preceding pages, and from all of whom I received the utmost 
kindness and assistance, I wish to take this opportunity of 
expre~sing my thanks to M. Le'ygues, Minister of Public Instruc
tion, and to 1\1. Jean Dupuy, 1\lImster of Agriculture, at Paris, for 
the readiness with which they aftorded me every facility to visit 
the schools and colleges under their r~spective departments; to 
H. E. Cardinal V Ilughan, the Marq.uis d'Epinay St. Luc, 1\[ Richard 
Waddington (Senator for the Seme Infeneure), Mr. Austin Lee, 
C.B., Sir Joshua Fitch, Sir Ernest Clarke, Major Craigie, Mr. 
Bodlev, and Professor Meldola, F.R.S., for their many introduc
t.ions, • which enabled me to make the inquiry under the most 
favourable conditions. 

I also wish to acknowledge the great hE)lp which I had from 
Mr. Arthur Zachary, Assistant-Master at Hymer's College, Hull, 
wh9 accompanied me throughout the journey. 

JOHN C. 1\lEnp. 
Angust, 1900, 
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APPENDIX. 

The following copy of the particulars furnished by the teacher at La 
Ferte-Vidame for the Government competition laatyear in that portion 
of France, which includes the Department of Eure-et-Loir, has been 
courteously sent to me by M. Dauzat. . 

Hlnlstry of 
Public 

IDltruotion 
and 

Fine ArtI. 
FRENCH REPUBLIC. 

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL INSTRUCTI01-i 

IN AGRICULTURE IN PUBLIC PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

Competitian 101' 1899. Depa1'tment of EU1·e-et-Loir. 

Name of teacher.· John Baptiste Sevin. 

Name of commune - La Ferte-Vidame. 

Age and length of 53l years. 35l years of service. 
service. 

Date when he com
menced theoretical 
and ,practical instruc
tion In agriculture. 

Rewards obtained for: 
(1.) General subjects 

(2.) Agricultural in
struction. 

(3.) The competition 
organised by the 
Society for the Pro
tection of Animals. 

(4.) For personal ser
vices. 

Theoretical instruction in 1865; practical in. 
struction in 1874. 

One first prize, and award of books, two silver 
. medals, six bronze medals, and four honourable 

mentions. 

Order of "Chevalier du merite agricole"; four 
silver gilt medals~ ten silver medals, two bronze 
medals, and four nonourable mentions. 

One silver and one bronze meda.l. 

Letter of congra.tulation from the prefect of the 
department, award of a work of art, two silver 
medals, three bronze medals, and two honourable 

. mentions. 
Number of pupils: 

(1.) In the school - U~,per division 5, middle division 18, elementary 
dlvision 22; total 45 

(2.) Who have gained Thirty-four. 
prizes at the com-
petitions. 

(3.) Rewarded by the Two honourable mentions at Paris, and a bronze 
Society for the Pro- medal a.t Havre for the work of twelve pupils. 
tection of Animals. 
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I 
(4.) Who have ob- 1893,1; 1894, 1 ; 1895,3; 1896,2; 1897,2; 1898,5. 

tained the certificat Seven of these obtained· lpeciaJ mention for 
d'etudes primaires agriculture. 
during the past IiI: 

Teare. 

Time devoted each 
week to: 

(1.) Theoretica.l in- Three houri a week. 
IItruotion in agri
culture. 

(2.) PraAltical instruc- Three hours a week, each lesson lasting from hal 
• tioll. to three-quarters of an hour. 

Summary for each 
, month:-

L Principal subjects 
of theoretical in
struction, i.e. simple 
notions on (1) the 
natuml and physi
cal sciences applied 
to agriculture~ and 
(2) on agricwture 
and horticulture. 

IL Demonstrations, 
experiments, and 
practica.l work, ~r· 
formed by the 
pupils • or with 
their assistance. 

TIl. WaJks and agri
cultura.! excursions. 

October: The air and its importance for plants. 
Autumn sowing. The vine. Cider crops. 

November: The barometer and atmospheric 
pressure. Preparation of the soil. The nursery 
garden. Protection in winter. Threshin~. 

December: Thecompositionoftheair. Dramage. 
Liquid and fannyard manure. Winter work 
in the IJ&rden. 

January : Water, steaIJ.l~ dew, mist, rain, snow. 
The thermometer. useful and noxious ani
mals. Rotation of crolls. How to store 
manure. Hedging. Fencmg. 

February: Frost and ice. Vegetables. Agri
cultural implements. Destruction of cater
pillars. Removal of dead wood. Pruning. 

March: Springs and wells. The soil. Work ill 
the spring. Harrowing. Guano and chemical 
manures. Cockchafers. Bees. 

Ap!il: The weight of water. Poultry. Vegetables. 
Fruits. Flowers. Weeds. Grafting. . ArtificiaJ 
and natura.! pastures. 

May: Heat and electricity. Lightning·conductors. 
Insects. Birds. 

June: Common metals and salts. Domestic 
animals. The fann. The dairy. Hay-making. 

July and August: The harvest and revision of 
the previous work. 

The pupils aBl'ist as much as possible in the work 
of the school garden, for instance, in pruning, 
watering, manuring, sowing', planting, weeding 
and gathering the crops. In addition, simple 
experiments are made m school every month to 
illustrate the theoretical lessons., 

Adnnt&./re is taken of every opportunity to take 
the children into the country to supplement the 
instruction in class. These excursions are 
taken out of school hours, principally in the 
autumn and spring. They occur at uregular 
intervals, aAlcording to the state of the weather 
and the conduct of the children. The walks 
are made the occasion for collecting plants . 
insects, and geological specimens for the school 
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III. Walks and agri
cultural, excursions 
-cont. 

IV. Organisation, 
,l>'c., of Societ,ies fol' 
the pl'otetltion of 
animal~ 

Agricultural iilstruction 
t(} adults. 

Place of the school 
garden, demonstl'a- . 
tion or experimental 
plot. 

TIemRl'ks'of the Plimary 
Inspector. 

museum. The pupils of the fir~t two divisions 
al ways accompany the teacher when he has any 
surveying to do. They also assist the teacher 
in the cultivation of a second garden, which he 
has created and planted with viwiouR fruit and 
other trce~. 

The most intcrcsting pas~a):(es from the monthly 
Ilnlletin of the RoclCty for the Protpction of 
Animals at Havre arc react in eiass, exerciscs 
are writtcn upon them, and thesu the childl'CII 
take home, thus diffusing the information 
throughout the commune. It is very rare to find 
any of the children guilty of cruelty towards 
ammals, and, althou~h the district is one of 
woods and fOl'ests, bll'ds and their ncsts lire 
seldom touched. Special prizes are given at 
the annual prize distribution to those children 
who have displayed conspicuous zeal iu the 
protection of nests j the fact that these rewards 
are thus publicly given has an exeellent 
influence. 

Books on agricultme and hoi·ticnltme are freely 
lent from the school library. The parents of 
the children attending the school receive pre
sents of young plants from the teachcr'8 
nursery ; new varieties of hybrid vines, 
strawberries, and potatoes. Frequent lectmcs 
on agricultural snbjects are delivered by the 
Departmental Professor and the Professor for 
the Arrondissement. The teacher, who is a mem
ber of several agricultural societies, has also read 
ml\ny papers nn rural questions in the commune. 
Several experimental plots have been laid ont 
by him. The net result of the agricultural and 
horticultural .instruction in the school is that 
very many of the pupils have become intelligent 
farm labourers and successful gardeners. 

(Here the teacher gives three plans to scale. 
These plans indicate the exact nature of each 
crop, of the school garden, the fruit and 
vegetable garden, and the experimental plots. 
These latter have been created on his 0\\11 
initiative, and at his own expense, out of waste 
and uncultivated lands.) 

M. Sevin applies the above programme with 
judgment, and obtains most satisfactory results. 
The experiments which he tries in either of his 
two gardens, or ,in the plots, of' which he has 
supplied the plans, are followed with interest l)y 
the cultivators of the district as well as by the 
children, and cannot fail to have a good in
fluence on the agricultural progress of the 
Canton. 
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Volume 1 of Special Reports (189~7), contains the 
following Papers:-

J. 

2. 

3. 

Public Elementary Education in England and Wales, 1870-1895. 
By Mei<SfS. 1\1. E. Sadler and J, W. Edwards. 

Engliflh Students in Forei!(n Tra.inin~ Colleges. 
By l\IiJ.;8 L. Manley, Miss Wilhams, and Mr. H. L. Withers. 

nl'U~h Work in an Elementary ~chool (with illustrations). 
By ~Ir. Seth Coward. 

... The' A H C uf Dmwin;!: UII ill'(lliry into the l.rillciple" underlying 
element.ary in.truction in Drawing (with illuMtrations). 

By Mr. Ebenezer Couke. 
;;. Dome><tlc Econo,my Teaching ill Englan,l. 

By Mr8. Pillow. 
6. Technical Education fur Girl ... 

7. 
• 

By Mi~ A. J. Cooper. 
The Secondary Day School uttn.ched t-o the Battel'l!ea Polyteclmic, L'.J1lllon 

-an experiment in the co·e,lucation of boys and girls • 
By Mr. Sidney H. Wells 

1:1. The Hi~tQry of the Irkh System of Elementary Education. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

9. The National System of Educatiou in Ireland. 
By the late Right Hon. C. T. Redington, D.L. 

10. Itccent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium. 
lIy Me88r~. 111. E. Sadler and R. L. Morant. 

II. The Ho\U!t'wifelJ' Schools and Classe8 of Belgium. 
By 1I1isM l~. S. 1lI0ck and Miss L. Brackenbury. 

12. The Frllnch SYHtcm of Highcl' Primary Schools. 
lIy Mr. it. L. MOl·ant. 

13. The ltealschulen in llerlill and their bearing on Modern Secondary and 
Commercial E,l ucation. 

1-1. 

I,}. 

By IIIr. 111. E. Sadler. 
The Ober·Rea.JHChulen of Prussia, with special reference to the OLer· 

Realschule at Charlottenburg. 
By Mr. 111. E. Sadler. 

The Pru8~illn Elemental'Y School Code. 
Translated by Mr. A. E. Twentynlllll. 

16. The Continuation Schools in Saxony. 
By MI'. F. H. Dale. 

1 i. 

18. 

19. 

:.'0. 

21. 

23. 

2 ... 

21l. 

The School Journey in Germany. 
By Miss C. 1. Dodd. 

The Teaching of the Mother Tongue in Germany. 
By Mr. }'. H. Dale. • 

Holiday Courses in }'rance and Germany for llll,tl'uction in lIlodllrll 
Languages. 

By Me88l's. F. S. Man-in and R. L. Morant. 
Recent Educational PrograM in Denmark (with maps). 

By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 
E,lucahon in Egypt. 

By ~Ir. P. A. B:\ruett. 
The E.lucation of Girls and WOlllen in Spain. 

By Senor Don Fernan,lo de AI·teaga.. 
The National Bureau of Education of the United States. 

By Mr. It. L. Morant. 
The History of the Manitoba. School System alltl the llssues of the Uecent 

Controver"y. 
By Mr. it L. Morant. 

Arran~elllents for the a,hlli~sion of Women to the chief Unh'el'sities in the 
. Bnti"h Empire anti in l<'oreign Countries. 

By Mr. 111. E. Sadll'r, witb the help of Mr. J. W. Longsdon. 
Appendix giving a li.t of the chief ollicial papers hearin/! on Education in 

l;reat Britain and Ireland. 
Prcpare(1 by 1111'. 111. E. Sadler. 

Thill ,."httm: «('d. h.&ti) ('an he ohtained, either directly or thl'uu:!h allY Bookseller, frum 
".), C1::. ASIJ ~r()l'1·l~WlH)UE. EA~'" HAHHISG snn:KT. FI.KK'r :;'l'UKKT. E.t:. i 01' 

lIu".;a 4: IIUn). El'I"Bl'Kr.n; ur 
E. PO:SSO:S BY. 116, GUPTON STREI<T. DVBLI:I. 

Price &. 4<1. ; Pu~t ("ce 38. lOd. 
[Out of print: New Edition in contemplatiun.] z 
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Volume 2 of Special Reports contains the following 
Papet:s:-

1. The 'Velsh Interillediate Education Act, ISS9: It« Origin and "·orkillg. 
Contributed by the Charity Commi_sioners for En;;land and "-ales. 

2. The London Polytechnic Institutes (with illustrations). 
. By Mr. Sidney Webb. 

3. The London School of Economics and Political Scicnce. 
By Mr. W. A. S. Hewins. 

4. The Curriculum of a Girls' School. 
By Mrs. Bryant, Miss Burstall and Miss Aitken. 

5. Physical Education at the Sheffield High School for Gil·ls. 
By Mrtl. 'V oodhouse. 

6. Games and Athletics in Secondary Schools for Girls (with illustrations). 
By Miss P. Lawrence. 

7. The Organisation of Games out of School for the chilaren attending l'u blic 
Elementary Schools. ' • 

By Mr. George Sharples. 
8. Physical Education under the School Board for London (with illustrations). 

By Mr. Thomas Chesterton. 
9. Physical Education for Girls and Infants under the Lontlon School Boani 

(with illustrations). 
By the late Mrs. Ely Dallas. 

to. Physical Training in Birmingham Board Schools (with illustrations). 
By 1\Ir. Samuel Bott. 

11. Physical Trainin~ under the Leeds School Board. 
By Mr. R. .1';. Thomas. 

1~, The School Gardens at the Boscombe British School (with illustrations). 
By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 

13. The Connection between the Public Library and the Public Elementary 
School. 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. 
!4. The Educational Museum of the Teachers' Guild. 

By Mr. John L. Myres. 
15. T!le Haslemere Educational Museum (with plans). 

By Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson, }<'.RS. 
16. School Plays in Latin and Greek. 

By Mr. J. ft. Baker.Penoyre. 
17. The Study of Educat~.n. 

By Mr. J. J. Fmdlay. 
IS, The Training of Secondary Teachers and Educatiollalldeals. 

By Mr. F. J. R. Hendy. 
19. The Heuristic Method of Teaching. 

By Dr. Henry Armstrong, }<·.R.S. 
20. Statistics, &c., of Elementarv Education in England aud "-ales, 

1833-1870. • 
By Messrs. M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwards. 

21. List of Publications on Educational Subjects issued by the chief Local 
Educational Authorities in England amI Wales. 

Prepared by Miss M. S. Beard. 
2"2. Les U niversites }<·ran~aises. 

By Monsieur Louis Liard. 
23. The }<'rench Universities (a translation of No. 22). 

By Mr. J. W. Longsdon. 
24. The Position of Teache~s in the State Secondary Schools for Boys ill 

France. 
By Mr. F. B. Kirkman. . 

25. The }<'l'ench Leaving Certificatc-Cel'tificat tl'Etuues Priman-cs . 
.Jly Sir Joshua Fitch. 

26. fhe Teaching of Modern Languages in Belgium anll Holla.nd. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

27. School Hygiene in Brussels. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

This volume (Cd. 8943) can be ol)tained, either directly or tbrougb any Bookseller from 
EYRE AND SPOTTlSWOODE, EAST HARDING STRBET, FLIIET STIIIiIiT, E.C : Or 

OLIVElt &: BOYD, EDINBURGH; or 
E. PON80l\BY, 116, GIIAl'l"ON STRIiBT, DUBLL1<. 

P'l.u..P. R..~_ QJ • Pw; .• ' -r..~o'::'g Jl~ 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports contains the following 
papers:-

1. The National Organisation of Ellucation in Switzerland. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

2. Problems in Prus..ian Secondary E.lucation for Boys, "ith specIal 
reference to 8imilar questions lD England. 

By Mr. 1\1. E. SalUer. 

3. .. The Cnrricula and Programmes of ,V l)rk for Higher Schools ill Pn\Mia." 
Translated by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 

0.' The Higher Schools of the Grand Duchy of Baden. 
By 1\Ir. H. E. D. Hammond. 

5. 8t.riilllnngen auf dem Gebiet des Schul· und Dildungswesens in Deutsch· 
land. 

Yon ProfesAor Dr. " •. Rein in Jen&. 

6. Tendencies ill the Educational Systems of Germany. (Translation of 
No.5.) 

By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Frankfurt arM and district. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

II. The Teaching of 1\loclem Languages in Germany. 
Dy Miss Mary Drebner. 

9. The Teaching of I~oreign Langua.ges. 
By Professor Dr. Emil Hausknecht. 

10. The Tsacber of Modern Languages in Prussian Secondary Schools for 
BOY8. His educa.tion and professional tmining. 

Dy Mr. Fabian Ware. 

11. Higher Commercial Education in Antwerp, Leipzig, Paris and Hane. 
By Mr. 1\1. E. Sadler. 

12. The Present Position of Manual InstIuction in Germany. 
fiy Dr. Otto W. Beyer. (Translated by Mr. A. E. Twentyman.) 

13. The Secontlary Schools of Swellen. 
By Dr. Otto Gallander. 

u. Elementary Education in the Grand Duchy of Finland. 
Uy the Baron Dr. Yrjti·Koskinen. 

Thll volume (Cd. ~) can be obtained. either directly or through any Book .. Uer trum 
EYRE AIID SPOl"rIliWOODE, EAST HARDING STRBBT, }'UBT STRRH. E C.; or 

OJ.lVER &: llOYD, EDINBURGH; or 
E. PONSONBY. 116, ORArr<l1l STRBR'I', DUBLIII. 

Prie. 38. 3d.; Pod free 38. 9<1. 
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Volume 4 of SJlecial Reports (published simultaneously 
with Volume 5) contains the.following papers:-

A. DOMINION OF CANADA-

1. Ontario, The System 01 Education in. 
Prepare,l from official documents supplied hy the Education 

Department of Ontario. . 

2. Quebec, The System of Education in the Province of. 
Prepared from official document.~ by Mr. R. Balfour. 

3. Nova Scotia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. A. H. MacKay, Superintendent of Education, Nom 

Scotia. 

4. New Brunswick, The System of Education in. 
By Professor J. Brittain, Instructor in the Provincial Norm~~ 

School, Fredericton, New Bl'Unswick. 

5. Manitoba, The System of Education in. 
. .' Prepared from official documents hy Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. North-'Vest Territorie.q, The System of Education in the. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. It Balfour. 

7. 'British Columbia, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour. 

S. Prince Edward Island, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. D. J. MarI,eod, Chief Superintendent of Education, Prinee 

Edward Island. 

9. Memorandum on Agrilmltural Education in Canada. 
By Dr. 'V. Saunders, Director of Dominion Experimental Farms. 

10. Note on the Macdonald Manual Tl'8.ining Fund for the development of 
manual and practical instl'Uction in pl'imary schoolR in Canada. 

By Mr. 1\1. E. Sadler. 

B. NEWFOUNDLAND-

Newfoundland, The System of Education in. 
I. By the Rev. Canon W. Pilot, D.D., D.C.L., Superintendent of 

Church of England Schools in Newfoundland. 
II. B:y the Rev. G. S. Milligan, M.A., LL.D., Superintendent of 

MethodIst Schools in Newfoundland. . 

C. WEST INDIES-

1. Jamaica, The System of Education in. 
Part I. wi.th Appendices. 

By the Hon. T. Capper, Superintending Inspector of Schools, 
Jamaica. 

Part II. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. British Guiana, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. 'Y. Blair, Chief Inspector of Schools, British Guiana. 

3. The Teaching of Agriculture in Elementary and Higher Schools in the 
West Indies. 

Compiled from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

l'his volume (Cd. 416) cnn be obtained, either directly or through any bookseller. from 
EY.RE AND SPOTl'I~WOODE, EAST HARIHNG STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C.: or 

OLIVER lit BOYD, EDINBURGH; 01' 
E. PONSONBY, U6, GRAFTON STRBET, nUBLIN. 

Pt-iCB 48. Sri.; Post free 00. Id. 
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Volume 5 of Special Reports (published simultaneously' 
with Volume 4) contains the following papers:-

A. AFRICA-

1. Cape Colony, The HiHtory and PI'esent State of Education in. 
Part I., Sections 1-74. 

Dy Mr. G. B. MUD, B.A., of the Department of Public Education, 
Cape Town. ' 

Part I., Sections 75 to end, Part II. and Part III, 
Prepared from official IloCllmentii by MI'. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Natal, The SYHtem of Education in. 
By Mr. R. RURsell, Huperintendent of Education, Natal. 

1;. COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALlA-

1. New South 'Vales, The System of Education in. 
Preparcd from otJicial documents supplied by the Department of 

Public Instruction for New South 'Vales. 

2. Victolia, The System of E<lucation ill. 
By The Hon. A. J. Peacock, late l\Iinister of Public In~t,ructi()n, 

Victoria. . 

3. Queenfllan<l, The System of E,lncation in. 
By Mr. J. U. Anderson, M.A., Unller Secretary for Public 

In~trl\ction, Queensland. 

4. Tafllllania, The System of Ellucation i::. 
Prepared from otlicial documents by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

5. South Au"tralia, The S,l'stem of Education in 
By Mr. C. I,. Whithall\, Member of the lIoRrd of Inspectors of 

RrhoolR, Houth Australia. 

6. 'Yebtern Australia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. CYI'l1 Jackson, Inspector General of Schools, Western 

Australia. 

C. NEW ZEALAND-

:Sew Zealand, The Sy!otem of Education m. 
Prepared by Mr. 1\1. E. Sadler, from official doemnents surpliee) 

by the Department of Education for New Zealand. 

D. CEYLON-

Ceylon, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. J. R. Cull, late Director of Public Instruction, and Mr. A. 

Van Cuylenburg, Inspector of Schools, Ceylon. 

E. MALTA-

Malta, The System of Education in. 
By 1\11'. N. Tagliaferro, Director of EducatioD, Malta. 

Tnl. volume (Cd. n 7) ran be obtained, either directly or through allY }lookseller, from 
EYRE UD SPOl'Tl:!WOOIlK, E'&ST H'&RDING tiTRI!ET, FLllET STRBIIT, E.l·.; or 

OLIVER tl BOYU, EtlIIlBURGII: or 
E. PONSONBY, 116, OR.&n01l STRUT, DUBLIN. 

P"ice 48. OJ.; P08t free 48. la. 
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'Volume '6 of Special Reports contains the following 
papers:-

1. Introduction. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

2. The Masters of 3 Preparatory School. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

3. Preparatory School Equipment. 
By MI'. Frank Ritchie. . 

4. The Time·table of Work in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

5. The Preparatory School Curriculum. 
By Mr. G. Gidley Robinson. 

6. The Place of the Prepamtory School for Boys iI\ Secondary Education in 
England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. Entrance Scholarships at Public Schools, and their Influence on PreparatOl'y 
Schools. . 

By the Rev. the Honourable Canon E. Lyttelton. 

8. Examinations for Entrance Scholarships at the Public Schools. Their 
Character and Effect on the Educational 'York of Preparatory School!!. 

By Mr. C. C. Lynam. 

9. The Teaching of Latin and Greek in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. C. Eccles Williams, D.D. 

10. The Teaching of the Mother· Tongue in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. C. Tillard. 

II. The Teaching of History in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. A. M. Curteis. 

12. The Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. F. R. Burrows. 

l3. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Preparatory Schools. 
By Messrs. E. P. Arnold and Fabian Ware. 

14. The Teaching of Mathematics in Preparatory Schools. 
By the late Mr. C. G. Allum. 

15. Natural Science in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. Archer Vassallo 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. James T. Watts. 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr.:W. Egerton Hine. 

18. The School Workshop. 
By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 

19. Music in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. W. Eal'le, with an Appendix by Mr. W. W. Chedtou. 

20. Singing in Prepa.ratory Schools . 
.By Mr. I,eonard C. Venables. 
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21. Gardening, its Role in Preparatory School Life. 
By Mr. A. C. Bartholomcw. 

2'~. Health li.nd Physical Training in Preparatory Schools. 
}ly the He". C. T. Wickham. 

23. Galllcs in I'rel'aratory Schools. 
By Mr. f... J. C. Dowding. 

I 

21. The Employment of Leisure Houl's in Boys' Boarding Schools. 
By Mr. Arthur Rowntree. 

2;). Prcparatory School LibraIies. 
By MI'. W. Douglas. 

'26. A Day in a BOY'lI Life at a Preparatory School. 
• Ily Mr. 1'. S. Dcaltry. 

'21. School Managemcnt in Preparatory School~. 
BY' the Hev .• J. H. Wilkinson, with an Appendix by MI'. A. J. C. 

I?owding. 

'2!!. Economics of Preparatory Schools. 
lIy the Rev. C. Black. 

211. Preparation for the Pl'cparatory School 
• By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 

3U. l'reparatory Boys' Schools under Lady Principals. 
By Mr. C. D. Olive. 

31. The Preparatory Department at Puhlic Schools. 
By Mr. A. T. Martin. 

a') The Prcparatory Department at a Public Schoo!' 
By Mr. T. H. Mason. 

33. The Helations between Public and Prepal'atury Schools. 
By the Rev. Herbert Bull. 

34. The Preparatory School Product. 
By the Rev. H. A. James, D.D. 

as. The Preparatory School Product. 
By the Rev. the Honourable Canon E. Lyttelton. 

36. The Preparatory School Product. 
By Dr. Hely Hutchinson Almond. 

37. The Preparatory School Product. 
By Mr. Arthur C. BenMon. 

3S. The Home Training of Children. 
By Mrs. }'ranklin. 

311. The Pol!sibilityof Co·education in English Preparatory and other Secondary 
Schools. 

By Mr. J: H. Badley. 

40. Notes on a Preparatory School for GirllJ. 

41. Appendix. 

This "olume (Cd. 418) can be obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller, from 
El'RE AIID BPOT1'lSWOODE, EAST HARDIliG STRKET, l"LlIB'f SIBIIKT, E.C. ; or 

OLIVER « llOYD, EDlliBURGH; or 
E. PONlIONBY 116, GIIAFTOli STRUT, DUBLIN. 

Price 28. 3!d.; Post free, 28. nd. 
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The following Reports from Volumes 2, 3, 4 and 
5 of Special Reports on Educational SUbjects 
have been issued as Reprints:-

t;pecial H.eports on Intermediate Euucation in 'Yales and the Organisation 
oCEducation in Switzerland. 

(~os. 1 in Yols. 2 and 3 respectively.) Price 18. 1((, ; pOfit free, lao 3id. 
Hl'ecial H.eports on Modern Language Teaching. 

(No. 26 in Vol 2 and Nos. 7, S, 9, 10 in Yol. 3.) Price 6!d. ; pO!!t free, ~~J. 
Special Reports on Secondary Education in Prussia.. 

(NO!!. 2 and 3 in Vol. 3.) Price Is.; post free, h. 3~d. 
Special Heport on Secondary Schools in Baden. 

(No.4 in Vol. 3.) Priceii§d. ; post free, 7d. 
81'eeialHepol'ts on Education ill France. 

(N 08. 2"2, 23, 24, 25 in Vol. 2.) Price 4d. ; post free, 5~J .. 
Speciallteport on the Heurbtic Method of Teaching. 

. . (No. 19 in Vol. 2.) Price 3d. ; post free, 4d. 
Special Report on the Connection between the Public Lihral'Y and the 

Public Elementary School • 
(Nu. 13 in Vol. 2.) Price 2~d; post free, 3!,d. 

:->pccial Heport on the Systelll of E,lucation in Ontario. 
(~o. A 1 in "01. ... ) • Price Sa.; lJO~t free, lO~a. 

:->l'ecial Ueport on the System of Education in the Province of Quebec. 
(No. A 2 in Yol. 4.) Price 8d. ; post free, lOd. 

tipecial Reports on the Sy.tems of Education in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 
Prince Edward Islaml and NewfoumUand. 

(Nos. A 3,4,8 and No. B in Vol. 4.) Price Sd. ; post free, IO~d. 
Special' Hepol'ts on the Systems of Education in Manitoba, North·'Yest 

Territories and British Columbia. 
(Nos. A 5, 6, 7 in Vol. 4.) Price Sd. ; post free, lId. 

Special Reports on the Systems of Education in the 'Yest Indies, and in British 
Gu.iana. 

(Nos. C I,:!, 3 in Yol. 4.) Price 8d.; post. free, lld. 
Special Heports on the Systems of Edocation in (Jape Colony and Natal. 

. (.Nos. A 1, ~ ill Vol. 5.) Plice 8d. ; post free, llsci. 
:$peciall\cport ou the Sy.tem of Educatiou in .New ~outh 'Yales. 

(No. B 1 in Vol. 5.) • Plicc Sd.; POl!t free, 9~d. 
Special Report on the System of Education in Victoria.. 

(No. B 2 in Yol. 5.) . Price Sd.; post hee, IOrl. 

:$peciulltcport on the Hystem of Education in Oueensland. 
(.No. lll! in Yol. 5.J • Price Su.; !,oijL fret; 9d. 

tipecial Repo,rt on t~e System of Education in Tasrna~i~. 
. (No. I14 ill \ 01. 5.) I nce &I. ; po~t free, !ld. 

Special Rel'0!t on t1!e Rystcm of E,lncation in Sonth A;ustmlia. 1 

(No. n 5 m 'oJ. 5.) Pnce Sd. ; post free, 9"d. 
Special Hel'ort on the System of }:ducation in ,,'estern Australia. . 

(No. II 6 in '·o\. 5.) .. Price Sd. ; post free, !J~d. 

Special I1eJl~rt o? . the, Sys~em of Ed llcation in ~ ew Z~aland.. .' > 
(~o, C ill '01. i).) . Pnce Sd. , post flee, 10,,4. 

til'ecial He~rt on ~he System of Education in Ceylon.. , 
(N o. D m Vol. 5.) Pnce S.d. ; post free, 9<1. 

Spedal RepOIi; on ~he :"Yktem of E,luclltion in :\[alt.t. . 
(No. Em' 01. 5.) PrIce Stl. ; post free, !.la. 

These can be obtained, either directly or through any bookseller, from . 
EYRE AND SPOTTJ~WOODE, EAST BARDING STn~>:T, FLEKT STaI<ET, E.C'. ; or 

OLIVER &' ROlD, EDINDl"llGH; or 
. E. PO:>i~ONBV. 116, GRAFTON STRI<ET, DI·BLIN. 
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